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A

SYSTEM

OF

PHRENOLOGY.

Order II.—INTELLECTUAL FACULTIES.

These faculties communicate to man and animals know-

ledge of their own internal sensations, and also of the ex-

ternal world ; their object is to know existence, and to per-

ceive qualities and relations. Dr Spurzheim's latest division

of them is into three genera

:

" I. The External Senses.

" II. The Internal Senses, or perceptive faculties which

procure knowledge of external objects, their phy-

sical qualities, and various relations.

« III. The reflective faculties."'

For the sake of uniformity, I here adopt the same classi-

fication
;
although, as noticed in the Appendix, No. II., it

is far from being unexceptionable. But until the analysis

of the faculties themselves shall be more complete than at

present, an accurate arrangement of them cannot be attained.

* Philosophical Primiplcs of Phremlogy. Boston, United States, 1832,

p. 52.

VOL. II. A
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Genus I.—EXTERNAL SENSES.

By means of the senses, man and animals are brought
into communication with the external world, Dr Spurzheim,

in his Physiognomical System, and, in his more recent work
Phrenology, gives admirable treatises on the senses ; of which
I shall avail myself largely in the following pages.

The opinions entertained by philosophers in regard to the

functions of the senses, have in many instances been whimsi-

cal, extravagant, and contradictory.

Since the time of Bacon and Locke, the gi-eater number
of philosophical systems rest on the axiom of Aristotle, that

all ideas come into the mind by means of the external senses.

According to this notion, he who possesses them in the highest

state of perfection, is able to manifest most powerfully the

intellectual faculties of the mind ; or, in other words, the

faculties, both of man and animals, ought to be proportionate

to the perfection of the senses, and to the education bestowed

upon them. Daily experience, however, contradicts this

hypothesis. Dr Thomas Brown's doctrine is, that in the

sensations " we find the rude elements of all our knowledge,

the materials on which the mind is ever operating, and with-

out which it seems to us almost impossible that it could have

operated at all, or could, even in its absolute inactivity, have

been conscious of its own inert existence.''^

Philosophers of another class maintain, that the mind acts

independently of all organization, and that the senses, in-

stead of being instruments of action, are rather impediments

to it. They complain much of the illusions of the senses

;

and despise all testimony, and all conclusions grounded upon

sensation. Such notions are unworthy of being refuted.

' Lectures, vol. i. p. 398.
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Other philosophers, again, have attributed to the external

senses many acts which are performed by the internal facul-

ties alone. For instance, Helvetius has said, that man owes

his arts to the structure of his hands ; and that, if the hoof

of the horse had been joined to the human arm, he would

have been still wandering wild in the woods. But many
animals have instruments equally curious, and perfect in

structure with those to which peculiar capacities of mind

have been attributed in man ; and yet these instruments do

not produce in them the corresponding functions. Monkeys

have hands almost as nicely formed as those which are at-

tached to the human arm ; but do monkeys put wood upon

the fire to support combustion ? or do they construct works

of art ? According to this theory, also, insects, crawfish,

lobsters, and still more the cuttle-fish, ought to have exact

ideas of extension, of size, and of the theorems of geometry,

in consequence of their numerous and perfect organs of

touch.

In point of fact, however, the external instruments are

often similar, while the functions performed by them are

quite diff'erent. The hare and rabbit have similar feet
; yet

the hare lies on the surface of the fields, while the rabbit

burrows under ground. We have also examples of similar

functions observed in animals which have instruments quite

diff'erent. The proboscis is to the elephant what the hand
is to man and to the monkey. The hands of monkeys and
the feet of parrots and squirrels, are certainly diff'erent

; yet,

by means of these instruments, they all move their food to

their mouths in eating. In order to dig up truffles, the hog
ploughs the earth with his snout, and the dog scratches it

with his feet.

Some have taught, that the functions of the senses are not
ordained by nature, but acquired by experience. Much, for
example, has been written about the rectification of the sense
of sight, by means of touch ; and about what they call the
acquired perceptions of sight.

Each sense, however, performs its functions in conse-
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quence of its own innate constitution alone ; and the rela-

tions of every sense to external impressions are determinate,

and subjected to positive laws. If an odour make an im-

pression upon the olfactory nerve, the impression is imme-
diately found to be agreeable or disagreeable ; and this feel-

ing arises from the constitution of the sense, and the relation

established between it and the odorous particles which excite

it to activity. The functions of every sense depend only on

its peculiar organization ; and hence no preceding exercise

or habit is necessary, in order to acquire the special power

of any sense. If the organization be perfect, the functions

are perfect also ; and if the organization be diseased, the

functions are deranged, notwithstanding all preceding ex-

ercise. If the optic apparatus be perfect in newly hatched

birds, their sight is perfect ; as is the case with chickens,

ducks, partridges, and quails. If, on the contrary, at the

first entrance into life, the organization of the eyes or the

ears be imperfect, the power of the animal to see or hear is

proportionally deficient. In adult persons, vision is deranged

if the eyes be diseased. In old persons, the functions of

the five senses lose their energy, because the vital power of

the organs is diminished.

It is indeed ridiculous to suppose that Nature should have

produced any sense which could not perform its functions

without being supported by another and a different sense ;

—

that, for example, we should not be able to see without feel-

ing, or to hear without seeing. Hence the propositions ap-

pear self-evident,—that no sense acquires its functions by

means of any other sense, and that any one sense cannot be

the instrument of producing the sensations experienced by

means of all the senses collectively. But we must observe,

that diflFerent senses may enable us to perceive the same ob-

ject ; and that one sense is more fitted than another to make

us acquainted with certain objects, and their qualities. For

example, we may obtain a conception of the figure of a book

by means of the sense of touch, and also by means of the

sense of sight.
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Each sense, as already observed, is subject to its own posi-

tive laws. For example, we see according to the laws of the

refraction of light ; and hence, a straight rod half plunged

in water appears crooked, although touch proves that, m
this situation, the rod continues straight.

This is a kind of rectification ; but it must not be con-

founded with the doctrine which maintains that one sense

acquires its functions by means of the rectification of an-

other sense. Touch may shew that a rod which is plunged

in water, and looks crooked, is straight ; but the eyes will

see it crooked as before. The rectifications thus effected

by the senses, are reciprocal, and not the prerogative of one

sense. In this view, the eyes may rectify the sense of touch.

If, without our knowledge, a piece of thin paper be placed

between one of our fingers and the thumb, we may not feel

but we may see it. Even smell and taste may rectify the

senses of seeing and of touch. Thus, many fluids look like

water, and it would be impossible to discover them to be

different substances by the sense of touch ; but it is easy to

do so by smell and taste. Thus each sense has its peculiar

and independent functions, and each is subject to positive

laws. But every sense also perceives impressions of which

another is not susceptible ; and it is in consequence of this

circumstance that the external senses rectify one another ; or

rather produce, by their co-operation, an extent of accurate

conception, which, in an unconnected state, they would have

been incapable of affording.

It is a task of considerable difficulty to point out accu-

rately the precise limits of the functions of the senses ; be-

cause, in every act of perception, their instrumentality is

combined with that of the internal faculties of the mind
;

and it is not easy to discriminate to what extent the act de-

pends upon the one, and to what extent upon the other.

For the elucidation of this point, I submit the following con-

siderations to the reader.

The external organs of the senses do notform ideas. For
example, when an impression is made upon the hand, it is
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not the nerves of touch which form the conception of the ob-

ject making the impression
; they merely receive that im-

pression, and communicate it to the brain, and an internal

faculty of the mind perceives, or forms an idea of the object

by which the impression is caused. Without the nerves of

feeling, the internal faculty could not experience the percep-

tion ; because the medium of communication between it and

the object would be wanting.

Hence, previously to every perception, there must be an

impression on the external organs of sense ; and the function

if these organs appears to consist in receiving and transmit-

ting this impression to the brain and internal faculties. The

nature of the impressions depends on the constitution of the

organs of sense, and on the relations established between them

and external objects ;
and, as it is absolutely impossible for

the human will to change either the constitution of the senses,

or the relations between them and the external world, it is

clearly absurd to speak of acquired impressions.

But, as the senses are constituted with a determinate re-

lation to external objects, so the brain and internal faculties

are constituted with a determinate relation to the organs of

sense. In virtue of the first relation, a certain object makes

a certain impression ; and in virtue of the second, a certain

impression gives rise to a certain perception : and both de-

pend on nature, and not on the will, nor on exercise or

habit.

But we must distinguish between the perceptions we ex-

perience of external objects, and the inferences concerning

their qualities which we draw by reasoning from these per-

ceptions. All those ideas which are pure perceptions are

formed intuitively, on the presentation of objects fitted to

excite them. Inferences from these, on the other hand, are

the result of our reasoning powers. What are sometimes

called " acquired perceptions," are merely habits of reason-

ing from the impressions naturally made on the senses
;
and

these habits are just as much a part of our nature as the ori-

ginal perceptions. It appears to me, that the visible and
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tangible appearances of bodies are simple perceptions, be-

cause, after the amplest experience of some of these being

deceitful, we cannot, in the slightest degree, alter our percep-

tions of them. For example, a rod half immersed in water

appears crooked, in defiance of every endeavour to see it

straight. When we stand three or four yards distant

from a mirror, and perceive our image in it, we cannot, by

any eflforts, succeed in perceiving the image as if formed on

the surface of the mirror, although we know perfectly that

it is so. It appears always at the same distance behind the

surface as we are before it. If a picture be painted accord-

ing to the rules of perspective, so as to represent a vista in

the country, or a long street in a city, we are altogether

incapable, when in the proper position for viewing it, of per-

ceiving the surface to be plain. The picture appears to us

to represent objects at different distances, and the most de-

termined resolution to see them all equally near is ofno avail,

although we know that, in point of fact, they are so.^

If, previously to experience, all objects seen by the eye ap-

pear only as of different colours and shades, and all equally

near although really at different distances ; and if we learn

by experience only, that this natural appearance is deceitful,

and that, in point of fact, one object is near and another dis-

tant ; I cannot perceive a reason why we might not learn, by
experience, also to perceive pictures as plain surfaces, and
images as if formed on the surfaces of mirrors—in short, to

get quit altogether of the illusions of optics. If it be easy
to acquire, by habit, the power of perceiving objects as at

different distances, which naturally appear to the eye as all

equally near, it ought to be no difficult matter to learn by
experience to perceive a surface to be plain which really is

I am informed that there are individuals, enjoying perfect vision, who
see their own image always on the surface of a mirror, at whatever dis-
tance they stand from it ; who naturally see paintings (a diorama of a
valley, for instance) as plain surfaces, and who find it necessary to make
a mental effort to perceive perspective ; but this is not the general case.
The organ of size was deficient in the only two individuals thus consti-
tuted whom I have seen. See " Organ of Size," in a subsequent page.
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SO, after we are certain of the fact ; and yet I have never
been able to do so. Colour, form, magnitude, and distance,

appear to be objects of intuitive perception, when the organs

which take cognizance of them are adequately possessed ;

and, accordingly, no experience, and no repetition of acts of

volition, can alter such appearances, if the refraction of

light, the state of the eye, and the internal faculties, continue

the same.

The following appears to me to be a correct mode of as-

certaining the limits of the functions of the senses. What-
ever perceptions or impressions received from external ob-

jects can be fully renewed by an act of recollection, cannot

depend exclusively upon the senses ; because the organs of

sense are not subject to the will, and in the healthy state

never produce the impressions which depend upon their con-

stitution, unless excited by an external cause. On the other

hand, whatever impressions we are unable to recall, must,

for the same reason, depend on the senses alone.

These principles will be best elucidated by examples. In

hearing, I call that part of the impression which is occa-

sioned by the vibrations of the air, and of the tympanum,

simply noise ; and that part Avliich is dependent on the acti-

vity of the brain, a note. When a noise has been made by

striking a table with a hammer in our presence, and the sound

has ceased, the noise cannot be reproduced by an effort of

the will ; because its existence depended on the apparatus of

the ear being in a certain state of excitation, which cannot

be reproduced by an act of volition. But if an individual

is endowed with the internal faculty of Tune, and if a piece

of music be played over in his presence, then, after the noise

of the instrument has ceased, although he cannot recall that

noise, he can with facility reproduce the internal impressions

which the notes made upon his mind ; in short, he can enjoy

the tune internally anew, by an act of recollection. And as

most sounds have something musical in them, he may also

recall the note made by the hammer in striking the table,

but not the noise. The j^ower of experiencing the perception
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of melody, and of enjoying the impressions which, it makes,

appears, therefore, to depend on the internal faculty of Tune,

while the noise alone depends upon the ear. Hence the per-

fection of the power of perceiving melody in any individual,

is not in proportion to the perfection of the external ear

alone, but in proportion to the joint perfection of that organ,

and the internal faculty of Tune. Without the auditory ap-

paratus the internal faculty could not receive the impres-

sions ; but that apparatus could never of itself produce the

perception of melody. Accordingly, we see every day that

many individuals enjoy the sense of hearing unimpaired, who
have no perception of melody. The same principles applied

to the other senses will point out distinctly the precise limit

of their functions. We may take an example from the sense

of touch. If we embrace a square body with the hands,

certain impressions are made on the nerve of touch, called

sensations, in consequence of which the mind forms an idea

of the figiu-e of the body. Now, we can recall the concep-

tion of the figure ; but not the sensation which excited it.

The conception, therefore, depends on an internal faculty

;

the sensation on the nerves of touch. The perception, how-
ever, depends as entirely on nature as the sensation; and the

power of perceiving the form of the body is not acquired by
experience.

Dr Spurzheim observes on this head, that, where the same
ideas are acquired by the instrumentality of two or more
senses, the ideas cannot possibly be formed by the senses ;

because Natm*e, so far as man has discovered, never endows
different instruments with the same functions, in the same
individual. For example, we can acquire ideas of form by
the instrumentality of the sense of Sight, and likewise by
means of Touch. Now, from this circumstance alone it is

evident, that the conception of figure is formed, not by the
eyes, or by the nerves of Touch, because this would be an
instance of two separate senses performing the same func-
tion

;
but by an internal faculty, which perceives figure, in

consequence of impressions made on either of these two dif-
ferent senses. The impressions made upon the eye are to-
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tally different from those made upon the nerves of Touch,

but the internal faculty is adapted by nature to both ; and

hence the same perceptions are experienced by means of the

same faculty, although through the instrumentality of differ-

ent media. The same function, however, is not performed

by distinct senses.

These views of the functions of the senses are illustrated

and confirmed by the phenomena which take place when the

organs of sense are diseased. For example, when the ear

becomes inflamed, it often happens that noises having no

external causes are heard ; when too much blood flows into

the eye, impressions like those of light are perceived ; when

the nerves of Taste become diseased, there is a conscious-

ness of disagreeable savours ; when the nerves of Touch

are excited by internal causes, a tickling or disagreeable sen-

sation is felt ; when the muscular system is relaxed by ner-

vous diseases, and flying spasms occur over the body, im-

pressions occasionally arise from these spasmodic affections,

so precisely resembling those of touch, that the individual is

at a loss to distinguish them.

There is reason to conjecture, that particular parts of the

brain receive the impressions transmitted by the different ex-

ternal senses, and that it is by their instrumentality that the

gourmand, for instance, recalls the flavour of a particular

dish. He cannot reproduce the sensation, which depends on

the activity of the nerves of taste ; but he can recall all that

is mental in the perception, or that depends on the activity

of any part of the brain.

Every one is acquainted with the ridiculous theories which

have been framed by philosophers, to account for the phe-

nomena of perception. Aristotle taught, says Dr Reid,

*' that, as our senses cannot receive external material ob-

jects themselves, they receive their species, that is, their

images or forms without the matter, as wax receives the form

of the seal, without any of the matter of it.''^ The Plato-

' Esmy on the InleUeciual Poiveis, p. 25.
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nists differed from Aristotle in maintaining, " that there ex-

ist eternal and immutable ideas, which were prior to the ob-

jects of sense, and about which all science was employed."

They agreed with him, however, as to the manner in which

these ideas are perceived. Two thousand years after Plato,

Mr Locke represented our manner of perceiving external ob-

jects, by comparing the understanding to a " closet, wholly

shut from light, with only some little opening left, to let in

external visible resemblances or ideas of things without."

The notion of all these philosophers was, that, from the ex-

istence of these images or ideas, the mind inferred, by a pro-

cess of reasoning, the existence of the external objects them-

selves.

Dr Reid refuted, by a very simple process, these doctrines.

He pointed out merely the fact, that the mind is so formed,

that certain impressions, produced by external objects on our

organs of sense, are followed by certain sensations ; that these

sensations are followed by perceptions of the existence and

qualities of the bodies by which the impressions are made
;

and that all the steps of this process are equally involuntary

and incomprehensible to us.

It will be perceived, that the doctrine above laid down
regarding the functions of the senses, corresponds precisely

with the philosophy of Dr Reid.

The organs of each sense are double ; and yet the conscious-

ness of all impressions experienced by the mind is single.

Various theories have been propounded to account for this

fact ; but none of them is satisfactory. Dr Gall ventured to

give an explanation different from them all. *' He distin-

guishes two states of activity in the organs of the senses,

calling one active, the other passive. The functions are pas-
sive, if performed independently of the will ; the eye, for in-

stance, necessarily perceives the light which falls upon it, and
the ear the vibrations propagated to it. Now, we perceive
•passively with both organs, says he ; we see with both eyes,
hear with both ears, but the active state is confined to one
organ, and commonly to the strongest. We see with both
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eyes at the same time, but we look with one only ; we hear
with both ears, we listen only with one ; we feel with both
hands, we touch with but one, &c.

" There is no doubt that we look Avith one eye only. In

placing a pencil or any other thin body between us and a

light, keeping both eyes open, and throwing the axis of

vision, the stick, and the light, into a right line, did we look

with both eyes, the pencil should occupy the diagonal, and
its shadow fall on the nose. But this always falls on one

eye, on that which the person, who makes the experiment,

ordinarily uses in looking with attention. If the pencil be

kept in the same position, and the eye not employed in look-

ing be shut, the relative direction of the objects will seem to

remain the same ; but if he shut the eye with which he look-

ed, it will be altered, and the pencil will appear removed far

from its former place. Again, let any one look at a point

but a little way distant, both eyes will seem directed towards

it ; let him then shut his eyes alternately. If he close the

one with which he did not look, the other remains motion-

less ; but if he shut that with which he looked, the other

turns immediately a little inwards, in order to fix the point.

Moreover, the eyes of many animals are placed laterally, and

cannot both be directed at once to the same object. Finally,

the gestures of man and animals prove that they look with

one eye, and listen with one ear ; for they direct one eye or

one ear towards the object to be seen or heard."

^

" Notwithstanding what has been said, Dr Gall's explana-

tion seems to me," says Dr Spurzheim, " little satisfactory.

Indeed it is very remarkable, that, passively, we perceive, at

the same time, the impressions of both organs of any sense,

not only if one, but also if different objects impress the two.

Even different impressions of different objects may be per-

ceived by both organs of two senses at once. We may, for

instance, with both eyes see different objects at the moment

that with both ears we hear different sounds. As soon as we

' Dr Spurzheim's Phrenolopy, p. 221.
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are attentive, hoAvever, as soon as we look or listen, we per-

ceive but one impression. It is impossible, therefore, to at-

tend to two different discourses at once. The leader of an

orchestra hears passively all the instruments, but he cannot

be attentive except to one. The rapidity of mental action

deceives several, and makes them think it possible to attend

to different objects at the same moment. It follows, that

there is a difference between the active and passive state of

the senses ; but whether this difference suffices to explain the

single consciousness of every sense, is another question ; I

think that it does not.

" First, this explanation would apply only to functions in

their active, not at all in their passive state ; and the cause of

single consciousness must be the same in both. Further, the

active state is not produced by the external senses them-

selves, any more than voluntary motion by the mere muscles.

Some internal power renders the senses active
;
they them-

selves are always passive, and merely propagate external im-

pressions
;
they appear active only when something internal

employs them to receive and to transmit impressions to the

brain. It is therefore probable, that the internal cause which

excites only a single organ of the external senses to activity,

is also the cause of the single consciousness of different im-

pressions. Dr Gall's explanation of single consciousness is

consequently not only grounded upon an inaccurate notion,

but would be far from satisfactory, were the supposition even

true."i

The mind has no consciousness either of the existence of

the organs of sense, or of the functions performed by them.

When the table is struck, and we attend to the subject of

our own consciousness, we perceive the impression of a

sound ; but by this attention we do not discover that the

impression has been experienced by the instrumentality of

any organ whatever. Hence the perceptions of the mind
are always directed to the objects which make the impres-

' Lib. cit., p. 222.
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sions, and not to the instruments by means of which they

are experienced. The instruments perform their functions

under Nature's care, and, as already observed, are not sub-

ject to the will. We should have been distracted, not be-

nefited, by a consciousness of their action. When they be-

come diseased we obtain this consciousness, and it is pain-

ful. Every one must be sensible of this fact, whose eyes or

ears have been inflamed.

Dr Spurzheim observes, that " the brain seems to be ne-

cessary to every kind of perception, even to that of the im-

mediate functions of the external senses ; but it is not yet

ascertained, though it is probable, that one fundamental

power, inherent in a particular part of the brain, knows and

conceives as sensations, all the varied impressions made on

the external senses. Some phrenologists think that each

external sense has a peculiar portion of brain for this end,

and that the combined action of its nerve and of this cere-

bral part, is necessary to the accomplishment of its func-

tions—that the nerve of taste and a portion of brain, for in-

stance, are necessary to perceive savours ; the olfactory nerve

and a cerebral part, to distinguish colours, &c. I do not

believe that consciousness happens without brain, but I see

no reason to surmise that the immediate functions of each

external sense require a particular portion of the brain, in

order to be recognised as determinate sensations."^ Dr

Caldwell, on the other hand, I think with justice, regards

the opinion here expressed by Dr Spurzheim, as at variance

with sound physiology,^ and the facts which I shall adduce

on p. 25, will shew, that, in the case of the sense of sight,

there is an internal organ in the brain which is connected

with vision.

After these general considerations, which apply to all the

external senses, a few words may be added on the specific

functions of each sense in particular.

' Spurzheim's Phrenology, p. 257.

Caldwell's Elements of Phrenology, 2d edit, p. 21.
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FEELING OR TOUCH.

Dr Spurzheim, and many authors before his day, inferred

from pathological facts, that the nerves of motion must be

distinct from the nerves of feeling;' and subsequent experi-

mentshave proved this inference to be well founded. This sub-

ject has been treated of on page 91, vol. i. The sense of feel-

ing is continued, not only over the whole external surface of

the body, but even over the intestinal canal. It gives rise to

the sensations of pain and pleasure ; of the variations of tem-

perature ; and of dryness and moisture. These cannot be

recalled by the will ; and I therefore consider them as de-

pending on the sense alone.

This sense is usually supposed to convey to us impressions

not merely of heat and cold, pain and pleasure, but also of

the resistance met with by the body when in contact with

external objects. This, however, is disputed by some authors,

who maintain that there is a sense altogether distinct from

that of feeling properly so called, and which conveys to the

brain a knowledge of the state of the muscles,—in other

words, of the degree of contraction or force which they are

exerting at the time. The existence of such a sense is dis-

tinctly maintained by Dr Thomas Brown. " The feeling of

resistance,'' says he, " is, I conceive, to be ascribed, not to

our organ of touch, but to our muscular frame, to which I

have already more than once directed your attention, as

forming a distinct organ of sense ; the affections of which,

particularly as existing in combination with other feelings,

and modifying our judgments concerning these (as in the

case of distant vision, for example), are not less important

than those of our other sensitive organs."^ Mr Simpson, in

a very ingenious and elaborate essay on this subject, pub-

* See Spurzheim's Physiognomical System, 1815, p. 23, and Phrinologie,

1818, p. 236. Also his Anatomy of the Brain, sect. ill. p. 37, et seq.

' Lectures, vol. i. p. 496,
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lished in The Phrenological Journal,"^ has adduced many facts

and arguments confirmatory of Dr Brown's opinion. One

case communicated to the JournaP by a medical gentleman

of Edinburgh, seems to him quite decisive. " I was con-

sulted," says he, "by the son of a gentleman in the country,

who has had a singular paralytic affection. He lost the

power of motion in his arms, but retained sensation acutely,

and felt another person's hand cold or warm, as the case

might be. [This indicated the nerves offeeling, distributed

to the skin, to be uninjured, while the motor nerves, which

convey the mandates of the will to the muscles and cause

them to contract, were impaired.] Now, at the distance

of three weeks, he has regained the power of motion, but

has lost the sense of the state of the muscles so completely,

that he cannot adapt his muscular contractions to the

purpose he has in view. [The motor nerve had recovered

its health, but the nerve of the sense of resistance continued

powerless.] In seizing a small object, he bears down upon

it with his extended hand,- gathers it in, and grasps it like a

vice, not aware of the disproportion of his effort. He has

at the same time the complete command of his muscles as to

contraction and relaxation, but wants only the sense of their

state." Mr Simpson appears to me to mistake Sir Charles

Bell's meaning in regard to the existence of a set of nervous

fibres conveying to the brain a knowledge of the state of the

muscles. The language of Sir C. Bell is obscure, but

physiologists do not admit that he has discovered the func-

tions of more nerves than those of motion and sensation.

Mr Noble accounts for the phenomena of the case here cited

by Mr Simpson, by the supposition, that ''feeling was defec-

tive in the muscles, and perfect in the skin ;" a result not

unfrequent in cases of partial paralysis of the sentient ner-

vous filaments. See Phren. Journ., vol. xii. p. 206.

' Vol. ix. p. 193 ; see also his other papers there referred to, particularly

that on the sense of equiUbrium, vol. iv.p. 266. Sir George Mackenzie

has commented on Mr Simpson's essay mentioned in the text, in vol. ix.

p. 349.

« Vol. iv. p. 315. ^
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Hunger and thirst seem to constitute a peculiar sense, of

which the stomach and throat, and nerves connecting them

with the brain, are the external organs, and the organ of

Alimentiveness the cerebral part in which the sensations are

experienced. 1

TASTE.

The function of this sense is to produce sensations of

taste alone ; and these cannot be recalled by the will. The

tongue is endowed with three functions. Motion, Feeling,

and Taste, one of which may be lost, and the other two

be retained. It is not well ascertained which is the pro-

per gustatory nerve. Mr Daniel Noble of Manchester has

observed a striking case in which, " whilst the common sen-

sation of one half of the tongue was annihilated, the sense

of taste was unimpaired." See London Medical Gazette,

vol. XV. p. 120, and vol. xvii. p. 257. In the Medical Gazette

for December 1835, there is a paper by Mr Bishops, detailing

the history of a case of facial paralysis, wherein a post mor-

tem examination exhibited " the whole of the fifth nerve

completely destroyed, whilst both the eye and nostril of that

side had lost their sense of touch, retaining the faculties of

vision and smell.'' We may judge of the qualities of external

bodies by means of the impressions made on this sense ; but

to form ideas of such qualities is the province of the inter-

nal faculties. Some phrenologists say that the lips, the in-

terior of the cheeks, and the palate also, are sensible to the sa-

vom-s of bodies ; but Dr Vimont denies this on the authority

of experiments performed in his own person.

' Sec vol. i. p. 270 of this work ; and a paper on Alimentiveness, by

Mr liobcrt Cox, m. Tkc Pkrenological Journal, vol. x.

VOL. U. B
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SMELL.

By means of smell the external world acts upon man and
animals from a distance. Odorous particles are conveyed

from bodies, and inform sentient beings of the existence of

the substances from which they emanate. The chief organ

of smell is the olfactory nerve. It is ramified on the upper

and middle spongy bones of the nose. It is not ramified

on the inner surface of the sinuses. A branch of the fifth

pair, or sensitive nerve, is ramified also on the spongy bones

and inner surface of the nostrils, and gives the sensation of

pain from irritants. Magendie cut the olfactory nerve, and

held ammonia to the nose of the animal, and because it

sneezed, he thought that the fifth pair, and not the olfactory

nervGjWas the essential nerve in smell ; but the ammonia acted

as an irritant to the nerve of feeling, and not as a smell.

When the fifth pair is cut, smell after a time is lost, because

the loss of sensation is followed by inflammation of the mu-

cous membrane, the integrity of which is necesisary to smell.

The functions of smell are confined to the producing of

agreeable or disagi'eeable sensations,when the organ is afi'ected.

These cannot be reproduced by an efibrt of the will. Va-

rious ideas are formed of the qualities of external bodies,

by the impressions which they make upon this sense ; but

these ideas are formed by the internal faculties of the mind.

HEARING.

In new-born children, this sense is not yet active ; but it

improves by degrees, and in proportion as the vigom- of the

organ increases. It is a very common opinion, that music,

and the faculty of speech, are the result of the sense of hear-

ing ; but this notion is erroneous.

As already mentioned, the auditory apparatus, being ex-

cited to activity by an external cause, produces only the im-
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pression of noise ; and here its functions terminate. If, be-

sides, the faculty of Tune be possessed by any individual,

melody in sounds is perceived by that faculty. If the faculty

be not possessed, such perception cannot exist. Hence,

among birds, although the female hears as well as the male,

yet the song of the male is very much superior to that of

the female, and in him the organ of Tune is larger. Among

mankind, also, many individuals hear, and yet are insen-

sible to melody. Thus, both in man and other animals,

there is no proportion between the perfection of hearing,

and the perfection of the power of perceiving melody. If

it be part of the function of the auditory apparatus to give

the perception of melody, how can it happen that, in

one individual, the apparatus can perform only one-half of

its function, while in others it performs the whole ? This

is not like Nature's work. Farther, hearing cannot produce

music ; because the auditory apparatus is excited only by

sounds which are already produced ; while the first musician

must have begun to produce music before he had heard it,

and therefore he must have done so from an internal im-

pulse of the mind. Singing-birds also, which have been

hatched by strange females, sing naturally, and without any

instruction, the song of their species, as soon as their internal

organization is active. Hence the males of every species

preserve their natural song, though they have been brought

up in the society of individuals of a difi'erent kind. Hence

also, musicians who have lost their hearing, continue to coin-

pose. They possess the internal faculty ; and it being in-

dependent of the auditory apparatus, conceives the impres-

sions which different sounds naturally produce, long after

the ear has ceased to be capable of allowing these sounds to

be heard anew. Hence likewise, deaf and dumb persons

have an innate feeling of measure and cadence. Though,

however, hearing does not produce music, yet, without an

auditory apparatus fitted to receive the impressions made by
tones, melody could not be perceived

; and, unless that ap-

paratus had been once possessed, neither could melody be
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produced, because the individual could not judge of the im-
pressions which the sounds he made were fitted to make
upon those who hear.

Another common opinion is, that hearing alone, or hear-
ing and voice jointly, produce the faculty of speech. This
error will be refuted, by considering in what any language
consists, and how every language is produced. Language
has been divided into two kinds, natural and artificial. In
both kinds, a certain sign is used to indicate to others certain

feelings or ideas of the mind. Various motions of the body,

and expressions of the countenance, the moment they are be-

held, indicate certain emotions and sentiments. In this case,

the expression of the countenance, or the motion of the body,

is a sign fitted by nature to excite in us the perception of the

feeling. The meaning of the sign is understood by all men,

without instruction or experience. It is obvious that its

power, in this case, to excite the perception, does not depend

either upon hearing or voice ; for neither is employed in pro-

ducing it : but that the effect is an ultimate fact of our con-

stitution, which must be referred to the will of the Creator.

Besides these signs, however, we make use of many others to

communicate our thoughts, which have no original connexion

with the things signified. For example, the word table has

no necessary connexion with the thing upon which I now

write. How, then, does the word happen to indicate the

thing ? The internal faculties first conceive the object : ha-

ving done so, they wish to fix upon a sign by which that

conception may be recalled or communicated. They, there-

fore, employ the organs of voice to make the sound which we

express when we utter the word table. The thing itself be-

ing pointed out, and the sound being uttered at the same

time, the meaning of the sound becomes understood ; and

hence every time it is pronounced, the idea of the thing is

suggested. But we are not to suppose that the auditory ap-

paratus, or the organs of voice, conceive the idea of the table.

This is done by the internal faculties alone ; and these merely

make use of the organs of voice as instruments for producing
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a sign. Hence the reason why monkeys do not speak is, not

that they want the sense of hearing and organs of voice, but

that they have not the internal faculty which fixes upon

artificial signs to indicate the conceptions formed by the

mind.

The proper function, then, of the sense of hearing, is con-

fined to the production of the impressions which we call

sounds : yet it assists a great number of internal faculties.

The auditory nerve has a more intimate connexion with

the organs of the moral sentiments, than with those of the

intellectual faculties.

SIGHT.

This last of the senses, is the third of those which inform

man and other animals of the existence of remote objects by

means of an intermedium ; and the intermedium, in this in-

stance, is light.

This sense has been said to acquire its functions by touch

or by habit. Bishop Berkeley is supposed by the metaphy-

sicians to have discovered the true theory of vision, and the

result of his investigation is, " that a man born blind, being

made to see, would not at first have any idea of distance by

sight. The sun and stars, the remotest objects as well as the

nearest, would all seem to be in his eye, -or rather in his

mind.' '
^ Dr Reid, and some other philosophers, have written

ingenious disquisitions, to shew that our perceptions of dis-

tance, figure, and motion, are acquired. " Philosophy," says

Mr James Mill, " has ascertained that we derive nothing from

the eye whatever but sensations of colour ; that the idea of

extension, in which size, and form, and distance are included,

is derived from sensations, not in the eye, but in the mus-

cular part of our frame. How, then, is it that we receive ac-

curate information by the eye, of size, and shape, and dis-

tance ? By association merely.''^ These speculations pro-

* Stewart's Dissertation, p. ii. 109.

^ Analysis of the P/iawmem of tlic Human Mind, vol. i. cli. iii. p. 73.
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ceed on the principle, that Nature has done little for man,
and that he does a great deal for himself, in endowing him-
self with perceptive powers. But vision depends on the or-

ganization of the eye ; and is energetic or weak, as the orga-

nization is perfect or imperfect. Some animals come into the

world with perfect eyes ; and these see perfectly from the

first. The butterfly and honeybee fly at the first attempt,

through fields and flowery meadows ; and the young par-

tridge and chicken run through stubble and corn-fields.

The sparrow, in taking its first flight from the nest, does not

strike its head against a wall, or mistake the root of a tree

for its branches ; and yet, previously to its first attempt at

flight, it can have no experience of distance.

On the other hand, animals which come into the world

with eyes in an imperfect state, distinguish size, shape, and

distance, only by degrees. This last is the case with new-

born children. During the first six weeks after birth, their

eyes are almost insensible to light ; and it is only by degrees

that they become fit to perform their natural fimctions.

When the organs are sufficiently matured, however, children

see, without habit or education, as well and as accurately as

the greatest philosopher.

Indeed, as has been formerly mentioned, the kind of per-

ception which we enjoy by means of the eyes, is dependent

solely on the constitution of the eyes, and the relation estab-

lished between them and the refraction of light. So little

power has experience to alter the nature of our perceptions,

that even in some cases where we discover, by other senses,

that the visible appearance of objects is illusive, we still con-

tinue to see that appearance the same as before. The great-

est philosopher, standing at one end of a long alley of trees,

cannot see the opposite rows equally distant from one ano-

ther at the farther end, as they appear to be at the end near-

est to him, even after experience has satisfied him that the

fact really is so. He must see according to the laws of per-

spective, which make the receding rows appear to approach ;

and there is no diff'erence in this respect between his percep-
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tions and those of the most untutored infant. In like man-

ner, a philosopher, on looking into a concave spoon, cannot

see his right hand upon the right side, and his left upon the

left, even after he has learned, by the study of the laws of

optics, that the image of himself, which he sees in the spoon,

is reversed.

So confident, however, is Mr Stewart in the opinion that

we learn to see, and do not see by nature, that, after remark-

ing that " Condillac first thought that the eye judges natu-

rally of figures, of magnitudes, of situations, and of distan-

ces : he afterwards was convinced that this Avas an erroi',

and retracted it,"—he adds, " Nothing short of his own
explicit avowal could have convinced me, that a writer of

such high pretensions, and of such unquestionable ingenuity

as Condillac, had really commenced his metaphysical career

under so gross and unaccountable a delusion." Mr Stewart

also expresses his sui'prise, that Aristotle should maintain

" that it is not from seeing often or from hearing often, that

we get these senses
;
but, on the contrary, instead of get-

ting them by using them, we use them because we have got

them."

It is worth while to inquire into the grounds on which the

metaphysicians maintain such extraordinary opinions. They
are two : first. The fact that new-born children miss the ob-

ject they niean to seize, and shew clearly that they do not

accurately appreciate size, distance, and relative position ; and

secondly^ The fact that a blind man couched by Chesselden,

on the first influx of light to the retina, saw all external ob-

jects as situated in his eye, and after a few weeks perceived

distance and magnitude like ordinary persons. From these

facts the metaphysicians infer that the human being does not

naturally perceive distance, size, and form, but learns to do

so by experience. The answers are obvious. The eye in

the child is not perfect till six weeks after birth. The eye

newly couched is not a sound eye instantly, nor do the

muscles and various parts which had lain dormant for thirty

years, act with perfect eff'ect at the first attempt, after the
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irritation of a painful operation
;
and, even admitting that

the eye was perfectly sound, the internal organs which per-

ceive distance are not so. By disuse, every organ of the

body becomes unfitted for the due performance of its func-

tions. In civilized nations, the muscles of the external

ear, being prevented, by the head-dress, from acting during

childhood, not only lose all contractile power, but almost

dwindle into nothing. In the savage state, the power of

moving the ear is often as perfect in man as in the lower ani-

mals. After long confinement of a limb for the cure of frac-

ture, the muscles diminish in size, and unfitness for action is

observed. In the same way, during blindness, the organs

which judge of colour and distance, are never called into ac-

tion, and therefore become, to a certain extent, unable to

execute their functions, and it is only by degrees that they

acquire sufficient energy to do so. In visiting several asy-

lums for the blind, I observed that the organ of Colouring

was imperfectly developed in those patients who had lost

their sight in infancy. If in middle life their vision had

been restored by an operation, the organ of Colouring would

not have become at once as perfect in size and activity as if

no previous impediment to the exercise of its function had

existed.

Dr Thomas Brown, whose acuteness I have repeatedly had

occasion to praise, admits that the lower animals perceive

distance intuitively ; and although, on the whole, he agrees

in the opinions of Berkeley, Reid, and Stewart, yet he con-

siders the opposite opinion, which the phrenologists main-

tain, as far from ridiculous. " It is," says he, not more

wonderful, d priori, that a sensation of colour should be im-

mediately/ followed by the notion of a mile of distance, than

that the irritation of the nostril, by any very stimulant odour,

should be immediately and involuntarily followed by the sud-

den contraction of a distant muscular organ, like the dia-

phragm, which produces, in sneezing, the violent expiration

necessary for expelling the acrid matter. ^

' Lectures, vol. ii. p. 09.
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It is very true that Nature does not give us intuitive per-

ceptions of the number of feet or inches which any object is

distant from us ; because these are artificial measures, with

which nature has nothing to do. But when two objects,

equal in size, are presented to the eye, the one being twice

as far distant as the other, the mind has an intuitive percep-

tion that they are not equally near, unless the external or

internal organs, or both, be deficient or deranged.

What, then, are the true functions of the eye ? No exter-

nal organ of sense forms ideas. The eye, therefore, only re-

ceives, modifies, and transmits the impressions of light ; and

here its functions cease. Internal faculties form conceptions

of the figure, colour, distance, and other attributes and rela-

tions of the objects making the impression : and the power

of forming these conceptions is in proportion to the perfec-

tion of the eyes and the internal faculties jointly, and not in

proportion to the perfection of the eyes alone. ^

The anterior pair of the corpora quadrigemina seem to

have an intimate connection with the sense of sight, and in-

deed to form part of its organic apparatus. Soemmering

states that he found them atrophied in blind horses, and Dr

Gall made similar observations. Flourens found " that the

removal of one of the two quadrigeminal tubercles, after a

convulsive action which immediately ceases, produces blind-

ness of the opposite eye, and an involuntary whirling round
;

that of the two tubercles renders the cecity complete, and

the whirling more violent and more prolonged. Yet the

animal retains all its faculties, and the iris is still contractile.

The entire extirpation or section of the optic nerve alone

paralyses the iris, from which circumstance he concludes

that extirpation of the tubercle produces the same results as

a section of the nerve ; that this tubercle is, as regards vision,

only a conductor ; and that the cerebral lobe alone is the

1 Sec two papers by Dr A. Combe, " On tlie Functions of the sense of

Sight, considered chiefly in its relations to ideas of Form, Colour, Magni-

tude, and Distance;" Phen. Jonrii. vol. iv. p. G08, and vol. v. p. 20(5.
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limit of the sensation, and the place where it is consummated
by becoming converted into perception."

—

Cuvier's Report to

the Boi/al Academy of Sciences of the Institute on FlourerCa

Memoir, 1822.

" In regard to ocular spectra," says Dr Abercromby,
" another fact of a very singular nature appears to have been

first observed by Sir Isaac Newton
;
namely, that when he

produced a spectrum of the sun by looking at it with the

right eye, the left being covered, upon uncovering the left,

and looking upon a white ground, a spectrum of the sun was

seen with it also. He likewise acquired the power of recall-

ing the spectra after they had ceased, when he went into

the dark, and directed his mind intensely, ' as when a man

looks earnestly to see a thing which is difficult to he seen^ By
repeating these experiments frequently, such an effect was

produced upon his eyes, ' that, for some months after,' he

says, ' the spectrum of the sun began to return, as often as I

began to meditate upon the phenomena, even though I lay

in bed at midnight with my curtains drawn.' " These facts

seem to shew that it is not in the retina that visual impres-

sions become perceptions, but in the brain itself.

Dr Vimont found in fourteen old horses which were one-

eyed, a diminution of the anterior corpus quadrigeminum op-

posite to the lost eye ; in two of them the atrophy was com-

plete. To obtain farther light on this subject, he put out

the left eyes of four rabbits, and the right eyes of other four ;

and deprived another of both eyes. Ten months afterwards

they were all put to death. In the four deprived of the left

eye, he found the anterior corpus quadrigeminum on the right

side much smaller than that on the left, while the opposite

appearance presented itself in those which had lost the right

eye. In the blind rabbit both of the anterior corpora were

much smaller than the sound one in any of the other rabbits.

Compared with the corresponding parts in a rabbit of the

same litter, whose eyes were sound, they presented a very

perceptible difference of volume. Dr Vimont adds :
" M.

Magendie has told me, that he had observed a diminution of
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a bigeminal body in birds, a short time after having put

out one of their eyes. I have repeated the experiment ; it

is exact ; the diminution even takes place a great deal sooner

than in quadrupeds."^ He mentions farther, that, according

to the observations of Wenzel,^ there is atroph)^ of the optic

thalami in blindness, and when that state is of long conti-

nuance the thalami become narrower and flatter. These

facts account satisfactorily for Chesselden's patient not being

able to see perfectly, immediately after being couched.

Dr Vimont mentions also that in the nocturnal birds whose

brains he had dissected, he found the bigeminal tubercles

small in proportion to the brain, while they were large in

proportion to the brain in diurnal birds and in herbivorous

animals. See Vimont, tome ii., voce, de la vue?

The senses may be exercised, and their powers greatly

improved, by exercise. The taste of the gourmand is more

acute than that of the peasant, and the touch of the artisan

than that of the ploughman.

Genus II.—INTELLECTUAL FACULTIES WHICH
PROCURE KNOWLEDGE OF OBJECTS, THEIR
QUALITIES, AND RELATIONS.

The faculties now to be treated of take cognizance of the

existence and qualities of external objects. They corres-

^ Treatise on Human and Comparative Phrenology, i. 310 ; French edit,

p. 298

" De Penit. Struct. Cerebri, p. 125,

3 Dr W. Clay Wallace, of New York, has discovered " fibres in the

retina. They diverge from the base of the optic nerve, and surround the

foramen of Soemmering at the extremity of the eye. Sir John Herschel
had supposed such fibres to be requisite in the explanation of the theory

of vision, and it is therefore doubly interesting to find that they have
been discovered."

—

Sir David Brewster's Report of the 8th Meeting of tlic

British Ass^odation.
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pond, in some degree, to the Perceptive Powers of the meta-

physicians ; and form ideas. Their action is attended with

a sensation of pleasure, but (except in the case of Tune) it

is weak compared with the emotions produced by the facul-

ties already treated of. In judging of the size of these or-

gans, the rules laid down on page 140 require to be particu-

larly attended to. In addition to what is there stated, I may
remark that the most prominent part of the zygomatic arch

will be found at the point where the two bones that compose

it join. I cannot sufficiently impress on the student of phre-

nology the importance of attending to this mode of ascer-

taining the size of the anterior lobe of the brain. Let him

compare the masks of Canova, Napoleon, and Franklin, with

those of Hare the murderer, or even with men of average

talent, and he will discover the extraordinary length of this

lobe before the point indicated in men of great intellectual

powers.

The organs of the intellectual faculties are small, but

active. If they had been as large as those of the propensi-

ties, we should have been liable to intellectual passions.

The comparative calmness of our reasoning processes is pro-

bably the result of the small size of these organs.

22.—INDIVIDUALITY.
•

This organ is situated in the middle of the lower part of

the forehead, immediately above the top of the nose. When

large it produces breadth, projection, and descent between

the eye-brows, at that part ; when small, the eye-brows ap-

proach closely to each other, and lie in a horizontal line. It

is very large in the portrait of Michael Angelo ; in which also

the anterior lobe in general, estimated by the rule before

mentioned, appears to be very largely developed.
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Michael Angelo.

In surveying the external world, we may consider first,

objects simply as existences, such as a rock, a horse, a tree,

a man ; these are designated by substantives ;—in the next

place, the properties and relations of things which exist,

such as their form, size, weight, and colour. After these,

we may notice their active phenomena ; the rock falls, the

horse runs, the tree grows, the man walks—these actions

are designated by active verbs. As size, form, weight, and

colour, are adjuncts of physical existence, time is an adjunct

of action. We have no knowledge of the substance or es-

sence of any object. We know only its qualities. Yet
wc have an intuitiv conviction that substance exists, in

which the qualities which we ascribe to matter inhere. In-

I-
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dividuality gives us this conviction. ^ Dr Vimont remarks

that if several persons look at an object, all will recall it as

a thing that exists ; but they will recollect with very dif-

ferent degrees of distinctness, its different qualities, such as

its colour, its size, its density, the arrangement of its parts,

and so forth ; which shews that we can form an idea of the

existence of an object with very imperfect notions of its

qualities, and hence that these perceptions must be referable

to separate organs.

Individuality, then, renders us observant" of objects which

exist ; and forms the class of ideas represented by substantive

nouns when used without an adjective, as rock^ man, horse-

Its functions were ascertained by Dr Spurzheim. It gives

the desire, accompanied, with the ability, to know objects as

mere existences, without regard to their modes of action, or

the purposes to which they may be subservient. Individu-

als in whom it is large, will observe and examine an object

with intense delight, without the least consideration to what

purpose it may be applied—a quality of mind which is al-

most incomprehensible to persons in whom this organ is

small and Causality large. It prompts to observation, and is

a great element in a genius for those sciences which consist

in a knowledge of specific existences, such as natural history.

It tends to render all the ideas entertained by the mind spe-

cific. A student in whom this organ is small, and the re-

flecting organs large, may have his mind stored with general

principles of science, and with abstract ideas, but will ex-

perience much difficulty in reducing them into precise and

specific forms. Another, in whom this organ is large, will

have all his knowledge individualized : if he hear lectures

or conversation in which general views chiefly are presented,

1 In like manner, we can form no conception of the element which con-

stitutes efficiency in a cause. Yet when we perceive a cause operating, Ave

have an intuitive conviction that something which constitutes efficiency

or power does exist in the object which we see acting. It is probable that

our faculties are not calculated to comprehend more than the existence of

substance and efficiency.
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he will render tliem specific for himself ; but unless his re-

flecting organs also be large, he will be prone to miss the

essential principle, to seize upon a mere illustration or some

palpable concomitant circumstance, and to embrace this as

his conception of it. Such persons are learned, and, owing

to the store of facts with which their memories are reple-

nished, the great definiteness and precision of their ideas,

and the readiness with which they command them, they

often take a lead in public business : but if their reflecting

organs be deficient, they shew no depth or comprehensive-

ness of understanding
;
they do not advance the principles

of science, and rarely acquire a permanent reputation.

In common life, a great development of this organ confers

a talent for observation, curiosity to know, and aptitude for

acquiring knowledge of details. The character of Miss

Pratt, as drawn by the author of The Inheritance, a novel,

is a personification of Individuality, when predominantly

powerful, and not directed by higher faculties. ^ " But people

who make use of their eyes," says this author, " have often

much to see, even between two doors ; and in her progress

from the hall door to the drawing-room. Miss Pratt met
with much to attract her attention. True, all the objects

were perfectly familiar to her ; but a real looker, like a great

genius, is never at a loss for a subject—things are either

better or Avorse since they saw them last—or if the things

themselves should happen to be the same, they have seen
other things, either better or worse, and can therefore either

approve or disapprove of them. Miss Pratfs head then
turned from side to side a thousand times as she went along,
and a thousand observations and criticisms about stair-car-

pets, patent-lamps, hall-chairs, slab-tables, &c. &c. &c. pass-
ed through her crowded brain."—" At length Miss Pratt and
Mr Lindsay were announced, and thereupon entered Miss
Pratt in a quick paddling manner, as if in all haste to greet
her friends."—" Miss Pratt then appeared to her {Gertrude)

1 See The Phrenological Journal, ii. 65.

)
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a person from whom nothing could be hid. Her eyes were
not by any means fine eyes—they were not reflecting eyes

—they were not soft eyes—they were not sparkling eyes

—

they Avere not penetrating eyes ; neither were they restless

eyes, nor rolling eyes, nor squinting eyes, nor prominent
eyes—^but they were active, brisk, busy, vigilant, immove-
able eyes, that looked as if they could not be surprised by
any thing—not even by sleep. They never looked angry,

nor joyous, or perturbed, or melancholy, or heavy ; but morn-
ing, noon, and night they shone the same, and conveyed

the same impression to the beholder, viz. that they were

eyes that had a look—not like the look of Sterne's monk,

beyond this world

—

hut a look into all things on the face of

this world. Her other features had nothing remarkable in

them ; but the ears might evidently be classed under the

same head with the eyes—they were something resembling

rabbits'—long, prominent, restless, vibrating ears, for ever

listening, and never shut by the powers of thought."

From communicating this talent of observation, Indivi-

duality greatly assists Imitation in promoting mimicry. The

organ was large in Garrick and Matthews ; and it is obvious

that accurate observation of the manners and appearances

of men was a fundamental element in a talent such as theirs,

of pourtraying on the stage living individuals in their mi-

nutest peculiarities.

When the organ is deficient, the individual fails to ob-

serve things that exist around him ; he may visit a house,

and come away without knowing what objects were in the

rooms. A person thus deficient walks in the streets, or

through the country, and observes nothing. In short, al-

though the external senses are in perfect health,—owing to

the feebleness of this observing power, they are not called

into activity for the purpose of acquiring knowledge.

This organ, when large, prompts to discovery by obser-

vation of things which exist. Persons so constituted do not

seek to arrive at new truths by reasoning, but inquire of na-

ture, of men, of books for information ; and hence, many
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brilliant physical discoveries have been made by persons

largely endowed with these and the other perceptive organs,

whose reflecting faculties have not surpassed mediocrity.

Since Bacon's rules of philosophizing have been duly ap-

preciated and become fashionable, science has been exten-

sively and successfully cultivated by a class of minds, which,

while the method of speculative reasoning prevailed, was

excluded from such pursuits. This class is composed of

persons in whom the organ under consideration greatly pre-

dominates over those of the reflecting powers. Such indi-

viduals are constituted by nature to become observers ; and

natural history, particularly botany,^ anatomy, mineralogy,

and even chemistry, are great departments of knowledge

fitted for the exercise of their peculiar talent. The sub-

stance of these sciences consists in a knowledge of the ex-

istence, appearances, and properties of natural objects, as

facts ; and we need not be surprised to meet with eminent

professors of them, in whose heads the reflecting organs are

greatly inferior to the knowing. "When Individuality is

small, and the reflecting organs large, the possessor forms

vague conceptions of things that exist, and of facts.

To the artist this organ is of great importance. It en-

ables him to give a definite character to his conceptions, and

confers on him a capacity for attending to details. In the

pictures of an artist in whose head Individuality is deficient,

there is an absti-actness of conception, and a vagueness of

expression, that greatly detract from their efi'ect. In the

works of an individual in whom these organs are large,

every object appears full of substance and reality ; and if he
paint portraits, the spectator will be so impressed with their

individuality, that he will be apt to fancy himself acquaint-
ed with the originals.

Persons who excel at whist, generally possess Individua-
lity and Eventuality large. If both of the organs be defi-

cient, eminence will not easily be attained in this game.

' See Letter by Mr Hewett Watson, on the beads of botanists, Phrcn.
Journ., vol. viii. p. 101.

VOL. II. n
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This faculty, combined with that of Form, gives the ten-

dency to personify notions and phenomena, or to ascribe ex-

istence to mere abstractions of the mind, such as Ignorance,

Folly, or Wisdom.

The organ was large in Sheridan and Sir Walter Scott.

It is small in the Scots in general ; it is larger in the Eng-

lish, and still larger in the French.

In adults, the frontal sinus is generally present at the si-

tuation of this organ, and this throws a difficulty in the way
of judging of its size in them. The function, however, is

ascertained by observing young persons in whom the sinus

is not formed, and by the negative evidence ; that is, when

the external part of the skull at the top of the nose is nar-

row, contracted, and depressed, the portion of brain below

is necessarily small, and then the mental power is found in-

variably weak. The concomitance of large size and great

power in young persons, in whom there is no sinus, and of

deficiency of size and feebleness of power in all ages, proves

the function. In mature age the sinus may, in certain cases,

throw a difficulty in the way of determining the exact size

of the organ, but this does not prevent the possibility of as-

certaining the function by observations made in other cases

in which this obstacle does not exist. See vol. i. p. 127-8-9.

The organ and the mental qualities conferred by it are

established ; but the metaphysical analysis of the faculty

seems to require farther elucidation.

^

• Mr Scott has published an elaborate essay on Individuality in the

Phrenological Journal, vol. y. p. 226. See also remarks on it by Mr

Schwartz of Stockholm, vol. vi. p. 328 ; and by Mr Hewett Watson,

vol. vii. p. 213.
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23.—FORM.

Dr Gall was struck with the circumstance, that certain

persons and animals recognise, with the greatest facility, in-

dividuals whom they have not seen for years, and even then

seen only in passing. In himself, this faculty was weak,

and fitquently, on rising from table, he had no recollection

of the person who had sat next to him, so as to be able to

recognise him again in society ; and he was, in consequence,

exposed to many painful embarrassments and awkward mis-

takes. Being desired to examine the head of a young girl

who had an extreme facility of distinguishing and recollect-

ing persons, he found her eyes pushed laterally outward,

and a certain squinting look : after innumerable additional

observations, he spoke of an organ of the knowledge of per-

sons.

The organs lie on the two sides of, and contiguous to, the

crista galli. When small, the orbitar plate approaches close

to the sides of the crest, and then the external width across

the nose from eye to eye is small : when large, there is a con-

siderable space between the orbitar plate and the crest, and

a great external breadth across the nose ; in general there is

also a depression of the internal part of the eyes.

The organ is generally large in very young children ; and
at that age they are extremely observant of forms.

In some instances, in adults, the frontal sinus is found at

the situation of this organ, but it rarely leads to difficulty

in observing its size. The organ was large in King George
III., and, combined with his large organ of Individuality,

gave him that extraordinary talent for recollecting persons

for which he was celebrated. It is very moderately developed,

in Curran.

Dr Gall observes, that those individuals who never be-
stow more than a superficial attention on phenomena, and

»
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who have always reasonings, or at least sophisms, i-eady in

explanation of every fact, pretend that a deficiency, such as

he experienced in recognising persons, is owing to the eyes
;

that, in such cases, the vision is indistinct, or there is a squint.

His personal experience, he adds, affords a refutation of this

hypothesis ; for he never had a squint, and his vision was
particularly acute and clear.i Often children from three to

five years of age have a great memory of persons. Some
dogs, at the distance of years, recognise an individual whom
they have only once seen ; while others, after a few days'

absence, do not know again persons whom they have seen

frequently. Monkeys, dogs, horses, elephants, and even

birds, distinguish, with greater or less facility, their master,

^ Dr Gall mentions, that although he could neither paint nor design,

he was able to seize with great facility the numerous forms of the head;

which statement is at variance with great deficiency in the organ of Form
;

but from the general tenor of his observations, it appears that his power

of distinguishing forms was not so gi'eat as he imagined it to be. Dr

Spurzheim gives the following note in his reprint of the article Phreno-

logy in the 3d Number of The Foreign Quarterly Review

:

—
" The phrenological faculties of Dr Gall's infantile genius were, Indi-

viduality, Eventuality, and Causality, in an eminent degree.

" It has been remarked as singular, that Dr Gall should have been the

first founder of this new science, whilst he could not recollect persons

after dinner, though they had been near him at table, and since he could,

not find his way again to places where he had been before; or, in phreno-

logical terms, since he had Form and Locality very small. Those who

make that remark, can neither know the proceeding of Dr Gall, nor un-

derstand the true meaning of the two phrenological denominations. Dr

Gall compared the size of individual cerebral portions with certain ta-

lents or characters eminent in any way ; and he was not deficient in the

power of perceiving size and its differences. The want of Locality did

not prevent him from making discoveries, any more than the want of see-

ing certain colours hinders any one to cultivate geometry or mathematics

in general. Dr Gall's deficiency in Form explains why he constantly

attached himself to isolated elevations and depressions on the surface of

the head, rather than to their general configuration, and left this rectifi-

cation of Phrenology to my exertions; he, nevertheless, has the great

merit of having discovered first, certain relations between cerebral deve-

lopment and mental manifestations."
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and those who have been kind or cruel to them, among a

thousand. All the animals which belong to a herd, and

also all the bees in a hive, from 20,000 to 80,000 in num-

ber, know each other. When a stranger attempts to intro-

duce himself, they drive him away, or kill him. ^

Dr Spurzheim has analyzed the mental power connected

with the organ in question, and considers it in the following

manner :
" To me," says he, " there seems to exist an essen-

tial and fundamental power, which takes cognizance of con-

figuration generally, and one of whose peculiar applications

or offices is recollection of persons : for persons are only

known by their forms. I separate the faculty which appre-

ciates configui-ation from that of Individuality, since we may

admit the existence of a being without taking its figure into

consideration. Individuality may be excited by every one

of the external senses, by smell and hearing, as well as by

feeling and sight ; while the two latter senses alone assist the

faculty of configuration. It is this power which disposes us

to give a figure to every being and conception of our minds :

that of an old man, to God ; to Death, that of a skeleton
;

and so on. The organ of Configuration is situated in the in-

ternal angle of the orbit ; if large, it pushes the eye-ball to-

wards the external angle a little outwards and downwards.

It varies in size in whole nations. Many of the Chinese I

have seen in London had it much developed. It is com-

monly large in the French, and bestows their skill in pro-

ducing certain articles of industry. Combined with Con-

structiveness, it invents the patterns of dress-makers and

milliners. It leads poets to describe portraits and configu-

rations, and induces those who make collections of pictures

and engravings to prefer portraits, if they have it in a high

degi-ee. It is essential to portrait-painters. Crystallography

also depends on it ; and to me it appears that conceptions of

smoothness and roughness are acquired by its means."" ^ I

' Sur les Fonctionadu Qeweau, tome v, p. I, 2, &c.

' Phrenology, p. 274.
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have met with numerous facts, in proof of this faculty and

organ.

In The Phrenological Journal, vol. viii. p. 216, the case of

the late Dr Robert Macnish is recorded, who always asso-

ciated a particular form with certain words. " Words," says

he, " are associated in my mind with shapes, and shapes

with words ; a horse's mouth, for instance, I always asso-

ciate with the word smeer. As instances of the association

of words with forms, take the following examples

:

" Combe resembles

" Cox resembles kaA/I

" Simpson resembles P^XT

The late Mr Thomas Allan of Edinburgh, who had a

passion for mineralogy fi'om early youth, had a very large

development of this organ, as also of Comparison. I have

seen many children who were expert at cutting figures in

paper possess it, with the organs of Imitation and Construc-

tiveness, large. A gentleman called on me in whom Con-

structiveness. Locality, and other organs which go to form a

talent for drawing landscape and botanical figures are large,

but in whom Form is deficient ; and he said, that he could

not, except with great difiiculty and imperfection, draAV or

copy portraits.

The celebrated Cuvier owed much of his success as a com-

parative anatomist to this organ. De Candolle mentions

that " his memory was particularly remarkable in what re-

lated to forms, considered in the widest sense of that word ;

the figure of an animal, seen in reality or in drawing, never

left his mind, and served him as a point of comparison for

all similar objects." This organ, and also the organs lying
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along the superciliary ridge, were largely developed in his

head.

Mr Audubon says of the late Mr Bewick, the most emi-

nent wood-engraver whom England has produced—" His

eyes were placed farther apart than those of any man I have

ever seen."i

Children in whom the organ of Form is very large, learn

to read with great facility, even in languages of which they

are totally ignorant, and although the book be presented to

them upside down.^

In the casts of two Chinese skulls in the Phrenological

Society's collection, the organ is greatly developed ; and it

is said to be large in the Chinese in general. Their use of

characters for words may have sprung from the great size

of this organ, which would enable them easily to invent and

remember a variety of forms. In a collection of portraits of

eminent painters, presented by Sir G. S. Mackenzie to the

Society, the organ appears uncommonly large in those who
excelled in portrait-painting.

The metaphysicians do not admit a faculty of this kind.

Dr Gall remarks, that some authors present the reader

with descriptions of the persons whom they introduce, drawn

with great minuteness and effect. Montaigne and Sterne,

for example, are distinguished for this practice, and in the

portraits of both the organ of Form is conspicuously large.

I subjoin a copy of the portrait of William Dobson, an

English painter in the reign of Charles I., in whom the

width between the eyes at this organ (23) is very great. He
was rather celebrated for portraits.

^ Audubon's Omitlwlogical Biography, vol, iii. p. 300.

* See two illustrative cases in The Phrenological Journal, vol. viii. p. 65
and vol. ix. p. 344 ; also vol. xi. p. 407- See effects of Mesmerism on
the organ in vol. xv. p. 366-7.
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William Dobson.

Lord Jeffrey, in the article " Beauty" in the Supplement to

the Encyclopaedia Britannica, agi-ees with another author,

whom he quotes, Mr Knight, in maintaining, that " there

are noforms that have any intrinsic beauty, or any power of

pleasing or affecting us, except through their associations or

affinities to mental affections^ either as expressive of fitness

and utility, or as types and symbols of certain moral or in-

tellectual qualities, in which the sources of our interest are

obvious." From these observations one would suspect Lord

Jeffrey and Mr Knight to be endowed with small organs of

Form themselves, and that they have taken their own expe-

rience as that of mankind in general. The notion which Lord

Jeffrey has erected into a fundamental principle, and on

which his whole essay on Beauty is built,—that external ob-

jects possess no qualities of their own fitted to please the mind,
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but tliat all their beauty and interest arise from human

feelings which we have associated with them,—is contra-

dicted by daily experience. The mineralogist, when he

speaks of the beauty of his crystals, has a distinct and intel-

ligible feeling to which the name of Beauty is legitimately

applied ; and yet he connects no human emotions with the

pyramids, and rhombs, and octagons, which he contemplates

in the spars. Persons in whom this organ is large, declare

that they enjoy a perceptible pleasure from the contempla-

tion of mere form, altogether unconnected with ideas of uti-

lity and fitness, or of moral or intellectual associations ; and

that they can speak as intelligibly of elegant and inelegant,

beautiful and ugly shapes, regarded merely as shapes, as of

sweet and bitter, hard and soft.

The organ is regarded as established.

24.—Size.

There is an essential difference between the idea of size

and that of form ; and the faculty of distinguishing form dif-

fers from that of distinguishing size. The form may be

the same, and the size different. One of these kinds of

knowledge may exist without the other ; and there is no pro-

portion between them. Besides, as formerly mentioned, the

nerves of touch, and the organs of sight, do not form ideas

of any kind ; so that the power of conceiving size cannot be

in proportion to the endowment of them. Dr Spurzheim,

therefore, inferred by reasoning, that there must be a faculty,

the function of which is to perceive size ; and observation

has proved the soundness of his conclusion. The situation

of the organ indicated by him has been found correct, and it

is regarded as ascertained. In dissecting the brain, the con-

volutions which constitute Size and Form are found inti-

mately connected. The organ is placed at the internal ex-

tremity of the arch of the eyebrow, on the two sides of the

lower portion of Individuality.

Dr Vimont admits the organ of Size, and agrees with Dr
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Spurzheim in regard to its situation at the internal angles of

the orbits of the eyes ; but he conceives that he has disco-

vered a separate organ for taking cognisance of distance, si-

tuated between Size and Weight. He divides Dr Spurz-

heim' s organ of Size into two, or nearly so, and calls the

portion next the nose the organ of Size, and that next to

Weight, the organ of Distance. I have not observed facts

sufficient to enable me to pronounce an opinion on this divi-

sion of the organs—reason seems to be opposed to it. The
size of an object is estimated by the distance between the

lines formed by its different surfaces ; and the distance be-

tween two objects is estimated by the extent of space inter-

vening between the nearest surfaces of each. We name our

perceptions Size^ when our attention is directed to the dis-

tance between the surfaces of a whole figure; and distance^

when it is directed to the space intervening between two

objects. In both instances, however, we estimate the dis-

tance between points or lines ; and the mental perceptions

appear to me to be fundamentally the same.

Dr Vimont does not advert to the circumstances which

early led me to the belief that the same organ perceives both

size and distance. They were the following :

A member of the Phrenological Society, told me that when

he called on Dr Spurzheim in Paris, the latter remarked

that he had the organ of Size largely developed. This proved

to be a correct indication of the talent in his case ; for he

possessed the power of discriminating size with great nicety.

He possessed also great power of estimating distance : For

example, he was able to draw a circle without the aid of any

instrument, and to point out the centre of it with mathema-

tical accuracy ; in doing which, he obviously estimated the

distance between the point which he fixed on as the centre,

and all parts of the circumference. Being in the army, he

found himself able to make his company fall from column

into line with great exactness ;
estimating also correctly by

the eye the space to be occupied by the men, which many

other officers could never learn to do. Locality, Avhich also

he largely possessed, would aid him in this practice.
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Many years ago, when I visited Sir George S. Mackenzie,

Mr Ferguson, tutor in his family, stated, that he had a diffi-

culty in " understanding a landscape" in a picture ; and ex-

plained, that " it appeared to him to present a group of ob-

jects on a plain surface, without any perceptible fore or back

ground." He attributed this defect in his perceptions to his

not having been taught the rules of perspective at school.

In the course of farther interrogation, he stated, that he sees

the forms of objects distinctly, as also their colours ; that he

likes brilliant tints best, and that in nature he perceives dis-

tances also. He has visited Roslin (in the neighbourhood

of Edinburgh), and not only perceives the beauty which

characterizes that delicious spot, but enjoyed it with a keen

relish. He has also seen many pieces of Highland scenery,

and been delighted with them. Rivers, meadows, trees, and

cultivated ground, are, however, the objects which interest

him most. On turning his back upon any natural landscape,

or shutting his eyes, his recollections instantly become very

confused. He is not able to recall to his mind the " relative

positions'' of the objects, while he distinctly recollects the

pleasing impressions which they made upon him ; this re-

membrance does not soon fade. His recollection of Roslin,

for example, is like that of a confused picture of rocks and

trees and a river winding through them ; but his remem-
brance of the impressions of grandeur and beauty, produced

by the objects, is vivid and distinct.

For a long time it was difficult to account for this curious

deficiency of mental power. Mr Ferguson permitted a cast

of his face and forehead to be taken (which is sold in the

shops), and in it the organ of Size appeared to be decidedly

small, and Form and Locality not very fully developed

;

while, by examining his head, it was found that Ideality,

Wonder, and Benevolence, with the organs of the other sen-
timents and also of the intellectual powers, were nowise de-
ficient

; but to which of the three organs of Size, Form, or
Locality, the imperfection ought to be ascribed, it was not
easy to determine.
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Subsequently, however, Mr Douglas, miniature-painter, a

member of the Phrenological Society, stated in conversation,

that one of the earliest indications which he had exhibited

of a liking for painting, was an extraordinary interest in

matters connected with perspective. When a mere child,

the appearance of approach in the remote ends of ploughed

ridges puzzled him exceedingly, and he crawled across the

fields, before he could well walk, to measure with a stick the

actual distance between the ridges, and was lost in aston-

ishment when he found that the space between each was ac-

tually the same at both ends, notwithstanding the great dif-

ference which appeared between them to his eye. He con-

tinued from this time to take a great interest in perspective,

as a quality in painting, and he subsequently gave up land-

scape for miniature painting, not from inclination, but from

other motives. On comparing his head with Mr Ferguson's,

the organ of Size in him was found to differ more than any

of the others, from its appearance in Mr F.'s head ; it was

very large.

On subsequently examining the head of Mr P. Gibson,

who was known greatly to excel in perspective, I again found

the organ of Size very large. Farther, in the head of a

gentleman with whom I am intimately acquainted, this or-

gan is developed rather below than above an average ; and

he stated to me, that, with the power of easily perceiving

that one object is more distant than another, he has, never-

theless, felt great difficulty in representing distance correctly

on paper ; and, while he understands the general theory of

perspective, he could never learn to practise it by tact of hand,

and, on this account, gave up all attempts at drawing. In

the head of Sir Walter Scott, this organ was deficient, and

he mentions that he could never succeed in sketching suc-

cessfully from nature. He seems to have been unable to

execute perspective accurately. These facts induce me to

conclude that the power of appreciating perspective also de-

pends on the organ of Size.

Sir G. S. Mackenzie is " inclined to think, that magni-

tude, size, length, breadth, thickness, height, depth, distance,
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being all, strictly speaking, referable to extension, the faculty

which we are in quest of is probably that of space in gene-

ral." ^

In a former edition, I mentioned the case of a lady who,

having Form large and Size deficient, copied figures accu-

rately in regard to form, but inaccurately in regard to size.

To this statement Lord Jeff'rey objected that size is neces-

sary to proportion, and proportion to form ; and that there

was inconsistency in the account of the lady's talents. His

Lordship is in the right ; she informs me that it is only the

simplest forms which have few parts that she is able to copy

correctly, and in drawing even them she will err in size ; but

that when a figure has detached parts, although she may give

the outline of each part by itself with considerable accuracy,

it will be larger or smaller than the original ; whence the

whole figure will be deficient in proportion. In drawing

from nature, she fails in perspective ; nevertheless she feels

great pleasure in observing forms, recollects them easily, and

has a complete consciousness of the powers of Form and Size

being difi'erent, and of the one being strong and the other

weak in her mind.

Mr Jos. Toulmin Smith has published in the Phrenolo-

gical Journal, vol. x. p. 494, an account of a curious aberra-

tion of perception to which he is occasionally liable. " The
phenomenon," says he, "to which I allude, consists in a sudden

and involuntary alteration in the apparent size of objects

presented to sight. Instead of their usual and real size,

they appear exceedingly small, as if in distant but very clear

perspective. No eff'ort of volition can produce this condition

of sight, neither can any remove it. My organs of Form,
Size and Weight, Order and Locality, are all large. I never
experienced the slightest difficulty in either estimating or

drawing perspective. The aff'ection is only occasional. It

lasts from half an hour to an hour at a time,—never more,
frequently less." No explanation of this affection can yet be

* Illustrations of Phrenology, p. 159.
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given. In the Phrenological Journal, vol. xii. p. 154, Dr
Otto describes a case in M^hich perception of distance was dis-

turbed in concomitance with an injury in the right super-

orbital region.

The frontal sinus throws a difficulty in the way of observ-

ing this organ ; and the negative evidence is, therefore, chief-

ly to be relied on, in proving its existence and functions.

See vol. i. p. 127-8-9.1

25.—WEIGHT.

There seems to be no analogy between the weight or re-

sistance of bodies, and their other qualities. They may be

of all forms, sizes, and colours, and yet none of these features

would necessarily imply that one was heavier than the other.

This quality, being distinct from all others, we cannot logi-

cally refer the cognizance of it to any of the faculties of the

mind which judge of the other attributes of matter. The

mental power, however, undoubtedly exists, and its organ has

been proved by the following among many other observations.

Persons who excel at archery and quoits, and also those who

find gi'eat facility in judging of momentum and resistance in

mechanics, are observed to possess the parts of the brain

lying nearest to the organ of Size largely developed. The

organ is large in the mask of Maclachlan, a weaver of

Saltcoats, who spent much time and money in devising

means to regulate the stroke of the common pump, so as to

make the working-rod move with the same momentum up

and down : it is large also in the mask of Brunei, the cele-

brated engineer and mechanician. In examining masks, a

depression of muscle which sometimes takes place at this

' Dr Vimont conceives that he has discovered in the animals which

fly, swim, or march in groups, and always in a definite and regular or-

der, an organ situated in the anterior portion of the orbitary plate, which

he names " Organc du sens g^ometriquc.''' He docs not know Avhetlier

this organ exists in man or not.
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part, in consequence of the weight of the plaster, must not

be mistaken for a fulness of the organ. In blowing crown-

glass, the workman dips the end of a hollow iron-tube into a

pot of melted glass, and takes up as much of it as will suffice

to make a circle. To form a full-sized circle, the quantity-

raised should be nine pounds and a half ; and when visiting a

manufactory at Newcastle, I was told that an expert workman

will generally hit the exact quantity, and very rarely deviate

to the extent of two or three ounces, either under or over it.

Some men excel others in this tact, and some are wholly in-

capable of acquiring it. I observed the organ of Weight

very largely developed in the successful workman. I have

observed it large also in all players on the harp, violin, and

pianoforte, who are remarkable for exquisiteness of touch.

It enables them intuitively to apply the exact degree of

force requisite to produce the nice gradations of forte and

piano required. Further, I have remarked that persons in

whom Individuality, Size, Weight, and Locality, are large,

have generally a talent for engineering, and those branches

of mechanics which consist in the application of forces
; they

delight in steam-engines, water-wheels, and turning-lathes.

The same combination occurs in persons distinguished for

successful execution of difficult feats in skating ; in which
the regulation of equilibrium is an important element. Con-
structiveness, when Weight is small, leads to rearing still

fabrics, rather than to fabricating working machinery.
Mr Simpson has published, in The Phrenological Journal

(vol. ii. p. 412), an interesting and ingenious essay on this

organ, in which he enumerates a great number of examples,
in proof of its functions. It is large, says he, in Dr Chal-
mers, Dr Brewster, Sir James Hall, Sir George Mackenzie,
Professor Leslie, and in Mr Jardine and Mr Stevenson, two
eminent engineers. " We have lately seen," he continues,
" Professor Parish of Cambridge, who manifests a high en-
dowment of mechanical skill, and has the organ large

; as has
Mr Whewell of the same University, who has written a
work of merit on the same subject. In a visit we lately
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made to Cambridge, we saw much that was interesting in

regard to this organ. Professor Parish's son inherits the

mechanical turn and the organ. We saw both the statue

and bust of Sir Isaac Newton, by Roubilliac. The bust was

a likeness taken in the prime of his years, and in it the know-

ing organs are still more prominent than in the statue.

Weight is very pre-eminent. The same organ is very large

in the bust of the lamented Dr Clarke, the traveller
;
and,

as might have been expected. Locality quite extraordinarily

developed.! We met with several persons with small Weight,

who at once acknowledged deficiency in mechanical talent,

and awkwardness in their actions and movements. A child

of two years old was mentioned to us, although we did not

see it, quite remarkable to every one for the large develop-

ment of brain at this part of the frontal bone, and for the

uncommon steadiness of its walk, at an age when other chil-

dren totter, and it is the theme of wonder to all who know

it."

Mr Simpson proceeds :
" The faculty now under consi-

deration, in high endowment, manifests itself in engineering,

in dynamical skill, in the knowledge and application of me-

chanical forces. What may be its lesser endowments ?

Where do we find the organ ? Situated in the midst of that

group, which gives us the perception of the qualities of ma-

terial objects
;
namely, Form, Size, Locality, Colouring, Or-

der, and Number. It is evident there is a quality of bodies

most essential to their nature, not included in these qualities

* " In the numerous living heads we saw at Cambridge, we met often

with the organ of Number large, and found, invariably, that it was ac-

companied in the individual with algebraic celebrity. The organization

generally corresponded to the cause of the person's rank in the Univer-

sity ;
and, although there were exceptions, most of the persons who have

achieved honours, evidently owe them to the great power of their know-

ing organs ;—clearly shewing that those who were also gifted with deep-

ly-reflecting and combining powers, are not called to use them either

in classical or mathematical studies. Many men, on the contrary, have

figured in public life, in virtue of their great endowment of Causality

and Comparison, who, from a smaller gift of the knowing organs, have

held a very humble grade at Oxford and Cambridge."
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singly or combined ;
namely, their density and corresponding

weight. As bodies gravitate in a well-known ratio to their

density, and their density and weight are the same thing,

weight is only one name for gravitation . Does it then serve

any important purpose in our being, or is it essential to our

animal existence, that we should have an instinctive percep-

tion of gravitation, operating constantly and independently

of reason ? That state of rest which the law of gravitation

constitutes the natural state of all bodies, solid, fluid, and

aeriform, is called their equilibrimn. The simplest animal

motions, what are they but alternate disturbance and resto-

ration of equilibrium f—" The land-animal walks and runs,

and avails itself of the resistance of the earth,—the bird flies

by its instinctive perception of the resistance of the air,—the

fish usesits fins and tail, instinctivelyperceivingthe resistance

of the water.

" Some degree, therefore, of the power of adapting mo-
tions to the law of gravitation, some power over equilibrium,

must be possessed by the whole animated creation,—for with-

out it, it is plain, they must perish. May the organ of

Weight be the organ of this faculty? To man alone is

given the capacity to aid this power, and render his motion

more effectual, and force more availing by the use of instru-

ments, — and Franklin well named him a tool-making, or ra-

ther a tool-using, animal. What are his tools ? They are all

modifications of the elementary mechanical powers. His club

and bow are levers,—his axe, knife, sword, and arrow, are

wedges. He instinctively aids his own muscular force by the

lever, when he applies a bar of wood to raise a stone from the
ground ;—if he wishes to raise that stone to a certain height,

perpendicularly, he will instinctively counteract its gravita-

tion by forcing it up an inclined plane, instead of applying
his own bodily force to lift it perpendicularly. The principle
of the pulley will suggest itself whenever he has obtained a
block with a cord or thong, to draw water out of a pit. The
screw is only the inclined plane wrapt spirally round a cylin-

VOL. II. n
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der
; to avail himself of which he would be led, whenever he

attempted, as he early did, to build a tower.''

These views, says Mr Simpson, are strongly supported by
diseased affections of this part of the brain. Miss S. L. was
attacked with headach, and pain in the region of the organ

of Weight ;
" her perception of equilibrium was deranged,

and she experienced giddiness, inclined position of horizontal

floors and ceilings, and the sensation of being lifted up, and

of again falling down and forward. Her account of it is

worthy of remark, for she said she felt as if she had been

tipsyr Mr Simpson refers to a diseased condition of this

and of some of the other knowing organs, a curious mental

affection, which Mr John Hunter, the celebrated anatomist,

experienced in 1776, and which is recorded in his Life, writ-

ten by Sir Everard Home. " From great anxiety of mind,''

savs he, "Mr H. had a severe illness. It attacked him on

a journey, and his first sensation, it is well worthy of re-

mark, was that of having drunk too-much
^
although he had

taken nothing but a little weak punch. On going to bed, he

felt as if suspended in the air, and soon after the room seemed

to go round with very great rapidity. This ceased, but the

strange sensation, like Miss S. L.'s, of being lifted up, con-

tinued ; and, on being brought home in his carriage, his sen-

sation was that of sinking or going down. The symptoms of

whirling and suspension increased ; and his own head, when

he raised it from his pillow, seemed to move from him to

some distance with great velocity. When he became able to

stand without being giddy, he was unable to walk without

support ; ' for,' says Sir E. Home, ' his orcn feelings did not

give him information respecting his centre ofgravity, so that

he was unable to balance his body, and prevent himself from

falling.' We need not add," continues Mr Simpson, " the

obvious comment, that the organ of TFeight was diseased,

and the very function we have imputed to it, the instinct of

equilibrium (expressed almost in our own words by Sir E.

Home), unequivocally impeded."^

' Phrenological JouniAli vol. ii. p. 302, 426.
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The phenomena of intoxication are explained by Mr

Simpson in a similar way. " Both Miss S. L., and Mr John

Himter," says he, "bore testimony to the illusive /<?e/m^ of

being intoxicated, while Miss S. L. had acute pain in the

organ of the instinct or power of preserving the balance, and

maintaining an upright posture. But for an innate, steady,

and never-failing perception of equilibrium, animal move-

ments would be only staggering and tumbling. The in-

toxicated soon lose a steady gait, fall down, see perpendicu-

lars at other angles, believe the floor itself perpendicular,

and grasp the ground to save themselves from falling off its

surface ;
they feel lifted up, sinking down, and whirling

roimd. Sickness would follow these sensations, independent

of the stimulus of the liquor to the stomach ; and it is ex-

tremely probable that sea-sickness results from the inverted

feelings occasioned by motion which violates our habitual

perception of equilibrium."^

A correspondent of The Phrenological Journal,'^ mentions,

that he was struck with this remark about sea-sickness aris-

ing fi'om the distui'bance of equilibrium, and found by expe-

rience when at sea, that, by standing at the vessel's side,

directing his eyes to an object on shore perfectly still, the top

of a mountain for example, and shutting out with the palms

of his hands all sight of the ship and the sea, sickness was

invariably dispelled ; but always returned whenever he with-

drew his hands, and allowed any part of the vessel to catch

his eye. I have seen instances which strongly support the

idea, that, cwteris paribus, those persons are least subject to

sea-sickness in whom the organ is largest.

Sir G. S. Mackenzie has suggested the name " Resistance,"

as more appropriate for this faculty than " Weight." "We
cannot judge," says he, " of Weight, as we do of form,

without repeated experience. We may see before iis two
balls of the same size and colour. We take up one of

them, and perceive that it requires a certain exertion or re-

Phrenologiccd Journal, vol. ii. p. 427. * Vol. ii. p. 645.
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sistance on the part of the muscles of the arm and hand to

support it. From this, however, we cannot determine that

the other ball will produce the same effect, for it may be
hollow. Now, although we have obtained the experience

that two similar balls may not produce the same effect, this

experience is of no use to us, for we must always make the

experiment of lifting both, in order to determine which is

the heavier. The impression of resistance is, however, left

with us ; and probably it is the function of the faculty

which Dr Spurzheim calls that of Weight, to give us con-

ceptions of resistance in general."^ Mr Simpson conceived

resistance to be perceived by an external sense formerly

spoken of, ^ and called this the faculty of Force. ^ He subse-

quently agreed with Mr Edmondson in viewing Constructive-

ness as the organ of Force, and this as the organ of Gravitation.

Dr Vimont admits this organ, and calls it " the organ of

resistance :—the organ which appreciates the resistance of

bodies."

Mr Richard Edmondson of Manchester mentions that a

great number of observations have led him to the convic-

tion that this organ gives the perception of perpendicula-

rity. Workmen who easily detect deviations from the per-

pendicular possess it large ; while those who constantly find

it necessary to resort to the plumb-line have it small, and

vice versa* The same gentleman has more recently pub-

lished^ an essay on the functions of the organs of "Weight

1 Illustrations of Phrenology, "p. 160.

See the section on Touch in this vol. p. 16.

3 The \'ie'\vs of INIr Simpson are expounded in the Phren. Journ., vol. ix.

p. 193. A very extensive discussion has taken place regarding tlie func-

tions of this faculty, but no generally admitted conclusion has yet been

reached. See Phren. Journ. vol. x. p. 148, 4G2, 525, 535, 730 ; also vol.

xii. p. 206, 366. In vol, xiv. p. 109, there is an instructive communica-

tion by Mr Hytche, of cases illustrative of the functions of the organ.

See also vol. xv. p. 114. On p. 357, 363, of tlie same volume, the effects

of mesmerism applied to the organ are described.

* Phren. Journ., vol. vii. p. 106. * /</. vol. ix. p. 624.
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and Constructiveness ; in which he maintains the same view,

with this addition, that the faculty perceives not only per-

pendicularity, but also the direction of force, and in particu-

lar the direction of the gravitating force of our bodies. The

perception of the degrees of force he refers to Construc-

tiveness.

Mr Sampson also, in a letter to me, published in the

Thren. Journal, vol. xii. p. 366, suggests that direction

depends on weight. An accurate perception of direction is

as essential as a just estimate of momentum, in playing at

quoits, and practising archery with success ; and this idea is

countenanced by an observation which I have repeatedly

made, viz., that expert marksmen with the pistol and gun,

have this organ uniformly large. Dr Vimont mentions that

this organ is large in all the birds of prey, and also in the

cat.

26.—COLOURING.

Although the eyes are affected agreeably or disagreeably

by different modifications of the beams of light, or by

colours, yet they do not conceive the relations of different

colours— their harmony or discord—and they have no me-

mory of them. Certain individuals are almost destitute of

the power of perceiving colours, who yet have the sense of

vision acute, and readily perceive other qualities in external

bodies, as their size and form. This fact has been remarked

by Mr Stewart. He says,—" In the power of conceiving

colours, too, there are striking differences among individuals :

and, indeed, I am inclined to suspect, that, in the greater

number of instances, the supposed defects of sight in this

respect ought to be ascribed rather to a defect in the power
of conception. One thing is certain, that we often see men
who are perfectly sensible of the difference between two
colours when they are presented to them, who cannot give
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names to these colours with confidence, when they see them
apart

; and are, perhaps, apt to confound the one with the

other. Such men, it should seem, feel the sensation of

colour like other men, when the object is present : but are

incapable {probably in consequence of some early habit of in-

attention) to conceive the sensation distinctly, when the

object is removed."^

In this quotation we have a specimen of the usual mode of

conducting metaphysical speculations. When the most cu-

rious and perplexing phenomena of the mind are mentioned,

and when we look anxiously for an explanation of them, ha-

bit or association is dragged in to solve the difficulty ; and

this perhaps merely in a parenthesis, as if no difficulty ex-

isted.

By means of observation, we have discovered that indivi-

duals who have the part of the brain marked No. 26 largely

developed, possess in a high degree the power of discriminat-

ing colours
;
and, on this account, the phrenologist admits

that power as a fundamental faculty of the mind.

Lord Jeffrey objected to this doctrine, that light is always

coloured, indeed nothing else but colour ; and that it is im-

possible for any one to see acutely who cannot distinguish

colours with equal success, because all visible objects must

necessarily be distinguished by colour alone. The answer

is, that the eye receives the external impression of light,

and transmits it to the brain. The apparatus of transmis-

sion is the following. The retina transmits the impression

to the optic nerve, and the optic nerve to the anterior pair

of the corpora quadrigemina. All of these are necessary to

the reception of the impressions of light. But these do not

produce the perception of colour. ^ The impressions must

^ Elemenis, ch. iii.

2 Mr Simpson, in an ingenious essay published in the Phrenological

Journal, vol. x. p. 444, maintains that " Colour alone is seen by us
; and

the only operation of light on the eye is painting a colmired picture on the

retina. Turn where we will, colour, not mere light, meets us ; and all

that iight does for us is to make colour visible."
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be communicated farther, to a particular convolution of the

brain, the organ of colouring. The superior longitudinal

commissure, lying above the corpus callosum^ connects the

anterior lobe with the posterior regions of the brain. The

case is analogous to that of the ears transmitting sound to

the organ of Tune. If the eye, optic nerve, and corpora

quadrigemina, ^ be perfect, and the organ of Colouring defi-

cient, the individual may be capable of distinguishing de-

grees of intensity of light, although he cannot discriminate

differences of tint: and the former is sufiicient to acute

vision, as is proved by engraving and black chalk di'awing

;

in which form, distance, and expression, are successfully re-

presented by mere differences of light and shade, or by

different degi'ees of light independent of varieties of colour.

The faculty when powerful gives a delight in contem-

plating colours, and a vivid feeling of their harmony and dis-

cord. Those in whom the organ is deficient, experience little

interest in colouring, and are almost insensible to difference

of hues. In the Transactions of the Fhrenological Society,

p. 210, Dr Butter reports the case of Mr Robert Tucker,

whose eye- sight was not deficient, and who was able neither

to distinguish nor to recollect many of the primitive colours,

even when shewn to him. Orange he calls green, and green

colours orange ; red he considers as brown, and brown as

red ; blue silk appears to him like pink, and pink of a light

blue colour
;
indigo is described as purple." The organ is

reported to be decidedly deficient in this gentleman's head.

The case of Mr James Milne, brass-founder in Edinburgh,
is also peculiarly illustrative of this faculty

; and, as I ob-

tained the facts from himself, they may be implicitly re-

lied on.

Mr Milne's grandfather, on the mother's side, had a defi-

ciency in the power of perceiving colours, but could distin-

guish forms and distance easily. On one occasion, this gen-
tleman was desirous that his wife should purchase a beauti-

^ See pp. 26-6 of this vol.
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ful green gown. She brought several patterns to him, but

could never find one which came up to his views of the co-

lour in question. One day he observed a lady passing on

the street, and pointed out her gown to his wife, as the co-

loui* that he wished her to get ; when she expressed her asto-

nishment, and assured him that the colour was a mixed

brown, which he had all along mistaken for a green. It was

not known till then that he was deficient in the power of per-

ceiving colours.

Neither Mr Milne's father, mother, nor uncle on the mo-

ther's side, was deficient in this respect ; so that the imper-

fection passed over one generation. In himself and his two

brothers, however, it appeared in a decided manner ; while

in his sisters, four in number, no trace of it is to be found ;

as they distinguish colours easily. Mr Spankie, a cousin

once removed, has a similar defect.^

Mr Milne is rather near-sighted, but never could find

glasses to aid his defect. He rather excels in distinguishing

forms and proportions ; and, although he cannot discover

game upon the ground, from the faintness of his perception

of colours, yet he is fond of shooting : when a boy, he was

rather an expert marksman, when the birds were fairly vi-

sible to him in the air. He sees them, hoAvever, only in the

sky-light ;
and, on one occasion, when a large covey of par-

tridges rose within ten or twelve yards of him, the back

ground being a field of Swedish turnips, he could not per-

ceive a single bird. His eye is convex to a considerable de-

gree.

Mr Milne's defect was discovered in rather a curious

manner. He was bound apprentice to a draper, and conti-

nued in his service for three years and a half. During two

1 I have examined the heads of Mrs Milne's brothers, who are deficient

in the power, and in them the organ is evidently little developed. I have

also examined its development in one of his sisters, and found no deficien-

cy, but rather a fulness in the organ. Mr Lyon, a member of the Phreno-

logical Society, states that he has examined the liead of Mr Spankie,

and found tlie organ rather deficient.
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years, he fell into considerable mistakes about colours, but

this was attributed to inexperience, and ignorance of the

names of the tints. At length, however, when he was sell-

ing a piece of olive corduroy for breeches, the purchaser

requested strings to tie them with ; and Mr Milne was pro-

ceeding to cut off what he considered the best match, when

the person stopped him, and requested strings of the same

colour as the cloth. Mr Milne begged him to point out a

colour to please himself ; and he selected, of course, a green

string. When he was gone, Mr Milne was so confident

that he himself was right, and the purchaser wrong, that he

cut off a piece of the string which he intended to give, and

a piece of that which had been selected, and carried both

home, with a piece of the cloth also, and shewed them to

his mother. She then told him that his ribbon was a bright

scarlet and the other a grass-green. His masters would not

believe in any natural defect in his power of perceiving co-

lours : and it was only after many mistakes, and some vitu-

peration, that he was permitted to renounce the business,

and betake himself to another, that of a brass-founder, to

which he- had a natural disposition; for he had used the

turning-lathe in fashioning playthings when a mere boy.

As to the different colours, he knows blues and yellows

certainly ; but he cannot distinguish browns, greens, and

reds. A brown and green he cannot discriminate or name

when apart ; but when together, he sees a difference between

them. Blue and pink, when about the same shade, and seen

in day-light, appear to him to be of the colour of the sky

which he calls blue ; but seen in candle-light, the pink ap-

pears like a dirty buff, and the blue retains the appearance

which it had in day-light. The grass appears to him more
like an orange than any other coloured object with which
he is acquainted. Indigo, violet, and purple, ajDpear only

different shades of one colour, darker or lighter, but not dif-

fering in their bases. He never mistakes black and white
objects : he distinguishes easily between a black and a blue,

and is able even to tell whether a black is a good or a bad
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one. In the rainbow he perceives only the yellow and the

blue distinctly. He sees that there are other tints in it, but

what they are he cannot distinguish, and he is quite unable

to name them. In day-light, crimson appears like blue or

purple, but in candle-light it seems a bright red.

When in Glasgow, his greatcoat was carried off from the

travellers' room by mistake, and on inquiring at the waiter

what had become of it, the question was naturally put, what
was the colour of the coat ? Mr Milne was quite puzzled by

the interrogatory
;
and, although he had worn it for a year,

he could only reply that it was either snufF-brown or olive-

green, but which he could not tell. The waiter looked as

if he suspected that Mr Milne wanted to get a coat instead

of wishing to recover one ; but the coat was found, although

even yet Mr Milne is not able to tell the colour. He is apt

to mistake copper for brass, unless he distinguishes them by

the file.

A mask of Mr Milne is sold in the shops, and in it the

organs of Form, Size, and Constructiveness ^ are well deve-

loped, while that of Colouring is decidedly deficient ; there

being a depression in the part corresponding to this organ,

into which the point of the finger falls on passing it along.

As a contrast, the reader may compare it with the masks of

Sir David Wilkie, Mr Haydon, Mr Douglas, or Mr Wil-

liams, all eminent painters; and as the organ is large in these

masks, a very marked difference will be perceptible.

Oases of this description are not rare. In the mask of Mr
Sloane of Leith, the development is small, and in a letter,

dated 20th February 1822, addressed to me. this gentleman

says,—" When I see apiece of tartan, or any other complica-

tion of colours, I can easily distinguish the difi"erence of hues

;

but were the different colours presented to me singly, I could

not say which was which. I feel particularly at a loss to

distinguish betwixt green and broAvn, and lilcewise betwixt

* This is an example of the organ of Constructiveness being situated

higher than usual; as noticed in vol. i. p. 327.
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some shades of red and blue. I am not sensible of being de-

ficient in seeing any thing at a distance, or of being unable

to perceive as small a particle as the generality of men can

do." In this mask, the deficiency is not so great as in that

of Mr Milne, but the organ of Colouring is much less de-

veloped in it than in the masks of the painters before alluded

to.i

In the Fhren. Journ., vol. x. p. 466, a case is mentioned in

which a person, in consequence of injury of the brain, became

blind, who, nevertheless, had visions of groups of persons

" in clothing of all coloursT This shews that the concep-

tion of colours may remain after vision is lost. See also

vol. xiv. p. 149, 230, 288, 358.

Sir John F. W. Herschel's explanation of the cause of de-

ficiency in the power of discriminating between certain co-

lours, seems to coincide with that before given. " We have

examined," says he, " with some attention, a very eminent

optician, whose eyes (or rather eye, having lost the sight of

one by an accident) have this curious peculiarity, and have

satisfied ourselves, contrary to the received opinions, that all

the prismatic rays have the power of exciting and affecting

them with the sensation of light, and producing distinct vi-

^ A collection of similar cases has been made by Mr Robert Cox in

The PhrenologicalJournal,\o\. vii. p. 144. In addition to the works there

referred to, the following, enumerated by Dr Mackenzie, in his Practical

Treatise on the Diseases of the Eye, 2d edit. p. 861, may be consulted by the

readerwhois curious respecting such cases.—Nicholl, mMedico-Chirurgi-

cal Transactions, vol. vii. p. 477, and vol. ix. p. 359 ; also in Annals ofPhilo-

sophy, New Series, vol iii. p. 128.—Harvey, in Transactions of the Royal
Society of Edinburgh, vol. x. p. 253 ; also in Edinburgh Journal of Science,

vol. V. p. 114.—Brewster, in Edinburgh Journal of Science, vol. iv. p. 85.

—Colquhoun in Glasgow Medical Journal, 1829, vol. ii. p. 12.

Dr Henry Holland, in the second chapter of his Medical Notes and
Refections, gives instances of the defect prevailing in families. " I am
acquainted," says he, " with a family in which there are three examples,

the father and two children, of inability to distinguish red as a colour.

Another example, resembling the last, is known to me, where threo

brothers, and two or three children of their families, have the inability

to distinguish between blue and pink. Instances of this kind, as an
hereditary defect, are far from unfrequent.''
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sion
; so that the defect arises from no insensibility of the re-

tina to rays of any particular refrangibility, nor to any co-

louring matter in the humours of the eye preventing certain

rays from reaching the retina (as has been ingeniously sup-

posed), but from a defect in the sensorium, by which it is

rendered incapable of appreciating exactly those differences

between rays on which their colour depends."^

It appears diflScult, however, to perform an experiment of

this nature which should be conclusive. If, for example, the

optician's defect consisted in being incapable of distinguish-

ing red light, and if Sir John F. W. Herschel produced that

light artificially, and exhibited objects to the optician under

its illumination, and if he saw the forms and sizes of objects*

but not their red colour, it would not follow that he saw these

by means of the red rays, because Sir David Brewster has

shewn that " red, yellow, and blue light exist at every point

of the solar spectrum. That as a certain portion of red, yel-

low, and blue, constitute white light, the colour of every point

of the spectrum may be considered as consisting of the pre-

dominating colour at any point mixed with white light. In

the red space there is more red than is necessary to make

white light with the small portion of yellow, and blue which

exist there ; in the yellow space there is more yellow than is

necessary to make white light with the red and blue ; and in

the part of the blue space which appears violet, there is more

red than yellow, and hence the excess of red forms a violet

with the blue." Brewster's Treatise on Optics, Part II.

chap, vii., figs. 50 and 51. Hence there might be as much

white light mixed with the red as sufficed to shew the form

and size of the objects to the optician.

There are instances of individuals who involuntarily asso-

ciate particular colours with particular names, even although

they have never seen the persons named ;
thus, all Johnsons

will be blue, and all Thomsons black, and so on with other

names and colours. There appears to be an association in

1 Enc}jcloj->frdia Mcfropn/itnvn, article " Light," p. 434, § 507.
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activity between the organs of Coloui'ing and Language in

such individuals, so that the one cannot act without exciting

the other; as some men cannot bend one finger without bend-

ing also the one next to it. This, however, is only a conjec-

ture.^

The proper way to observe the development of the organ

of Colouring, is to distinguish to what extent the centre of

each eyebrow projects forward. In Mr Milne it is slightly

depressed below the neighbouring parts ; in Mr Sloane, it is

scarcely depressed, but it does not project, so as to over-

hang the eye-ball ; in the painters it is large and prominent,

forming a heavy shade above the eye. Dr Spurzheim men-

tions that a large development of it is indicated by an arched

appearance in the middle of the eyebrow, and that this sign

is found in the portraits of Rubens, Titian, Rembrandt,

Salvator Rosa, Claude Lorraine, &c. ; but its large size is

indicated also by the projection forward of this part of the

eyebrow without arching. It presents this appearance in the

masks of the late Sir Henry Raeburn, Sir David Wilkie,

Haydon, and other eminent painters.

Dr Gall states it as an indubitable fact, that determinate

laws of proportion in colours exist. The three primitive

colours of blue, yellow, and red, says he, do not harmonize.

If we mix two of these, an intermediate colour is produced
;

blue and yellow give green ; blue and red, violet ; red and

yellow, orange. To obtain a harmonious combination, we
must place beside a primitive colour a mixed one, into which

the primitive enters as an element ; the mixed colour will

always be in harmony with the two primitive colours from

which it is produced. If we place, says he, a silk ribbon,

of a blue colour, and about an inch broad, on a sheet of

white paper, and look at it stedfastly ; at the end of a short

1 See cases of colours associated with things, persons, and musical

notes, in The Phrenological Journal, vol. iii. p. 420; also, vol. viii. pp.

70, 216.
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time, we shall see besides, yellow and red, and (at the side)

orange, resulting from the mixture.^

Lord Jeffrey, in the ai'ticle "Beauty," already alluded

to, informs us, that " colour is, in all cases, absolutely in-

different to the eye ;" and adds, that " it is no doubt quite

true, that, among painters and connoisseurs, we hear a great

deal about the harmony and composition of tints, and the

charms and difficulties of a judicious colouring. In all this,

however, we cannot help thinking that there is no little pe-

dantry and no little jargon^ Speaking of the natural gamut
of colours, he continues : " We confess we have no faith in

any of these fancies ; and believe, that if all these colours

were fairly arranged, on a plain board, according to the most

rigid rules of this supposed harmony, nobody but the au-

thor of the theory would perceive the smallest beauty in the

exhibition, or be the least offended by reversing their col-

location.'' It is a curious fact, that the organ of Coloui*-

ing in Lord Jeffrey's head is actually depressed ; and it ap-

pears that, in the usual manner of metaphysical writers, he

has conceived his own feelings to be an infallible standard

of those of human nature in general. It is quite true that

the eye is affected only by the degrees of light ; but by this

expression, the mind is here obviously meant. The author,

when speaking in the next sentence of the gamut, draws no

distinction between the powers of the mind and those of the

eye. Those individuals, then, whose cases I have cited, and

who cannot distinguish dark-brown from scarlet, buff from

orange, or violet from pink, would probably subscribe to

Lord Jeffrey's positions. But other individuals, such as

"Wilkie and Haydon, have an intense sensibility to shades

of every hue, and of every degree ; and some painters have

assured me, that they experience a very decided emotion in

contemplating colours, independently of every association ;

and declare, that they perceive harmony, congruity, and in-

congruity, in their arrangements, even on a plain board, as

certainly and as distinctly as they distinguish harmony and

discord in sound.

^ Sur let Fonciiont du Cerveau, tome v. p. 81.

A
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Lord Jeffrey, in criticizing this work in The Edinburgh

Review, No. 88, controverts these inferences. " Without

meaning," says he, " to call in question the fact of the de-

pression of his skull, we happen to know that the individual

here mentioned has a remarkably fine and exact perception of

colours, so as to be able to match them from memory, with a

precision which has been the admiration of many ladies and

dressmakers. He has also an uncommon sensibility to their

beauty ; and spends more time than most people in gazing

on bright flowers and peacocks' necks, and wondering, he

hopes innocently, what can be the cause of his enjoyment.

Even the phrenologists, we think, must admit, that, in his

case, it cannot be the predominance of the appropriate fa-

culty, since they have ascertained that he is totally destitute

of the organ."

In a letter which I addressed to Lord Jeffrey, in answer

to this criticism, 1 I asked, " How could you assert in the

Encyclopcedia, that ' colour is in all cases absolutely indif-

ferent to the eye,' if you were conscious when you wrote of

possessing 'an uncommon sensibility to their beauty?^ How
could you stigmatize as 'pedantry andjargon^ the doctrine

of ' the harmony and composition of tints, and the charms

and difficulties of a judicious colouring,' and assert, ' that if

all those colours were fairly arranged, on a plain board, ac-

cording to the most rigid rules of this supposed harmony,

nobody but the author of the theory would percei\'e the

smallest beauty in the exhibition, or be the least offended by

reversing their collocation,' when all the time you enjoyed

in yourself ' a remarkably fine and exact perception of co-

lours, so as to be able to match them from memory with a

precision which has been the admiration of many ladies and
dressmakers V '' *' Matching them" obviously implies a per-

ception of their harmony and discord.

In a Note to the 89th Number of the Review, Lord Jef-

^ Phrenological Journal, vol. iv. p. 1, and also p. 242.—I beg leave

to refer the reader to these Letters for an answer to the whole of Lord
Jeffrey's criticisms on this work. The first is published also separately.
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frey replied to this argument as follows :
" There are two

questions here
; first, whether there are any grounds, from

inconsistency or otherwise, to impeach the credit of the Re-
viewer, when he says that he can distinguish colours, and
shades of colours, with more than common accuracy ? and,

secondly, whether there are any such grounds for disbeliev-

ing him, when he says that he has a strong sense of their

beauty ? The first is the main allegation, and formed the

whole original subject of controversy. Mr Combe alleged

that the organ of colour was actually depressed in the head

of that individual, and inferred that he probably did not

know scarlet from brown : it was answered that this was a

mistake,—for he was known to have a remarkably fine per-

ception of colours and their diversities : and the replica-

tion to this in the pamphlet is, that that cannot well be, since

he himself had stated, in the Encyclopaedia, that all colours

are indifi'erent to the eye, and one just as beautiful as an-

other. Well, suppose he had said so, where would have been

the inconsistency ? for, where is the connection between the

allegations that are held to be contradictory 2 A man who

happens to think brown as beautiful as scarlet, may surely

perceive the difference between them,—or rather, he must

perceive it, when he compares them, in this way, as two dis-

tinct and distinguishable objects. There is not, therefore,

the shadow of a pretext for discrediting the Reviewer's lead-

ing allegation, that the individual alluded to, though desti-

tute of the phrenological organ, can discriminate coloui'S

with unusual readiness and precision.''

In answer to these remarks, I beg leave to observe, that

Lord Jeffrey overstates my objection. The paragraph on

which he comments is printed in this work verbatim as it

stood in the edition reviewed, and the reader will perceive

that I did not allege that the organ was absolutely wanting

in his head, and did not infer that he was incapable of per-

ceiving colours, or that " he probably did not know scarlet

from brown." On the contrai-y, the statement was merely

that the organ is " depressed ;" that is to say, that in him
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it is deficient in size relatively to the other organs—where-

as in the painters it is large. The work itself afforded in-

formation of the effect of a depressed organ :
it is said that

" Perception is the lowest degree of activity" of every in-

tellectual faculty ; " when a coloured object is presented,

and the individual cannot perceive, so as to distinguish the

hues, he is destitute of the power of manifesting the faculty

of colour ;" " each organ will enable the mind to recall the im-

pressions which it served at first to receive ;" and memory is

merely " a degi'ee of activity of each faculty." A friend in

India, after reading Lord Jeffrey's note, wrote to me as fol-

lows :
" Melody is the pleasure arising from successions of

simple sounds suited to each other. Harmony is that aris-

ing from combined sounds, or from several striking the ear

simultaneously, as in a band playing different parts. The

former requires much less of the organ than the latter, and

hence the Scotch, with no great Tune, are melodists, but

nothing as musicians. In like manner, the allocation of

simple colours is their melody, and the combination of se-

veral is harmony. Lord Jeffrey might thus place one rib-

bon beside another very well, but not perceive the harmony

of combined colours."^ There is no inconsistency therefore,

between the depression of Lord Jeffrey's organ of Colouring

and the manifestations which he describes. Even Mr Milne

is able to perceive some colours and to distinguish differences

between them, and he has memory of some of them ; al-

though in him the organ is considerably more depressed than

in Lord Jeffrey.

The real objection stated in the work was, that painters

not only distinguish differences, but enjoy direct pleasure

from " contemplating colours independently of every asso-

ciation ; and that they perceive harmony, congruity, and in-

^ I understand that this defect is apparent in some painters
;
they are

capable of matching a few simple colours, but when a numerous assem-
blage of them requires to be introduced into a picture, they fail in giving
them harmony.

VOL. II. E
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congruity, in their arrangements, even on a plain board, as

certainly and distinctly as they distinguish harmony and

discord in sounds which assertions Lord Jeffrey character-

ised as pedantry and jargon.

In answer to my statement, therefore, he should have

proved, that notwithstanding his depressed organ, he pos-

sesses the faculty in this higher degree, that he actually re-

ceives direct pleasure from colours, and perceives their har-

monies and discords. In No. 88 of the Review, he endea-

voured to do this, by referring to his " remarkably fine and

exact perception of colours, so as to be able to match them

from memory ;" and to his delight " in gazing on bright

flowers and peacocks' necks and in No. 89 of the Beview,

he favours us with the following additional arguments in

support of this position.

" But, in the next place," says he, " and this is still more

material, it is certain that the individual in question does not

maintain, in the EncyclopEedia, that there is no beauty in

colours, or combinations of colours,—but the very reverse.

His whole object in that treatise, as every one must know

who has looked into a line of it, is, not to deny the existence

of beauty, but to explain its nature and causes, in colours as

in every thing else : And, accordingly, not only is there no

doubt thrown on the fact of their beauty, but its reality, and

that of the peculiar pleasure afforded by it, is both express-

ly asserted in a variety of passages, and constantly/ assumed

and taken for granted, as the very basis of the theory, and

the test of the illustrations which are urged in its support.

The theory is, that colours are beautifal, not in consequence

of the mere organic operation of their physical qualities on

the eye, but in consequence of their habitual association with

certain simple emotions or mental qualities, of which they

remind us in a great variety of ways. Thus Blue, for ex-

ample, is said to be beautiful, because it is the colom- of

the unclouded sky,—Green, because it is that of vernal
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woods and summer meadows,—and Red, because it reminds

us of the season of roses, or of the blushes of youth and in-

nocence ;—and, accordingly, when these associations are dis-

turbed, the beauty which they created disappears. Green

would not be beautiful in the sky, nor blue on the cheek,

nor vermilion on the grass. The doctrine is precisely the

same as to the beauty of combination of colours, and it is

attempted to be proved by similar illustrations. Through-

out it is distinctly stated, and invariably assumed as indis-

putable, that they are beautiful, and afford pleasure to those

who admire them,—though it is alleged that there is a good

deal of pedantry in those who dogmatise on the laws of their

harmony, and affect to limit their pleasing combinations ex-

clusively to certain arrangements. It is maintained, as be-

fore, that their beauty depends entirely on the associations

with which they are connected ; and while it is admitted that

certain combinations will generally excite the same associa-

tions in those who are devoted to the same pursuits, it is

denied that these are either universal or unvarying, or that

the feeling they undoubtedly excite can ever be referred to

the organic action of the coloured light on the sense. These

opinions may be right or wrong, but the only question now
at issue is, whether they are inconsistent with the admission

of the fact, that colours are beautiful ? and whether the man
who holds them must be disbelieved, when he says that he

has a keen sense of this kind of beauty ?

In this note Lord Jeffrey no longer wonders what can be

the cause of his enjoyment from the bright flowers and pea-

cocks' necks. He informs us distinctly, that he has no di-

rect perception of beauty in their colours as mere colours,

but that the beauty perceived by him depends " entirely on
the associations with which they are connected." " Colours,''

says he, " are beautiful, not in consequence ofthe mere organic

operation of their physical qualities on the eye, but in conse-

quence of their habitual association with certain simple emo-
tions or mental qualities of which they remind us in a great
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variety of ways." It now turns out, accordingly, that his

pleasure in contemplating the bright flowers and peacocks'

necks arose, not from any quality in these objects themselves,

or from any direct effect produced by them on his mind, but

from something else, which they served merely to intro-

duce to his fancy. He was pleased, for example, with the

red of the flowers, not because it was a colour grateful in

itself, but because it reminded him of the lovely season in

which roses are produced, or of the blushes of youth and

innocence ; and he delighted in the blue of the peacocks'

necks, not because that colour was intrinsically pleasing,

but because it excited the recollection of the unclouded sky.

The painters, on the other hand, in whom the>organ is large,

state that the source of their pleasure in colours is direct.

They inform me that Lord Jefi'rey's love of bright flowers

and peacocks' necks indicates that his organ of colouring

must be feeble ; because a strong stimulus is necessary to

excite it to action, and even when it is thus stimulated, he

is not capable of feeling direct pleasure fr-om colom-s, but they

serve merely to introduce extrinsic ideas and emotions. His

experience, therefore, corresponds in the most complete

manner with the " depressed" state of the organ in his head.

This is so plain as scarcely to admit of illustration ; but

we may suppose a young military officer to assert that there

is no harmony or discord in sounds, and no direct pleasure

in melody ; but that, nevertheless, he enjoys great delight

in hearing a military band. If we should ask him what is

the source of his delight in the band, and he should answer,

" The notes give me pleasure, not in consequence of the

mere organic operation of their physical qualities on the ear

;

but because they remind me of the gay uniforms, the waving

plumes, and the martial pomp of our regiment ;
they recall

also the summer evening parade, with the fairy forms and

angel smiles of female loveliness which then hover around

us ; in short, with me, their beauty depends on the associa-

tions which they serve to introduce," Phrenology would cer-

tainly be in fault if the man who made such a statement were
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not deficient in the organ of Tune. In fact, the individual

supposed would never dwell for a moment on the music it-

self ; to him it would be mere sound, exciting in his mind

ideas of the soldiers, the parade, and female beauty, which

would be the real objects of his admiration and the sources

of his enjoyment. This case is an exact parallel to that of

Lord Jeffrey, in regard to colours. The colours themselves

convey no impression of beauty to his mind : they never en-

gage his attention by their own loveliness ; but merely usher

in extraneous ideas and emotions, in which he finds his gra-

tification. Would not Phrenology be again in fault, if in him

the organ of Colouring were otherwise than " depressed ?"

A legal practitioner, in a Scotch provincial town, whom I

have seen, and in whom this organ was very large, was en-

grossed by a passion for flowers, even to the neglect of his

professional duties. He collected and propagated fine spe-

cimens, without any directly scientific object. His princi-

pal delight seemed to be in the colours and forms. He was

frequently seen, for minutes at a time, bending over a bed

of flowers, and during the season, he was seldom without a

bunch of them in a button hole of his coat. It is probable

that the intense sensibility to colours, which accompanies

a large development of the organ, was the source of this in-

terest.

Phrenologists are accustomed to infer the particular powers

which are most vigorous in an author's mind, from the ma-

nifestations of them in his works ; and none afibrds better

scope for observation than the faculty of Colouring. Unless

the impressions made on the mind of an author by colours

be very strong, he has no inducement to introduce them

in his works, for he can easily treat of a great variety of sub-

jects without adverting to their hues. When, therefore, we
find him minutely describing tints and shades, and dwelling

on colours and their eff'ects with evident delight, we may
safely infer that the organ is large. Mr Tennant, the author

of Anster Fair, frequently does so, and in his hea,d the organ

is large.
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The organ is generally larger in women than in men
; and,

accordingly, some women, as colourists, have equalled the

masters among men
;
while, as painters, women, in general

have always been inferior to the other sex. The faculty aids

the flower-painter, enameller, dyer, and, in general, all who
occupy themselves with colours. Its great energy gives a

passion for colours, but not necessarily a delicate taste in

them. Taste depends upon a perfect rather than a very

powerful activity of the faculties. In several oriental nations

for example, the faculty appears, from their love of colours,

to be strong, and, nevertheless, they display bad taste in the

application of them.

If any conclusion may be drawn from the very limited

enervations which have been made on the development of

the organ of Colouring in different parts of the world, it ap-

pears to be large in those countries where vegetation dis-

plays the greatest brilliance of tint, and deficient where the

aspect of nature is dreary and unvariegated. The organ,

for instance, seems to be large in the Chinese ; while it is

small in the Esquimaux, to whom the sky, and snow, and

ice, are almost the only objects of vision. Captain Parry

mentions that dyeing is an art wholly unknown to the Es-

quimaux.^

Dr Spurzheim observed, that, in persons born blind, the

organ of Colouring is in general less developed than in per-

sons who see, or who have become blind in mature age.

I have repeatedly verified this observation in asylums for the

blind. Indeed it is possible, by observing the development

of the organ of Colouring, to distinguish individuals who

have become blind in infancy, fi-om others who have lost

their sight in mature age ; in the former the organ is much

less developed than in the latter. James Wilson of Belfast,

author of Biography of the Blind, lost his sight from small-

pox at four years of age. His right eye was subsequently

couched, and he saw till he was seven ; his vision was then

1 Parry's Voyages, 12mo, vol. v. p. 295.
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again extinguished by a furious cow, and he has continued

blind ever since. After he became blind he learned to work

as a carpenter ; he also acquired such an accurate and exten-

sive knowledge of places, as to be able to act as a kind of

courier for the merchants, to the extent of thirty or forty

miles round Belfast ; he boasts of considerable literary at-

tainments, and possesses a very extensive memory for per-

sons, places, names, and dates. I saw him in 1836, when

he was in the 57th year of his age : at that time his organs

of Colouring were very small ; while those of Individuality,

Size, and Number, were large, and those of Form and Lo-

cality very large. His temperament was nervous, bilious,

and a little sanguine. The organs which had been most

exercised appeared to have attained the largest size, wl^e

the organs of Colouring, which had been dormant, had ap-

parently scarcely grown from infancy. A mask of him was

taken, and is in the collection of the Phrenological Society.^

Dr Gall mentions, that he had seen a bookseller of Augs-

burg, blind fi'om birth, who maintained that it is not the

eye, but the intellect, which recognises, judges, and produces

proportion among colours. This individual asserted, that, by

means of an internal sense, he had precise notions of colours,

and it is a fact that he determined their harmony exactly.

He had a number of glass beads of various colours, which

he formed into different figures, and always produced har-

mony in the arrangement of the colours. After making a

great elffort of this kind, he experienced pain immediately

above the eye, particularly over the right eye.^ I have

seen a blind man in Stirling, who distinguished colours with
great accuracy by means of touch. Derham, in his Physico-

Theology,'^ mentions a similar case, and observes, that " al-

though the eye be the usual judge of colours, yet some have

' See Phren. Jour. x. 89.

^ Sur les Fonctions du Cerveau, tome v. p. 85.

' Book iv. ch. 6.
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been able to distinguish them by feeling." I have conversed

with persons born blind, who assured me that they could

form no conception whatever of colour, or of the phenomena
of sight. I cannot conceive, therefore, that the blind book-

seller of Augsburg, spoken of by Dr Gall, had precise no-

tions of colours, similar to those enjoyed by persons who see.

The blind man at Stirling who distinguished colours by the

sense of touch was guided by differences in the texture of

the objects. He practised chiefly on the dresses of the pas-

sengers in the beautiful walk round Stirling Castle ; and I

have seen him, by rubbing his hand along the pile of the

sleeve, distinguish, with much readiness and accuracy, a black

coat, a brown coat, a blue coat, and a green coat. The skin

on the points of his fingers had acquired a most extraordi-

nary softness and delicacy, from long practice of this opera-

tion. In his mind there appears to have been a distinct tac-

tile perception, to which he gave the name of green, another

which he designated brown, and so on ; but I cannot conceive

that such impressions at all resembled the common apprehen-

sions of colours enjoyed by persons possessing perfect vision.

Dr Spurzheim says :
" Many blind persons have assured

me of their incapacity to distinguish colours. A few, how-

ever, discern white from black, because white surfaces are in

general smoother than black. When the blind pretend to

distinguish colours, they do no more than determine surfaces

of greater or less degi-ees of smoothness, without acquiring

any idea of colour in itself."^

The organ is considered as established.

27.—^LOCALITY.

Dr Gall mentions, that the taste which he had for natu-

ral history induced him to go frequently into the woods in

J Phrenology, p. 226.
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order to catch birds, or to discover their nests ; and although

he was expert in accomplishing these objects, yet, when he

wished to return to the nests, he generally found it impos-

sible to retrace his way, or to light upon the tree which he

had marked, or the snares which he had set. This difficulty

did not arise from inattention ;
for, before quitting the spot,

he stuck branches into the ground, and cut marks on the trees,

to guide him in his return, but all in vain. He was obliged

to take constantly along with him one of his school-fellows,

named Scheidler, who, with the least possible effort of at-

tention, went always directly to the place where a snare was

set, even although they had sometimes placed ten or fifteen

in a quarter that was not familiarly known to them. As
this youth possessed only very ordinary talents in other re-

spects, Dr Gall was much struck with his facility in recol-

lecting places, and frequently asked him how he contrived

to guide himself so surely ; to which he replied, by asking

Gall, in his turn, how he contrived to lose himself every-

where. In the hope of one day obtaining some explanation of

this peculiarity, Dr Gall moulded his head, and afterwards en-

deavoured to discover persons who were distinguished by the

same faculty. The celebrated landscape-painter Schoenberger

told him, that, in his travels, he was in the custom of making
only a very general sketch of countries which interested him,
and that afterwards, when he wished to produce a more com-
plete picture, every tree, every group of bushes, and every
stone of considerable magnitude, presented itself sponta-

neously to his mind.^ About the same period Dr Gall be-
came acquainted with M. Meyer, author of the romance of
Dia-na-Sore, a person who found no pleasure except in a
wandering life. Sometimes he went from house to house in
the country, and at other times attached himself to some man
of fortune, to accompany him in extended travels. He had

1 The organs of Form, Size, and Individuality, seem to me to have
been necessary, in addition to Locality, to produce this talent. The lat-
ter faculty would recollect only the positions of the objects.
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an astonishing faculty of recollecting the different places

which he had seen. Dr Gall moulded his head also; he

then placed it and the other two together, and compared them

attentively: they presented great diflferences in many points,

but he was struck with the singular form which appeared in

all the three a little above the eyes, and on the two sides of

the organ of Individuality
; namely, two large prominences

commencing near each side of the nose, and going obliquely

upwards and outwards, almost as high as the middle of the

forehead. From that time he was led to, suppose, that the

talent for recollecting places depended on a primitive faculty,

of which the organ was situated under this part of the skull

;

and innumerable subsequent observations confirmed this in-

ference.^

Dr Spurzheim states, that " the special faculty of this or-

gan, and the sphere of its activity, remain to be determined.

It makes the traveller, geographer, and landscape-painter ;

recollects localities ; and gives notions of perspective. It

seems to me," says he, " that it is the faculty of Locality in

general. As soon as we have conceived the existence of an

object and its qualities, it must necessarily occupy a place,

and this is the faculty that conceives the places occupied by

the objects that surround us."^ Sir George Mackenzie con-

siders the primitive faculty to be that of perceiving relative

position. Dr Spurzheim says, that " notions of perspective"

are given by Locality, but certain facts, already noticed, ap-

pear to shew that these depend on Size : in other respects,

his observations coincide with my own.

Locality appears to me to bear a relation to Individuality

somewhat similar to that which Time bears to Eventuality.

Eventuality observes motion and events, and Time conceives

duration, and estimates its intervals. In order to chronicle

events, we divide duration into portions, such as days, months,

1 Nearly the whole of Dr Gall's section on Locality is translated in

The Phrenological Journal, vol. iv. p. 524.

2 Phrenology, p. 280.
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and years, and give names to different points in it, and call

these dates. Individuality furnishes us with the notion of

objects as existences, and Locality conceives the idea of space,

divides it into portions, and determines the position of ob-

jects within it. Places are definite positions in space, while

dates are definite points in duration. Places, therefore, are

to objects, what dates are to events.^

James Wilson, whose case is mentioned on p. 70 of this

volume, afibrds a striking example of Locality being active

long after sight has been lost. A similar case is reported by

Dr Joseph Moore in vol. xiv. p. 39. Philip Davis, says he,

blind from the age of four years, " knows the various streets,

courts, and alleys of Plymouth better than any inhabitant,

and can not only direct, but shew their locality." He also

makes excursions alone to the distance of several miles from

the town. The organ of Locality is very large in his head.

See also the same volume of the Journal, p. 45.

Persons in whom this organ is large, form vivid and dis-

tinct conceptions of situations and scenery which they have

seen or heard described, and they have great power in re-

calling such conceptions. When the faculty is active from

internal excitement of the organ, such ideas are presented to

the mind involuntarily. In the mask of Sir Walter Scott the

organ is large. Readers, similarly endowed, are almost as

much delighted with his descriptions of scenery, as by a torn-

made by themselves amid the mountain glens ; while those

in whom the organ is small, are quite uninterested by his

most splendid poetical landscapes. He wrote so pictorially,

^ Mr W. Hancock jun. has published an able essay on Locality,
in the Phrenological Journal, vol. x. p. 462, in which he maintains that
" the two organs now called Weight and Locality are in reality but
one, subserving to the faculty of direction, and that direction or relative
position is only an ingredient, though probably the principal one, in the
recollection of places.'' Mr Sampson has stated his own experience in
contradiction to this view. In his head Locality is deficient, and he
does not recollect places, but he judges easily and accurately of direc-
tion. He refers direction to weight. Phren. Journ., vol. xii. p. 366
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that he almost saves an artist, who means to illustrate his

pages, the trouble of invention.

Authors in whom this Organ is moderately developed treat

of places in a very different manner. In the head of Mr
Tennant, the author oiAnster Fair and The Thane ofFife, the

organ of Locality is below the average size, and he merely

designates, by appropriate epithets, the leading features of a

landscape, in a way which excites a pleasing and distinct re-

collection of it in those readers who have seen it, but which

calls up no picture in the mind of one who was not familiar

with it before, The following lines are characteristic of his

manner

:

" Next them the troopers each on fervent steed

That dwell within the warm and flowery dales

Where Annan and ivhere and JSsk, Liddle, lead

Their streams down tripping through the sunny vales,

And where the stronger and more swelling Tweed,

Emergentfrom his midland mountain, trails

Voluminous and broad his waters down

To meet the briny sea by bulwark'd Berwick town."

The organ is large in the busts and portraits of all eminent

navigators and travellers, such as Columbus, Cook, and

Mungo Park ; also in great astronomers and geogi'aphers,

as Kepler, Galileo, Tycho Brahe, and Newton. In Tasso

the poet, also, it appears to have been very large, and he

manifested the faculty in a high degree. Several cases are

mentioned by Dr Gall, of individuals passionately fond of

travelling, in whom the organ was greatly developed ; and a

similar instance is reported by Mr Schiotz, a Danish magis-

trate, in The Phrenological Journal} Dr Caldwell speaks

of an American named Daniel Boone, " who was perpetually

in motion from one place to another, and who was the most

celebrated hunter and woodsman of the age he possessed

this organ " in a degree of development, so bold and promi-

nent, that it deformed his face."^

1 Vol. viii. p. 64. 1 Caldwell's Elements of Phrenology, p. 124.
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This facultygives what is called ''^coup ctceil^^ andjudgment

of the capabilities of ground. It is necessary to the military

draughtsman, and is of great importance to a general in war.

Dr Gall mentions, that he had observed the organ large in

distinguished players at chess ; and he conceives their talent

to consist in the faculty of conceiving clearly a great number

of the possible positions of the men.

Some persons have a natural tact in discriminating and

recollecting the situation of the organs on the phrenological

bust, and perceiving differences in the forms of the head,

while others experience the greatest difficulty in doing so.

The former have Locality, Size, and Form large ; the latter

have them small, indicated by a general narrowness at the

top of the nose. These state their own inability to observe

the organs, as an objection against Phrenology ; but this is

as unreasonable as if Mr Milne were to deny the diversity of

certain colours, because his own organ of Colouring is so de-

fective that he cannot distinguish them.

Locality appears to be an element in a genius for geome-
try. In the heads or busts of six or seven eminent mathe-

maticians which I have carefully examined, this organ, and
also those of Size. Individuality, and Comparison, are large.

Indeed pure geometry treats only of the relations of space,

and does not imply agency, or any relation except that of

proportion ; and hence it might be legitimately inferred to

belong to the sphere of the organs now mentioned. Negative

cases also coincide with these positive observations. Zhera
Colburn, the American youth who was celebrated for his

arithmetical powers, turned his attention to mathematics, but
with very little success. He stated to me that he had been
taught the first six books of Euclid, and understood the pro-
positions, but felt no interest in the study. He liked algebra
much better

; and he had the organ of Number large, but
that of Locality deficient. The gentleman who had taken
charge of his education, it is said, at first intended him for a
mathematician, but afterwards, finding that his genius did
not lie that way, directed his attention to law. (See foot-note
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on p. 86.) Mr George Bidder, when a mere child, displayed

such astonishing talent as a mental calculator, that several

gentlemen in Edinburgh were induced to take charge of his

education
;
and, on the supposition that his abilities extended

to mathematical science generally, selected for him the pro-

fession of an engineer. Having heard of this intention, and
having observed that in his head the organs of the geometri-

cal faculties were not developed in any extraordinary degree,

I inferred that his eminence as a geometrician would not

equal that which he had attained as a calculator, aud com-

municated this conviction in writing to Principal Baird, one

of his patrons. Mr Bidder subsequently pursued the study

of geometry
;
but, at the end of two years, both he himself

and Professor Wallace informed me, that he was not distin-

guished for more than common ability in the class.

An opinion prevails, that mathematics afford exercise to

the reflecting faculties, and that their tendency, as a branch

of education, is to cultivate the talent for general reasoning

:

some persons regard them as the best substitute for the use-

less logic of the schools. This idea appears to me to be erro-

neous. Geometry treats of the proportions of space, and al-

gebra and arithmetic of the relations of numbers, and the

three constitute the grand elements of the science of pure

mathematics. For judging of the proportions of space, the

faculties of Size, Locality, and Individuality, aided by Com-

parison, are those essentially required ; while the faculties of

Number and Order, also aided by Comparison, are the chief

powers necessary for dealing with the proportions of num-

bers. Causation always implies power, force, or agency
;

and the idea of causation, or efficiency, does not at all enter

into the propositions of pure mathematics. The popular

error is not sanctioned by the authority of the masters in

philosophy. Lord Bacon observes, that " the mathematical

part in some men's minds is good, and the logical is bad.

Some can reason well of numbers and quantities, that cannot

reason well in words." Dugald Stewart remarks, that

" Avhen it is stated in the form of a self-evident truth, that
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magnitudes whicli coincide, or which exactly fill the same

space, are equal to one another, the beginner readily yields

his assent to the proposition ; and this assent, without going

any farther, is all that is required in any of the demonstra-

tions of the first six books of Euclid." ^ Mr Stewart was a

mathematician, and also a metaphysician ; and this is a strong

testimony to the fact, that the whole of the first six books of

Euclid, which constitute a large portion of a common mathe-

matical education, relate exclusively to the proportions of

space or magnitude, and do not imply causation.

Professor Leslie states, that the whole structure ofgeome-

try is grounded on the simple comparison of triangles ; and

Mr Stewart corrects this remark by observing, that " it is

expressed in terms too unqualified. D'Alenibert has men-

tioned another principle, as not less fundamental, the mea-

surement of angles by circular arches." It is obvious, that

both triangles and circular arches are mere forms of space.

" Fluxions," says Professor Playfair, " were, with Newton,

nothing else than measures of the velocities with which vari-

able or flowing quantities were supposed to be generated,

and they might be of any magnitude, providing they were in

the ratio of those velocities, or, which is the same, in the ra-

tio of the nascent or evanescent increments."2 Sir John
Herschel remarks, that " it must be recollected that there

are minds which, though not devoid of reasoning powers, yet

manifest a decided inaptitude for mathematical studies,

—

which are estimative—not calculating^ and which are more im-
pressed by analogies, and by apparent preponderance of ge-

neral evidence in argument, than by mathematical demon-
stration, where all the argument is on one side, and no shew
of reason can be exhibited on the other. The mathematician
listens only to one side of a question, for this plain reason,

that no strictly mathematical question has more than one
side capable of being maintained otherwise than by simple
assertion

; while all the great questions which arise in busy

' Philosophj of the Human Mind, vol. ii. p. 174, edit. 1816.
^ Dissertation II. Enajc. Brit. p. 16.
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life, and agitate the world, are stoutly disputed, and often

with a shew of reason on both sides, which leaves the shrewd-

est at a loss for a decision."^

In these remarks I allude merely to pure mathematics, or

to geometry and its branches, with algebra and arithmetic

and their branches. Although these sciences do not treat of

causation, yet they may be applied to measure forces, in in-

stances in which these operate with undeviating regularity.

Gravitation is such a force.—But wherever agents do not

operate in this manner, mathematics are inapplicable. Hu-

man actions, for instance, proceed from intellectual percep-

tions, the impulses of affection, or the force of passion ; all of

which are causes, but none of them possesses that simplicity

of character and uniformity of operation which are indispen-

sable in the application of mathematical measurements. In

judging of human conduct, the understanding must estimate

by innate sagacity, improved by experience, the influence of

motives and of external circumstances ; and a high mathe-

matical training, by exercising chiefly the powers conversant

with space and quantity, is by no means favourable to the de-

velopment of this talent, which depends chiefly on Compari-

son and Causality, operating along with the affective facul-

ties. Hence an individual may be distinguished for talent as

a mathematician, and extremely deficient in this estimative

sagacity.

It is worthy of remark, that the French mathematicians

use the word done " then," where the English use " there-

fore" in their demonstrations. The French done corresponds

with the Latin tune, and with the English then, or at that

time, and it is the more correct expression. In a purely ma-

thematical demonstration, the conclusion becomes apparent

at a particular point of time, when the proposition and its re-

lations have been unfolded, without the least idea of active

1 Views on Scientific and General Education, applied to the proposed Si/stem

of Instruction in the South Afncan College ; reprinted in The London and

Edinburgh Philosophical Maffasine and Journal of Science, vol. viii. p. 432,

No. 48. May 1836.
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efficiency in the premises to produce the conclusion as an

effect ; whereas the word therefore expresses a necessary-

result of efficiency. In the proposition " The sun shines

brilliantly, therefore we are hot ;" the word therefore implies

a relation of causation ; whereas in the proposition, ' A is

equal to B, and C is equal to B, therefore A and C are equal

to one another ;" the relation which it expresses is one of

proportion merely, and the French then is the more philoso-

phical term.

When the group of organs situated at the top of the nose,

namely. Individuality, Form, Size, Weight, and Locality,

are all large, there is generally a strong talent for dynamics.

Persons thus endowed excel in turning, and in archery ; and

if Constructiveness also be full, and they have been bred to

professions in which they find no scope for these faculties,

they frequently set up private workshops, and become inven-

tors and improvers of machinery.

The organ of Locality is generally much larger in men
than in women ; and the manifestations correspond.

Dr Gall cites several cases of diseased affection of this or-

gan ; and in The Phrenological Journal,^ Mr Simpson gives

a highly interesting detail of symptoms attending disorder of

this and the other knowing organs already treated of. He
adverts particularly to the case ofMr John Hunter, who, when

in the house of a friend, forgot in what part of the town

he was, and looked out ofthe window to refresh his memory
in vain ; for, as Sir Everard Home expresses it, " he had not a

conception of any place existing beyond the room he was in^

yet was perfectly conscious of the loss of memory.''^

This organ is possessed by the lower animals, and many
interesting examples are recorded of their manifestations of

the faculty. Dr Gall mentions several instances of dogs re-

turning to their homes from a great distance, without the

^ Vol. ii. p. 303. See also vol. vii. p. 317.

2 Life of John Hunter, annexed to his Treatise on the Blood, Inflamma-
tion, and Gunshot Wounds, published by Sir E. Home in ] 794.

VOL. II. p
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possibility of their having been guided by smell or sight.

" A dog," says he, " was carried in a coach from Vienna to

St Petersburgh, and at the end of six months reappeared in

Vienna : Another was transported from Vienna to London ;

—he attached himself to a traveller, and embarked along

with him ; but at the moment of landing, he made his escape

and returned to his native city. Another dog was sent from

Lyons to Marseilles, where he was embarked for Naples,

and he found his way back by land to Lyons." An ass,

shipped at Gibraltar, on board the Ister frigate, in 1816,

was thrown overboard, when the vessel struck at Point de

Gat, in Spain, a distance of 200 miles. There were holes

in his ears, indicating that he had been used for carrying

criminals when flogged ; and as such asses are abhorred by

the peasantry, no one stopped him, and he immediately re-

turned, through a mountainous and intricate country inter-

sected by streams, to Gibraltar.^ Dr Gall remarks that the

common hypothesis, ^that dogs retrace their way by the aid of

smell, when applied to cases in which they were transported

by water, or in a coach, appears abundantly absurd ; and

the idea that these animals can discover the effluvia of their

master's person across a space of several hundred leagues,

seems equally preposterous. Besides, a dog does not re-

turn home by the straightest road, nor even by the precise

line in which he was carried away ; and some naturalists

have therefore been induced to admit an occult cause of this

surprising talent, and have named it a sixth sense. Dr Gall

considers it to belong to the organ of Locality. The falcon

of Iceland returns to its native place from a distance of thou-

sands of miles ; and carrier-pigeons have long been celebrat-

ed for a similar tendency, and in consequence have occa-

sionally been employed to convey dispatches. Swallows,

nightingales, and a variety of sea-fowls, migrate from one

climate to another at certain seasons of the year, which is

attributed by Dr Gall to periodical and involuntary excite-

1 Kirby and Spence's Entomology, p. 496.
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ment of the organ of Locality. This excitement occurs even

in birds kept in cages, and abundantly supplied with food.^

Dr Vimont has published some valuable observations on

this faculty. He does not consider it to be the sole cause of

the migration of animals. He thinks that the inclemency of

the season, also the organs of ''distance," " resistance," and

time,'' may contribute to their movements. He indicates the

precise place of the organ in several species of the lower ani-

mals, and corrects Dr GalPs errors in regard to its situation

in them. He says that it is very large in the dog, fox, and

horse.

The frontal sinus has been stated as an objection to the

possibility of ascertaining the size of the organ of Locality,

but it rarely ascends higher than the lower part of it ; and

while prominences formed by the sinus are irregular in form,

and generally horizontal in direction, the elevations occa-

sioned by a large development of Locality are uniform in

shape, and extend obliquely upwards towards the middle of

the forehead. Further, the negative evidence in favour of

the organ (explained on page 34) is irresistible, and the

function is therefore regarded as established.

28.—NUMBER.

A scholar of St Poelton, near Vienna, was gi-eatly spoken

of in that city, on account of his extraordinary talent for

calculation. He was the son of a blacksmith, and had not

received any particular instruction beyond that bestowed on
other boys at the same school ; and in all other respects he
was nearly on a footing of equality with them. Dr Gall in-

duced him to come to Vienna, and, when he was nine years

of age, presented him to his audience. " Lorsqu'on lui don-

nait," says Dr Gall, " je suppose, trois nombres exprime's

chacun par dix a douze chifFres, en lui demandant de les ad-

ditionner, puis de les soustraire deux a deux, de les multi-

^ See Remarks on Carrier-pigeons, Phren. Journ. vol viii. p. 71.
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plier et de les diviser chacun par un nombre de trois chif-

fres
; il regardait une seule fois les nombres, puis il levait le

nez et les yeux en I'air, et il indiquait le resultat de son cal-

cul mental avant que mes auditeurs n'eussent eu le temps
de faire le calcul la plume h la main. II avait cree lui-meme
sa methode." A barrister ofVienna stated his regret that his

son, of five years of age, occupied himselfexclusivelywithnum-
bers and calculation, in such a manner that it was impossible

to fix his attention on any other object, even the games of

youth. Dr Gall compared his head with that of the boy just

mentioned, and found no particular resemblance, except in a

remarkable prominence at the external angle of the eye, and

a little to the side. In both, the eye was in some degree

covered by the outer extremity of the eyebrow. These cases

suggested the idea that the talent for calculation might be

connected with a particular organ j and, in order to verify

the discovery, Dr Gall sought for men distinguished for this

power. He repaired to the Councillor Mantelli, whose

favourite occupation was to invent and solve problems in

mathematics, and particularly in arithmetic, and found in

him the same configuration. He next went to Baron Vega,

author of Tables of Logarithms, at that time professor of

mathematics, and who, in every other talent, "etait un

homme fort mediocre," and found in his head the same pe-

culiarity. He then visited private families and schools, and

desired the children distinguished for ability in calculation

to be pointed out to him ; and still the same development

recurred. He therefore felt himself constrained to admit a

special organ and faculty for this talent.

Sir Whitelaw Ainslie reports, in The Phrenological Jour-

nal, the case of a boy whom he met in a stage-coach, and

who attracted his attention by a remarkable development of

the organ of Number, which projected so much as to be

" nearly of the size of half a common marble, and not unlike

it in shape." On asking the boy's father whether he was not

an excellent arithmetician, Sir Whitelaw was informed, that,

in arithmetic, he excelled all the other boys at school, and
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could multiply six figures by other six without the aid of a

pencil.^

The organ, when large, fills up the head above and outside

of the external angle of the eye, a very little below the point

called the external angular process of the frontal bone.

The special function of the faculty seems to be calculation

in general. Dr Gall calls it " Les sens des nombres and,

while he states distinctly that arithmetic is its chief sphere,

he regards it as also the organ of mathematics in general.

Dr Spurzheim, on the other hand, limits its functions to

arithmetic, algebra, and logarithms ; and is of opinion that

the other branches of mathematics, such as geometry, are

not the simple results of this faculty. In this analysis he

appears to me to be correct. Mr George Bidder, when only

seven years of age, and without any previous instruction,

shewed an extraordinary talent for mental calculation ; and

I have seen him, when only eleven, answer the most compli-

cated questions in algebra, in a minute or a minute and a

half, without the aid of notation. When he first came to

Edinburgh, and before I had seen him, a gentleman waited

on me, accompanied by three boys of nearly equal ages,

and said— " One of these is George Bidder, the celebrated

mental calculator ; can yon tell which is he by his head ?"

On examining the organ of Number in all of them, I replied

that one of them should be decidedly deficient in arithme-

tical talent ; that another should possess it in a considerable

degi'ee ; but that the third must be Bidder, because, in him,

the organ was developed to an extraordinary extent. The

gentleman then stated that the indications were perfectly

correct ; that the first was a boy who had been remarked as

dull in his arithmetical studies ; the second was the most ex-

pert calculator selected from a school in Edinburgh ; and the

third was Bidder. Dr Gall mentions a similar experiment

which was tried with him, and with the same result. He
gives a detailed account of Zhera Colburn, the American

youth who exhibited great talents for calculation, and in

Phren. Journ. vi. 107. See another case, vol. iii. p. 266 ; also iii. 561.
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whom also the organ was large. This young man visited

Edinburgh, and afforded the phrenologists of this city an

opportunity of verifying Dr Gall's observations, which were

found to be correct.^ Masks of him and of Bidder were taken,

and now form part of the Phrenological Society's collection.

These two examples tend to shew that Dr Spurzheim is right

in limiting the function of this faculty to calculation of num-
bers

; as neither of these young men proved so eminent in

geometry as in arithmetic and algebra.

The organ is large in the mask of Humboldt, brother of the

traveller, and he was celebrated for his powers of calculation.

In the PhrenologicalJournal, vol. x. p. 411, the case of the

daughter of a lady of rank resident in London, in whom the

organ was very large, is reported. The lady mentioned, that

when she rode out to make calls, instead oftaking cards with

the numbers of the residences of those upon whom she meant

to call—as is usual in London—she took her child (thenJive

years of age) with her in the carriage, and upon the name of

any individual being mentioned, the child would instantly

remember the number of the house. She added, that the child

remembered the numbers of the residence of at least three

hundred ladies The child had Locality/ large as well as

number.

There are some facts which appear to indicate, that the

organ of number is important in constituting a talent for

chess-playing. See Phrenological Journal, xv. p. 92.

I am acquainted with other individuals, and include myself

among the number, in whom this organ is deficient, and who

experience great difficulty in solving the most ordinary arith-

metical questions—who, indeed, have never been able to learn

the multiplication table, or to perform readily, common addi-

tion and subtraction, even after persevering efforts to attain

expertness. The organ is small in the mask marked " French

M. D. ;" which serves as a contrast, in this respect, to those

before mentioned, in which it is large.

1 He was not distinguished by high intellectual talents in other re-

spects. He subsequently became a preacher in New England, and ma-

nifested only average abilities. He was born in 1804, and died in 1838.
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Dr Gall observes, that when this organ predominates in

an individual, all his faculties receive an impression from it.

He knew a physician in whom it was very large, who labour-

ed to reduce the study of medicine, and even the virtue of

particular medicaments, to mathematical principles ; and one

of his friends, thus endowed, endeavoured to found an uni-

versal language on similar grounds.

This organ probably assists Eventuality and Time in re-

collecting dates. Form, however, seems also to aid them in

this effort, by retaining before the mind the idea of the printed

numerals.

Dr Spurzheim mentions, that " certain races of Negroes

make five the extent of theif enumeration, that is, they count

only as far as five by simple terms ; all their numbers after

five are compound, whereas ours are not so till they have

passed the number ten ; while our terms, six, seven, &c. are

simple, they say five-one, five-two, five-three, &c. Negroes

in general,'' he continues, " do not excel in arithmetic and

numbers ; and, accordingly, their heads are very narrow in

the seat of the organ of number." Humboldt also mentions

that the Chaymas (a people in the Spanish parts of South

America) '* have great difficulty in comprehending any thing

that belongs to numerical relations ;" and that " the more

intelligent count in Spanish, with an air that denotes a gi'eat

effort of mind, so far as 30, or perhaps 50 ;" he adds, that

" the corner of the eye is sensibly raised up towards the tem-

ples."^ The organ of Number is remarkably small in the

skulls of the Esquimaux, and both Parry and Lyon notice

that their eyes are turned up at the exterior angle : they have

the peculiarity of " not being horizontal as with us, but

coming much lower at the end next the nose than at the

other."2 Captain Back adverts to the same peculiarity in an
Esquimaux woman whom he describes.^ This " remarkable

^ Personal Narrative, vol. iii. pp. 223, 241, 242.

^ Parry's Voyages, 12mo, vol. v, p. 184.

3 Narrative of the Arctic Land Expedition in 1833-4-5, London 1826
p. '384.

'
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formation of the eye," says Captain Lyon, " is in all alike."^

Accordingly, Captain Parry speaks of their " imperfect

arithmetic, which resolves every number above ten into one

comprehensive word."^ The Arctic Highlanders of Captain

Ross are unable to reckon farther than five
; and, in answer

to his inquiries concerning the numbers of the tribe, they

could only say that there were " plenty people." Others,

however, could reckon ten.^ Nor is the skull of the other

Greenland tribes much superior. Their numerals, says

Crantz, " fall very short, so that they verify the Qerman

proverb, that they can scarce count five : however, they can

make a shift with difficulty to mount as high as twenty, by

counting the fingers of both hands, and the toes of both feet.

When the number is above twenty, they say, ' it is innu-

merable.""
*

It is mentioned by Dr Gall, that two of his acquaintances

felt pain in the region of this organ, after being occupied for

several days in succession with difficult calculations. In the

Hospital of Vienna, he saw a patient whose insanity dege-

nerated into idiocy, but who nevertheless occupied himself

solely with counting. He stopped, however, regularly at

ninety-nine, and could never be induced to say one hundred,

but recommenced counting at one. M. L. A. Goelis, in his

Treatise on Chronic and Acute Hydrocephalus, mentions the

case of a boy, who, though stupid in every other respect,

still manifested, in his twelfth year, an astonishing memory

for numbers, and a strong feeling of Benevolence ; which

qualities, however, he adds, disappeared in proportion as his

malady, hydrocephalus, increased. In the Journal Generale

de Medecine^^ a young Englishman is mentioned, who had a

nervous attack each alternate day, during which he saw and

1 private Journal, p 309. ^ Vol. v. p. 319.

3 Ross's Voyage, London, 1819, pp. 95, 127.

4 Crantz's History of Greenland, vol. i. p. 225. See Eemarks on the

Character and Cerebral Developeraent of the Esquimaux, by Mr Robert

Cox, Phren. Journ. vol. viii,'P. 43G.

'' Tome xl. p. 155.
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heard nothing, as was verified by experiment, and who yet

occupied himself particularly with mathematics, arithmetic,

and logarithms, and solved with ease new and diflScult pro-

blems. In October 1835, I saw, in the Lunatic Asylum at

Newcastle, a patient named Marshall, in whom the organ of

Number was very largely developed, and it was mentioned

by Mr Macintosh, the resident surgeon, that he was distin-

guished by a " love of arithmetic and accounts, and was per-

petually employed in figures :" His hands were confined to

prevent him from scratching numerals on the walls, and he

then used the tip of his tongue, and traced them with saliva

on the stones. I saw his tongue excoriated at the point with

this exercise.

It seems diflicult to determine whether or not this faculty

exists in the lower animals. George Le Roy mentions that

an ambush was formed, into which one man entered, to shoot

a magpie, whose nest was in a tree above it. She kept her

nest while he remained, and was safe. Two men entered,

one left, and one remained. She still kept her nest. Three

entered, and two went away. She still remained concealed.

He therefore concludes that magpies count three. Six men
entered and five went away. She was deceived, came forth,

and was shot. Dupont de Nemours asserts that they count

nine. Dr Gall does not attempt to decide the question.

Dr Vimont mentions an experiment which convinced him
that dogs have an idea of numbers. At a certain hour of

twelve successive evenings, he gave a dog three balls of

meat, which he threw into dilferent parts of the room.

Afterwards he kept one of them on the table, and threw down
the other two. The animal came for them as usual, but not

finding the third ball, began to search for it in every part of

the room, and barked in order to obtain it : when Dr Vimont
threw down the third ball its cries immediately ceased. Its

behaviour was the same when four or five pieces of meat
were used.^

The organ is regarded as established.

' TraiU de Phrtnologie, tome ii. p. 321.
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29.—ORDER.

Order supposes a plurality of objects ; but one may have

ideas about a number of things and their qualities, without

considering them in any order whatever. Every arrange-

ment of physical objects is not equally agreeable to the mind
;

and the disposition to be delighted with order, and distressed

by disorder, is not in proportion to the endowment of any

other faculty. There are individuals who are martyrs to

the love of order—who are distressed beyond measure by

the sight of confusion, and highly satisfied when every thing

is well arranged. These persons have the organ in question

large. The sort of arrangement, however, prompted by this

faculty, is different from, although perhaps one element in,

that philosophical method which is the result of the percep-

tion of the relations of things. The faculty of which we

here speak, gives method and order in arranging objects, as

they are physically related ; but arrangement founded on logi-

cal inferences, the conception of systematizing or generaliz-

ing, and the idea of classification, are formed by the reflect-

ing faculties. Dr Spurzheim mentions, that the Sauvage de

I'Aveyron at Paris, though an idiot in a very high degree,

could not bear to see a chair or any other object out of its

place ; and that as soon as anything was deranged, he, without

being excited to it, directly replaced it. He likewise saw in

Edinburgh a girl, who in many respects was idiotic, but in

whom the love of order was very active. She avoided her

brother's apartment, in consequence of the confusion which

prevailed in it.

Dr Gall states, that he has met with facts which strongly

indicate that " order" depends on a primitive faculty ;
but

that, on account of the difficulty of observing the organs

placed in the superciliary ridge, and the small size of this

organ in particular, as pointed out by Dr Spurzheim, he

had not been able to collect a sufliciency of determinate facts

to authorize him to decide on its situation.^

' SiirJes Fonctions dn Cen can, tome iv. p. 4(»7.
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I have seen many instances in confirmation of this organ.

The late Mr James Law, Fellow of the Royal College of Sur-

geons of Edinburgh, whose mask is sold as an illustration of

it, had a large development ; and his love of regularity and

order was conspicuous in all his professional and domestic

occupations. He observed his appointments in the most ex-

emplary manner ; wrote his letters and papers with the

greatest neatness and care
;
kept his accounts with inva-

riable regularity ; and was remarkable for his neat style of

dress, as well as for the high state of order in which his

articles of apparel were always arranged in his wardrobe.

On each superciliary ridge of his cast, there is an elevation

resembling a small pea, which is frequently mistaken for

this organ ; but it appears to be merely a projecting point

of the frontal bone, to which some fibres of the temporal

muscle are attached. The development of the organ is

indicated by a great fulness, producing a square appearance

at the external angles of the lower part of the forehead.

—

This trait of character is hereditary in Mr L.'s family : it

was transmitted to him by his father (whose portrait indi-

cates a large development), and has descended in greater

and less degrees to the members of a large family of sons.

Every article which Mr L.'s father carried about his person

had its appropriate pocket, into which it was put with un-

failing regularity. It is related of him, that, on one occa-

sion, not finding his penknife in its accustomed place, he

summoned his servants and some young relatives before

him, and demanded whether they had seen it. Being an-

swered in the negative, he at once unhesitatingly declared

that the knife " must have been stolen," and upon being re-

quested to search his other pockets, he actually lost his tem-

per, and exclaimed with great warmth that the knife had

not been in any other pocket for twenty years. At length,

however, he was prevailed on to search another pocket, and

blushed deeply on finding the strayed article. Mr L. had a

very equal general development of brain, which aided Order

in producing his general regularity of conduct. In the masks
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of Mr Douglas, the miniature painter, and of Dr Franklin,

both, of whom were remarkable for order, the organ is largely

developed. I have seen other cases, in which this part of

the brain was very small, and the love of order was extremely

deficient.

The mode in which a person is trained in youth has a mark-

ed influence on the activity of this organ. If brought up by

regular and orderly parents, the individual will be much
more distinguished by the same qualities than if his early

years had been spent in the midst of disorder and dirt.

In the skulls of the Esquimaux, the organ is small ; and

all the navigators who have visited them agree in describing

their habits as most filthy, slovenly, and disgusting.

^

On the whole, therefore, I am disposed to admit the organ

as ascertained. It is large in the mask marked " French

M. D.," and in Humboldt, brother of the traveller ; it is

small in Anne Ormerod.

Dr Vimont thinks that the lower animals possess it ; but

he has not ascertained the situation of the organ in them.

30.—EVENTUALITY.

This organ, when large, gives prominence or a roimded

fulness to the middle of the forehead.

Pitt. Moorb. Sheridan.

22. Individuality moderate. 22. Individuality large. 22. Individuality large.

30. Eventuality large. 30. Eventuality small. 30. Eventuality large.

34. Comparison rather large. 34. Comparison very large. Z4. Comparison full.

» See amplo details in The Phrmohaical Journal, vol. viii. p. 435.
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After Dr Gall had discovered an external sign of the

talent for learning by heart, he was not long in perceiving

that it by no means indicated every species of memory. He

observed, that, among his schoolfellows, some excelled in

verbal memory, and remembered even words which they did

not understand ; while others were deficient in this qualifica-

tion, but recollected with uncommon facility facts and events :

some were distinguished by a great memory of places ; some

were able to repeat, without mistake, a piece of music which

they had heard only once or twice, while others excelled in

recollecting numbers and dates ; but no individual possessed

all these talents in an equal degree. Subsequently to these

observations, he learned that philosophers before him had

arrived at similar conclusions, and had distinguished three

varieties of memory—memory of things, " memoria realis

verbal memory, " memoria verbalis and memory of places,

"memoria localis." In society, he observed persons who,

though not always profound, were learned, had a superficial

knowledge of all the arts and sciences, and knew enough to

be capable of speaking on them with facility ; and he found

in them the middle of the lower part of the forehead very

much developed. At first he regarded this as the organ of

the " memory of things ;" but, on farther reflection, he per-

ceived, that the name " memory of things" does not include

the whole sphere of activity of the faculty now under con-

sideration. He observed, that persons who had this part of

the brain large, not only possessed a great memory of facts,

but were distinguished by prompt conception in general, and

an extreme facility of apprehension ; a strong desire for in-

formation and instruction ; a disposition to study all branches

of knowledge, and to teach these to others : and also, that,

if not restrained by the higher faculties, such persons were

naturally prone to adopt the opinions of others, to embrace

new doctrines, and to modify their own minds according to

the manners, customs, and circumstances by which they

were surrounded. He therefore rejected the name " memory
of things," and adopted the appellations Sens des choses^

sens (TeducabiUte, de perfectihilite, to distinguish this faculty.
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Dr Gall's observations ai:)ply to the part of the brain com-
prising the organs now designated Eventuality and Indivi-

duality
; he did not treat of them as separate organs. We

owe to Dr Spurzheira the correct indication of the functions

of each.

The function of Eventuality is to take cognizance of changes,

events, or active phenomena, indicated by active verbs. It

observes motion, in such expressions as the rock falls,

the HORSE gallops, the river runs, the substantive springs

from Individuality, and the verb from Eventuality. Two
gentlemen went to see a review, of two or three thousand

soldiers. After the review, a friend asked one of them wliat

regiments were on the ground. He could not tell. " Did you

not observe the numbers on their knapsacksV—No, I didnot.

—

** Did you observe thefacings of their coatsV " No."—" Then,

pray what did you observe —" I observed the Evolutions.

The men came on the ground in marching columns ; they

formed line ; then column again ; then hollow squares and

he proceeded to describe all their movements. In his head

Eventuality was large, and Individuality deficient. Another

gentlemen, who heard this discourse, said, " My observations

took a different direction. I noticed the numbers painted

on the knapsacks of the men, indicating the regiments ; the

facings, the particular officers who commanded, &c., but I

could not recall the evolutions, as Mr A. has done." In

this person Individuality was large, and Eventuality defi-

cient.

In visiting the State Prison of Connecticut, in the United

States, on 22d October 1839, 1 observed that the head of Mr
Pillsbury, the superintendent of the prison, presented a de-

ficient organ of Individuality, Avith a large organ of Eventu-

ality ; on which the Reverend Mr Gallaudet, who accompanied

me, without giving any explanation to Mr P. of the object

of his enquiry, asked him whether, in seeing a review, he

would observe, and recollect best the appearance of the men

or the evolutions ; he replied instantly, " the evolutions.''

In The rhrenological Journal, vol. xii. p. 257, Mr W. R.
5
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Lowe reports the following case :—" In Mrs T ,
a well-

educated, married lady, aged between forty-five and fifty,

Eventuality and Time are developed to an unusual extent

;

the surface of these two organs occupying nearly half the

entire intellectual region, and their prominence being such

as to give to the forehead quite an arched or semicircular

appearance ; and, from a long intimacy having existed be-

tween us, I can with truth bear testimony to the correspond-

ence of the power of these faculties with the cerebral organ-

ization. She is, indeed, as the phrenologist would expect, a

complete walking almanac, a kind of animated calendar of

births, deaths, historical occurrences, and events generally,

and has been from quite childhood (as I am informed) a

never failing book of reference for her family and friends.

The following anecdote will, however, give some idea of her

memory of events. Two ladies, who had each given birth

to a child in the space of a fortnight, were recently disputing

as to which of the two children was the elder ; the birth-

day of the one was distinctly remembered, but they were

undecided as to whether the other was a fortnight older, or

a fortnight younger. Mrs T. happening, however, to call just

at this juncture, she was asked if she could settle the dis-

pute ; and although she had never heai'd the date of the

birth-day of either of the children mentioned, so vivid and

accurate was her recollection of the event, that, without the

slightest consideration (turning to one of the ladies) she an-

swered, " Your child is the elder, for he was born on Sun-

day, May 5th, 1828, and yours " (addressing the other lady)

" was born a fortnight afterwards, on Saturday, the 19th."

In the course of an evening spent a few weeks ago with

Mrs T., she shewed, in a variety of instances (by answering

questions put with a view of ascertaining the extent of her

memory of events, and telling, for instance, the days of the

birth and death of Burns, Scott, and other men of eminence,

the dates of the opening of several railways, &c.) that the

energy of the faculties of Eventuality and Time exactly cor-

responds with the size of their organs. To relate all these
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instances would be making my communication too prolix

;

one other may, however, be given. I asked her if she could

recollect the date of the opening of the church at Ironbridge,

in Shropshire (not very far from her residence)
; when, with-

out a moment's hesitation, she replied, " Yes ; it was in-

tended to have been consecrated and opened on Thursday,

July 27th, 1837 ; but as the Bishop (of Hereford) died on
Monday the 24th, it did not take place until Thursday,

October 26th." It is almost needless to add, that, on subse-

quent enquiry, I found these dates correct,

" In addition to Mrs T.'s wonderful recollection of events,

she also possesses, in a considerable degi-ee, the power of re-

membering the genealogies of families
; being able to trace

back, with little or no consideration, through several gene-

rations, the pedigrees of most of the nobility, with whose

names she is familiar. It is, however, I suppose, question-

able whether this can be referred to Eventuality alone or

not." I consider Eventuality the chief ingredient in this

kind of memory.

Eventuality prompts to investigation by experiment, while

Individuality leads to observation of existing things. In-

dividuality gives the tendency to ascribe existence to abstract

ideas, such as Ignorance or Wisdom ; and Eventuality to

represent them as acting. In a work written by an author

with whom I was acquainted, and in whom both of these

organs were large, Ignorance and Common-sense were repre-

sented as personages who addressed the people, excited them

to action, and themselves performed a variety of parts
;
Ig-

norance " stole a march on Common-sense," who, by dexter-

ous expedients, extricated himself from the difficulty. An
author in whom Individuality is large and Eventuality small,

will treat his subjects by description chiefly ; and one in

whom Eventuality is large, and Individuality small, will

narrate actions, but deal little in physical description.

Sheridan possessed both organs large, with -those of Size

and Locality amply developed ; and the following passage

affords an example of the prominence which the physical ap-
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pearances of objects obtain in his composition. Speaking of

a woman and her husband, he says—" Her fat arms are

strangled with bracelets, which belt them like corded brawn.

—You wish to draw her out as you would an opera-glass

—

A long lean man, with all his arms rambling ; no way to re-

duce him to compass, unless you could double him up like a

pocket-rule.—With his arms spread he'd lie on the bed of

"Ware, like a cross on a Good Friday bun.—If he stands

cross-legged, he looks like a caduceus, and put him in a fenc-

ing attitude, you would take him for a chevaux-de-frise ; to

make any use of him, it must be as a spontoon or a fishing-

rod.—When his wife's by, he follows like a note of admira-

tion.—See them together, one's a mast, and the other all

hulk,—she's a dome, and he's built like a glass-house ;

—

when they part, you wonder to see the steeple separate fi'om

the chancel, and were they to embrace, he must hang round

her neck like a skein of thread on a lace-maker's bolster ; to

sing her praise, you should choose a rondeau, and to cele-

brate him you must write all alexandrines."

In the busts and portraits of Pope, Individuality is great-

ly inferior in dimensions to Eventuality ; and this author

rarely excels in describing physical appearances, while he

surpasses in representing action. The following lines from
The Rape of the Lock are intended to describe a beautiful

lady; but it will be observed that they represent action,

condition, and quality, almost to the exclusion of substantive

existence, with its attributes of form, coloui', size, and pro-

portion. ^

" Not with more glories in the ethereal plain,

The sun first rises o'er the purpled main.
Than, issuing forth, the rival of his beams
Launched on the bosom of the silver Thames.
Fair nymphs and well-dressed youths around her shone

;

But every eye was fixed on her alone.

1 Some acute and interesting observations by Mr Hewett Watson, on
the relation between the writings of these and other authors, and their
cerebral organs, will be found in The Phrenological Journal, vol vi pp 383
451.

^' '

VOL. IL
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Oil her ^vllitc breast a sparkling cross slio wore,

Which Jews might kiss, and infidels adore.

Her lively looks a sprightly mind disclose,

Quick as her eyes and as unfixed as those :

Favours to none, to all she smiles extends :

Oft she rejects, but never once offends.

Bright as the sun her eyes the gazers strike
;

And, like that sun, they shine on all alike.

Yet graceful ease, and sweetness void of pride,

Might hide her faults, if belles had faults to hide :

If to her share some female errors fall,

Look on her face, and you'll forget them all."

This organ is often largely developed in children, and

gives them an appetite for knowledge, in the form of stories

and narratives. In practical life, it gives chiefly the talent

of observing, recollecting, and describing action; in other

words, of observing the occurrences of which history is com-

posed, and of telling the story of what we know. When
deficient, great difl&culty is experienced in observing, recol-

lecting, and describing active phenomena. Captain Marryat's

novels exhibit the faculty strongly, and the organ appears to

be large in his portrait. The writings of Godwin shew little

of it, and in his mask the organ is small. Mr Chai-les Mey-

mott mentions, in the Phrenological Journal, vol. xiii. p. 260,

that although he remembered the appearance of a certain

person whom he had previously known, he could not recol-

lect " when, where, or how often he had seen him, his name,

occupation, or indeed any event whatever relating to him.

This," says he, " is only one instance out of many of the same

kind that are continually occurring to me."" He adds, that in

his head the organ of Eventuality is " relatively much smaller

than the surrounding organs."

If Eventuality be large, and Concentrativeness deficient,

the qualities of observation and narration may be possessed,

but the narrative will resemble a description of figures in a

carnival ; it will be full of life, action, and incident, but de-

ficient in onward continuity : with Concentrativeness large,

the story would more nearly resemble a regvdar drama.

If Individuality be large, physical substances may be re-
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membered vividly by it, their relations in space by Loca-

lity and Order, and their causes and effects by Causality

;

but if Eventuality be deficient, extreme difficulty will be ex-

perienced in bringing together these items of information,

and presenting them in the form of a natural narrative.

A person in whom the combination now described exists,

and in whom Concentrativeness is large, will feel strongly

the desire of communicating the quality of continuity to his

narrative ; and on important occasions he will produce it by

laboriously writing down all the elementary ideas of his sub-

ject, by transposing them, by filling up, and by striking

out parts, until the whole shall cohere with neatness and

consistency. Such a combination will fit its possessor for

studying physical more successfully than moral science ; be-

cause action is the primary element of the latter.

If Concentrativeness and Eventuality be both deficient,

the literary or philosophical productions of the individual

will be marked by omissions of important intermediate ideas ;

in oral discourses he will combine description with inference,

without taking sufficient notice of modes of action ; he will

often wander fi'om his subject ; in short, he may display

great knowledge of objects which exist, with profound reflec-

tion on their relations, and yet be unsuccessful in conveying

to the minds of his readers or auditors philosophical convic-

tions, similar to those which exist in his own mind. This

will be owing chiefly to deficiency in the power of repre-

senting, by Eventuality, modes of action, and of giving, by
Concentrativeness, continuity to the thread of his discourses.

Individuality, Eventuality, and Concentrativeness, are in-

dispensable qualities to a successful teacher. I have never

seen a person capable of interesting children and exciting

their intellects, who was deficient in both the first and the

second organs. The manner of a teacher thus deficient in

communicating knowledge, is vague, abstract, and dry, and
altogether unsuited to the mental condition of the young.
These three organs large, combined with large Philoprogeni-

tiveness. Benevolence, and Conscientiousness, and an active
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temperament, constitute the leading mental elements of a

good teacher.^ Sir George Mackenzie suggests that he

should also be gifted with a mirthful disposition.^

When both Individuality and Eventuality are large, the

individual possesses two important qualities for general busi-

ness. They confer that readiness of observation and talent

for detail, which are essential in the management of affairs.

The lawyer so endowed is able readily to apprehend the

details of his cases : to recollect the principles of law, the

dicta of legal authors, and the decisions of courts, as matters

of fact : and to reproduce the whole in a connected narrative

before a judge or jury. His power of applying principles

to new cases, depends on the reflecting faculties : but al-

though these be powerful, yet, if Individuality and Eventu-

ality be deficient, he may feel great difficulty in preparation

for a trial, and in the reproduction of his ideas. In point of

fact, the most eminent practical lawyers, particularly in Eng-

land, are distinguished by a gi'eat development of these or-

gans. They are equally necessary to the public speaker, to

give him a command over the materiel or details of his sub-

ject, and to enable him to set it forth clearly and naturally

to his audience. I have observed them large also in emi-

nent physicians ;
for, in the profession of medicine, prompt

and accurate observation is one important element in suc-

cess.

Both of these organs are large in authors who acutely

observe objects that exist, and also life, manners, and oc-

currences :—as Le Sage, Defoe, and Sir Walter Scott. ^

1 See The Phrenolociical Journal, vol. v. p. 626.

2 General Observations on the Principles of Education : for the nse of Me-

chanics' Institutions. By Sir G. S. Mackenzie, Bart. 183G, p. G5.

3 Sir Walter Scott was deficient in Concentrativeness, and the absence

of the mental quality is very conspicuous in his writings. The first vo-

lume of each of his novels is in general expended before he enters fairly

into his subject. With Concentrativeness lai-ge, he would have daslied in-

to it at once, and proceeded to pour forth a condensed stream of narrative

and description to the close.
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They are essential to the composition of such works as Ro-

binson Crusoe and Gullivers Travels, in which a strong im-

pression of reality is produced by a minute description of

particular objects and actions. In the skull of Swift, the

organs appear very large. ^

When both organs are small, and the organs of reflection

are large, the individual will retain only general ideas, and

win experience great difficulty in becoming learned ; he may

see, hear, or read many facts, but they will make only a faint

impression, and soon escape from his mind ; he will feel

great difficulty in commanding, without previous preparation,

even the knowledge which he possesses.

These faculties desire only to know existence and pheno-

mena, and do not reason or trace relations. A person in

whom they are strong, and in whom the reasoning powers

are deficient, gains his knowledge by questioning and obser-

vation. If we tell him two facts, which clearly imply a

third, he will not naturally endeavour to find it out by his

own suggestion, but will instantly put another question. The

tendency of these faculties also, is to recollect facts accord-

ing as they occur, and not according to any philosophical

relations between them. Mrs Quickly's speech to Falstaffis,

a beautiful illustration of this kind of understandinsr. She

is reminding him of his promise of marriage, and says

—

" Thou didst swear to me on a parcel-gilt goblet^ sitting in

my Dolphin- chamber^ at the round table, by a sea coalfire, on

Wednesday in JFhitsunweek, when the Frince broke thy head

for likening his father to a singing man of Windsor ; thou

didst swear to me then, as I was washing thy wound, to marry
me, and make me my lady thy wife. Canst thou deny it

Did not goodwife Keech, the butcher's wife, come in then, and
call me gossip Quickly ? coming in to borrow a mess of mne-

1 This skull, which I examined in Dublin, presents unequivocal mai-ks
of disease, and cannot therefore be cited as evidence, except in so far as
supported by authentic portraits painted before his insanity commenced.
In all of these the organs of Individuality and Eventuality are represented
large. See Phren. Journ. vol. ix. p. 466, 603.
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gar; telling us, she had a good dish ofpraiciis ; whereby thou

didst desire to eat some; wherehj I told thee^ they were illfor

a green wound ; and didst not thou, 9vhen she was gone down
stairs, desire me to he no more so familiarity with such poor

people, saying, that ere long they should call me Madam ?

And didst thou not kiss me, and hid me fetch thee thirty shil-

lings ? I put thee now to thy book oath
;
deny it if thou

canst."^ Here is a surprising variety of trivial circumstances

connected by no link but that of the order of their occur-

rence. Yet every one must perceive, that they have an ef-

fect in producing the impression of reality on the mind. We
feel it impossible to doubt the promise, which is substantiated

by so particular a detail of facts, every one of which becomes,

as it were, a witness to its truth.

Dr Spurzheim, in treating of Eventuality, says :
" It seems

to me that this faculty recognises the activity of every other,

whether external or internal, and acts in its turn upon all of

them. It desires to know every thing by experience, and

consequently excites all the other organs to activity ; it would

hear, see, smell, taste, and touch ; is fond of general instruc-

tion, and inclines to the pursuit of practical knowledge, and

is often styled good sense in our proceedings. It is essential

to editors, secretaries, historians, and teachers. By knowing

the functions of the other powers, this faculty and Individu-

ality contribute essentially to the unity of consciousness, and

to the recognition of the entity myself'm philosophy. Even-

tuality seems to perceive the impressions which are the im-

mediate functions of the external senses, to change these into

notions, conceptions, or ideas, and to be essential to atten-

tion in general. Its sphere of activity is very great, and ex-

pressed by the verbs in their infinitive mood. Every philo-

sophic system has taken account of some operations of this

faculty." 2

The relation of the faculty of Time to Eventuality is stated

on p. 74-5, voce Locality.

1 Second Part of King Henry IV. Act ii. scene 2.

2 Phrevohmj, last (American) edition, p. .340.
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Dr Gall regarded the part of the brain comprising Indivi-

duality and Eventuality, as the organ of " the sense of things"

in man, and of educability or perfectibility in the lower ani-

mals. While he admits that every faculty is susceptible of

improvement by education, he forms a scale of the heads of

animals, from the crocodile and frog up to man, with the

view of proving, that the more this part of the brain is de-

veloped in each species, the higher are its natural susceptibi-

lities of being tamed and taught. Camper and Lavater, he

adds, had made similar observations ; but they did not dis-

tinguish special faculties and organs. Dr Spurzheim ac-

knowledges the correctness of the facts stated by Dr Gall,

that tame animals have fuller foreheads than wild ones, and

that animals are generally tameable in proportion to the de-

velopment of their foreheads ; but he conceives that Dr Gall

attributes to a single faculty, manifestations which depend on

the intellect generally. Eventuality does not fill the whole

forehead ; and the other organs situated there contribute to

the effects observed by Dr Gall. The observation of the

latter, therefore, is deficient in precision, rather than in truth.

Dr Gall, however, remarks, that this organ does not fill the

whole forehead ; and he distinguishes between the capacity

of improvement which belongs to every faculty, and that

general capacity for being educated which he ascribes to this

organ alone. The organ, he says, is confined to the middle
line of the forehead, on the two sides of the falx, and the
power of educability which it confers extends to all things

not comprehended within the spheres of the other organs.

Dr Gall regarded the organ of Benevolence, in the lower
animals, as the source of gentleness of disposition, and de-
scribed it as situated in them in the middle of the upper part
of the forehead. The organ of Educability, which is dis-

tinct, he says, is situated in the middle of the lower part of
the forehead.

The older metaphysicians do not treat of any faculty dis-
tinctly analogous to Eventuality. But Dr Thomas Brown ^

' Lectures, vol. ii. p. 192.
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admits a power of the mind, under the name of " Simple
Suggestion," which corresponds very closely with it ; and he
reduces Conception and Memory of the metaphysicians to

this principle of Simple Suggestion.

The organ is established.

31.—TIMD.

The power of conceiving time, and of remembering the

relation in which circumstances stand to each other in chro-

nology, and also the power of observing time in performing

music, are very different in different individuals. Many ob-

servations have been made on this organ ; and it is now re-

garded by most phrenologists as ascertained. The special

faculty seems to be the power of judging of time, and of in-

tervals of duration in general. By giving the perception of

measured cadence, it appears to me one source of pleasure in

dancing. It is essential to music and versification.

Mr Simpson, in an excellent essay on this faculty, pub-

lished in The Phrenological Journal,^ says :
" We have found

the organ largely developed in those who shew an intuitive

knowledge of the lapse of minutes and hours, so as to name

the time of the day, without having recourse to the clock

;

and also in those who perceive those minuter divisions, and

their harmonious relations, which constitute rhythm, and

who, when they apply the tact to music, are called good

timists,—a distinct power from that of the mere melodist,

and often wanting in him ; while it is matter of the common-

est observation, on the other hand, that this sensibility to

rhythm, called time, is marked in those who have a very

moderate perception of melody. Such persons are invariably

accurate dancers, observing delicately the time, though in-,

different to the melody of the violin. We have made many

observations, both in persons who have both Time and Tune

1 Vol. ii. p. 134.
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large, and in those who have only one of them in large

endowment, and we have never found the manifestations

fail. Very lately we were struck with the uncommon promi-

nence of the organ of Time in a whole family of young peo-

ple, and enquired whether or not they danced with accuracy,

and loved dancing 1 We were answered, that they did both

in a remarkable degree ; and, as we lived near them for some

weeks, we observed that dancing was a constant and favourite

pastime of theirs, even out of doors. Their dancing-master

informed us, that the accuracy of their time exceeded that of

any pupils he had ever taught. There was thus evident in

these young persons, an intense pleasure in accurate rhyth-

mical movements."

The fact that many deaf and dumb persons dance with

precision, and much pleasure, is thus accounted for by Mr
Simpson. " That Time," says he, " may be marked with

the utmost precision to the eye, is a fact' familiar to every

one who has seen a regiment of soldiers go through the ma-

nual and platoon exercise, without a single word of command,

by obeying the movements of the fugle-man, who gives the

time to the eye ; and who that has seen this done by a prac-

tised corps, is ignorant that there is great pleasure in wit-

nessing the exquisitely timed movements of the exercise

Now, suppose a dancer, unaided by music, were to keep his

eye on any person or object which was marking dancing-time

to his sight, it cannot be doubted that he could dance to it.

A deaf person could perform the manual exercise from the

time given by the fugle-man ; and just as easily could a deaf

person dance with his eye upon the violin-bow, or the play-

er's arm, or on the movement of the drumsticks.

" It is unnecessary to go farther, and shew that the sense

of touch may be the channel through which the organ of

Time is excited, as well as the sense of hearing and sight.

No one will dispute that a soldier could perform the manual

exercise to a succession of taps on the shoulder ; and to time,

in the same way given, might a person dance.

" What we have said is confirmed by fact. It is well
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known that the deaf and dumb do dance, taking the time by
the eye, either from the violin-player's arm, or at second

hand, but instantaneously, from the other dancers. We are

acquainted with a young lady and gentleman in England,

both of rank, who are deaf and dumb, and who, in addition

to many other accomplishments, dance with the greatest

grace and precision."

Individuals are occasionally met with, who estimate the lapse

of time so accurately that they are able to tell the hour with-

out having recourse to a time-piece. A case of this sort was

reported by M. Chavannes to the Society of Natural Sciences

of Switzerland. The individual, whose name is Jean Daniel

Chevalley, was visited by M. Chavannes, whose account of

the case is recorded in the Bibliotheque Universelle, vol. xxvii.

An abridgement of it, in the English Journal of the Arts and

Sciences, is copied into a valuable paper on the faculty of

Time in The Phrenological Journal, vol. iv. p. 517. The

following is a portion of this curious case :
—" Being on

board the steam-boat on the lake of Geneva (July 14. 1823),

he soon attracted attention by his remarks, that so many mi-

nutes and seconds had passed since they had left Geneva, or

passed other places ;
and, after a while, he engaged to indi-

cate to the crowd about him the passing of a quarter of an

hour, or as many minutes and seconds as any one chose, and

that during a conversation the most diversified with those

standing by ; and farther to indicate by the voice the moment

when the hand passed over the quarter-minutes, or half mi-

nutes, or any other subdivision previously stipulated, during

the whole course of the experiment. This he did without

mistake, notwithstanding the exertions of those around liim

to distract his attention, and clapped his hands at the con-

clusion of the time fixed.

" M. Chavannes then reverts to his own observations. The

man said, ' I have acquired by imitation, labour, and patience,

an internal movement, which neither thought, nor labour,

nor anything can stop ; it is similar to that of a pendulum,

which, at each motion of going and returning, gives me the
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space of three seconds, so that twenty of them make a mi-

nute, and these I add to others continually.' The calcula-

tions by which he obtained subdivisions of the second were

not clearly understood by M. Chavannes, but the man offered

freely to give a proof of his power. On trying him for a

number of minutes, he shook his head at the time appointed,

altered his voice at the quarter, half, and three quarter mi-

nutes, and arrived accurately at the end of the period named.

He seemed to assist himself in a slight degree by an appli-

cation of mnemonics, and sometimes in idea applied religious

names to his minutes up to the fifth, when he recommenced

:

this he carried through the hour, and then commenced again.

On being told that the country people said he made use of

his pulse as an indicator, he laughed at the notion, and said

it was far too irregular for any such purpose.

" He admitted that his internal movement was not so sure

and constant during the night ; nevertheless ' it is easy to

comprehend,' he said, ' that when I have not been too much

fatigued in the evening, and my sleep is soft, if, after having

gently awakened me, I shaU. reflect a second or two, ray an-

swer will not be ten minutes in error. The approach of

day renews the movement, if it has been stopped, or rectifies

it, if it has been deranged, for the rest of the day.' "When

asked how he could renew the movement when it had ceased,

he said, * Sir, I am only a poor man ; it is not a gift of

Heaven ; I obtained this faculty as the result of labours and

calculations too long to be described ; the experiment has

been made at night many times, and I will make it for you

when you please.' M. Chavannes had not, however, the op-

portunity of making this experiment, but he felt quite con-

vinced of the man's powers. He states that the man is deaf,

and cannot hear at present the sound of his clock or watch
;

and farther, that neither of them vibrates twenty times in a

minute, which is always the number indicated by the motions

of Chevalley when he wishes to illustrate his internal move-

ment : and he is convinced, according to what he has seen,
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that this man possesses a kind of internal movement, which

indicates minutes and seconds with the utmost exactness

T

An illiterate Highlander, who was long in the service of

Sir G. S. Mackenzie as a ploughman, could tell the hour of

the day with great exactness, and also the time of high wa-

ter, although he resided seven miles from the sea. Sir George

had not become acquainted with Phrenology at the period of

this man's death.

Dr Hoppe of Copenhagen mentions an interesting case of

a morbid affection of the organ of Time, which fell under his

observation in 1827. " Last October," says he, " I was

called to visit Mrs G., a nervous but very intelligent woman
of my acquaintance, labouring under a moderate degree of

delirium puerperale. When spoken to, she was quite sensi-

ble, and gave reasonable answers. She stated, without being

particularly questioned, that, though she was perfectly con-

scious of herself, and of everything around her, she had no

conception of time ; so that sometimes an exceedingly long

period, and at other times but a few moments, seemed to her

to have elapsed since she fell into her present state. She ex-

perienced a like perturbation of thought when telling me

what had happened since the preceding day. She expressed

great astonishment at this state of her mind, of which she was

perfectly aware. She knew persons and things, and reasoned

and spoke as well as ever. It was only on a few occasions,

when left to herself, that she fell into slight delirium. I did

not at first think phrenologically about this case ; but when

she, unquestioned, complained of pain and a ' strong sense

of burning in a line (these were her words) across the fore-

head,' I was immediately struck, and asked her to point out

the place with her finger. ' There,' said she, and laid the

point of her finger most exactly upon one of the organs of

Time, drawing it across the forehead to the other organ of

Time. I asked if she felt pain in any other part of the

head. ' No,' replied she, ' only in this line.'

The following case is given by Dr Caldwell :
—

" A well-

' Phrenological Journal, vol. v. p. 458 ;
and vi. 161.
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known citizen of Philadelphia, recently dead, was celebrated

for his perception and recollection of the lapse of time. Re-

specting the date of events he was a perfect chronicle.

" In bets with gentlemen of his acquaintance, as to the

day of the week, month, and year on which they had been

married, he won many suppers, together with dozens and

bottles of wine. Although but a child during our revolu-

tionary war, and no reader of history, he could cite, with

promptness and accuracy, the precise date of every distin-

guished event of that memorable conflict. What was still

more extraordinary, he often won from ladies pairs of gloves

and other fancy articles, in wagers respecting the day and

hour of the birth of their children.

" He was an elegant dancer, walked the street with a

measured military step, although he had never borne arms,

and appeared as if beating time in all his movements. Nor

was he at all remarkable for any other intellectual faculty." ^

It appears to me that Eventuality, in addition to Time, is

necessary for such a memory of events as is here described.

In the case of a similar talent described on p. 95, the or-

gans of both Time and Eventuality were large. For danc-

ing and walking elegantly, the organ of Weight, in addition

to that of Time, is necessai'y.

The origin of the notion of time has greatly puzzled the

metaphysicians. Lord Kames says, that we measure it by

the number of ideas which pass in the mind ; but experience

contradicts this supposition, for time never appears so short

as when ideas are most numerous, and pass most rapidly

through the mind. The opinion, that it depends on a sepa-

rate faculty and organ, on the other hand, is in harmony

with this fact
;

for, as the organ of Time may remain in-

active while the others are vividly excited, it follows, that

our perceptions of duration will, on such occasions, be indis-

tinct, and time will, in consequence, appear brief.

The talent of using tenses properly in composition appears

to be dependent on this organ.

^ Elements of Phrenology, p. 126.
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The lower animals seem to be endowed with the power of

perceiving and appreciating intervals of time. " Mr Southey.

in his Omniana, relates two instances of dogs, who had ac-

quired such a knowledge of time, as enabled them to count

the days of the week. He says :
' My grandfather had one

which trudged two miles every Saturday to cater for himself

in the shambles. I know another more extraordinary and

well-authenticated example. A dog which had belonged to

an Irishman, and was sold by him in England, would never

touch a morsel of food upon Friday.^ The same faculty of

recollecting intervals of time exists, though in a more limited

extent, in the horse. We know a horse,'' says the writer

from whom I quote, " (and have witnessed the circumstance),

which, being accustomed to be employed once a-week on a

journey with the newsman of a provincial paper, always

stopped at the houses of the several customers, although they

were sixty or seventy in number. But further, there were

two persons on the route who took one paper between them,

and each claimed the privilege of having it first on the al-

ternate Simday, The horse soon became accustomed to this

regulation, and, although the parties lived two miles distant,

he stopped once a fortnight at the door of the half-customer

at Thorpe, and once a fortnight at the door of the other half-

customer at Chertsey; and never did he forget this arrange-

ment, which lasted several years, or stop unnecessarily, when

he once thoroughly understood the rule." ^ Dr Vimont thinks

it impossible to doubt that the lower animals possess the fa-

culty of appreciating time ; and he relates several facts in

support of this opinion.^

32.—TUNE.

Dr Gall mentions, that a girl named Bianchi, of about

five years of age, was presented to him, and he was asked

1 Library of Entertaining Knowledge, vol. i. p. 55.—Another case of

a dog which obviously distinguished the days of the week, will be found

in the Phrenological Journal, vol. viii. p. 76.

2 Traitt dc Phrhiologie, tome ii. p. 330.
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for what talent she was most distinguished. He discovered

in her no indication of an extraordinary memory ; and the

idea had not then occurred to him, that the talent for music

could be recognised by the conformation of the head. In-

deed, he had not at that time ascertained the different kinds

of memory ; but his friends, nevertheless, maintained, that

the girl had an extraordinary memory for music, and, as he

had not discovered that talent in her, they inferred that the

doctrine which he taught of external signs for different kinds

of memory was unfounded. This child repeated whatever

she heard sung or played on the piano, and recollected whole

concerts if she had heard them only twice. Dr Gall asked

if she learned by heart with equal facility, but he was told

that she possessed this astonishing memory in music alone.

He concluded that a well-marked difference exists between

memory for music, and the other kinds of memory with which

he was then acquainted, and that every kind has its distinct

organ. He prosecuted his observations with fresh ardour,

and at last discovered that the talent for music is connected

with the organ now under consideration. He calls it, " Le
sens des rapports des tons an expression, says he, "qui
rattache la maniere dont I'intellect du musicien met en oeuvre

les rapports de tons a la maniere d'agir des sens en general."

The organ of Tune bears the same relation to the ears

which the organ of coloming does to the eyes. The audi-

tory apparatus receives the impressions of sounds, and is

agreeably or disagreeably affected by them ; but the ear has
no recollection of tones, nor does it judge of their relations :

it does not perceive the harmonies of sound ; and sounds as
well as colours may be separately pleasing, though disagi-ee-

able in combination. Le Bouvyer Desmortiers, in his Me-
moir, or Considerations on the Deaf and Dumb, remarks,
that " his deaf and dumb pupil, Maui-ice, sung very willingly,

and with all the natural expression of the most delicious en-
joyment;" and adds, " Assuredly these effects take theii- rise,

and are accomplished, in the brain, without the participation
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of hearing."! A friend, in a letter written from India, for-

merly quoted, says—" Melody is the pleasure arising from

successions of simple sounds suited to each other. Har-

mony is that arising from combined sounds, or from several

striking the ear simultaneously, as in a band playing diffe-

rent parts. The former requires much less of the organ

than the latter ; and hence the Scotch, with no great Tune,

are melodists, but nothing as musicians."

The generic terms, Pitch—Duration—^Force or Loudness

—and Quality, express the varieties of sound. " Pitch of

musical sound depends on the number of impulses in a given

time. Duration depends on the continuance of the same

number in equal successive times ; Loudness or Force on the

extent of excursion of the vibration of the sounding body

;

and Quality on the molecular structure of the sounding body.''

" Melodymay be described as a series of sounds, each of a cer-

tain Pitch, Duration, Loudness, and Quality, succeeding each

other with a certain velocity." " The quality and the de-

grees of loudness of sounds are perceived although the or-

gan of Tune be deficiently developed. Mr Cull says, that

the function of this organ is to perceive the pitch of sound."

^

Duration is judged of by the organ of Time. Mr Simpson

considers " Sound'' to be the primitive function of the or-

gan, and the power of perceiving the qualities of soimds now

enumerated to depend on the degree in which the organ is

possessed. He regards all sounds as musical ; and says,

that it is the quality or timbre of a sound, and not its pitch

or adaptation to a musical scale, which renders it disagree-

able.^ Another writer in The Phrenological Journal, vol.

xi. p. 36, remarks, " That the duration of sound is perceived

1 Gall's Petition and Remonstrance, appended to translation of " Gall

on the Cerebellum," by George Combe, p. 321.

2 These are remarks of Mr Richard Cull, communicated to the Phreno-

logical Journal, in vol. xi. p. 33 ; also in vol. xii. p. 135, and 249. They

display great knoAvledge and talent.

8 See Phrenological Journal, vol. x. p. 436 ; and vol. xi. p. 267.

3
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by the organ of Time; 2d, That persons insensible to melody

can estimate the relative distance of sounds, which is effect-

ed by perceiving and calculating upon their loudness. Mly^

They can predicate the nature of the. body producing the

sound, which implies perception of the quality of the sound.

Thus the quality and the degrees of loudness of sounds are

perceived, although the organ of Melody be deficiently de-

veloped. The inquiry is now narrow, for the only remain-

ing property is the Fitch of sound. And this is the pro-

perty which is not perceived. There may be discrimination

between the sound and its fifth or sixth, but there is no

power to discriminate the several degi'ees of the scale or

gamut ; and hence none for the perception of melody. It is

by perceiving the pitch of the several sounds of the octave,

in relation to the key-note of that octave, that we are en-

abled to perceive the relationships of pitch of the several

successive sounds that form a melody." See these discus-

sions continued in Phreu. Journ., vol. xii. p. 135, 249, 305
;

xiii. p. 193 ; xiv. p. 113.

A correspondent of The Phrenological Journal mentions,

that " he has a most singular tendency to compare one thing

with another : for instance, if he hears the piano played,

every sound seems to resemble a particular colour ; and so

uniform is this, that he thinks he could almost make a gamut

of colours. Some notes are yellow, others green, others

blue, and so forth." In him Comparison is large, but neither

Colouring nor Tune is much developed. ^

A great development of the organ enlarges the lateral parts

of the forehead ; but its appearance varies according to the

direction and form of the convolutions. Dr Spurzheim ob-

serves, that, in Gliick, and others, this organ had a pyrami-

dal form ; in Mozart, Yiotti, Zumsteg, Dussek, Crescentini,

and others, the external and lateral portions of the forehead

are enlarged, but rounded. Great practice is necessary to be

able to observe this organ successfully; and beginners should

VOL. II.

1 Vol. viii. p. 216,

H
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place together one person possessing a genius for music, and

another who can scarcely distinguish between any two notes,

and mark the difference of their heads. The superior de-

velopment of the former will be perceptible at a glance.

Mr Cull suggests the following mode of studying the size

of this organ :—1. Examine the state of integument over

the organ. 2. Examine the organ by a front view of the

face
; then, 3. By a profile view. 4. Then examine the

angle of the forehead, by looking from the corner of the eye-

brow upwards, and finally looking downwards on the angle.

In examining this organ, it is well to move the head so as

to obtain various eflfects of light and shadow on the angle of

the forehead.

The organ is large in Haydn and Macvicar ; small in

Sloane, and remarkably deficient in Ann Ormerod. This

girl was admitted, at twelve years of age, into the asylum

for the blind at Liverpool, and during two years, means were

"Vmsparingly employed to cultivate and improve any musical

talent which she might possess ; but with such decided

want of success, that her teachers, Mr Handford and Mr
Piatt, men of unceasing perseverance, and constantly accus-

tomed to the most stubborn perverseness, were at last under

the necessity of abandoning the attempt altogether."^ The

figures represent her head, the organ of Tune being thrown

into the outline on her left side,—and the head of Handel,

the organ being brought into line on his right side.

Handel. Ann Ormerod.

PArm. Journ. vol. ii. ?• •'''»2.
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Mr Cull reports the following case in the Phrenological

Journal, vol. xiv. p. 330.

" This is the cast of the forehead of a lady of very defective

musical perception. The organ of Constructiveness is very

large, that of music is very small. Miss L. H is about 30

years of age. She cannot distinguish one simple melody

from another- She declares all music to be alike. In test-

ing her perception, I with one hand played " God save the

Queen'^ on the pianoforte, and, requestingher attention, asked

her what it was, but she was unable to recognise it as any-

thing she before had heard. The object of playing with only

one hand, was to preserve the melody as distinct as possible.

" Bobin Adair'''' was next played, still with one hand, and

she thought it a repetition of " God save the Queeny The

latter melody was again played, and immediately followed by

the other national melody " JRule Britannia,^^ but she could

perceive no difference between them. " God save the QueerU^

was again tried, followed by " Maggie Lauder,^'' but she per-

ceived no difference between them. Many experiments were

tried on several occasions with similar results. She has been

to the opera and likes theatricals, but the music of all operas

is alike to her—she can perceive no difference. Handel,

Mozart, Beethoven, and Rossini, have lived in vain for her.

I tested her in the scales, and explained the construction of

the octave to her
;
then, after accustoming her ear to the

succession of sounds of the octave, I purposely threw the

semitones out of their places, but she did not perceive it.

" She accurately perceives the distinctions of loudness of

sound, as tested on the piano, and in everyday life by cor-

rectly estimating the distance of common noises. She accu-

rately perceives the distinctions of quality of sound, as tested

in distinguishing one musical instrument's sound from an-
other, and in referring ordinary noises to their true causes.

She accurately perceives the distinctions of duration of sound,
and dances in good time. Thus she perceives all the dis-

tinctions of sound except those of pitch."

The faculty gives the perception of melody
; but this is

ll
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only one ingredient in a genius for music. Time is requi-

site to give a just perception of intervals, Ideality to com-
municate elevation and refinement, and Secretiveness and
Imitation to produce expression ; while Constructiveness,

Form, Weight, and Individuality, are necessary to supply

mechanical expertness :—qualities all indispensable to a suc-

cessful performer. Even the largest organ of Tune will not

enable its possessor to play successfullyon the harp, if Weight
be deficient ; the capacity of communicating to the string

the precise vibratory impulse necessary to produce each par-

ticular degree of loudness will then be wanting.

Dr Gall mentions that he had examined the heads of the

most celebrated musical performers and singers, such as Ros-

sini, Catalani, &c. and found the organ uniformly large and

that the portraits and busts of Hadyn, Gliick, Mozart, &c.

also shew it largely developed. I have examined the heads

of Madame Catalani, of Mons. Thalberg, and many eminent

private musicians, and found the organ confirmed in every

instance. Dr Gall remarks farther, that a great develop-

ment is not to be expected in every ordinary player on a

musical instrument. With a moderate endowment, the fin-

gers may be trained to expertness ; but when the soul feels

the inspiration of harmonious sounds, and the countenance

expresses that voluptuous rapture which thrills through the

frame of the real musician, a large organ will never be want-

ing.

" II me parait, continues Dr Gall, " que les hommes qui

sont capables de deduire les lois de la composition des lois

des vibrations sonores et des rapports des tons, et d'etablir

ainsi les principes les plus generauxde la musique, doivent

etre doues en meme temps cCune organe des mmbres tres de-

veloppee ; car I'exercice de ce degre du talent musical exige,

sans contredit, beaucoup de calcul ; aussi la circonvolution

inferieure de I'organe musicale, la plus large de toutes, se con-

tinue immedlatement dans I'organe des nombres. Ceci ex-

plique pourquoi on pent etre excellent musicien, et n'avoir
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pas le talent de la composition : etre grand compositeur sans

etre en meme temps gTand musicien." ^

The heads of Italians and Germans in general are broader

and fuller at the situation of this organ than those of Ne-

gi'oes, Spaniards, Frenchmen, and Englishmen, in general

:

and musical talent is more common in the former than the

latter. The Esquimaux are very deficient both in the talent

and in the organ.

^

Mr Scott has published, in The Phrenological Journal^

two admirable essays " on Music, and the different faculties

which concur in producing it," which will be found highly

deserving of attention. " It seems to me," says he, " al-

though I do not pretend to have made observations suffi-

ciently accurate and numerous to prove the fact, that there

is a correspondence in all cases between the voices of men
and women, and their cerebral development.

" In the first place, it is a general rule, that the heads of

women are comparatively smaller than those of men, and

that their voices are, in a corresponding degree, smaller and

shriller than the male voice.

" Boys under puberty, who have smaller heads than full

grown men, have voices small, shrill, and soft, like a wo-

man's.

" The voices of children of both sexes, but particularly

girls, are shriller than even the adult female voice.

"As boys advance from puberty to manhood, and just at

the time when the head is receiving the largest accessions,

the voice is changed from the small shrill pipe of the boy to

the grave tones of the man.

" In men who have small or moderately-sized heads, par-

ticularly if the lower propensities are moderately developed,

the voice approaches to the shrill pitch and softness of a

woman's.

" In women who have large heads, particularly if the

lower propensities are fully developed, the voice is generally

^ Siur les Fonctions du Ccrveau, tome v. p. 119.

« Phren. Journ. vol. viii. p. 437. 3 y^i, jj^ pp gj^cl 55C!
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grave, and approaches in its tones to a man's. I have been

informed, that it has been observed of women who are sub -

ject to nymphomania, that, when under the influence of a

paroxysm, their voices are harsh, low, and rough, like those

of men. This fact, if sufficiently established, would go far

to prove, that low and rough notes are the natural language

of the lower propensities.

" It is undoubted, he continues, that the quality of tone,

as well as the pitch, depend considerably on the nature of the

development. In women who possess Combativeness and

Destructiveness well developed, the voice, though shrill, is

sharp, and the tones pierce the ear like a sword. In women
who are given to scolding, this sharp piercing quality of

voice will invariably be noticed ; and it forms one of the most

unpleasant circumstances attending it. If the lady would

utter the same words in a moderate tone, the nuisance would

not be nearly so great. In like manner, in men who have

large Destructiveness, if the head is otherwise large and well-

balanced, the voice, though grave, will be clear, and have a

peculiar edge and sharpness, which Destructiveness alone

fieems to give.

" When the head is in general large, but Destructiveness

deficient, the voice will probably be grave and full, but soft,

and will want the sharp ringing quality which Destructive-

ness confers. This is a voice, from its rarity, much in re-

quest among singers, and is called a veiled voice (voce vela-

fa). Madame Marconi, who sung at the first Edinburgh

Festival, had a voice of this description. She was said to

have been remarkable for good- nature.

In those in whom intellect predominates, the voice has

a calm and composed, but not a touching expression. When
Benevolence, and the kindly and social afi'ections are large,

and when Tune, Imitation, and Ideality, are at the same

time large, the voice has a degree of betwitching softness, as

may be observed in the case of Miss Stephens or Miss Tree.

But there occur in private life many instances to the same

effect. When Benevolence and the higher sentiments are
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both united in full proportion, the voice is felt to be pecu-

liarly delightful and harmonious. In men there is generally

too much of the lower propensities to admit of this in its

highest degi-ee
;
indeed, these seem so essential to a manly

character, that in them it would not be desirable. But we

have met with women whose every tone is music, and whose

voices, even in ordinary discourse, have about them a de-

lightfulness which is quite irresistible, and which makes its

way directly to the heart. This softness and sweetness of

voice is remarked as a great point of female excellence by

King Lear, where the old distressed monarch is enumerating

the excellencies of his favourite Cordelia,—
" Her voice was ever soft,

" Gentle and low,—an excellent thing in woman.''^

These observations of Mr Scott are very interesting, and

numerous cases have been observed in accordance with

them ; but they are not absolutely correct, because I have

met with decided exceptions. One gentleman, in particu-

lar, has a moderate-sized head, small cerebellum, and the

other organs of the propensities below an average, whose voice

is nevertheless a deep rich bass. It is certain that the de-

velopment of brain has some, and even an important, influ-

ence on the quality of the voice : but so have the lungs and

larynx ; and it is still unascertained how much of the actual

effect is attributable to each.^

"When an average development of Tune is combined with

large reflective organs, the superior objects with which these

are conversant generally attract the mind, and music is little

cultivated. When, on the other hand, these are small, and

Ideality, Hope, Benevolence, Veneration, and Wonder, which
Tune is particularly calculated to gratify, are large, the ten-

dency to practise music is much stronger. Hence, with the

^ The Phrenological Journal, vol. ii. p. 575.

2 I have observed that large lungs, wliich imply a correspondingly large

heart and bloodvessels, are highly favourable to intensity of action in the

brain. The blood is then well oxygenated, and it is sent to the brain

copiously, and with great energy.
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same absolute development of this organ, very different prac-

tical results may ensue ; but this is in exact accordance with

the principles of the science : for it is the predominance of

particular organs in an individual that decides the bias of his

mind ; the largest organs always tending most powerfully to

seek gratification.

Tune is occasionally found strong in idiots, and, in some

insane patients, its activity remains unimpaired amidst an ex-

tensive derangement of the other faculties. I have seen two

idiots who manifested it in a considerable degi'ee.

The following case is reported by Dr Andrew Combe, and

occurred in his own practice.

" A young lady of high musical and intellectual powers,

and of a very active mind, and who has for some months

past been subject to frequent attacks of hysteria in all its

ever-changing forms, and who suff'ers almost constantly in

a greater or less degree from headach, complained on Sa-

turday, 22d April 1826, of feeling acute pain at the exter-

nal angle of the forehead, precisely in the situation of the

organs of Tune, which are largely developed, and upon

which, in describing the seat of the pain, she placed most

accurately the points of the fingers. Next day the same com-

plaint of pain in that region was made ; and about two hours

after I saw her, she was suddenly seized with a spasmodic

or rather convulsive afi'ection of the larynx, glottis, and ad-

joining parts, in consequence of which, a quick, short, and

somewhat musical sound, was regularly emitted, and con-

tinued with gi-eat rapidity, as if the breathing had been very

hurried. On examination externally, the os hyoides at the

root of the tongue and the thyroid cartilages, were seen in

constant motion, and in the act of alternately approximating

and receding from each other, The will was so far powerful

in controlling this motion, that the young lady was able to

utter a few short sentences at a time without much difficulty

;

interrupted, however, by two or three movements. After

this singular state had continued for about two hours, she

herself remarked, that it was become rather too musical, and
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wished that it would cease, which it did at the end of ano-

ther half-hour, from accidental pressure with the finger in

pointing out the motion to another person ; she was then as

well as usual, only somewhat fatigued.

" On Monday, 24th April, she still complained of pain in

the situation of the organ of Tune ; and stated, that she had

been di-eaming a great deal of hearing the finest music ; that

she felt quite excited by it, and could not even now get the

impression out of her head. The day passed on, however,

and nothing remarkable occurred.

" On Tuesday I found that I had been rather anxiously

expected. During the night the young lady had been tor-

mented with the recurrence of the musical dreams, during

which she heard and performed the most beautiful airs,

with a distinctness which surpassed those of the preceding

night. These dreams continued for some hours, and left

such an impression, that on awaking she thought she could

almost note down one piece of composition which had par-

ticularly pleased her. But what is very remarkable, the

excessive excitement of the faculty of Tune had now reached

a height that could not be controlled ; the patient felt, not

a desire only, but a strong and irresistible passion or crav-

ing for music, which it was painful beyond enduraiice to

repress. She insisted on getting up, and being allowed to

play and sing ; but that being for many reasons unadvisable,

she then begged to have a friend sent for to play to her, as

the only means of relief from a very painful state ; but

shortly after, the craving of the faculty became so intolerable,

that she got hold of a guitar, lay down upon a sofa, and

fairly gave way to the torrent, and, with a volume, clearness,

and strength of voice, and a facility of execution, which

would have astonished any one who had seen her two days

before, she sung in accompaniment till her musical faculty

became spent and exhausted. During this time the pain at

the angles of the forehead was still felt, and was attended

with a sense of fulness and uneasiness all over the coronal

and anterior parts of the forehead. Regarding all these

phenomena as arising from over- excitement chiefly of the
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organs of Tune, I directed the continued local application of

cold, and such other measures as tended to allay the increased

action, and soon after the young lady regained her ordinary

state, and has not since had any return of these extraordinary

symptoms.

" In this case, the order in which the phenomena occur-

red, put leading queries on my part, or exaggeration or de-

ception on the part of the patient, alike out of the question.

The pain in the organ was distinctly and repeatedly com-

plained of for many hours (at least 36) before the first

night of dreaming, and for no less than three days before

the irresistible waking inspiration was felt. When my at-

tention was first drawn to the existence of the pain, I ima-

gined it to arise from an afiection of the membranes cover-

ing that part of the brain, and had no conception that it

was to terminate in any such musical exhibition as after-

wards took place
;
and, in fact, although the young lady

had mentioned her previous melodious dreams, my surprise

was quite equal to, although, thanks to Phrenology, my
alarm was not so great as, that of her relations, when, on

entering the house on the morning of Tuesday the 25th,

I heard the sound of the guitar mingling with the full and

harmonious swell of her own voice, such as it might shew

itself when in the enjoyment of the highest health and vi-

gour.''

When visiting the Lunatic Asylum at Worcester in the

United States on 28th December 1839, I saw in one of the

cells a musician, who tore every thing to pieces, and was

excessively dirty. He was seated on the floor (composed of

mica slate heated by fire, applied below), clothed in a very

strong and thick cotton vestment, which descended to his

ankles. His organs of Time and Tune were large, and re-

mained sound amidst the wreck of nearly all his other fa-

culties. I heard him, while thus seated, play several tunes

on the flute, with correctness and expression. See farther

particulars of this case in my Notes on America," vol. iii.

p. 214.
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It is a prev^ent error in education, to persevere in at-

tempts to cultivate musical talent where none is naturally pos-

sessed. Dr Neil Arnott speaks feelinglyof the lamentable con-

sequences of the ignorant prejudice " that in the present day

condemns many young women, possessed of every species of

loveliness and talent except that of note-distinguishing, to

waste years of precious time in an attempt to acquire this

talent in spite of nature ; and yet, when they have succeeded

as far as they can, they have only the merit of being machines,

with performance as little pleasing to true judges as would

be the attempt of a foreigner, who knew only the alphabet of

a language, to recite pieces of expressive poetry in that lan-

guage. Such persons, when liberty comes to them with age

or marriage, generally abandon the offensive occupation
;

but tyrant fashion will force their daughters to run the same

course."1

Dr Spurzheim mentions, that the heads and skulls of birds

which sing, and of those which do not sing, and the heads of

the different individuals of the same kind which have a

greater or less disposition to sing, present a conspicuous dif-

ference at the place of this organ. The heads of males, for

instance, and those of females, of the same kind of singing

birds, are easily distinguished by their different development.

Dr Vimont protests against Gall's practice of comparing the

skulls of animals of different species at the situation of this

organ ;
" such a practice,'' says he, " is extrhnement vicieuse

;

for there are many varieties of development of organs which
Gall had not studied, and which are calculated to lead into

error. The result of my anatomical researches," he adds,

to which I have given the closest attention, is, that the
difference of organization of the brain and skull between mu-
sical birds and those which do not sing, is appreciable only

in comparing individuals of the same species or genus."^

In the PhrenologicalJournal, vol. xv. p. 358-9, and p. 60^
62-3-6, cases are reported, in which individuals began ta

sing when this organ was excited in them by mesmerism.

^ Elements of Physics, vol. i. p. 493.

" Traite de Phrenologie, tome ii. p. 371.
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The history of the discovery of this organ has already

been given in the Introduction, p. 76.

A large development of it is indicated by the prominence
and depression of the eyes ; this appearance being produced
by convolutions of the brain, lying on the posterior and
transverse part of the upper orbitar plate, pressing the

latter, and with it the eyes, more or less forward, downward,

or outward, according to the size of the convolutions. When
the knowing organs are very large, and the eyebrows project,

the eyes may appear less prominent than they really are.

The projection of the eyes over the cheek-bone, and their

depression downwards, are the proper signs of the organs

being large.

The functions of this organ will be understood by a short

elucidation. The different faculties being active, produce

desires, emotions, and intellectual conceptions. The mind,

wishing to communicate a knowledge of these to other in-

dividuals, accomplishes this end by making sigyis expressive

of their existence. These signs may consist of the peculiar

gestures, looks, and cries, that naturally accompany the action

of the several faculties, and which, being part of our consti-

tution, are universally understood. For example, when the

mind is deeply impressed by fear, a certain terror-stricken

expression is spread over the countenance, indicative of the

emotion. When it is wrapt in pride, the head is carried

high, and a cold, repulsive, arrogant aspect is presented to

the spectator. These signs, constitute the elements of natu-

ral language, and need only to be presented, to be under-

stood, in all countries, and by all nations.

But mankind possess also the power of inventing and

establishing arbitrary signs to express their feelings and con-

ceptions. For example, the words, love, compassion^ and

anger, are mere conventional signs, by which we in Britain

agree to express three internal feelings ; and there is no
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natural connexion between the signs and the things signified.

The metaphysicians attribute this talent to association ; but

it is a peculiar power of association given by the faculty of

Language only. Persons possessing much of this faculty,

have a gi*eat natural power of inventing arbitrary signs, and

of learning the use of them when invented by others. As

this faculty, however, gives the talent merely for expressing

our feelings and ideas, by means of sounds and forms, it is cog-

nizant of signs alone, the meaning of which is acquired by

other faculties. If a horse, for instance, be presented to the

mind, the faculty of Language will give the desire to find a

name or sign by which to indicate it, and also the power of

associating the appearance of the object with any particular

sound or name when invented. But the meaning or signi-

fication which the word will embrace, will depend on the

perfection of other faculties, and the extent to which they

have been used. For example, the faculty of Form will

judge of the form of a horse ; Size, of its dimensions
;

Colouring, of its colour. A blind man, by the aid of the

faculty of Language, may learn to connect his own notions

of a horse with the name ; but his conceptions will be very

different from those attached to it by a person who sees ; for

the blind man could not judge of its colour at all, and not

very correctly of its form and size. In the same way, any
individual possessing the organ of Language, may learn the

manner in which the word justice is generally used ; but the
meaning attached to it, in the mind of a person like David
Haggart, who was extremely deficient in the organ of Con-
scientiousness, will be very imperfect, when compared with
the notion which would be connected with it by one in whom
that organ was extremely large.

Every metaphysical author complains of the ambiguity of
words, and shews how the vagueness of their signification

retards the progress of moral and intellectual science : the
exposition now given, shews whence this vagueness arises.

Before individuals can attach precisely the same conceptions
to words expressive of feelings and judgments of the under-
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standing, they must possess a similar combination of facul-

ties
; and as no two individuals do possess an exactly similar

combination of faculties, so as to be capable of feeling and
judging alike, there will be shades of difference in the mean-
ing attached by different persons to such terms, in spite of

every effort to define them. In consequence of this diffe-

rence in the faculties, the very definition itself is differently

apprehended. In mathematics and algebra, the things indi-

cated by the signs are not feelings, which vary in every in-

dividual, but relations and proportions of space and num-
bers, which have a definite and fixed existence, and which,

if apprehended at all, can be conceived only in one way.

Hence arises the precision of the language of these sciences,

compared with that of metaphysics and moral philosophy.

If these principles be correct, they demonstrate the im-

possibility of framing a philosophical language, applicable,

with perfect precision, to moral disquisitions. To appre-

hend the very definition of the words, we must be able to

experience the sentiments which they are intended to indi-

cate ; and many persons are capable of doing so only in a

very imperfect degree. In attending to the style of an au-

thor, we may observe that he uses those words with most

precision and felicity, which express mental feelings or

operations naturally vigorous in himself. Mr Stewart, for

example, writes correctly and with great beauty in narrative,

and on topics connected with moral sentiment ; but his style

becomes loose and inaccurate, when he enters on original

abstract discussion, requiring the activity of the higher in-

tellectual powers. I infer from this, that in him the know-

ing and sentimental organs were more amply developed than

those of reflection. Moore uses epithets and illustrations

expressive of attachment, with great frequency and inimi-

table beauty ; and we may conclude, that in him. Adhesive-

ness, which gives that feeling, is very strong. John Bel-

linghara, the murderer of Mr Perceval the prime minister

of England, on the other hand, in his voluminous memo-

rials, petitions, and letters, was continually writing about
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justice and injustice, and about cruelty and oppression ex-

ercised towards him ; but the acts which he specifies as such,

ai-e discovered by every well-constituted mind, not to have

possessed the characters which he ascribed to them, and his

writings on these points are replete with abuses of words.

This, I apprehend, arose from the great deficiency of Con-

scientiousness which is discernible in his head. In profes-

sional practice, also, every lawyer meets with individuals who

pretend ardently to desire justice, and who speak incessantly

about it, but who evidently do not perceive what it is ; the

selfish faculties in their case so far predominating over Con-

scientiousness, that they never attain to correct notions of

equity. The same thing happens in regard to religion.

Many persons talk about it, and against it, without compre-

hending the real elements of a true faith. In like manner,

most men will acknowledge in words that charity is a duty

;

but, on inquiring of different persons what constitutes cha-

rity, we shall find their notions of the meaning of the word,

and of the duty also, to vary exceedingly, according to the

development of Benevolence, in proportion to Acquisitive-

ness and Self-Esteem in their heads.

^

The power of associating, by means of the faculty of

^ These principles enable us to explain, in a simple manner, the

source and nature of eloquence. It is a trite observation, that every

passion is eloquent ; that is to say, every propensity or sentiment being

vividly active excites the faculty of Language to give it utterance ; and

•when the mental emotion is strongly felt, the words partake of the force,

and are distinguished by the precision, which characterise the feeling.

Popular eloquence draws largely from the propensities and sentiments,

and hence in many distinguished orators we do not observe so large a

development of the intellectual organs, as those persons would expect

who imagine that oratory is altogether an intellectual product ; but in

them an ample endowment of the organs of the propensities and senti-

ments will be discovered. The Phrenological Society possesses masks
of Burke and Curran. The former is by much the more distinguished

for intellect in his printed remains, and his forehead is the better de-

veloped ; but the impression made by Curran on a popular assembly was
the greater of the two. On analyzing Curran's orations, however, as

formerly remarked (section on Wit), no higher degree of reflecting power
will be discovered in them than what is indicated by his mask.
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Language, conceptions with signs, is limited in one respect.

Any indifferent object may be selected and used as the ar-

bitrary sign of a propensity, sentiment, or conception ; but

if the object already stands in a natural relation to any fa-

culty, it cannot, except with great difficulty, be made the

arbitrary sign of an opposite emotion. For example, we
might, by a mutual understanding, constitute a square figure

the artificial sign of the emotion termed rage. After the

agreement was understood, that figure would suggest the

notion of rage, just as well as the letters now composing that

word, which are mere forms placed in a certain order. But,

if we were whimsical enough to use the outline of a sweet

and smiling countenance, which, likewise, is merely a species

of form, as the sign of this emotion, we could not, without

great difficulty, learn to associate the idea of rage with this

figure, for it is already the natural sign of emotions entirely

opposite : it would excite Benevolence directly, more forcibly

than Destructiveness indirectly, through the medium of

Language ; it would call up ideas of joyfulness and inno-

cence, rather than of anger and cruelty. In the same way,

we might associate feelings of veneration, pity, afl'ection, or

grief, with soft and slorv notes of music, because these notes

themselves stand in a natural relation to such emotions ;

while it would be difficult to form associations, by which

they should become the artificial signs of violent rage, jea-

lousy, and fury.

Philosophers have written voluminous disquisitions on the

influence of words on thought ; but if the view now presented

be correct, feelings and conceptions must, in every instance,

precede the intelligent use of words ;
and the invention of a

term for which no idea exists, instead of being a step towards

the advancement of knowledge, would be a simple absurdity.

It is true that the language of any nation is a correct index

of its mental attainments ; but this happens, because, in pro-

portion as a people acquire notions, they invent words to ex-

press them, and not because they first invent words and then

use them as a means of acquiring ideas.
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The art of writing greatly facilitates the progress of know-

ledge ; but it does so only by giving precision to words and

permanence to thought. "Written words are to (^motions

and intellectual conceptions, what figures are to numerical

quantities, and their relations ; they serve to express, and

enable us to record, our past attainments, and thereby to ad-

vance, unincumbered, in the path of discovery : in no in-

stance, however, can they profitably precede the acquisi-

tion of ideas. The new nomenclature of chemistry smooths

the study ofthat science ; but the nomenclature itself was the

of correct and enlarged ideas of the nature and relations

of chemical substances, and could not possibly have been

formed before these were obtained.

If these principles be sound, it is a grievous error in edu-

cation to devote the years of youth chiefly to the study of

languages. In all cases, knowledge of objects and their

qualities and relations should precede the study of words ;

for it is only in consequence of that previous knowledge that

words become significant and useful. A good education

should embrace the culture of all the faculties ; which can

be attained only by e:s:ercising each on its own objects, and

regulating its action.

Persons who have a great endowment of the organ of Lan-

guage, abound in words. In ordinary conversation their

expressions flow like a copious stream—in making a speech

they pour out torrents. When this organ is extremely large,

and those of reflection small, the individual is prone to repeat,

to the inconceivable annoyance of the hearer, the plainest

sentences again and again, as if the matter were of such difla-

cult apprehension, that one enunciation was not sufficient to

convey the meaning. This practice appears to originate in

an immoderate power and activity of the organ of Language

—so great, that delight is felt in mere articulation, independ-

ently of reflection. The same combination produces a ver-

bose, cumbersome, and inelegant style of literary composition.

Thomson's Seasons are chargeable with a redundancy of

words, and, in the portraits and busts of the author, the organ

VOL. II. I
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appears very large. In Dramas of the Ancient World, by
David f.indsay, Ave meet with examples of this kind of writ-

ing :—

" My gracious kinsman
What good occasion noAV hath brought thee hither T

Noah.—Nothing of good, for good is flown for ever

Away from this stained world ; and spotless truth,

And weeping mercy, veiling their bright looks

With their spread pinions, have forsaken earth.

And sought a refuge at the sacred foot

Of the Almighty's throne."

The Deluge, p. IG.

Another example occurs in the following passage, extract-

ed from a periodical publication.

" We hope it will prove interesting to our readers, occa-

sionally to take a popular sketch of the brilliant success at-

tending the meritorious activity of the respectable circle of

scientific chemists, whose pursuits, if judiciously exhibited,

are fitted to interest every mind endowed with intellectual

curiosity."

When the organ is very small, there is a want of com-

mand of expression, a painful repetition of the same words,

and a consequent poverty of style, both in writing and in

speaking. The style of that author is generally most agree-

able, in whom the organs of Language and of Reflection bear

a just proportion to each other. If the intellectual powers

are very acute and rapid, and Language not in equal propor-

tion, a stammer in speech is frequently the consequence. Li-

dividuality, Eventuality, Time, Comparison, and Imitation,

greatly assist this faculty, when applied to the acquisition of

foreign languages and grammar. I have observed that boys

who are duces in classes for languages, generally possess such

a combination ; and that this endowment, with moderate Lan-

guage, accomplishes more, in the way of scholarship, than a

large development of the latter organ, with a small endoAV-

ment of the others. Such individuals have a great facility

in recollecting rules, as matters of fact and detail, in tracing
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etymologies, and in discriminating tenses and shades of mean-

ing : The combination alluded to, gives them great readiness

also in using their knowledge, whatever the extent of it may-

be

.

The doctrine before laid down, that the signification of

words is learned by means of other faculties, removes an ap-

parent difficulty, in regard to learning to repeat, which occa-

sionally presents Itself. A person with a moderate organ of

Language, will sometimes learn songs, poetry, or particular

speeches, by heart, with considerable facility and pleasure ;

but in such cases, the passages committed to memory will be

found highly interesting to his other powers, such as Ideality,

Causality, Tune, Veneration, Combativeness, or Adhesive-

ness ; and the study and recollection of vocables only, will be

difficult and disagreeable to him. To a person, on the other

hand, in whom the organ is decidedly large, mere words are

interesting, and he can learn them without caring much about

their meaning. Hence, also, a person with a moderate organ

of Language and good reflecting organs, may, by perseve-

rance, leai-n languages, and attain proficiency as a scholar

;

but he will not display copiousness, fluency, and richness of

expression in his style, either in his own or in a foreign

tongue.

There appears to be a quality of brain, no external indi-

cation of which is known, which communicates the character

of retentiveness to all the intellectual organs, and which
greatly augments their power of remembering the impres-
sions which they have received. Sir Walter Scott appears
to have possessed this quality ; for it is said that he never
forgot any thing which he had ever heard, seen, or read.

It is difficult to determine precisely, on what powers the
talent for learning the spirit of languages depends. The fact
is certain, that some individuals easily learn the spirit of dif-
ferent languages without having a great memory for words

;

while others readily acquire words, without catching the spi-
rit of any language. Dr Gall admits two organs of Lan-
guage

;
one he names " Sens des mots, sens des noms, mkmoire
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dcs mots, memoire verbale ;'' and the other, " Sens du langage

de parole ; talent de la philologie ;'' to the latter he attributes

the talent for philology, and for acquiring the spirit of lan-

guages. The former organ he describes as lying on the pos-

terior half of the super-orbitar plate, and, when large, push-

ing the eyes outwards ; it gives a talent for learning and re-

collecting words, and persons possessing it large recite long

passages by heart, after reading them once or twice. The

latter organ, says he, is placed on the middle of the anterior

part of the super-orbitar plate, and, when it is large, the eye-

ball not only projects, but is depressed ; the depression pro-

ducing the appearance of a bag, or folding, in the lower eye-

lid. Persons possessing this form of eyes, he adds, have not

only an excellent memory of words, but a particular disposi-

tion for the study of languages, for criticism, and, in general,

for all that has reference to literature.^ Dr Gall states, at

the same time, that the determination of the size of the organ

of words is attended with much difficulty ; as, from its situa-

tion, it may extend itself to the sides, as well as forwards,

—

increasing, in the former case, the general breadth of the head

across the temples, ox even between the eyes ; so that much

remains to be ascertained in regard to it.

Dr Spurzheim, on the other hand, admits only one organ

of Language, lying transversely on the posterior portion of

the super-orbitar plates ;2 and holds that it takes cognizance

both of words and of the spirit of languages— that it "makes

acquainted with arbitrary signs, remembers them, judges

of their relations, and gives- a disposition to indulge in all

exercises connected with words.'' " It seems to me," says

he, " that the organ of words must have its laws as well as

those of Colour, Melody, or any other faculty. Now, the

law of words constitutes the spirit of language. I am satis-

1 Sur les Fonciions du Cerveau, tome v. p. 18 and 30.

2 I have seen the skull of Dr Spurzheim, in the possession of the Phre-

nological Society at Boston, U. S. There is in it a large transverse depres-

sion in the posterior portion of each super-orbitar pLate, indicating a large

organ of Language. Ho spoke and wrote several languages successfully.
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fied," he continues, "that this opinion is correct; because

the spirit of every language is the same, just as the essence

of all kinds of music is alike ; that is, the laws or principles

of music and of language rule universally, and are constant

;

they are only modified in different nations, by modifications

in their organs, and dissimilar combinations of these in

each.' '

^

I am disposed to coincide with Dr Spurzheim in this view;

and perhaps, by analyzing the source whence the structure

of language proceeds, we may obtain some light on the origin

of a taste for the spirit of languages, as distinguished from

the power of learning and recollecting words.

Language, then, expresses merely the feelings and concep-

tions produced by the various primitive faculties acting sepa-

rately or in combination. Now, let us imagine the cerebral

development of a nation to be distinguished by large organs

of the propensities, sentiments, and knowing faculties, small

reflecting organs, and little Secretiveness. Their language,

being the spontaneous growth of such a combination, would

naturally abound in words expressive of simple feelings, and

of conceptions of individual objects and their qualities, while

it would be poor in terms of abstract relation, conceived by

the faculties of reflection. For the same reason, the transi-

tions in such a language would be rapid, like those in Mrs
Quickly's speech, and they would follow the order of the

occurrences which excited the ideas ; Secretiveness being

small, there would naturally be little involution in the ar-

rangement of the words. Suppose, on the other hand, that

in another nation Secretiveness and the reflecting organs

predominated
; the genius of their language would differ

widely from that of the people first described. Their ex-

pressions for discriminating individual conceptions would be
fewer, while their stock of words and phrases designative of

abstract relations, would be more extensive, and the general

structure of their sentences would be more involved. Sup-
pose again, two individuals, with equal organs of Language,

Phrcuolo(jy, p. 28«.
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and consequently equal power of learning words, as mere
signs, to possess, the one a head like the former, and the

other a head like the latter people,—and that they attempted
to learn these different languages,—it appears probable, that

the one with the first mentioned development would find the

genius of the first language the more easy and natural to

him
; he would acquire its forms of collocation, and its nice-

ti^ of designation, with facility and delight, because they

would coincide with the modes of feeling and thinking of his

own mind. If, on the other hand, his attention were direct-

ed to the language of the second people, he would meet with

greater difficulties. Although he might master the words,

he would not find the idioms natural to him ; the forms of

expression depending on the reflecting powers, and likewise

the involutions introduced by Secretiveness, would, through

defect of tact to apprehend them, appear to him extremely

intricate and unintelligible,—he would be obliged to learn

them by ride ; and rules alone never produce a really excel-

lent linguist. The second language, on the other hand,

would appear natural and easy to the other individual possess-

ing a head like that of the people who invented it.

If these views be correct, the talent for learning the genius

or spirit of different languages will depend upon the develop-

ment of the organ of words, in conjunction with the poAver

of the individual to enter into the feelings, and form the

precise kinds of intellectual combinations, of different na-

tions ; or, upon his capacity to enter into the mental state of

others—a power conferred chiefly by Secretiveness, Imita-

tion, Individuality, and Eventuality, aided of course by the

other primitive faculties. Although this is merely a theory,

thrown out for the consideration of the reader ;
yet it has

been suggested by facts. I know an individual who has an

excellent development of many of the organs, but is a very

decided character, and possesses little of the talent of enter-

ing into, or accommodating himself to tlie feelings of others
;

and he experienced an inconceivable difficulty in acquiring

the simplest French idioms. I know another young gentle-
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man who was in the same situation in regard to Latin, and

who has little versatility. In them, the organ of Language

is rather deficient : On the other hand, I have met with se-

veral persons in whom the organ was equally deficient, and

who possessed the power of learning foreign idioms ; in their

case, however, the power of amalgamation with the mental

states of others, was decidedly greater, and their organs of

Secretiveness, Imitation, Individuality, and Eventuality,

were larger.

Although the theory of the talent for philology is involved

in considerable obscurity, it is quite certain that the ready

command of words in speech or writing bears a proportion

to the development of the organ situated above the super-or-

bitar plate, and that a fluent orator or author is never found

deficient in it. In some individuals distinguished for a talent

for learning languages, I have observed that the eyes were

neither prominent nor depressed in any conspicuous degree,

but in the middle of the eyebrows, at and above the organ

of Colouring, there was an extraordinary fulness and promi-

nence of the head ; as if the convolutions of the brain lying

in that situation had been pushed unusually outward and

forward. Only by a post mortem examination could it be

ascertained whether this appearance was caused by a large

development of the organ of Language, extending itself for-

ward, and pushing the organs of Colouring and Time out-

ward, in place of extending itself downward, ais it usually

does.

Dr Broussais observes that men with large organs of lian-

guage and deficient reflecting organs, pour out torrents of

words without ideas. This is never done by persons who
are deficient both in the organs of Language and in those of

the intellectual faculties. If a person possess large intel-

lectual organs, these will acqiiire many ideas, and although

he should possess only a moderate development of Language,

this will suffice to learn expressions sufficient to designate

and communicate his ideas. The more his knowledge is in-

creased, the more will his words be multiplied, and such a

I
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person may come at last to possess a very extensive voca-

bulary without large organs of Language : But he will never

be rich in phraseology. He may have words for all his ideas,

but he will not have a variety of expressions for them. His

style may be perspicuous and expressive, but it will never

be rich or redundant. Broussais Lectures on Phrenology^

p. 616.

Dr Vimont treats largely of this faculty, and draws the

following conclusions from the facts which he mentions :

—

Ist, That in man and animals a faculty exists, the function

of which is to recall sounds, whether articulated or not arti-

culated ;

2dly, That the talent called " setis des Langues^ talent du

philologue,^'' is not the result of a special faculty, as Gall

pretends, nor a mode of judgment of the faculty of verbal

memory, as Spurzheim announces ; but arises from the

higher intellectual faculties which the faculty of verbal me-

mory may powerfully aid
;

Zdly, That projecting eyes, or eyes having a pouch under

the lower eye -lid, described as the characteristic of the organ

of verbal memory, or Philology, large, are not the constant

signs of a considerable development of these two faculties,

although they accompany them so often as to merit the at-

tention of Phrenologists. ^

Numerous cases are on record of the power of using words

being impaired by disease, wheji the ability to articulate,

and the powers of perception and judgment, remained entire.

In the Transactions of the Phrenological Society, p. 235, Mr

Hood of Kilmarnock has communicated a very interesting

instance of this kind which fell under his own notice as me-

dical attendant. The patient, a sober and regular man of

65 years of age, possessed of the ordinary knowledge of writ-

ten and spoken language, on the evening of 2d September

1822 suddenly began to speak incoherently, and became quite

unintelligible to all those who were about him. " It was

discovered that he had forgotten the name of every object in

1 Traite de Phrhwhgif, tome ii. sec. xi.
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7iature. His recollection of things seemed to be unimpaired,

but the names by which men and things are known, were

entirely obliterated from his mind, or rather he had lost the

faculty by which they are called up at the control of the

will. He was by no means inattentive, however, to what

was going on ; and he recognised friends and acquaintances

perhaps as quickly as on any former occasion ; but their

names, or even his own or his wife's name, or the names

of any of his domestics, appeared to have no place in his

recollection.

" On the morning of the 4th September," says Mr Hood,

" much against the wishes of his family, he put on his

clothes, and went out to the workshop ;
and, when I made

my visit, he gave me to understand, by a variety of signs,

that he was perfectly well in every respect, with the excep-

tion of some slight uneasiness referable to the eyes and eye-

brows. I prevailed on him, with some difficulty, to submit

to the reapplication of leeches, and to allow a blister to be

placed over the left temple. He was now so well in bodily

health that he would not be confined to the house : and his

judgment, in so far as I could form an estimate of it, was un-

impaired ; but his memory for words was so much a blank,

that the monosyllables of affirmation and negation seemed to

be the only two words in the language, the use and signifi-

cation of which he never entirely forgot. He comprehended

distinctly every word which was spoken or addressed to him
;

and, though he had ideas adequate to form a full reply, the

words by which these ideas are expressed seemed to ha"S'e

been entirely obliterated fi'om his mind. By way of experi-

ment, I would sometimes mention to him the name of a per-

son or thing—his own name, for example, or the name of

some one of his domestics,—when he would have repeated it

after me distinctly, once or twice
;
but, generally, before he

could do so a third time, the word was gone from him as

completely as if he had never heard it pronounced. When
any person read to him from a book, he had no difficulty in

perceiving the meaning of the passage, but he could not him-
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self then read ; and the reason seemed to be, that he had for-

gotten the elements of written language, viz. the names of

the letters of the alphabet. In the course of a short time,

he became very expert in the use of signs ; and his conva-

lescence was marked by his imperceptibly acquiring some
general terms, which were Avith him at first of very extensive

and varied application. In the progress of his recovery,

time and space came both under the general appellation of

time. All future events and objects before him were, as he

expressed it, ' next time but past events and objects be-

hind him, were designated ' last time.'' One day being asked

his age, he made me to understand that he could not tell

;

but, pointing to his wife, uttered the words ' mani/ tiynes
'

repeatedly, as much as to say that he had often told her his

age. When she said he was sixty, he answered in the af-

firmative, and inquired what ' time ' it was ; but as I did

not comprehend his meaning distinctly, I mentioned to him

the hour of the day, when he soon convinced me that I had

not given him the proper answer. I then named the day of

the week, which also was unsatisfactory
; but, upon mention-

ing the month, and day of the month, he immediately signi-

fied that this was what he Avanted to know, in order to an-

swer my question respecting his age. Having succeeded in

getting the day of the month, he then pointed out the ' time^

or day of the month on which he was born, and thereby gave

me to understand that he was sixty years of age, and five

days, or ' times^ as he expressed it."

In the month of December 1822, his convalescence was so

complete, that he could support conversation without much

difiiculty. The headachs, with which he had been so long

affected, recurred occasionally ; but in other respects he en-

joyed, generally, tolerably good health. On 10th January

1825, he suddenly became paralytic on the left side. On

17th August he had an attack of apoplexy, and on 21st he

expired. In The Phrenological Journal, vol. iii. p. 28, Mr

Hood has reported the dissection of his brain. In the left

hemisphere, lesion of the parts was found, which terminated
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" at half an inch from the surface of the brain, where it rests

over the middle of the super-orbitar plate." Two small de-

pressions or cysts were found in the substance of the brain,

" and the cavity, considered as a whole, expanded from the

anterior part of the brain till it opened into the ventricle in

the form of a trumpet. The right hemisphere did not present

any remarkable appearance.'' Another case is reported by

IVl r Hood, in vol. ii. p. 82.

In vol. X., p. 68, Dr Inglis reports the case of Maria Wil-

son, aged 33, who was shot by a sheriff-officer ;
" the ball en-

tered the cranium at the external orbitar angle of the frontal

bone." She continued to observe and know every one, and

understood what v\^as said to her ;" and her tongue was not

affected, but she lost the power of using words. The ball

was extracted, and she recovered her health, and also the use

of words. Dr Inglis reports another case, in which the power

of using words was suspended in a boy in concomitance with

" violent pain over both eyes, and also of the eye-balls."''

Both the pain and mental impediment were removed by the

application of cold cloths " over the eyes and frontal ridge."

In July 1836 I was present at the dissection of the brain

of a gentleman who died in his 94th year, and who for seve-

ral years before his death had laboured under a deficiency in

the command of words, similar to that experienced by Mr
Hood's patient. His understanding was sound, and he com-
prehended spoken language when addressed to him ; he could

articulate perfectly, but he could not command the proper

words to express his ideas. A small cavity was found in the

left corpus striatum, about an inch back from the organ of

Language. There had obviously been effusion of blood into

it, which had been absorbed, leaving a cavity of a quarter

of an inch in diameter lined with a yellowish membrane.
The right hemisphere was entire. The brain presented ap-

pearances of general chronic inflammatory action. ^

A presbyterian clergyman in Bath used to object to Phre-

' I have fully reported this case in TU Phrenological Journal, x, 352 •

See also pp. 5G5, C32, 710 > '
>
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nology as imsupportecl by evidence and the authority of

great names, when his wife was seized with apoplexy. She

recovered, but her power of using words was impaired. Her

other faculties remained entire ; she could understand lan-

guage when addressed to her, and articulate perfectly, but

could not use words to express her own ideas. After this

event her husband ceased to condemn the science.

Dr Spurzheim mentions having seen, at Inverness, a case

closely resembling the foregoing ; and also one of the same

nature at Paris. Dr Gall cites from Pinel the case of a

notary, who, after an attack of apoplexy, had forgot his own

name, and those of his wife, children, and friends, although

his tongue preserved all its mobility. He could no longer

read or write, but nevertheless remembered objects which

had formerly made an impression on his senses, and which

related to his profession. He frequently pointed out with

his finger the files which contained documents that could not

be found, and indicated, by other signs, that he preserved

the former train of ideas entire.^ Dr Gall mentions also the

case of a soldier sent to him by Baron Larrey, whom he

found to be very nearly in the same condition as the notary

mentioned by Pinel. " It was not his tongue," says he,

*' which was the source of his embarrassment, for he was

able to move it with great agility, and to pronounce well a

great number of isolated words. It was not his memory

either which was in fault, for he shewed evident dissatisfac-

tion with himself upon many subjects which he wished to

mention. The only faculty in him which was impaired, was

that of speech. This soldier, like the patient of M. Pinel,

was rendered incapable of reading or writing."^

M. Bouillaud, an eminent Parisian phrenologist, has made

extensive investigations into the pathology of the organ of

Language. In an essay which he has published on this sub-

ject, ^ a number of interesting cases of loss of the power of

1 Pinel, siir VAlUnation mentale, 2de Edition, § 105.

' Siir les Fonctions du Cerveau, tome v. p. 38.

3 AirJiivrs Generales de Midicine, tome viii. pp. 25-45. 1825.
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speech are reported, partly from his own observations, and

partly from the works of MM. Rostan and Lallemand, two

ofthe most accurate and highly esteemed continental writers

on nervous diseases. In two of the patients, the anterior

lobe, at the part which corresponds to the orbital arch, was

reduced to soft purulent-looking matter. A third was re-

stored to health. Not fewer than sixteen instances follow,

in which the recollection of words and their relations, and

the ability to use them, were altogether destroyed, although

it was evident from the looks and gestures of the patients

that their silence resulted from no want of ideas, but solely

from incapacity to express them. In these cases the same

organic lesion was discovered. M. Bouillaud's essay led him

into a successful controversy with M. Scipio Pinel, of which

some account will be found in The Fhretiological Journal. ^

In another volume of the same Journal,^ Mr John Inglis

Nicol, one of the medical attendants of the Northern Infir-

mary at Inverness, has reported two cases of a similar kind.

One of the patients died ; and it was found on dissection,

that, " about the centre of the under surface of the anterior

lobe, the convolutions, to the extent of half-a-crown, were

changed in colour to a reddish brown."

In a case reported by Professor Syme,^ the faculty of

Language was impaired, and on dissection, both anterior

lobes were found healthy, with the exception of the parts

constituting the organs of Form and Language. In this, as

in most of the other instances referred to, the patient seemed
to understand perfectly whatever was said to him, but had
scarcely any recollection of written or printed words. It is

difficult to explain why the latter exclusively should have
been unintelligible. Perhaps the disease of the organ of
Form may have had some share in producing this pheno-
menon.

Pain over the eyes frequently accompanies derangement
or deprivation of the power of speech. This is seen in cer-

' Vol. viii. p. 256. » Vol. iii. p. 616.

3 Edin. Med. and Surg. Journ. No. 117 ; and Phrcn. Journ. ix. 17.

Il
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tain diseases, such as plague, yellow fever, and typhus ; ' and

has been observed also in cases of cerebral injury.-

Mr Macnish reports the following case. " I know a gen-

tleman," says he, " who, in consequence of excessive over-

Avorking of his brain during the composition of a French and

English dictionary, lost the memory of words for a consider-

able time. His knowledge of French, German, and Italian,

which was very extensive, disappeared from his mind as if

by enchantment, and did not return till the brain had its

usual energy restored by quiescence." Mr W. R. Scott of

the Institution for the Deaf and Dumb in Doncaster, York-

shire, reports the case of a deaf and dumb pupil in whom
the organs of Language were small, while those of Individu-

ality, Weight, and Size, were large, and those of Construc-

tiveness very large. The boy, says he, had been upwards of

four years at school, " and the progress he has made in the

knowledge of words is extremely limited ;" but he " draws

correctly and with ease,'' " he delights in constructing pieces

of mechanism,'' and " is very clever in the use of tools."

In the ninth volume of The Phrenological Journal,^ a

valuable series of papers. On Morbid Manifestations of the

Organ of Language, as connected with insanity," has been

published by Dr Browne, physician to the Crichton Royal

Institution for Lunatics, Dumfries. He describes succes-

sively, and illustrates by numerous cases, the various kinds

of symptoms by which the derangement shews itself :

—

1. Rapidity of voluntary utterance; 2. Involuntary utter-

ance ; 3. Rapidity of involimtary utterance ; 4. Total loss of

verbal memory ; 5. Partial loss of memory of all words indis-

criminately ; 6. Partial loss of memory of certain classes of

words, such as names, or substantives generally ; 7. Impaired

perception of the relation of words to the things signified ;

^ Phrm. Journ. vol. viii. p. 422.

2 Ibid. vol. viii. p. 189 ; ix. 119. 516; x. 8G, 118, 483, 566; xi. p. 155,

291 ; xiii. p. 344 ; xiv. 55, 133, 159 ; xv. 132, 241, 323.

3 Pages 250, 308, 414.
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8. Impaired perception of the relation of words to each

other ; and, 9. Total loss of perception of these relations. It

appears from several cases reported by Dr Browne, that the

activity of the organ sometimes rises to so high a pitch of ex-

altation in lunatics, that the utmost difficulty is experienced

in preserving silence, and occasionally words flow with as-

tonishing volubility, in direct opposition to the will of the

speaker. ^ Many lunatics indulge in the vociferation of most

violent and disgusting language ; Dr Browne considers it

pretty certain, both from his own observation and that of

others, that, in a great majority of such cases, the ejaculations

are involuntary, and result from a special excitement of the

organ of Language, by which certain words are called up

without the assent of the patient, and sometimes even con-

trary to his inclination. It is important that the possibility

of derangement confined to this single faculty should be ge-

nerally known ; for, as Dr Browne remarks, " little doubt

can be entertained, that, in many such cases, great and irre-

parable injury and injustice may be committed by restrain-

ing or confining individuals as lunatics, who are merely mo-

nomaniacs in the power of Language. The effects of joy,

fear, afiection, and love of approbation, in suspending or li-

miting the exercise of language, are known and have been

felt by aU ; and it may readily be conceived, that in a dispo-

sition highly susceptible of such impressions, the slightest

deviation from health in the organ of Language will become
doubly perceptible, and may lead to misconstruction and
consequences of the most melancholy kind."^ Dr BroAvne

has more recently published in the Journal, ^ an instructive

account of that species of insanity of which the symptom is

speech in unknown tongues, and which is not uncommon
among the fanatics of Britain.

Professor Willitim Gregory mentions, that he has repeat-

edly observed the faculty of Language to be affected by the
use of morphia. "If I take," says he, "from twenty to

' Pages 311-13. = Page 422. 3 Vol. ix. p. 593.
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thirty drops of the solution of muriate of morphia, it pro-

duces, in the course of an hour, a very agi'eeable state of

calm
; and, for some hours after, the organ of Language is so

strongly stimulated, that I find it difficult to stop when I

begin to speak ; and I have repeated this experiment, which

is attended with no inconvenience, so often, that I am quite

confident of the result." ^ Having, on other occasions, taken

a considerably larger quantity of the solution, he found it to

produce a marked derangement of the faculty of Language,

amounting to a dissociation of words from the things signi-

fied, and, in the most severe instance, accompanied by vio-

lent headach in the situation of the organ. Dr Gregory con-

siders it probable, that morphia acts exclusively upon the an-

terior lobe, more particularly the organ of Language ; and

that an over-dose causes entire derangement of that faculty.

These conclusions, he adds, wall have to be confirmed, or

otherwise, by the observations of intelligent practitioners.

He justly remarks, that if medical men, acquainted with

Phrenology, were to direcf their attention to the specific ac-

tion of difi'erent remedies on the minds of their patients, a

new and interesting field of inquiry would be laid open, and

much light would probably be thrown on many obscure points

in mental philosophy. In the Phren. Journ., vol. xv. p. 38,

Dr Otto states that tobacco excites the organ of Language,

and also the organs of the intellectual faculties ; and that

beer " depresses the intellectual faculties, in particular the

organ of Language."

Some individuals, in whom Language is large, state as an

objection, that they have a bad memory of names ; but they

will be found in general to have a deficient memory of the

objects which the names indicate ; for example, if they cannot

recollect names of persons, they will have deficient Form

and Individuality ; and if they cannot recollect names of

tunes, they will be deficient in Tune. The defect lies in

the faculty which apprehends and recollects the primitive

^ Phrenological Journal, vol. viii. p. 163.

3
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idea, for which Language recollects the name ;
and it is quite

conceivable, that, although Language may be powerful, yet it

may not furnish names, as mere words, when the thing sig-

nified is not present in the mind. ^

In the Phrenological Journal, vol. xv. p. 137, Mr Hytche

remarks, that, " amongst the many distinguished men who

have been wholly or partially devoid of any taste for music,

may be mentioned, Johnson, Burke, Windham, Fox, Mac-

kintosh, and Charles Lamb; and that, nevertheless, the

speeches of Bui-ke, Windham, and Fox, were delivered with

gracefid intonation of voice, and the writings of Johnson,

Mackintosh, and Lamb, were well modulated." He mentions

also similar cases known to himself Mr Hytche considers

that the organ of Tune, which he names " Tone," " is not

merely a music-judging or tune-learning organ ; but that its

province is to appreciate sounds," and he is disposed to

ascribe the perception of rhythm to it ; but he does not ap-

pear to me to account in a satisfactory manner for the cases

cited by himself, in which the power of rhythm was strong

in conjunction with deficiency of musical perception. I may
be allowed to mention that, in my own head, the organ of

Tune is small ; that I am able to perceive melody, and to en-

joy it, while the instrument is sounding, but have no memory
of it, being incapable of recalling in my own mind, or repro-

ducing the simplest musical note. My organ of Time is

better developed, and I am more alive to the quality of time

in music. When a boy, I could scan with facility every va-

1 See remarks by Dr A. Combe on the talent for recollecting names.
Phrenological Journal, vol. iii. p. 120.—In vol. v. p. 431, is recorded a
case where memory of names was impaired by a severe blow on the left

eyebrow, while the memory of other classes of words does not seem to

have been injured ; another case of loss of memory of names only, is

noticed in vol. viii. p. 415.—Mr Hewett Watson has published, in vol.

vii. p. 214, some observations on memory of names.—Dr W. A. F.
Browne states it as the result of his experience, that, in cases of partial
loss of language, the words remembered appear to be substantives when
Individuality is vigorous, abstract terms when Causality is powerful,
and adjectives when the lateral knowing organs are large and unim-
paired ; vol. viii. p. 423.

VOL. H. K
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riety of Latin verses, and give the rules, which many of my
schoolfellows who greatly excelled me in other exercises,

could never learn to do. I have not been able to determine

satisfactorily on what organs this talent depends.

The lower animals appear to be endowed with the organ of

language in some degree ; for they learn the meaning of ar-

bitrary signs in so far as they possess the feelings and concep-

tions which these express. Dr Vimont agrees with George

Le Roy in the opinion, that the lower animals possess the fa-

culty of Language, and use it in their communications with

each other. " If a mother," says Le Roy, "alarmed for her

offspring, had only one cry to announce every danger, we
should see the young, on hearing this cry, execute always the

same movements. But, on the contrary, their actions vary

with the circumstances; sometimes the command is to fly pre-

cipitately ; sometimes to conceal themselves ; sometimes to

offer battle. Since, in consequence of the order issued by the

mother, the actions are different, it follows that the language

must have been different." In Dr Broussais' lectures, pp. 618,

619, there is an excellent dissertation on the language of ani-

mals. In general, says he, they have one accent for expressing

terror, another for calling assistance, one for expressing de-

spair, one he believes for exciting compassion, one for ex-

pressing joy, one for calling to partake of prey, one or seve-

ral to invite to love, and perhaps others'; but these modula-

tions are inspired by instincts which act on their organs of

voice, and which call into play the same instincts in those

individuals of the same species who hear them, and in man

also, on account of the relation between their organization

and oui-s. There is no evidence, says he, that they are con-

ventional terms, applicable to particular objects. This would

imply the necessity of an apprenticeship.

The organ is large in the companion of Gall, Sir J. E.

Smith, Humboldt, Pope, Voltaire, and Rammohun Roy

;

and small in the mask of Fraser.—Established.
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GENERAL OBSERVATIONS ON INDIVIDUALITY, AND THE

OTHER KNOWING OR PERCEPTIVE FACULTIES.

No objection to Phrenology is more frequently repeated,

than that such and such persons have retreating foreheads,

and yet are very clever. A short explanation will serve to

remove this difficulty. In the first place, a forehead may

appear retreating, not because the reflecting organs are

greatly deficient, but because the knowing organs are very

prominently developed, so that if the latter were diminished

in size, the former would appear relatively larger. But every

one must perceive that, the only effect of such a change

would be to diminish the perceptive, without increasing the

reflective powers, although, in such a case, the unskilful ob-

server might imagine the development of the forehead to be

improved. In the mask of Henri Quatre, the forehead ap-

peal's to slope ; whereas, if the knowing organs were reduced

to the same state of small projection beyond the cheek-bones,

as in the mask of Voltaire, it would appear much more per-

pendicular. But this would clearly detract from the mental

power. It would cause the reflecting faculties to predomi-

nate, only by diminishing talent in the department of obser-

vation.

But, in the next place, let us suppose that a head does

retreat considerably, still Individuality, and the other know-

ing organs, may be large ; and if we attend to the range of

these powers, we shall perceive that the individual may be

deficient in Causality and Comparison, and yet be very cle-

ver, in the popular acceptation of these words. A wide

range of sciences, falling under the scope of Individuality

and Eventuality chiefly, has already been pointed out, and

in these a person so endowed may be very learned. Farther,

the details of history, statistics, geography, and trade, all

belong to the department of simple knowledge ; and in them
also he may be eminently skilled. And, finally, in the

daily occurrences of life, acuteness of observation, and the
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power of treasuring up the lessons of experience, which he

may possess, constitute important elements in a practical

judgment. If, then, to a large endowment of the knowing
organs, a nervous temperament be added, the individual may-

be observing, active, and enterprising ; if Cautiousness be

large, he may be prudent, and rarely venture beyond the

scope of his abilities ; if Conscientiousness be large, he may
enjoy that delicacy of sentiment which discriminates intui-

tively where the right lies, and where the path of honour

terminates ; and with these endowments there will be no

wonder if he act creditably and cleverly in the ordinary

walks of life. These are not imaginary suppositions, but

descriptions drawn from observations made on numerous in-

dividuals engaged in active business. Such persons, how-

ever, are never distinguished for profound and comprehen-

sive views of abstract subjects ; which can be reached only

by the reflecting faculties, not yet treated of.^

In the preceding pages, it is stated, that the faculty of

Form perceives the forms of objects,—Colouring, their co-

lour,—and Size, their dimensions ; that Individuality takes

cognizance of things existing, and Eventuality of events in

general. The question naturally occurs—If the minor know-

ing powers apprehend all the separate qualities of external

objects, what purposes do Individuality and Eventuality

serve in the mental economy ? One important function of

Individuality is to form a single intellectual conception out

of the different items of information communicated by the

other knowing faculties, which take cognizance of the pro-

perties of external objects. In perceiving a tree, the object

apprehended by the mind is not colour, form, and size, as

separate qualities ; but a single thing or being named a tree.

The mind having, by means of Individuality, and these other

organs, obtained the idea of a tree, as an existing object,

may analyze it, and resolve it into its constituent parts of

form, colour, and magnitude ; but the contemplation of it in

> This subject is more fully illustrated in Tlve Phrenological Journal,

vol. iii. pp. 48, 67.
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this manner is at once felt to be widely different from the con-

ception attached to the word tree as a whole. The function

of Individuality, therefore, is to combine the elements fur-

nished by these other knowing faculties into one, and to

produce out of them single conceptions of aggregate objects ;

which objects are afterwards viewed by the mind as indivi-

dual existing things, and are remembered and spoken of as

such, without thinking of their constituent parts. Although

we have no knowledge of the substance of objects apart from

their qualities
;
yet we have a conviction of theii- substantive

existence, and this is given by Individuality. Children early

use and understand general terms, such as tree, man^ ship ;

and the organ of Individuality is, for the most part, early

and prominently developed in them.

Farther, after Form, Colouring, and Size, have fur-

nished certain elementary conceptions, and Individuality

has united and conceived them as one, such as Man, the fa-

culty of Number may be called into action, to give the idea

of plurality ; and that of Order to furnish the idea of grada-

tions of rank and arrangement. Now, Individuality, re-

ceiving the intimations of all these separate faculties, co7n-

hines them again, and contemplates the combination as an

individual object^ and this is an army. After the idea of an

army is thus formed, the mind drops the recollection of the

constituent parts, and thinks of the aggregate only^ or of the

combined conception formed by Individuality ; and regards

it as a single object.

Eventuality is surrounded by Individuality, Locality,

Time, Comparison, and Causality, and forms individual con-

ceptions from their combined intimations. A storm is not

a specific existing object, nor is it a quality of any thing

;

yet the mind clearly apprehends it. It is the result of cer-

tain physical elements in violent commotion, and all the fa-

culties last enumerated, together with Eventuality itself,

which observes motion, combine in furnishing individual

conceptions, which Eventuality unites into one idea, desig-
nated by the word storm. Revolution is another example.
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A revolution does not exist in natui-e as a substantive thing,

but ai'ises from the combined action of numerous moral and
physical causes, the result of which Eventuality conceives

as one event.

If these views be correct, the meaning attached by diffe-

rent individuals to abstract terms of these classes will be

more or less complete, according to the degrees of develop-

ment of the several knowing organs in their heads. If Co-

louring be defective, and Form be large, the individual will

think chiefly of the forms and dimensions of objects ; if

Form be deficient and Colouring large, he will observe and

conceive their colours much more forcibly than their forms

;

and his abstract terms will embody each object exactly as it

is perceived by his own faculties.

It is interesting to observe the phrenological system, which

at first sight appears rude and unphilosophical, harmonizing

thus simply and beautifully with nature. Had it been con-

structed by imagination or reflection alone, it is more than

probable that the objection Sf the minor knowing faculties

rendering Individuality and Eventuality superfluous, would

have appeared so strong as to have insured the exclusion of

one or other as unnecessary ; and yet, until both were dis-

covered and admitted, the formation of such terms as those

we have considered was inexplicable.

Genus III—REFLECTIVE FACULTIES.

The intellectual faculties which we have considered, fur-

nish us with knowledge of objects, their qualities and rela-

tions, and also of events ; those which we proceed to treat of

*' act," as Dr Spurzheim expresses it, " on all the other sen-

sations and notions ;" in other words, they judge, not of the

qualities and relations of external objects, but of the relations

of diff"erent classes of ideas produced by the perceptive fa-

culties. They minister to the direction and gratification of

all the other powers, and constitute what we call reason or

reflection.
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34.—COMPARISON.

Dr Gall often conversed on philosophical subjects with a

savant, possessing much vivacity of mind. Whenever the

latter was put to difficulty in rigorously proving his posi-

tions, he always had recourse to a comparison. By this

means he in a manner painted his ideas, and his opponents

were defeated and carried along with him ; effects which he

could never produce by simple argument. As soon as Dr

Gall perceived that, in him, this was a characteristic trait of

mind, he examined his head, and found an eminence of the

form of a reversed pyramid on the upper and middle portion

of the frontal bone. He confirmed the observation by many

subsequent instances. He names the quality " perspicacity,

sagacity, esprit de comparaison.^^ Examples of the appear-

ance of the organ, when large and small, are given on page

92.

The faculty gives the power of perceiving resemblances

and analogies. Tune may compare different notes ; Colour-

ing contrast different shades ; but Comparison may compare

a tint and a note, a form and a colour, which the other facul-

ties by themselves could not accomplish. ^ " The great aim

of this faculty," says Dr Spurzheim, " seems to be to form

abstract ideas, generalizations, and to establish harmony

among the operations of the other faculties. Colouring com-

pares colours with each other, and feels their harmony, but

Comparison adapts the colours to the object which is repre-

sented ; it will reject lively colours to represent a gloomy

scene. The laws of music are particular, and Tune compares

tones ; but Comparison chooses the music according to the si-

tuations where it is executed. It blames dancing music in a

church ; it is opposed to walking with fine clothes in the dirt,

to superb furniture beside common things ; it feels the rela-

tion between the inferior and superior feelings, and gives

Soe Gall Sur les Fonctions du Cerveau, vi. 40G ; Phren. Journ., iv. 322;

vi. 384 ; and ix. 435, 495. Also vol. i. p. 49G.
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the preference to the latter. Its influence, however, presup-

poses the activity of the other faculties, and it cannot act

upon them if they are inactive. This explains why some per-

sons have taste and good judgment in one respect and not

in another. He who is deprived of Reverence, may not be

careful enough about its application. He may deride what

others respect. But if another possess it in a high degi-ee,

and at the same time Comparison, he will wish to bring his

Reverence into harmony with his other powers.''

Comparison thus takes the widest range of nature with-

in its sphere. " It compares,'' says Mr Scott, " things of

the most opposite kind, draws analogies, and discovers re-

semblances between them, often the most unexpected and

surprising. It compares a light, seen afar off in a dark

night, to a good deed shining in a naughty world ; it com-

pares the kingdom of heaven to a grain of mustard-seed.

If we would describe more minutely and accurately," he

continues, " what are the kinds of resemblances which this

faculty discovers, it will perhaps be found that they are in

no case direct resemblances,[such as are perceived by the ob-

serving powers, but relative resemblances, or, to speak more

accurately, resemblances not between the objects themselves,

but between their relations to other objects. What resem-

blance is there, for instance, between a good action and the

light of a candle ? None whatever directly ; but relatively

there is felt to be a resemblance, when the light appears

brighter because of the surrounding darkness, and when the

good action is set off by the contrast afforded by the wicked-

ness of the world."! finds analogies between the qualities

of matter andmind ; and from these comparisons and analogies,

a great part of language, expressive of the qualities of

mind, is drawn; "a great part of it being almost metapho-

rical, and applied originally in its literal sense to designate

qualities of matter." We speak of a beautiful sentiment, a

sparkling thought, profound respect, light discourse, burn-

ing rage, a solid argument, despair, a cutting reproach,

1 Essay on the Faculty of Comparison ; Phren, Joiirn., vol. iv. p. 322.
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a Iieavy accusation, a brilliant conception, an entangled pro-

position, a reply; a hard answer, a biting sarcasm. The

language of every nation proves whether this organ is much

or little developed in the greatest number of its individuals.

If they have this faculty in a high degree, their language is

replete with -figure. Dr Murray Paterson mentions that the

Hindostanee language abounds in figures, and that Compari-

son is larger than Causality in the heads of the Hindoos in

general. ^

This faculty gives rise to proverbs, which convey instruc-

tion under figurative expressions.

It attaches us to comparison, without determining its

kinds ; for every one must choose his analogies according to

his knowledge, or from the sphere of activity of his other

faculties. He who has Locality in a high degree, derives

thence his examples ; while another, in whom Form pre-

dominates, will illustrate his subject from it.' Dr Chalmers

draws his illustrations from mechanics and astronomy ; and

the organs which take cognizance of these are large in his

head.

According to Dr Spurzheim, Comparison takes cogni-

zance not only of resemblances but also of difi'erences. This

view is opposed by Mr Scott, who attributes the perception

of difi'erences to the organ of Wit ; an opinion in which he

is supported by several metaphysicians before quoted. ^

This faculty gives a tendency to what is frequently called

reasoning, but which is very difi"erent from the correct and

severe inductions of a sound logic ; namely, it endeavours to

prove that one thing is of such and such a nature, because

it resembles another which is so and so—in short, it reasons

by analogy, and is prone to convert an illustration into an

argument. The published sermons of the late Mr Logan,

minister of Leith, afford an example of the productions of

this kind of intellect. He is always establishing a proposi-

tion, and, to those who do not analyze profoundly, he appears

to be an argumentative preacher ; but his argument is not

1 Trans, of the Phren. Soc, p. 437. 2 Vol. i. p. 493-4,
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induction—it is a mere statement of analogies, closed by an

inference that tlie case in point must be as he views it, other-

wise it would be an exception to the ordinary arrangements

of nature. Comparison enables the mathematician to perceive

the truth of a proposition which is necessarily implied in an-

other, which he knows to be demonstrable.

This faculty is more rarely deficient than any of the other

intellectual powers, and the Scripture is addressed to it in

an eminent degree, being replete with analogies and com-

parisons. From giving readiness in perceiving analogies and

resemblances, it is one element in instantaneous acuteness.

The organ is largely developed in a neighbouring nation ;

and it is correctly observed by an anonymous writer, that

*' ingenuity in discovering unexpected glimpses and superfi-

cial coincidences in the ordinary relations of life, the French

possess in an eminent degree."^ In schools, the best scho-

lars generally have much Language and Comparison. In

children the organ of Comparison is usually well developed

;

and it is remarked by a practical writer, that " children come

both to understand and to relish a figurative expression

much sooner than we might naturally be led to imagine."^

" Children," says Miss Edgeworth, " are all, more or less,

pleased with the perception of resemblances and ofanalogy." ^

The faculty is of essential service to orators and popular

preachers. It and Eventuality are the largest organs in the

forehead of William Pitt. It is large also in the busts of

Curran, Chalmers, Burke, and Jeff'rey. In Mr T. Moore it

is very large ;
and, in the eigh th number of The Westminster

Review^ it was remarked, that there are two thousand five

hundred similes in his Life of Sheridan, besides metaphors

and allegorical expressions. Dr Gall correctly observes, that

close reasoning and rigid induction are always disagreeable to

a popular audience, because their faculties are not cultivated

or exercised to follow abstract conceptions. The great charm

1 Edinburffh Review, Nov. 1820, p. 389.

'^ Wood^s Account of the Edinburgh Sessional School, 1828, p. 179.

3 Practical Education, vol. iii. p. 96.
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of popular speakers, therefore, consists in perspicuity of

statement, and copiousness of illustration.

From giving power of illustration and command of figures,

this faculty is of great importance to the poet ; and it aids

Wit also, by suggesting analogies. By common observers,

indeed, the metaphors, amplifications, allegories, and analo-

gies, which Comparison supplies, are frequently mistaken for

the products of Ideality, although they are very diff'erent.

Ideality, being a sentiment, when greatly excited, infuses

passion and enthusiasm into the mind, and prompts it to

soar after the magnificent, the beautiful, and the sublime, as

objects congenial to its constitution. ^ Comparison, on the

other hand, being an intellectual power, produces no vivid

passion, no intense feeling or enthusiasm; it coolly and

calmly plays off its corruscations derived from the other

powers with which it is combined. If united with great

Individuality and Causality in any individual, the compari-

sons employed will be copious, ingenious, and appropriate ;

but if Ideality be not large, they will not be impassioned,

elevated, and glowing. Add to Comparison a large Ideality,

as in Dr Chalmers, and its similes will now twinkle in deli-

cate loveliness like a star, now blaze in meridian splendour

like the sun, while intense feeling and lofty enthusiasm will

give strength and majesty to all its conceptions.

The organ of Comparison is large in Franklin, Roscoe,

Edwards, Henri Quatre, Mr Hume, and the Hindoos ; and

deficient in Haydon the painter, and in the Caribs.

Till recently the function of this organ has been consider-

ed as limited to a perception of general resemblance between

* It is under the influence of Ideality, that

" The poet's eye, in a fine frenzy rolling,

Doth glance from heaven to earth, from earth to heaven ;

And as imagination bodies forth

The forms of things unknown, the poet's pen

Turns them to shapes, and gives to airy nothing

A local habitation and a name.''
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ideas compared ; but a new view has been suggested by my
ingenious friend Mr Hewett Watson. He conceives that its

simple function probably is " a perception of conditions ;"

and he proposes the term Conditionality as its name. It

is admitted, says he, that the faculty of Form compares

forms, Tune compares notes, and Colouring compares co-

lours. In these faculties, comparison is a mode of activity

only / and it is contrary to all analogy to assign comparison

to another organ as its primitive function. The organ

XXXIV, therefore, will probably originate some specific

perceptions distinct in kind from those of any other organ

;

and its comparisons will be made between its own percep-

tions only, as is the case with every other intellectual faculty.

A few illustrations will render these ideas more clear.

When we utter the word man, we address Individuality

alone ; we speak of a being which exists, without specifying

his form, size, colour, or weight ; without mentioning his ac-

tions ; and without intimating his condition. When we say

" the man walks," we add a new idea, that of walking : In

this proposition we call in the aid of Eventuality, which

conceives action or events. If we say " the tall man walks,"

we address Size, Individuality, and Eventuality ; or if we say

" the black man rides," then Colouring, Individuality, and

Eventuality, combine in uttering and in understanding the

proposition. But, suppose that we are told that the " miser-

able man runs along the road ;" here we have, first, the man

—second, his condition, miserable,—and, third, his action,

running: now, what organ takes cognizance of his condi-

tion .?" It is obvious that it must be an organ distinct from

the other two, because the mind can conceive the man with-

out his action ; it can conceive the man and his action with-

out thinking of his condition, and his condition without ad-

verting to his action : his condition is therefore a third and

separate consideration, introduced as an article of additional

information. Again, suppose that we are told that Mr A.

and Miss B. were married last week at the altar of their pa-

rish-church : the information would be communicated by
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and tiddressed to the organ of Individuality, which takes cog-

nizance of Mr A. and Miss B. as individuals, and the altar

and chui-ch as things which exist; Locality would give us

the notion of the place of the marriage, and Time of the date

of it ; but in all this, no information would be acquired of

the condition of the parties. Now, suppose that we should

meet them coming from the church, and should wish them

" much happiness'' in their " new condition,'' it is evident

that some conceptions different from the former are added.

We now contemplate them in the "married condition," and

we express our wish, that they may live happily in that

state.

Mr Watson's idea is, that the primitive function of Com-

parison is to take cognizance of the condition (as alive,

dead, warm, cold, healthy, or sick) in which beings and in-

animate objects exist ; and that it compares the conditions,

just as Colouring compares colours, and Tune compares

notes. Of all the means of creating interest or affording

illustration, the specification of the condition of objects or

beings is the most effectual. Thus, the man exists^ is an-

nounced by Individuality, and produces little interest ; the

man dies, is announced by Individuality and Eventuality,

and is more affecting ; but the " good and just young man
dies,"" stirs up a far deeper emotion ; and it is the addition

of his qualities and condition, " good, just, and young,"

that makes the difference. Poets and orators, therefore,

in whom this faculty is strong, will possess vivid percep-

tions of the condition or state of objects and beings ; and

if every faculty compares its own objects, this will compare

conditions. If Mr Watson's view be correct, we should

find authors in whom Individuality predominates, illustrat-

ing their subject chiefly by comparing simple individual ob-

jects ; those in whom Eventuality predominates, illustrating

by comparing actions ; and those in whom the organ now
under discussion predominates, illustrating by comparing

conditions or states ; and such accordingly appears to be actu-

ally the case. The following illustrations are furnished

chiefly by Eventuality.
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" When Ajax strives some rock's huge weight to throw,

The line, too, labours, and the words move slow
;

Not so when swift Camilla scours the plain,

Flies o'er the unbending com, and skims along the main."

Pope.

Mr Watson observes, that, in Sheridan, Individuality and

Eventuality are large, and Comparison only full ; and the

example ah'eady given on page 97, from his works, corre-

sponds with this development.

In Moore, Individuality is large, Eventuality deficient,

and Comparison very large ; and his descriptions are con-

fined so much to conditions, that any artist who should

attempt to transfer one of his beauties to canvass, would find

it necessary to invent every item of form, proportion, colour,

and indeed every thing except condition. " The harp that

once through Tara's halls " is a good example of this ; the

whole piece being but a description and comparison of con-

ditions. In another short poem, " Though Fate, my girl,

may bid us part," the same occurs ; and the following is an-

other example :

—

" When I remember all

The friends so linked together,

I've seen around me fall

Like leaves in wintry weather

;

I feel like one who treads alone

Some banquet-hall deserted

;

Whose lights are fled, whose garlands dead ;

And all but he departed."

It is quite obvious, that condition is the prominent feature

—indeed, almost the whole physiognomy—of these lines.

In the busts of Pope, Individuality is moderately de-

veloped. Eventuality very large, and Comparison consider-

able. " The styles of Pope and Moore," says Mr Watson,

" seem to be quite contrasted in this respect,—that Pope nar-

rates all the circumstances of his stories in succession, as

they may be supposed to occur. Moore, on the other hand,

gives us a series of highly finished pictures describing clearly

and beautifully the state of the earth, atmosphere, sky,
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clouds, and dramatis personce^ for the time being, but by no

means with that regular sequence of occurrences which is to

be found in Pope. His stories are the whole routine of real

life ; those of Moore stage-representations, where a good deal

is done behind the scenes, and only the most effective parts

brought into view. Pope writes historical documents with

the minute accuracy and detail of a Welsh pedigree ; Moore's

pen is like the pencil of an artist, and creates a gallery of

paintings, where we see the same persons in different situ-

ations at different periods, but with no more information of

what becomes of them in the interim, than we can obtain

concerning the noon-day dwelling of Oberon or the Ghost of

Boyal Hamlet. Their styles being thus different, we should

expect their similes to exhibit a corresponding diversity, if

there be really no special organ of Comparison : those of

Pope should be less strongly characterized by resemblance

of condition, and shew a greater and more proportional va-

riety in the points of similitude ; the comparisons should

be more diversified, and the resemblances more comprehen-
sive."i

I communicated Mr Watson's ideas to Dr Spurzheim, be-

fore they were published in The Phrenological Journal ;

ahd he favoured me with the following remarks, in a letter,

dated Dublin, 16th May 1830 :—" My description of Com-
parison involves the essence of Mr Watson's ideas. Among
your examples, i/oung horse belongs to it, but not lively

horse. The horse being lively, is known by Eventuality, in
the same way as motion in general. The generality of at-

tributes and all abstract ideas and general notions are con-
ceived by Comparison. Condition indicates not only state,

but also cause
; and if Cotnparison shall be replaced by an-

other term, it cannot be Conditionality. Abstraction or ge-
neralization should be preferable. Vergleichender Scharfsinn
is very significant

: It compares, discriminates, separates, ab-
stracts, adapts, and generalizes. The philosophers styled
Nominalists had it in an eminent degree, whilst Individu-

^ Phrmological Journal, vol. vi., p. 389.
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ality was predominant in the Realists. Comparison com-

pares conditions or states, and conditions or causes. Its es-

sential result is generalization and discrimination.''

In the last edition of his Phrenology, Dr S. adverts to Mr
Watson's view in the following terms : "I am delighted to

know that this gentleman is engaged in the pursuit of Phre-

nology ; he is destined to render great service to its cause,

but my Comparison makes me differ from him as to the es-

sential function of this faculty. In my opinion, the cog-

nizance of different conditions is tested by Eventuality. This

faculty not only shews the active, but also the passive and

neutral verbs. It perceives a man walking, but also a man
being carried, a man asleep, two persons being married.

To be young or old, good, just, or the contrary, are physi-

cal or moral events, which are made known to Eventuality.

Hqucc there is no necessity of a new organ of Condition-

ality."

Mr Watson's latest remarks on Compai-ison are contained

in the tenth volume of The Phrenological Journal. " By

comparing," says he, " the developments of several authors

and private acquaintances with their styles of writing and

thinking, I came to the conclusion that comparison was only

a mental process, and ought to be classed with perception,

conception, memory, imagination, and other terms which ap-

pear to express a state of functional activity, not the kind

of ideas formed in the cerebral organs. This conclusion was

forced upon me by finding that the tendency to compare was

not always in proportion to the development of the organ

named Comparison, and that the sense of resemblance and

difference, like that of memory, was always manifested most

strongly in the ideas presumed to be formed by the largest

organs. The next step was to ascertain the kind of ideas

existing or formed in the organ hitherto called Comparison.

On carefully examining the works of authors in whom this

organ was predominant, I believed to have detected a pecu-

liar tendency to describe and to compare certain trains of

ideas, touching the condition or states of external nature and
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internal feelings ; while the works of others, in whom this

organ was moderately developed, were comparatively devoid

of such tendency, but were prone to describe and compare

other trains of ideas. Hende came the suggestion of this

organ taking cognizance of such ideas, and remembering and

comparing those ideas, just as Form is said to remember and

compare shapes. Although the works of Spurzheim do not

give this view, his own ideas about the function of the organ

seem to have approximated to it, because, in reply to Mr

Combe's epistolary intimation of my conclusions, he wrote,

' Comparison compares conditions or states, and conditions

or causes. Its essential result is generalization and discri-

mination.' Mr Hancock says that my term ' conditions'

does not convey to his mind any very distinct ideas. The

fault may be personal, not verbal, as it appears that Spurz-

heim distinctly comprehended the ideas that it should excite.

I differ from Spurzheim and Mr Scott in still thinking that

each organ (or pair of organs) generalizes and discriminates

its own ideas only. The heads of several persons eminent

in the physical sciences evince only a moderate development

of Comparison, yet these sciences require generalization and

discrimination to a great extent. Half the science of Bo-

tany, and almost the whole of Entomology, turn on dis-

criminations of objects nearly alike, or in uniting them into

general groups in accordance with certain resemblances in

their physical properties. Why, therefore, is the organ of

Comparison not always large in eminent botanists and ento-

mologists, if this organ be necessary to generalization and

discrimination of all kinds of ideas alike 1 Again, if Com-
parison ' compares conditions or states,' what organ perceives

and remembers them ?" ^

The views of Dr Vimont on this subject are identical with

those of Mr Watson ; he names the faculty " Comparaison

ou appreciation de Vetat des choses,'' and illustrates its nature

thus :—When a piece of ice is placed in a vessel over the

fire, Form, Size, and Colouring, take cognizance of its ap-

1 Fhremlogical Journal, vol. x. p. 169.

VOL. 11. L
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pearance
; and, when it melts, the change is perceived by-

Eventuality. All these perceptions may take place vv^ithout

any idea arising, of a relation between the state of the now
liquid substance, and the same state in other substances, such

as lead, mercury, or milk. What then, says he, is the faculty

which recognises that state of one body relatively to another,

so as to make known its qualities expressed by the adjective

in language Doubtless, he answers. Comparison
; or, as

he prefers to name it, " I'appreciation de I'etat des corps,

mais avec I'idee de rapprochment ou de relation." ^ He al-

ludes to Mr "Watson's essay in The Phrenological Journal,

and adds the remark (ill-founded, as it appears to me), that

" although the arguments of that phrenologist are very in-

genious, his theory seems to be at bottom nothing but the

idea of comparison, in the sense in which the word is used

by Gall."

I have seen several cases which seem to support Mr
Watson's view that Comparison gives a special tendency to

the mind to take cognizance of conditions. I know a phy-

sician in whom it is very large, combined with Individuality

small, and Causality only full, and he manifests an extraordi-

nary tendency to investigate the condition of every import-

ant organ and function in his patients. I have observed

other physicians in whom Comparison was small, content

themselves with vague and general enquiries, and confine

their attention to prominent symptoms, although in them

the organs of Individuality and Causality were more amply

developed.

It is not yet determined whether this organ is possessed by

the lower animals. Dr Gall says that man alone is endowed

with it ; but Dr Vimont has been led, by studying the actions

of certain animals, such as the dog, elephant, orang-outang,

and bear, to consider these creatures as not destitute of the

faculty.

The essential functions of the organ are regarded as ascer-

tained.

* Traiti de Phrhtolojie, tomo ii. p. 382.
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35.—CAUSALITY.

It has long been a matter of general observation, that

men possessing a profound and comprehensive intellect, such

as Socrates, Bacon, and Galileo, have the upper part of the

forehead greatly developed. At Vienna Dr Gall remarked,

that in the most zealous disciples of Kant, men distinguish-

ed for profound, penetrating, metaphysical talent, the parts

of the brain lying immediately at the sides of the organ of

Comparison were distinctly enlarged. He and Dr Spurz-

heim subsequently saw a mask of Kant himself, moulded

after death, and perceived an extraordinary projection of

these parts. At a later period, they became personally ac-

quainted with Fichte, and found in him a development of

that region still larger than in Kant. Innumerable additional

observations satisfied them concerning the function of this

organ ; Dr Gall named it " Esprit metaphysique, Profondeur

cCespritr and Dr Spurzheim " Causality." This organ and

Comparison are large in Melancthon, vol. i. p. 141, Tasso,

p. 453, Chaucer and Locke, p. 477, and Michael Angelo,

vol. ii. p. 29 ; small in idiot, vol. i. p. 45, New Hollander,

p. 57, and Griffiths, p. 382.

Dr Thomas Brown says :
" A cause, in the fullest defini-

tion which it philosophically admits, may be said to be that

which immediately precedes any change, and rvhich, existing

at any time in similar circumstances, has been always, and
will be always, immediately followed by a similar change. Pri-

ority, in the sequence observed, and invariableness of antece-

dence in the past and future sequences supposed, are the

elements, and the only elements, combined in the notion of

a cause." This is a definition by means of Individuality and
Eventuality, of the function of Causality, but it is not com-
plete. When we treat of a primitive power of the mind, all

that we can do is to describe it, to state the objects to which
it is related, and to give it a name. We cannot, by means
of a definition, enable a person who never experienced its
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activity, to understand what it is. The definition of Dr
Brown describes, with sufficient accuracy, the circumstances

in which the perception of causation is excited ; but it does

not convey any notion of the primitive mental faculty by
which the perception is accomplished. In addition to the

invariable sequence which Eventuality perceives, a notion of

power or efficiency in the antecedent to produce the conse-

quent, appears to me to arise in the mind, when contempla-

ting instances of causation ; and this notion is formed and

manifested by means of the organ of Causality.

We have no notion of substance^ except as it is unfolded

to us in its qualities, yet we have a firm conviction that sub-

stance exists. We see only sequence in causatian ; yet we
have an irresistible conviction that efficiency exists in the

antecedent to produce the consequent. Individuality gives

the first, and Causality the second conviction, and both give

belief in the existence of something, the essential nature of

which is unknown.

It is said, that it is only by experience, or by observing

the invariableness of the sequence, that we discover the con-

nexion of cause and effect ; and this is true : but in this re-

spect Causality does not differ from the other faculties. Ca-

loric, as existing in nature, is one thing, and the sensation

of heat produced by it in the human body, is another. Be-

fore the mind can experience the sensation, heat must be

applied to the nerves ; but even after the sensation has been

felt, the mind knows nothing about what caloric is in itself,

or ho7V it comes to have the quality of causing the sensa-

tion. All that the mind discovers is, that caloric, be it

Avhat it may, exists ; and that it is capable of producing

certain effects on matter, and of exciting, in the living body

that peculiar feeling which we name heat or warmth. The

same holds in regard to Causality. Before the mind can

know the existence of a cause, it must manifest itself by pro-

ducing an effect. The application of caloric to the nerves pro-

duces the feeling of heat; and the presentment of an instance

of causation excites in Causality the notion that a cause exists.
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Suppose a bent bow, with an arrow drawn to the head, but

retained in this position, to be presented, it is said that

Causality, prior to experience, could never discover that, on

the restraining power being withdrawn, the bow would ex-

pand and propel the arrow ; and this is quite correct ; because

a bow in this condition is an object which excites only the

faculties of Form, Size, Colouring, and Individuality. It is

an object of still life, of simple existence ; when it expands,

and the arrow starts from the string, it becomes an object of

Eventuality, which perceives the motion ;
but, in addition

to the perception of the bow and the motion, an impression

is generated, that the expansion was the cause of the arrow's

motion ; and this impression arises through the medium of

Causality. The most illiterate savage would repeat the ope-

ration in the confidence that the effect would follow. A
monkey, however, although it might find the arrow very

useful in knocking down fruit which it could not reach with

its hands, would not repeat the operation although presented

with the bow and arrow. It possesses hands and arms quite

adapted to draw the string ; but having no organ of Causa-

lity, it does not conceive the notion of causation : it sees the

phenomena succeed each other, without any idea of efficiency

being excited.^

^ Beavers and others of the lower animals appear, at first sight, to have

some degree of Causality. Beavers adapt the structure of their dam with

surprising sagacity to the pressure of the water ; and in preparing it, they

not only cut trees in such a way as to ensure their falling into the water*

and not on dry land, but select trees so situated, that Avhen they do fall,

the stream shall carry them to the spot where they wish them to be placed.

There appears to be a knowledge of cause and effect in these operations ;

and yet the beaver cannot apply this knowledge out of its o-vvn depart-

ment. I am inclined, therefore, to give a difierent explanation. It is

probable that each knowing faculty is adapted to the natural laws of its

objects ; the organ of Tune is fitted not only to feel in accordance with the

laws of harmony, but instinctively to seek to obey them in producing

music ; it desires melody, and melody cannot be produced except in con-

formity with these laws : it therefore tries, and tries again, until at last it

succeeds in producing sounds agreeable to itself, and, just because its con-

stitution and the laws of harmony are in accordance, it at last fulfils these

laws by instinctive impulse, without knowing them as subjects of reflec-
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Individuality and Eventuality take cognizance of things

obvious to the eenses. Causality looks a little farther than

tion. It is probable that the organs of Constructiveness and Weight in

the beaver, are in like manner adapted to the laws of gravitation and

motion, and that it instinctively obeys them without knowing any thing

reflectively of the laws themselves. This would account for its powers

being perfect, yet limited in their sphere. Constructiveness and "Weight

in man also may be adapted to these laws, but, by the addition of Causa-

lity, he may become acquainted with natural powers as general agents,

and capable of tracing their general application. Thus, a beaver, an ele-

phant, and a savage, may, by the mere instinct of Weight and Momentum,

roll or pull a heavy body, which they cannot lift, up an inclined plane,

without knowing any thing of the causes why they succeed in raising it

in this way ; but a philosopher, with great Causality, may recognise the

existence of the cause, ascertain the laws of its operation, and then ap-

ply his discovery to a variety of purposes. This would account for philo-

sophers often excelling in particular branches of science, who are moder-

ately endowed with Causality—Newton, for example, in mathematics and

dynamics ; while no man is ever observed to be eminent for his talent of

applying causation generally, who has a deficiency of that kind. Some

philosophers, however, believe that the lower animals possess some de-

gree of causality. Beavers modify their structures to adapt them to new

circumstances, and I have seen a monkey run in terror when a gun was

presented towards it,—indicating that, from having seen it fired, it knew

it to be a destructive engine. These effects might result fi'om a very low

degree of Causality, sufficient to give perception of causation, but not

enough to lead to the active employment of causes to accomplish ends
;

and in this case the remark in the text would be too broad. Dr Vimont

says : " I am much inclined to believe that the faculty of Causality exists

in certain animals, such as the elephant, the orang-outang, and the dog
;

though in a degree so inferior, that they cannot in this respect be com-

pared with man. I believe that it is to the considerable endowment of

this faculty in the latter, that we ought chiefly to ascribe the immense

distance which exists between him and the brutes." Dr Elliotson ob-

ser^'es ; " I see daily instances of something deserving some such name as

judgment or reason in brutes. To the incredulous I offer the following

anecdote in the words of Dr Darwin. ' A wasp on a gravel walk had

caught a fly nearly as large as itself. Kneeling on the ground, I observed

him separate the tail and the head from the body part to which the wings

•were attached. He then took the body part in his paws, and rose about

two feet from the gi'ound with it ; but a gentle breeze wafting the wings

of the fly turned him round in the air, and he settled again with his prey

upon the gravel. I then distinctly observed him cut off with his mouth

first one of the wings and then the other, after which he flew away with
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these, perceives the dependencies of phenomena, and fur-

nishes the idea of causation, as implying efficiency, or some-

thing more than mere juxta-position or sequence. It im-

presses us with an irresistible conviction, that every pheno-

menon or change in nature is caused by something, and

hence, by successive steps, leads us to the great Cause of all.

In looking at the actions of men, it inclines us to consider

the motives, or moving causes, from which they proceed.

Individuality and Eventuality apprehend facts and events,

or take cognizance of direct evidence ;
Causality judges of

circumstantial evidence, or that by inference. In a trial, a

juryman, with large Individuality and Eventuality, and small

Causality, will have great difficulty in convicting on circum-

stantial evidence. He in whom Causality is large will often

feel that kind of proof to be irresistible. This faculty in-

duces us on all occasions to ask. Why is this so ? It gives

deep penetration, and the perception of logical consequence

in argument. It is large in persons who possess a natural

genius for metaphysics, political economy, or similar sciences.

When greatly larger than Individuality, Eventuality, and

Comparison, it tends to vague generalities of speculation, al-

together inapplicable to the affairs of life ; and hence those

in whom it predominates are not calculated to shine in ge-

neral society. Their sphere of thought is too abstract to be

reached by ordinary minds : they feel this, and remain silent

;

and hence are reputed dull, heavy, and even stupid.

A great defect of the organ renders the intellect superfi-

cial ; and unfits the individual for forming comprehensive

and consecutive views, either in abstract science or in busi-

ness. Coincidence only, and not causation, in events is then

it unmolested with the wind.* Zoonomia : Instinct. The works of the

two Hubers Sur les mceurs des fourmis indighies, furnish an abundance of

most interesting instances of reason in those insects. See also Mr Smel-

lie's paper in the Transact, of Royal Society of Edinburgh, vol. i. p. 89,

sqq."—(Elliotson's Blumenhach, 4th ed. p. 543). An additional instance

will be found in The Phrenological Journal, vol. viii. p. 73.
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perceived.^ Persons in whom it is deficient are often ad-

mirably fitted for common situations, or for executing plans

devised by profounder intellects
; but, if they are entrusted

with the duties of legislators, or become directors in any
public affair embracing causation, it is difficult to make them
comprehend the natui-al dependencies of things, and to act

according to them. Blind to causes and to remote conse-

quences, they stigmatize as visionary all intellectual percep-

tions Avhich their own minds cannot reach
;
they reject prin-

ciple as vain theory, are captivated by expedients, and re-

present these as the beau ideal of practical wisdom.

Dr Spurzheim observes, that " the faculty of Individuality

makes us acquainted with objects, that of Eventuality with

events
;
Comparison points out their identity, analogy, or

difference, and finds out their harmony ; finally, Causality

desires to know the causes of all occurrences. Consequently,

these faculties together, pointing out general principles and

laws, and drawing conclusions, inductions, or corollaries, con-

stitute the truly philosophic understanding.''

It is interesting to trace the effects of this faculty, strong

or weak, in the mental character, as it exhibits itself in the

occurrences of life. In a visit to a great public work, I accom-

panied two gentlemen, in one of whom Individualitywas large

^ The following amusing and instructive observations occur in the

Phrenological Journal, vol. xii. p. 293. " Specimen of Irish Causation."

—" In a history of Ireland, published about a century ago, tlie author ac-

counts for the death of an Irish monarch by the following satisfactory

explanation :
—

' He lived to a very advanced age, until death put an

end to his life.' It would be interesting to know by what mental pro-

cess the effect was made to stand for the cause of itself, in the historian's

notions. We have noticed this style of expression to be habitual with

many persons in whom the organs of Individuality are large, and the

upper part of the forehead deficient in proportion to the lower. It

seems that, in persons whose heads are thus formed, every noun is taken

as the name of some supposed being, having a real_and individual exist-

ence ; and in this way, words truly indicating only changes or states of

being, come to be regarded as agents capable of performing actions.

According to our observations, blunders of this kind are rarely made,

but often detected in others, by persons in whose heads the organs

called Wit are largely developed."
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and Causality small, and in the other of whom the propor-

tions of these organs were reversed. The former, in sur-

veying the different objects and operations, put question

after question to the workmen, in rapid and long-continued

succession; and nearly all the information which he carried

away with him was acquired in answer to specific interro-

gatories. His mind scarcely supplied a step by its own re-

flection ; and did not appear to survey the operations as a

systematic whole. The latter individual looked a long time

in silence before he put a question at all ; and when he did

ask one, it was. What is the use of that ? The answer en-

abled his own mind to supply a multitude of additional

ideas ; he proceeded in his examination, and it was only on

arriving at another incomprehensible part of the apparatus,

that he again inquired. When he had surveyed the whole,

he turned back, and, with the most apparent satisfaction,

contemplated in silence the operations from beginning to end,

as an entire system. I heard him afterwards describe what

he had seen, and discovered that he had carried off a distinct

comprehension of the principles and objects of the work.

It is probable that a superficial observer would have regard-

ed the first as the acute, intelligent, and observing man of

genius—the person who noticed every thing, and asked about

every thing ; and the latter as a dull uninteresting man, who
put only two or three questions, looked heavily, and said no-

thing.

A gentleman in a boat was unexpectedly desired to steer.

He took hold of the helm, hesitated a moment what to do,

and then steered with just eff'ect. Being asked why he hesi-

tated, he replied, I was unacquainted with steering, and
required to think how the helm acts." He was requested to

explain how thinking led him to the point, and replied.

That he knew, from study, the theory of the helm's action

;

that he just ran over in his mind the water's action upon it,

and its action on the boat, and then he saw the whole plainly

before him. He had a full Causality, and not much Indivi-

duality. A person with great Individuality and Eventuality,
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and little Causality, placed in a similar situation, would have
tried the experiment of the helm's action, to come to a know-
ledge of the mode of steering : he would have turned it to

the right hand and to the left, observed the effect, and then

acted accordingly ; and he might have steered during his

whole subsequent life, without knowingany thing more about

the matter.

A question arose in an evening party concerning the cause

of the harvest moon. In one gentleman present, Individua-

lity and Eventuality predominated : in another. Causality

was the larger intellectual organ. In an instant the former

said that the long continuance ofmoon-light at that season was

owing to the moon's advancing north to the tropic of Cancer

at the time of her being full. The latter paused for a little,

and added, " Yes, Sir, you are quite right." Observing the

difference in their heads, and perceiving by their manner that

they had arrived at the result by different mental processes,

I asked them to explain how they knew this to be the cause.

The first said, " Oh ! I recollect Professor Playfair stated it

in his lectures to be so."" The other replied, "I had forgotten

the precise fact, but I recollected the principle on which the

Professor mentioned it to depend, and by a moment's reflec-

tion I followed it out, and arrived at the conclusion which

this gentleman has just announced.'' I am not sure," said

the former, "that I could now master the principle, but of

the result I am quite certain ; because I distinctly recollect

of its being stated by Mr Playfair." This is a striking ex-

ample of the mode of action of these different faculties. In-

dividuality knows only facts, and Eventuality events ; while

Causality alone takes cognizance of principles.

Causality is the fountain of resources. Place an indivi-

dual, in whom it is small, in new circumstances, and he will

be helpless and bewildered ;
place another, in whom it is

large, in a similar situation, and he will shew his superiority

by the extent of his inventions. A mechanic, with little

Causality, will be at a stand if his ordinary tools are want-

ing, or if employed out of his ordinary line ;
another, having
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this faculty powerful, will find a thousand substitutes. If a

person deficient in Causality be placed in charge ofany estab-

lishment, comprehending a variety of duties which arise the

one out of the other, and all of which cannot be anticipated

and specified a priori, he will be prone to neglect part of

what he ought to attend to. He will probably plead forget-

fulness as his excuse ; but want of comprehensiveness and

consecutiveness of thinking will be the real cause of his im-

perfections.

If a person possessing little Causality write a book, he may

shine in narrative, provided Individuality, Eventuality, and

Language be amply developed ; but when he endeavours to

reason, he will become feeble and confused. One endowed

with much Causality, in reading a work written by an author

in whom this organ is deficient, feels it characterized by

lightness and want of depth ; it furnishes him with no

stimulus to thinking. When, on the other hand, a person

possessing only a small Causality, peruses a book composed

by an author in whom this organ predominates, such as

Locke's Essays, or Brown's Lectures, he regards it as heavy,

abstract, and dry, and is oppressed by it as if a night-mare

were weighing on his mind.

Among metaphysicians, Hume, Dr Adam Smith, and Dr

Thomas Brown display great Causality, Dr Reid not so

much, and Mr Stewart still less. In the portraits of the

first three the organ is represented as decidedly large. It is

large also in Bacon, Franklin, and Playfair ; and likewise in

the masks of Haydon, Burke, Brunei, Wordsworth, and

Wilkie. It is moderate in Pitt and Sir J. E. Smith ; and

very deficient in the skulls of the Caribs and New Hollan-

ders. An anonymous writer observes, that, " of whatever has

been said and written upon the moral and political sciences

in France, the general characteristic is a deficiency in exten-

sive views of human nature, in profound investigation of the

heart, portrayed in all its strongest feelings and multitudi-

nous bearings."^ Without subscribing to the accuracy of

1 Edinburgh Review, Nov. 1820, p. 389.
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this observation in its full extent, the fact may be mentioned

as certain, that, in the French head in general, the organ of

Causality is by no means largely developed.

" It is remarkable," says Dr Spurzheim, " that the ancient

artists should always have given to their busts of philoso-

phers a large forehead, and represented Jupiter Capitolinus

with a forehead in the middle part more prominent than is

ever seen in nature
; they seem to have observed that de-

velopment of the forehead has a relation to great under-

standing. It is farther remarkable, than this larger develop-

ment does not extend to the lateral upper portion of the

forehead. The organ of Mirthfulness, which the Edinburgh

phrenologists are inclined to consider as that of perceiving

differences, is small in the busts of Demosthenes, Cicero, and

other great men ; it is particularly defective in Jupiter. In

this respect, therefore, the observations of the ancient artists

coincide with mine, to prove that the organ of Mirthfulness

is not necessary to a philosophical mind."^ The bust of So-

crates (of which the Phrenological Society possesses a copy)

shews a very large development of the reflecting organs.

Either it is a correct representation of his real appearance,

and thus presents an interesting coincidence between his

character and development ; or it is imaginary, and, in that

case, shews the impression of the ancient artist, that the mind

of Socrates required such a tenement for its abode.

As already mentioned, when the organ now under con-

sideration is very deficient, the individual has great difficulty

in perceiving causation ; and when two events are presented

to him the one following the other, he sees only coincidence.

Illustrations of this remark frequently occur in discussions

relative to Phrenology. When Causality is well developed

in an observer, and several decided instances of concomitance

between particular forms of head and particular powers of

mind are presented to him, the feeling of connexion between

them is irresistible ; he is struck with it, and declares that

there is something here which ought to be followed out.

1 Phremlogy, last edition, Boston, U. S. 1832, p. 356.
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When the same facts are exhibited to a person in whom

Causality is deficient, he smiles surprisedly, and ejaculates,

" A curious coincidence !" but his mind receives no strong

impression of connexion between the phenomena ; he feels

no desire to follow out the ideas to their consequences, and

has no wish to prosecute the investigation. It was from

this class of minds, ever ready to catch superficial glimpses,

that the public received the first accounts of Phrenology ;

and on them are chargeable the misrepresentations which so

long impeded its course.

In The Phrenological Journal, vol. xi., p. 326, a case is

reported by Mr James Smellie of Glasgow, in which an

operative engineer, in consecjuence of a fracture of the skull

affecting the organs of Causality and Ideality on the right

side, became " incapable of understanding or of uttering any

thing farther than the most simple idea.''' Although he was

able " to go to a friend's house, about a mile distant, in the

evenings, and join in the exercise of vocal music, yet he was

unfit to give any lengthened account of himself, or tell any

story which could be understood." " Still he was sometimes

in good spirits, and laughed, and tried to joke with his

friends."

This faculty is an ingredient in the Judgment of the meta-

physicians. As there are individuals so deficient in the or-

gan of Tune, as to be incapable of perceiving melody, so

there are some in whom Causality is so defective that they

are incapable of perceiving causation, except of the most ob-

vious kind. If such persons are not aware of their own
deficiency, and have much Self-Esteem and Firmness, they

are often intolerable dogmatists, as they hold fast by all

notions which they have adopted, from whatever source they

may have been derived, and shew an utter incapacity for

reasoning. There are others in whom the organ is large

enough to render them capable of apprehending an exposition

of causation, when clearly unfolded to them ; but in whom it

is still so moderate that they cannot reproduce the steps of
the argimient by which they were convinced. Such men
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often possess sound opinions on abstract subjects, without

being able to assign sufficient reasons for them.

Causality is also, to a certain extent, the fountain of ab-

stract ideas, namely, those of the relation of cause and effect

;

and bears, in this respect, an analogy to the power named
abstraction by the old philosophers. It and Comparison

correspond to the Relative Suggestion of Dr Thomas Brown

;

" a tendency of the mind," as he explains it, " by which, on

perceiving or conceiving objects together, we are instantly

impressed with certain feelings of their mutual relation.'' ^

By dispensing with Perception, Conception, &c., as separate

faculties of the mind, and dividing the intellect into the two

faculties of Simple Suggestion and Relative Suggestion, Dr

Brown has made an interesting approach to the results of

phrenological discovery, and to a correct analysis of the ac-

tual constitution of the human intellect. It was impossible,

by means of the old faculties of Conception, &c., to point out

the characteristics of a mind which collected only facts in

the order in which they were presented to it ; and of another,

which struck out a multitude of new ideas from every object

which it contemplated, and instinctively inquired from what

causes all phenomena proceeded, and to what results they

tended. Dr Brown's Simple Suggestion denotes the one

tendency, and his Relative Suggestion the other
;
and, in

Phrenology, the perceptive faculties correspond pretty closely

to the former, and the Reflective powers to the latter.

We are now prepared to consider some points which have

occasioned great and animated discussions among the meta-

physical writers of the old schools. It has been stated, that

Individuality takes cognizance of objects that exist. A tree,

a ship, a mountain, are presented to the mind, and ideas or

conceptions of them are formed ; and the conception is fol-

lowed by an intuitive belief in their existence. Bishop

Berkeley objects to the belief in their existence as unphilo-

sophical ;
because, says he, the conception or idea is a mere

mental affection, and no reason can be assigned, why an ex-

^ Lectures, vol. iii. p. 14.
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t3rnal object must be believed to exist, merely because we

experience a mental affection. A smell, for example, is

nothing more than a certain impression on the mind, com-

municated through the olfactory nerves. But no necessary

connexion can be perceived between this affection and belief

in the existence of a rose : the mind may undergo the affec-

tion called a smell, just as it experiences the emotion called

joy, and a material object may have as little to do in causing

the one as the other. Hence Dr Berkeley concluded, that

we have philosophical evidence for the existence only of

mind and mental affections, and none for the existence of

the material world. Hume carried this argument farther,

and maintained, that, as we are conscious only of ideas, and

as the existence of ideas does not necessarily imply the exist-

ence of mind, we have philosophical evidence for the exist-

ence of ideas only, and none for that of either matter or

mind. Dr Reid answered Berkeley's objection by observing,

that the belief in external objects, consequent on perceiving

them, is intuitive, and hence requires no reason for its sup-

port.

Phrenology enables us to refer these different speculations

to their sources in the different faculties. Individuality

(aided by the other perceptive faculties), in virtue of its

constitution, perceives external objects, and its action is ac-

companied by intuitive belief in their existence. But Berke-

ley employed the faculty of Causality to discover rohy it is

that this perception is followed by belief; and because Cau-

sality could give no account of the matter, and could see no

necessary connexion between the mental affection called per-

ception, and the existence of external nature, he denied that

that nature exists. Dr Reid's answer, translated into phre-

nological language, was simply this :—The cognizance of the

existence of the outward world belongs to Individuality

:

Individuality has received its own constitution, and its own
functions, and cannot legitimately be called on to explain or

account for these to Causality. In virtue of its constitution,

it perceives the existence of external objects, and belief in

that existence follows ; and if Causality cannot see how this

II
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happens, it is a proof that Causality's powers are limited,

but not that Individuality is deceitful in its indications.

Another class of philosophers, by an error springing from
an analogous source, have denied causation. When Even-
tuality contemplates circumstances connected by the rela-

tion of cause and effect, it perceives only one event follow-

ing another, in immediate and invariable sequence. For
example, if a cannon be fired, and the shot knock down a

wall, Individuality and some other perceptive faculties ob-

serve only the existence of the powder. Eventuality per-

ceives the fire applied to it, the explosion, and the fall of

the building, as events following in succession ; but it forms

no idea of power in the gunpowder, when ignited, to pro-

duce the eff'ect. When Causality, on the other hand, is

joined with Eventuality in contemplating these phenomena,

the impression of power or efficiency in the exploding gun-

powder to produce the effect, arises spontaneously in the

mind, and Causality produces an intuitive belief in the ex-

istence of this efi&ciency, just because it is its constitution

to do so ; and it is as absurd for Eventuality to deny the- ex-

istence of some quality in the powder which gives rise to

this feeling, because only Causality perceives it, as for Cau-

sality to deny the existence of the external world, because

only the knowing faculties perceive it.

A practical application of much importance follows from

these doctrines.

Some men deny the existence of God ; and others strenu-

ously maintain, that his existence is demonstrable by a le-

gitimate exercise of reason. The former, who deny God,

say, that all we perceive in nature is existence and the suc-

cession of phenomena ; that we can form no idea of efficiency

or power ; and that, therefore, all we know philosophically

is, that matter exists, and undergoes certain changes. This

is the natural conclusion of men in whose heads Individual-

ity and Eventuality are large, and Causality small; and,

accordingly, atheists are generally very deficient in the or-

gan of Causality, and shew its weakness in their general

arguments on other topics. If, on the other hand, a mind

in which Causality is very powerful, surveys the phenomena

2
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of nature, the conviction of a Cause of them arises irresistibly

and intuitively from the mere exercise of the faculty. Be-

nevolence and design in the arrangements of the moral and

physical world are clearly perceived by it ; and it therefore

instinctively infers, that benignity and intelligence are at-

tributes of the cause which produced them. Hence the fact

is phrenologically explained, why all master spirits are be-

lievers in God. Socrates, Plato, and the ancient philoso-

phers, are represented as endowed with large organs of Cau-

sality ; and they all admitted a Deity. Voltaire had too

large a Causality to doubt of the existence of God ;
and

Franklin continued to reverence the Supreme Being, al-

though he had renounced Christianity.

To some who, perhaps for the sake of argument, have

seemed inclined to deny the existence of a Deity, I have

made the following appeal, without receiving any satisfac-

tory answer :—A tree with roots exists ; the earth exists ;

and there is an exquisite adaptation of the one to the other.

The adaptation is not a quality of the tree, nor of the earth ;

but a relation between them. It has no physical existence,

but is clearly apprehended by mind. Adaptation and its

design being obvious, an intelligent mind must have con-

trived it ; and this mind we call the Deity. Causality per-

ceives the adaptation.

Another argument resorted to by atheists finds an answer

in the principles now explained. They object that we have

no evidence, from reason, of the self-existence of God ; and

afl&rm, that, for any thing we know to the contrary, the

Maker of the world may himself own a superior, and have

been created. Their objection is stated in this form :
" You

who believe in God infer his existence from seeing his works,

on the principle that every effect must have a cause. But,"

say they, " this Being himself is an effect. You have no evi-

dence from reason of }ns> self-existence or self-creation; and,

as he does exist, you must assign a cause of him, on the

same principle that you regard him as the cause of the ma-

terial creation." The atheists carry this argument the

VOL. II. M
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length of a denial of God altogether, in respect that it is

only the first cause that, according to them, can legitimately

be regarded as Deity ; and the first cause, say they, is to us

unknown.

This speculation may be answered as follows :—The
knowing faculties perceive objects directly, and Causality

infers qualities from manifestations. To be able to judge

thoroughly of any object, the rvhole of these faculties must

be employed on it. When a watch, for example,- is pre-

sented to us, the knowing faculties perceive its spring, le-

ver, and wheels, and Causality discerns their object or de-

sign. If the question is put, Whence did the watch pro-

ceed ?—from the nature of its materials, as perceived by the'

knowing faculties, Causality infers that it could not make'

itself; and from discovering intelligence and design in the

adaptation of its parts, this faculty concludes*, that its cause'

must have possessed these qualities, and therefore assigns

its production to an intelligent artificer. Suppose the state-

ment to be next made—" This artificer himself is an exist-

ence, and every existence must have a cause
;
who, then,

made the watchmaker V In this case, if no farther infor-

mation were present-ed to Causality than what it could ol>

tain by contemplating the structure of the watch, the an^

swer would necessarily be, that it could not' tell. But let

the artificer, or man, be submitted to the joint observation

of the knowing faculties and Causality, and let the question^

be put, Who made him ?—the knowing powers, by examin-

ing the structure of his body, would present Causality with

data from which it could unerringly infer, that although it

perceived in him intelligence and power sufficient to make^

the watch, yet, from the nature of his constitution, he coul(f

not possibly have madfe himself. Proceeding in the inves-

tigation, Causality, still aided by the knowing facultiesj

would perceive the most striking indications of power, be-

nevolence, and design in the human frame ; and from con-

templating these, it would arrive at a complete conviction,,

that the watchmaker is the work of a great, powerful, and
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intelligent Being. If, however, the question were repeated,

" Whence did this Being proceed V Causality could not

answer, any more than it could tell, from' seeing the watch

alone, who made the watchmaker. The perceptive facul-

ties cannot observe the substance of the Maker of the hu-

man body : his existence is discovered by Causality alone ;

and all that it can accomplish is to infer his existence, and

his qualities or attributes, from perceiving th-eir manifesta-

tions. Jlidging.by means of reason alone, the inscription,

" To th-e unknown God,'^ on the altar in Athens-, mentioned

by St Paul, was strictly philosophical-. It embodied a

clear acknowledgment of the existence of a God, while it pro-

fessed profound ignoranxje of his substance and mode of be-

ii^, Dr Vimont rfemarks-, that we camiot fully comprehend

God without being his equal ; just as a dog cannot compre-

hend the human mind, in consequence of its utter want of

several of the human* faculties. Nevertheless, we are, as

I have attena^pted to shew, capable of attaining to- a thorough

co&viction of his existence, and of his possessing the attri-

butes which we see manifested in his works.

I have stated the argument in the plainest language, but

with perfect reverence ; and we are ai'rived at the conclusion,

that this faculty is silent as to the cause of the Creator of

man, and cannot tell whether he is self-existent, or called'

into being by some higher power. But thus far it can go,

and it draws^ its conclusions unhesitatingly, that he must ex-

ist, and must possess the attributes which it" perceives mani^-

fested in his works : aiid, these points being certain, it de-

clares that he is God to us ; that he is our Creator and Pre-

server ; that all his qualities, so far as it can discover, merit

our profoundest respect and admiration ; and that, therefore,

he is to man the highest and most legitimate object of vene-'

ration and worship.

It has been objected, that although Caulsality may disco--

ver that God has existed, it sees no evidence that he now
exists. The answer to this remark appears to me to be,

that the manifestations of his power, wisdom, and goodness,
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continue to be presented to Causality every moment, and

that it has no data for concluding that the cause of them has

ceased, while their effects remain monuments of his being.

The organ is regarded as established.

ADAPTATION OF THE EXTERNAL WORLD TO THE IN-

TELLECTUAL FACULTIES OF MAN.

The external world and the human mind, having ema-

nated from the same Creator, should be found wisely adapt-

ed to each other ; and this accordingly appears, in an emi-

nent degree, to be the case. If the reader will direct his

attention to any natural or artificial object, and consider,.

Ist, its existence ; 2d, its form
;
3c?, its size; 4^A, its weight;

bth, its locality, or position in space
;
Qth, the number of its

parts
;
1th, the order or physical arrangement of its parts ;

Sth, the changes which it undergoes
;

^th, the periods of

time within which these talce place ; 10 the analogies and

differences between the object under consideration and other

objects
;
l\th, the effects which it produces

;
and, lastly, if

he will designate the assemblage of ideas thus acquired by

a name—he will find that he has obtained a tolerably com-

plete notion of the object of his contemplation, and is able

to express it.

This order should be followed in teaching the sciences.

Botany and Mineralogy are rendered intolerably tedious and

uninteresting to many persons, who really possess sufficient

natural talents for studying them , in consequence ofnames and

classifications being erroneously taught as the chief objects to

be attained. A better method would be, to make the pupil

acquainted with his own mental powers, and to furnish him

witb experimental knowledge that these stand in definite

relations to external objects, and feel a positive pleasure in

contemplating them. His attention should then be directed

to the existence of the object, as in itself interesting to ludi-
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viduality ; to its form, as interesting to the faculty of Form ;

to its colour, as pleasing to the faculty of Colouring ; and so

forth with its other qualities : while the name, order, genus,

and species, should be taught, in the last place, as designative

merely of the qualities and relationship of the objects with

which he has become conversant. Practice in this mode of

tuition will establish its advantages. The mind which, un-

exercised, regards all forms, not extravagantly ugly or beau-

tiful, with indiflference, will soon experience delight in dis-

criminating minute degrees of elegance and expression ; and

a similar effect will follow the cultivation of the other powers.

The larger the organs, the greater will be the delight expe-

rienced in study ; but even with a moderate development

much may be attained. Nor is it necessary to resort to

schools and colleges for this exercise of the intellect. Ob-

jects in nature and art calculated to stimulate our faculties

everywhere abound ; and if the reader, as he walks in the

town or country, will actively apply his various powers in

the manner now pointed out, he will find innumerable sources

of pleasure within his reach, although he should not know
scientific names and classifications.

I am indebted to my excellent friend Mr Gustav von
Struve of Mannheim, for the following remarks :

—

''Eventuality conceives the occurrences of life in their

connection with Time, Causality in their connection with
Causation. Eventuality is therefore with regard to time
what Causality is with regard to cause and effect, and mo-
tive and sequel.

" Synthesis (comparison) is to the reflecting faculties

what synchronous history is to the knowing faculties, when
applied to occurrences

; chronological history is to the latter

what analysis is to the former. As analysis in chemistry
resolves a body into its constituent elements, so in an inquiry
into the cause of an effect, or into the motive of a sequel,

analysis resolves an event into its elements.

" A body is subject to the physical laws, which rule in
space ; an events to those which govern time.
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•" Whilst, therefore, the constituent parts of a body co-exist

(in space), the constituent elements of an event follow each

<other (in time). Our senses make us directly acquainted

with the constituent parts of a body, but we cannot by means

,of these directly perceive the constituent elements of events.

These we discern only intellectually by means of our Causa-

lity; and we discern them only by discovering that one event

is the parent of the other, while it again, in its turn, may be

the oflfspritig of a third (still more remote), and so on with-

out end.

To draw conclusions is nothing else but to prove these

(affinitive) relations. In so far as conclusions relate to the

physical world, we call the parents causes, arid the offspring

effects ; ia so far as they relate to time,, we call the parents

motives, and the offspring sequeUy ^

* Thatsachensinn fasst die Erscheintingen des Lebens auf in ihi;em

zeitlichen Zusanjimenhange, das Schluss-Vermogen in ihrem Causal-

j^/usammenhange. Der Thatsachensinn ist daher in zeitlicher Beziehung,

was das Schlussvermbgen in Beziehung auf Ursache vnd Wirkung, Grund

und Folge ist.—Was fiir das Erkenntniss-Vermogen in seiner Bichtung

a,uf Zeit die synchronistische Geschichte, das ist fiir das Denkvermo-

gen die Synthese (die Vergleichung) ; was fiir jenes die chronologische

Geschichte, ist fiir dieses die Analyse. Wie die Analyse in der Chemie

einen Kbrper in seine Grundbestandtheile zerlegt, so zerlegt sie in der

Eorschung nach der Ursache der Wirkung, oder nach dem Grunde der

Folge eine Begebenheit in die ihrigen.—Ein Kbrper folgt den Gesetzen

des Raumes, eine Thatsache denjenigen der Zeit.—Wahrend daher die

bestandtheile eines Kbrpers neben einander bestehen, folgen die Grund-

bestandtheile der Begebenheit auf einander. Die Bestandtheile der

Kbrperwelt zeigen uns unmittelbar unsere Sinne, die Bestandtheile der

Begebenheiten kbnnen wir durch sie nicht unmittelbar wahmehmen;—
diese kbnnen war nur geistig, nur vermittelst unseres Schlussvermbgens,

—nur dadurch erkennen, dass wir ausmitteln, eine Thatsache sei die

Mutter der andern, wenn sie auch selbst wieder die Tochter einer dritten

ist, und sofprt ins Unendliche.—Schliessen ist nichts anderes, als dieses

Verwandtschafts-Verhaltniss nachweisen. Insofem die Schliisse sich

beziehen auf die Kbrperwelt, heissen die Eltern Ursachen, und die Kinder

Wirkungen ; insofern sie sich beziehen auf die Zeit, heissen die Eltern

Griinde, die Kinder Folgen.
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MODES OF ACTION OF THE FACULTIES.

All the faculties tend to action, and, when active in a due

degree, produce actions good, proper, or necessary : It is

.excess of activity and ill direction that occasion abuses. It

is probable that Phrenology has been discovered only in

.consequence of some individuals, in whom particular organs

were very largely developed, having yielded to the strongest

propensities of their nature. The smallness of a particular

* organ is not the cause of the corresponding faculty producing

abuses. Although the organ of Benevolence be small, it

will not occasion cruelty,; but, as it will be accompanied

.with indifference to the happiness of others, its deficiency

may lead to the omission of duties. When, also, one organ

is small, abuses may result from another being left without

proper restraint. Thus, large organs of Acquisitiveness

wd Secretiveness, combined with small organs of Reflection

and Conscientiousness, may, in certain circumstances, lead

^o theft. Powerful Destructiveness, with weak Benevolence,

imay produce cruel actions.

Every faculty, when in action, from whatever cause, pro-

duces the kind of feeling, or forms the kind of ideas, abeady

described as resulting from its natural constitution. Large

organs have the greatest tendency to act ; small organs the

.least. Since every organ tends to action, it is clear that

:each must have a legitimate sphere of action. None of

them is necessarily and inherently bad, otherwise God must
have deliberately created organs for no other purpose than
tto lead us into sin.

The PROPENSITIES and SENTIMENTS cannot be
excited to action directly by a mere command of the will.

For example, we cannot conjure up the emotions of fear,

.compassion, and veneration, by merely willing to experience
them

; and hence we are not to blame for the absence of any
emotion at a particular time. These faculties, however
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may enter into action from an internal excitement of the

organs ; and then the desire or emotion which each produces

will be felt, whether we will to experience it or not. Thus,

the cerebellum being active from internal causes, produces

the corresponding feeling ; and this cannot be avoided if the

organ be excited. We have it in our power to permit or

restrain the manifestation of it in action ; but we have no

option, if the organ be excited, to experience, or not to

experience, the feeling itself The case is the same with

the organs of Cautiousness, Hope, Veneration, and the

others. There are times when we feel involuntary emotions

of fear, or hope, or awe, arising within us, for which we
cannot account by reference to external causes ; such feelings

depend on the spontaneous action of the organs of these

sentiments, which, again, probably arises from increased

circulation of the blood in their vessels.

"We cannot Nature by our wishes rule,

Nor, at our will, her warm emotions cool."

Crahbe.

In the second place, these faculties may be called into ac-

tion independently of the will, by presenting the external

objects fitted by nature to excite them. When an object in

distress is presented, the faculty of Benevolence starts into

activity, and produces the feelings which depend upon its

constitution. When an object threatening danger is per-

ceived, Cautiousness gives an instantaneous emotion of fear.

And when lovely objects are contemplated, Ideality inspires

us with a feeling of beauty. In all these cases, the power of

acting, or of not acting, is dependent on the will ; but the

power of feeling, or of not feeling, is not so. When the

temperament is active, emotions are much more easily

excited, both by external and internal causes, than where it

is sluggish.

" It seems an unaccountable pleasure," says Hume,^
" which the spectators of a well-written tragedy receive from

1 Essay 22.
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sorrow, terror, anxiety, and other passions, that are in them-

selves disagreeable and uneasy. The more they are touched

and affected, the more are they delighted with the spectacle.

The whole art of the poet is employed in rousing and sup-

porting the compassion and indignation, the anxiety and re-

sentment, of his audience. They are pleased in proportion

as they are afflicted, and never are so happy as when they

employ tears, sobs, and cries, to give vent to their sorrow,

and relieve their hearts, swollen with the tenderest sympathy

and compassion.''

Many volumes have been written to solve this problem.

Those authors who deny the existence of benevolent and

disinterested feelings in man, maintain, that we sympathize

with Cato, Othello^ or King Lear, because we conceive the

possibility of ourselves being placed in similar situations,

and that then all the feelings arise in us which we should

experience, if we were suff"ering under similar calamities.

Mr Stewart, who, on the other hand, admits the existence

of generous emotions in the human mind, states it as his

theory, that we, for an instant, believe the distress to be

real ; and under this belief feel the compassion which would

naturally start up in our bosoms, if the sufferings represented

were actually endured. A subsequent act of judgment, he

says, dispels, in an almost imperceptible portion of time, the

illusion, and restrains the mind from acting under the emo-

tion
;
which, if the belief of reality continued, it would cer-

tainly do, by running to the relief of the oppressed hero or

heroine : but still he considers that a momentary belief is

necessary to call up the emotions which we experience.

The phrenological doctrine before explained appears to me
to furnish the true explanation. Each propensity and sen-

timent may be called into action by presentation of its ob-

ject, and, when active, the corresponding feeling or emotion

attends it, in virtue of its constitution. Happiness consists

in the harmonious gratification of all the faculties ; and the

very essence of gratification is activity. " Thus, the mus-

cular system," says Dr A. Combe, " is gratified by motion,
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and pleasure arises ; the eye is gratified by looking at exter-

nal objects
; Combativeness, by overcoming opposition : De-

structiveness, by the sight of destruction and the infliction

of pain ; Benevolence, by the relief of suff'ering
; Hope, by

looking forward to a happy futurity; Cautiousness, by a

certain degree of uncertainty and anxiety, &e. As the de-

gree of enjoyment corresponds to the number of faculties

simultaneously active and gratified, it follows, that a tragic

scene, which affords a direct stimulus to several of the facul-

ties at the same moment, must he agreeable^ whatevever these

may be ; 1^^, if it do not, at the same time, outrage any of

the other feelings
;
and, %dly^ if it do not excite any faculty

intensely as to give rise to pain ; just as too much light hurts

the eye, and too much exertion fatigues the muscles." In

the play of Pizarro, for example, when the child is intro-

duced, its aspect and situation instantly excite Philoprogeni-

tiveness, and individuals possessing this organ largely feel a

deep interest in it ;—the representation of danger to which

it is exposed rouses Cautiousness, producing fear for its

safety ; when Bolla saves it, this fear is allayed, Philopro-

genitiveness is highly delighted, and Benevolence also is gra-

tified ; and the excitement'of these faculties is pleasure. All

this internal emotion takes place simply in consequence of

the constitution of the faculties, and the relation established

by nature between them and their objects, without the un-

derstanding being imposed on, or forming any theory about

the scenes, whether they are real or fictitious. A picture

raises emotions of sublimity or beauty on the same princi-

ples. " The cloud-capt towers and gorgeous palaces " are

#tted by nature to excite Ideality, Wonder, and Veneration

;

mxdi, these faculties being active, certain emotions of delight

-ensue,. "When a very accurate representation of the towers

and palaoes is executed on canvass, their appearance in the

picture excites into action the same faculties which their

natural lineaments would rouse, and the same pleasui-es

kindle in the soul. But what should we think if Mr Stewart

assured us that we must believe the paint and canvass to be
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real stone and mortar, and the figui-es living men and women,

before we can enjoy the scene ? And yet this would be as

reasonable as the same doctrine applied to tragedy. We
may weep at a tragedy represented on canvass, and know all

the while that there are only colours and forms before us ;

and we may shed tears at seeing a tragedy acted,—which is

merely a representation, by means of words and gestures, of

objects calculated to rouse the faculties,—and yet labour

under no delusion respecting the reality of the incidents.

If the propensities and sentiments become excessively ac-

tive from these representations, they may overpower the in-

tellect, and a temporary belief may follow ;
but, in this case,

strong emotion does not arise from a previous illusion of the

understanding ; on the contrary, the misconception in the

intellect is the consequence of the feeling having become

overwhelming. This remark is illusti-ated and confirmed

by the following extract from the life of Mrs Siddons :

—

" It was my custom," says she, " to study my characters at

night, when all the domestic cares and business of the day

were over. On the night preceding that in which I was to

appear in this part for the first time, I shut myself up, as

usual, when all the family were retired, and commenced my
study of Lady Macbeth. As the character is very short, I

thought I should soon accomplish it. Being then only twenty

years of age, I believed, as many others do believe, that

little more was necessary than to get the words into my
head ; for the necessity of discrimination, and the develop-

ment of character, at that time ofmy life, had scarcely entered

into my imagination. But, to proceed, I went on with

tolerable composure in the silence of the night (a night I

never can forget), till I came to the assassination scene, when
the horrors of the scene rose to 9, degree that made it im-

possible for me to get farther. I snatched my candle, and
hurried out of the room, in a paroxysm of terror. My dress

was of silk, and the rustling of it, as I ascended the stairs

to go to bed, seemed to my panic-struck fancy like the move-
ment of a spectre pursuing me. At last I reached my cham-
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ber, where I found my husband fast asleep. I clapt my
candlestick down upon the table, without the power of put-

ting the candle out ; and I threw myself on my bed, without

daring to stay even to take off my clothes."^

Excessive action of the affective faculties, or the removal

of their objects, causes uneasiness or pain.

The law of our constitution above explained, accounts

also for several of the phenomena of insanity. All the or-

gans are liable to become strongly and involuntarily active

through disease ; this produces mental excitement, or violent

desires to act in the direction of the diseased organs. If

Destructiveness be aflfected in this manner, fury, which is

an irresistible propensity to violence and outrage, will en-

sue. If the organs of Cautiousness become involuntarily

active through disease, fear will constantly be felt ; and

this constitutes melancholy. If Veneration and Hope be

excited in a similar way, the result will be involuntary emo-

tions of devotion, the liveliest joy and anticipations of bliss ;

which feelings, fixed and immoveable, amount to religious

insanity. It occasionally happens that a patient is insane

in one feeling alone, such as Cautiousness, Hope, or Vene-

ration, and that, if the sphere of activity of this faculty be

avoided, his understanding on other subjects is sound, and

his general conduct rational and consistent. Thus, a per-

son insane in Self-Esteem, sometimes imagines himself to be

a king ; but on other topics evinces sound sense, and conse-

cutiveness of judgment. This results from the organs of

intellect being sane, and only the organ of Self-Esteem dis-

eased. Sometimes well-meaning individuals, struck with

the clearness of the understanding in such patients, endea-

vour to point out, by means of argument, the erroneous na-

ture of the notions under which they suffer; supposing that,

if they could convince their intellect of the mistake, the dis-

ease would be eradicated : but the malady consists in an un-

healthy action of the organ of a sentiment or propensity
;

and, as long as the diseased state of that organ continues,

I Campbell's Life of Mrs Siddons, vol. ii. p. 55.
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the insane feeling will remain, and argument will do as

little to remove it as a speech would accomplish in curing

gout.

The converse of the doctrine now explained also holds

good ; that is to say, if the organ be not active, the propen-

sity or emotion connected with it cannot be felt ;
just as we

cannot hear a sound when the auditory apparatus is not ex-

cited by vibrations of the air.

The most important practical consequences may be de-

duced from this exposition of our mental constitution. The

larger any organ is, the more it is predisposed to become

active ; and the smaller, the less so. Hence an individual

prone to violence, to excessive pride, vanity, or avarice, is

the victim of an unfavourable development of brain ; and in

our treatment of him we should bear this fact constantly in

mind. If we had wished, for example, to render Bellingham

mild, the proper proceeding woidd have been, not to punish

him for being ill-tempered, for this would have directly ex-

cited his Destructiveness, the largeness of which was the

cause of his wrath ; but to address ourselves to his Bene-

volence, Veneration, and Intellect, that, by rousing them, we
might assuage the vehemence of Destructiveness. In a case

like that of David Haggart, in whom Conscientiousness was

very deficient, we should always bear in mind, that, in regard-

to feeling the obligation of justice, such an individual is in

the same state of unhappy deficiency, as Mr Milne is in per-

ceiving colours, and Ann Ormerod in percei-^dng melody

;

and our treatment ought to correspond. We would never

think of attempting to improve Ann Ormerod' s organ of

Tune by beating her
;
and, Haggart' s Conscientiousness being

naturally as deficient, we could as little have succeeded in

enabling him to feel and act justly by inflicting severe pu-

nishment. The reasonable plan in such cases is, first, to

avoid placing the individual in circumstances demanding
the exercise of the deficient faculty—not to place Ann Or-

merod, for instance, in a band of singers, or David Haggart
in a confidential situation, where property is entrusted to his
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care ;—and. in the next place, to present to all the organs of

the higher sentiments which are largely possessed, motives

calculated to excite them and to control the propensities, so

as to supply, as far as possible, by other means, the directing

power of the feeble Conscientiousness.

Occasionally, individuals who are very deficient in several

of the moral and intellectual organs, will not believe in their

own deficiencies, and, in opposition to the counsels of their

best friends, insist on engaging in enterprises which they are

incapable of conducting with success. The proper mode of

treating such persons, is to restrain them if possible ; and, if

this cannot be done, to allow them to suffer the disagreeable

consequences of their own line of conduct. It is only by un-

dergoing these that their own incapacity becomes practically

known to themselves.

If the principle be correct that large organs give strong

desires, and small organs weak impulses. Phrenology must

be calculated, in an eminent degree, to be practically useful

in society. If, in choosing a servant, we are afraid or ashamed

to examine the bead, and engage one with a bram extremely

deficient in the moral organs, and large in those of the animal

propensities, like that of Mary Macinnes, and if certain

strong animal feelings accompany this development, we shall

unquestionably suffer annoyance as the consequence. If we

select an individual very deficient in Conscientiousness as a

child's maid, she will labour under a natui-al blindness to

truth, and if Secretiveness be large, she will not only lie

herself, but probably teach the children entrusted to her

care this abominable vi<3e. If a merchant select a clerk with

a head like David Haggart's, and place money at his dis-

posal, the strong animal feelings, unrestrained by Conscien-

tiousness, may prompt him to embezzle it. In the Phren.

Jcmrn., vol. xiv.p. 297, I have endeavoured to point out the

" Application of Phrenology to the purposes of the Guaran-

tee Society, for providing security for persons in situations

of trust."

In the next place, if the presentation of the object of a fa-

culty rouse it into instant action,—as suffering, Benevolence,
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—or clanger, Cautiousness,—this becomes a highly import-

ant principle in the education of children. If, in our inter-

com-se with them, we assume the natural language of De-

structiveness and Self-Esteem, we shall cultivate these facul-

ties in their minds, by exciting the organs ; if we manifest

Benevolence and Veneration in their presence, we shall excite

the same faculties in them ; if we discourse constantly about

money, the desire of increasing it, and the fear of losing it,

we shall stimulate the organs of Acquisitiveness and Self-

Esteera in them, and increase the power of th«se propensi-

ties.

Ik the third place, the faculties of which we are now speak-

ing may be excited to action, or repressed, indirectly/, by an

effort of the will. Thus,- if the knowing faculties (which

form ideas) be employed to concewe internally, objects fit-

ted by nature to excite the propensities and sentiments,

the latter wiU start into action in the same manner, though

^lot with so much intensity, as if their appropriate objects

were externally present. For example, if we conceive in-

wardly an object in distress, and Benevolence be powerful,

compassion wiU be felt, and tears will sometimes flbw from'

the emotion produced. If we wish to repress the activity'

of Ideality, we cannot do so by merely willing that the'

sentiment be quiet but if we conceive objects fitted to*

excite Veneration, Cautiousness, Self-Esteem, or Benevot

fence, the organs of these feelings will then be excited, and

Ideality will sink into inactivity. The vivacity of the feel-

ing, in such eases, will be m proportion to the strength of

the conception and the energy of the propensities and sen-

timents.

If the organ of any propensity or sentiment enter into

vigorous action from internal causes, it will prompt the in-

tellectual faculties to form conceptions fitted to gratify it

;

or, in other words, the habitual subjects of thought will be

determined by the organs which are predominantly active

from internal excitement. If the cerebellum be permanently

active, the individual will be prone to collect pictures, books,

i
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and anecdotes, fitted to gratify the feeling ; his mind will be

much occupied with such ideas, and they will afford him de-

light. If, in another individual, Constructiveness, Ideality,

Imitation, and the knowing organs, be internally active, he

Avill desire to see pictures, busts, and works of art, in which

skill, beauty, and expression are combined ; or he will take

pleasure in inventing and constructing them. He will know
much about such objects, and be fond of possessing them, and

of talking about them. If, in another individual, Acquisi-

tiveness be internally active, he will feel a great and natural

interest in all matters connected with wealth, and be inspired

with an eager curiosity to know the profits of different

branches of trade, and the property possessed by different

individuals. If Benevolence be internally active, the mind

will run habitually on schemes of philanthropy, such as those

of Howard, Mr Owen, or Mrs Fry. In these cases, the lik"

ing for the object or pursuit will depend upon the particular

propensities or sentiments which are active ; the intellectual

faculties serving merely as the ministering instruments of

their gratification. If the pursuit be purely intellectual,

such as the study of mathematics or algebra, the liking will

arise from the activity of the intellectual faculties themselves.

These principles enable us to explain the great variety of

tastes and dispositions among mankind ; for in no two indivi-

duals are all the organs to be fomid combined in the same

relative proportions, and hence every one is inspired with

likings in some degree peculiar to himself.

As the propensities and sentiments do not form ideas, and

as it is impossible to excite or call up directly, by an act of

the will, the feelings or emotions produced by them, it follows

that these faculties have not the attributes of Perception,

Conception, Memory, and Imagination, If, twelve months

ago, I sustained a grievous insult, my intellectual faculties

may recollect the event, and also the fact that I then expe-

rienced vivid emotions of anger and indignation ;
but I can-

not now recall these emotions themselves as they then ex-

isted. If I could, I should suffer all the distress of them

8
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anew, which is mercifullyprevented bythe law of action which

I am now explaining. The propensities and sentiments

have the attribute of Sensation alone ; that is to say, when

they are active, a sensation or emotion is experienced. Hence,

Sensation is an accompaniment of the action of all the facul-

ties which feel, and of the nervous system in general ; but

Sensation is not a faculty itself.

Mr Sidney Smith, in his Principles of Phrenology, p. 79,

ably illustrates the doctrine that the propensities and senti-

ments have no memory. " Consciousness of emotion,'' says

he, "is the result solely of the relation of the activity of the

organs of sentiment or propensity, in conjunction with that of

some of the intellectual organs. Thus, for example, we can-

not love in the abstract. No man ever felt the tender influ-

ence of this emotion as a feeling, independent of any related

object. It is the perceptive faculties, which, relating the

passion to its subject, first makes the state of mind or emo-

tion present to our consciousness." * * * " So of anger, and

of all other states ofthe various passions and emotions. They
are mere susceptibilities ; it is the presentation of their re-

lated objects which superinduces their state of conscious ac-

tivity." * * * « A man may possess so large an endowment
of the organ of Combativeness, that, as the phrase goes, he
would fight with his own shadow ; but his perceptive facul-

ties must present to this organ his shadow, before he can in-

cline to fight." ****** Whenever we have forgotten the
object which excited any particular passion, the passion it-

self no longer exists to our consciousness ; and if we wish to

revive it, we instinctively adopt, as the means of accomplish-
ing the desire, the plan of recalling all the objects and facts

wherewith it was originally connected. This is the only
means. Destroy the memory of the form, face, eyes, voice,

expression, actions of a being we once loved, and the emotion
of afi'ection itself remains perfectly dormant." * * * "Let
the young and the beautiful tear from her^breast the locket
which she keeps as the last gift of him who was unworthy of

VOL. II. X,
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her, it is an object which suggests his image, and on his

image alone hangs her love. Let the new made widow, af-

ter the days of decent gi'ief, cease to tear aside the curtain

that veils her husband's portrait, the sight of which makes

her wounded heart bleed afresh, and bids her neglect life

and children. When his form grows dim and inarticulate

to her sight, she will return to her duties."

These remarks appear to me to be well founded, but there

is one principle already stated which it is necessary to bear

in mind. Each propensity and sentiment may become ac-

tive from internal causes, and then it will prompt the intel-

lectual faculties to form vivid ideas of its objects. "When

the lover doats fondly on the ever present image of his mis-

tress, her form and face are unquestionably conceived by the

intellectual faculties ; but it is the spontaneous activity of the

propensities and sentiments which stimulates themto the con-

stant exertion of forming and preserving that image in pre-

ference to all others. When the emotions cease to be felt,,

the power of forming the conceptions will remain, but these

will no longer interest the mind to the same extent as for-

merly, nor continue so habitually present. By weakening an

emotion, we may free the intellect from the dominion of

the related ideas ; and also, by diverting the intellect from

these conceptions, we may abate the intensity of an emotion.

The influence is reciprocal.

Some individuals have assured me that they are capable

of recalling emotions at pleasure, and they contest the soimd-

ness of the views before stated ; but I have observed that

such persons possessed large organs of Imitation and Secre-

tiveness, with an active temperament, which constitute the

elements of an actor's talent. Those who have a genius for

the stage possess, from this combination, a power of calling

up, at will, the activity and natural language of any faculty,

and of representing its emotions ; but my conviction is, that

they do so by conceiving objects related to the emotion ;

and that then the reciprocal influence before explained of the
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intellect on the propensity, and the propensity on the intel-

lect, takes place.

The laws of the KNOWING and REFLECTING fa-

culties are in several respects different. These faculties form

ideas, and perceive relations ;
they constitute will, and mi-

nister to the gratification of the other faculties which only

feel. Will is a peculiar kind or mode of action of the intel-

lectual faculties, different from perception and judgment.

The doctrine that the intellectual faculties constitute will

may be thus elucidated. WiU results from the decision and

resolution of the intellect to follow a certain course of action,

which may be prompted by inclination, by a sense of duty,

or by the pressui'e of external compulsion. It is different

from perseverance, obstinacy, stubbornness, and infatuation,

which result from excessive energy of the organs of Firm-

ness. Although a sheep, when it escapes from a flock, or a

horse, when it breaks loose from the harness, may run with

great vivacity and speed, they have no design, no fixed mo-

tive, no will. They are actuated by inclination, but intel-

lect has given to it no specific direction. They are so defi-

cient in the reflecting faculties, that they have no power of

surveying their situation, forming an intellectual determina-

tion, and pursuing with sagacity an ulterior end. They run

now one way, now another, obviously without aim. When the

sheep is caught, it is often dragged back to the flock by the

horns, resisting at every step. This resistance is not the re-

sult of will, but of blind Combativeness offering opposition,

or of Firmness practising obstinate resistance. An idiot is de-

fective in intellect, and his will is to a corresponding extent

deficient. If he be totally idiotic, he may have inclinations,

but he can conceive no purpose, and form no resolution ; he
will be an entire automaton. If he possess some degree of
intellect he will be capable, to that extent, of forming a de-

sign, and of millin(/ to execute it. A man of great intellect

surveys a vast horizon of knowledge, forms judgments, and
wills to act on his determinations. Thus mil increases with
the intellectual faculties.
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The element of inclination very generally comes from the

propensities and sentiments. They give the desires which

prompt ns to action ; but the decision, the determination, the

will to act on them, comes from the intellect. A man of a

strong will, like Napoleon, is one who possesses energetic

desires, combined with powerful intellect. If we wish to

lead the will of an individual whom we regard as soft, good-

natured, and unintellectnal, to a particular course of action,

we address his feelings. If we desire to lead the will of a

man of s^uperior unders>tanding, we address his intellect, and

endeavour to convince him. We produce will, in the firat,

by exciting the feelings, because we believe them to be so

powerful, that they will draw after them the intellect ; and,

in the second, by convincing the intellect, because we know
that it will command the feelings to follow its dictates. In

both instances, inclination and judgment are present, but

as the degree of will bears a relation directly to the extent

of the intellect, I consider intellect as essentially constituting

will.

When we act under a sense ofduty, or from external compul-

sion, as when a criminal walks to the place of execution, the

intellect commands the action, even in opposition to inclina-

tion. The anterior lobe of the brain manifests the intellec-

tual faculties, and is directly connected with and commands

the motory tract of the spinal marrow, by means of which all

voluntary movements are executed. That Will is manifested

even in walking to execution is obvious, because, without

it, the voluntary muscles would not move. The power of

executing voluntary motions is limited by the extent of the

intellectual faculties ; for if certain intellectual organs be de-

ficient, the motions necessary to accomplish the acts to which

they are related cannot be performed, although the nei-ves and

muscles of voluntarymotion be complete. A man in whom the

organs of Time, Tune, and Weight are deficient, cannot com-

mand those motions of the fingers which produce melody from

a violin ; nor can one deficient in Size and Weight produce

those motions which are necessary to send an arrow from a bow
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directly to a mark. Each organ, both of the feelings and

intellect, gives the power of performing certain instinctive

movements ; Destructiveness, for example, to strike, Self-

esteem to draw up the head and the body, and. so forth ; but

these moti<ms must be distinguished from those which are

voluntary, and all of which latter seem to me to proceed

from faculties situated in the anterior lobe alone. ^

The modes of action of the intellectual powers are the

following.

1st, These faculties may become active from excitement

of the organs by internal causes, and then the kinds of ideas

which they are fitted to form are presented involuntarily

to the mind. The musician feels the notes flowing on

him uncalled for. A man in whom Number is powerful and

active, calculates by a natural impulse. He in whom Form
is vigorous, conceives figures by internal inspiration. He in

whom Causality is powerful and active, reasons while he

thinks, without an effort. He in whom Wit is energetic,

feels witty conceptions flowing into his mind spontaneously,

and even at times when he would wish them not to be pre-

sent.

2dly, These faculties may be excited by the presentation

of external objects fitted to call them into action
; and,

Sdly, They may be excited to action by impulses from the

propensities and sentiments.

When excited by the presentation of external objects, the

objects ai-e PERCEIVED, and this act is called PERCEP-
TION.^ Perception is a mental state consequent on im-

pressions made on the nerves of the senses, and communi-
cated by them to the organs of the knowing and reflecting

faculties. A low degree of development of these organs is

* See some observations on the Relation between the Structure and
the Functions of the Brain," ijji the Introduction, p. xxxi. to my transla-

tion of Gall on the Cerebellum.

2 See a note on this subject by H. C. Watson in Phrenological Journal,

vol. X. p. 497. I have partially adopted Mr Watson's ideas there ex-
pressed,
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sufficient to enable them to perceive the objects which make
the impressions ; and each organ serves to perceive the ob-

jects related to itself. If no idea is formed when the

object is presented, the individual is destitute of the power
of manifesting the faculty. Thus, when tones are pro-

duced, he who cannot perceive the melody of them, is inca-

pable of manifesting the faculty of Tune. When a coloured

object is presented, the individual who cannot perceive, so

as to distinguish the tints, is destitute of the faculty of

Colouring ; and so forth. Thus, Perception is a mode of ac-

tion of the faculties which form ideas ; but it is not an in-

dependent primitive faculty.

This doctrine is not theoretical, but is clearly indicated by

facts. In the case reported by Mr Hood,^ a patient who
lost the memory of words, yet enjoyed perception of their

meaning. He understood language spoken by others ;—or,

the organ of Language retained so much of its power as to

enable him to perceive the meaning of words when presented

to his mind, but so little as not to be sufficient to recall words

by an act of his will, so as to express his thoughts. The

case of Mr Ferguson^ is another in point. He enjoyed so

gTeat a degree of the organ of Size as to be able to perceive

distance when natural scenery was presented, but so little as

to be quite unable to recollect it when the objects were with-

drawn. Mr Sloane^ is in a similar situation in regard to

colours. He 'perceives the differences of hues when they are

before his eyes, but has so little of the organ of Colouring

that he does not recollect, so as to be able to name them se-

parately. Many persons, among whom I am one, are in a

similar condition in regard to music
;
they perceive melody

and enjoy it when presented to the ear, but have so little of

the faculty of Tune as to be unable afterwards to recall the

notes. The same phenomena are seen in the case of the re-

flecting powers. There are individuals in whom the organs

of Comparison and Causality are so much developed, that

1 rage 13G. 2 Page 43. 3 rage Gl.
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they are able to perceive a simple argument when clearly-

placed before them, who, nevertheless, are quite incapable of

reproducing it themselves. They ascribe theirdefect to afeeble

memory ; but they often shew no lack of memory for music,

or mechanics, or botany, or other subjects not involving

Causality. The real cause of their deficiency is a low de-

gree of development of the organs now named.

Here, again, a highly valuable practical result presents it-

self. If we place a person with a forehead like Fraser's,

in whom the reflecting organs are deficient, in a situation,

or to apply to him for advice in circumstances, in which great

natural sagacity and depth of intellect are necessary to form-

ing a sound judgment, we shall assuredly be disappointed

:

whereas, if we apply to one having such a combination as

that of Dr Franklin, in whom the organs of reflection were

very large, there will be much more of the instinctive ca-

pacity of tracing out beforehand the probable chain of causa-

tion, and anticipating the effects of measures which we pro-

pose to follow. Fraser might shew good sense and sound

judgment after the consequences were pointed out to him,

because he possesses a development of the reflecting organs

sufficient to give him perception of causation when presented;

but he could not, except to a very limited extent, anticipate

effects from known causes, for this demands a higher degree

of power.

According to this view, which regards Perception as a spe-

cial kind of action of every intellectual faculty, an individual

may possess acute perception as to one class of objects, and

be very deficient in it as to others. Thus, Mr Milne has

an acute perception of form, although Jie cannot perceive

some colours ; other individuals perceive symmetry distinct-

ly who cannot perceive melody. This exposition has the

merit of coinciding with nature ; for we frequently meet

with such examples as those I have now cited.

* The metaphysicians, on the other hand, treat of Percep-

tion as a generalfaculty ; and, when their doctrine is applied

to nature, the extraordinary spectacle is presented, of their
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general power performing in the same individual half its

functions with gi-eat effect, while it is wholly inefficient as to

the other half
; just as if legs which were sufficient to walk

east could be qviite inadequate to walking west. Dr Thomas
Brown has abandoned this inconsistency; and differs from
Reid, Stewart, and all his predecessors, in denying perception

to be any thing more than an act of the general power of the

mind. We call it an act of each special intellectual faculty

;

but with these Dr Brown was not acquainted.

CONCEPTION. When the knowing or reflecting or-

gans are active from internal excitement, ideas are conceived;

and the act of forming them is styled CONCEPTION : if the

act amounts to a very high degree of vivacity, it is called

IMAGINATION. Thus perception is the result of the

action of any of these faculties excited by an external ob-

ject ; and conception and imagination are different kinds

and higher degrees of action depending on internal causes,

and without the interference of an external object. Each

faculty performs the act of conception in its own sphere.

Thus, if a person have a powerful organ of Tune, he may

be able, when no instrument is sounding in his ear, to

conceive, or call up in his own mind, the notes of a tune ;

whereas, if his organ of Form be very small, he may not

be able to bring shapes before his mind with equal facili-

ty. Some persons read music like a book, the written sign

of a note being sufficient to enable them to call up the im-

pression of the note itself in their minds. This is the result

of a very high degree of activity of the faculties of Form and

Tune. Temperament has a great effect on activity; the lym-

phatic temperament needs external objects to rouse it to vi-

vid action, while the sanguine and nervous glow with spon-

taneous and constitutional vivacity. Hence imagination,

which results from a high degree of activity, is rarely found

with a temperament purely lymphatic, but becomes exalted

in proportion to the approach of the temperament to the ner-

vous.

Jn treating of Colouring, I cited a passage, in which
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Mr Stewart, after stating the fact that some men are able

to distinguish different tints when presented together, who

cannot name them when separate, attributes this want of

discrimination to defect in the power of conception, probably

arising, he supposes, from early habits of inattention. To a

certain extent he is correct ; an individual like Mr Sloane

may be found, whose organ of Colouring enables him to dis-

tinguish hues when seen in juxta-position, and is yet so weak

as not to give him conception or memory of them when seen

apart, and this would certainly indicate a deficient power of

conception ; but then the power of conception may be de-

ficient in this faculty alone, and very vigorous in all the

others. On Mr Stewart's principle that conception is a gene-

ral power, we here meet with the anomaly of its performing

one portion of its functions well, while it is very deficient in

another ; which defect is accounted for by him, by ascribing

it to early habits of inattention. These early habits them-

selves, however, may be traced to deficiency in the size of the

particular intellectual organ, because, if any organ be large,

the related faculty will be powerful, and a faculty, naturally

strong, eagerly attends to its objects.

When any of the knowing or reflecting faculties is in-

ternally active, it conceives ideas of the objects to which it

is related. Thus Locality, Colouring, and Size, being active,

we are able, with our eyes closed, to conceive a landscape

in all its details of hill and dale, sunshine and shade. If

this internal action become morbid, through disease of the

organs, then ideas become fixed, and remain involuntarily

in the mind ; and if this be long continued, it constitutes in-

sanity. Many persons have experienced, when in the dark,

vivid impressions of figures of every variety of colour and
form passing before the mind, sometimes invested with alarm-
ing brilliancy and vivacity. I conclude that this arises from
internal excitement of the organs situated at the superciliary

ridge, namely. Form, Locality, Colouring, and others. This
affection is, in most instances, only momentary ; but suppose
that it were to become fixed and continuous, then the mind
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would be haunted by permanent and vivid conceptions of

fantastic beings, invested with more than the forms and hues

of reality. This would be insanity ; not a morbid feeling,

such as melancholy, or fury, or religious joy, but an intellec-

tual delusion : Every sentiment might be sound, yet this

aberration of intellect might remain fixed, and immovable by
the will. If we suppose this disease to take place in several

knowing organs, leaving the organs of reflection entire, it is

quite possible to imagine that the individual may have false

perceptions on some points, and not only be sane on all

others, but be able, by means of the faculties that remain

unaffected, to distinguish the erroneous impressions. Such

cases actually occur.

The phenomena of apparitions, or spectral illusions, may
be accounted for by the principles now explained. If several

organs become active through internal excitement, they pro-

duce involuntary conceptions of outward objects, invested

with all the attributes of form, colour, and size, which usual-

ly distinguish reality. Many interesting examples of this

affection are given in The Phrenological Journal. ^

The organs of the knowing faculties seem, from the de-

scriptions of the apparitions, to be the seats of these diseased

perceptions. Nicolai, the Berlin bookseller, saw the form

as of a deceased person, within eight steps of him

—

vast

numbers of human and other forms equally in the day and

night—crowds of both sexes—people on horseback—^birds

and dogs—of natural size, and distinct as if alive—of natu-

ral colour, but paler than reality. He then began to hear

them talk. On his being bleeded with leeches, the room was

crowded with spectres—in a few hours their colour began to

fade, but in a few more they were white. They dissolved

in air, and fragments of them were visible for some time.

Dr Mderson of Hull furnishes other two cases. Mr R. left

his wife and family in America, but saw them and conversed

1 Vol. i. p. 541 ; ii. Ill, 293, 362 ; v. 210, 319, 430 ; vi. 260, 515 ;
vii. 9,

162 ; X. 47, 217.
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with them in this country—saw trains of living and dead

persons—in a bright brass lock again saw his transatlantic

friends, and always in that lock—had violent headach. A
pothouse-keeper in Hull saw a soldier in his cellar whom

he endeavoured to seize, but found to be an illusion—he

attempted to take up oysters from the ground, which were

equally unreal—he saw crowds of the living and dead—he

scarcely knew real from spectral customers—and suffered re-

peated flogging from a waggoner with a whip, who was an

illusion.! I have in vol. i. p. 466, related the case of a

man in the west of Scotland with a large organ of Wonder,

who saw inanimate things and persons in visions—he had a

spotted carpet for a long time before his eyes, a funeral, and

a log of wood on wheels. His son had the same tendency

—^he followed a beggar who glided and vanished into a wall.

All these perceptions are clearly referrible to the knowing

organs.

In July 1836 I was present at the examination of the

brain of an old gentleman, who, for several years before his

death, saw spectral illusions, knowing them to be such.

They presented themselves in the costumes of the various

countries which he had visited, and even Greek and Roman
statues appeared before him. Their dresses were often

rich in colouring, and the figures were of all sizes, from gi-

gantic to miniature beings. An old woman wrapped in a

cloak, such as is generally worn by Scotch female peasants,'

was his most frequent visitor. There was great vascularity in

the bloodvessels of the brain generally, and the falx, and the

dura mater, lying over the organs of Veneration, Benevo-

lence, Wonder, and Imitation, were thickened and opaque, of

the colour and appearance of moistened vellum ; exhibiting

strong marks of chronic inflammation.

Mr Simpson communicated to The Phrenological Journal,

vol. ii. p. 294, the following case, which is particularly in-

teresting and instructive. Concomitance of pain in the pre-

cise seat of the organs, with disorder of their functions, forms

^ Alderson's Essay on Apparitions, Londoiij 1823.
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a striking feature in it ; and the author states, that he is ready

to afford the means of verification of the facts to any philoso-

phical inquii-er.

" Miss S. L.," says Mr Simpson, " a young lady, under

twenty years of age, of good family, well educated, free from

any superstitious fears, and in perfect general health of body

and soundness of mind, has nevertheless been for some years

occasionally troubled, both in the night and in the day, with

visions of persons and inanimate objects, in almost all the

modes and forms which we have already related. She was

early subject to such illusions occasionally, and the first she

remembers was that of a carpet spread out in the air, which

descended near her, and vanished away.

" After an interval of some years, she began to see human

figures in her room as she lay wide awake in bed, even in

the day-light of the morning. These figures were whitish^

or rather grey and transparent like cobweb^ and generally

above the size of life. At this time she had acute headachs,

very singularly confined to one small spot of the head ; on

being asked to point out the spot, the utmost care being

taken not to lead her to the answer, our readers may judge

of our feelings as phrenologists, when she touched with her

fore-finger and thumb, each side of the root of the nose, the

commencement of the eyebrows, and the spot immediately/ over

the top of the nose, the ascertained seats of the organs of

Form, Size, and Individuality ! Here, particularly on each

side of the root of the nose, she said the sensation could

only be compared to that of running sharp knives into the

part. The pain increased when she held her head down,

and was much relieved by holding her face upwards. ^ Miss

S. L., on being asked if the pain was confined to that spot,

answered, that some time afterwards the pain extended to

right and left along the eyebrows, and a little above them, and

completely round the eyes, which felt often as if they tvould

burstfrom their sockets. When this happened, her visions

1 f« Qjwrc,—Does not this look like a pressure of blood on that region

of the brain V
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were varied precisely as the phrenologist would have anti-

cipated, and she detailed the progress without a single lead-

ing question. Weight, Colouring^ Order, Number, Locality,

all became affected; and let us observe what happened.

The whitish or cobwel> spectres assumed the natural colour

of the objects, but they continued often to present them-

selves, though not always, above the size of life. She saw

a beggar one day out of doors, natural in size and colour,

who vanished as she came up to the spot. Colouring, being

over- excited, began to occasion its specific and fantastical

illusions. Bright spots, like stars on a black ground, filled

the room in the dark, and even in daylight ; and sudden

and sometimes gradual illumination of the room during the

night often took place, so that the furniture in it became

visible. Innumerable balls of fire seemed one day to pour

like a torrent out of one of the rooms of the house down
the staircase. On one occasion, the pain between the eyes,

and along the lower ridge of the brow, struck her suddenly

with great violence,—when instantly, the room filled with

stars and bright spots. On attempting, on that occasion, to

go to bed, she said she was conscious of an inability to ba-

lance herself, as if she had been tipsy, and she fell, having

made repeated efi'orts to seize the bedpost
; which, in the

most unaccountable manner, eluded her gi-asp, by shifting

Us place, and also by presenting her with a number ofbedposts
instead of one. If the organ of Weight, situated between
Size and Colouring, be the organ of the instinct to preserve,

and give the power of preserving equilibrium, it must be
the necessary consequence of the derangement of that organ
to overset the balance of the person. Over-excited Number
we should expect to produce multiplication of objects, and
the first experience she had of this illusion was the multi-
plication of the bedposts, and subsequently of any inanimate
object she looked at—that object being in itself real and
single ;—a book, a footstool, a work-box, would increase to
twenty, or fifty, sometimes without order or arrangement, and
at other times piled regularly one above another. Such ob-
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jects deluded her in another way, by increasing in size, as

she looked at them, to the most amazing excess,—again re-

suming their natural size—less than which they never seem-
ed to become,—and again swelling out. Locality, over-ex-

cited, gave her the illusion of objects, which she had been
accustomed to regard as fixed, being out of their places

;

and she thinks, hut is not sure, that, on one occasion, a

door and window in one apartment seemed to have changed

places,—but, as she added, she might have been deceived by a

mirror. This qualification gave us the more confidence in

her accuracy, when, as she did with regard to all her other

illusions, she spoke more positively. She had not hitherto

observed a great and painful confusion in the visions which

visited her, so as to entitle us to infer the derangement of

Order. Individuality^ Form, Size, Weight, Colouring, Lo-

cality, and Number only, seemed hitherto affected.

" For nearly two years. Miss S. L. was free from her

frontal headachs, and—^mark the coincidence—untroubled

by visions, or any other illusive perceptions. Some months

ago, however, all her distressing symptoms returned in great

aggravation, when she was conscious of a want of health. ^

The pain was more acute than before along the frontal bone,

and round and in the eyeballs ; and all the organs there

situated recommenced their game of illusion. Single figures

of absent and deceased fi'iends were terribly real to her, both

in the day and the night, sometimes cobweb, but generally

coloured. She sometimes saw friends in the street, who

proved phantoms when she approached to speak to them ;

and instances occurred where, from not having thus satisfied

herself of the illusion, she afiarmed to such friends, that she

had seen them in certain places, at certain times, when they

proved to her the clearest alibi. The confusion of her spec-

tral forms now distressed hex.—{Order aff'ected). The op-

pression and perplexity was intolerable when figures present-

ed themselves before her in inextricable disorder, and still

1 " Constitutional irreguliuily would, it is very probable, explain the

whole disorder."
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more when they changed—as with Nicolai-—from whole

figures to parts of figui-es—faces, and half-faces, and limbs,

sometimes of inordinate size and dreadful deformity. One

instance of illusive disorder, which she mentioned, is curious ;

and has the farther effect of exhibiting (what cannot be

put in terms except those of) the derangement of the just

perception of gravitation or equilibrium (Weight). One

night as she sat in her bedroom, and was about to go to

bed, a stream of spectres, persons' faces, and limbs, in the

most shocking confusion, seemed to her to pour into her

room from the window, in the manner of a cascade ! Al-

though the cascade continued apparently in rapid descending

motion, there was no accumulation of figures in the room,

the supply unaccountably vanishing after having formed the

cascade. Colossal figures are her frequent visitors. (Size).

" Real but inanimate objects have assumed to her the

form of animals ; and she has often attempted to lift articles

from the groimd, which, like the oysters in the pot-house

cellar, eluded her grasp.

" More recently, she has experienced a great aggravation

of her alarms, for, like Nicolai, she begaii to hear her spec-

tral visitors speak !—^With Mr E.. of Hull, the spectres al-

ways spoke. At first her crowds kept up a buzzing and in-

describable gibbering, and occasionally joined in a loud and

terribly disagreeable laugh^ which she could only impute to

fiends. These unwelcome sounds were generally followed by

a rapid and always alarming advance of the figures, which

often, on these occasions, presented very large and fearful

faces, with insufferable glaring eyes close to her own. All

self-possession then failed her, and the cold sweat of terror

stood on her brow. Her single figures of the deceased and

absent then began to gibber, and soon more distinctly to ad-

dress her ; but her terror has hitherto prevented her from

understanding what was said.^

^ " We may here mention, that the phrenological explanations of the

distressing affection which have been given Miss S. L., have had the happy

effect of affording her much more composure when visited by her pliau-

toms than slie thouglit possible. She is still terrified with their speaking;

but her mind, on the wliole, is greatly eased on. the subject."
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" Of the other illusive perceptions of Miss S. L., we may
mention the sensation of being lifted up and of sinking down,

and fallingforward, with the puzzling perception of objects

off their perpendicular ; for example, the room, floor and all,

sloping to one side, f WeightJ.

Mr Simpson concludes, by remarking " how curiously the

old-established phenomena of ghosts are seriatim explained

by this case. White or grey ghosts—the gre^ bodach of

M^Ivor in Waverley,—result from excited Form, with quies-

cent Colouring, the transparent cobweb effect being colour-

less. Pale spectres and shadowy yet coloured forms, are the

effect of partially excited Colouring. Tall ghosts and dwarf

goblins are the illusions of over-excited Size. Creusa ap-

peared to ^neas colossal in her size :

—

' Infelix simulacrum atque ipsius umbra Creusae,

Visa mihi ante oculos et nota major imago.'

" The ghosts of Ossian are often colossal. Gibbering and

speaking ghosts, with an unearthly confusion of tongues and

fiend-like peals of laughter, as if the demons revelled, are

illusions which many have experienced.''

The illusions of the English opium-eater are no longer a

horrible mystery ;
they are explained in Mr Simpson's paper

here quoted.

Dr Macnish, in the later editions of his work on sleep,

^

has given a chapter on spectral illusions, in which the fore-

going theory is adopted, as the only one capable of explain-

ing them. " If the brain," says he, " be brought by in-

ternal causes, to a degree of excitement, which, in general,

is the result only of external impressions, ideas not less

vivid than sensations ensue ; and the individual has the

same consciousness as if an impression were transmitted

from an actual object through the senses. In other words,

the brain, in a certain state, perceives external bodies ; and

any cause which induces that state, gives rise to a like per-

ception, independently of the usual cause—the presence of

external bodies themselves. The chief of these internal

' The Philosophy of Sleep, by Robert Macnisli ; 2d and 3d editions,

chap. XV. Sec also his Introduction in Phrenology, p. 13G.

9
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causes is inflammation of the brain ;
and, when the organs

of the perceptive faculties are so excited—put into a state

similar to that which follows actual impressions from with-

out—the result is a series of false images or sounds, which

are often so vivid as to be mistaken for realities. During

sleep, the perceptive organs seem to be peculiarly suscep-

tible of such excitement. In dreaming, for instance, the

external world is inwardly represented to our minds with all

the force of reality : we speak and hear as if we were in

communication with actual existences. Spectral illusions are

phenomena strictly analogous ; indeed they are literally no-

thing else than involuntary waking dreams." Dr Macnish

gives the following interesting account of a vision seen by

himself. " In March 1829, during an attack of fever, ac-

companied with violent action in the brain, I experienced

illusions of a very peculiar kind. They did not appear ex-

cept when the eyes were shut or the room perfectly dark
;

and this Avas one of the most distressing things connected

with my illness ; foT it obliged me either to keep my eyes

open or to admit more light into the chamber than they

could well tolerate. I had the consciousness of shining and

hideous faces grinning at me in the midst of profound dark-

ness, from which they glared forth in horrid and diabolical

relief. They were never stationary, but kept moving in the

gloomy back-ground : sometimes they approached within an

inch or two of my face ; at other times they receded several

feet or yards from it. They would freq^uently break into

fragments, which, after floating about, would unite—por-

tions of one face coalescing with those of another, and thus

forming still more uncouth and abominable images. The
only way I could get rid of these phantoms, was by admit-

ting more light into the chamber and opening the eyes, when
they instantly vanished ; but only to reappear when the room
was darkened or the eyes closed. One night, when the fever

was at its height, I had a splendid vision of a theatre, in the

arena of which Ducrow, the celebrated equestrian, was per-

VOL. ir. o
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forming. On this occasion, I had no consciousness of a dark

back-ground like to that on which the monstrous images

floated
; but every thing was gay, bright, and beautiful. I

was broad awake, my eyes were closed, and yet I saw with

perfect distinctness the whole scene going on in the theatre

—

Ducrow performing his wonders of horsemanship—and the

assembled multitude, among whom I recognised several in-

timate friends ; in short, the whole process of the entertain-

ment as clearly as if I were present at it. When I opened

my eyes, the whole scene vanished like_^ the enchanted palace

of the necromancer ; when I closed them, it as instantly re-

turned. But, though I could thus dissipate the spectacle, I

found it impossible to get rid of the accompanying music.

This was the grand march in the opera of Aladdin, and was

performed by the orchestra with more superb and imposing

effect, and with greater loudness, than I ever heard it before
;

it was executed, indeed, with tremendous energy. This air

I tried every effort to dissipate, by forcibly endeavouring to

call other tunes to mind, but it was in vain. However com-

pletely the vision might be dispelled, the music remained in

spite of every effort to banish it. During the whole of this

singular state, I was perfectly aware of the illusiveness of

my feelings, and, though labouring under violent headach,

could not help speculating upon them and endeavouring to

trace them to their proper cause. This theatrical vision

continued for about five hours ; the previous delusions for a

couple of days. The whole evidently proceeded from such

an excited state of some parts of the brain, as I have already

alluded to. Ideality, Wonder, Form, Colour, and Size, were

all in intensely active operation ; while the state of the re-

flecting organs was unchanged. Had the latter participated

in the general excitement, to such an extent as to be unable

to rectify the false impressions of the other organs, the case

would have been one of pure delirium.'' To shew how little

spectral illusions are dependent on sight, Dr Macnish ad-

verts to the fact that the blind are frequently subject to

them :
—" A respected elderly gentleman,'' says he, " a pa-
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tient of my own, who was afflicted with loss of sight, accom-

panied by violent headachs and severe dyspeptic symptoms,

used to have the image of a black cat presented before him,

as distinctly as he could have seen it before he became blind.

He was troubled with various other spectral appearances,

besides being subject to illusions of sound equally remark-

able ; for he had often the consciousness of hearing music so

strongly impressed upon him, that it was with difficulty his

friends could convince him it was purely ideal.''
^

There are persons who imagine themselves to be made

of glass, and who refuse to sit down, or assume any posi-

tion in which glass would not be safe, lest they should

break their bodies in pieces ; others have conceived that

some object was attached to their nose, or that some figure

was impressed upon their forehead ; who in every other re-

spect were sound in mind. Such aberrations appear to be

fixed and permanent conceptions of a diseased nature, re-

sulting from morbid and involuntary activity of the organs

of the knowing faculties. The cure will be accomplished by

removing the organic cause, and not by a logical demonstra-

tion that the object does not exist ; fitted perhaps to convince

a sound understanding, but altogether inefficient for the re-

moval of illusions springing from a diseased brain.

Another form of mental derangement, arising from in-

ternal excitement of the organs, is the tendency to involun-

tary and sometimes unconscious manifestations of the fa-

culties. Some insane patients talk night and day to them-

selves ;^ and in hysterical afiections, the individual often al-

ternately laughs and cries involuntarily. The last pheno-

mena are explicable by the supposition of diff'erent organs

becoming active and quiescent in turns, in consequence of

1 The true theory of apparitions was acutely conjectured by Hobbes,

Voltaire, Shenstone, and Ilume ; but the late Dr Alderson of Hull was
the first to establish that such illusions are the result of cerebral disorder,

although this honour has been claimed by Dr Ferriar of Manchester. See
" Notes, chiefly historical, on the Philosophy of Apparitions,'' By ]\Ir Eo-

bcrt Cox; Fhren. Journ. vol. viii. p. 5S8.

- See before, p. 143.
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some irregular action in the brain. In Paris, Dr A. Combe
saw a lady who, when just emerging from insensibility, oc-

casioned by a fit of apoplexy, manifested the faculties of Wit
and Imitation quite unconsciously, but with so admirable an

effect, that her relations were forced into fits of laughter,

mingled with floods of tears for her unhappy condition : On
her recovery, she did not know of the exhibitions she had

made. The organs of Wit and Imitation were large. Phre-

nology accounts for such facts in a simple and natural manner,

by the effects of diseased activity of the organs.

DREAMING may now be analyzed. If the gi'eater

number of the organs remain inactive, buried in sleep, and

if a few of them, from some internal excitement confined to

themselves, become active, these will produce corresponding

feelings, or conceptions, and their action being separated

from that of the other organs, which, in the waking state,

generally co-operate with them, the resailt will be the ex-

perience by the mind of various emotions axid the creation

of disjointed impressions of objects, circumstances, and

events ; in short, all the various phenomena of dreams.

Thus every circumstance which disturbs the organization of

the body may become the cause of dreams •: a heavy supper,

by encumbering the digestive powers, affects the brain pain-

fully by sympathy ; and hence the spectres and " chimeras

dire " created by the dreaming fancy. Fever, by keeping

up a morbid excitement in the whole system, sustains the

brain in a state of uninterrupted action ; and hence the sleep-

lessness which attends the higher, and the disturbed dreams

which accompany the lower, degi-ees of that disease. Thus

also is explained another familiar fact relative to the mind.

If, during day, we have been excessively engaged in any

particular train of studies, it haunts us in our dreams. Dur-

ing day the organs of the faculties chiefly employed were

maintained in a state of action, intense and sustained in pro-

portion to the mental application. By a general law of the

constitiition, exccssi^ e action does not subside suddenly, but
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abates by insensible degrees ;—on going to sleep, so much

activity continues in the organ, tliat the train of ideas goes

on ;
till, after long action, it at last entirely ceases. The

Reverend Mr Bedford of Bath told me, that one of his pupils,

after a long repetition of Greek grammar, became ill and

feverish. Next morning he asked him how he had slept.

" Very uncomfortably," said the boy, " for the curtains, and

counterpane, and pillow (which were white) were all written

over with Greek grammar." " But you should have closed

your eyes," said Mr Bedford.—" That did me no good," re-

plied the boy, for I still saw the passages of the Greek

grammar after my eyes were shut." Mr Bedford has been

blind for ten years. He says that he dreams with great

vividness and pleasure of visible coloured objects, a proof

that it is the brain which receives and retains the impres-

sions of objects of sight. Mr Goodridge, architect in Bath,

presented, as a competitor, plans for the new House of Com-

mons ; four hundred apartments were required. The men-

tal labour necessary to arrange so large a number of rooms,

in suitable relations to the windows in the external eleva-

tions, to the stairs and passages, and to convenience, was very

great. After going to bed, he continued in his dreams to

go up stairs and down stairs, along passages, and into rooms

innumerable, and his nights became almost as fatiguing as

his days. He told me this anecdote himself, and stated that

he was forced to desist from his exertions for a time, to allow

his brain to recover. Spencer has said that,

—

*' The things which day most minds, at night do most appear."

In dreams, we are sometimes overwhelmed with terror, and

cannot discover the object which occasions it. This may be

accounted for, by supposing the organ of Cautiousness to be

violently excited by some internal cause, while the organs of

the intellectual faculties continue asleep. In other instances,

we dream of seeing the most alarming or wonderful appear-

ances without feeling any emotion. This seems to arise from

several of the intellectual organs being awake, while those of
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the sentiments remain dormant. A remarkable dream of

this description is narrated in The Phrenological Journal,

vol. ix. p. 278.

On inquiry I find, what indeed mighthave been anticipated

a priori^ that dreams in different individuals have most fre-

quently relation to the faculties whose organs are largest in

their brains. A friend, in whom Tune is large, and Lan-

guage deficient, tells me that he has frequently dreamt of

hearing and producing music, but very rarely of composing

discourses, written or oral. Another gentleman, in whom
Language is full, and Tune deficient, states that he never

but once in his life dreamt of hearing a musical note,

while manya laborious page he has imagined himself writing,

reading, and speaking in his dreams
;
nay, he has repeatedly

dreamt of conversing with foreigners in their own tongue,

with a degree of fluency which he could never command

while awake. In the same way, a person in whom Loca-

lity is large assured me, that he had very frequently dreamt

of travelling in foreign countries, and enjoyed most vivid

impressions of the scenery ; while another, in whom that or-

gan is small, never dreamt of such a subject. One friend,

in whom Combativeness is large, told me that he had fought

many a tough and long-contested battle in his dreams ; while

another, in whom that organ is moderate, stated that he had

never dreamt of fighting but once, and that was when his

imagination placed him in the hands of murderers whose

heads he attempted to break with a poker, and wakened in

terror at his own combative effort.

If, in persons of an active temperament, the reflective or-

gans chiefly be exercised during day, it is not unusual for

the organs of Form, Locality, and Colouring, to disport

themselves in dreams. I have known examples of literary

men and lawyers, who, in their dreams,

" Flew to the pleasant fields travers'd so soft,

In life's morning march when the bosom was young,"

and enjoyed scenery which they loved, but which their avo-

cations prevented them from visiting in their waking hours.
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A curious illustration of the efFect of the predominating or-

gans indetermining the character of dreams, occurs in the case

of Scott, who was executed in 1823, at Jedburgh, for murder.

It is stated in his Life, that some years before the fatal event,

he dreamt that he had committed a murder, and was greatly

impressed with the idea. He frequently spoke of it, and re-

curred to it as something ominous, till at last it was realized.

The organ of Destructiveness was large in his head, and so

active, that he was an enthusiast in poaching, and prone to

outrage and violence in his habitual conduct. This activity

of the organ might continue during sleep, and then it would

inspire his mind with destructive feelings, and the dream of

murder would be the consequence. From the great natural

strength of the propensity, he probably may have felt,when

awake, an inward tendency to this crime ;
and, by joining

this and the dream together, the strong impression left by the

latter on his mind is easily accounted for.

I presume, although I do not know it as a fact, that per-

sons in whom Cautiousness is small, and Hope and Bene-

volence large, will, when in health, generally enjoy brilliant

and happy dreams ; while others, in whom Cautiousness is

very large, and Hope small, will be wading in difficulties

and woe ?

Mr Andrew Carmichael of Dublin, in " An Essay on

Dreaming, including Conjectures on the Proximate Cause of

Sleep," ^ suggests the idea that sleep may be the chief occa-

sion when the waste of substance in the brain is repaired by

the deposition of new particles of matter. There is no di-

rect evidence of the truth of this conjecture ; but the brain,

like every other part of the animal structure, is furnished

with bloodvessels and absorbents, and is known to waste

like them : that the waste should be repaired, therefore, is a

fact of necessary inference ; and Mr Carmichael conceives,

that the period of sleep, when the mental functions are sus-

1 Tilloch's Phil. Mag., vol. liv. p. 252, 324 ; or Transactions of the King

and Queen's College of Physicians, \o\. ii.p. 48 : Also Mr Carmichael's Me-
moir of the Life and Philosophy of Sjntrzhcim, p. 91.
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pended, is particularly suitable for this operation. Mr Car-

michael's views have been controverted by Dr Macnish,

chiefly on the follow^ing grounds. First, It is inconceivable

that a natural and healthy deposition of new particles should

cause a cessation of the functions of the brain : before such a

deposition can take place, there must be an augmented cir-

culation of blood through its vessels, and increased circu-

lation implies increased activity of function
; besides, the

circulation in the brain, in place of being augmented during

sleep, is greatly diminished. Secondly, On Mr Carmichael's

supposition, that the process of assimilation in the lM*ain is

the proximate cause of sleep, how are we to account for

people being so easily awakened ? It is difficult to conceive the

assimilative process to be so suddenly arrested or completed.

Thirdly, Dreaming is inconsistent with the theory ; for assi-

milation must be supposed to take place in the whole brain at

the same time, in which case the activity of one organ, while

others are asleep,, is impossible. Lastly, and above all, an

inclination to sleep is felt immediately after taking food, and

long before the chyle has reached the bloodvessels, by which

it is deposited previously' to assimilation. ^ To these argu-

ments, Mr Carmichael has published, in the same volume, ^

a very ingenious reply.

The preceding view of the phenomena of dreaming gives

a death-blow to the superstitious notion of warnings and su-

pernatural communications being now made to the mind in

sleep ; while it explains naturally the occasional fulfilment

of dreams, as in the case of Scott.

Thus, the internal excitement of the intellectual organs

produces conception ; the ideas conceived always bearing re-

lation to the particular organs called into action. This ex-

citement, when morbid and involuntary, produces fixed con-

ceptions or ideas, which is a species of insanity ; and the

same excitement taking place in some organs during sleep,

while others remain in a state of inaction, produces dreams.

^ Phren. Journ. vol. ix. p.. 175-181.
2 Ibid. p. 318.
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When, during periods of wakefulness, the excitement is

inordinately great, the conception of apparitions^ ensues.

Hence these phenomena are all connected in their cause,

however dissimilar in their external appearance.

IMAGINATION. The metaphysicians frequently em-

ploy the words Imagination and Fancy, but neither of them

is synonymous with the phrenological term Ideality. Imagi-

nation is defined to be, " The power of forming ideal pic-

tures ; the power of representing things absent, to one's

self." In this sense, which I hold to be the primitive and

most correct, there is scarcely a shade of difference between

Conception and Imagination. Locality, Size, Colouring,

and Individuality, being active by command of the will, call

up the features of a landscape, and we may then be said

to conceive it. If to this act the word imagine were applied,

and we were said to imagine a landscape, the expression

would not be felt as improper. Mr Stewart, therefore, if he

had confined Imagination to the limits here pointed out,

namely, to " the power of representing things absent, to

one's self," would not have been censurable for doubting

if it were a faculty distinct from conception, which he has

ranked as such. At the same time, his notion that " Ima-

gination is not the gift of nature," but formed by " particular

habits of study or of business,'' is even, on this supposition,

erroneous ; for there is no mode of action of the mind which

is not the gift of nature, however much it may be improved

by judicious exercise. There is, however, a difference be-

tween Conception and Imagination. The former is the cool

and methodical representation of things absent, as they exist

in nature, to one's self. Imagination is the impassioned re-

presentation of the same things—not merely in the forms

and arrangements of nature, but in new combinations formed

by the mind itself. In Phrenology, therefore. Conception

is viewed as a particular kind of activity of the knowing and

reflecting faculties, and higher in degree than Perception
;

while Imagination is regarded as a third kind of activity,
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Still higher in degree than Conception. Imagination con-
sists in the formation of intense, glowing, forcible concep-
tions, proceeding from great activity of the intellectual fa-

culties, not confined to real circumstances, but embracing as

many new combinations as they are capable of forming. Ac-
cording to this view, Imagination may be manifested with-
out ornament or illustration ; and this is the case when such

faculties as Form, Locality, Colouring, and Causality act by
themselves, unaided by Ideality and Comparison. Hence,
the assertion of D'Alembert,i that "metaphysics and geo-

metry are of all the sciences belonging to reason those in

which imagination has the greatest share," is quite intelli-

gible, and may have been seriously made. If, in that philo-

soplv^r, Form, Size, Locality, Number, and Causality—the

faculties which go to constitute a genius for mathematics

and metaphysics—were very active, he would be conscious

of imagining, with great interest and vivacity, many new
relations of space, magnitude, and causation

;
and, looking to

the usual definitions of Imagination, he was entitled to de-

signate these acts as operations of that faculty.

The metaphysicians attach a different and more extensive

meaning to the word Fancy, and, according to my under-

standing of the functions ascribed by them to this supposed

power, it embraces a wider range than Imagination, and ne-

cessarily implies ornament and illustration. Hence Compa-

rison, and probably Ideality and Wonder, must be combined

with the knowing and reflecting faculties to constitute Fancy.

The latter faculties will call up ideas of objects as they exist

in nature, Ideality will enable them to invest them with

beauty. Wonder with extraordinary attributes, Comparison

will cull similes and trace analogies throughout the bound-

less fields of space, and the intellectual compound may be

designated as the creation of Fancy. The significations com-

monly attached to the words Imagination and Fancy, are,

however, by no means precise. The conceptions of the

knowing and reflecting faculties, illustrated and diversified

^ Stewart, Prelim. Dissert, to Sup. Encyclop. Brit. Part I. p. C.
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by Comparison alone, are frequently designated as Fancy

;

and in this sense an author or orator may be said to possess

a brilliant fancy, although Ideality be by no means a predo-

minant organ in his head. On the other hand, many pas-

sages in Milton's writings are the products of the knowing

faculties and Causality, imbued with intense Ideality, in

which Comparison supplies few illustrations ; nevertheless

they are said to be highly imaginative, and certainly are

so. Thus, in judging of genius. Phrenology teaches us

to be discriminative in our analysis, and to avoid the error

of inferring the presence of all the powers of the mind in an

eminent degree, because one great talent is possessed.

. Improvisatori are able, without study or premeditation,

to pour out thousands of verses impromptu^ often of no des-

picable quality, upon any subject which the spectators choose

to suggest. I have not seen any of these individuals ; but

Phrenology enables us to conjecture the constituent elements

of theii' genius. In the first place, we may infer that they

possess a high nervous or sanguine temperament, communi-

cating great activity to the brain; and, in the next place. Lan-

guage, Individuality, Eventuality, Comparison, Tune, Time,

and Ideality, all large. The great and uncommon activity

supposed, would produce the readiness of conception and

warmth of feeling which are the first requisites
;
large en-

dowment of Individuality and Eventuality would supply facts

and incidents necessary to give substance and action to the

composition ; Comparison would afl'ord similes, metaphors,

and illustrations
;
Ideality would contribute elevation, Tune

and Time give rhythm, and Language afford expression to

the whole ideas so formed and combined. Observation only

can determine whether these conjectures be correct ; but the

causes here assigned appear to be adequate to the effects—

•

and this, in a hypothesis, is all that can be expected.
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MEMORY also is a mode of action of the faculties. ^ In

most individuals, the mind has no power of calling up, into

fresh existence, the emotions experienced by means of the

propensities and sentiments, by merely willing them to be

felt, and hence we hold these faculties not to possess Memory.

Reasons have been assigned for this opinion on page 193.

The ideas, however, formed by the knowing and reflecting

faculties, can be reproduced by an act of recollection, and

these powers are, therefore, said to have Memory. Memory
is thus merely a mode of action of the knowing and reflect-

ing faculties. I have said that Conception and Imagination

also result from the internal action of these organs ; and the

question naturally arises, In what respect does Memory dif-

fer from them The difference appears to be this. In

Conception and Imagination, new combinations of ideas are

formed, not only without regard to the time or order in

which the elementary notions had previously existed, but

even without any direct reference to their having formerly

existed at all. Memory, on the other hand, implies a new

conception of impressions previously received, attended with

the idea of past time, and consciousness of their former ex-

istence ; and it generally follows the order in which the

events happened.

Each organ enables the mind to recall the impressions

which it served at first to receive. Thus, the organ of

Tune will recall notes formerly heard, and give the me-

* Mr H. e. Watson observes, " I suspect that Memory ought not to

bo mixed up with the other three modes of manifestation here spoken of,

(Perception, Conception, and Imagination), but that it is much more close-

ly allied to consciousness and the sense of resemblance. Some injuries

and diseased states appear very materially to derange consciousness, me-

mory, and the sense of resemblance, while the powers of perception, con-

ception, and imagination, are comparatively intact." Phrm. Joum.\o\. x.

p. 498. See also Mr Chenevix's remarks in the Foreign Quarterly Re-

view, No. iii. p. 45. I do not understand Mr Watson here to question

the doctrine that each intellectual organ serves to recall the objects which

it is its function to perceive.
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mory of music. Form will recall figures previously observ-

ed; it will give the memory of persons, pictures, and crystals,

and will produce a talent for becoming learned in matters

connected with such objects. Individuality and Eventuality

large will confer memory for objects and events, and render

a person skilled in history, both natural and civil. A person

in whom Causality is powerful, will possess a natural me-

mory for metaphysics. Hence there may be as many kinds

of memory as there are knowing and reflecting facilities
;

and an individual may have great memory for one class of

ideas, and very little for another : George Bidder had an

almost inconceivable power of recollecting arithmetical cal-

culations, while in memory of history or languages he did

not surpass ordinary men. As the recollection of objects

and occurrences is commonly meant, in popular language,

by a great memory, individuals so gifted will generally be

found to possess a good development of Individuality, Even-
tuality, and probably of Language.

There appears to be a quality of brain which gives reten-

tiveness to memory, in consequence of which one individual

will retain impressions much longer than another, although

the size and combination of their organs be the same. It is

said that Sir Walter Scott possessed this characteristic in a

high degree
; but the cause of it is unknown. This fact

does not invalidate the theory of Memory now given ; be-

cause in every individual, the power of retaining one kind
of impressions is gi-eater than that of retaining another, and
this power bears a uniform relation to the &ize of the or-

gans.

The celebrated Cuvier aff'ords another striking illustration

of this remark. He possessed the quality of retentiveness,

the cause of which is unknown, in an extraordinary degree
;

but the power was strongest in his largest intellectual or-

gans. De CandoUe describes his mental qualities as follows :

" His range of knowledge was surpassingly great. He had
all his life read much,—seen much,—and never forgotten
any thing. A powerful memory, sustained and directed by
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sound judgment and singular sagacity, was the principal

foundation of his immense works and his success. This

memory was particularly remarkable in what related to forms,

considered in the widest sense of that word ; the figure of an

animal, seen in reality or in drawing, never left his mind,

and served him as a point of comparison for all similar ob-

jects. The sight of a map, of the plan of a city, seemed

sufficient to give him an almost intuitive knowledge of the

place ;
and, among all his talents, that memory which may

be called graphic^ seemed most apparent : he was conse-

quently an able draughtsman, seizing likenesses with rapi-

dity and correctness, and had the art of imitating with his

pencil the appearance of the tissue of organs, in a manner

peculiarly his own, and his anatomical drawings were ad-

mirable."^

The knowing and reflecting organs, were both large in his

head, and, judging from his portraits, his temperament seems

to have been nervous, or nervous and sanguine.

Dr Watt seems to have anticipated, by a very acute con-

jecture, the real philosophy of Memory. He says :
" It is

most probable that those very fibres, pores, or traces of the

brain which assist at the first idea or perception of any object,

are the same which assist also at the recollection of it ; and

then it will follow, that the memory has no special part of the

brain devoted to its own service, but uses all those parts in

general which subserve our sensation, as well as our thinking

and reasoning powers." ^ This conjecture coincides exactly

with Mr Hood's case, of the person in Kilmarnock, who, al-

though able to articulate, lost all power of recollecting arbi-

trary signs, and, with a sound judgment and clear under-

standing, forgot, through disease, his own name and the

names of every person and thing with which previously he

was most familiar. This could be accounted for only by the

supposition that the organ of Language had lost the power of

internal activity at command of the will, while the organs of

1 Edinburgh New Philosophical Journal, vol. xiv. No. 28.

2 The Improvement of the Mind, cli. xvii.
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the other intellectual powers remained entire. The fact, also,

of the memory failing in old age, before the judgment is im-

paired, is accounted for on the same principle. Age dimi-

nishes the susceptibility and activity of the organs ; and

hence they are unable to receive and to reproduce impres-

sions with the same vivacity as in youth. It is known,

that, after the mind has become dead to the recollection of

recent occurrences, it can distinctly recall the impressions of

early years. These were imprinted at a time when the

whole system was extremely susceptible, and subsequently

have been often recalled : and hence perhaps it is that the

organs are capable of resuming the state corresponding to

them, after they have ceased to be capable of retaining im-

pressions from events happening when their vigour has de-

cayed. Judgment is an employment of the faculties on

present objects, and does not require the same degree of

internal and spontaneous excitement for its exercise.

The doctrine that memory is only a kind of activity of

the faculties, is illustrated by the phenomena of diseases

which particularly excite the brain. Sometimes, under the

influence of disease, the most lively recollection of things

will take place, which had entirely escaped from the memory
in a state of health. " A most remarkable example of this

kind occurred some years ago at St Thomas's Hospital. A
man was brought in, who had received a considerable injury

of the head, but from which he ultimately recovered. When
he became convalescent, he spoke a language which no one
about him could comprehend. However, a Welsh milk-
woman came one day into the ward, and immediately under-
stood what he said. It appeared that this poor fellow was a
Welshman, and had been from his native country about
thirty years. In the course of that period, he had entirely

forgotten his native tongue, and acquired the English lan-
guage. But when he recovered from his accident, he forgot
the language he had been so recently in the habit of speak-
ing, and acquired the knowledge of that which he had ori-
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ginally acquired and lost !" ^ Such a fact as this is totally

inexplicable, on any principle except that of the existence

of organs by means of which the faculties are manifested :

for it could not be the mind itself which was affected, and
its faculties impaired by the fever, or which recovered long

lost knowledge by the influence of disease. At the same
time, the manner in which such an effect is produced, is en-

tirely unknown. Old people, when feeble, often relapse

into the use of the dialect of their youth.

The case of which the following is an abstract, was com-

municated by Dr Dewar to the Royal Society, and, although

highly interesting, is at present inexplicable.

In a "Report on a communication from Dr Dyce of Aber-

deen, on Uterine Irritation, and its effects on the female con-

stitution," ^ Dr Dewar states, that " It is a case of mental

disease, attended with some advantageous manifestations of

the intellectual powers ; and these manifestations disappear-

ed in the same individual in the healthy state. It is an instance

of a phenomenon which is sometimes called double conscious-

ness, but is more properly a divided consciousness, or double

personality, exhibiting in some measure two separate and in-

dependent trains of thought, and two independent mental

capabilities, in the same individual ; each train of thought,

and each capability, being wholly dissevered from the other,

and the two states in which they respectively predominate

subject to frequent interchanges and alternations."

The patient was a girl of sixteen ; the affection appeared

immediately before puberty, and disappeared when that state

was fully established. It lasted from the 2d of March to the

11th of June 1815, under the eye of Dr Dyce. " The first

symptom was an uncommon propensity to fall asleep in the

1 Tupper's Inquiry into GaU's System, p. 33 ; Good's Study of Medicine,

2d edit. vol. iv. p. 190 ; and Article Delirium, by Dr Pritchard, in Cyclop.

ofPrac. Med. vol. i. p. 506.—Dr Pritchard adds to bis account of the case,

that " this statement, which was first given by Mr Tupper, has been con-

firmed to the writer of this article by a personal witness."

' Read to the Royal Society in February 1822.

5
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evenings. This was followed by the habit of talking in her

sleep on these occasions. One evening she fell asleep in this

manner, imagined herself an Episcopal clergyman, went

through the ceremony of baptizing three children, and gave

an appropriate extempore prayer. Her mistress took her by

the shovdders, on which she awoke, and appeared uncon-

scious of everything, except that she had fallen asleep, of

which she shewed herself ashamed. She sometimes dressed

herself and the children while in this state, or, as Mrs L.

called it, ' dead asleep ;' answered questions put to her, in

such a manner as to shew that she understood the question ;

but the answers were often, though not always, incongruous."

One day, in this state, she " set the breakfast with perfect

correctness, with her eyes shut. She afterwards awoke with

the child on her knee, and wondered how she got on her

clothes.'' Sometimes the cold air awakened her, at other

times she was seized with the affection while walking out

with the children. " She sang a hymn delightfully in this

state, and, from a comparison which Dr Dyce had an oppor-

tunity of making, it appeared incomparably better done than

she could accomplish when well."

" In the mean time, a still more singular and interesting

symptom began to make its appearance. The circumstances

which occurred during the yaroxysm were completely forgot-

ten hy her when the paroxysm was over, but were perfectly

remembered during subsequent paroxysms f and it is on
this account that I have introduced the case under the head
of Memory. " Her mistress said, that when in this stupor
on subsequent occasions, she told her what was said to her
on the evening on which she baptized the children." Other
instances of this kind are given. " A depraved fellow -servant,

understanding that she wholly forgot every transaction that
occurred during the fit, clandestinely introduced a young
man into the house, who treated her with the utmost rude-
ness, while her fellow- servant stopped her mouth with the
bed-clothes, and otherwise overpowered a vigorous resistance
which was made by her, even during the influence of her

VOL. II. ^
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complaint. Next day she had not the slightest recollection

even of that transaction, nor did any person interested in her

welfare know of it for several days, till she was in one of her

paroxysms, when she related the whole facts to her mother.

Next Sunday she was taken to the church by her mistress,

while the paroxysm was on her. She shed tears during the

sermon, particularly during the account given of the execu-

tion of three young men at Edinburgh, who had described,

in their dying declarations, the dangerous steps with which

their career of vice and infamy took its commencement.

When she returned home, she recovered in a quarter of an

hour, was quite amazed at the questions put to her about

the church and sermon, and denied that she had been in any

such place ; but next night, on being taken ill, she men-

tioned that she had been at church, repeated the words of

the text, and, in Dr Dyce's hearing, gave an accurate ac-

count of the ti-agical narrative of the three young men by

which her feelings had been so powerfully affected. On this

occasion, though in Mrs L 's house, she asserted that

she was in her mother's.''

Drs Dyce and Dewar do not give any theory to account

for these very extraordinary phenomena. They mention

that the girl complained of confusion and oppression in her

head at the coming on of the fits ; and that after the pe-

riodical discharge had been fairly established, the whole

symptoms disappeared. On 28th May 1838, I saw a similar

case at Birmingham, that of Mary Parker, aged 16, who,

during the three previous years, had exhibited similar phe-

nomena. See Phren. Journ.^ vol. xi. p. 604.

We are unable phrenologically to throw more light on

these cases than the gentlemen who have reported them

have done ; and the only conclusion which seems to flow

from them is, that, before memory can exist, the organs

must be affected in the same manner, or be in a state analo-

gous to that in which they were when the impression was

first received. This inference is supported by several other

facts. Dr Abel informed me of an Irish porter to a ware-
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house, who, when sober, forgot what he had done when

drunk ;
but, being drunk again, recollected the transactions

of his former state of intoxication. On one occasion, being

drunk, he had lost a parcel of some value, and in his sober

moments could give no account of it. Next time he was

intoxicated he recollected that he had left the parcel at a

certain house, and there being no address on it, it had re-

mained there safe, and was obtained on his calling for it.

The same phenomena present themselves in the state of

somnambulism, produced by animal magnetism. In the

works on this subject, it is mentioned, and the fact has been

confirmed to me by a very intelligent friend who has ob-

served it in Paris, that a person who is magnetized so as to

produce the magnetic sleep termed somnambulism, acquires,

like the girl in Aberdeen, a new consciousness and memory ;

he does not recollect the transactions of his ordinary state of

existence, but acquires the power of speaking and of think-

ing in his induced state of abstraction from the external

world. When this state has subsided, all that passed in it

is obliterated from the memory, while the recollection of

ordinary events is restored. If the magnetic state be re-

called, memory of the circumstances which formerly hap-

pened in that state is restored ; and thus the individual may

be said to live in a state of divided consciousness. In this

country, the doctrine of animal magnetism is treated with

the same contempt which was formerly poured on Phreno-

logy. I am wholly unacquainted with its merits ; but several

eminent French physicians entertain a favourable opinion

of them,^ and the circumstance now stated, of alternating

memory and forgetfulness, not only is mentioned in the

books on this subject which I have consulted, but has been

certified to me as true, by a gentleman whose understanding

is too acute to allow me to believe that he was deceived, and

1 See Mr Colqulioun's translation of the Report of the Committee of

the Koyal Academy of Sciences on Animal Magnetism
;
Georget De la

Physiologie du Sysldme Nerveux, tome i, p. 267; and The Cydopctdia of Prac-
tical Medicine, article Somnambulism.
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whose honour is too high to admit of his deceiving others.

These facts cannot at present be accounted for in a satisfac-

tory way ; but by communicating a knowledge of their ex-

istence, attention will be drawn to them, and future observ-

ations and reflection may ultimately throw light upon the

subject.

Mr Hewett Watson has published a valuable essay on the

peculiarities of memory, in the 29th number of The Phreno-

logical Journal} It is imphilosophical, he remarks, to use

such phrases as a good memory or a great memory^ these

expressions being susceptible, of very different interpreta-

tions. With the view of drawing the attention of phreno-

logists to the necessity of exactness in their descriptions, he

specifies some of the principal varieties of memory, throwing

out at the same time suggestions as to the conditions on which

they depend. " For the more easy illustration," says he,

" it will be convenient to distinguish the varieties of memory

into two leading subdivisions, which may be termed ' Simple

Memory,' and ' Memory by Association.' Simple memory

is that wherein the idea of a sound, colour, object, or event

appears to recur directly and spontaneously ; as, for instance,

having once seen a house or a tree, and the idea or mental

impression returning afterwards, we are then said to remem-

ber it. Memory depending on association is indirect, and

may be exemplified by the fact that we can scarce think of

the summer sky, or the roses that bloom beneath it, without

immediately remembering the concave form and blue tint of

the former, or the peculiar shape and blushing dyes of the

latter. The inseparable connection that comes to be estab-

lished between the arbitrary sounds and shapes used in

speech and writing, and various mental ideas, so that the

mere sound or sight of a word inevitably recalls its appro-

priate idea, is another familiar illustration of memory by as-

sociation. Such associations vary from the closest possible

approximation with simple memory to the most remote, in-

congruous, and artificial associations that exist.

1 Vol. vii. p. 212.
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« To commence with Simple Memory. One of the most

striking varieties entitled to be ranked in this division, is

that wherein an individual is capable of remembering great

number of ideas, whether they be chiefly of shapes, sounds,

objects, colours, or whatever else- The remembrance of

them may be lasting or transitory; it may be orderly or

without arrangement ; the individual may be rapid or slow

in reproducing impressions previously formed. Such a me-

mory, in short, may be indefinitely varied in every other

respect, excepting that named as its distinguishing mark,

viz. the multiplicity of ideas remembered. I have seen seve-

ral individuals exhibiting a memory of this kind, but vary-

ing greatly among themselves in the duration, clearness,

readiness, and other peculiarities of the ideas remembered.

It is this variety which is commonly meant by the frequent

expressions ' a good^ or ' a great memory,' although by no

means invariably so. It appears essential to attaining a first

rank in most departments of science and literature, and is

the variety which led Gall to the discovery of the intellect

tual organs, the condition on which it depends seeming to

be large organic development. They who take in and re-

member the greatest number of ideas at once, whether the

same ideas be remembered for a long period, or be shortly

supplanted by others, have, cceteris paribus, the largest or-r

ganic development. I have observed in botanists, having

Language and Individuality but moderately developed, the

power of remembering for a long period, and with accuracy,

a limited number of plants, their names and peculiar dis-

tinctive characteristics, as, for instance, those of a particular

garden, district, or country ; but on expanding their range

of observation, they forget the former, apparently from a

difficulty of retaining a multiplicity of ideas in a small or-

gan. Others, on the contrary, will write systems embracing

the whole of the vegetable kingdom, which implies an amount

of individual knowledge almost incomprehensible to a small

development. The mask of Sir James Smith, whose princi-

pal botanical skill lay in a knowledge of the various names
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which botanists and others had, at different periods, applied

to the same plant, shews Language to have been large, and,

in consequence, he remembered many names. Individuality

and Form are both well developed, but these two organs I

have seen relatively superior in some of the best specific

botanists of Britain, who remember the plants themselves

better than their names. This variety of memory would be

appropriately distinguished by the epithet extensive. As,

however, it depends essentially on large organic development,

which scarcely any person possesses in every faculty, this

memory is always more or less partial, that is, limited in

respect to the kind of ideas remembered ; so that, in order

to characterize it with precision, it would be necessary to

say, an extensive memory of words, of colour, of sounds, or

whatever else it might happen to be. Many persons mistake

the limit in kind for one of degree only, and lament in gene-

ral terms their deficiency of memory, when in reality they

possess an extensive memory for one range of ideas combined

with a limited memory for another ; the deficiency, being

most felt by the inconvenience it occasions, is taken as the

general criterion. Exercise seems to have less influence on

this variety than it has over others presently to be mentioned,

probably more influencing the direction than the quantity of

ideas remembered. Linnaeus, Sheridan, Newton, Johnson,

Cuvier, and Sir Edward Coke, may furnish examples of the

extensive memory, and that chiefly in one particular range

or direction.

"A second variety of memory, is that of men who are

capable of remembering what they see, hear, or do, during

a very long period ; their mental impressions appear to bid

defiance to time, and to bear its daily attritions almost with-

out change. Whether the subjects remembered be few or

many, and of whatever kind or nature, still mental images

of them once formed remain deep and distinct. Individuals

endowed with this variety of memory in its highest degree,

will often converse nearly as easily and correctly of occur-

rences years gone by, as others do of those which happened
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but a week before. There are boys who will leai-ii their

school tasks with ease and rapidity, but just as easily and ra-

pidly forget them ; the lesson which was perfect last week, is

to-day a dim and scarce perceptible outline of something

that has once been, but is now almost effaced from the soft-

moulded tablets of memory.
" On the other hand, we may find some of their school-fel-

lows, whose tasks are the same, whose instructions are scarce

in the slightest degree different, yet in this respect attended

with the most dissimilar results. The task of last week or

month is nearly as fresh in memory as though it had been

learned but yesterday, and they wonder how others can for-

get so quickly, while these in turn are astonished that such

retentiveness of memory can exist in any one. It seems yet

an unsolved problem on what organic peculiarity this de-

pends. That it is not attributable to size, or at least to size

alone, every day's experience must assure us : and all that

can at present be suggested in regard to it is, that quality

rather than quantity of brain is the condition whereon it is

dependent. It seems to be almost invariably accompanied

by a degree of slowness in action, a want of that rapidity

in the flow of ideas characteristic of the next variety to be

mentioned. The slowness and tenacity may perhaps de-

pend on the same peculiarity in the composition or quality

of brain, the retentiveness of former ideas being connected

with the slowness in acquiring new ones. On reading this

to the Phrenological Society, a case was mentioned of a gen-

tleman who, after learning to repeat long passages in a short

space of time, found that he very soon forgot them, and that,

when acquired with more slowness, they were long remem-
bered.^ It would appear from this, that the slowness in ac-

quiring ideas is an antecedent to retentiveness ; we are

^ Dr Abercrombie, in Ms work on tlie Intellectual Powers, p. 100, men- r

tions the case of an actor, wbo, on an emergency, committed his part to

memory with surprising quickness, but in a very short time completely

forgot it. Those parts, on the other hand, which he learned with slow-

ness and deliberation, were accurately retained for many years.
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scarcely authorized to say a cause, for both the one and the

other may, and most likely do, depend on some (general

or temporary) constitutional condition checking rapidity.

The epithet retentive, would pretty correctly designate this

variety of memory, and distinguish it from the former, with

which it may or may not be combined. I have noticed it in

men with a limited, as well as in those who possess an ex-

tensive memory; but, cceteris paribus, it seems most marked

in such individuals as engage in the smallest variety of pur-

suits ; whether it is an effect or a cause of uniformity in taste

and pursuit may admit of doubt. The inhabitants of the

country seem to remember with more tenacity than such as

live in large towns ; and certainly they are more apt to im-

bibe ideas with slowness and deliberation. Joined with an

extensive memory, it constitutes the man of knowledge, and

is therefore an essential element in forming a scientific cha-

racter, but will scarcely make a witty or shewy one. Joseph

Hume, Julius Caesar, and perhaps Napoleon, may be cited

as examples of it.

" A third variety of Simple Memory is characterized by

the rapidity with which previous ideas are reproduced in the

mind. One after another, or one dozen after another dozen,

previous thoughts and impressions are renewed, and come

floating athwart the mental eye in perpetual changeability

and succession. They may arise in a regular, connected, and

systematic series, or be poured forth in the most mixed and

heterogeneous assemblages, like the multitudinous oUa po-

drida of a masquerade, or the endlessly varied hues and ob-

jects of an extensive landscape. Rapidity of ideas is the

essential character of this modification. Whether such ideas

be correct or erroneous, limited or general, connected or dis-

ordered, seems to be determined by other conditions different

from those on which depends the mere quickness of their

reproduction Large Language and Individuality with

great rapidity, tend to promote punning, and that style of

wit designated as ' good things,' ' apropos remarks,' ' clever

hits,' &c., which I have seen greatly manifested when the
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organ called Wit has been of very moderate development.

Itls perhaps this rapidity of memory occurring in cases of

deficient development of Concentrativeness that causes what

is commonly termed ' far-fetched wit,' or that conjunction of

widely dissimilar and unrelated ideas called up by rapidity

imrestrained by concentrated action Rapidity of me-

mory is probably influential in determining to the production

of poetry, being evinced in the variety of its imagery, and

what one of the fraternity has well exemplified in the ex-

pression 'thronging fancies.' Rapidity in excess, imply-

ing a perpetual transition of ideas, incapacitates for science
;

hence we rarely if ever find first rank in science and poetry,

or science and wit, in the same person. Intermediate gra-

dations may unite both in nearly equal degree. In noticing

the former variety, I had suggested the rarity, if not incom-

patibility, of the rapid and retentive memories co-existing

in a great degree ; but was informed on reading the remark,

that Professor Mezzofante of Bologna combines both rapidity

and retentiveness of verbal memory. The nervous tempera-

ment seems instrumental in giving this quality of brain, or

perhaps might with more correctness be regarded as the

efi'ect ; but it is certainly not peculiar to the dark varieties

of that temperament ; some of the most striking examples

of rapid memory I have met with occur in persons of light

complexion. An appropriate mode of distinguishing this

modification of memory from those previously mentioned,

would be by attaching to it the epithet rapid. Miss Pratt,

quoted in the phrenological works as an example of large

Individuality, may be cited as an instance of rapid combined

with extensive memory of objects and occurrences.

" Nearly allied to, but by no means always co-existent with,

the rapid memory, is readiness of memory, or the power of

immediately directing it to any given subject. There are

men of considerable rapidity and diversity of ideas, who, if

suddenly asked the simplest question concerning any matter

not just then occupying their thoughts, find great difficulty

in turning the current of their ideas into a new channel, or
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opening a new spring. They thus seem, both to themselves

and others, to be remarkably deficient in memory. Inequa-

lity of development probably tends to increase this peculiar

defect, but it appears to me that Concentrativeness and Se-

cretiveness, one or both, are also concerned I have but

few observations on the development of individuals whose

memory presents this modification, but it seems in perfection

when large Secretiveness, Concentrativeness, and the ante-

rior lobe, especially Individuality, are combined with rapidity,

and to be proportionally injured by the abduction of any one

of these requisites. I have seen an instance of this prompt-

ness of memory in a case where the knowing organs, par-

ticularly Individuality and Eventuality, with Secretiveness,

were large, Concentrativeness and the reflecting organs

rather above moderate, with a medium degree of rapidity

and retentiveness of memory. The epithet ready or jJrompt

may designate this variety of memory, which probably oc-

curred in Burke, Pitt, Curran, and Sheridan.

" To the preceding peculiarities of memory, there yet re-

mains to be added another, which, from its influence over

memory, by association, may be viewed as the transition and

connecting link between the two artificial divisions here

made. I mean partial memory, or that limited to particular

ranses of ideas. The connection between partial memory

and proportionate development of the cerebral organs is so

completely one of the foundation-stones of Phrenology, that

it must be quite unnecessary to say any thing about it here

;

but we must never lose sight of the fact, that partial memory

dependent on this cause, is exhibited only in the nature of

the ideas, as those of colour in contradistinction to shape, or

shape in opposition to dimensions, and not merely in the

peculiar direction."

JUDGMENT, in the metaphysical sense, belongs to the

REFLECTING faculties alone. The knowing faculties, how-

ever, may also be said to judge ; the faculty of Tune, for ex-

ample, may be agreeably or disagreeably affected, and m this
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way may judge of sounds : but Judgment, in the proper ac-

ceptation of the word, is a perception of adaptation, of rela-

tion, of fitness," or of the connexion between means and an

end, and belongs entirely to the reflecting powers. These,

as well as the knowing faculties, have Perception, Memory,

and Imagination. Causality, for example, perceives the rela-

tion of cause and effect, and also remembers and imagines

that relation, just as Form perceives, remembers, and ima-

gines the shapes of objects. Judgment is the decision of

the reflecting faculties upon the feelings furnished by the

propensities and sentiments, and upon the ideas furnished

by the whole intellectual faculties. This I conceive to be

the strictly phrenological analysis of Judgment ; but this term,

in the popular sense, has a more extensive signification. It

is a common observation to say of an individual, that he pos-

sesses an acute or even profound intellect, but that he is des-

titute of judgment. This apparent paradox may be explained

in two ways. First : by " an acute intellect," is frequently

meant a great but limited talent, which may be referred to

some of the knowing faculties. Thus, a person may be dis-

tinguished for ability in mathematics or natural history, and

not be eminent for judgment, in the stricter sense of the

word. There is, however, a second explanation, which is

preferable. I'o judge of the line of conduct proper to be

pui'sued in the affairs of life, it is necessary to feel correctly,

as well as to reason deeply ; or rather, it is more necessary to

feel rightly than to reflect. Hence, if an individual possess

verypowerful reflecting faculties, such as Lord Bacon enjoyed,

and be deficient in Conscientiousness, as his Lordship seems

to have been, he is like a fine ship wanting a helm, liable to

be carried from her course by every wind and current. The
reflecting faculties give the power of thinking profoundly, but

Conscientiousness, and the other sentiments, are necessary

to furnish correct feeling, by which practical conduct may be

regulated. Indeed, Lord Bacon affords a striking example

how poor an endowment intellect,—even the most transcen-

dent,—is, when not accompanied by upright sentiments.
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That mind whicli embraced, in one comprehensive grasp,

the whole circle of the sciences, and pointed out, with a sur-

prising sagacity, the modes in which they might best be cul-

tivated—that mind, in short, which anticipated the progress

of the human understanding by a century and a half—pos-

sessed so littlejudgment, so little of sound and practical sense,

as to become the accuser, and even defamer of Essex, his early

patron and friend ; to pollute the seat of justice by corruption

and bribery ; and to stoop to the basest flattery of a weak

king, all for the gratification of a contemptible ambition.

Never was delusion more complete. He fell into an abyss of

degradation from which he never rose ; and to this day the

darkness of his moral reputation forms a lamentable contrast

to the brilliancy of his intellectual fame. There was here

the most evident defect ofjudgment; and with such reflect-

ing powers as he possessed, the source of his errors could lie

only in the sentiments, deficiency in some of which prevent-

ed him from feeling rightly, and from comprehending the

degradation attendant on immorality.

In common life, the efifect of the feelings in originating

opinion, is by far too little attended to. We frequently hear

persons carrying on angry disputations, with a view to con-

vince each other's understandings
;
when, in fact, the cause

of their diflference lies in a feeling : If it could be made

the same in both, no disagreement would exist. It is com-

mon in such cases to say, " My sentiments are entirely dif-

ferent from yours ;" a form of expression which is strictly

philosophical, and harmonizes with the explanation now

given : but the parties do not perceive that a " sentiment,"

in the strict sense, or in popular language a " feeling," can-

not be communicated yi-'j argument ; and hence theyoften main-

tain the controversy by an address to the understanding alone,

and generally with no satisfactory result. If, on the other

hand, two persons meet, whose propensities and sentiments

harmonize, their " sentiments," in the popular sense, gene-

rally coincide, although, in the depth of their intellectual

powers, there may be considerable disparity. In estimating,
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therefore, the degree of sound and practical judgment for the

affairs of life, the good sense or mother-wit, of any indivi-

dual, we should not confine our attention to the forehead

alone, under the notion that it exclusively is the seat of

judgment ; but look first to the temperament, that we may

judge of the activity of the brain, and next at tbe combina-

tion of organs ; for we shall invariably find sound sense to

be the accompaniment of an equable development of all the

organs, those of the moral sentiments and intellect rather

predominating. There are then no over-excited and no de-

fective powers ; no desires assume an undue ascendency, and

no emotions are so feeble as not to be adequately experi-

enced. This combination is rare, and hence high practical

sense is more uncommon than great partial talent. A per-

son was pointed out to me as possessing the forehead of an

idiot, who yet had conducted himself with remarkable pru-

dence and success in trade, and, by his estimable qualities,

had gained the esteem of the little circle in which he moved.

On examination, I found a fine nervous and sanguine tem-

perament, and a forehead greatly retreating indeed but with,

a full development of the knowing organs ; and, on turning

to the region of the propensities and sentiments, the former

were found in fair proportion, with an excellent development

of the latter. Conscientiousness, Veneration, Benevolence,

Love of Approbation, Adhesiveness, and Cautiousness, were

all large ; and the sources of his prudence, good sense, and

amiable qualities, were at once apparent. To shew that

Phrenology and the head were not at variance, I inquired

into his powers of logical or profound argumentation ; when
his friend said, that althovigh he was fond of reading, his ac-

quaintances were surprised that he never learned the mean-

ing of a great many plain words ; and on asking what these

were, I found them to be abstract terms and expressions

significant of ideas formed by Causality and Comparison.

The individual in question not only could not reason conse-

cutively, but in ordinary discourse misapplied, and seemed
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not to understand, the terms now adverted to. This was

exactly what a phrenologist would have predicted.

In describing, therefore, the effect of the reflecting facul-

ties in ordinary life, I would say that the propensities and

sentiments furnish the chief desires which prompt to action,

and the feelings which regulate conduct ; while reflection,

without being able to alter their nature, judges of the im-

pulses to action communicated by them—taking in an ex-

tent of view, greater or less, in proportion to the size of the

intellectual organs. The intellect becomes acquainted with

the whole mental faculties and their desires, with the ex-

ternal world, and with the relations subsisting between it

and the mind, and judges of the means by which the desires

may obtain gratification, and also of the consequences of

indulgence : it presents a prospect of good or evil as the ul-

timate result, and thus constitutes the regulating and direct-

ing power. The influence of the propensities and sentiments

in biassing the judgment may be thus explained : If Cau-

tiousness be excessively large, and Hope small, this combi-

nation will present dismal forebodings to the mind ; and the

understanding will not be able to alter the feelings so as to

render cheery and brilliant, scenes which they tinge with

melancholy and gloom. If Hope be very large, and Cau-

tiousness very small, then the most delusive anticipations of

felicity will be suggested, and the understanding will see ob-

jects under this impression. If, again, both Cautiousness

and Hope be large, each will furnish its own emotions on the

contemplation of external objects ; and the understanding

will then possess two impressions as elements for judging,

and be able, by comparing, to come to a sound determination

respecting them. Hence, as already observed, a sound prac-

tical judgment is the result of a favourable combination of

all the organs, sustained by an active temperament and ex-

perience.

If these principles be correct, they enable us to explain

why, among lawyers, a bad pleader sometimes makes a good

judge, and vice versa. To a pleader, intellect and propen-

sity are more essential than Conscientiousness :—To a judge,
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on the other hand, great moral organs are indispensable

;

for, without an ample development of them, his intellect is

liable to be led astray by subtleties and false views, and in

his decisions the grand element of justice will be wanting.

I have noticed, that, where Conscientiousness is large in a

lawyer, and he is pleading a bad cause, he cannot avoid be-

traying, by his natural manner, his impression that he is in

the wrong. He in whom this organ is deficient, views all

cases as questions of opinion, and contends for victory with

that ardour which the other can display only when advocat-

ing the cause of truth.

The same principles enable us to judge of the propriety

of a very important regulation in one of the institutions of

our country—I mean the requisite of unanimity in juries in

civil causes. If two individuals were constituted umpires on

a claim of damages for defamation, and if one of them pos-

sessed from nature a large Love of Approbation,—judging

from his own feelings, he would rather suffer death than

live defamed ; while the other, if he was, by natural consti-

tution, extremely deficient in this organ, could pass his days

unmoved by the censure or applause of the world : and the

two could not, by any efforts of their understandings, suc-

ceed in arriving at the same estimate of the injury sustained

by the plaintiff, or agree'about the sum which would constitute

an equitable compensation for the slander. The one must
either surrender his conscience to the other, or allow a third

party to decide between them ; for real unanimity is ex-

cluded by the very constitution of their minds. No exercise

of the understanding will produce it. The intellectual per-

ceptions also of jurymen differ. If one be very deficient in

the reflecting organs, he will forget the inferential evidence

and conclusions as fast as they are stated to him, and hence

he may regard a point as not proved, which appears demon-
strated to another in whom the reflecting organs are large.

It is difficult to admire the wisdom of that legislature which
imagines that men can, if they will, arrive by argument, at

one conclusion in such cases ; or which, if it knows that
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they cannot agree, nevertheless conceives it beneficial to re-

quire a verdict in direct opposition to the constitution of

their minds,—to produce an appearance of unanimity, when
the reality is unattainable. Many arguments have been
brought forward on the opposite sides of this question ; but
it appears to me, that the mode of judging of it afforded by
Phrenology carries us to the ultimate principles at once. If

it be naturally in the power of men, by honest efforts, to

see questions of conduct, such as occur before jury-courts, in

the same light, then unanimity should be required ; but if

this perfect harmony of sentiment be excluded by nature, it

is mere delusion to pretend to bring it about by an act of

Parliament. Accordingly, nature prevails here as in every

other case ; for all sensible jurors, before commencing their

deliberations, arrange among themselves that the minority

shall yield to the majority ; and the only effects of the law

are to put it in the power of some very obstinate or very

wicked individual to force his fellows into the adoption of

his opinion—Avhich, from his standing alone, will, on the

ordinary chances, be placed at an extreme point in the scale

of absurdity ;—or else to defeat the object of the parties, by

depriving them altogether of a verdict.

It has been said, that the requisite of unanimity produces

attention in the jury to the cause, and discussion of the sub-

ject among themselves. This I have no doubt may be true,

but even with every degree of attention and discussion,

unanimity in general is morally impossible. It is not ob-

vious questions of evidence or right, in which all men may

agree, that come most frequently before a court of justice ;

but diflBcult cases, in which the most conscientious and en-

lightened may differ in opinion. Out of twelve or fifteen

persons there is always a risk that two or more may be the

antipodes in moral and intellectual constitution to each

other. Under the present system such individuals must

yield unconvinced. It appears to me that, by leaving out

the extremes, and requiring a majority of three-fourths, or

some such proportion, the advantages of discussion would be

8
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gained, and the evil of the great body of the jury being forced

into a verdict by one obstinate individual, might be avoided.

A proposition voluntarily assented to by nine men out of

twelve, would be nearer the truth than one modified by mu-

tual concessions to conciliate, but not to satisfy, the whole.

Having now discussed the metaphysical faculties of Per-

ception, Conception, Imagination, Memory, and Judgment,

and shewn thcjii to be merely different kinds of action of

the faculties disclosed by Phrenology, I proceed to notice

several other mental operations and affections, which make

a figure in the common systems of mental philosophy, and

to refer them also to their principles in this science.

CONSCIOUSNESS means the knowledge which the

mind has of its own existence and operations. Dr Reid re-

gards it as an intellectual faculty. He says of it, that " it is

an operation of the Understanding of its own kind, and can-

not be logically defined. The objects of it axe our present

pains, our pleasures, our hopes, our fears, our desires, our

doubts, our thoughts of every kind,—in a word, all the pas^

sions, and all the actions and operations of our own minds,

while they are present.*'

Dr Thomas Brown denies that it is a power, or any thing

difierent from sensation, emotion, or thought, existing at

any moment in the mind. It gives us no intimation of the

existence of the organs, and reveals to us only the opera-

tions of our own minds, leaving us entirely in the dark re-

garding the mental affections of others, where they differ

from our own. Hence, by reflecting on consciousness, which
the metaphysicians chiefly did, as their means of studying

the mind, we can discover nothing concerning the organs

by which the faculties act, and run great risk of forming

erroneous views of human nature, by supposing mankind in

general to be constituted exactly like ourselves.

Each organ communicates to the mind consciousness of

the feelings and ideas which it serves to manifest : thus, if

VOL. II. Q
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the organ of Tune be extremely deficient, the individual,

although he may have vivid impressions of his own existence,

will not be able to attain consciousness of melody ; a person

in whom Conscientiousness is extremely small, will not be

conscious of the sentiment of justice, or of its obligations ;

one in whom Veneration is very feeble, will not be con-

scious of the emotion of piety. If we place individuals so

constituted, in situations requiring, for the right dii-ection of

their conduct, vivid consciousness of these emotions, we shall

be disappointed. The metaphysicians who studied the phi-

losophy of mind by reflecting on their own consciousness,

could not succeed in discovering all the primitive faculties,

because they were not conscious of the activity of those

whose organs were very deficient in their own brains, or of

those which did not give their impulses in the retirement

of a philosophical study ; such as Combativeness, Secretive-

ness, and Acquisitiveness. Farther, consciousness being

single, they could not discover that there is a plurality of

powers attached to a variety of organs. On the other hand,

when the organs are large and the temperament active, in-

tense consciousness of the corresponding feelings and ideas

is experienced ; and some persons, mistaking the emotions

thus arising for supernatural communications, have fallen

into fanaticism and superstition.

No satisfactory explanation has yet been given why con-

sciousness is single when the organs of all the mental facul-

ties, external and internal, are double. We are not conscious

of the operation of the organs, and hence, perhaps, their du-

plicity has the efiect only of adding intensity to our emo-

tions and perceptions, without multiplying their number.

There are cases on record of double consciousness, apparently

from the two hemispheres of the brain being in opposite con-

ditions. " Tiedemann," says Dr Spurzheim, relates the

case of one Moser, who was insane on one side, and observed

his insanity with the other. Dr Gall attended a minister

similarly afflicted : for three years he heard himself reproach-

ed and abused on his left side ; with his right he commonly
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appreciated the madness of his left side—sometimes, how-

ever, when feverish and unwell, he did not judge properly.

Long after getting rid of this singular disorder, anger, or

a greater indulgence in wine than usual, induced a tendency

to relapse." 1 In his work on insanity Dr Spurzheim says,

" A friend of Gall has the right side of his forehead half an

inch higher than the left, and he feels and complains bitterly

that he cannot think with the left side. At Dublin, a gentle-

man whose forehead on the left side is about foui* lines less

developed than on the right, often feels headache on the de-

fective side, and assured me that he is conscious of not think-

ing with that side." Dr Caldwell states, in allusion to these

instances, that " another case, perfectly analogous, produced

by a fall from a horse, exists in Kentucky, not far from

Lexington.'' ^ I have received a communication of a case of

a similar nature from a gentleman who was the subject of it.

In a letter dated 25th June 1836, the Reverend R B
writes to me thus :

" You have heard no doubt of persons

being deranged with one hemisphere of the brain, and setting

themselves right with the other. Gall and Tissot, I think,

both mention such cases. A circumstance, however, of this

kind occurred to myself, a few months ago, which may per-

haps strike you as singular. I was reading in my bedroom

one night, after a day of unusually hard labour and excite-

ment. All at once, I seemed to read my author with two

minds : To speak more intelligibly, I read at the same time

a sentence in my ordinary way, i. e. I understood the sense of

what I was reading, in a plain matter-of-fact way, and I read

it likewise in a more than usually imaginative way. There

appeared to be two distinct minds in fact at work at the

same page, at the same time, which continued after I closed

my book and went to bed. The next morning the sensation

was gone, and I have not distinctly experienced any thing of

the kind since. Do you not think that a different state of

activity in the two hemispheres of the brain,—perhaps in

^ Phrenology, p. 37.

' Elements of Phrenology , 2d edition, p. 82.
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the region of Ideality and Marvellousness,—may account for

this ? It is certainly different from what is called double

vision, for
. I felt conscious of reading only one page."" Dr

Bi-owne, of the Crichton Royal Institution for Lunatics, has

favoured me with the following report of a case of divided

consciousness. " G. J's case," says he, " differs considerably

from those narrated by Major EUicot and Dr Dewar. It is

rather an instance of divided or modified consciousness than

of double consciousness. He imagines that he is himself

and another person at the same time ; he acts as if this belief

were sincere, and cannot divest himself of the conviction,

that in his body are two natures or persons, prompting

courses of conduct widely different. He conceives that his

original self, G. J., is a base, abandoned scoundrel, tempting

and urging his other, or new, or better self, to whom it

should be observed, is attached the emphatic Bgo^ to commit

crimes or acts of which he altogether disapproved. The

second person of this duality repels, resists, struggles with

these abominable suggestions, and loathes the tempter or first

person. This struggle sometimes becomes real and visible,

when the hands, acting under the will of No. 1, or the vir-

tuous and opposing impulse, beat and bruise the legs, body,

or head, which is, I presume, supposed to belong to No. 2,

the vicious or tempting impulse. The object of the one is

obviously to inflict pain and punishment upon the other.

The blows are often so sincere and severe as to leave marks

for days ; and when these are adverted to, the answer is, as

if from No. 1, * dontjustify him, he deserved it.'' Such con-

flicts occur generally during the night ; the delusion appears

to be strongest at the time of awaking, and the interference

of the night-watch is required to part or pacify the combat-

ants. The mind appears, on these occasions, to be so en-

tirely preoccupied by the delusion as to confound the sensa-

tions communicated by these blows, and to refer them to the

body of another. The addresses and solicitations of No. 2

are perfectly audible to No. 1, as much so and as intelligible

as the voice of a third party ; and when they are not replied
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to by argument or abuse, No. 1 reads aloud in order to drown

the sound and import. In conversation with those around,

G. J. speaks at one time as No. 1, at another as No. 2.

" It seems as if different parts of the brain acted indepen-

dently, as if there was wanting that concert, that consent

and consciousness which gives unity and identity to the pro-

ceedings of mind.

" This state has succeeded great cerebral excitement and

suicidal mania^ during which some organic change has, in all

probability, taken place in the nervous structure, as there is

a twitching of the muscles of the face and impaired mobility

of one leg.

"The head is large, well-formed, and regular, there being

perfect symmetry between the two sides.

" Th,e age is 45, the temperament nervo-lymphatie.

" G. J. has been the editor of a newspaper, is well educated,

and has, in all probability, kept his brain under ' high pres-

sure.'

" His bodily health is now good, and he has certainly gain-

ed mental power recently."

Mr Robert Dale Owen of New Harmony, Indiana, in a

letter dated in June 1842, published in the New York Even-

ing Post, mentions that, in his presence, Dr Buchanan of

Louisville disturbed consciousness in a man by means of

Mesmerism. " By passing his fingers,'' says he, " in a pecu-

liar manner, backwards and forwards, along the medium line

of the sinciput, corresponding with the upper fissures of the

hemisphere of the brain, the effect appeared to be, to destroy

all sense of identity : to scatter the thoughts, so that they

could not be concentrated on any subject, and to cause the

legs and arms to be extended in opposite directions, violent-

ly and involuntarily. The patient sometimes moved his head

and body to one side, then to the other, seemed excessively

restless and uneasy, his eyes rolled frightfully in their sock-

ets, and his countenance indicated utter confusion of ideas*

and vague apprehension almost amounting to horror," &c.
*' When restored to his senses, he said he felt as if his con-
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Bciousness was dissevered, and (as he phrased it) as if ' one

part of his head was thinking one way, and one another.'

He added, ' that he experienced an impulse to go in different

directions at the same time." By collecting such facts as

the foregoing, light will, in time, be shed on their causes,

and it is with this view that I have recorded the cases now
detailed. Additional facts illustrative of divided conscious-

ness are given, vol. i., p. 173 ; and vol. ii. p. 224.

It has been argued by some sceptics that the human mind

possesses no certain knowledge ; because not only the senses

and understanding occasionally deceive us, but even Con-

sciousness itself gives false intimations : thus, a man whose

leg has been amputated, is sometimes conscious, years after

the operation, of a pain in the toe of the lost foot ; or a pa-

tient suffering under chronic disease of the liver, feek^no un-

easiness in it, but is conscious of a pain at the top of the

right shoulder. The answer to this argument is, that each

nerve and faculty has received a definite constitution, in vir-

tue of which it gives certain intimations when affected in a

particular manner ; when the nerve of the toe, for example,

is affected, the nerve itself gives consciousness of pain, ac-

companied by an instinctive reference to its seat. After the

leg has been amputated, part of the nerve remains, and, when

affected in the same manner as while the toe existed, it com-

municates the impression which belonged to it in its entire

state. In this there is no deception ; because the nerve which

originally intimated pain in the toe, is affected in the same

manner as it was when the toe existed. In like manner, the

liver itself possesses little sensibility, but the phrenic nerve

which is ramified on it communicates with the shoulder ; and

this nerve, being highly sensitive, is affected by the state of

the liver, and produces pain in the shoulder. The nerve in

this case is really affected, and the pain is the correct indica-

tion of its state. It is the office of Causality to discover the

causes of these affections, that of Consciousness being limited

to the intimation of the sensations themselves. Every de-

rangement of an organ of sensation or perception is accom-
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panied by disorder of consciousness to a corresponding ex-

tent : thus, in jaundice, the mind has consciousness of all ob-

jects being yellow ; in cases like that of Miss S. L., detailed

on p. 204, there is consciousness of disturbed equilibrium ;

in such cases as that of Dr Macnish, p. 209, consciousness

of hearing music exists ; but Causality refers these percep-

tions to diseases as their causes. When the derangement

embraces the organs of Causality themselves, the power of

discriminating the imjDression to be a morbid one is lost, and

insanity is established.

It would be of much practical utility to teach individuals

the dependence of consciousness on the states of the mental

organs, as a means of inducing^ them, when under morbid

excitement, to distrust their own impressions, and seek re-

lief from sensible advisers. In the present system of edu-

cation, the connexion of the feelings and intellect with ma-

terial organs, is so greatly overlooked, and every emotion and

perception is represented as so purely mental, that when these

become exalted or disordered, it is extremely difficult to en-

able the individual to comprehend how they can be delusive,

or in any way affected by corporeal conditions ; and hence he

suffers much uneasiness in secret, avoids recourse to a phy-

sician, and persists in acting on his morbid impressions as if

they were sound ; till at last disease is permanently establish-

ed, which, under more enlightened guidance, might easily

have been averted, or cut short at its commencement.

It is extremely difficult to determine whether the feeling •

of personal identity indicated by the pronoun I is connected

with a particular organ, or the result of the general action

of the whole organs. The reader is referred to what is said

on this subject in vol. i., on pages 172-3.

ATTENTION is not a faculty of the mind, but results

from the knowing and reflecting faculties when actively di-

rected to their objects. Thus, the faculty of Tune excited

by melody, attends to notes
; Causality, addressed by a de-

monstration, attends to the steps of the argument; and the
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Other faculties of the intellect, in like manner, attend to their

vai'ious objects. Concentrativeness gives continuity to the

impressions of the fticulties, Individuality and Eventuality

direct them to their objects, and Firmness maintains them
in a state of application—and these gi-eatly aid attention ; but
still attention, in itself, is a mere act of the different intel-

lectual faculties, and not the attribute of any particular

power, established exclusively for its own production.

ASSOCIATION. The metaphysicians have endeavour-

ed, by reflecting on their own consciousness, to discover uni-

versal laws, by which the succession of ideas in mankind in

general is regulated. They^magine our thoughts to follow

.each other in an established order, and have attempted to

find out the causes which determine the order of the

train. Success in such an attempt appears to me to be im-

possible. If we wished to ascertain the laws by which the

succession of notes emitted by an jEolian harp is regulated,

we should endeavour to discover the causes which produced

the notes. Similar causes, acting in similar circumstances,

produce similar effects ; but if we vary one circumstance

out of a thousand, we cannot calculate on the result. The

causes which determine the succession of notes from an

^olian harp are, the structure of the harp, the impetus

of the air, and the order in which it excites the various

strings. Render all these the same in the case of every

harp, and the same succession of notes may be assuredly pre-

dicted. But if the air, that emblem of inconstancy, does not

blow twice with the same force on the same spot in a month,

or will not excite the saijie strings twice in the same order

of succession in a year ; and if no two ^Eolian harps can be

made in every particular of string, form, and substance, alike,

—^who, by observing the notes arising from one harp, will

succeed in unfolding the laws by which the succession of

notes from ^Eolian harps in general may be determined,

whatever may be their size, structure, and number of strings,

and the circumstances in which they may be placed? This
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illustration is applicable to the case of the intellectual facul-

ties. Ideas are affections of these, just as notes are affections

of the strings of the harp. These affections may arise from

the internal activity of the organs, or from impressions

made on them by external objects ; and there is as little re-

gularity in the order in which the excitement occurs, as in

the breathing of the air on the strings. And, lastly, if harps

mai/ vary in structure, human beings -do positively differ in

the relative strength of their powers. Hence the same im-

pressions must produce very different effects, or introduce

very different ideas into minds dissimilarly constituted ;
and

how, amid such a countless variety of causes, can similarity

of effects be expected ?

If we place a number of persons on a hill-top, say Arthur's

Seat, overlooking a champaign country and the sea, and bid

each declare his thoughts :—we shall find that one with

Ideality predominant, will think of the magnificence of na-

ture, the boundless extent of the ocean, the vastness of the

mountains ; and on recalling the scene, these ideas and emo-

tions will be associated with it in his mind : another, with

great Causality and Constructiveness, and little Ideality,

will admire the skill which he sees displayed in the cultiva-

tion of the fields, and in the construction of the houses and

the ships ; one with Benevolence large, will think of the hap-

piness enjoyed by the people who inhabit the plain
;
another,

with Acquisitiveness active, will think how the various

branches of industry will pay : one with a strong Veneration,

will probably take occasion to admire the greatness and good-

ness of God ; and some youthful lover may seize the oppor-

tunity afforded by the remoteness of the spot from human
observation, to declare a passion for the lovely companion of

his excursion. Now, the metaphysician expects to find out

laws, by which, on Arthur's Seat being afterwards mention-

ed in the presence of these individuals, the train of the

thoughts of each in relation to it will be regulated ; and he

hopes to arrive at this result, by studying the train which

arises in his own mind, on the hill being referred to as aij
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object of thought. Such an expectation must necessarily be
futile. Each of the individuals supposed would, on the

mention of the hill, experience a train of ideas correspond-

ing to the impressions which he received from it, and no-

thing can be more dissimilar than these. As well, therefore

(to use the words of an ingenious phrenologist), may we ex-

pect, by studying the forms and hues of the clouds, which
flit along the sky to-day, to be able to discover laws by which
their succession will be regulated to-morrow, as, by reflect-

ing on the ideas which pass in one mind, to discover links

of association, by which ideas in the minds of mankind in

general will be uniformly connected, and introduced in a

determinate succession.

Mr Stewart, in his Elements of the Philosophy of the Hu-
man Mind (chap. v. part ii. sect, iii.), speaks of the " asso-

ciation of ideas operating in producing new principles of ac-

tion," and names avarice as one of them. He says, that " it

cannot be doubted that this principle of action is artificial
;''

^p. 392). In the same page, he adds, that " there must be

some limit, beyond which the theory of association cannot

possibly be carried ; for the explanation which it gives, of

the formation of new principles of action, proceeds on the

supposition that there are other principles previously existing

in the mind. The great question then is, when are we arrived

at this limit ; or, in other words, when are we arrived" (not at

theprimitivefaculties, but) "at the simple and originaHaw*

of our constitution ?" " It is on account of the enjoyments,"

says he, " which it enables us to purchase, that money is ori-

ginally desired ; and yet, in process of time, by means of the

agreeable impressions which are associated with it, it comes

to be desired for its own sake ; and even continues to be an

object of our pursuit, long after we have lost all relish for

those enjoyments which it enables us to command." The

erroneous nature of this mode of philosophizing may be il-

lustrated by directing our attention to the mental organs. Is

it conceivable that any habits of association should create a

new organ ? and yet this is what Mr Stewart's h}'pothesis
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necessarily implies, if by principles of action he means facul-

ties of the mind. The love of distinction, for example, is a

primitive desire arising from Love of Approbation, and it

has a specific organ. Money serves to gratify this desire.

According to Mr Stewart, however, there is no organ giving

rise to the love of money : But in consequence of " the

agreeable impressions which are associated with it," as a

means of gratifying the love of distinction, the love of money

becomes itself a new principle of action ;
and, as all prin-

ciples of action have organs, it must be presumed to create

an organ for itself. This new organ, we must suppose,

causes money " to be an object of our pursuit long after we

have lost all relish for those enjoyments which it enables us

to command," and which first called the organ into existence.

It is evident that Mr Stewart never saw clearly the dis-

tinction between primitive faculties and their modes of ac-

tion, and that he did not comprehend the real philosophy of

association. The new principles of action supposed by Mr
Stewart and other metaphysical authors to be produced by

association, are either primitive propensities or sentiments

which they have erroneously imagined to be factitious, or

the results merely of combinations in action among the pri-

mitive powers. Mr Stewart, as we have seen, describes the

love of money, and Sir James Mackintosh mentions con-

science, as new principles of action produced by association,

both of which, however, are referrible directly to primitive

faculties having distinct organs. Mr Stewart regards the

power of Taste as a faculty formed by particular habits of

study ; whereas Taste is not a primitive faculty at all, but

the result of harmonious action in the primitive powers. Mr
Stewart also, as remarked in vol. i. p. 509, confounds, through-

out his writings, primitive faculties, modes of action, laws of

action, and results of combinations of faculties
; mistaking

the one for the other, and applying the same language to all,

in such a manner as to set consistency at defiance.

Although it is in vain to expect to find any law or prin-

ciple regulating the association of one idea with another, the
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mutual influence of organs by association is determinate.

There are also natural associations between certain external

objects and the internal faculties : and lastly, artificial as-

sociations may be formed between objects and the feelings

of the mind ; and the laws which regulate the constitution of

these associations are ascertainable and interesting. Let us,

therefore, inquire briefly into these laws of association.

First, in regard to the connection of organs with each

other, I may observe, that as we are able to perform anew,

when we wish to do so, any voluntary motion which we

have performed before, this shews that the nerves of motion

are so associated or connected with the organs of the mind,

as to be at the command of the will. See vol. i. p. 89.

In the second place, by conceiving an object in distress,

we are able to excite the emotion of pity in the mind ; by

conceiving a splendid scene in nature, we can call forth the

emotions of sublimity and beauty depending on Ideality
; by

reading a terrific story, we are able to elicit the chilling

emotions of fear. These facts point out a close connection

between the organs of intellect and those of the diff'erent

propensities and sentiments. Indeed, in the dissection of

the brain, the closest relation between its difi'erent parts is

perceived, combined with arrangements for^ separate func-

tions. See vol. i. p. 134-5-6.

Farther, in surveying the cerebral organs, we perceive

them to be beautifully connected, for the purposes of recipro-

cal assistance in their action. " When I began,'' says Mr
Scott, ^ " to consider the schedule or map presented to us by

Drs Gall and Spurzheim, I could at first see none of this

beauty in it. In looking over their list of powers, I could

observe no order or connection between them. The whole

presented to me a rude appearance, quite difi'erent, as I then

thought, from what is commonly found in nature. After a

* Observations on Phrenology, as affordhig a Systematic Viav of Human

Nature. Edinburgh, 1822. Dr Gall has a section on this subject, Sur

les Fonctions du Ca-vcau, tome iii. p. 206.
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more attentive consideration, however, light began to dawn

upon me, and, beginning to consider the faculties in a certain

way, and to group them after a certain order, the whole gra-

dually formed themselves before me into a system of surpris-

ing symmetry ; and like the disjointed parts of an anamor-

phosis, when seen from the proper point of view, collecting

themselves into one elegant design, delighted me with the

appearance of that very order and beauty which I should be-

forehand have expected to find in them. In a scheme such

as this, where we find powers which are analogous, which

resemble one another in their nature and uses, or which act

upon and co-operate with one another, or mutually aid and

assist, or control and balance, each other, we should naturally

expect the organs of these powers to be situated near one an-

other, and in such a way as either to adjoin, or at least to ad-

mit, of an easy communication. Accordingly, we find this to

be the case.'"* Immediately above Amativeness, for example,

we see in the bust, Philoprogenitiveness, giving the love of

offspring, and Adhesiveness, producing the propensity to at-

tachment, the three together constituting the group of the

domestic feelings. Next to them we find Combativeness as

if there were no dearer objects than those for which our cou-

rage could be exerted. Adjoining to Combativeness is De-

structiveness ; the former giving boldness to meet the enemy,

the latter putting peril in the onset, and threatening him

with destruction.

Amidst the difiiculties of life, it is necessary to use not

only caution, but also so much of secrecy regarding our own
purposes, as not to carry " our hearts on our sleeves for daws

to peck at,'' and we find Secretiveness surmounted by, and in

juxtaposition with, Cautiousness.

Turning to the region of the sentiments, we find Venera-

tion, which produces the tendency to religion, surrounded by

Benevolence, Hope, Perservance, and Justice ; or the foun-

tains of the whole charities and duties of life associated in a

group, and beautifully arranged for reciprocal aid and com-

bined action.
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We find Ideality approaching these, but a little below
them, yet so near to and above Constructiveness as to elevate

its designs. Ideality also adjoins to Wit and Tune, as if to

give soul and fancy to poetry.

In like manner we find the organs which simply perceive,

or the knowing organs, arranged together, along the super-

ciliary ridge, and those of reflection occupying the summit
of the forehead, like the powers which govern and direct

the whole.

Mr Scott, after exhibiting these views, observes, that such

an arrangement is more beautiful, systematic, and appropri-

ate, than human ingenuity could have devised ; and taken in

connexion with the fact, that the organs were discovered at

diflferent times, and in separate situations, and that order and

beauty appeared only after the ultimate filling up of the great-

er part of the brain had taken place, it afibrds a strong argu-

ment d priori, that the organs were discovered, not invented,

and that the system is the work of Nature, and not of Di-s

Gall and Sphurzeim.

In treating of the organ of Language, I have explained the

association of Ideas with signs. I may here add, that the

science of Mnemonics is founded on this power of the mind

to associate ideas with other ideas, or with arbitrary signs.

In devising means for aiding the memory, it should be con-

stantly kept in view, that every individual will, with the

greatest ease, associate ideas with such external objects as

he has the greatest natural facility in perceiving. Sometimes

portions of space are used as means for recalling ideas which

we wish to remember. The room, for example, is divided,

in imagination, into compartments, and the first topic of the

discourse is placed in the first compartment, the second in

the second, and so on ; in the hope that, by thinking on the

spaces, the difi'erent heads of the discourse with which they

were associated may be recalled. It is, however, only when

Locality is large that such a device can be serviceable ; be-

cause, if this faculty be weak, it will be as difficult to imagine

and recollect the positions of the compartments as the dis-
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course itself. If, in like manner, numbers be resorted to, as

the connecting medium, with the view that, on hearing one

fact, which we wish to recollect, we shall associate it with the

number one, and on hearing another, we shall associate it with

the number two,—it is certain, that, unless the organ ofNum-

ber be large, this will be a more diflEicult task than that of

simply recollecting the facts themselves. Hence, different

means to aid recollection should be used for different indivi-

duals. He who has Number most powerful, will associate

words most easily with numbers ; he who has Form most

energetic, will associate words most easily with shapes ;
he

who has Locality most vigorous, will associate words most

easily with positions : and he who has Tune most powerful,

will associate words most easily with musical notes. Hence

also, the influence of associations on ourjudgment is accounted

for. He in whom Veneration is powerful, and to whom the

image of a saint has been from infancy presented as an ob-

ject to be venerated, experiences an instantaneous and in-

voluntary emotion of Veneration, every time the image is

presented to him, or a conception of it formed ; because it is

now the sign which excites in him that emotion, altogether

independently of reflection. Until we can break this asso-

ciation, and prevent the conception of the image from opera-

ting as a sign to excite the faculty of Veneration, we shall

never succeed in bringing his understanding to examine the

real attributes of the object itself, and to perceive its want

of every quality that ought justly to be venerated. In the

same way, when a person is in love, the perception or con-

ception of the beloved object stirs up the faculties which feel

into vivid action ; the consequent emotions are so delightful,

and the reflecting faculties have so little consciousness, that

the real source of the fascination is in the faculties which feel,

that it is impossible to make the lover see the object of his

passion with the eyes of a disinterested spectator. If we
could once break the association between the object and the

faculties which feel, the reflecting faculties could perform

their functions faithfully, and the beloved object would be
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seen in the true colours. But, while we are unable to break

this link, and to prevent this fascination, we may reason

ad sempiternum, and our conclusions will never appear to be

sound
; because the premises, that is, the appearance of the

object, will never be the same to the party most interested

in the argument, and to us.

Thus, the associations which mislead the judgment, and
perpetuate prejudices, are those of words or things y{\\h. feel-

ings or sentiments^ and not associations of conceptions with

conceptions, or merely of ideas with ideas. The whole classes

of ideas formed by the knowing and reflecting faculties may
be associated ad infinitum, and no moral prejudices will arise,

if these ideas do not become linked with the propensities and

sentiments.

In studying the laws of association, therefore, we must go

beyond the ideas themselves, and consider the organs and

faculties which form them. If these be kept in view, the

phenomena of association will appear more lucid and intelli-

gible ; and we shall find nature confirming our principles,

because they will be founded on her laws. In regard to the

organs, I may observe that there must be a state of an or-

gan corresponding to every idea formed, and to every emo-

tion felt ; and that, by repetition of an act, the organs acquire

an increased tendency to enter into the same states in the

same order of succession. If, for instance, the organ of Lan-

guage has been trained to repeat certain verses, or the organ

of Tune to reproduce a certain air, a tendency will be pro-

duced in the organ to renew the same series of actions, in

other words, to repeat the verses or reproduce the tune with

increased facility and precision. If we direct our attention

to the combinations of the organs, we shall see the individual

who has the reflecting organs most powerful, associating ideas

according to the relation of necessary consequence ; we shall

perceive him who has the knowing organs most largely deve-

loped, associating ideas according to the relations of time,

place, and circumstances ;^ and, very often, though not always,

' See examples of association of colours on page 60 of this volume.

3
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we shall find each individual associating with most facility,

and recollecting most perfectly, those ideas which minister

to the g-ratification of his most powerful propensities or senti-

ments. If we seek only for relations among individual ideas

themselves, or for general laws, according to which ideas are

associated in all individuals, our researches will never be

crowned with success. No stronger proof of this fact could

be found, than the circumstance, that, although different in-

dividuals will use the same process of reasoning to produce

the same conviction, yet no two will state their arguments in

the same words, or make use of the same illustrations. The

general similarity of the reasoning process depends on the

similarity of the constitution of the faculties which reason
;

but differences in words and illustration arise from particular

individuals possessing different combination of organs and

being placed in different circumstances, which afford mate-

rials of thought in some degree peculiar to each.

In many countries, unprincipled individuals have availed

themselves of the law of association before explained, to en-

slave the minds of their fellow-men. By means of early im-

pressions, they have connected certain practices and notions

favourable to their own power, with the sentiments of Cau-

tiousness, Conscientiousness, and Veneration in the people,

and thereby caused them to fear objects existing only in

imagination, and to perform actions inconsistent with the

welfare of society. Phrenology will tend to bring this species

of tyranny to an end. Each faculty has a sphere of legitimate

action, established by the Creator, which is in harmony with

every interest that He acknowledges as pure and beneficial

;

but there is also a boundless field of abuse of each, favour-

able to base and selfish purposes. While the faculties them-
selves, and their relations to each other and to external ob-

jects, are unknown, and the human intellect is uncultivated

and ignorant, it is extremely difficult for ordinary minds to

distinguish accurately the boundaries of right; and hence a

wide door is opened to abuse of every power. From this

cause error is largely mixed up with truth, and delibe-

VOL. II. R
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lately so, by the unprincipled, who hope to profit by delu-

sion. Hence the opinions and institutions of society in most

countries present an inconsistent appearance :—In conse-

quence of our own ignorance, we still perceive in the moral

world too little of that magnificent power and compre-

hensive design, applied by the Deity for benevolent ends,

which are so conspicuous in physical creation. In this state

of things, it is not difficult to impress false and prejudicial no-

tions on the minds of youth, and to support them through

life by observances fitted to give them permanence ; and on

this basis individual interest erects its baneful structures.

But when the faculties, and their relations, shall be gene-

rally studied, and knowledge of their legitimate spheres of

action shall be obtained, the discovery will be made, that

creation is constituted in harmony only with their proper

manifestations; and then, acute perceptionof right, with high

determination to pursue it, will take the place of that groping

blindness, and irresolute imbecility, which now characterize

the moral aspects of society in many countries of the world.

In treating of the circumstances which modify the efiects

of size upon the power of the cerebral organs,^ I enumerated

" constitution, health, exercise, excitementfrom without, and,

in some cases, the mutual influence of the organs.'' The ef-

fects of the first three circumstances were considered in the

introductory chapter ; and in the present section I have in-

troduced various observations on the other two. The laws

of the mutual influence of the organs form a department of

Phrenology to which close and particular attention has been

too little directed. Mr Robert Cox, however, has recently

been engaged with the investigation of these laws, and some

of his conclusions are published in The Phrenological Journal.

There are diff'erent modes," he observes, " in which one

cerebral organ may be said to influence another. First, it

may restrain us from acting under the other's impulse, with-

out in any degree lessening the force of that impulse itself;

as when a person who ardently desires to strike his neighbour,

1 See Introduction, vol. i. p. 49.
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is prevented by Cautiousness from gratifying this inclination.

Or, in the second place, it may direct the other to seek gra-

tification in a particular line of conduct ; as when an avari-

cious man is led by Conscientiousness to amass wealth by

honest industry rather than by theft. In such cases, how-

ever, it is only the result of the activity that is modified, not

the activity itself; so that, strictly speaking, the mutual in-

fluence of the organs is the production, increase, diminution,

or extinction, of the activity of one organ, consequent upon

certain states of other organs. As already hinted, this de-

partment of Phrenology, though a most interesting field of

inquiry, has hitherto been greatly overlooked. Dr Spurz-

heim adverts to it in a brief and somewhat unsatisfactory

manner in his work on Education, a chapter of which is de-

voted to ' the mutual infl.uence of the faculties as a means of

excitement :' and the subject is touched upon in a cursory

way also by Mr Combe, in his analysis of Association, in the

' System of Phrenology.^ It is intricate and bewildering in

no ordinary degree, but, being also of very great importance,

obviously deserves to be minutely and carefully investigated.

I have of late bestowed considerable attention upon this de-

partment of the physiology of the brain, and am convinced

that phrenologists may labour in it with every encourage-

ment to hope for useful and valuable discoveries. Such data

as I have been able to collect, appear to shew that the mu-

tual influence of the organs is regulated by general laws

—

which, however, are, for special purposes, subject to modifi-

cation by particular laws, regulating only certain organs.

My speculations concerning the former class of laws here al-

luded to, although they have made some progress, are not

yet sufiiciently mature for publication ; but in regard to at

least one department of the particular laws, precise and de-

finite conclusions are believed to have been arrived at."^ The
laws whose existence Mr Cox conceives himself to have estab-

lished are, 1st, That when any of our faculties is pained or

disagreeably active, Destructiveness is excited sympatheti-

^ Phrenological Journal, vol. ix. p, 403.
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cally, in a degree varying with the intensity of the existing

pain
; and, 2dly, That by a law perfectly analogous, the or-

gan of Benevolence receives excitement from the agreeable

or pleasurable action of the organs of the other mental powers.

In support of these propositions Mr Cox has adduced many
facts and arguments, for which I am obliged to refer to the

pages of the Journal. ^

PASSION is the highest degree of activity of every facul-

ty ; and the passions are as different as the faculties : Thus., a

passion for glory is the result of a high activity of the Love

of Approbation ; a passion for money, of Acquisitiveness ; a

passion for music, of the faculty of Tune ; a passion for me-

taphysics, of Causality. Lord Byron says, " I can never get

people to understand that Poetry is the expression of excited

passion ; and that there is no such thing as a life of passion,

any more than a continuous earthquake, or an eternal fever." ^

This is correct, but among the faculties excited to passion.

Ideality must be one before beautiful or exquisite poetry can

be produced.—There can be no such thing as factitious pas-

sions, although such are spoken of in various books. Man
cannot alter his nature ; and every object that he can desire

must be desired in consequence of its tending to gratify some

natural faculty.

" Locke, and many modern writers," says Dr Spurzheim,

" maintain that children are destitute of passions ; and it is

true, that there is, in adults, one passion which is not ob-

served in children, the passion of love. There have been,

however, some individuals who, at three or four years of age,

have felt passionately this propensity ;
and, in general, the

greater number of inclinations manifest themselves with en-

ergetic activity in children. The opponents of Phrenology,

for the most part, confound the objects upon which the

particular faculties act at different ages, with the inclinations

themselves. Children, it is true, have no inclination to de-

fraud the orphan of his inheritance, or to conquer kingdoms
;

' See vol. ix. p. 408 ; and vol. x. p. I.

* Letter 436, Moore's Lif^, vol. v. p. 1117.
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but they sometimes deceive one another for a bird's nest ;

they fight for playthings, and they are proud to occupy the

first place at school." The same faculties which give desires

for these objects, when differently directed in after-life, pro-

duce the various passions which characterize our maturer

years. The boy who is extremely mortified at losing a place,

and burns with desire to stand at the top of his class, will

not be destitute of ambition when a man.

PLEASURE and PAIN are affections of every faculty.

Each, when indulged in its natural action, says Dr Spurz-

heim, feels pleasure ;
' when disagreeably affected, feels pain :

consequently the kinds of pain and pleasure are as numerous

as the faculties. Hence one individual delights in generously

pardoning offences, and another in taking revenge ; one is

happy in the possession of riches, and another glories in dis-

daining the vanities of mankind." Thus, " pain and pleasure

are the result, and not the cause, of the particular faculties."

PATIENCE and IMPATIENCE. Patience, as a po-

sitive feeling, arises from a large development of Benevolence,

Veneration, Hope, Conscientiousness, and Firmness, com-

bined with small Self-Esteem. This combination is accom-

panied with meekness, humility, constancy, and resignation
;

the constituent elements of a patient and enduring spirit.

Apathy may arise from a highly lymphatic temperament, or

great deficiency of brain : By persons ignorant of human na-

ture, this state is sometimes mistaken for patience ; just as

the extinction of thought and feeling in a nation is called

by a despot, repose.

An individual possessing an active temperament, and Self-

Esteem, Combativeness, and Destructiveness, larger than

Benevolence, Veneration, and Conscientiousness, will be im-

patient of opposition and contradiction ; one in whom Tune,

Time, and Ideality are large, will be impatient of bad music
;

one in whom Benevolence, Conscientiousness, and Causality

are large, will be impatient of hypocritical and selfish con-
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duct. If the nervous and sanguine temperaments predomi-

nate, the organs will be very active, and the individual will

be impatient of all slow prosing movements, whether in

speech or in actions.

JOY and GRIEF. Mr Hume enters into a very acute

and refined analysis, to shew that grief and joy are merely

mixtures of hope andfear. After treating of several passions,

he continues thus :
" None of these passions seem to contain

any thing curious or remarkable, except hope and/ear, which,

being derived from the probability of any good or evil, are

mixed passions, that merit our attention."

" Probability," says he, " arises from an opposition of con-

trary chances or causes, by which the mind is not allowed to

fix on either side ; but is incessantly tossed from one to an-

other, and is determined one moment to consider an object

as existent, and another moment as the contrary.''

" Suppose, then, that the object concerning which we are

doubtful, produces either desire or aversion, it is evident that,

according as the mind turns itself to one side or the other,

it must feel a momentary impression of joy or sorrow."

" The passions of fear and hope may arise, when the chances

are equal on both sides, and no superiority can be discovered

in one above the other. Nay, in this situation, the passions

are rather the strongest, as the mind has then the least foun-

dation to rest upon, and is tossed with the greatest uncertain-

ty. Throw in a superior degree of probability to the side of

grief, you immediately see that passion diffuse itself over the

composition, and tincture it with fear. Increase the probabi-

lity, and by that means the grief ; the fear prevails still more,

till at last it runs insensibly, as the joy continually dimi-

nishes, into pure grief. After you have brought it to this si-

tuation, diminish the grief by a contrary operation to that

which increased it, to-wit, by diminishing the probability on

the melancholy side, and you will see the passion clear every

moment, till it changes insensibly into hope ;
which again

runs, by slow degrees, into joy, as you increase that part of
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the composition by the increase of the probability." Mr Hume

concludes by this question :
" Are not these as plain proofs

that the passions of fear and hope are mixtures of grief and

joy, as in optics it is a proof that a coloured ray of the sun,

passing through a prism, is a composition of two others,

when, as you diminish or increase the quantity of either,

you find it prevail proportionally, more or less, in the com-

position V'^

These views are exceedingly ingenious, and, to a certain

extent, sound ; but Phrenology presents us with a still more

distinct and accurate elucidation of the nature of grief and

joy. Each propensity desires to attain its object, and the at-

tainment affords to the mind a feeling of gratification. Ac-

quisitiveness desires wealth ; Love of Approbation longs for

praise and distinction, and Self-Esteem pants for authority

or independence. The obtaining of wealth gratifies Acqui-

sitiveness ; this is attended with a pleasing emotion, and this

emotion constitutes joy. The losing of wealth robs Acquisi-

tiveness of its object ; this, again, is accompanied with a pain-

ful emotion, which is grief. The same remarks may be ap-

plied to Love of Approbation, Self-Esteem, or Philoprogeni-

tiveness. When a lovely child is born, the delight experi-

enced by the parents will bear a proportion to the ardour of

their desire for offspring
;

or, in other words, their jot/ will

be great in proportion to the gratification of their Philopro-

genitiveness. If they lose the child, theiv ^rief -will be severe

in proportion to the intensity of this feeling, lacerated by

the removal of its object. In all these instances we find Joj/

and ^r/e/ existing without involving either hope or fear.

Let us now advert to Mr Hume's analysis. Cautiousness

and Hope are both primitive sentiments, the former produ-

cing fear, and the latter an emotion sui generis, attended with

delight. Both have relation to future objects, and in this re-

spect differ from the other faculties, the gratification ofwhich

relates to present time; but this circumstance does not change

the laws of their operation. If the prospect of future evil be

^ Hume's Dissertation on the Passions, sect. i.
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presented to the mind, it excites Cautiousness, and fear is pro-

duced ; this emotion is painful, but fear is not grief. It is to

be observed, however, that there must be the fear of some-

thing ; and as evil is that which causes a disagreeable affection

ofsome primitive faculty,—ofAcquisitiveness orPhiloprogeni-

tiveness,for example, Cautiousness is rarely affected alone, but

generally in conjunction with some other power. Thus, if a

son be sick, Cautiousness may fear that he will die, and Philo-

progenitiveness be painfully affected by the prospect of that

event,—which painful emotion is grief. Here fear and grief

are conjoined ; but they arise from different sources, and al-

though the fear cannot exist without the grief in some de-

gree or other, yet the grief might exist without thefear ; and

would so exist, if the child were suddenly carried in a corpse.

In the same way, if a person hope, he must hopefor some-

thing. If for gaining a thousand pounds, the prospect gra-

tifies Acquisitiveness, and this is joy. Here the active Hope

and the expected gratification to Acquisitiveness combine in

producing joy, but still the sources of the joy and hope are

separate ; and if the money were actually gained, joy would

exist without the hope, although hope can scarcely be active

without joy. The principles here unfolded will be found to

elucidate every instance of the operation of hope and fear,

joy and grief, which can be supposed ; and this is a strong

proof that we have found the truth. They explain beauti-

fully, for instance, how, with many individuals, the anticipa-

tion of good is more delightful than the enjoyment of it. If

Acquisitiveness and Hope be both strong, the prospect of gain

excites and gratifies lothfaculties at once ; whereas, the actual

attainment satisfies Acquisitiveness, and excludes Hope. But

Hope being, not less than Acquisitiveness, a source of plea-

sure, it is easy to conceive that the activity of both may yield

more delight than that of either separately, and that when

Hope is dropped from the combination, a great part of the

pleasure will be gone.

The converse of this holds equally good. The prospect of

distant evil is more painful than the experience of it Avlien
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it actually occurs. While the loss of a child is contemplated

at a distance, Cautiousness, if large, adds its melancholy and

heart-sinking fears to the pains of a wounded Philoprogeni-

tiveness ; but when the event happens, the influence of Cau-

tiousness ceases, Philoprogenitiveness alone suffers, and in

consequence, the actual distress is frequently less grievous

than the anticipation of it.

Great wisdom and benevolence on the part of the Creator

are displayed in this constitution of the mind ; for we are

thereby prompted, with double ardour, to avoid evil, while

it is yet at a distance, and subject to control from our efforts.

SYMPATHY 1 may be defined to be a fellow-feeling in

one person, with emotions experienced by another. By at-

tending to the laws which regulate the activity of the mental

faculties, we shall discover the true nature of this affection,

and the circumstances most favourable to its occurrence.

Every internal faculty, like each of the external senses, is

most powerfully and most agreeably roused to activity by the

direct presentment of its own objects
;
Cautiousness, for in-

stance, by the aspect of danger
;
Benevolence, by that of suf-

fering ; and so on. Hence, if two individuals of nearly simi-

lar constitutions of mind be exposed to the operation of the

same external causes, the same faculties being called into ac-

tivity in both, will give rise to similar emotions ; and they

may then be said to sympathize with each other. This is one

kind of sympathy, but it is not the state of mind to which

that term is most correctly applied.

The next source of stimulus to the faculties, is that afford-

ed by Natural Language. When any faculty is predomi-

nantly active, it gives a peculiar expression to the features,

and certain determinate attitudes to the body, the import of

which is intuitively understood by all who possess the same
facidty even in a moderate degree. Thus, Self-Esteem be-

ing predominantly active, communicates to the body a cold,

' I am indebted to the kindness of Dr A. Combe for the following ob-
servations on Sympathy.
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formal, erect, and haughty air. This air is recognised intui-

tively by the spectator as indicating excessive pride in the in-

dividual who exhibits it ; and it is called the natural language
of Self-Esteem. ^ • Now, by a law of our constitution, the

natural language of any active faculty invariably excites the

same faculty to action, and, consequently, gives rise to the

same emotions, in the minds of those who witness it. The
forbidding strut of great Self-Esteem, for instance, in a per-

son whom we never saw before, addresses itself directly to our

Self-Esteem ; we instinctively draw up, andfeel moved to sup-

port our own consequence by a coldness proportioned to his.

In like manner, when we meet for the first time with a per-

son whose countenance and gestures express kindness, can-

dour and open-hearted friendship, which are the natural lan-

guage of active Benevolence, Conscientiousness, and Adhe-

siveness, the same emotions are excited in ourselves, and we
instinctively return his advances with a kindness correspond-

ing to his own. ^ Or, let us imagine that we hurry to meet

^ See Remarks on the Natural Language of the Faculties, vol. i. p. 182.

2 These phenomena are differently explained by Mr Robert Cox, who
regards the influence of the law of sympathy as less extensive. Com-
menting on the above passage in the text, he says : " It appears to me
that these effects talte place, not under the operation of any such law as

that imagined by Dr Combe, but simply because the natural language

conveys a meaning calculated to rouse the corresponding faculty in tlie

spectator. The forbidding strut of Self-Esteem calls that sentiment into

action in ourselves, only in so far as it is significant to us of an insult or

assumption of superiority on the part of the strutter—these being directly

calculated to stimulate the faculty in us, just as by a fine landscape the

sentiment of Ideality is called into play. That the mere natural language

of Self-Esteem does not excite the same faculty in the spectators, is obvi-

ous from the fact, that where circumstances put all reference to self out

of the question, no such consequence ensues : thus, though we see an

actor on the stage exhibiting in perfection the natural language of arro-

gance, yet, being ourselves not in the least offended by the exhibition, we

experience no inclination to " draw up," but are satisfied with laugliing

heartily. In like manner, we may see one man strutting up to another

in the street, without feeling at all disposed to imitate his carriage
;
though,

if ourselves strutted up to, Self-Esteem is touched by the insult, and its

natural language, of course, is exhibited. That this is the consequence
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a friend, whom we expect to find all happiness and gaiety,

and that, instead of this, seriousness, anxiety, and grief, are

depicted on his countenance, and indicated by his gestures,

these being the natural language of Cautiousness and other

faculties painfully affected, will call up a corresponding af-

fection of the same faculties in our minds, and, without know-

ing what has distressed him, our features and attitudes will

instantly assume an expression consonant with his own. It

is to this involuntary and almost unconscious communication

of feelings and emotions from the mind of one individual to

that of another, through the medium of natural language,

that the term Sympathy is most properly applied.

An excellent illustration of this kind of sympathy is to be

found in the effects of a panic, or excessively excited Cau-

tiousness, in one individual, exciting the same feeling in all

who behold it. The very sight of a panic-stricken person,

when we do not know the cause which has given rise to the

alarm, excites a general uneasiness about our own safety

;

and if a great number of persons together, and at the same

instant, perceive the terrified expression, it instantly rouses

of the unceremonious treatment alone, and not of mere perception of the

natural language, appears from this, that an insult given quite uninten-

tionally, and with the lundest and most respectful air, has exactly the

same effect. I shall never forget the air of offended dignity with which

a gentleman in a public office " drew up," when, in a moment of abstrac-

tion, half-a-crown was offered him as a compensation for his civility in

shewing the building. So it is likewise with Destructiveness and Be-
nevolence. We may see a man furiously enraged, without having our

own Destructiveness excited in the least ; while the tenth part of the

concomitant verbal abuse, if lavished on ourselves, would immediately
kindle our wrath into a flame. Thus also, the natural language of Be-
nevolence fails to excite that faculty in us, if we are aware that the ap-

'

pearance is merely assumed. An open, sincere, and friendly countenance,

produces good-will only in so far as it is significant of estimable qualities,

and these, being agreeable to our own feelings, excite Benevolence
through their medium. All the phenomena which really take place, are

explained by the laws whose existence I have laboured to establish—
namely, that Destructiveness is roused by the disagreeable action, and
Benevolence by the agi-eeable, of every power of the human mind.''

Phrenological Joimial, Yol. x. p. 13.
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the faculty of Cautiousness to its highest pitch of activity in

all of them, and produces the most intense feelings of dread

and alarm. Such are the causes and origin of panics in battles

and in mobs ; and hence the electric rapidity with which pas-

sions of every kind pervade and agitate the minds of assem-

bled multitudes.

Another and very familiar example of this kind of sympa-

thy may be seen in a crowded city. Let any one in passing

along London Bridge, for instance, stop short, and turn up
his face, with his mouth half open, as if stupefied with won-
der and amazement ; and immediately the same expression,

being the natural language of Individuality and Wonder,

will be transferred to the countenances of nine-tenths of the

passengers, not one of whom, of course, will be able to assign

any direct cause for the emotion with which his mind will be

filled. As the propensities and sentiments employ the intel-

lect to minister to their gratification, if the wag happen to

say that it is something vastly surprising in the heavens

which attracts his gaze, the majority of the curious in wonders

will soon, by a stretch of intellectual conception, come to

perceive something where nothing actually exists.

True sympathy, then, arises from the natural language of

any active feeling in one individual exciting the same feeling

in another, " antecedently to any knowledge of what excited

it in the person principally concerned and, therefore, as the

stimulus of natural language is secondary or inferior in power

to that derived from the direct presentment of the objects of

any faculty, it is easy to explain why the person who feels

sympathetically, feels less deeply than the person with whom

he sympathizes. The same principle explains, also, why all

men do not sympathize in the same degi'ee, and why, in some

cases, the spectator does not sympathize at all. If the ob-

jects presented be such as to afford a direct stimulus to a

different faculty in us, from that exhibited in activity by an-

other, it follows that, in virtue of the stronger influence of the

direct excitement, the particular faculty which it addresses

will be roused into higher activity than the one which has
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only the less powerful stimulus of natural language, and thus

a totally dissimilar emotion will be experienced. For ex-

ample, let us suppose that a man with a good endowment of

Combativeness and Destructiveness, is attacked on the high-

way ; the menacing looks and gestures (the natural language

of these faculties) displayed by the aggressor, instantly rouse

them into energetic action in the defender, and force is re-

pelled by force. But, suppose that the attack is made upon

a woman, or an individual in whom Combativeness is only

moderate, and in whom Cautiousness predominates, the at-

tack then becomes a direct stimulus to Cautiousness, which,

being excited, produces fear; and the direct stimulus of

Cautiousness overpowering the indirect stimulus of Comba-

tiveness, submission or flight is resorted to, rather than de-

fence.

Dr Adam Smith^ supposes, that there are emotions with

which we have no sympathy. " The furious behaviour of an-

angry man," says he," is more likely to exasperate us against

himself than against his enemies." According to the theory,

however, of sympathy, that it excites in us the same emotion

which others feel, this opinion seems to be untenable. If

Combativeness and Destructiveness in one, excite by sympa-

thy Combativeness and Destructiveness in another, which I

hold them to do, it follows, that, as the function of these fa-

culties is to attack or to repel attack, when they are roused,

they must, from their very constitution, exert themselves

against something or somebody. If we know the cause of the

anger, and approve of it, and direct our Combativeness and

Destructiveness against the angry man's enemies, this is

clearly sympathy in every sense of the term. But if we dis-

approve of the cause, then he himself becomes the object of

our resentment ; and in popular language it may be said,

that, in this case, we do not sympathize with him : but it

must be observed, \st, that the activity of Combativeness

and Destructiveness in him is the cause of rousing the same
faculties in us

;
and, 2dly^ that the reason of anger being di-

^ Theory of Moral Sentiments, p. 32.
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rected against himself is to be found in his having outraged,

by his conduct, our moral sentiments, and presented us with

an object (an unreasonably furious man) which stimulates

these directly ; and they being excited, determine the direc-

tion which Combativeness and Destructiveness shall take.

The same reasoning applies to the sympathy of Self-Esteem

and of other faculties, hitherto supposed not to sympathize.

The proof that we do sympathize with anger, when pro-

perly directed, as well as with grief or pity, is to be found in

the cordiality with which we approve of, and indeed encou-

rage, a just degree of it. Fortunately, in the case of Comba-

tiveness and Destructiveness, as well as of all the other pro-

pensities, our sympathy, beyond certain limits, is soon arrest-

ed by the direct stimulus which the moral sentiments receive

from the conduct of the angry person, and by the deep sense

of their inherent supremacy which is then felt. In conse-

quence we sympathize with or approve of the actions produ-

ced by the lower faculties of others, only when these are

guided by the faculties peculiar to man. For example, we

never sympathize with Combativeness when indulged for the

mere pleasure of fighting ; or of Destructiveness, when gra-

tified for the mere delight of being ferocious ; or of Acquisi-

tiveness, when directed to the sole purpose of accumulating

wealth. But we sympathize with the action of all of these

faculties, when directed by justice and understanding. Such,

however, is the beautiful constitution of our nature, that we

sympathize with the action of the sentiments proper to man,

even when unmingled with any other motive ; for example,

we sympathize with benevolence, from the mere glow of cha-

rity ; with veneration, from the mere inward feeling of devo-

tion ; with justice, from the pure dictates of Conscientious-

ness ; and actions done, apparently from the impulses of these

faculties, lose their character of purity and excellence -in our

estimation, in exact proportion to the alloy of the inferior fa-

culties which we perceive to be mingled with them. Kind-

ness, in which we perceive interest, is always less valued than

when pure and unadulterated. Activity in the service of the

public loses its merit in our eyes, in exact proportion as we
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perceive the motive to be the Love of Approbation, unmin-

gled with Conscientiousness, and true Benevolence. These

facts prove the accuracy of the phrenological doctrine, that

the higher faculties are constituted to govern the lower ; and

also that man is conscious of possessing feelings, necessary,

no doubt, in themselves, but of the gratification of which,

when undirected by the superior powers, he himself disap-

proves. Even the higher sentiments, however, to be approv-

ed of, must act conformably to the understanding ; and ex-

cess of veneration, of benevolence, or of scrupulosity, is re-

garded as weakness, as excess of any lower propensity is re-

garded as vice.

The doctrine of sympathy leads to valuable practical con-

sequences. The natural language of any faculty is intelli-

gible to, and excites the same faculty in, another, and this

simple principle explains why harshness is much less power-

ful than mildness in commanding the services of others.

Harshness is the natural language of active Self-Esteem,

Combativeness, Destructiveness, and Firmness : in virtue of

the above rule, it naturally excites the same faculties in those

against whom it is directed, and an instinctive tendency to

resistance or disobedience is the result. Among the imedu-

cated classes this process is exhibited every day. A parent,

in a harsh and angry tone, commands a child to do or to ab-

stain from doing something ; the child instinctively resists
;

and loud threatenings, and at last violence ensue. These last

are direct stimulants to Cautiousness
; they overpower the fa-

culties excited only by the indirect stimulus of harshness, and

obedience at last takes place. This is the uniform effect of

imperious commands : obedience never ensues till conse-

quences alarming to Cautiousness are perceived, and then it

is attended with a grudge. Veneration, Conscientiousness,

Love of Approbation, and Benevolence, on the other hand,

are the faculties which lead to willing submission and obe-

dience, and to which, therefore, we ought to address 'ourselves.

If we stimulate them, compliance will be agreeable to the in-

dividual, and doubly beneficial to the person who commands.
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This principle explains also the force of example in train-

ing to good conduct, and affords instructive rules for the pro-

per education of the propensities and sentiments. Where
parents and seniors act habitually under the influence of the

higher sentiments, the same sentiments in children not only

receive a direct cultivation, but are sustained in enduring vi-

vacity by the natural expression of their activity thus exhi-

bited. Children having the organs of the sentiments early

developed, can judge of what is right and wrong long before

they can reason ; and hence the importance of always mani-

festing before them the supremacy of the moral feeKngs.

Much of the efi'ect of example upon the future character has

been ascribed to imitation ; but although this faculty has an

influence, I am persuaded that it is small compared with that

of Sympathy as now unfolded.

There is a state of mind which has been confounded with

Sympathy, but which arises from the direct excitement of the

faculties by their own objects. When we see a stroke aimed

and ready to fall upon the arm or leg of another person, we

are apt to shrink and draw back our own leg or arm, and

when it does fall, we in some measure feel it, and are hurt by

it as well as the suff'erer. Dr Adam Smith proceeds to ex-

plain this by saying, that our fellow-feeling here arises from

our changing places in fancy with the sufi'erer. Thus, if our

brother is upon the rack, says he, " by the imagination we

place ourselves in his situation, we conceive ourselves endur-

ing all the same torments ; we enter as it were into his body,

and become in some measure the same person with him, and

thence form some idea of his sensations, and even feel some-

thing, which, though weaker in degree, is not altogether un-

like them. His agonies thus brought home to ourselves,

when we have thus adopted, and made them our own, begin

at last to afi'ect us, and we then tremble and shudder at the

thought of what he feels." ^

This theory, however, appears to be incorrect, for we often

feel intensely for another's misery, without, even in idea,

1 Theoi-y of Moral Sentimenis, p. 30.
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changing places with him. In beholding suffering, we feel

deep commiseration with its object, simply because the facul-

ty of Benevolence, the function of which is to manifest this

emotion, is a primitive mental power, having the same rela-

tion to external misery or pain that light has to the eye ; and

as such it is as instantly and irresistibly roused by present-

ment of a suffering object, as the eye is by the admission of

light, or the ear by the percussion of sounds. In witnessing

another's misery, we, in virtue of this constitution of mind,

first feel the emotion of pity, and, in proportion to its strength,

fancy to ourselves the pain which he endures : But the pity

always precedes, and the effort to conceive the pain is the

effect, and not the cause, of the pity. Hence those who are

remarkable for a moderate endowment of Benevolence, al-

though possessing superior intellectual or conceiving powers,

never even try to fancy themselves placed in the situation of

the sufferer, because they feel no motive impelling them to

the attempt. The benevolent idiot, on the other hand, with

scarcely any power of conception, feels the most poignant

distress.

The same principle explains our shrinking from a blow im-

pending over another. The feeling then experienced is a

compound of fear and pity, Cautiousness and Benevolence.

Fear is excited by the danger, and Pity is roused by the con-

sequent pain. Danger is the direct stimulant of Cautious-

ness, and suffering that of Benevolence
;
and, therefore, when

these objects are presented to the mind, we can no more help

feeling the corresponding emotions, than we can help seeing

or hearing. The direct chief end or function of Cautiousness

is the care and preservation of self; therefore, when it is ex-

cited by the aspect of danger, we look eagerly to self, and
draw in our own leg or arm as parts of ourselves ; but this

results directly from the constitution of the faculty, and not
from putting ourselves in the place of another. The direct

end or function of Benevolence, again, is the good and hap-

piness of others, and therefore, when it is excited by the mi-
VOL. II. S
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sery of another, it necessarily, from its very constitution, feels

for them, and not for ourselves.

An active temperament greatly conduces to sympathy,

by producing vivacity in all the cerebral functions ; but this

does not supersede the laws of sympathy before explained.

HABIT. Next to Association, Habit makes the most

conspicuous figure in the philosophy of Mr Stewart. He re-

fers the incapacity of some individuals to discriminate colours,

to habits of inattention. The powers, also, of wit, fancy,

and invention in the arts and sciences, he informs us, are not

the original gifts of nature, *' but the result of acquired

habits."^ " The power of taste, and a genius for poetry,

painting, music, and mathematics," he states, " are gradually

formed by particular habits of study or of business." And
not only does Habit execute these important functions in

the system ofMr Stewart, but, in the estimation of individuals

in private life, it appears to be viewed as almost omnipotent.

On reading to a friend the account of the boy J. G.'s early

dishonest conduct,^ he attributed them all to bad habits

formed in the Charity Work-house of Glasgow ; on exhibit-

ing an individual whose mental character was directly op-

posite, he ascribed the difference to good habits, formed

under the tuition of his parents. Thus, there are no talents

so transcendent, and no dispositions so excellent or so de-

praved, but habit is supposed by many, at once, to ac-

count for them in such a manner as to supersede the neces-

sity of all further investigation. What, then, is Habit, and

what place does it hold in the phrenological system ?

Every voluntary action is a manifestation of some one or

more faculties of the mind. Habit is defined to be "a

power in a man of doing any thing, acquired by frequently

doing it." Now, before it can be done at all, the organ on

which it depends must be possessed; and the larger the

organ, cateris paribus, the greater will be the facility with

1 Elements, vol. i. chap. v. p. 1. sect. 4.

« See Trans, of the Phreu. Soc. p. 289.
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which the individual will do the thing at first, and learn to

repeat it afterwards. George Bidder, for example, the cele-

brated mental calculator, acquired the habit of solving, in

an incredibly short time, without the aid of notation, exten-

sive and intricate arithmetical problems. Before he could

begin to do such a thing, the organ of Number was indis-

pensable ;
possessing it largely, he made great and rapid ac-

quisitions of power in calculation, and at seven years of age

established the habit which seemed so surprising. Other

individuals are to be found endowed with a small organ of

Number, who, although forced by circumstances to practise

the use of figures, never succeed in acquiring a habit of

solving, with facility and success, even the simplest arithme-

tical questions. This illustration may be applied to paint-

ing, poetry, music, and mathematics. Before the habit of

practising these branches of art and science can be acquired,

the organs on which the talents depend must be largely

possessed ; and being so, the habits result spontaneously from

exercising the organs. As quarrelling and fighting are ma-

nifestations of Combativeness and Destructiveness, a boy will

the more readily acquire the habit of acting in this manner,

the larger these organs are in his brain, and the less con-

trolled by others. If these organs be small, or if the higher

organs decidedly predominate, the boy will be naturally in-

disposed to quarrelling, and will acquire the habit of it with

great difficulty, wherever he may be placed. He may repel

unjust aggressions made upon him, but he will not be the

promoter of mischief, or a leader in the broils of his compa-

nions. Many boys can never acquire the habit of quarrel-

ling, even though urged to it by circumstances.}

Exercise strengthens the organs and causes them to act

with greater facility, ^ and in this way the real efi"ex;ts of ha-

bit, which are important, may be accounted for ; but the organ

must possess considerable natural power and activity to

^ vSee these views illustrated in the case of John Linn, Phren. Joum.
vol. X. p. 207.

" See vol. i. p. 165.
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render it susceptible of the exercise by which habit is formed.

The practice of debate by barristers gives them great faci-

lity in delivering extemporaneous harangues, compared with

that enjoyed by persons whose avocations never lead them
to make speeches ; and this facility may be said to be acquired

by the habit of speaking ; but it will always bear a propor-

tion to the original endowment of the faculties ; and we shall

find, that, while habit gives to one individual great fluency

and copiousness of diction, it often leaves another in much
poverty of speech and embarrassment of utterance. The
powers of both will be greatly superior to what they would

have been without the practice of speaking ; but disparity in

eloquence will continue to characterize them, owing to dif-

ferences in their original constitution.

The metaphysicians, as we have seen, attribute many im-

portant mental phenomena to the effects of habit, and yet

they altogether neglect the influence of organization on the

mind. According to our views, it is the organ which ac-

quires strength, activity, and superior facility in performing

its functions by being properly exercised, just as the fingers

of the musician acquire facility of motion by the practice of

playing : The effects of habit in giving readiness and ease

are thus accounted for in a manner that is at least intelligi-

ble and supported by analogy. The metaphysicians, on the

other hand, must imagine that it is the immaterial principle

itself which is improved by exercise, and gains strength by

habit,—a notion which is altogether inconceivable, and in

opposition to the attributes of a purely spiritual being. Far-

ther, Phrenology teaches that the mental organs are dis-

tinct ; and that it is quite possible to exercise one organ,

and leave another unemployed. This doctrine explains why,

by practising music, we do not acquire the habit of speaking

or writing with facility ; andwhy, by studying mathematics, we

do not acquire the habit of reasoning deeply in moral or poli-

tical science. Those physiologists, however, who hold the

brain to be a single organ, and every part of it to be engaged

in every act of the mind, ought to shew how it happens,
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that exercising it in one way does not improve it in all
;
or,

to use an illustration applied by Dr Johnson to genius, why

the man who is able to walk east can possibly fail in the

power of walking west. If the organs by means of which

he walks east be different from those by which he walks

west, no difficulty will occur ; but if they be the same, some

portion of ingenuity on the part of the disciples of the old

school will be necessary to account for the supposed deficiency.

TASTE. Mr Stewart speaks of Taste as a power or

faculty, and, as already mentioned, supposes it to be acquired

by habit. I am not aware that any other metaphysician co-

incides with him in these views ; but a great deal has been

written on the subject, and no satisfactory theory of it, ex-

cept that of Sir G. S. Mackenzie, ^ exists. I shall point out

the manner in which it might be treated phrenologically

;

but the subject is too extensive to allow me to enter into it

in detail.

In the first place, every act of the mind must be a manifes-

tation of some faculty or other ; and every act must be cha-

racterized either by bad taste or good taste, or be wholly in-

different in this respect. Let us inquire into the origin of

bad taste, and this will lead us to distinguish its opposite, or

correct taste. Bad taste, then, appears to arise from an ex-

cessive or improper manifestation of any of the faculties.

Lord Byron is guilty of very bad taste in some passages of

Don Juan, in which he exhibits the passion of love in all the

grossness of an animal feeling : this arises from an excessive

manifestation of Amativeness, not purified and dignified by

the moral sentiments and reflection. In the same work, there

is a scene in a boat, in which Don Juan and his companions

are made to devour his tutor. To a being under the sole

dominion of Destructiveness, such a representation may per-

haps be gratifying ; but unless this propensity be very power-

ful, it will be impossible for any mind deliberately to invent

^ An Essay on some subjects connected ivith Taste. By Sir George Stewart

Mackenzie, Bart. Edin. Ifil7.
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and enjoy such a picture of human misery. No thought-

lessness, levity, freak of fancy, or other folly, could produce

it, without a predominant Destructiveness. This great de-

fect of taste, therefore, may be ascribed to an excessive ma-
nifestation of this faculty, uncontrolled by Benevolence, or

other higher feelings. Moore, also, in his earlier verses, was
guilty of sins against taste, from excessive manifestations of

the amative propensity ; but this error he has corrected in

his later productions.

Faults in taste, arise not only from unbecoming manifesta-

tions of the lower propensities, but also from an inordinate

expression of the sentiments and intellectual faculties. In

Peter Bell and Christabell, and in the productions of the Lake

school of poetry in general, much bad taste springs from maw-
kish and infantine manifestations of Benevolence, Philopro-

genitiveness, and Adhesiveness. Even Ideality itself may
be abused. It is undoubtedly the faculty which produces

the emotion of the beautiful, but in excess, it degenerates

into bombast, rant, and exaggeration ; and it may then give

rise to that species of composition which a contemporary

critic has appropriately designated by the epithet of " drunk-

en sublimity." Wordsworth affords examples of errors in

taste, arising from an abuse of Causality ; he introduces ab-

struse and unintelligible metaphysical disquisitions into his

poetry, and mystifies it, instead of rendering it profound.

Homer, also, sometimes offends against correct taste by over-

loading his descriptions with similes, under the influence of

Comparison.

Farther, the expression of any sentiment or propensity in

an undue degree in conversation or conduct, is essentially

characteristic of bad taste. An excess of vanity, and the

tendency to engross conversation, is one form of it which

occurs in society, and arises from over-active Love of Appro-

bation and Self-Esteem ; the tendency to wrangle, dispute,

and contradict, is another, springing from excessive activity

of Combativeness. The disposition to flatter, and utter a

profusion of agreeable things to persons whom we do not
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esteem, but wish to please, is also characterized by bad taste,

and arises from an improper manifestation of Secretiveness

and Love of Approbation.

The question naturally occurs, What is the distinction be-

tween bad taste and bad morality? I would answer, that

bad morality always implies bad taste, for it springs from an

improper manifestation of the lower feeKngs to the outrage

of the sentiments of Justice, Benevolence, and Veneration.

Bad taste, however, may occur, without immorality, and this

arises from an undue activity of any of the faculties, with-

out offence against any of the higher sentiments. The effe-

minacies of Peter Bell, for example, stand low enough in the

scale of taste ; but as the greatest tenderness for asses does

not necessarily imply any breach of justice, kindness, or re-

spect to other beings, the taste only is bad, and not the mo-

rality. In like manner, when an individual, under the influ-

ence ofan excessive Self-Esteem and Love ofApprobation, con-

stitutes himself the bore of a party,—as his offence does not

amount to a serious attack upon such rights as are defended by

the sentiments of Conscientiousness, Veneration, and Bene-

volence, we set him down as ill-bred, but not as immoral.

Chesterfield, and some dictators in manners, deliberately

recommend slight offences against candour, not only as not

liable to the imputation of bad taste, but as essential to good

taste. Thus, Chesterfield admits a great deal of deceitful

compliance into his characteristics of a gentleman ; but, with

great deference to his Lordship's authority, I cannot sub-

scribe to the doctrine that bad morality and good taste are

ever, or in any degree, compatible in the same action. An
individual may act very improperly in some instances, and

shew considerable refinement in others ; but this is easily

understood: for the higher sentiments may co-exist with

strong animal propensities, and one occasion may call forth

the former, and another excite only the latter, so that the

conduct may thus assume different aspects at different times.

The question, however, is. Whether the same action can

be characterized both as immoral and as distinguished by
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good taste 1 In my opinion it cannot. It is good taste to

restrain the expression of our views or opinions in society,

when an opposite conduct could cause only dissensions and

broils ; but this is good morality also. Chesterfield, how-

ever, goes farther, and allows, as perfectly compatible with

good manners, an expression of sentiments which we do not

entertain, if they be pleasing to those to whom we address

them ; and this is a breach of candour. Such a practice is

an insult to the person who is the object of it ; and if he saw

the real motives he would feel it to be so. Nothing which,

when examined in all its lights, and seen in its true colours,

is essentially unprincipled, can possibly be correct in point

of taste ; it has only the appearance, and not the true ele-

ments of politeness. Purity in the motive is requisite equally

to good taste and to sound morality ; for the motive deter-

mines the essential quality of the action.

The sources of good taste may now be adverted to. The

nervous and sanguine temperaments, by giving fineness to

the substance, and vivacity to the action of the brain, are

highly conducive to refinement. All authors and artists

whose works are characterized by great delicacy and beauty,

have fine temperaments, along with Ideality. The most ex-

quisite mental manifestations are those which proceed from

a favourable combination of the whole organs, in which each

contributes a share of its own good qualities, and is restrained

by the others from committing abuses. If a favourable de-

velopment of this kind be possessed, the higher Ideality

rises,—without being excessive,—and the finer the tempera-

ment, the more perfect will be the taste. There may, how-

ever, be much good taste, of a simple kind, with moderate

Ideality, if the other faculties be favourably balanced.

As Taste arises from fine quality of brain, and a favour-

able combination of organs, the explanation is simple, how

it may be possessed without genius. Genius springs from

great vigour and activity in the organs, depending on large

size, and a high temperament: these are gi-eater endow-

ments than equal development, and an individual may be
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deficient in them, and yet be so favourably constituted, with

respect to the balance of his powers, as to feel acutely the

excellencies or the faults of genius manifested by others.

Hence many persons are really excellent critics, who could

not themselves produce original works of value ; hence also,

many original authors of great reputation, display very ques-

tionable taste.

In applying these principles to actual cases,- I find them

borne out by numerous facts. Dr Chalmers occasionally sins

against taste, and in his head Ideality and Comparison are

out of due proportion to Causality, and some other organs.

In Lord Jefi'rey's bust, on the contrary, there is a very beau-

tiful and regular development of Eventuality, Comparison,

and Causality, with a fair balance between the propensities

and sentiments ; his temperament is nervous-bilious ; and

his taste is generally excellent.

As good taste is the result of the harmonious action of the

faculties, we are able to perceive why taste is susceptible of

gi-eat improvement by cultivation. An author frequently

reasons as profoundly, or soars as loftily, in his first essay,

as after practice in writing for twenty years ; but at the out-

set of his career he rarely manifests the same tact which he

subsequently acquires by study and the admonitions of a dis-

criminative criticism. Reasoning depends on Causality and
Comparison, and lofty flights of imagination on Ideality

;

and if the organs of these faculties be large, they will exe-

cute their functions intuitively, and carry the author forward,

from the first, on a bold and powerful wing : but as taste

depends on the balancing and adjusting, the suppressing and
elevating, the ordering and arranging of his thoughts and
emotions, so as to produce a general harmony of the whole

;—it is only practice, reflection, and comparison with higher
standards, that will enable him successfully to approximate

to excellence ; and even these aids will sufiice only when the
organs are by nature combined in pretty equal proportions

;

for if the balance preponderate greatly in any particular di-

rection, no effbrt will produce exquisite adjustment.

Much has been written about a standard of taste ; and in
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considering this question a distinction should be made. If,

by fixing a standard, we mean determining particular ob-
jects, or qualities of objects, which all men shall regard as

beautiful, the attempt must necessarily be vain. A person
well endowed with Form, Size, and Ideality, may expe-
rience the most delightful emotions of beauty from contem-
plating a Grecian temple, in which another individual, in

whom these organs are very deficient, may perceive nothing
but stone and mortar. In an arrangement of colours, one
individual may discover beauty which is quite imperceptible

to a person deficient in the organ of Colouring. Or one may
be delighted with music, in which another, through imper-

fection in the organ of Tune, may perceive no melody.

Thus no object, and no qualities of objects, can be fixed up-

on, which all mankind., whatever be their original constitu-

tion, will unanimously acknowledge to be beautiful ; and in

this view no standard of taste exists.

But degrees of beauty may be estimated, in which sense a

scale at least, if not a standard, of taste may be framed.

The more favourable the original constitution of an indivi-

dual is, and the greater the cultivation bestowed on his

powers, the higher authority he becomes in questions of taste.

The existence of a sentiment of Justice has been denied, be-

cause individuals are found in whom it is so weak that they

seem scarcely to experience the emotion which it produces

;

but Phrenology, by pointing out their defect, shews that

such persons form exceptions to a general rule, and no one

thinks of appealing to them as authorities to determine whe-

ther any particular action be just or unjust. In like manner,

men deficient in the organs which give the perception of

beauty, are not authorities in taste ; but that individual is

the highest judge in whom the most favourable development

of the organs of propensity, sentiment, and intellect, is com-

bined with a fine temperament and large Ideality ; and who,

besides, has cultivated his faculties with the greatest assi-

duity. His determinations in regard to degrees of beauty

in objects, will form the best standards of taste which our

imperfect nature is capable of attaining.
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EFFECTS OF SIZE IN THE ORGANS ON THE

MANIFESTATIONS OF THE FACULTIES.

Having now unfolded the organs of the primitive faculties

(so far as discovered), with their modes of action, I proceed

to treat of their effects when acting in combination. In order

to understand this subject, it is necessary, in the first place,

to attend particularly to the effects of size in the organs on

the manifestations of the faculties.

The reader is referred to the distinction between power

and activity in the mind, stated in vol. i. p. 166. Cwteris

paribus^ size in the organs is the measure of power in the

faculties.

As great size in the organs is an indispensable requisite to

the manifestation of mental vigour, no instance should oc-

cur, in which an individual with a small brain, has manifest-

ed clearly and unequivocally, great force of character, animal,

moral, and intellectual, such as belonged to Bruce, Bona-

parte, Cromwell, or Fox; and such, accordingly, phrenologists

affirm to be the fact. The Phrenological Society possesses

casts of skulls or heads of Bruce, La Fontaine, Sir Edward

Parry, Rammohun Roy, and other men distinguished by

great power of mind, and they are all large. The busts

and portraits of Lord Bacon, Shakspeare, and Bonaparte,

indicate large heads ; and among living characters no indi-

vidual has occurred to my observation who leaves a vivid

impression of mental greatness on the public mind, and yet

presents a small brain.

Size in each organ, or in each group of organs, produces

power in it or in them alone : For example, if the organs of

the propensities be large, indicated by a large mass of brain

in the basilar and posterior regions, we must not expect

great intellectual power and distinguished moral sentiments
;

or, if the anterior lobe be large and all the other parts of the
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brain be small, we may expect vigorous intellect, but not

strong emotions and desires.

The European head is distinguished from the Asiatic and

native American, not more by difference of form than of size.

The European is larger, and the superior energy of this va-

riety of mankind is well known. The heads of men are lar-

ger than those of women, and the latter obey
;
or, to bring

the point to the clearest demonstration, we need only to com-

pare the head of a child with that of a full grown man, or of

an idiot with that of Rammohun Roy, as represented in

vol. i. p. 45. If, then, in extreme cases, size be so clearly

a concomitant of power, we are not to presume that, in any

instance, even where the differences are so minute that the

eye is scarcely able to detect them, it ceases altogether to

exert an influence. The rule, Extremis probatiSy media prce-

swnuntur, is completely applicable here.

The doctrine, that power is a characteristic of mind, dis-

tinguishable at once from mere intellectual acumen and also

from activity, is one of great practical importance ; and it

explains a variety of phenomena of which we previously pos-

sessed no satisfactory theory. In society we meet with per-

sons whose whole manner is little, whom we intuitively feel

to be unfit for any great enterprize or arduous duty, and who

are nevertheless distinguished for amiable feelings and good

sense. This springs from a small brain favourably propor-

tioned in its parts. Other individuals, again, with far less

polish, inferior information, and fewer amiable qualities, im-

press us with a sentiment of their power, force, energy, or

greatness ; we feel that they have weight, and that, if acting

against us, they would prove formidable opponents. This

arises from great size. Bonaparte, who had an admirable tact

in judging of many of the qualities of mind, distinguishes

between mere cleverness and force of character, and almost

always prefers the latter. In his Memoirs, he speaks of

some of his generals as possessing talents, intellect, and

book-learning, but as still being nobody—as wanting that

weight and comprehensiveness which fit a man for great en-
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terprises: while he adverts to others as possessing limited

intellect and little judgment, but prodigious force of charac-

ter ; and considers them as admirably adapted by this last

quality to lead soldiers through peril and difficulty, provided

they be directed by minds superior to their own. Murat was

such a man ; and Bonaparte appears on the whole to have

liked such officers ; for they did not trouble him with think-

ing for themselves, while they possessed energy adequate to

the execution of his most gigantic designs. The leader of

a popular party who has risen to that rank by election, or

assumed it with acquiescence, will be found to have a large

brain. To the commanders of fleets and armies also a similar

endowment is necessary, for otherwise they would possess ar-

tificial authority without natural weight, and would never in-

spire confidence in theirfollowers. Bonapartehad alarge head ;^

and officers and soldiers, citizens and statesmen, bowed be-

fore his mental greatness, however much they might detest

the use he made of his power. In him, all the organs, ani-

mal, moral, and intellectual (Conscientiousness, and perhaps

Firmness, excepted), seem to have been large
;
great acti-

vity was added ; and hence arose commanding energy, com-

bined with profound and comprehensive intellectual capacity.

The Society possesses casts of the heads of Captains

Franklin and Parry ; and both are decidedly large, with an

excellent proportion in the diff"erent orders of organs. These

commanders displayed great force of character in their re-

spective expeditions in quest of a North-west passage. No
tendency to mutiny, or insubordination, occurred even in the

most trying circumstances ; and this would be the case, be-

cause the men under their command would instinctively feel

natural superiority coinciding with artificial rank.

* The mask of Napoleon which is generally sold in the shops is authen-

tic. It shews a very long anterior lobe from front to back, and its breadth

is considerable. It appears narrower than it is, in consequence of its great

length. It is impossible to look at the forehead of the American states-

man, Daniel Webster, without being impressed by the greatness of the

intellectual power which it expresses, and he manifests a gigantic intel-

lect.
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The men who are able, without feeling encumbered, to at-

tend to their private duties, and at the same time carry a load

of public business on their minds, owe this quality to great

size in the brain,with an active temperament, and large know-

ing organs. Those who, having small brains, find their whole

powers absorbed and exhausted by their particular occupa-

tions, wonder at such men, andcannot comprehend either their

motives, or themeans by which they accomplish so much. It is

power whichdistinguishes them; sothatduties which to others

would prove oppressive, press lightly on them, or afford them

only amusement. Mr Joseph Hume, M. P., is a striking

illustration of this doctrine. He possesses moderate organs

of Causality, little Wit, less Ideality, and no great endow-

ment of Language : yet even his opponents allow him to

manifest great force of character, with a power of applica-

tion and perseverance which to ordinary minds is incompre-

hensible. If we look at the large brain indicated in his cast,

and attend to the combination of organs which it displays,

we shall perceive the source Spurzheim.

of his weight. Dr Spurz-

heim also shewed great force

of character, and his brain was

large. This quality inhim was

the soui'ce of the intense and

long enduring interest which

he created and supported in

the minds of those who came

in contact with him. He was

calm, mild, and unobtrusive,

yet there was a degree ofdepth

and power about him, which

made lasting impressions on

those who listened to his public discourses, or conversed with

him in private.

In examining the heads of criminals in jail, I have found

the most daring, desperate, and energetic to possess large

brains. When great size and an unfavourable combination
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occur together, the officers of justice are reduced to despair

in attempting to correct the offender. They feel a strength of

character which they cannot subdue, and an evil bent which

they cannot direct ;—the result generally is a report from the

police that the individual is incorrigible ; his first serious

offence is prosecuted to extremity, and he is transported or

hanged for the sake of protecting society from farther mis-

chief. In professional pursuits, also, the men who are in-

disputably paramount to their fellows not merely in clever-

ness, but in depth and force of character, have large heads ;

and this holds, not only in the learned professions, but in

mercantile avocations. I have observed that individuals who,

born in indigence, have acquired wealth, by conducting gi'eat

and extensive establishments, have uniformly brains above

an average size ; and that mercantile travellers who succeed

in procui'ing orders, and pushing a trade amidst a keen and

arduous competition, are distinguished by the same quality.

Such men make an impression, and act with a confidence of

power, which gives effect to all they say or do. In a school,

if the children care nothing for the master and treat him

with disrespect, and if he fail, after using every severity, to

maintain discipline and subordination, he will be found to

have a small brain. In the domestic circle, if the mistress

of a family (while in good health) is easily overcome, an-

noyed and oppressed with the cares and duties of her house-

hold, the origin of the evil will be found in too small a

head.

In the Church, the effects of size are equally conspicuous.

A preacher with a large brain, the moral and intellectual re-

gions predominating, is felt by his flock to possess weight, and
they submit willingly to be led and taught by him, while they

treat with indifference the feebleness that accompanies a little

head. If, as occasionally happens, a preacher possess an ex-

cellent combination, that is, the organs of the sentiments and
intellect large in proportion to those of the animal propen-
sities, he may be acute, amiable, sensible, and interesting

;
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but if the general size of his brain be under an average, he

will not be impressive and commanding.

The principle that size gives power of manifestation, forms

the key to the following criticism on Dr Chalmers. "His
manner, so far from being graceful,'' says a contemporary

writer, " is very nearly uncouth ; his tones are neither musi-

cal, nor under strict subordination ; in the selection of words,

and management of figures, his taste, so far from being pui-e,

is sometimes verymuch the reverse ; his pronunciation, though

vigorous and distinct, is beset with provincialisms, which time

and a' city audience have done very little to correct ; and as

to gesture, wherever we have heard him, he appeared to be

totally unconscious that he had got such a thing as hands and

arms to manage. In what, then, it may be asked, consists

the secret of the Doctor's eloquence ? Simply, as we take

it, in this,—that, while his arguments and illustrations are

for the most part striking and original, he possesses prodi-

gious enthusiastn and energy in enforcing them ; that the de-

fects of his rhetoric are completely lost in the force of his ra-

tiocination ; that while he has mathematics or logic enough

to make his reasoning acute, grasping, and irresistible, he has

poetry enough to prevent itfrom being dull; thus evincing

the very highest species of intellect, the union oi a, sound and

comprehensive judgment^ with a fertile and brilliant imagi-

nation. We have said he possesses energy, and this we take

to be the great and redeeming quality of his manner, com-

pared to which the tiny gi-aces sink into insignificance.

Whether we are facile or fastidious, whether we like or dislike

the preacher's doctrine, one thing is certain, he forces us to

attend to him. A man might easily get his pocket picked

while listening to Dr Chalmers, but we defy him tofall asleep.'"

The head of Dr Chalmers indicates a large brain.

In authorship, the same law holds good. Critics have been

puzzled to account for the high rank which Dr SamuelJohn-

son holds in English literature, and to discover the mental

qualities on which his eminence is founded. He has made

7
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no discoveries in morals or in science to captivate the mind.

His style is stately and sonorous, and his arrangement in

general good ; but equal or superior graces may be found in

Goldsmith, Thomson, and other authors, whom nobody would

compare with him in power. His great characteristic is force

and weight ; and these are the concomitants of great size of

brain. Milton's writings are highly distinguished by vigour,

as are also those of Locke. Addison, on the other hand, is

a specimen of genius produced by a felicitous combination of

sentiment and intellect, without preponderating energy fi'om

great size. Power is the leading charm of Swift's writings
;

he is not graceful, and is far from elegant ; his reasoning is

frequently superficial, and his conclusions questionable. But

he is rarely feeble. Strength, energy, and determination

mark every page. His skull indicates a large brain, parti-

cularly in the region of the propensities.

Large size, to produce its full effects, must be accompanied

by sound health and an active temperament, as explained in

vol. i. pp. 49 and 54 ; but these, although necessary to its

influence, will never compensate for its absence. Large lungs,

by sending a copious supply of highly oxygenized blood to

the brain, add greatly to the vigour of the mental manifesta-

tions.

ACTIVITY in the organs, on the other hand, gives live-

liness, quickness, or rapidity. Dr Spurzheim thinks that

long fibres contribute to activity. The sanguine and ner-
vous temperaments described in vol. i., p. 50, and p. 163, af-

ford external indications of constitutional activity. Mode-
rate size of brain, with favourable proportions among the
organs, and much activity, produce what is commonly called
cleverness in ordinary life : an individual thus constituted
will form ideas rapidly, be active in business, shew tact and
discrimination, and prove himself a valuable and useful mem-
ber of society

; but he must not be loaded with too many du-
ties, or opposed by obstacles, nor must the field in which he
is called on to labour be too extensive.

VOL. IJ.
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Great errors are often committed in society througli ig-

norance of these principles. An individual possessing a small

brain, buta finetemperament, andfavourable combination, per-

haps distinguishes himself inalimited and subordinate sphere,

or he makes one great and successful effort, in which his

powers are tasked to the utmost extent of their limits.—The
notion is then adopted that he is very clever, fit for higher

duties, and capable of exhibiting habitually the force of

mind thus displayed on a single occasion. He is, in con-

sequence, promoted to a more arduous station. He con-

tinues to execute small matters so well, that it is diflScult to

point out instances of specific failure in his duties
;

yet

want of success occurs, a general impression of his inca-

pacity arises, discontent increases, and at last, after great

suffering to himself, and annoyance to his employers, he is

dismissed. The small brain is the origin of the incapacity
;

and ignorance of its effects the cause of his being misplaced.

Mankind, in extreme cases, recognise energy or feebleness

of mental character, and modify their conduct accordingly.

Those in whom moral and religious principles do not consti-

tute the habitual rule of conduct, treat individuals in the

most dififerent manner, according to the impression which

they receive from their manner, and the estimate which they

form from it of their strength or weakness of mind. There

are men who carry in their very look the intimation of great-

ness—whose manner at once proclaims, " Nemo me impune

lacesset''' The world reads this notice, and holds it safest

to allow them to follow their own course without obstruc-

tion, while they avoid giving offence. Contrasted with them,

are the feeble and vacillating ; men unstable as water, un-

steady as the wind. The wicked seize upon them, and make

them their prey. The treatment received by different per-

sons from society is thus widely different ; and it may be

truly said, that a large portion of mankind cannot easily con-

ceive the miseries inflicted on the weak by the powerfid and

unprincipled in taking advantage of their deficiencies.

When a favourable combination, a fine temperament, and

large size of brain, are conjoined in an individual, they con-
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stitute the perfection of genius. This I conceive to have

been the case in Homer and in Shakspeare. Vivacious

buoyancy, ease, and fertility, arising from the first and second

causes, joined with depth, strength, comprehensiveness, and

masculine energy, the result of the third, place these authors

above all others whom the world has ever seen. And when

we consider that these rare and splendid gifts must again be

united, before their equals can appear, we shall have no dif-

ficulty in conceiving why so few Homers and Shakspeares

are given to the world.

In these observations, I have treated of the efi'ects of size

in the brain in general on the general manifestations of the

mind, to bring the doctrine clearly and forcibly before the

reader ; but I again beg of him not to fall into the error of

taking general size as an indication of particular power, for

then difficulties without end will be encountered. For ex-

ample, it has often been objected, that a particular indivi-

dual wears a large hat, indicating a large brain, and that yet

he has no great scope of intellect, and no ability, in the gene-

ral sense of the term. The answer is, that we must look for

the power in the direction of the size, as explained in vol. i.

p. 158. If the large hat be requisite, on account of a great

development of the animal organs, we must expect the in-

dividual to be only a powerful animal ; and he may be this,

and at the same time a weak man. If the size predominate

in the region of the sentiments, we may then look for great-

ness in moral worth ; but it is only when great size, com-

bined with an active temperament, pervades the organs of

the whole three classes of faculties, propensities, sentiments,

and intellect, that Phrenology authorizes us to expect a ge-

neral character vigorous, comprehensive, and profound. The
hat does not indicate the size either of the moral organs or

of those of the intellect.

The circumstances which modify the effects of size have

already been stated (vol. i. p. 49 and 162), when treating of

the principles of the science.

It is an important question whether the size of the organs
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may be increased by exercise, and diminislied by inactivity.

The following considerations may serve to guide us in form-

ing an opinion on this subject.

First, It is a general law in physiology, that any part of

the body, when called into vivid activity, not transgi-essing

the bounds of health, attracts towards itself an increased sup-

ply of arterial blood and of nervous influence. The effect of

these is to increase its tone and also its size. But there are

limits to these effects. The blacksmith's arm does not by

exercise continue to grow indefinitely. It attains a limit

which it never passes. To the growth of all our organs, Na-
ture appears to fix boundaries which they cannot exceed, ex-

cept by diseased action. A man of a naturally slender frame,

may be rendered larger and more robust by exercise than he

would have been without it ; but he cannot be augmented

into an equality in dimensions and strength with a man
who was naturally large and strong, and whose qualities have

been fostered and developed by equally judicious treatment.

The same rule holds in regard to the brain. In every indi-

vidual, Nature appears to have set limits to the size of every

organ, within which limits judicious exercise will add to its

bulk and power. But I have not observed that when, in any

individual, the brain, or any single organ, is naturally small,

exercise can render it equal in magnitude to another brain

or organ naturally large, and treated in the same way.

Secondly, It is a general law of animal nature, that an or-

gan, if not duly exercised, attracts a small supply of arterial

blood and nervous influence towards it, and in consequence,

it either does not fully develope itself, or it diminishes in size

and tone, and its functional power decreases in proportion.

This rule applies in regard to every organ of the brain.

Thirdly, The cerebral organs increase spontaneously in

size in most individuals up to twenty-one, or twenty-two, in

many to twenty-eight, and, according to Dr Gall, in some

instances up even to forty years of age. I have seen organs

manifestly increase between twenty and twenty-eight, with-

out any special effort being made to develope them by ex-
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ercising the faculties ; and the mental powers evolved them-

selves, uncalled for, in correspondence with the increase of

size in the organs. In observing cases of increase of growth,

accompanied by exercise, within these ages, it is difficult to

determine how far the growth is the spontaneous act of na-

ture, and how far exercise has caused it. That exercise

favoured it, and that inaction might have retarded or perhaps

prevented it, is highly probable, nay, almost certain : But I

have not seen facts sufficient to warrant me to affirm that, in

every case, every organ may be fostered into large or even in-

to average dimensions by exercise, although it be naturally

small. On the contrary, I know facts that shew that Nature

sets limits to organs (in some instances very narrow limits),

which cannot be surpassed. My own organ of Number is

very defective in size. I exercised it regularly, and up to the

limit of its powerSj during forty years, commencing when I

was eight years of age, and it has never grown, nor has the

function increased in power. I never could, and cannot now,

add, divide, multiply, or subtract numbers with even average

accuracy and facility. I had a sister who, during seven

years in youth, exercised her organ of Tune, which was na-

tm-ally small, with the most exemplary assiduity and perse-

verance, believing that nothing is denied to well-directed in-

dustry ; but it never grew, and she could not at the end of

that time play even common airs on the pianoforte with fa-

cility or expression. She had good organs of Language, In-

dividuality, and Reflection, and she acquii'ed the French and

Italian languages, and a correct and copious English style,

within a shorter time, and with one-tenth part of the labour.

Both in her and me the temperament was nervous-bilious.

I could cite many other examples. The Ethiopian cannot

change his skin, nor the leopard his spots ;' and my pre-

sent impression is, that human ejfforts can develope the brain

only up to certain definite limits established, in the case of

every individual, by nature. Moreover, it appears to me
that a variety of dispositions and talents among men is es-

sential to the existence of society, and that this variety is se-
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cured by bestowing on each individual an endowment of

brain in some degree peculiar in the relative proportions of

its parts, and that Nature has denied to man the power of

introducing into the race universal mental equality,—a result

which seems to be implied in the proposition that all the

organs of the mind may be increased or diminished inde-

finitely by exercise or neglect. I am here speaking of the

effects of exercise on the organs of individuals. It is probable

that exercise in the parents of particular organs predisposes

the corresponding organs to increase in size in their offspring.

Cases, however, are on record, in which particular parts

of the brain have increased in size by exercise, and others in

which they have diminished by inactivity, even after forty

years of age. I do not deny these facts, although some evi-

dence of this increase has been presented to me which was

fallacious. The individual, of whose head casts taken at diffe-

rent ages were exhibited, had, when the later casts were taken,

become more corpulent, and the integuments were thicker,

than when the first were moulded. The nose, for instance, and

the cheek-bones, had increased asmuch as the forehead. Other

cases, however, were shewn to me in which there was an in-

crease of size in the later casts, not referable to this cause ;

and I am disposed to admit the possibility of this increase in

some constitutions. It is strongly advocated by Dr Caldwell,

no mean authority, in The American Phrenological Journal^

vol. i. p. 404 ; and Dr Spurzheim says, " I can speak with cer-

tainty from repeated observations. The changes of cerebral

development, when the individual powers are exercised, or

kept quiet, are astonishing. In the former case, individual or-

gans increase, and in the latter, they not only stand still in

growth, but sometimes become absolutely small.""

—

View of

the Elementary Principles of Education^ 1832, p. 131, Ameri-

can Edition. See also Practical Phrenology, by Silas Jones,

Boston, 1836, Phrenological Journal, vol. vii. p. 373, and an

able article on this whole question by Dr A. Combe in the

Phrenological Journal, vol. x. p. 414. See also same volume,

pp. 272, 426, and 503 ; also a case reported in vol. xi. p. 296,
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in which blindness in one eye was accompanied by deficiency

of the organ of Colouring on the opposite side of the brain.

On the other hand, I may mention that, in 1824, a gentleman

of nervous-bilious temperament, aged 36, with whom I am in-

timately acquainted, had his head shaved and an accurate

cast of it taken. In 1838, I saw his head measured in every

direction with callipers, and compared with this cast, and

not a line of difference was perceptible. During the whole

interval, his brain had been actively exercised in moral and

intellectual pursuits. I have casts of the heads of several

distinguished phrenologists taken ten and fifteen years ago,

after maturity, and I do not now perceive anychange in the size

of their heads, or in the proportions of the individual organs.

This susceptibility of change from exercise, in mature life,

therefore, appears not to be universal, but peculiar to some

individual constitutions. Those who report cases of changes

of size, should state accurately the temperament, and also the

age, at each period of observation. Without this information,

we cannot distinguish between spontaneous growth, and

that which may fairly be ascribed to exercise.

COMBINATIONS IN SIZE, OR EFFECTS OF THE ORGANS WHEN
COMBINED IN DIFFERENT RELATIVE PROPORTIONS.

The primitive functions of each organ were discovered^ by
observing cases in which it decidedly preponderated over, or

fell short of, other organs, in point of size ; and by similar

observations each must still be verified. After the discovery

is established, its practical application deserves attention.

Every individual above idiocy possesses all the organs ; but
they are combined in diff'erent degrees of relative size in dif-

ferent persons, and the manifestations of each organ are mo-
dified in some degree by the influence of those with which it

is combined. The eff'ect of combination, however, is not to

change the functions of any organ, but only to modify the
manner in which it is manifested ; or the acts in which it
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seeks gratification. If, for example, the organ of Tune be

equally large in two individuals,—^but if, in one of them, the

organs of the animal propensities predominate, he may ma-

nifest it in producing bacchanalian songs ; while, if, in the

other, the organs of the moral sentiments predominate, he

may employ it in composing sacred melodies. In both in-

stances, Tune produces music, the only effect of the combi-

nation being to alter its direction. This illustration is ap-

plicable to all the faculties ; and shews that, although the

functions of some parts of the brain are still unascertained,

the discovery of them cannot alter the functions of those

already known.

Dr Gall,^ in considering the combinations of the organs,

divides men into six classes.

In individuals composing his first class, the organs of the

highest qualities and faculties are completely developed, while

those of the faculties common to man with the lower animals

possess only a feeble degree of development and activity.

The dispositions and conduct of persons of this class are in

accordance with reason, justice, and morality.

In the second class, the combination is precisely reversed,

and the individuals belonging to it are the slaves of sen-

,
suality and error.

In the third class, the animal organs, and also those pecu-

liar to man, have acquired a considerable degree of develop-

ment and activity. Men belonging to this class may be

great in virtue or vice, and often manifest the most opposite

qualities. They experience the internal struggle of the

higher and lower elements of our nature. Socrates, St Paul,

and Saint Augustin, belonged to it.

In the fourth class, one, or a fcAV, of the organs are highly

developed, while the others are only moderately so, or even

below mediocrity. This class includes men of great but

partial genius, or men distinguished for great strength of

character or for powerful dispositions of a determinate de-

scription ; such as great musicians, great mechanicians, or

brave warriors, who, out of these lines, shew no superiority.

Sur lea Fonctiom du Cervem, tome i. p. 319. 8vo.
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In the fifth class, one, or several, of the organs are very

little developed, and remain inactive, while the others are

more favourably developed and energetic. This class in-

cludes men of general ability, who have some particular and

limited deficiency. Lessing and Tischbein detested music,

and Newton and Kant had no passion for women.

In the sixth class, the animal organs and those proper to

man are nearly equally moderate. In this class is compre-

hended the great mass of ordinary men. These six divi-

sions, says Dr Gall, are subject to thousands of modifica-

tions.

Dr Broussais has a valuable section on this subject, p. 769.

He says, that Imitation, Wonder, and Ideality, combinedwith

the knowing organs, produce the theatrical and executive ar-

tist.

Dr Vimont^ observes, that Dr Gall's divisions are insuffi-

cient to give a just and complete idea of the combinations of

all the faculties, and he makes several judicious observations

on these classes, and adds to them two more, viz. Men in

whom the perceptive organs predominate over those of re-

flection ; and men who are placed a little above idiots, who

have feeble perceptive powers and a nullity of reflection.

This class may manifest some talent, such as that of con-

struction, or of music ; or they may be distinguished by

cunning, stubbornness, or vanity ; and never improve. Dr

Vimont makes also some valuable observations on the com-

binations of the organs in the difi'erent species of the lower

animals, to which I can here only refer.

The limits of the present work prevent me from doing

more than stating three rules for estimating the eff'ects of dif-

ferences in relative size, occurring in the organs of the same

brain.

The condition, cczteris paribus^ is always understood, and

therefore needs not to be repeated, in treating of the eff'ects

of size.

Having been solicited to state, in methodical order, the ef-

fects of the combinations so far as observed, I tried to do so in

1 TraiU de Phrfnologie, tome ii. p. 469.
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the MS. of the present work ; but found the result to be a
tedious enumeration of propositions, adapted to Individuality

alone, difficult to be remembered, and withal extremely in-

complete. I have therefore preferred stating principles chief-

ly, accompanied by illustrations, to render them intelligible,

and to shew their application. This method was adopted in

the Elements for the sake of brevity, and, on mature exami-

nation, it appears to be preferable in itself. The reader in

whom the reflecting organs are amply developed, will not

only easily comprehend the rules here laid down, but be able

greatly to enlarge the sphere of their application.

EULE FIRST.—Every faculty desires gi-atification with a

degree of energy proportionate to the size of its organs ; and

those faculties will be habitually indulged, the organs of

which are largest in the individual.

Examples.—If the animal organs in general be large, and

the organs of the moral sentiments and intellect in general be

small, the individual will be naturally prone to animal indul-

gence in the highest degree, and disposed to seek gratifica-

tion in the directest way, and in the lowest pursuits.

If, on the other hand, the organs of the moral sentiments

and intellect greatly predominate, the individual will be na-

turally prone to moral and intellectual pursuits ; such persons

are " a law unto themselves."

In illustration of this rule, the head of Hare, who was a

monster of cold-blooded cruelty ui human form, may be con-

trasted with that of Melancthon the reformer, vol. i. p. 141 ;

or the skull of a New Hollander may be compared with that

of Dr Spurzheim, both represented in vol. i. p. 57.

In further illustration, the heads of Vitellius, and Hare

the murderer, represented in vol. i. pages 146 and 141, may

be contrasted with those of Tasso, p. 453, Chaucer and Locke,

p. 477, and Michael Angelo, vol. ii. p. 29. In the one class

of heads, the basilar and posterior regions of the brain dedi-

cated to the animal propensities, greatly preponderate over

the anterior and coronal regions which manifest the intellect
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and moral sentiments ;^ in the other, the basilar region is

large, but the intellectual and moral decidedly preponderate.

According to the rule before stated, the first class will be

naturally prone to low and degrading pursuits, having for

their object the gratification of Amativeness, Destructive-

ness, Acquisitiveness, and other inferior feelings ;
they will

possess very few aspirations after the noble and beneficent

virtues which dignify human nature ; they will, only in the

lowest degree, realize in their own minds the obligations

of justice, piety, and mercy, and be very little capable of ap-

preciating the advantages of science. The second class will

form a direct contrast to them. They will naturally feel the

incumbency of moral duty and the excellence of intellectual

pursuits
; they will ardently desire to advance in the career

of improvement, and instinctively love every virtue and at-

tainment that is calculated to increase the true dignity and

happiness of man. It is common for individuals, in judging

of mankind in general, to assume themselves as standards

of the race
; yet no criterion can be more fallacious : the con-

sciousness of men belonging to the inferior class would re-

present the human mind as base, grovelling, and selfish,

—

that of the higher as elevated, benignant, and intellectual.

Rule second.—As there are three kinds of faculties, pro-

pensitive, moral, and intellectual, which are not homoge-
neous, it may happen that several large organs of propensities

are combined, in the same individual, with several moral and
intellectual organs highly developed. The rule, then, will

be, that the lower propensities will take their direction from
the higher powers ; and such a course of action will be habi-
tually followed as will be calculated to gratify the whole fa-

culties whose organs are large.

In this combination, the strong propensities may escape,

1 The size of the coronal region is best judged of by the height and
breadth of tlie brain above Cautiousness and Causality, the situation of
which organs is indicated in some of the figures by asterisks. Wherever
that region is shallow or narrow, the moral feelings will be comparatively
feeble. See vol. i. p. 141.
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at intervals, from the control of the sentiments, and produce

abuses
; but as nature has rendered the moral and intellectual

faculties the directing powers, the habitual conduct will be

such as will be consistent with their dictates, and at the same
time gratifying to the propensities.

Examples.—If the organs of Acquisitiveness and Conscien-

tiousness be both large, although stealing might gratify Ac-

quisitiveness, it would offend Conscientiousness. According

to the rule, the individual will endeavour to gratify both, by

acquiring property by lawful industry. If Combativeness

and Destructiveness were large, and Benevolence and Con-

scientiousness also amply developed, while wanton outrage

and indiscriminate attack might gratify the first two faculties,

they would outrage the last two : hence the individual would

seek for situations calculated to gratify all four :—and these

may be found in the ranks of an army embodied for the de-

fence of his country, or in moral and intellectual warfare

against the patrons of corruption and abuse in church and

state. Luther, Knox, and many other benefactors of man-

kind, were probably actuated by such a combination of fa-

culties
;
"Washington nobly displayed it.

If the cerebellum be very large, and Pbiloprogenitiveness,

Adhesiveness, and Conscientiousness be deficient, the indivi-

dual will be prone to seek the directest gratifications of the

animal appetite ; if the latter organs also be large, he will

find in wedlock the best means of satisfying the whole group.

If Benevolence, Self-Esteem, and Acquisitiveness be all

large, giving charity may gratify the first ; but unless the in-

dividual be very rich, the act of parting with property may

be disagreeable to the last two faculties ; he will, therefore,

prefer to gratify Benevolence by acts of kindness ; he wiU

sacrifice time, trouble, influence, and advice, to the welfare

of others, but not property. If Benevolence were small, with

the same combination, he would not give either money or

personal advice.

If Love of Approbation large, be combined with large

Ideality and moderate reflecting organs, the individual will
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be ambitious to excel in the splendour of his equipage, style

of living, dress, and rank. If to the same combination be

added a powerful intellect and large Conscientiousness, moral

and intellectual excellence will be preferred, as the means of

obtaining the respect of the world.

An individual in whom Benevolence and Love of Appro-

bation are very large, and Conscientiousness deficient, will

be exceedingly kind and attentive to persons of condition

who praise him loudly and extol his benevolence ; but he

will overlook humble, retiring, and unostentatious merit ; he

will speak much of his own good deeds. If Conscientious-

ness and Benevolence predominate, the amiable and unpre-

tending will be the first objects of his regard, and the good

done will never be proclaimed by himself.

If Self-Esteem large, be combined with deficient Love of

Approbation and Conscientiousness, the individual will be

prone to gratify his selfish feelings, with little regard to the

good opinion, or the just claims ofother men. If Self-Esteem

large, be combined with large Love of Approbation and Con-

scientiousness, the former will produce only that degree of

self-respect which is essential to dignity of character, and

that degree of independence of sentiment without which

even virtue cannot be maintained.

If Cautiousness large, be combined with deficient Comba-
tiveness, the individual will be extremely timid. If Comba-
tiveness be large, and Cautiousness small, reckless intrepidity

will be the result. If Combativeness be equally large with

Cautiousness, the individual will display courage regulated

by prudence. If Cautiousness, Conscientiousness, Self-

Esteem, Secretiveness, and Love of Approbation, be all large,

and Combativeness moderate, bashfulness or mauvaise honte

will be the consequence. This feeling is the result of the

fear of not acquitting one's-self to advantage, and of thereby

compromising one's personal dignity.

If Veneration and Hope be large, and Conscientiousness

and Benevolence be small, the individual will be naturally

fond of religious worship, but averse to the practice of charity
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and justice. He will admire doctrinal and dislike moral
preachers. If the proportions be reversed, the result will

be a constitutional disposition to charity and justice, with
no great tendency to the exercise of devotion. If all the four

organs be large, the individual will be naturally inclined to

engage in the worship of God, and to discharge his duties to

men. If Veneration large, be combined with large Acqui-
sitiveness and Love of Approbation, the former sentiment

may be directed to superiors in rank and power, as the means
of gratifying the desires for wealth and influence depending

on the latter faculties. If Veneration be small, combined

with Self-Esteem and Firmness large, the individual will

not natm-ally look up with deference to superiors in rank.

The intellectual faculties will naturally tend to such em-

ployments as are calculated to gratify the predominant pro-

pensities and sentiments. If the organs which constitute a

genius for painting be combined with large Acquisitiveness,

the individual may paint to become rich ; if combined with

Acquisitiveness small, and Love of Approbation large, he

will probably labour for fame, and starve while attaining it.

Talents for difi'erent intellectual pursuits depend on the

combinations of the knowing and reflecting organs in certain

proportions. Oonstructiveness, Form, Size, Colouring, In-

dividuality, Ideality, Imitation, and Secretiveness large, with

Locality small, will constitute a portrait, but not a landscape

painter. Diminish Form and Imitation, and increase Lo-

cality, and the result will be a talent for landscape, but not

for portrait, painting. Oonstructiveness and Weight com-

bined with Tune large, may produce a talent for musical in-

strument making : Without a large Tune the other faculties

could not successfully take this direction. Oonstructiveness

combined with Size and Number large, may lead to mathe-

matical instrument making. Oausality, combined with large

knowing organs. Ideality and Imitation, will seek to dis-

cover the philosophy of the fine arts ; the same organ com-

bined with large Benevolence, Oonscientiousness, and Con-
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centrativeness, and deficient Imitation, will delight in moral

and political investigations. If to Individuality, Eventuality,

Comparison, Causality, and Concentrativeness, all large, an

equally well developed organ of Language be added, the

result will be a talent for authorship or public debate : if

Language be small, the other faculties wiU be more prone

to seek gratification in the business of life, or in abstract

philosophy.

One great difficulty frequently experienced, is to compre-

hend the effect of the reflecting powers, added, in a high de-

gree of endowment, to the knowing faculties, when the latter

are exercised in particular branches of art, for which they ap-

pear to be of themselves altogether sufficient. It is stated,

for example, that Form, Size, Individuality, Colouring, and

Imitation, combined with Secretiveness, Constructiveness,

and Ideality all large, constitute a genius for painting ; and

it may reasonably be inquired, What effect will the reflect-

ing organs, large or small, produce on the manifestations of

this combination ? The question may be answered thus :

—

When the reflecting organs are small, form, colour, beauty

y

constitute the leading objects of the painter's productions.

There is no story, no event, no combination of incidents,

displayed in his works. To appreciate their merits, they

must be considered in detail, and, as single objects, uncon-

nected with others by any of the relations perceived by the

higher powers. Add the reflecting organs, and outline,

form, colouring, perspective, wiU all sink into the rank of

means, which the reflecting intellect will employ to accom-
plish a higher object ; such as the expression of some great
action or event—some story which speaks to the judgment
and interests the feelings—in short, historical painting.

In the portraits of Raphael the organs essential to a painter
appear to be large, and those of Causality, Comparison, and
Wit, likewise far above an ordinary size. Of the productions
of Raphael's^ pencil an anonymous author says, " In composi-
tion Raffaello stands pre-eminent. His invention is the re-

1 Life of Raplmd,\iOrAon, 1816, anonymous.
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fined emanation of a dramatic mind, and whatever can most

interest the feelings, or satisfy the judgment, he selected from

nature, and made his own. The point of time, in his his-

torical subjects, is invariably well chosen ; and subordinate

incidents, while they create a secondary interest, essentially

contribute to the principal event. Contrast or combination

of lines makes no part of his works as an artificial principle

of composition ; the nature and character of the event create

the forms best calculated to express them. The individual

expression of particular figures corresponds with their cha-

racter and employment; and whether calm or agitated, they are

at all times equally remote fromaff'ectation or insipidity. The

general interest of his subject is kept up throughout the whole

composition; the present action implies the past, andanticipates

thefuture. If, in sublimity of thought, Raffaello has been sur-

passed by his great contemporary Michael Angelo,—if, in pu-

rity of outline and form, by the antique,—and in colouring and

chiaro-oscura by the Lombard and Venetian schools
; yet in

historical compositions he has no rival ; and for invention,

expression, and the porver of telling a story, he has never

been approached."

M. Fuseli, speaking of the qualities of Raphael's style as

a painter, says, that " perfect human beauty he has not re-

presented. No face of RaphaePs is perfectly beautiful ; no

figure of his, in the abstract, possesses the proportions that

could raise it to a standard of imitation. Form to him rvas

only a vehicle of character or pathos ; and to these he adapted

it in a mode, and with a truth, which leaves all attempts at

emendation hopeless. His composition always hastens to the

most necessary point as its centre ; and fro7n that dissemi-

nates, to that leads back, its rays, all secondary ones. Group,

form, and contrast, are subordinate to the event ; and com-

monplace is ever excluded. His expression is mimixed and

pure, in strict unison with, and decided by, character, whe-

ther calm, animated, agitated, convulsed, or absorbed by the

inspiring passion: it never contradicts its cause, and is equally

remote from tameness and grimace. The moment of his

7
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choice never suffers the action to stagnate or to expire. It

is the moment of transition, the crisis Ug with the past, and

pregnant icith the future. His invention connects the utmost

stretch of possibility with the most plausible degi-ee of pro-

bability, in a manner that equally surprises our fancy, per-

suades our judgment, and affects our hearts."

In all this criticism we have the most exact description of

the manifestations of Comparison and Causality, which give

scope, depth, and force of intellectual conception, the power

of combining means to attain an end, and the natural ten-

dency to keep the means in their appropriate place, as subor-

dinate to the main design.

Raphael's genius, accordingly, can be fully appreciated

only after having exercised the higher intellectual faculties

on his works. Sir Joshua Reynolds acknowledges that it

was only after repeated visits, and deep reflection, that he dis-

covered their merits, his first impression having been that of

mortification and disappointment, from not seeing at once all

their greatness. The excellence of Raphael's style, says he,,

is not on the surface, " but lies deep, and at the first view is

seen but mistily. It is the florid style which strikes at once;,

and captivates the eye for a time, without ever satisfying the

judgment." If, on the other hand, the knowing and con^

structive organs alone had predominated in Raphael, all these

accessaries would have become principals ; and the critic who-

possessed reflective intellect, would have felt in his paintings

a decided deficiency of design, story, interest, and object.

Hence high reflecting organs are indispensable to historical

painting : Haydon, who has manifested great power of con-

ception in thisline, possesses them in an eminent degree. The
late SirH. Raeburn, whose style of portrait painting, in point

of dignity and force, approaches the historical, possessed also

a full development of the upper part of the forehead, as well

as large pictorial organs. In sculpture the same rule holds.

The artist who has Form, Size, Constructiveness, and Ideali-

ty large, without high reflecting organs, may chisel a vase,

or a wreath of flowers ; but he will never reach grandeur of
VOL. II. u
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conception, or. confer dignity and power upon his produc-

tions.

It follows from these principles, that a sculptor or painter

will represent one class of objects with greater truth and

fidelitythan another, according to the particular organs which

predominate in his head. Thus, to model the exquisite grace,

elegance, and symmetry of the female form, the construc-

tive organs, Ideality, and the moral sentiments, with a fine

temperament, may suffice, without much depth and power

of reflection. To represent, on the other hand, whether on

canvass or in marble, men of superior nature, profound in

thought, and elevated and intense in emotion, the artist him-

self must possess great organs of sentiment and reflection,

in addition to the organs of art before described, otherwise

he will never be able adequately to conceive or to express

these modes of mind. This fortunate combination occurs in

conjunction with a fine temperament in Lawrence Macdo-

nald, and hence the admirable qualities for which his sculp-

ture is already so highly distinguished.

The same rules hold in architecture and music. An ar-

chitect possessing only the knowing organs large, may pro-

duce the plan of a common house, or of any other simple

object, with success; but he should never attempt a work in

which profound thought and extensive combinations are in-

dispensable to success. From not attending to this fact,

many abortions in architectural designs occur in this country.

An artist, with a constructive and knowing head, may pro-

duce a plan which will look well on paper, and which, as

a mere drawing, may be really beautiful ; but if the re-

flecting organs be deficient, he will be incapable of consider-

ing the intended fabric in its relations to surrounding ob-

jects, and of divining how it will affect the mind, when pre-

sented in contrast with them :—hence, when executed, it

may tui-n out a deformity. Add, however, the reflecting or-

gans, and the effects of collateral objects will be anticipated

and provided for. An architect, in whom the reflecting or-

gans are large, and the knowing organs deficient, will fail in

the practical arrangement of details.
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The musician, in like manner, who is able to express

thought, feeling, and emotion, with exquisite efFect, with

whom sound is subordinate to sense, design, and expression,

will be found to possess the higher powers in addition to the

merely musical faculties.

In oratory, too, a person with Individuality, Eventuality,

Comparison, Ideality, and Language, may be erudite, fluent,

brilliant, and, if propensity and sentiment be added, vehe-

ment, pathetic, or sublime ;
but, to give great comprehen-

siveness, deep sagacity, and a talent for profound elucidation

of principle, Causality must be joined to the combination.

Taste in every branch of the fine arts is distinguishable

from power and comprehensiveness, and depends, as already

explained,^ on a harmonious comhination^ and due cultiva-

tion, of the organs in general. In Raphael these requi-

sites seem to have occurred ; and it is because nature rarely

combines the particular organs which constitute a painter,

high reflecting organs, large general size, harmonious pro-

portion, and natural activity,—all in one person, that so few

Raphaels appear.

In no instance is it a matter of indifference to the talents

and dispositions of the individual, whether any particular

organ be large or small. If it be large, although its abuses

may be prevented by restraint imposed by the other facul-

ties ; still its presence will operate on the mind. If, for in-

stance, large Combativeness and Destructiveness be combined

with a large development of the moral and intellectual or-

^ns, the whole life may be passed without the occurrence of

any outrage ; and it may be asked. What effect, in this case,

do the former organs produce We shall find the answer,

by supposing all the other organs to remain large, while those

are diminished in size, and tracing the eff'ect of the change.

The result would be an undue preponderance of moral and
intellectual qualities, degenerating into effeminacy. Large
Combativeness and Destructiveness give the elements of re-

pulsion and aggression to such an extent as to permit the

manifestation of manly enterprise and courage. Hence, in

1 Vol, ii. p. 281.
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the case supposed, these organs would be duly performing

their functions and adding force to the character in the

struggles of active life, when the superficial observer would

imagine them to be entirely inoperative.

In like manner, if an organ be greatly deficient, its small

size cannot be compensated for by other organs, however large.

Suppose, for example, that, in an individual, Benevolence,

Veneration, Love of Approbation, and Intellect, are all large,

and Conscientiousness very deficient, it may be thought that

the absence of Conscientiousness will be of small importance,

as its influence will be compensated by that of the other fa-

culties here named. This, however, will not be the case.

The sentiment of duty originates from Conscientiousness

(as explained in vol. i. p. 419), and the individual supposed

would be benevolent, when Benevolence predominated ; re-

ligious, when Veneration was paramountly active
;
obliging,

when Love of Approbation glowed with fervour ; but if all

or any of these were, on any occasion, counteracted by the

solicitations of the inferior propensities, he would not, if the

organ of Conscientiousness were small, feel the obligation of

duty enforcing the dictates of these other sentiments, and

increasing their restraining power : he would be deficient in

the sentiments of justice, duty, and incumbency : he would

obey the impulses of the higher faculties when inclined; but

if not inclined, he would not experience so strong a sense of

demerit in neglecting their solicitation, as if the organ of

Conscientiousness were large. Farther, the sentiments

which we have supposed him to possess, would themselves,

if not directed by Conscientiousness, be continually prone to

run into abuse. Benevolence to one would tend to trench

on justice due to another ; devotion might occasionally be

substituted for charity, or charity for devotion.

If we take the opposite case, and suppose that an indivi-

dual possesses gi-eat Intellect and Conscientiousness, with

deficient Benevolence, Veneration, and Love of Approbation;

then, if the propensities were strong, his conduct might be

the reverse of amiable, notwithstanding his large Conscien-

tiousness. With this combination he would be actuated by
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vigorous selfish feelings, which probably might overpower

the single sentiment of duty, unaided by Benevolence, Vene-

ration, and Love of Approbation ; and he might act wrong in

opposition to the clear dictates of his own Conscientiousness.

Video meliora proboque, deteriora sequor, would be his motto.

If his propensities, on the other hand, were moderate, he

would be strictly just ; he would give every one his due, but

he would probably not be actively benevolent and pious.

The faculty of Benevolence inspires with the feeling of cha-

rity, and Conseifentiousness enforces its dictates ; but if (to

suppose an extreme case) the feeling of charity were not in-

spired at all. Conscientiousness could not produce it, nor act

upon it : It might impress the command. Do not injure an-

other, because this is simply justice ; but it -would not in-

spire with tbe desire to do him good, this being beyond its

limits.

Occasionally, very unusual combinations of particular or-

gans present themselves, the effects of which cannot, by or-

dinary sagacity, be divined ; and in such cases the phreno-

logist ought not to predicate any thing, but to ask for infor-

mation. As, however, nature is constant, he may speak with

confidence the next time he meets with a similar case. Be-

fore it was .ascertained that Secretiveness and Imitation con-

fer the talent for acting, I met with an instance of this com-

bination, and predicated something from it, which was en-

tirely erroneous. This occurrence was loudly and exten-

sively proclaimed as subversive of Phrenology ; but to me it

was a valuable lesson, and a discovery of some importance :

Ever afterwards I found that particular talent accompany

that combination.

Rule Third.—Where all the organs appear in nearly

equal proportions to each other, the individual, if left to

himself, will exhibit opposite phases of character, according

as the animal propensities or moral sentiments predominate

for the time. He will pass his life in alternate sinning and
repenting. If external influence be brought to operate upon
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him, his conduct will be greatly modified by it ; if placed,

for instance, under strict discipline and moral restraint, these

will cast the balance, for the time, in favour of the higher

sentiments
; if exposed to the solicitation of profligate asso-

ciates, the animal propensities will obtain triumphant sway.

Maxwell, who was executed for housebreaking and theft, is

an example of this combination. In his head the three or-

ders of organs are well de-

veloped, but the region of

themoral sentiments,lying

above the asterisks, is ra-

ther deficient, in propor-

tion to the basilar and occi-

pital regions, manifesting

the propensities. While

subjected to the discipline

of the army, he preserved

a fair reputation ; butwhen

he fell into want, his pro-

pensities assumed the ascendency, he joined a company of

thieves, and adopted their practices : he was tried in Edin-

burgh on 11th December 1820, found guilty, condemned,

and afterwards executed. He mentioned to a friend of mine,

who visited him while under sentence of death, that in youth

and earlymanhood he had been respectable; and he stated, that

at these ages, he no more anticipated that he should die on

the scafibld, than that he should be king of England. The

following report of his conduct, when sentence of death was

pronounced on him, appeared in the Edinburgh Weekly

Chronicle of 13th December 1820.

" The prisoner Maxwell, having obtained permission, ad-

dressed the Court and jury in substance as follows :—He con-

fessed himself g-uiltyof the crime for which hewould soon have

to answer before another tribunal, far more awful to him than

that before which he was now placed. This Court, he said,

could only inflict the sentence of death, whilst that could

doom to eternal punishment : it was the only crime of the
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description of which he had ever been guilty. He admitted

their Lordships and the jury had acted properly and agree-

ably to the evidence brought before them ; and he solemnly

declared that the family of the Arniels, and the boy Batty,

to whom he had foolishly told the story of the robbery, had

spoken truth. It was true that he, along with four men,

committed the robbery ; but the other witnesses, the M'Wil-

liams and Dollin, had perjured themselves ; and, so far from

the other prisoners being concerned in the robbery, he had

never so much as seen them till he saw them in Paisley jail.

He stated these circumstances in order to guard the Court

and jury against such evidence, and to strengthen, if pos-

sible, the humane recommendation of the jury in favour of

Hamilton."—In this address there is a powerful manifesta-

tion of the moral feelings.

The characteristic quality of men possessing this combina-

tion is their liability to be swayed by external influences.

COMBINATIONS IN ACTIVITY.

Where several organs are pre-eminently large in the same
individual, they have a natural tendency to combine in acti-

vity, and to prompt him to a line of conduct calculated to

gratify them all. Where, hoAvever, all or the greater part of

the organs are possessed in nearly equal proportions, import-

ant practical effects may be produced, by establishing Com-
binations in activity among particular organs, or groups of

organs. For example, if Individuality, Eventuality, Compa-
rison, Causality, Language, and Concentrativeness, be all

large, they will naturally tend to act together, and the result

of their combined activity will be a talent for public speak-
ing, or literary composition. If Language be small, it will

be extremely difficult to establish such a combination in ac-
tivity, and this talent will not readily be evolved : But if two
individuals possess this group of organs of equal and of ave-
rage size, and if we train one of them to the Bar, and the
other to a mechanical employment, the result will be an ao-
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quired facility in writing and debate in the former, which
will be wanting in the latter. In the one, these organs will

have been trained to act together, and to co-operate in pro-

ducing the effect described
; whereas, in the other, a different

combination in activity may have been established among
the intellectual organs, giving pre-eminence to a different

talent.

On the same principle, if a person having a favourable en-

dowment of the organs of Propensity, Sentiment, and Intel-

lect, were introduced for the first time into higher society

than that to which he had been accustomed, he might lose

for a moment the command of his faculties, and exhibit awk-

wardness and embarrassment. This would arise from irre-

gular and inharmonious action in the different organs : Ve-

neration, powerfully excited, would prompt him to manifest

profound respect ; Love of Approbation would inspire hiin

with a desire to acquit himself to advantage ; Cautiousness

would produce alarm, lest he should fail in accomplishing

this end ; Self-Esteem would feel compromised by the con-

sciousness of embarrassment stealing on the mind ; and the

Intellect, distracted by these conflicting emotions, might be

unable to regulate the conduct with propriety. On the other

hand, when familiarized with the situation, the sentiments

would subside into a state of less energetic and more harmo-

nious action ; the intellect, assuming the supremacy, would

regulate and direct the feelings ; and then the individual

might become a pattern of refined manners and the ornament

of the circle, in which he had at first made an awkward de-

but.

It is in virtue of this principle that education produces its

most important effects. If, for instance, we select two indi-

viduals, in each of whom all the organs are developed in an

average degree, and educate one of them among persons of

sordid and mercenary dispositions,—Acquisitiveness and Self-

Esteem would in h'im be cultivated into a high degree of

activity, and self-interest and personal aggrandizement would

be viewed as the gi*eat objects of his life. If Love of Appro-
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bation were trained into combined activity with these facul-

ties, he would desire distinction in wealth or power
:

if Ve-

neration were trained to act in concert with them, it would

tiidce the direction of admiring the rich and great ;
and, Con-

scientiousness not being predominantly vigorous, would only

intimate that such pursuits were unworthy, without possess-

ing the power by itself of overcoming or controlling the

whole combination against it. If the other individual, pos-

sessing the same development, were trained in the society of

moral and religious persons, in whose habitual conduct the

practice of benevolence and justice towards men, and of re-

verence of God, was regarded as the leading objects of hu-

man existence,—the Love of Approbation, acting with this

combination, would desire esteem for honourable and virtuous

actions ; and wealth would be viewed as the means of pro-

curing gratification to these higher powers, but not as itself

an object of paramount importance. And the practical con-

duct of the two individuals might be very dilferent, in con-

sequence of this difference of training, although their organs

were equal in size.

The change of character exhibited by some individuals

appears to be referable to new combinations in activity. It

occurs generally in men in whom the organs of both the pro-

pensities and sentiments are large. In youth, the propensi-

ties take the lead, and intellect, acting in combination with

them, produces sensual and immoral conduct. At a more

advanced age, when the propensities have become less ener-

getic, the individual may be placed in circumstances which

powerfully excite his sentiments : The intellect will then act

in combination with them, new interests will be felt, and

higher views of duty and enjoyment arise : Life may thence-

forward be regulated by reason and moral feeling, sensual

gratifications may be shunned and resisted, and the indivi-

dual may appear like a different being. Religious impres-

sions are frequently the causes which give commencement

to this reformation ; and this is natural, because religion ad-

dresses the most powerful motives to the higher faculties. I
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have observed, however, that individuals in whom the organs
of the moral and intellectual fticulties decidedly predominate,

do not exhibit this change, because at no period of their lives

have they been strikingly vicious ; neither do men in whom
these organs are very deficient and the organs of the propen-

sities very large, permanently undergo it; because their minds
are like the stony ground mentioned in Scripture, on which
good seed fell, but in which it could not take root owing to

the want of soil.

The principle now under discussion is not inconsistent

with the influence of size ; because it is only in individuals

in whom the organs are nearly on an equality in point of

size, that great effects can be produced by combinations in

activity. In such cases the phrenologist, in estimating the

effects of size, always inquires into the education bestowed.

The doctrine of combinations in activity explains several

other mental phenomena of an interesting nature. In view-

ing the heads of the higher and lower classes of society in the

aggregate,we do not perceive the animal organs preponderating

in point of size in the latter, and those of the moral sentiments

in the former, in any very palpable degree. The high pol-

ish,therefore,which characterizes the upper ranks, is the result

of sustained harmony in the action of the diff'erent faculties}

and especially in those of the moral sentiments, induced by

long cultivation :—The rudeness observable in some of the

lower orders results from a predominating combination in

* In some instances, however, a difference is palpable. I have observed

that the development of the moral and intellectual organs in the pauper

children in Edinburgh is less in proportion to that of the organs of the

propensities, than in the children of the upper ranks. The temperament

of the former is also much more lymphatic, owing, in some degree, to

their less nutritious diet, and the inferior mental stimulus afforded by their

external circumstances. One of the teachers of St Cuthbert's pauper

school, who had previously taught children of corresponding ages belong-

ing to the higher classes, remarked, that he had found the differences in

their mental capacities to correspond with those in their brains. The

pauper children, in general, were the offspring of the weakest or most im-

moral portion of the community.
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activity among the lower propensities ; wliile the awkward-

ness that frequently characterizes them, arises from the pro-

pensities, sentiments, and intellect, not being habituated to

act together. If, however, an individual be very deficient in

the higher organs, he will, in consequence of this defect, re-

main vulgar, although born and educated in the best society,

and in spite of every effort to communicate refinement by

training :—On the other hand, if a very favourable develop-

ment of the organs of the higher sentiments and intellect,

with a fine temperament, be possessed, the individual, in

whatever rank he may move, will bear the stamp of nature's

nobility.

Several other phenomena, which were complete enigmas

to the older metaphysicians, are explained by this principle.

Dr Adam Smith, in his Theory of Moral Sentiments, Chap-

ter II, " On the influence of fortune upon the sentiments of

mankind, with regard to the merit and demerit of actions,"

states the following case —A person throws a large stone over

a wall into the public street, without giving warning to those

who may be passing, and without regarding where it may
fall ; if it light upon a person's head, and knock out his brains,

we would punish the off'ender pretty severely ; but if it fall

upon the ground, and hurt nobody, we should be offended

with the same measure of punishment, which, in the former

event, we would reckon just, and yet the demerit in both

cases is the same. Dr Smith gives no theory to account for

these diflPerences of moral determination. Phrenology ex-

plains them. If the stone fall upon an unhappy passenger,

Benevolence in the spectator is outraged ;—if the sufferer

had a wife and family, Philoprogenitiveness and Adhesive-

ness are offended. Self-Esteem and Cautiousness also are

excited, by the idea that we might have shared the same

fate : all these rouse Destructiveness, and the whole together

loudly demand a smart infliction on the transgressor. In the

other event, when the stone falls to the ground, and hurts

nobody, the only faculties excited are Intellect and Conscien-

tiousness, and probably Cautiousness, and these calmly consi-
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der the motive of the offender, which probably was the love of
mere muscular action, and award a slight punishment against
him„ The proper sentence, in euch a case, would be one
that would be approved of by Intellect and the moral senti-

ments acting in combination, uninfluenced by the lower pro-
pensities,. .

Dr Smith states another case. A friend solicits a place for

another, and after using the greatest efforts is unsuccessful.

Gratitude in this case is less warm than if the place had been
obtained ; and yet the merit is the same. In the event of

success, Self-Esteem, Acquisitiveness, and the other animal

organs, are gratified, and excite Conscientiousness and Bene-
volence to gratitude. In the opposite result, the repressing

influence of these faculties, disappointed and grieved, chills

the glow of Benevolence and Conscientiousness, and feeble

gratitude is felt.

When a person becomes judge in his own cause, his in-

tellect may present to him the facts exactly as they happened,

but these excite in his mind, not simply the sentiment of

Conscientiousness, but also' Self-Love, Acquisitiveness, and

if he has been grievously injured, Destructiveness. Hence

the decision of his own mind, on his own case, proceeds from

Intellect, influenced and directed by all these lower feelings

acting along with Conscientiousness. Present the same case

to an impartial spectator, favourably constituted, and his de-

cision will be the result of Conscientiousness and Intellect,

unalloyed by the intermixture of the selfish emotions.

Justice, then, as explained in vol. i. p. 420, is the result

of the combined activity of Intellect and Conscientiousness,

informed, but not excited or misled, by all the other faculties.

For example, if we are called on to judge of the conduct of

a person accused,—in order to arrive at an absolutely just de-

cision, the intellect must present to us a clear perception of

his real motives and the tendency of his action ; if either of

these be wanting, the sentiment of Conscientiousness will act

not on a real, but on an imperfectly understood or imaginary

case. In the next place, all the other faculties must be so
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fax active, as to present their legitimate claims to gratifica-

tion and protection before the intellect and Conscientious-

ness. If an individual sue another for compensation for an

afi'ront, intellect and Conscientiousness in the judge, acting

in combination with very deficient Self-Esteem and Love

of Approbation, will not pronounce so just a decision as if

both of the last-mentioned organs were normally developed ;

the judge will, in this case, be deficient in the faculties

through the medium of which alone a due sense of the injury

done to the plaintiff can be presented to the reflecting facul-

ties. But, on the other hand, all passionate or excited acti-

vity of the animal propensities must be excluded ;
because,

if off'ended Selfishness, or anger^ or Acquisitiveness, or

ambition, or Adhesiveness, mingle with Conscientiousness,

the fountain is polluted, and the stream cannot be pure. It

is an interesting fact, that the dictates of Conscientiousness,

when perfectly eulightened, and not misled by the lower feel-

ings, will be found always to harmonize with the enlightened

dictates of Benevolence and Veneration, and vice versa ; and

hence, wherever any action or opinion is felt to stand in op-

position to any of these sentiments, we may, without hesita-

tion, suspect either that it is wrong, or that the intellect is

not completely informed concerning its natm-e and legitimate

consequences.

In party-politics, Adhesiveness, Love of Approbation, and

Benevolence, not to mention Conibativeness and Destruc-

tiveness, are extremely apt to enter into vivid activity, in

surveying the conduct of an individual who has distinguished

himself by zealous efforts upon our own side ; and our judg-

ment qf his conduct will, in consequence, be the determina-

tion of Intellect and Conscientiousness, disturbed and led

astray by these inferior feelings.

The doctrine of the primitive functions of the faculties,

explained in the first part of this work, and of the Combi-

nations now laid down, shews why Phrenology does not en-

able us to predict actions. Destructiveness, for example, is

not a tendency to kill a man or a beast as a specific act, but
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a mere general propensity, capable of leading to destruction

as its ultimate result, but which may be manifested in a great

variety of ways (many of them justifiable, others unjustifi-

able), according as it is directed by the faculties, which, in

each particular instance, act along with it
; thus, acting along

with large Acquisitiveness, and in the absence of Conscien-

tiousness, it may prompt to murder
;
while, acting along

with large Conscientiousness and Benevolence, it may prove

the orphan's help, and the widow's stay, by arresting the arm

of the oppressor.

PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF THE DOCTRINE OF THE
COMBINATIONS.''

I CANNOT too earnestly repeat, that the principles now il-

lustrated are practical and important. If any one require the

assistance of a human being in affairs of moment, let him be

assured that attention to the three elements—of tempera-

ment, development of mental organs, and education or train-

ing, will afi'ord him more certain information regarding the

inherent qualities of the subject and his practical capacities,

than certificates of character and attainments, such as are

commonly relied on. The size, however, to which this

work has already extended, prevents me from doing more

than making a few observations.

In one instance (as mentioned in vol. i. p. 423), I refused
«

to hire a boy as a servant, because I found his head to be-

long to the inferior class, although he was introduced to me

by a woman whose good conduct and discrimination I had

long known, and who gave him an excellent character. That

individual was at first gi-eatly incensed at my refusing to

engage the boy, but within a month she returned, and said

1 1 beg to refer the reader to an Essay by me " On the application of

Phrenology to the purposes of the Guarantee Society for providing securi-

ty for persons in situations of trust, where sureties are required, on pay-

ment of an annual premium," published in the Phrenological Journal,

vol. xiv. p. 297 ; also to the same volume, p. 9.
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that she had been grossly deceived herself, in regard to the

boy, who was the son of a respectable neighbour of hers,

but that she had since learned that the lad was a thief, and

had been dismissed from his previous service for stealing.

On another occasion, I hired a female servant, because her

head belonged to the superior class, although a former mis-

tress gave her a very indifferent character,—the result was

equally in favour of Phrenology. She turned out an excel-

lent servant, and remained with me for several years, until

she was respectably married.^

When a servant is to be hired, the points to be attended

to are the following :

First, The temperament.—If this be lymphatic, there

will be little spontaneous activity ; work will be a burden

;

and exhaustion will soon follow from forced application.

If it be purely nervous, there will be great vivacity, and

strong natural tendency to activity ; but physical strength

will not be present in a corresponding degree. Combi-

nations of the sanguine and bilious, or bilious and nervous

temperaments, are the best ; the bilious bestowing the

quality of endurance, and the sanguine or nervous that of

activity.

Second, The proportions of the different regions of the

brain to each other.—If the base of the brain, the seat of the

animal organs, be large, and the coronal region be shallow

and narrow, the animal feelings will be strong, and the mo-

ral weak ; if both of these regions be large, and the anterior

lobe of the brain small, the dispositions may be good, but

the intellect will be weak. If all three be large, the moral

and intellectual predominating, the best combination of

qualities wiU be present.

Third, The proportions of particular organs to each other.

^ A report of eleven cases observed in the Dublin Penitentiary, is pub-
lished in the Phrenological Journal, No. xxi. p. 88, in which the disposi-

tions were inferred from development of brain ; and similar cases are re-

corded in Testimonials" presented by me in 1836, on becoming a candi-

date for the chair of Logic in the University of Edinburgh.
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—If the lower region of the forehead be largely developed,

and the upper deficient, the intellect will execute well what-

ever work is placed before it ; but it will be limited in its

capacity of foreseeing what ought to be done, if not pointed

out, and of arranging details in reference to the whole. If

the upper part of the forehead be large, and the lower defi-

cient, the power of abstract thinking (which a servant rarely

requires, and is almost never called on to exercise) will be

considerable, but quite uncultivated, and destitute of mate-

rials to act on ; while the talent for observing details, the love

of order and arrangement, and, in short, the elements of prac-

tical usefulness, will be deficient. The best combination of

the intellectual organs for a servant, is that which occurs

when the lower region of the forehead is large, the middle

region immediately above the nose, up to the line of the hair,

is also large, and the upper lateral region full. The disposi-

tions depend on the combinations of the moral and animal

organs. If Acquisitiveness, Secretiveness, Love ofApproba-

tion, and Veneration, be large, and Conscientiousness defi-

cient, the servant will be selfish and cunning ; but extremely

plausible, deferential, and polite ;
eye-service will be rendered"

abundantly, but conscientious discharge of duty will be want-

ing. If Benevolence, Conscientiousness, Firmness, Self-

Esteem, and Combativeness, be large, in combination with

Cautiousness, Secretiveness, Love of Approbation, and Vene-

ration moderate, there may be great fidelity and honesty, with

heat of temper, unbending stifi"ness of deportment, and, in

short, an exterior manner, the reverse of the former, but in-

ternal dispositions and practical conduct in situations of trust

far superior. The combinations also determine the fitness

of the individual for particular employments ; a female

with small Philoprogenitiveness should never be employed

as a nursery-maid ; nor one deficient in Order and Ideality

as a lady's maid. A man deficient in Conscientiousness is

unfit to be a butler or steward. The varieties of combi-

nation are extremely numerous, and the efi'ects of them can

be learned only by experience.

4
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Fourth, The education or training of the individual should

be inquired into.—Phrenology shews only the natural qua-

lities, but the direction which they have received must be as-

certained by inquiry. No combination of organs will render

an individual an expert cook, without having practised

cookery, or an accomplished coachman, without having prac-

tically taken charge of horses, and learned to drive.

Fifth, The relation of the natural qualities of the master

or mistress to those of the servant is of much importance.

—

If a mistress with a small brain, having Conscientiousness

and Benevolence moderate, and Self-Esteem"and Combative-

ness large, should hire a servant possessed of a large, active,

and well-proportioned brain, the latter will instinctively feel

that nature has made her the superior, although fortune has

reversed their relative positions. The mistress will feel this

too, but will maintain her authority by imperiousness, cap-

iiousness, or violence. In this condition, the best disposi-

tions of the servant may be outraged, and conduct produced

of a discreditable nature, when contemplated by itself, apart

from the provocation. A servant with a small brain, but fa-

vourable combination, would prove a treasure to a mistress

possessed of similar qualities ; whereas she would be felt to

be too feeble and ineflicient in her whole manner and mode of

acting, by a lady whose brain was very large, very favour-

ably combined, and very active. This principle explains why
the same individual may be found to be an excellent servant

in one family, and an unsuitable one in another.

Sixth, The qualities of servants, in reference to each other,

ought to be considered.—Two individuals, possessing large

and active brains, great Self-Esteem, Love of Approbation,

and Combativeness, may, if they have large Benevolence,

Veneration, and Conscientiousness, prove excellent servants

to their employers, whom they regard as legitimate objects

of veneration and conscientiousness ; but may be very in-

different companions to each other. Each will desire defer-

ence and respect from the other, which neither will yield
;

and in all probability, they will quarrel and manifest only

VOL. II. Y
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the propensities in their intercourse with each other. In-

struction in their own nature, and in the proper direction of

their feelings, would, in many instances, remedy this evil.

But while ignorance continues, it is advisable to rely chiefly

on natural qualities : if, for example, one sei-vant has Self-

Esteem large, a companion should be selected in whom this

organ is moderate ; and the same with Combativeness,

When this is neglected, the natural language of Self-Esteem

or Combativeness in the one involuntarily excites the same

feeling in the other, and harmony is nearly impossible

:

whereas, if one' has Self-Esteem large, and the other has it

small, the natural expression of the former is not painful to

the latter ; on the contrary, the absence of pretension, which

attends a small Self-Esteem, renders the latter agreeable to

the former, and a sincere reciprocal regard may arise between

them.

It will be obvious to every reflecting person, that the cir-

cumstance of a servant being rejected by a phrenologist, is

no proof of the individual being essentially bad ; it shews

only, that, in one or other of the six points before mentioned,

the individual did not suit the particular phrenologist, and no

more. The servant may be admirably qualified for a diff'er-

ent employer.

Similar remarks apply to the selection of clerks, partners

in business, and all persons needed to fill confidential situa-

tions. I have been told that it is extremely difficult to pre-

vent peculation in the Post-Office, and other departments of

public and private business, in which extensive trust is ne-

cessarily confided to the individuals employed. If only per-

sons in whom the moral and intellectual organs decidedly

predominate were chosen to fill such situations, the evil

would disappear.

In the United States of America, the extent of peculation

by public officers, in the employment of government, of bank-

ing companies, and similar institutions, is very great. If

those who appoint such officers, would be guided by Phre-
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nology, a remedy for the evil would be found. I have never

known a man in whom the moral and intellectual organs

were large, and Acquisitiveness and Secretiveness moderate,

guilty of fraud. In choosing representatives in the legis-

lative bodies also, Phrenology will enable the electors to

discriminate between honest and able patriots and empty de-

claimers.

These observations are offered as hints merely, and not as

complete practical directions. The elements which compose

human character are so numerous, their combinations so in-

tricate, and so little has been done in the practical application

of the science, in the manner now recommended, that it is

impossible to be too modest either in giving directions or in

promising results. Experience is the great teacher, and my
sole object is to induce phrenologists to seek experience by

practice. I am aware that many of my readers will be con-

scious that much greater attainments than they at present

possess would be requisite, to enable them to act on the

principles unfolded even in this brief statement ; and hence,

many of them may consider the remarks as altogether un-

necessary ; but several answers may be made to this objection.

Firsts There are phrenologists who have practised on the rules

here recommended, and experienced advantages from it

;

and what has been done successfully and with benefit by

some, may be accomplished by others. Secondly, Science is

valueless unless it be practical
;
practical sciences can be ad-

vanced only by experience ; and experience cannot be gained

without a beginning. And, thirdly. Even those persons who
are conscious of incapacity to practise these rules, may per-

ceive the advantage of acting on them if they could ; and may
feel that, until some mode of guiding the judgment in the

selection of individuals who are to be placed in confidential

situations, shall be resorted to, which shall bring into view

the points before treated of, uncertainty, disappointment, and
annoyance, must afflict both the employers and the employed.

And, finally, There is no system of mental philosophy in ex-

istence which professes to afford even the least aid in ascer-
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taining the natural capacities and dispositions of individuals

prior to experience of their actions, except Phrenology.

This application of Phrenology has suggested the question.

Are individuals with " ill-shaped heads" to become " out-

casts from society ?" This is precisely the evil which, un-

der the actual system of criminal legislation, exists, and which

the phrenologists are labouring to remove. An unfavourably

developed brain, and good natural dispositions, are two con-

ditions which do not co-exist in nature. Phrenologists, there-

fore, by establishing the fact, that an imperfectly formed brain

renders an individual naturally prone to vice, will afford an

inducement to society to treat men so constituted as moral

patients, and to use more effectual means for restraining their

propensities than any that are at present adopted. This, in

my opinion, would be preferable to the existing practice,

which leaves individuals with the worst natural dispositions

at liberty, in the most unfavourable circumstances, to follow

their instinctive tendencies, and only punishes them after

having committed crimes. At present these beings are sur-

rounded by want, misery, and the means of intoxication.

They transgress the criminal law, are confined for a time

in jails and bridewells, calculated to excite their propensities,

and to afford little cultivation to their moral powers ; and

they are afterwards ejected into the immoral atmosphere

from which they were taken ; a mode of treatment which

could not exist, if Phrenology were believed and understood.

It has been farther asked by way of objection, " Does

Mr Combe deny, that, in the case he mentions, the boy whom

he rejected might have had a good character, notwithstand-

ing the indications of his original propensities If he denies

this, he denies a proposition which he himself has always

stated, and from which he derives the practical value ofPhre-

nology, namely, that the original propensities can be correct-

ed, and even eradicated, by education, and other means."

Answer : I have not stated that the " original propensities

can be eradicated by education and other means." If so,

Phrenology would necessarily be a dream. What I have said
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is this,—that all the faculties may be directed to proper ob-

jects, and, when so directed, their action will become good.

But to guide strong animal propensities to virtue, there must

be a directing power. If the individual possesses vigorous

moral and intellectual organs, he will be a law and a guide

unto himself. If, however, these be deficient, which was

the case in the boy alluded to, then I certainly maintain that

strong animal feelings will notguide themselves to virtue. In

this case, the directing power must be suppliedfrom without.

The case of E. S., mentioned in vol. i. p. 271, is exactly in

point, and illustrates the positions here maintained. If theboy

had been placed from infancy in an asylum, from which temp-

tation to vice was excluded, and in which the highest moral

and intellectual treatment was administered, he might have

had a good character, notwithstanding the form of his brain
;

because, so situated^ he could not have offended. But I was

informed that he had been brought up in the ordinary circum-

stances of the labouring classes in this country, and exten-

sive observation had convinced me, that that condition does

not withdraw temptation from the propensities, and does not

supply moral and intellectual stimulus to the higher facul-

ties, sufficient to direct a mind constituted like his, to mo-

rality. I therefore inferred, that his good character was false

;

which it actually proved to be. At present, society is greatly

deficient in institutions in which the moral influence of high-

er minds can be brought habitually to bear on inferior minds,

in the absence of external temptation.

I have endeavoured to suggest an improved method of Pri-

son discipline, in a Letter addressed to Mr Mittermair, Pro-

fessor of Criminal Jurisprudence in the University of Hei-
delberg, published in the Phren., Journ. vol. xvi. p. 6.

In consequence of the lamentable ignorance which too

generally abounds of the nature of individuals, the men-
tal deficiencies in which the tendency to crime originates are

not understood, and still less is the great power of moral
influence which the best order of minds could wield over the
inferior duly appreciated. This influence, however, cannot
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exert itself efficiently, unless external temptation to evil be

withdrawn, which cannot be the case without institutions

formed for the purpose. Phrenology will hasten the day

when these shall exist. Society is in possession, from history

and observation, of a pretty accurate knowledge of human
nature in general ; but this knowledge is too general t6 be

practically useful. When an individual is presented to them,

they cannot tell, previous to experience, whether he is natu-

rally a Caligula or a Washington. Phrenology not only gives

a scientific basis and form to the general knorcledge of man-

kind already existing, but renders it available in particular

instances ; it unfolds the natural qualities oi individual men,

and enables us to judge how far they will be inclined to and

capable of following one course of action or another, I con-

sider it, therefore, neither unjust nor inhumane to decline

taking into my service individuals whom I know to be un-

fitted, by their mental qualities, for the duties which they

would be called on to perform. In short, if the members

of society, instead of giving false characters of profligate

individuals (through Benevolence acting without Conscien-

tiousness), and, in consequence, exposing each other to

loss of property and life by criminal outrages, would treat as

moral patients those persons whose mental deficiencies ren-

der them incapable of guiding themselves to virtue, they

would benefit both themselves and the vicious. ^

1 The chief object of this work is to unfold the fundamental facts and.

doctrines of Phrenology, as the science of the human mind. Its applica-

tions are treated of in other works. Besides those quoted in the work

itself, the following may be consulted with advantage,

A Sketch of the Natural Laws of Man. 12mo, p, 220. By Dr Spurz-

heim.

Elementary Principles of Education. By Dr Spurzheim.

The Constitution ofMan considered in relation to External Objects. By

the author of the present work. The People's Edition; price Is. 6d.

The Sixth Edition, 12mo. price 4s.

Moral Philosophy, or the duties of man considered in his individual,

domestic, and social capacities. By George Combe. Second Edition, iu

12mo, p, 442, price 7s. 6d.

Phrenology in connection with Physiognomy. By Dr Spurzhemi.

Observations on Mental Derangement; being an application of the prin-
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ON THE COINCIDENCE BETWEEN THE NATURAL TALENTS AND

DISPOSITIONS OF NATIONS, AND THE DEVELOPMENT OP

THEIR BRAINS.

The mental character of an individual, at any given time,

is the result of his natural endowment of faculties, modified

by the circumstances in which he has been placed. The first

element, or natural constitution, is admitted, by most think-

ing men, to form the basis of, and prescribe the limits to, the

operation of the second. If a child be by nature extremely

combative, and very little cautious, highly prone to covetous-

ness, and very insensible to justice, a reflecting guardian

will expect him to develope a character diff'erent from that

which he would exhibit, if his natural dispositions were ex-

actly the reverse ; he will not expect education to change

his nature, although it may improve it within certain limits,

A nation is composed of individuals (who preserve their

individuality), and what is true of each one must hold good

of the aggregate mass ;—nevertheless, the fashionable doc-

trine is, that national character depends altogether on ex-

ternal circumstances ; and that the native stock of animal,

moral, and intellectual powers on which these operate, is the

same in New Holland, in England, in Hindostan, and in

France. Dugald Stewart informs us, " That the capacities

ciples of Phrenologi/ to the Elucidation of the Causes, Symptoms, Nature,

and Treatment of Insanity. By Andrew Combe, M. D. Small 8vo.

pp. 392.

The Philosophy of Education, with its practical application to a system

andplan of Popular Education as a National Object. By James Simpson,
Esq. Advocate.

Popular Education ; its objects and principles elucidated. By George
Combe, 8vo. price Is. 6d.

Selectionsfrom the PhrcnologicalJournal, consisting of the most interest-

ing articles in the first twenty Numbers. I2mo.

Phrenology in the Family. By the Reverend Joseph A. Warne
;
reprint-

ed from the American Edition, 8vo. price Is.

An Essay on some subjects connected with Taste. By Sir G. S. Mackenzie
Bart.

'
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of the human mind have been in all ages the same ; and
that the diversity of phenomena exhibited by our species is

the result merely of the different circumstances in which
men are placed." " This," says he, " has long been received

as an uncontrovertible logical maxim ; or rather, such is the

influence of early instruction, that we are apt to regard it as

one of the most obvious suggestions of common sense. And
yet, till about the time of Montesquieu, it was by no means
so generally recognised by the learned as to have a sensible

influence on the fashionable tone of thinking over Europe.'

There is some ambiguity in this passage.—The proposi-

tion, that " the capacities of the human mind have been in

all AGES the same,'' does not necessarily imply that they have

been alike in all nations. The Hindoo mind may have

been the same in the year 100 as in the year 1800, and so

may the English and all other national minds ; but it does

not follow that either in the year 100 or 1800 the English

and Hindoo minds were constituted by nature equal in all

their capacities ; and yet this is what I understand Mr Stew-

art to mean : for he adds, " that the diversity of phenomena

exhibited by our species is the result merely of the different

circumstances in which men are placed ;'' assuming, in this

proposition, that the men of every nation are equally gifted

in mental power. There is reason to question this doctrine,

and to view it as not merely speculatively erroneous, but as

giving rise to much hurtful practice.

When we regard the difi'erent quarters of the globe, we

are struck with the extreme dissimilarity in the attainments

of the varieties of men who inhabit them. If we glance over

the history of Europe, Asia, Africa, and America, we shall

find distinct and permanent features of character, which

strongly indicate natural diff'erences in their mental consti-

tutions. The inhabitants of Europe, belonging to the Cau-

casian variety of mankind, have manifested, in all ages, a

strong tendency towards moral and intellectual improvement.

As far back as history reaches, we find society instituted,

^ Dissertation, p. 53.
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arts practised, and literature taking root, not only in inter-

vals of tranquillity, but amidst the alarms of war. Before

the foundation of Rome, the Etruscans had established civi-

lization and the arts in Italy. Under the Greek and Roman

empires, philosophy, literature, and the fine arts, were sedu-

lously and successfully cultivated ; and that portion of the

people whose wealth enabled them to pay for education, at-

tained a high degree of intelligence and refinement. By the

irruption of the northern hordes, these countries were sub-

sequently involved in a chaos of ignorance ;—but again the

sun of science rose, the clouds of Gothic darkness were dis-

pelled, and Europe took the lead of the world in science,

morals, and philosophy. In the inhabitants of this portion

of the globe, there appears an elasticity of mind incapable

of being permanently repressed. When borne down for a

time by external violence, their mental energies seem to have

gathered strength under the restraint, and at length to have

burst their fetters, and overcome every obstacle opposed to

their expansion.

These remarks apply more peculiarly to the Teutonic

race in Europe. Diff'erent degrees of mental aptitude have

been displayed by other tribes inhabiting that region of the

globe. In France, Ireland, and Scotland, the Celtic race is

still numerous, but it remains far behind the Teutonic, and

also in the rear of the mixed race of Teutonic and Celtic

blood, in its attainments in arts, science, philosophy, and ci-

vilization.

When, on the other hand, we turn our attention to Asia,

we perceive manners and institutions, which belong to a

jDeriod too remote to be ascertained, yet far inferior to the

European. The people of Asia early arrived at a point com-

paratively low in the scale of improvement, beyond which

they have never passed.

The history of Africa, so far as Africa can be said to have

a history, presents similar phenomena. The annals of the

races who have inhabited that Continent, with few excep-

tions, exhibit one unbroken scene of moral and intellectual
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tlcsolation
; and in a quarter of the globe embracing the

greatest varieties of soil and climate, no nation is at this day
to be found whose institutions indicate even moderate civi-

lization.^

Some of the African tribes, however, have attained to the

condition of barbarianS. They have built cities, and estab-

lished, although in a rude form, manufactures, agriculture,

commerce, government, and laws.

The aspect of America is still more deplorable than that

of Africa. Surrounded for centuries by European knowledge,

enterprise, and energy, and incited to improvement by the

example of European institutions, many of the natives of

that continent remain, at the present time, the same miser-

able, wandering, houseless, and lawless savages as their an-

cestors were, when Columbus first set foot upon their soil.

Partial exceptions to this description may be found in some

of the southern districts of North America ;^ but the num-

bers who have adopted the modes of civilized life are so

small, and the progress made by them so limited, that, speak-

ing of the race, we do not exaggerate in saying, that they

remain to the present hour enveloped in all their primitive

barbarity, and that they have profited little by the introduc-

tion into the new continent of arts, sciences, and philosophy.

The same observations have occurred to a writer in the Edin-

^ Since the obsen'ation in the text Avas written, accounts have appeared

of a people discovered by Major Clapperton in the interior of Africa in a

state of comparative civilization. It is said, that, although they are jet

black, they are not Negroes, and it is conjectured that they are the descen-

dants of the Numidians of ancient history. If the representations of their

attainments be correct, I anticipate in them a brain developed like the

European.

' I beg to refer the reader to the admirable work on the Crania Ameri-

cana, by Dr Morton of Philadelphia, for much accurate and interesting

information on the subject of the mental and phrenological characteristics

of the native American tribes. I studied his collection of skulls, and per-

ceived considerable variety in the size and forms of them. The brain

was most favourably developed in those that had made the nearest ap-

proaches to the civilization of the Anglo-Americans.
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biiro-h Review. The following remarks, on the native

American character, appeared in that work in an article on

" Howison s Upper Canada," June 1822 :
—

" From all that

we learn," says the Eeviewer, " of the state of the Abori-

gines of this great continent from this volume, and from

every other source of information, it is evident that they are

making no advances towards civilization. It is certainly a

striking and mysterious fact, that a race of men should thus

have continued for ages stationary in a state of the rudest

barbarism. That tendency to improvement, a principle

that has been thought more than perhaps any other to dis-

tinguish man from the lower animals, would seem to be to-

tally wanting in them. Generation after generation passes

away, and no traces of advancement distinguish the last from

the first.
' The mighty wilderness they inhabit may be tra-

versed from end to end, and hardly a vestige be discovered

that marks the hand of man. It might naturally have been

expected, that, in the course of ages, some superior genius

would have, arisen among them to inspire his countrymen

with a desire to cultivate the arts of peace, and establish

some durable civil institution ; or that, at least, during the

long period since the Europeans have been settled amongst

them, and taught them, by such striking examples, the be-

nefits of industry and social order, they would have been

tempted to endeavour to participate in blessings thus provi-

dentially brought within their reach. But all has been un-

availing ; and it now seems certain that the North American

Indians, like the bears and wolves, are destined to flee at

the approach of civilized man, and to fall before his renovat-

ing hand, and disappear from the face of the earth along

with those ancient forests which alone afford them suste-

nance and shelter."

I have seen several settlements of native Indians, who
still live in the near neighbourhood of civilization, in the

United States of North America, and found them degraded,

and not improved by their contact with the white race.

The theory usually advanced to account for these differ-
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ences of national character is, that they are produced by di-

versities of soil and climate. But, although these may rea-

sonably be supposed to exert a certain influence, they are al-

together inadequate to explain the whole phenomena. We
should ever bear in mind, that Nature is constant in her

operations, and that the same causes invariably produce the

same effects. Hence, when we find exceptions in results,

without being able to assign diff'erences in causes, we may

rest assured that we have not found the true or the only

cause, and our efforts should be directed to obtaining new

light, and not employed in maintaining the sufiiciency of that

which we possess.

If we survey a map of the world, we shall find nations

whose soil is fertile and climate temperate, in a lower degree

of improvement than others who are less favoured. In Van

Diemen's Land and New South Wales a few natives have

existed in the most wretched poverty, ignorance, and degra-

dation, in a country which enriches Europeans as fast as they

subject it to cviltivation. In America, too, Europeans and

native Indians have lived for centuries under the influence

of the same physical causes ; the former have kept pace in

their advances with their brethren in the Old Continent,

while the latter, as we have seen, remain stationary in sa-

vage ignorance and indolence.

Such differences are not confined to the great continents

alone ; but different tribes in the same hemisphere seem to

possess different degrees of native mind, and these remain

unchanged through numerous ages. Tacitus describes the

Gauls as gay, volatile, and precipitate, prone to rush to ac-

tion, but without the power of sustaining adversity and the

tug of strife ; and this is the character of the Celtic portion

of the French nation down to the present day. He repre-

sents the Britons as cool, considerate, and sedate, possessed

of intellectual talent, and says that he prefers their native

aptitude to the livelier manners of the Gauls. The same

mental qualities characterize the English of the nineteentli

century, and they and the French may still be contrasted in
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similar terms. Tacitus describes the Germans, allowing for

their state of civilization, as a brave, prudent, self-denying,

and virtuous people, possessed of great force of character ;

and the same features distinguish them still. The native

Irishman, in manners, dispositions, and capacities, is a be-

ing widely different from the lowland Scotchman ; and if

we trace the two nations to the remotest antiquity, the same

characteristic differences are found.

These differences between nations living under similar

climates, are commonly attributed to the religious and politi-

cal institutions of the several countries. Presbytery and

parish schools, for example, are supposed to have rendered

the Scotchman habitually attentive to his own interest, but

cautious, thoughtful, and honest ; while Popery and Catholic

priests have made the Irishman free and generous withal,

but precipitate and unreflecting,—ready in the gust of pas-

sion to sacrifice his friend, and in the glow of friendship to

immolate himself. It is forgotten, that there were ages in

which Popery and priests had equal ascendency in all the

British isles, and that then the Englishman, Irishman, and

Scotchman, were as sjDecifically different as at present : Be-

sides, the more correct, as well as the more profound view,

is to regard religious and political institutions, when not

forced upon a people by external conquest, as the spontaneous

growth of their natural propensities, sentiments, and intel-

lectual faculties. Hierarchies and constitutions do not spring

from the ground, but from the minds of men : If we sup-

pose one nation to be gifted with much Wonder and Ve-
neration, and little Conscientiousness, Reflection, and Self-

Esteem ; and another to possess an endowment exactly the

reverse ; it is obvious that the first would be naturally prone

to superstition in religion, and servility in the state ; while

the second would, by native instinct, resist all attempts to

make them reverence things unholy, and tend constantly to-

wards political institutions, fitted to afford to each individual

the gratification of his Self-Esteem in independence, and his
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Conscientiousness in equality before the law. Those who
contend that institutions come first, and that character fol-

lows as their effect, are bound to assign a cause for the in-

stitutions themselves. If they do not spring from the na-

tive mind, and are not forced on the people by conquest, it

is difficult to see whence they can originate.

The phrenologist is not satisfied with these common the-

ories of national character ; he has observed that a particu-

lar form of brain is the invariable concomitant of particular

dispositions and talents, and that this fact holds good in the

case of nations as well as of individuals. If this view be cor-

rect, a knowledge of the size of the brain and of its differ-

ent parts, in the varieties of the human race, will be the key

to a correct appreciation of the differences in the natural men-

tal endowments, on which external circumstances act only

as modifying influences. Dr GalP has treated briefly of this

subject. After noticing the effects of climate on the human

faculties, he adds the following caution :
•* It is generally be-

lieved that it is sufficient to have a few national crania before

one's eyes to be in a condition to draw inductions from them.

This would be the case, certainly, if the moral and intellectual

character of all the individuals composing a nation were the

same ;
but, according to the observations of Dr Spurzheim

and myself, great differences exist between individuals be-

longing even to nations having a very determinate charac-

ter. Dr Spurzheim saw in London twelve Chinese, and he

found them to differ as much from each other as Europeans.

Resemblance between the individuals held good only in the

countenance, and particularly in the position of the eyes.

M. Diard gave me two crania found at Coulpi, on the banks

of the Ganges. If I except the organs of Philoprogenitive-

ness and Acquisitiveness, which are very large, all the others

presented striking differences. We see the same differences

among Negroes, although they always resemble each other

in the mouth and nose, especially when they are natives of

1 Sur les Fonctions da Ccrveau, tome v. p. 412.
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the same coimtiy. Dr Spurzheim saw in London, in the es-

tablishment for mutual instruction, three Negroes, one of

whom was a young man of eighteen years of age, endowed

with extraordinary talents and an agreeable countenance.

I have seen several Negroes, of both sexes, whose features

were altogether agreeable. I observe the same forms among

individuals of different nations ; so much so that it would be

impossible to distinguish by these alone, whether an indi-

vidual was a Frenchman, German, Italian, Spaniard, or an

Eno-lishman. It is for this reason that we find individuals

in all nations who have the same moral and intellectual cha-

racter. Those, therefore, judge precipitately, who believe

that they are able to decipher the general character of a na-

tion from a small number of skulls. In order to discover this

general character, it is necessary to study a great number of

individuals,—entire regiments,—the whole nation so far as

possible. With such facilities, it will be easy for the organ-

ologist to discover in the structure of the head, the material

cause of the peculiar character of the people.''

The Phrenological Society of Edinburgh possesses a large

collection of national crania, and while I readily admit the

importance of Dr Gall's caution, it is proper to remark that,

if one may judge from this collection, he overstates the extent

of the differences between individual skulls belonging to the

same people. The variety of tribes of mankind is very great,

and the political do not always coincide with the natural

divisions of the races. A collection of Russian crania, for

instance, might contain almost every variety of the human
species, except Negroes

;
they would all be Russians politi-

cally ; but in their natural characteristics they would belong

to the Celtic, Teutonic, Mongolian, and Circassian races, and

their varieties. Distinct and well-marked tribes alone should

be considered as nations when we are considering the peculi-

arities of national skulls ; but if this be done, it appears to

me that the study is possible, because a general type per-

vades the great majority of each tribe. It is true that several
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individual skulls closely resembling each other, may be se-

lected from a great number belonging to different nations ;—
but this is an exception to the general rule. A common
form in the entire skull, and a common proportion in the
different organs, pervades the forty or fifty Hindoo skulls in

the Society's Museum, acquired at different times and from
different parts of Hindostan ; to which the head of Rammo-
hun Roy is the sole marked exception. The head of this

celebrated man, both in size and combination, resembles the

skulls of the mixed race of Celts and Germans in Europe
;

but he was a phenomenon in his own country. There are

varieties of development among the other Hindoo skulls,

corresponding to the differences in individual character ;

but these sink into insignificance when the Hindoo skull,

in its general form, is compared with the Negro or Charib

in their general types. The same remarks apply to the

Esquimaux, the Swiss, the Peruvian, and other national

skulls in the Society's possession ; a peculiar character per-

vades the skulls of each nation which strikingly distinguishes

them from others. It is not extraordinary that this should

be the case, considering that the nation consists of indivi-

duals, whose general characteristics are closely analogous.

I proceed, therefore, to offer a few remarks on several of

the national crania in the Phrenological Society's collection,

more to stimulate others to enter into this field of investiga-

tion, than to state well ascertained results, and, moreover, I

request the reader, in considering the following remarks, al-

ways to give due weight to Dr Gall's caution.

In the Phrenological Transactions, an account is given of

the Phrenology of Hindostan, by Dr G. M. Paterson. The

HINDOOS are remarkable for want of force of character, so

much so, that a handful of Europeans overcomes in combat,

and holds in permanent subjection thousands, nay millions,

of that people. PoAver of mental manifestation bears a pro-

portion to the size of the cerebral organs, and the Hindoo

head is small, and the European large, in relation to each

7
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other in conformity with the different mental characters.^

Farther, the Hindoo is distin-

guished by a great respect for

animal life, and absence of cruelty

in his dispositions
;
while, at the

same time, he is destitute of fire,

and of that vigour of mind which

overcomes obstacles, and gives

force to command. The Euro-

pean is very different ; he lives to a great extent upon ani-

mal food, is fierce in his anger, and is characterized by great

combative and destructive energy. The Hindoo skull indi-

cates a deficiency in the organs of Combativeness and De-

structiveness
; while, in the European, these parts are more

amply developed. The Hindoo is cunning, timid, and

proud ; and in him Secretiveness, Cautiousness, and Self-

Esteem, are large in proportion to the organs last men-

tioned. In intellect, the Hindoo is more prone to analogical

than direct reasoning, is fond of metaphors and compari-

sons, and little given to discriminating differences ; and

the organ of Comparison is larger in his head than those of

Causality. Dr Paterson states, that these facts are drawn

from upwards of three thousand observations ; and they are

illustrated by a collection of Hindoo skulls presented by him

to the Phrenological Society. These skulls, ^ twelve in num-

ber, and a large addition of skulls of the same nation, acquired

by the Society from other quarters, have long been exhibited

to public inspection. Mr Montgomery has called in question

the justness of the character assigned to the Hindoos, but

his objections have been ably answered by Dr Corden

Thompson in the Phren. Journ. vol. vi. p. 244. I still re-

gard the statements made by Dr Paterson to be correct.

1 At the end of this section a table of measurements is given of several

of the skulls mentioned in it.

* I strongly recommend to the reader to inspect the casts of national

skulls here referred to. The study of them will make a deeper impression

than any description.

VOL. II. Y
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The Society's collection contains other specimens of na-

tional development of brain equally interesting. The CA-
RIB skulls present a striking appearance. They are much
larger than the Hindoo Carib.

heads, and, in conformity

with the principle, that size

indicates power, this tribe

is the most remarkable,

among all the native Ame-
ricans, for force of charac-

ter. The Europeans have

in vain attempted to subdue them
;
they have hunted them

down like wild beasts, and nearly extirpated them, but failed

in every attempt to enslave them in a mass, as the Portuguese

and Spaniards did the natives of Mexico and Brazil. Far-

ther, the Carib brain is prodigiously developed in the regions

of Combativeness and Destructiveness, in which the Hindoo

head is deficient ; and the former race is as ferocious as the

latter is mild and inoffensive. In the reflecting organs, the

Carib is extremely deficient ; and he is described as rushing

with unbridled eagerness on present gratification, blind to

every consequence, and incapable of tracing the shortest links

in the chain of causation. The organs of the animal propen-

sities greatly preponderate over those of the intellectual fa-

culties : If the region above the organs of Cautiousness and

Causality be measured, the height will be found to be small,

compared with that in Europeans,—an indication that the

organs of the moral sentiments also are deficient in size. The

Society possesses casts of five skulls of Caribs, all of which,

with individual differences, present a general type charac-

teristic of the whole. In St Thomas's Hospital, London, I

have seen the original of one of these casts :—^the whole were

procured by Dr Spurzheim from authentic skulls, and their

genuineness may be relied on. In the Anatomical Museum

of the Andersonian University in Glasgow, I have seen

another Carib skull, corresponding exactly with those now

mentioned.
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Mr Sedgwick, Secretary to the Phrenological Society of

London, communicated an interesting Essay to the Phreno-

logical Journal (vol. vi. p. 377.) on the artificial compres-

sion of the infant head, by barbarous nations," in which he

clearly establishes that the Carib and other Indian tribes

flatten the forehead of their children by compression, some

of them by means of a small bag of sand, others by confine-

ment of the infant head between two small pieces of wood,

one placed before, and the other behind, both being firmly

bound together ; and others, on the north-west coast, by a

board in the cradle brought over the forehead, and tied firmly

down upon the head of the infant. The child is seldom taken

from the cradle, and the compression is continued till it is

able to walk. The point is still unascertained whether, in

these cases, the organs affected by compression are merely

displaced, or are impeded in their growth. The coincidence

between the deficient development, and deficient manifesta-^

tions, seems to indicate the latter to be the case.

The NEW HOLLAND
skull indicates a great defici-

ency in the regions of the moral

and intellectual organs. The
organs of Number, Construc-

tiveness. Reflection, and Ide-

ality, are particularly small,

while those of the animal propensities are fully developed.

The Society possesses casts of two skulls of natives of New
Holland, and Sii- George S. Mackenzie has presented to it

the actual skulls of a chief and a female of that country ; the

whole of which correspond, in a striking manner, in their

general features.

If these skulls were put into the hands of a phrenologist

to state the dispositions which they indicate, he would say

that there should be considerable energy and courage, but
extreme selfishness, fierceness, and stubbornness, combined
with intellectual incapacity. Every organ necessary for the
constructive arts is defective, while Ideality is so small, that
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sentiments of refinement or elegance will scarcely be at

all experienced. THe most unaccustomed eye will perceive

how far this skull and that of the Carib fall short of the

European in the organs of Reflection, Ideality, and Construc-

tiveness.

The following account of the actual condition of the na-

tives of New Holland, is given in Smellie's Philosophy of

Natural History :
—" It would appear that they pull out the

two fore-teeth of the upper jaw; for in neither sex, nor at any

particular period of life, are these teeth to be seen. ^ They
are beardless : their visage is long, without exhibiting a single

agreeable feature ; their hair is black, short, and crisped

;

and their skin is equally black as that of the Guinea Negroes.

Their only clothing consists of a piece of the bark of a tree

tied round their waist, with a handful of long herbs placed

in the middle. They erect no houses ; and, without any cover-

ing, they sleep on the ground. Men, women, and children,

associate promiscuously to the number of 20 or 30. A small

fish which they catch in reservoirs made with stones in aims

of the sea, constitutes their chief nourishment ; and with

bread, and every species of grain, they are totally miac-

quainted." ^ I select this description on account of its bre-

vity.—Smellie refers to Dampier as his authority.

Captain Cook was the first who explored the eastern coast

of New Holland, of the natives of which he gives the follow-

ing account :
" They appeared to have no fixed habitations ;

for we saw nothing like a town or a village in the whole

country. Their houses, if houses they may be called, seem

to be formed with less art and industry than any we had

seen, except the wretched hovels at Terra del Fuego, and in

some respects they are inferior even to them. At Botany

Bay, where they were best, they were just high enough for a

man to sit upright in, but not large enough for him to ex-

tend himself in his whole length in any direction : they are

1 These teeth are wanting in the chief's skull presented by Sir George

S. Mackenzie to the Society,

a Vol. ii. p. 84.
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built with pliable rods, about as thick as a man's finger, in

the form of an oven, by sticking the two ends into the ground,

and then covering them with palm-leaves and broad pieces

of bark : the door is nothing but a large hole at one end, op-

posite to which the fire is made. Under these houses or sheds

they sleep, coiled up with their heels to their head ; and in

this position one of them will hold three or four persons."

—

" The only furniture belonging to these houses' that fell un-

der our observation, is a kind of oblong vessel made of bark,"

which was supposed to be used as a bucket for carrying wa-

ter. Captain Cook adds, that " both sexes go stark naked

and that he saw neither nets nor vessels in which water might

be boiled. " The canoes of New Holland," he continues,

" are as mean and rude as the houses," being, on the south-

ern parts of the coast, " nothing more than a piece of bark,

about twelve feet long, tied together at the ends, and kept

open in the middle by small bows of wood ;" and in the

northern parts, merely the hollow trunk of a tree. These

were the inhabitants of a different part of New Holland from

that visited by Dampier. Their want of curiosity also was

very remarkable, and forms a good contrast with the wonder

with which some American tribes regarded the Spaniards and

their ships on their first appearance in the iiew world. Cap-

tain Cook relates, that of about twenty natives who were seen

on the shore, not far from Botany Bay, " not one was ob-

served to stop and look towards us, but they trudged along,

to all appearance without the least emotion of cuiiosity or

surprise, though it is impossible they should not have seen

the ship by a casual glance, as they walked along the shore ;

and though she must, with respect to every other object they

had yet seen, have been little less stupendous and unaccount-

able than a floating mountain, with all its woods, would have

been to us."^

These observations are confirmed by the Rev. Dr Lang in

the following terms " Throughout the whole period of his

' See Cook's First Voyage, b. ii. eh. ii. .and vi.

' An Historical and Statistical Account of New South Wales, both as
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government," says Dr Lang, " Captain Philip endeavoured,

with a zeal and perseverance which evinced the correctness of

his judgment and the benevolence of his disposition, to concili-

ate the aborigines of the territory. But all the efforts of the

Governor, as well as of other humane individuals in the co-

lony, to effect the permanent civilization of that miserable

people, proved utterly abortive. There was no difficulty in

inducing individuals of their number, particularly the young,

to reside for a time in European families, and to acquire the

habits and learn the arts of civilization ; but sooner or later

they uniformly rejoined the other children of the forest, and

resumed the habits of savage life. Bennelong, an intelligent

native of some consequence in his tribe, had been domesti-

cated in the Governor''s family, and could acquit himself at

table with the utmost propriety. On returning to England,

Captain Philip carried him along with him, and introduced

him as an interesting specimen of the aborigines of the colony,

in many of the highest circles in the mother country. On

returning, however, to his native land, Bennelong speedily

divested himself of his European attire, and rejoined his tribe

as a naked savage, apparently unimproved in the least de-

gree by his converse with civilized man.

" In the year 1788, the number ofthe aborigines inhabiting

the shores of Port Jackson was very considerable. A dis-

ease, however, somewhat resembling the small-pox, which

appears to have prevailed among them to a gi-eat extent,

shortly after the establishment of the colony, thinned their

ranks very sensibly, and left only a comparatively small num-

ber to inherit the invaded patrimony of their forefathers.

Numerous dead bodies were, from time to time, found by the

colonists in all directions in the vicinity of the harbour, in

the very attitude in which the wretched individuals had died,

when abandoned by their tribe from fear of the pestilence.

a penal settlement and as a British Colony. By John Dunmore Lang,

D.D. Senior Minister of the Scots Church, and Principal of the Austra-

lian College, Sidney, Now South Wales. London :
Cochrane and Mac-

Crone. 1834. Vol. i. p. 36-39.
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Besides, the natives could not be supposed so utterly devoid

of understanding as not to perceive that the occupation of

their country by white men was likely to diminish their

means of subsistence. ' White fellow come,' said an intelli-

gent black native of a tribe residing beyond the Blue Moun-

tains a few years ago,—' White fellow come, kangaroo all

gone !' This impression, heightened to madness, as it must

often have been, by the positive aggressions of the convicts,

led not unfrequently, in the earlier years of the colony, to

the desultory and abortive, but murderous, efforts of savage

warfare. . . . But the vicious example of the convict population

of the colony has already done much more to extinguish the

miserable remnant of this degraded race, in all the more

populous districts of the territory, than could have been ef-

fected, in a much longer series of years, by the united agency

of war and famine and pestilential disease.

" It seems, indeed, to be a general appointment of Divine

Providence, that the Indian wigwam of North America, and

the miserable bark-hut of the aborigines of New Holland,

should be utterly swept away by the flood-tide of European

colonization ;
or, in other words, that races of uncivilized

men should gradually disappear before the progress of civi-

lization, in those countries that have been taken possession

of by Europeans . Humanity may interpose for a season, for

the preservation of savage man, and the Christian missionary

may endeavour, successfully perhaps in some instances, to

raise him from the darkness and the slavery of heathenism

to the light and liberty of the gospel ; but European vice

and demoralization will, even in free colonies, ere long infal-

libly produce a rich harvest of misery and death among the

choicest flowers of the forest ; and the miserable remnant of

a once hopeful race will at length gradually disappear from

the land of their forefathers, like the snow from the summits

of the mountains on the approach of spring.''

In Malthus's Essay on Population, ^ will be found a cha-

racter of the New Hollanders, founded on Cook's narrative

^ Book i. chap. 3.
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and on Collin's " Account of New South Wales," coinciding

in all important particulars with the foregoing.

The NEW ZEALANDER rises above the New Hollan-

der. The size of the brain

is pretty nearly the same as

that of the European, but the

great predominance of size

is in the region of the pro-

pensities. The anterior lobe

is larger than in the New
Hollander, but less than in

the European, while the coronal region above Cautiousness

is broad, but extremely shallow. The character which this

head indicates is one moderately intellectual, of considerable

energy, cruel, cunning, cautious, vain, and decidedly deficient

in Benevolence, Veneration, and Conscientiousness. Mr
Earle describes them as active, shrewd, and intelligent. They

toil by hundreds in their forests, hewing wood for the Euro-

pean dock-yards established on their coast. They cultivate

potatoes and Indian corn, imitate the houses built by the

English, decorate the interior of them with paintings and

carvings, not inferior to what is found among some of the

elder labours of the Egyptians. The chiefs do not consider

labour disgraceful. They are exceedingly handsome. They

murdered their female infants in great numbers, until they

discovered that Europeans prized their young women. They

roast and eat not only their enemies, but occasionally one of

themselves. Mr Earle saw a female slave killed for running

away, roasted, and eaten. See " Nine months' residence in

New Zealand in 1827," pp. 10, 243.

The skull of a NORTH AME-
RICAN INDIAN is high from

the ear upward, and short from the

front to the back. The forehead

is not largely developed, while

Firmness, Secretiveness, and Cau-

tiousness, are very prominently en-

larged ; as is also Destructiveness.
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Adhesiveness and Concentrativeness, especially the latter,

are small. When the previous editions of this work were

published, the Society possessed only two casts of skulls of

this race, the general form and appearance of which were

similar, but since that time I have visited the United States

of North America, and not only examined the extensive col-

lection of crania of North American Indians belonging to

Dr Morton, many of which are admirably represented in his

work on the Crania Americana, but I have dug up skulls

from a place of sepulture used by the Indians prior to the

arrival of the Europeans in America, and I have also seen

numerous living individuals of the race ; I have also seen

Mr Catlin's interesting collection of Indian relicts, and con-

versed with him on the qualities of the people ; T am in-

debted to him also for several specimens of Indian crania.

From all the information thus gained, I consider myself war-

ranted in saying that a general character pervades the North

American Indian crania corresponding with the following

description of their dispositions :

" To flee from an adversary that is on his guard, and to

avoid a contest where he cannot contend without risk to his

own person, and consequently to his community, is the point

of honour with the American. The odds of ten to one are

necessary to warrant an attack on a person who is armed and

prepared to resist, and even then, each is afraid of being the

first to advance. The great object of the most renowned

warrior is, by every art of cunning and deceit, by every mode
of stratagem and surprise that his invention can suggest, to

weaken and destroy the tribes of his enemies with the least

possible loss to his own. To meet an enemy on equal terms

is regarded as extreme folly. To fall in battle, instead of

being reckoned an honourable death, is a misfortune which

subjects the memory of the warrior to the imputation of

rashness and imprudence. But to lie in wait day after day,

tin he can rush upon his prey, when most secure, and least

able to resist him ; to steal in the dead of night upon his

enemies, set fire to their huts, and massacre the inhabitants,
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as they flee naked and defenceless from the flames, are deeds

of glory, which will be of deathless memory in the breasts

of his grateful countrymen.'' ^

To this description it may be added, that these savages

possess insuperable determination : when the fate of war has

placed one of them in the power of his enemies, he knows

that the most dreadful tortures await him ; but the point of

honour then is to set the malignity of his tormentors at de-

fiance, and to surpass in his powers of endurance the utmost

limits of their barbarous inflictions of pain. The American

savage, besides, as already noticed, has rarely been found a

member of settled society, but has continued a wanderer

since the sun first rose upon him in his deserts till the present

day. Even contact with Europeans, surrounded by arts and

enlightened by intelligence, has scarcely communicated one

trace of improvement to this miserable race. When Europe

has been conquered, the victorious and the vanquished have

in a few ages amalgamated together, been blended into one,

and have at last formed a single and united people. The

native Americans have, on the contrary, almost uniformly

receded before the Europeans.

A similar description of the American Indians, is given by

Timothy Flint, in his " Recollections of Ten years' Resi-

dences and Journeyings in the Valley of the Mississippi.'' " I

have conversed," says he, " with many travellers that have

been over the Stony Mountains, into the great missionary

settlements of St Peter and St Paul. These travellers, and

some of them were professed Catholics, unite in affirming,

thatthe converts will escape from the mission whenever it is in

their power, fly into their native deserts, and resume at once

their old modes of life. The vast empire of the Jesuits in

Paraguay has all passed away, and we are told the descendants

of their convert Indians are noway distinguished fi-om the

other savages. It strikes me that Christianity is the reli-

gion of civilized man ; that the savage must first be civilized,

and that as there is little hope that the present generation

1 Malthus on Pop. B. i. ch. iv.
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of Indians can be civilized, there is but little more that they

will be Christianized," p. 145. These testimonies are all

confirmed, and the development of brain is described from

actual observations, by Dr Caldwell, in the following terms :

^

—"The aborigines of North America are to be regarded, I

think, as a variety of the Mongolian race. Certainly they

are not of the Caucasian. In the course of my tour I had

an opportunity of examining and measuring the heads of six

nations or tribes of that unfortunate family of men.

" In the city of Washington were deputations of chiefs

from the Cherokee, the Creek, and the Seminole nations ; and

in the state of New York, I visited the dwellings of the Onei-

das, the Tuscaroras, and the Senekas.

" Without going into details, I can state only the result of

my observations and admeasurements, which were often re-

peated in presence of intelligent and competent witnesses.

" The average size of the head of the Indian is less than

that of the head of the white man, by the proportion of from

an eighth to a tenth, certainlyfrom a tenth to a twelfth part

of its entire bulk. The chief deficiency in the Indian head

lies in the superior and lateral parts of the forehead, where

are situated the organs of Comparison, Causality, Wit, Idea-

lity, and Benevolence. The defect in Causality, Wit, and

Ideality, is most striking. In the organs of Combativeness,

Destructiveness, Secretiveness, Caution, and Firmness, the

functions of which constitute the dominant elements of the

Indian character, the development is bold. The proportion

of brain behind the ear is considerably larger in the Indian

than in the white man. The organ of Adhesiveness in the

former is small.

" This analysis, brief and imperfect as it is, unfolds to us

much of the philosophy of the Indian character, and enables

us, in a particular manner, to understand the cause of the

peculiar inaptitude of that race of men for civil life. For,

when the wolf, the buffalo, and the panther, shall have been
completely domesticated, like the dog, the cow, and the house-

^ P/irm. i^oitrn., vol. iv. p. 191.
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hold cat, then, and not before, may we expect to see the

full-blooded Indian civilized like the white man.
*' Of the mixt breed, which is very numerous, the cerebral

development and the general character approach those of the

white man in proportion to the degree of white blood which

individuals possess ;—On account of the marked superiority

of his intellect, a half-bred seldom fails to become a cJnef

" A chief of the Creek nation, who, on account of his pre-

eminence in eloquence, held the appointment of orator of the

delegation, surpassed in a high degree all the others in the

development of the organs of Ideality and Comparison. His

addresses were replete with metaphor, and, for an uneducated

speaker, marked with taste.

" Of th.e, full-blooded Indians generally, permit me to re-

mark, that such is their entire unfitnessfor civilization, that

every successive effort to mould them to that condition of

life, more and more deteriorates their character. Of the mixt-

bloods this is not true. Hence the only efficient scheme to

civilize the Indians, is to cross the breed. Attempt any other,

and you will extinguish the race. To the truth of this the

experience of every day bears ample testimony. The real

aboriginal Indian is retreating before civilization, and dis-

appearing with the buffalo and the elk, the panther and the

grisly bear. Let the benevolent and enthusiastic missionary

say what he may, the forest is the natural home of the In-

dian. Remove him from it, and, like the imprisoned ele-

phant, he loses the strength and loftiness of his character.

He becomes a hot-house plant, and dwindles in all his native

efficiencies. This problem (for so by many it is considered)

is solved only, but can be solved easily, by the lights of Phre-

nology. On this position it is my purpose to dwell more

fully hereafter.

" The wisdom of Providence is manifested in the innu-

merable aptitudes of things that everywhere present them-

selves, and in none more clearly than in those which concern

the human family. The vast American wilderness, the haunt

of the deer and the elk, the bear and the buffalo, required a
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race of savages to people it. But converted, as it already is,

in part, and rapidly as that conversion is daily extending into

cultivated fields and populous towns and cities, the abode of

civilization, commerce, and the arts, the mere man of thefo-

rest is no longer wanted, and he is, therefore, passing away.

He has flourished—he was needed ; but he is needed no

longer, and he therefore decays."^

The head of the BRAZIL
INDIAN bears some resem-

blance to the former. The de-

ficiency in Size is the same, in-

dicating natural inferiority of

mind, and the combination of

organs is similar, only Firmness

is not so great, and Concentrativeness and Philoprogenitive-

ness are moderate. The dimensions are annexed in the Table.

It is known that the Jesuits attempted to civilize a num-

ber of these tribes, and that, by humane and intelligent treat-

ment, they acquired a great moral ascendency over them, in-

duced them to settle, and established something like order

and the arts of social life among them. If their brains had

^ Dr Morton, in his valuable work before mentioned, on " Crania

Americana," gives the results of measurements of the internal capacity

of the skull, for the five principal races of mankind in cubic inches as

follows :

—

Mean Largest Smallest
Number. internal kin the in the
of Skulls Capacity. Series. Series.

Caucasian, . 52 87 109 75

Mongolian, 10 83 93 69

Malay, 18 81 89 G4

American, . 147 80 100 60

Ethiopian, 29 78 94 65

Dr Morton presents other and more minute measurements, both ana-

tomical and phrenological, of the size of the different regions of i\\k skull

in the American Indians, and adds, " I am free to aclmowledge, that there

is a singular harmony between the mental character of the Indian and
his cranial developments, as explained by Plu'enology." * « »

Of all the tribes, the Creek Indians have made the greatest advances
in civilization, and the drawings of their skulls, presented in Dr Morton's
work, shew a superiority in the development of the moral and intellec-

tual organs in them when compared with the other Indians.
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possessed the European development, the seeds of improve-

ment, sown and fostered for years by a protecting hand, would
have sprung up, flourished vigorously, and produced an abun-

dant harvest of permanent civilization ; but the picture is pre-

cisely the reverse.—**Itmust be admitted" (says the reviewer

of Koster's Travels in Brazil) " that Mr Roster's represen-

tation of the Indians is by no means favourable ; and the opi-

nions which he expresses are of the more weight, because, as

his feelings and principles are of the best kind, they lead him
always to judge charitably, and to look forward with hope.

Infinitely ameliorated as the condition of the Indians has

been, theirs is still no very desirable state of existence ;

—

they are always regarded as children, and not always treated

as they were by the Jesuits, with paternal kindness. But

when they escape they shew little capability of acting for

themselves, and an evident tendency (as if instinctive) to re-

turn to a wandering and savage life ;—it does not arise from

any feeling connected with the love of their ancestors, or a

tradition of their free state
;
they do not appear to know that

their ancestors had been slaves, much less would any know-

ledge be preserved of their anterior state. The Indian who

has escaped from control scarcely ever plants for himself,

—

if he does, he sells the growing crop for half its value, and

removes to some other district
;
fishing and hunting are his

favourite pursuits, and he is never stationary for any length

of time, unless it be near a lake or a rivulet." The strangest

and worst part of their character is their want of natural af-

fection,—an old charge against them, which Mr Koster's un-

exceptionable testimony confirms. " They appear," he says,

" to be less anxious for the life and welfare of their children,

than any other race of men who inhabit that country.''

These observations present the most fertile field of specu-

lation to the phrenologists. The cast of the Brazil Indian

shews a deficiency in size compared with the European ;
and

hence it corresponds with the fact, that these Indians are re-

garded and treated as children, that they are destitute of

foresight, and of that degree of steadiness of purpose which
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pursues a remote advantage through numerous intervening

obstacles. Their brains are inferior in size even to those of

the North American Indian, and their degradation has been

more abject. They have worn the chains of slavery, and

lived ; while the proud, fierce, and resolute North American

has yielded up his soil and his life, but never his personal

freedom, to his European conqueror.

The Brazil Indians, however, have derived some improve-

ment from education, although it has not supplied the defect of

native energy. "If education has hitherto done little in im-

planting good qualities, it has done much in eradicating evil

ones. They were among the fiercest and most revengeful of

the human race ;
they are now quiet and inoff'ensive, rarely

committing murder (in a country where murder is accounted

venial, and generally obtains impunity, if not applause) ; and

even thosewho are dishonest confine themselves to pilfering."

Mr Koster draws the following comparison between the

Negro and the Brazil Indian:—"The Negro character,'' says

he, " is more decided ; it is worse, but it is also better."

—

" The Indian seems to be without energy or exertion, equal-

ly incapable of great evil or of great good. Rich mulattoes

and negi'oes are not uncommon ; there is no instance of a

wealthy Indian, nor did he ever see an Indian mechanic. The
priesthood is open to them, but to little purpose. Mr Kos-

ter heard of only two Indians who were ordained as priests,

and both died of excessive drinking."

It would be interesting to know whether the native Mexi-
can brain is better developed, for a rude form of society ex-

isted in Mexico before the European conquest.

The skull of the NEGRO
evidently rises in the scale

of development of the moral

and intellectual organs : the

forehead is higher, and the

organs of the sentiments bear

a larger proportion to those

of the propensities, than in
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the New Hollander. i The organs of Philoprogenitiveness

and Concentrativeness are largely developed ; the former of

which produces the love of children, and the latter that con-

centration of mind which is favourable to settled and seden-

tary employments. The organs of Veneration, Wonder, and

Hope, also, are considerable in size. The greatest deficiencies

lie in Conscientiousness, Cautiousness, Ideality, and Reflec-

tion. The dimensions of this skull are given in the table.

Timothy Flint says, " The Negro, easily excitable, in the

highest degree . susceptible of all the passions, is more espe-

cially so of the mild and gentle affections. To the Indian,

stern, silent, moody, ruminating, existence seems a burden.

To the Negro, remove only pain and hunger, it is naturally

a state of enjoyment. As soon as his toils are for a moment

suspended, he sings, he seizes his fiddle, he dances."

The difi'erent tribes which inhabit Africa present very

different appearances in point of civilization ; but none of

them have made so great a progress as the European nations.

I have been informed by persons who have been long resi-

1 In the Philosophical Transactions for 1836, part ii., Professor Tiede-

mann of Heidelberg has attempted to prove, by measurements, that the

Negro brain is equal in size, and similar in structure, to that of the Euro-

pean. Dr A. Combe has shewn that Tiedemann's facts, even as reported

by himself, lead to an opposite conclusion in regard to the relative sizes

of the brain in the two races.

The results of Teidcmann's own measurements are the following :

—

Inches. Lines.

Average length of brain in 4 Negroes, . . 5 11

7 European males, 6 21

6 ... females, 5 lOl

Average greatest breadth in 4 Negroes, . . 4 8i

7 European males, 5 11

3 •• females, 5 4^

Average height of brain in 3 Negroes, . . 2 IH
7 European males, 3 4

4 ... females, 2 9J

Dr A. Combe's " Remarks on the Fallacy" of Tiedemann's comparison

are published in The Phrenological Journal, vol. xi. p. 13 ;
and they are

repriutcd in my translation of" Gall on tlie Cerebellum."

9
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dent in the West India Islands, that great differences are

observed in the natural talents of the Negroes, according to

the provinces from which they have been brought. Some

parts of Africa yield persons capable of becoming excellent

operative mechanics ; others, clerks and accountants ; and

some mere labourers, incapable of any intellectual attainment.

It would be interesting to learn in what respect they differ

in the forms of their heads.

Some African tribes surpass others also in energy of cha-

racter as well as in mechanical skill. " The Oaffres are en-

tirely black, but bear no trace of the Negro features. In

the form of their skull and face they differ little from the

most perfect Europeans." This race is ingenious in several

arts ; but, on account of their constant wars, agriculture is

in a depressed state. Although their coast is covered with

excellent fish, they do not catch them, and indeed have no

boats or canoes. Marriage is invariably conducted by sale.

The Boshuans are represented as " gay, gentle, and peace-

able'' in their manners ; yet they carry on war as fiercely

as all other barbarians.—Mr Campbell having in the course

of religious instruction, asked one of them, ' for what end

man was made,' the answer was, ' for plundering expedi-

tions.'"^ Mr Bowditch gives an account of the Ashantees,

by which it appears that they display gi-eat activity and con-

siderable ingenuity of mind ; but that they are debased by
the most ferocious dispositions and the grossest superstition.

The descriptions given by a variety of travellers of Timbuc-

too, and of the commerce carried on upon the Niger by the

natives of Africa, if they can be at all depended upon, also

indicate considerable scope of mind, and some capacity for

the social state, and place the Africans decidedly above the

native Americans ; all these facts coincide with the expec-

tations which a phrenologist would form, on examining the

different skulls of these different races.

" Leyden and Murray's Historical Account of Discoveries and Travels

in Africa, vol. ii. pp. 332, 350.

VOL. II. Z
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One feature is very general in descriptions of the African

tribes
; they are extremely superstitious. They purchase

fetiches^ or charms, at a high price, and believe them to be

sure preservatives against all the evils of life. This charac-

ter corresponds with the development, which we observe in

the Negro skulls ; for they exhibit much Hope, Veneration,

and Wonder, with comparatively little reflecting power.

Their defective Causality incapacitates them for tracing

deeply the relation of cause and effect, while their great

Veneration, Hope, and Wonder, render them prone to cre-

dulity, and to regard with profound admiration and respect

any object which is r.epresented as possessing supernatural

power.

I have studied the crania and living heads of North

American Indians and of Negroes in various parts of the

United States, and, after considering their history, I sub-

mit the following remarks. The North American Indians

have given battle to the Whites, and perished before them,

but have never been reduced either to national or to personal

servitude. The development of their brains shews large

organs of Destructiveness, Secretiveness, Cautiousness, Self-

Esteem, and Firmness, with deficient organs of Benevolence,

Conscientiousness, and Reflection. This indicates a natural

character that is proud, cautious, cunning, cruel, obstinate,

vindictive, and little capable of reflection or combination. The

brain of the Negro, in general (for there are great varieties

among the African race, and individual exceptions are pretty

numerous), shews proportionately less Destructiveness, Cau-

tiousness, Self-Esteem, and Firmness, and greater Benevo-

lence, Conscientiousness, and Reflection, than the brain of

the native American. In short, in the Negro brain the

moral and reflecting organs are of larger size, in proportion

to the organs of the animal propensities now enumerated,

than in that of the Indian. The Negro is, therefore, natu-

rally more submissive, docile, intelligent, patient, trust-
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worthy, and susceptible of kindly emotions, and less cruel,

cunning, and vindictive, than the other race.

These differences in their natural dispositions throw some

light on the differences of their fates. The North American

Indian has escaped the. degradation of slavery, because he is a

wild, vindictive, cunning, untameable savage, too dangerous to

be trusted by the white men in social intercourse with them-

selves, and, moreover, too obtuse and intractable to be worth

coercing into servitude. The African has been deprived of

freedom and rendered " property," because he is by nature

a tame man, submissive, affectionate, intelligent, and docile.

He is so little cruel, cunning, fierce, and vindictive, that the

white men can oppress him far beyond the limits of Indian

endurance, and still trust their lives and property within

his reach ; while he is so intelligent, that his labour is worth

acquiring. The native American is free, because he is too

dangerous and too worthless a being to be valuable as a slave :

the Negro is in bondage, because his native dispositions are

essentially amiable. The one is like the wolf or the fox, the

other like the dog. In both, the brain is inferior in size,

particularly in the moral and intellectual regions, to that of

the Anglo-Saxon race, and hence the foundation of the na-

tural superiority of the latter over both ; but my conviction

is, that the very qualities which render the Negro in slavery

a safe companion to the "White, will make him harmless

when free. If he were by nature proud, irascible, cunning,

and vindictive, he would not be a slave ; and as he is not so,

freedom will not generate these qualities in his mind ; the

fears, therefore, generally entertained of his commencing, if

emancipated, a war of extermination, or for supremacy over

the Whites, appear to me to be unfounded ; unless after his

emancipation, the Whites should commence a war of exter-

mination against him. The results of emancipation in the

British West India Islands have hitherto borne out these

views, and I anticipate that the future will still farther con-

firm them.
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The heads ot the SANDWICH ISLANDERS are un-

der rather than equal to the

average size of the European
;

and the race certainly does not

indicate so high a natural cha-

racter as the European, although

closely approaching to it. The
Phrenological Society possesses

five skulls of the Sandwich Islanders. They are charac-

terized by the long form of the Caucasian variety. The
coronal region is broad and tolerably well developed, but not

equal in height above Cautiousness and Causality to the

European. The anterior lobe, manifesting the intellect, is

pretty well developed, and larger than that of the Negro-

American Indians, and New Hollanders. All of them have

a considerable portion of Eventuality, a facultywhich Dr Gall

long ago denominated Educability, and which must greatly

expedite civilization. Three of the skulls are ancient, and

having been obtained from the older Morais or burial-places,

probably afford correct specimens of the heads of the abori-

ginal inhabitants, before the islands were discovered by Cap-

tain Cook. This navigator found this race very superior to

most of the other savage tribes which he visited :—Their

advance towards civilization is evinced by their respectful

reception of the bodies of their king and queen, who had died

in London,—by the appearance of their chiefs in English

mourning,—^by their procession to the church, and the high

improvement conspicuous in the whole community,— cir-

cumstances which have been noticed in detail in a narrative

of the voyage of the Blonde Frigate to the Sandwich Islands,

published in the year 1826.^

The brains of the EUROPEAN NATIONS differ con-

1 A more particular account of the Sandwich Islanders will be found

in the Phrenological Journal, vol. iii. p. 421.
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fiiderably from each other, but

a common type characterizes

them all, and distinguishes them

from those now described. They

are larger than the Hindoo,

American Indian, and Negro.

This indicates superior force of

mental character. The anterior

lobe, and the coronal region, are

more'amply developed in proportion to the base and posterior

inferior parts of the brain, in them than in the latter. They

indicate a higher natural power of reflection, and a greater

natural tendency to justice, benevolence, veneration, and

refinement, than the others. The organs in which the Euro-

pean brain in an especial degree excels, are Ideality, Con-

scientiousness, Causality, and Wit. The organs of these

faculties are almost invariably small in barbarous and savage

tribes. The European skull belongs to the Caucasian variety

of Blumenbach, which he considers as the most beautiful

and perfect of all the national crania in the world ; and in

this point he and the phrenologists agree. The cut repre-

sents a Swiss skull, which is very favourably developed in

the region of the moral sentiments. If the space above the

asterisks, Cautiousness and Causality, be compared with the

same region in the New Zealander or New Hollander, a

very marked inferiority in the latter will be observed.

The ANCIENT EGYPTIANS appear, from the stupen-

dous monuments of arts and science left behind them, to

have been a highly intelligent and civilized people : and it

is a striking fact, that the skulls of ancient mummies almost

invariably belong to the same class with those of modern
Europeans. In the Society's collection, there are two skulls

of mummies, five casts of the skulls of mummies, and I have

seen or obtained accurate descriptions of the skulls of half a

dozen more :—full size, full development of the anterior

lobe, and broad coronal region, characterize them all. The
coronal region, however, is not high, and this is the point
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in which their inferiority to modern European skulls chief-

ly consists.

The Society possesses also several skulls of ANCIENT
GREEKS. They are large, and exliibit "a favourable de-

velopment of the coronal region and intellect, combined with

large organs of the propensities. In particular, the organs

of Constructiveness and Ideality are

large, and, in this respect, they form

as striking a contrast to the skulls of

the New Hollanders, as the hovels of

the latter do to the temples and works

of art of the Greeks.

These facts appear to indicate, that

when nations are independent, and left

at liberty to follow the bent of their

own judgments and dispositions, their institutions spring

from the peculiar mental constitutions which they have re-

spectively received from nature, and that this constitution is

in accordance with the development of their brains. Climate

and other external causes modify to some extent the effects

of natural endowment, but the distinguishing features of each

people seem to bear a more direct and uniform relation to

the size and form of their brain, than to those adventitious

circumstances. When a people is subjugated by a foreign

power, as the Greeks by the Turks, and the Italians by the

Austrians, the national character has no adequate opportu-

nity of imfolding its peculiarities ; and hence, if this circum-

stance be overlooked, the same race may seem to present

different characteristics at different periods of their history.

The modern Greeks, it was lately said, no more resemble

their ancestors, than the Hindoos the Europeans : and this

was urged as an insuperable objection against Phrenology.

Now, however, when the Turkish yoke is broken so as to

allow the native qualities to shoot, we see the same force of

character, the same deliberate and determined heroism, the

same capacity for stratagem in war, all the fickleness and

proneness to dissension, and the same ascendancy of passion
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whicli distinguished the Greeks in the days of Pericles, re-

appearing in their descendants. Many millions of Hindoos,

Africans, and American Indians, have been for ages inde-

pendent of a foreign yoke, and never displayed qualities such

as those exhibited by independent Europeans.

Dr Vimont, in his Traite de Phrenologie'^ , has published

a valuable chapter, in which he describes, among others,

the characteristic features of the German, French, and

English heads and nations with great accuracy. He pro-

nounces an eloquent eulogium on the Scotch character,^

which derives a greater value from the unprejudiced and en-

lightened spirit in which he speaks of his own, the English*

and other nations. He regrets that he is not informed con-

cerning the Scotch and Irish developments of brain : In

The Phrenological Journal, vol. ii. p. 169, some observations

on the Irish head are recorded. We invite him to come to

Scotland, and form his own judgment of our national heads.

The SCOTCH lowland population, which has done every

thing by which Scotland is distinguished, excepting in the

department of war, is a mixed race of Celts and Saxons.

The long head of the Celts, is combined with the large re-

flecting and moral organs which characterize the Germans.
The following is an average specimen of the Scotch lowland

head ;

—

* Tome ii. p. 470. 2 Lib. Cit. vol. ii. p. 490.
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The SCOTCH lowland head is rather large ; and consider-

able variety of temperament exists among the people. In

the labouring classes, the lymphatic and nervous, with an in-

fusion of the bilious temperament, is very common
'; the hair

is of a sandy colour, the skin pale, the figure heavy, but the

eyes are blue and clear: The individuals are capable of

long enduring efforts. The organs of Amativeness are con-

siderable, and Philoprogenitiveness, and Adhesiveness, large:

and domestic attachment is a striking characteristic ofthe race.

Combativeness and Destructiveness are generally large, and

the people are irascible, fond of war, and addicted to the

worst species of mischief, the wanton destruction of objects

of utility and ornament. They are also not particularly

merciful to the lower animals. The organs of Secretiveness,

Cautiousness, and Firmness, are generally large ; and the

Scotch are remarkable for prudence, savoir faire^ and per-

severance. Self-Esteem and Love of Approbation are large,

and relatively to each other equally developed ; the conse-

quence of which is, that the Scotch stand in the middle line

between the English and the French in regard to these facul-

ties. In the English, Self-Esteem predominates, and their

vices are pride and egotism : In the French, the Love of Ap-

probation predominates, and they are prone to vanity, and

shew a deficiency of dignity and self-respect. The Scotch,

with equal Self-Esteem with the English, temper its mani-

festations by Love of Approbation, and present a mitigated

egotism that is not offensive to foreigners. With Love of

Approbation equal to the French, but restrained by a larger

Self-Esteem, Cautiousness, and Secretiveness, they exhibit

a more dignified and reserved politeness. The organs of

Acquisitiveness are generally large in the Scotch, and, taken

in connection with large Self-Esteem, the result is a strong

infusion of selfishness, or at least of attention to self-interest.

Aided by Cautiousness, Secretiveness, Firmness, and the

moral and intellectual organs, this combination renders them

generally successful, when placed in competition with other

nations, in the career of wealth ; and it coincides also with
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the fact that the Scotch rapidly acquired capital when the

markets of England and its colonies were opened to their

industry. In the Scotch head the organs of Benevolence,

Veneration, and Wonder, are generally largely developed :

large Conscientiousness is common, but not nearly so preva-

lent as these, and Hope, in general, is only moderately deve-

loped. The combination of Adhesiveness, Benevolence, Con-

scientiousness, and Firmness, gives the Scotch an attached,

faithful, and trust-worthy character. The combination of

Veneration, Wonder, and Conscientiousness, renders them

religious ; but their great Destructiveness, Cautiousness, and

Firmness, give a dark and stern character to their faith. They

are sincere and ardent in their religious impressions, and can-

not conceive the possibility of any form of belief being ac-

ceptable to God except their own. They are in consequence

regarded by the other European nations as bigoted and in-

tolerant ; but this character, in so far as justly attributable

to them, is the result rather of an undoubting sincerity in

their own belief, than of feebleness of intellect or deficiency

of generous sentiment. The enlightenment of the under-

standing of the people will correct these errors. The organs

of Ideality and Imitation are only moderately developed in

the Scotch, and they are not remarkable for quickness in

adopting new modes, nor for refinement. They are a homely

people. The anterior lobe of the brain devoted to intellect

is generally well developed. The organs of Individuality,

Form, and Constructiveness, however, are relatively deficient.

Hence the Scotch do not excel in precise knowledge of details,

nor in the fine arts. The organs of Time are larger than those

of Tune ; and the national music presents a combination of

a few notes generally expressive of boldness, afi^ection, ten-

derness, or melancholy, formed into simple melodies strongly

marked by time. They have little genius for the pleasures

of refined harmony. The organs of Colouring are in gene-
ral only moderately developed, and it is often remarked, that,

in their selections of colours, in furniture, dress, and orna-
ments, the Scotch are by no means successful. Order and
Number are tolerably large, and the national character is
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orderly and calculating. The organs of Language are mode-
rate in size : Eventuality and Comparison are generally full,

and Causality is frequently met with large. Causality is more
frequently larger than Comparison in the Scotch head than in

those of the English and French : Concentrativeness is gene-

rally large. Wit is full, though not large. The combination

of deficient Form and Individuality, with large Concentra-

tiveness, Comparison, and Causality, accounts for the Scotch

intellect being speculative and analytic rather than given to

observation in philosophy. The intellect of the Scotch ap-

pears in their music : Their national melodies, with much
simplicity, display great completeness : Every note hangs on

another by necessary connexion, so that it could not be sepa-

rated without deranging the whole. There is no incongruity.

Each melody is a system. This combination of intellectual

organs, joined with large moral organs, gives them that love

of moral and metaphysical disquisition which distinguishes

them ; while it explains also their singular want of practical

observation in mental science. Reid, Stewart, and Brown

knew enough of Bacon's rules of philosophizing to be aware

of the necessity of facts, as the foundation of all science

;

but they were so little given to practical observation that

they looked chiefly into their own minds, and into books,

for their data in regard to the qualities of human nature.

They in consequence missed the facts which most forcibly

strike a practical observer, viz. the existence of such pro-

pensities as Combativeness, Destructiveness, Acquisitive-

ness, and Cautiousness ; and also the great diff'erences in the

strength of particular faculties in relation to the others which

occur in different individuals. How much of reasoning in

proportion to accurately described facts do Scotch Journals

and works in general contain ! The combination of full Wit,

with large Secretiveness, accounts for the Scotch being famed

for practical humour. Sir Walter Scott's works give many

just representations of the national character in this particu-

lar. When Dr Spurzheim was in Scotland, he remarked,

that the Scotch needed only a higher temperament to be-

come one of the first nations in Europe.
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Dr Vimont describes the GERMAN head, of which Dr

Spiirzheim's skull, represented in vol. ii. p. 286, is a correct,

although favourable specimen, in the following terms :
" The

regions of the reflective faculties, of Cautiousness, and of the

moral sentiments, are all largely developed. Veneration

and Benevolence, in particular, are well marked. The per-

ceptive faculties considered generally, with the exception of

Tune, are moderately developed. The organs of Ideality,

Constructiveness, and Gustativeness, are often very promi-

nent, Secretiveness and Self-Esteem are also very conspicu-

ously large.

" The French head is smaller than the German. The re-

gion of the perceptive faculties is generally larger, while the

organs of reflection are smaller in the French than in the Ger-

mans. The organs of Tune and Number are larger in the

Germans. The French are generally deficient in the organs

of Cautiousness. The organs of Individuality, of Colour,

and Form, are generally large in the French, as also those

of Comparison, Wit, Wonder, and Poetry. The organs of

Constructiveness, Imitation, and of the sense of the beautiful

in the arts, are also large in them, particularly the last two.

" The organ of Love of Approbation or vanity generally

predominates. Benevolence is well developed ; but Venera-

tion, Self-Esteem, and Firmness, are not so. The inhabitants

of Normandy and Brittany form exceptions in regard to the

last two named faculties. Born in Normandy, and having

in consequence had occasion to examine a great number of

the beads of the inhabitants of this province, I am convinced

that Self-Esteem and Firmness are largely developed in them.

Among the Bretons, Firmness is often very large, but the

head is in general not so high as in the Normans.''

Dr Vimont adds, " It is conceivable that among a popula-

tion exceeding thirty millions, and in a territory presenting

upwards of 26,000 square leagues, remarkable varieties of

organization should be met with. It would be desirable that

they were studied in the principal provinces of which France

is composed. Regarded in a philosophical and phrenologi-
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cal point of view, they could not fail to prove interesting to

persons who occupy themselves with science, and to present

results of incalculable value for those who are at the head of

the Government.

" I cannot avoid citing on this occasion some remarks of

one of our most distinguished men, Baron Charles Dupin,

because they relate directly to the subject in hand. Of all

the provinces of France those of the north are most remark-

able on account of their superior industry and intelligence.

Almost all manufactured articles come from the north.

The number of primary schools is more considerable in the

north than in the south. Of 1933 pupils admitted into the

Polytechnic School during thirteen consecutive years, 1233

were furnished by the departments of the north, while the

departments of the south have given only 700. Of 65 mem-

bers of the Academy of Sciences 48 come from the depart-

ments of the north, and 17 from the departments of the

south. Finally, of 2112 patents for inventions delivered

from the 1st of July 1791 to the 1st of July 1825, 1699 have

been delivered to the departments of the north, and only

413 to those of the south. Such great differences, founded

on observations of indisputable authenticity, deserve every

attention from phrenologists.

*' Let us return to the relations which exist between the

predominant organs of the French and the most striking fea-

tures of their moral and intellectual character. The supe-

rior development of the reflective faculties of the Germans

becomes apparent in its results. There is perhaps no coun-

try in the world where primary instruction is more widely

diffused than in Germany :—Where a taste for reading is more

decided : and in this respect the Germans are gi-eatly superior

to the French, among whom instruction has hitherto pene-

trated only into the great towns. Germany abounds in

thinkers and philosophers of the first order ;
but it is neces-

sary to remark, that their reflective faculties, so excellent in

themselves, often give to their writings a character of tedi-

ousness and obscurity, which is not met with among French

authors, whose thoughts, although they often present less
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depth than those of the Germans, infinitely surpass them in

elegance, clearness, and precision.

" The great difference which exists between the develop-

ment of Firmness and Cautiousness in these two nations ex-

plains that which is observable in the spirit of their actions.

The French, under the influence of moderate reflective facili-

ties, and a small development of Cautiousness and Firmness,

are light, expansive, unreserved, and easily moved. The

Germans, on the other hand, are grave, tenacious, reflective,

and circumspect. The want of foresight frequently shews

itself in the institutions of the French ; the contrary takes

place among the Germans. Napoleon, in speaking of the

French, said— ' The nation, in its character and tastes, is pro-

visional and lavish ;—every thing for the moment and ca-

price—nothingfor endurance ! such are the motto and manners

of France ! Every one passes his life in doing and undoing
;

—nothing ever remains. Is it not unbecoming that Paris

had not even a French theatre, nothing worthy of her des-

tinies ? I have often resisted fetes which the City of Paris

wished to give me. These were dinners, balls, fire-works,

which would have cost 4, 6, or 800,000 franks ;—the prepa-

rations for which obstructed the j)ublic for several days,

and which cost subsequently as much to undo them as

they had cost in their construction. I proved, that with

these foolish expenses they might have erected durable and

magnificent monuments.'—(Las Cases, Memoires de Sainte-

Helene.)

" Duclos, in his Considerations on Manners, has repre-

sented, with great fidelity, the character of the French. ' The
great defect of the French character,' says he, ' is to be al-

ways young ;—by which circumstance it is often amiable, but

rarely steady. It has almost no ripe manhood, but passes from

youth directly to old age. Our talents of every description

appear early. We neglect them for a long time by dissipa-

tion, and scarcely do we commence to turn them to account

before their time is past.

" The extreme lightness of the French, arising in part from

the small development of Cautiousness, has been signalized
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by Jean Jacques Rousseau. ' The French,' says this great
writer, ' have a manner of interesting themselves about you
which deceives more than words. The fulsome compliments
of the Swiss can impose only on blockheads :—the manners
of the French are more seductive, because they are more
simple. One would believe that they do not tell you all that

they would wish to do for you, in order to cause you the more
agreeable surprise. I shall say more ; they are not false in

their demonstrations
;
they are naturally officious, humane,

benevolent, and even, whatever may be said on the subject,

more true than any other nation ; but they are volatile and

light : They really feel the sentiment which they express,

but that sentiment goes as it came. In the act of speaking

to you they are full of interest about you. When they see

you no more,—they forget you. Nothing is permanent in

their affections : every thing with them is the work of the

moment.'—(Rousseau, Confessoins.^

The great development of the sense for what is fine in

the arts, combined with the faculties of Form, Imitation,

Ideality, and the sense of construction in general, sufficiently

conspicuous in the crania of the French, explain why they

are the first people in Europe for the finish and exquisite

taste of their manufactured articles. There is nothing com-

parable to the productions of manual labour in France. It

is to the same faculties , that we must attribute the high supe-

riority of the French as painters and statuaries.

" Two faculties, the organs of which are largely developed

in the French, Love of Approbation and Combativeness, co-

incide exactly with their character. The desire of being ap-

proved,—of putting itself forward, is incontestibly the portion

of our nation. If this desire be united to energetic reflecting

faculties, it may give rise to great results, because it operates

as a spur to the other powers. If not so combined, it pro-

duces only abuses. The man who possesses only vanity,

seeks by all possible means to give himself the appearance of

merit and of knowledge. This accounts for that excessive

love of the French for titles, for cordons, and all those baubles

which impose on nobody but blockheads and the most super-
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ficial of mankind. To the same cause must be ascribed all

those plots, those cabals, and those miserable intrigues which,

in France, reign in the bosoms of all learned societies. It

is the unbridled desire to be spoken about, which creates the

coteries, and strikes with a mortal blow every kind of honour-

able emulation. It would be difficult to calculate how many
faults the sentiment of vanity has produced in France, and

with how many misfortunes it has inundated this fine nation,

which would do well, as Napoleon remarked, to exchange its

vanity for pride.

" Corn-age, the other distinctive faculty of the French, is

too well known to be insisted on. Tlie French have already

afforded every proof of bravery which a nation can exhibit.

" I have said that the sentiment of Veneration, that is to

say, the faculty which disposes us to respect men and things,

is little developed in the French. It is to this deficiency of

development that the want of religion, nearly general in

France, falls to be attributed. To the same cause must be

ascribed the destruction and neglect of a multitude of monu-
ments, for which other nations exhibit a kind of worship. In
France, and particularly in Paris, a great number of ex-

tremely curious edifices exist, known to and venerated by
foreigners, of which the inhabitants of this capital know no-
thing. Speaking generally, we may say, that every thing
that presents a character of antiquity is displeasing to the
French. The low degree of veneration, united to the great
development of the talent of discrimination, or of combina-
tion, produces among the French that love of sarcasm and of
raillery which attacks all without distinction of rank, merit,
or fortune. This spirit generally manifests itself under the
form of caricatures, which is easily to be conceived when we
attend to the great development of the organs of Construc-
tiveness and Form in the French.

" The great difference which exists between the French
and Germans in the organs of Alimentiveness accounts for
the difference between the two nations in sobriety. After
the Spaniards, no nation in Europe is more sober than the
French, while the Germans are essentially great feeders.
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Among a pretty considerable number of German, Spanish,
and French soldiers, who were in the same hospital at Caen,
I have observed that a remarkable difference existed among
them in regard to the faculty in question. A light soup,

some fruit, or a little meat, were sufficient for the Spaniards
;

the repast of the French consisted of three-fourths of the
portion

; while the Germans swallowed the whole allowance,

and continually complained that they did not receive enough
of meat and of potatoes. Every time I happened to pass the

wards where the Germans were placed, I was certain to be

assailed by the words flesh, flesh, Sir!^

The organs of Wonder and Imitation, largely developed

in the French, contribute to distinguish them from other na-

tions. This combination explains why all that is new strikes

them, and also their eagerness to reproduce it. Who can

calculate the varieties in the forms of French dress even

within a single age. These changes frequently have relation

to extraordinary personages or events. From the extreme

development of Imitation in the French, their marked gesti-

culations arise. Every class has its own, which is peculiar

to it, and every one repeats it as one learns a form of polite-

ness. Under the Influence of Imitation, Love of Approba-

tion, and the sense of the beautiful, the French are to some

extent mannerists ; but with taste and ease, and without awk-

wardness. Although the English attempt to ridicule our

nation on this account, I am satisfied that they try to imitate

us, although not very successfully. Although the reflecting

organs are in general only moderately developed in the

French, this is not a sufficient reason for believing that only

a small number of individuals of the highest order of intel-

lect appear among them. No nation in Europe has furnished

so many men distinguished in the arts, sciences, and philo-

sophy as France ; and if we reflect that instruction is little

difi'used in this country, we may believe that the number of

superior men would otherwise have been still more consider-

able," p. 487.

1 The organ in question was little developed in the heads of five Spanish

prisoners who died in France.
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" During my stay in London, I went almost every Sun-

day to the churches. The result of my remarks may be

shortly stated. Considered generally, the size of the heads

of the inhabitants of London do not differ much from that of

the Parisian heads :^ in particular points the differences are

very striking. In equal numbers, the reflective faculties are

more developed in London than in Paris ; and the same rule

holds in regard to Cautiousness, Firmness, and Self-Esteem.

The organ of Alimentiveness is larger in the English, and to

this cause is to be ascribed their love of spirituous liquors.

Drunkenness is the predominant vice of the English.'' Dr

Vimont quotes from Bulwer's " England and the Eng-

lish,'' the number of persons entering gin-shops within cer-

tain periods of time, and adds, " the Scotch, and particu-

larly the Irish, appear to be greatly addicted to spirituous

liquors. I have never spoken to an Irishman who has not

assured me that idleness, and particularly drunkenness, were

the dominant vices of the mass of the Irish population."^

P. 489.

" The organs of Number are larger, while the organs of

Constructiveness, Form, and of beauty in the arts, are smaller

in the English than in the French," p. 490.

The Fhre7iological Journal, vol. viii. pp. 289 and 424, con-

tains a valuable Essay, by Mr Robert Cox, on the charac-

ter of the Esquimaux, illustrated by figures of their skulls.

In that work a variety of additional illustrations of the rela-

tion between national character and national development of

brain, will be found.

1 According to my observation the London heads are larger.—G. C
' Idleness is the misfortune, not the fault, of the mass of the Irish

people. The country is occupied by a dense population belonging to the

lower ranks, reared on small patches of land, and it is nearly destitute of

capital, of manufactures, and of middle and higher classes ; the consequence
of which is, that the great body of the Irish people cannot get work, al-

though anxious to obtain it. They are idle of necessity, therefore, and
not from inclination. When they come to England or Scotland, and ob-

tain employment, they are extremely active and industrious labourers.—
G. C.

VOL. U. A ,^
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The Phrenological Society have more specimens of na-

tional skulls than are here noticed. They afford interesting

materials for philosophical reflection, but the great length

to which this work has extended, compels me to omit the

notice of them.

The measurements in the foregoing table do not represent

the size of any organs in particular, for the reasons stated

ill vol. i. p. 156. They are intended to indicate merely the

size of the skuUs. They do not, however, accomplish this

object successfully, in consequence of the impossibility of

measuring irregular spheres by diameters. They are there-

fore indications merely of the length of the particular lines

stated in the different skulls ; from which a rough estimate

of the relative dimensions of the skulls may be formed. A
scientific mode of measurement is much wanted.^ These

measurements are taken from so very few skulls, that they

cannot be given as statements of averages of national crania.

They are presented merely to shew the interest of the in-

vestigation. The Negro skull is a very favourable speci-

men, and the Swiss is rather above an average.

The real characters of foreign nations will never be philo-

sophically delineated, until travellers shall describe their tem-

peraments, and the size and combinations of their brains.

Blumenbach's extensive work on National Crania is destitute

of moral interest, owing to his omission of all notice of the

characters of the nations whose heads he represents.

1 Dr Morton and his friend Mr Phillips have endeavoured, in the Cra-
nia Americana, to supply an improved method of ascertaining the size of
the different regions of the skull, which I beg leave to recommend to the
attention of the scientific student of Phrenology.
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ON THE IMPORTANCE OF INCLUDING DEVELOPMENT OF
BRAIN AS AN ELEMENT IN STATISTICAL INQUIRIES
INTO THE MANIFESTATIONS OF THE ANIMAL, MO-
RAL, AND INTELLECTUAL FACULTIES OF MAN.

The European public has recently taken a great and com-

mendable interest in moral statistics ; and in France several

valuable works have been published on the subject. I have

perused with much interest the " Essai sur la Statistique Mo-
rale de la France, par Mons. A. M. Guerry,"^ and Mons.

Quetelet's excellent work " Sur L'Homme et le developpe-

ment de ses faculties, ou Essai de Physique Sociale."^ The

object of all works on moral statistics should be to bring to

light the causes of human happiness and misery, with a vieAV

to enable mankind to increase the former, and diminish the

latter. Tables shewing the average weight and strength of

the body at different ages ; the average weight of children

of different ages employed in manufactures, compared with

that of children not so employed ; the average strength of

men and women at different ages ; the number of beats of

the heart, and of inspirations of the lungs in a minute ; and

other similar facts, founded on observations made on nu-

merous individuals, and reduced to average results, are inte-

resting and useful, because the facts brought to light may

direct the efforts of society in devising circumstances calcu-

lated to promote the increase of valuable qualities, and to

abate that of tendencies which are injurious. But great dif-

ficulties present themselves when an estimate is attempted

to be made, in a similar way, of the moral and intellectual

qualities of man, founded on mental manifestations alone,

without reference to the cerebral development of the indi-

viduals observed. Mons. Quetelet, for example, in pursuing

his inquiries into the development of the moral and intellec-

tual qualities of man, presents Tables of the number of plays

1 Paris, 1832.
'^ P''"«-
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of the first rank produced by authors of different ages in

France and in England ; Tables of the numbers of insane in

relation to the population in several countries of Europe ;

Tables of the numbers of suicides ; of men who have fallen

in duels ; and of criminals. He exhibits also in his Tables

the influence of Education, of Professions, of Seasons, of Cli-

mates, and of Sex, on the tendency to crime. These re-

searches are very valuable as means of establishing the exist-

ence of moral facts ; and should lead subsequently to the

investigation of the causes from which they originate : Until

the causes are brought to light, the facts are insufficient to

lead to practical results.

The following Table represents the number of Insane

in relation to the whole population in several coimtries in

Europe.

Countries. Population. Insane.

Numbers of the

Population to

each Insane.

1,051,318 1,900 551

12,700,000 16,222 783

817,148 896 911

Scotland (1825), 2,093,454 3,652 573

New York (1821), 1,606,458 2,240 721

France (approximation), 30,000,000 30,000 1,000

" In Norway," says M. Quetelet, " the Idiots constitute

one-third of the total number of the Insane, and one-half in

Scotland and Wales. It is the great number of Idiots which
renders the number of Insane in Scotland so large compared
with the number in England. It is generally observed that

in the mountains there are more Idiots than in the plains

;

and in plains devoted to agriculture there are more Idiots

than in cities. In France and New York the number of
Idiots is inconsiderable.

The advantage of knowing these facts is indisputable, but
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we must go farther. In order to diminish the number of

Idiots, we must discover the causes which produce the con-

dition of brain of which idiocy is the outward symptom. The
superabundance of Idiots in Norway and Scotland, for in-

stance, may be supposed to be owing to a variety of causes :

—1*^, To the coldness and dampness of the climate. The
remedy for this would be draining and improving the soil,

building warmer houses, and providing better clothing for

the people. Or, 2dly, To the imperfect nourishment of the

people. To remove this cause, we should prescribe the in-

troduction of capital and industry. Or, 2>dly^ To the inter-

marriages of near relations for successive generations, arising

from a thin population scattered over a great extent of terri-

tory. To remedy this evil, instruction of the people in the

functions and laws of health of the brain would be necessary,

with the inculcation of the duty of their extending the

sphere of their alliances. Railroads and steam-boats, by ex-

tending the circle of social intercourse, may tend to remove

this cause.

That the third is probably one great cause of the evil, may

be inferred from the following facts. Mr Brown, factor to

the Duke of Hamilton, who had charge, for a number of

years, of several of the smaller islands lying on the west coast

of Scotland, told me, that he found by a census, that the

number of idiots, in proportion to the total population, was

greater in the islands than in the mainland, which he attri-

buted to intermarriages of near relations, resulting from

their insular situation. Secondly, Among the royal, noble,

and aristocratical families of Eui-ope, who frequently marry

near relations, idiots are generally said to be more nume-

rous in proportion to their total numbers than among per-

sons in the humbler ranks of life. Thirdly, The inhabitants

of cities have a wider range of choice, and in general are less

giving to marrying with blood-relations than the inhabitants

of the country ; and the fact that fewer idiots are produced

among them, supports the principle here contended for. It

is not enough, therefore, for practical purposes, to know the
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proportion of idiots to the general population. We must

discover the causes of idiocy before they can be abated ; and

as the brain is the organ of the mind, every one of them

will be found to affect directly or indirectly its size or its

condition. In addition to these statistical tables, we want

facts relative to the size and condition of the brain in the

insane, and statements of all causes, physical and moral,

which are known to act injuriously on its development and

activity.

The Statistics of Crime have been treated in great detail

by the authors before named. Mons. Quetelet presents us

with the following Table relative to crime in France :

—

Accused, Number of Number
Accused of Crime

Years.
and brought
personally

before the

Tribunals.

Condemned.
Inhabitants

for each per-

son accused.

condemned
out of each

100 accused.

against

the

person.

against

property.

Propor-
tion.

1826, 6988 4348 4457 62 1907 5081 2.7

1827, 6929 4236 4593 61 1911 5018 2.6

1828, 7396 4551 4307 61 1844 5552 3.0

1829, 7373 4475 4321 61 1791 5582 3.1

Total, 28,686 17,610 4463 61 7453 21,233

" Thus," says Mons. Quetelet, " although we do not yet

possess the statistical returns for 1830, it is highly probable

that we shall find for that year also 1 person accused out of

about every 4463 inhabitants, and 61 condemned out of each

100 accused. This probability becomes less for 1831, and less

for the succeeding years. We are in the same condition for

estimating by the results of the past, the facts which we shall

see realized in the future. This possibility of assigning be-

forehand, the number of the accused and condemned which

should occur in a country, is calculated to lead to serious re-

flections, since it involves the fate of several thousands of hu-

man beings, who are impelled, as it were, by an irresistible
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necessity, to the bars of the tribunals, and towards the sen-

tences of condemnation which there await them. These con-

clusions flow directly from the principle, already so often

stated in this work, that effects are in proportion to their

causes, and that the effects remain the same if the causes

which have produced them do not vary." ^

In the section entitled, " On the influence of Instruction,

of Professions, and of Climate, on the tendency to Crime,"

Mons. Quetelet presents the following Table. ^

1828 and 1829,

Accused of Crimes
Number of

crimes
against pro-

perty for one
crime against

the person.

1830 and 1831,

Accused of Crimes

Number of

crimes
against pro-

perty for one

crime against

the person.

Intellectual condition

of the Accused.
against

the

person.

against

property.

against

the

person.

against

property.

Incapable of read- 1

ing and writing, j

2072 6617 3.2 2134 6785 3.1

Capable of read-^j

ing or writing >

imperfectly, . J

1001 2804 2.8 1033 2840 2.8

Capable of read-

ing and writing >

well, ... J

400 1109 2.8 408 1047 2.6

Having received a \

superior educa- (

tion in this first (

degree, .

80 206 2.6 1351 184 1.4

Total, .... 3553 10,736 3.0 3710 10,856 2.9

1 The number of accused in this class is increased in consequence of political

events, and of crimes against the State.

Tables are also given in the same form for each depart-

ment of France and Belgium, and Mons. Quetelet sums up

the results in the following words r^—

« 1. The greatest number of crimes against persons and

1 Sur L'llomme, &c. tome ii. p. 168. ^ Lib. Cit. tome id. p. 176.

3 Lib. Cit. tome ii. p. 197.
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property, take place in the departments which traverse or

border on the Rhone, the Rhine, and the Seine, at least in

their navigable portions.

" 2. The smallest number of crimes against persons and

property are committed in the central departments of France,

in those which are situated in the west, towards the ocean,

from the Lower Alps to the Channel, and those which tra-

verse towards the north, the Somme, the Oise, and the Meuse.
" 3. The shores of the Mediterranean and neighbouring

departments shew, other things being equal, a more marked

tendency towards crimes against the person, and the northern

part of France towards crimes against property.

" After having established these facts, if we seek to mount
up to the causes which produce them, we are at once arrested

by numerous obstacles. Indeed, the causes which influence

crimes are so numerous and so various, that it becomes al-

most impossible to assign to each its due degree of import-

ance. It frequently happens, also, that causes which ap-

peared highly influential, disappear before others, to which
one scarcely dedicated a thought at first. I have particularly

experienced this in actual researches. Perhaps I was too

much pre-occupied with the influence generally allowed to

education as a means of extinguishing the propensity to crime.

It appears to me that the common error on this subject arises

from the expectation of finding less crime in a country be-
cause more children in it are sent to school, or because a
greater proportion of the common people are capable of read-
ing and writing. Account should rather be taken of the ex-
tent of moral instruction ; because frequently the education
which is received in schools, aff"ords only additional facilities

for committing crime." i "Poverty, also, is generally re-
garded as leading to crime

; nevertheless, the department de
la Creuse, one of the poorest in France, is that which pre-

> " Mons. Guerry has arrived almost at the same time with me at similar
conclusions, in his Essay ' Sur la Statistique Morale de la France,' p. 51,"
and he has expressed them nearly in the same terms. The results have
been obtained also in England, in Germany, end in the United States.

4SL
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sents, in every respect, the greatest morality. In like man-
ner, in the Low Countries, the most moral province is that

of Luxembourg, where the greatest poverty reigns. It is

necessary, however, to define what is meant by the word Po-

verty,—which is used here in a sense that may be regarded

as improper. A province is not poor because it contains less

wealth than another, if its inhabitants, like those in Luxem-
bourg, are sober and active.—If, by their labour, they suc-

ceed in providing securely for their wants, and satisfying

their tastes (which are the more moderate in respect that in-

equality of fortune is less common, and ofi'ers fewer tempta-

tions), they may properly be regarded as enjoying a modest

competence. Poverty makes itself felt in provinces where

great riches are amassed, as in Flanders, Holland, the de-

partment of the Seine, &c., and above all in manufacturing

countries, where, by the least political commotion, or ob-

struction in the usual outlets of commerce, thousands of in-

dividuals pass suddenly from a state of comfort to one of mi-

sery. The rapid transitions from one state to another give

birth to crime ;
especially if the individuals who sufi'er are

surrounded by objects of temptation, and find themselves ex-

cited by the constant spectacle of luxury, and of an inequa-

lity of fortune which drives them to despair.''

" It appears to me, that one of the first distinctions to be

made in this study, is that of the different races of men who

inhabit the country which we have under our consideration.

It is, as we shall immediately see, of the highest importance,

although it is not that which first presents itself to our ob-

servation.'' These are wise and profound remarks, and I

commend Mons. Quetelet for having directed attention to

them, which he does by quoting the following passages from

Malte Brun's Precis de la Geographic Universelle, livre 159.

" The population of France," says Malte Brun, " belongs

to three principal races : the Celtic, which constitutes nearly

three-fifths of its inhabitants ; the Germanic, which compre-

hends those of the ancient provinces of Flanders, of Alsace,

and of a part of Lorraine ; and the Pelasgian (named by Dr

Spurzheim, the Phenician) spread in the neighbourhood of
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the Mediterranean and in Corsica. Changes of manners,

and the progress of civilization, may alter the character of a

people, but may not change it entirely." Mons. Quetelet pro-

ceeds to remark, that if we cast our eyes over the chart re-

presenting crimes against the person, this distinction of races

makes itself felt in a very remarkable manner. " We see that

the Pelasgian race, spread on the borders of the Mediterra-

nean and in Corsica, is particularly addicted to crimes against

the person. Among the German race, which extends over

Alsace, the Duchy of the Lower Rhine, part of Lorraine,

and of the Low Countries, where the dense population and

abundance of property afford more opportunities for com-

mitting crime, and where the general use of intoxicating li-

quors more frequently occasions excesses, there are generally

a great number of crimes against both property and person.

The Batavians and the Frisons, who also belong to the Ger-

man race, are addicted particularly to crimes against pro-

perty. Finally, the Celtic race appears to be the most mo-

ral of the three which we have considered, especially in re-

gard to crimes against the person. It occupies the greater

part of France, and the Walloon portion of Belgium. It

appears, moreover, that frontier countries, where the races

are intermixed, where there is generally more agitation, and

where lines of custom-house of&cers are established, are the

most liable to demoralization."

The differences in the tendency to crime observable in dif-

ferent races must have causes, and we are led by observation

to believe, that the most important among these is develop -

ment of brain. The influence of the brain on the mental dis-

positions is fundamental ; that is to say, it so far modifies the

effect of external circumstances, that the real operation of

these on the mental manifestations cannot be understood

until the development of the brain of the individual exposed

to them be comprehended. Individuals possessing a predo-

minating development of the moral and intellectual organs,

like Melancthon (vol. i. p. 141), or Eustache (p. 142), rise

superior to circumstances. No condition could be more un-
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favourable to virtuous conduct than that of Eustache, when
he was a slave, associated with slaves engaged in a war of

extermination against their masters
; yet such was the pre-

serving power of a high moral and intellectual organiza-

tion, that he nobly discharged his duty to both belligerents,

and triumphed over temptations which would have proved

irresistible to a less favourably constituted brain. On the

other hand, when the moral and intellectual organs are re-

markably deficient, and those of the propensities predomi-

nate, no external circumstances, short of physical restraint,

are sufficient to preserve the individual from vicious practices.

The heads of Hare, vol. i. p. 141, and Gottfried, p, 142, are

examples of this combination, and their lives shew an appetite

for atrocious crime, which sought its own gratification in

circumstances the most dissimilar. It is only on brains in

which the three regions of propensity, sentiment, and intel-

lect, are nearly equally balanced (of which Maxwell's head,

vol. ii. p. 310, is a specimen), that external circumstances pro-

duce a powerful and decided influence. All inquiries into

the development of the animal, moral, and intellectual facul-

ties of nations, therefore, in which the influence of the brain

is omitted, must necessarily be defective.

In making these remarks, I repeat that I am far from un-

dervaluing the importance of the facts brought to light in

the foregoing tables, even regarding them merely as facts

apart from any opinions regarding theii- causes. To know

the existence and magnitude of any evil is the first step to-

wards the investigation and eventual removal of its causes

;

and the public is deeply indebted to statistical observers for

presenting the phenomena of the moral world in tangible

masses, measurable by figures, and capable of being generally

understood.

The uniformity of results established by the researches of

Mons. Quetelet and other enquirers, proves the existence of

stable and uniform causes of mental phenomena ;
and instead

of charging these authors, as some opponents have dons

with subverting the freedom of the human will and moral
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responsibility, (as if they had created or occasioned the facts

which they have only investigated and reported), the philo-

sophic mind should direct its energies to the discovering of

the causes, and to the removal of such of them as produce

evil. Crime appears to me to stand in a similar relation to

the mind that disease does to the body ; it is the indication

that the faculties of the individual, through original defect

in his brain, or from exposure to unfavourable external in-

fluences, or from both combined, have departed from the

healthy condition ; and as we endeavour to cure disease by

removing its causes, so should we try to diminish crime by a

similar mode of proceeding. That crime arises from steadily

operating causes which lie far deeper than the voluntary

or fitful aberrations of individual minds, seems to be estab-

lished beyond dispute. The next step, therefore, should

be to unfold these causes, and to remove them. Defec-

tive cerebral organization, want of moral and religious train-

ing and intellectual instruction, with defective social in-

stitutions, will probably be found to constitute the chief

sources whence criminal actions spring. While these are

permitted to continue, punishment of individual criminals

will fail in putting an end to crime. The representation by

Sir George S. Mackenzie to Lord Glenelg, Secretary for the

Colonies, printed in the appendix, will shew one mode in

which Phrenology may be made subservient to the proper

treatment of criminals.^

1 An attempt has been made by Dv Kombst of Edinburgh, in his
" Ethnographic Map of Europe, or the different nations of Europe
traced according to Eace, Language, Keligion, and Form of Govern-
ment, 2d- Edit., Edinburgh, 1843, W. & A. K. Johnston/' to give a sy-

noptical view of the different races inhabiting Europe. They are

pointed out on the map by different colours^ the Celtic by blue, the Teu-
tonic by yellow, the Sclavonian by red, the Finnian by brown, and the Mon-
golian by pwrple. The notes, which are added, consist of three sheets

of printed matter, and are classed under eight different heads, all treat-

ing on ih.Q phjsiological, moral, and intellectual character of the different

races. The work embodies in a brief space a vast amount of interest-

ing and accurate information, and will be found to be a valuable assist-

ant to the student of the History and Institutions of Europe,
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COMPARATIVE PHRENOLOGY.

In vol. i. p. 160, I stated that, " in comparing the brains

of the lower animals with the human brain, the Phrenolo-

gist looks solely for tlie reflected light of analogy to guide

him in his researches, and never founds a direct argument in

favour of the functions of the difi^erent parts of the human
brain upon any facts observed in regard to the lower

animals.-' I proceed to observe that, in comparing the

bones, muscles, and bloodvessels of man with those of ani-

mals, we find a general analogy prevailing, and the nearer an

animal approaches to the human race in physical and mental

condition and power, the more complete is the analogy be-

tween the structure and functions of particular organs in

each, and the more numerous also are the organs in which

this resemblance presents itself ; nor is any exception to

this rule perceived in the nervous system. At certain points,

however, the analogies fail, and good grounds may be as-

signed for this fact. Many persons reason on analogies be-

tween man and the lower animals, as if they imagined a man

and a monkey to stand in the same relation to each other,

as a large horse does to a diminutive pony ;
they seem to ex-

pect that all the organs, or at least all the parts of the brain,

should be moulded in the same form, and occupy the same

relative positions, and differ only in size. But this is erro-

neous. A monkey is not a man made down into an inferior

animal ; it is a creature of a distinct species. In so far as it

possesses functions of mind and body similar to those of the

human race, we may reasonably expect it to present organs

of similar characters ; I say similar, and not perfect coun-

ter parts in the strictest sense of the word ; because the ani-

mal being a distinct creature, its organs will be modified to

suit its particular condition. The non-professional reader

will be enabled to appreciate the force of this remark by a

single illustration. The function of a clock is to measure

6
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time, and that of a watch is the same : Is there any close

analogy between their structures ? If the two machines

were presented to a person ignorant of mechanics, and un-

acquainted with the uses of the clock and watch, it is pro-

bable that he might examine them in a general way, and

declare that there was but a slight resemblance between

them : But if we were to submit them to the examination of

a philosophical watchmaker, he would declare that the ana-

logies were numerous and striking ; he could point out

wheels and pinions in each in which the resemblance was

complete ; and he could add, that even between the weights

and pendulum of the clock, and the mainspring and balance-

wheel of the watch, a striking analogy is discernible by re-

flecting intellect, although to the eye their forms and ap-

pearances were widely different. He would draw these con-

clusions in consequence of his knowing accurately the struc-

ture and use of every part in each machine. It may well be

conceived, that an observer, ignorant of all these particulars,

might be blind to the analogies, not because they did not

exist, but because, owing to his want of knowledge, he was

not in a condition to perceive them. The watchmaker could

without hesitation declare that the two machines acted on

similar principles, and accomplish similar ends by similar

means ; and that the difi^erences between them bear an ob-

vious relation to the different situations in which they are

intended to act—the one stationary and perpendicular, the

other subject to locomotion and to all varieties of position.

Keeping in view, then, that the inferior animals are not

human beings made down by the mere omission of some or-

gans, and the diminution of others, but distinct and inde-

pendent creatures, whose parts, in so far as they resemble

those of man, are modified to suit their own condition, and

in whom special organs (wings and fins, for instance) exist,

of which man is destitute,— I observe that the Phrenologist

studies, in each class of animals, the structure of the brain

and the manifestations of the mind. He selects, as subjects

of observation, animals whose actions and brains he has the
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best opportunities of scrutinizing—individuals, also, in ma-
ture life and in full health. He compares in each the power
of manifesting particularfaculties with the size of particu-
lar portions of the brain ; and it is only when he has found,

that in all cases (disease being absent) a large development
of a particular part is accompanied with great power of ma-
nifesting a particular faculty, and vice versa, that he draws
the inference that the part observed is the organ of that spe-

cial power.

In applying this principle in the case of the lower ani-

mals, the process of observation must be the same as in man.
It will not suffice to take up the brain of a sheep, a tiger, a

fish, and a snake, and de piano compare them with the human
brain, and jump to the conclusion, that there axe, or are not,

relations between their poAvers of manifesting the human fa-
culties, and the size of corresponding parts of their brains.

Before analogies in regard to particular qualities can be de-

cided on, the student must know both of the things which he

compares^ for then only can he be in a condition to judge

whether analogies do or do not exist. The author of the

article " Phrenology," in the " Penny CyclipjEdia,'" in urg-

ing objections against our views, overlooks this principle

:

He says,—" Yet this is so far from being the case, that

phrenologists are compelled to rest their opinions almost

exclusively on evidence derived from the comparison of the

brains of different individuals of the same species, and to

suppose that, though many faculties are the same in man

and the lower animals, yet in each species they are mani-

fested in some peculiar form and structure NOT admitting

OF COMPARISON with those of man.'''' The " supposition"

here ascribed to phrenologists is not entertained by them

:

they do not maintain that " the form and structure" of the

brains of animals " do not admit of comparison with those of

man." They have not affirmed that every brain possesses

the same number of parts or organs, nor that all brains are

alike perfect in their organization
;
assumptions which the

objection of the Cyclopsedist (without a shadow of reason)

2
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implies that they have made, or at least are bound to make.

What they do affirm is—that the organic formation, be it

ever so simple, which supplies the powers of perception,

comparison, feeling, willing, and moving, is a brain, whether

it be situated in the animal's head, back, belly, or tail, and

whether it be round or square. But before the analogies in

structure and functions between it and the human brain can

be logically predicated, we must know the structure and

functions of bofh. The correct statement, therefore, of their

doctrine is,—that they insist on the necessity of understand-

ing both of the things compared as an indispensable requi-

site to drawing sound inferences as to the existence or non-

existence of analogies between them ; of studying each organ

in each class of animals by itself, and then comparing them

in order to decide on their analogies. They object to com-

paring the known with the unknown, which is what the

Cyclopsedist insists on doing. Dr Vimont, under the head

of " Cranioscopy of animals," says, " We should never com-

mence the application of the principles of Phrenology on the

crania of individuals belonging to different classes and orders

of animals. They should always be on the crania of animals

of the same species, and especially on animals the produce

of the same parents. Every one who will take the trouble

to repeat my experiments, by rearing before his own eyes,

and during a long period, a large number of animals, and

noting with care their most prominent faculties, will be

qualified to make valuable cranioscopical observations on the

chief vertebrated animals." After studying the faculties

manifested by individuals of each class, and ascertaining the

precise locality, appearance, and size, of the organ by means

of which each faculty is manifested, and doing the same in

man, the observer will be in a condition to judge of the

analogies between them ; hut not before.

Dr Vimont has followed this course, and found numerous

and striking analogies. The faculties, for instance, of Araa-

VOL. II. Bb
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tiveness, Philoprogenitiveness, Combativeness, Destructive-

ness, Cautiousness, and others, not only are susceptible of

comparison in man and the lower animals, but have been

successfullyobserved in both ; then they have been compared;

and the analogies equally in the faculties and organs have

been pointed out. Dr Kennedy, of Ashby-de-la-Zouch,

communicated to me the following fact, of which he was a

witness, and which may serve as one illustration of Dr
Spurzheim's mode of studying the brains and faculties of

the lower animals. " I spent a few days at Mr Strutt's of

Belper, in Derbyshire, when Dr and Mrs Spurzheim were

there on a visit. We used to walk a good deal over the lawn

and shrubbery, where we had frequent opportunities of

making observations on Mrs Strutt's pet family of tame

pigeons, which was numerous, and contained many varieties

both British and foreign. Among them was a very beauti-

ful one, to which our attention was always di'aAvn by the ex-

traordinary and elegant manifestation of an exorbitant Self-

Esteem, the natural language of this organ being most

prominently apparent. So much had this bird become an

object of interest, that the conversation was often interrupted

by the exclamation, ' Here comes Self-Esteem !' Well, by

some accident poor Self-Esteem received an injury which

ended in his death, and thus afforded us the advantage of a

necrotomical inspection. Dr Spui'zheim made a careful dis-

section of the brain, and clearly exhibited the organ which

he had previously ascertained to be that of Self-Esteem, in

a state of enormous preponderance in size relatively to the

other cerebral parts. The Doctor proposed making a pre-

paration of this brain in alcohol, and, if my recollections be

correct, Mrs Spurzheim made a drawing of it." The Cyclo-

pgedist's objection is, that phrenologists do not maintain that,

after studying man, they are prepared to demonstrate direct

analogies running through the orders, genera, and species of

all the inferior animals, without studying each of them by
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itself. He objects that we do not regaixl a horse, an ass, a

haddock, a frog, and a flea, as merely men made down ; that

is to say, as manifesting precisely human faculties, by human

organs, only omitting those which are unnecessary to their

condition ! In no other sense have his words any rational

meaning.

The real phrenological question is, Whether, in each

species of animals, the size of each organ bears to that of the

rest a proportion corresponding to the energy of each faculty

in relation to the rest. No philosophical phrenologist com-

pares the absolute size of the organs in one species with

their absolute size in another, because to do so would be to

transgress a very obvious rule of philosophy. The same

cause, in the same circumstances^ produces the same efi'ects.

When we apply this rule to Phrenology, we say that the same

extent of size in an organ, in the same circumstances—i. e. in

individuals of the same species, age, health, and constitution,

—will produce the same degree of energy of function. But

the Cyclopsedist (correcting our philosophy) seems to expect

that the same extent of size in the cerebellum, in different

circumstances,—i. e. in individuals of every order, genus,

and species, from man down to reptiles,—should produce

the same energy of manifestations. Unless we hold this to

be a philosophical principle, the comparison of the absolute

size of the cerebellum (the mere size without regard to other

circumstances) in the different species of animals is a mere

waste of labour, which can lead to no result. Such a prin-

ciple of comparison is condemned by the rules acknowledged

by all cultivators of inductive science.

That the phrenologists prosecute their researches by direct

observations on individuals in each species is matter of public

record. Dr Vimont's work on Comparative Phrenology is re-

garded as the highest authority ; and so far from founding his

views on mere analogies, he has been led, for instance, by di-

rect observations, to the opinion, that " the faculty of Destruc-

tiveness has been bestowed on vertebrated animals as well

as on man, as a species of auxiliary to aid their other faculties.
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The beaver and the squirrel cut and tear in pieces the bark,
leaves, and branches of trees, to construct a cabin or a nest.

The marmot gnaws a great quantity of herbs to make a
warm bed in winter. Many birds could not construct a nest
unless they tore in pieces many vegetable substances. The
whole lives of herbivorous animals are employed in cutting,

dividing, and destroying an immeasurable quantity of vege-

table matter. When Gall and Spurzheim cite, in support

of their observations, carnivorous and granivorous birds, as

examples of the presence of the propensity to destroy in the

one case, and the absence of it in the other, they commit a

double error. Many granivorous birds are very fond of ani-

mal substances. I have seen fowls run with avidity to

flesh, even that of a young chicken which had been cut

in pieces. I have seen the same birds quit grain in order

to eat shell-fish which had been thrown to them. It is

quite certain that there exists a great difference between

the skulls and brains of birds which live exclusively on ani-

mal substances, and those whose principal food is vegetables,

a difi'erence which Dr Gall has not correctly indicated, as I

shall demonstrate
;
but, in my opinion, it is to be ascribed

to the difference in the activity of the tendency to destroy

in the different species, and not to its total absence in one

of them." These remarks, be they well or ill founded in

themselves, shew that Dr Vimont rests his opinions on di-

rect observations made on the different races of animals, and

not on loose analogies. He has observed the energy of par-

ticular mental powers in individuals of each species, and

compared this power with the size of particular parts of the

brain in each, and by this means assigned special localities

to different faculties, and special functions to different parts

of the brain, in the different races. The positions of the

organs, as well as the size of each in relation to the others,

he finds to be modified in each species. He gives, for ex-

ample, in Figure 1., the skull of a fidl-grown cat, and de-

lineates the organs on it as follows :
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rig. 1. Full-Grown Cat.
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No. 2. Organ of Alimentiveness.

3. Destructiveness.

4. Secretiveness.

5. Combativeness.

6. Inhabitiveness.

7. Concentrativeness.

8. Attachment for life.

9. Adhesiveness.

10. 10, And the asterisks, Ama-

tiveness.

1 1 . Philoprogenitiveness.

No. 12. Acquisitiveness.

13. Cautiousness.

14. Individuality.

17. Distance.

19. Resistance (Weight).

20. Locality.

22. Order.

26. Eventuality.

35. Perseverance (Firmness).

39. Mildness.

Ill fig. 2. he represents tlie skull of a spaniel bitch, with

the organs marked ; the numbers referring to the same or-

gans, with the addition of the following not indicated in the

cat

:

15. Form. 27. Constructiveness. 30. Comparison.

Fig. 2. Spaniel Bitch.^

' Tlie scale of this figure is reduced one-half.
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In %. 3. he represents the skull of a crow with numbers
indicating the seat of the cerebral organs.

Fig. 3. Crow.

The numbers refer to the same organs as in figures 1. and

2., with the addition of the following:

—

No. 16. Size.

18. Geometrical Sense.

23, Time.

28. Musical talent.

29. Imitation.

I again remark, that it is of small importance to my pre-

sent argument whether the organs in these figures have all

been correctly indicated or not ; I adduce the drawings on

this occasion only to prove that the phrenological mode of
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studying the functions of different parts of the brain in man

and animals, by means of observations made on known indi-

viduals in each species by itself, is actually followed. I have

already demonstrated that it is the only philosophical method.

Conclusions regarding the presence or absence of analogies

between the brains of different species drawn after ascertain-

ing, in this manner, the existence, the localities, and the func-

tions of the organs in each, may be sound ; but all conclusions

on the same points drawn before ascertaining these particu-

lars in each, are entitled to no consideration whatever.

For a detailed account of what has been accomplished in

this branch of Phrenology, I must refer the reader to Dr
Vimont's valuable work, already so frequently referred to,

" Traite de Phrenologie^'' and to the Phrenological Journal,

vol. xiv. pp. 169 and 262, in which I have endeavoured to

answer the objections against Phrenology founded on com-
parative anatomy.
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MESMERIC PHRENOLOGY.

Various phrenologists in England and the United States

of America have applied Mesmerism to the individual or-

gans in the brain, and have reported that the organs thus

excited became active, and manifested each its proper

faculty in words, gestures, and actions, independently of

the will of the patient. I have not seen any of these experi-

ments, but I have read the reports of many of them, and re-

ceived letters from persons (in whose shrewdness, intelli-

gence, and good faith I have confidence) who have witnessed

them, and who assure me of their truth. In the words,

therefore, of one of my esteemed correspondents, I acknow-

ledge that " the impression left with me is, that it is more

difficult to believe that all the parties are deceived or de-

ceivers, than to believe that some of the alleged facts are

natural facts."

There appears to be no absurdity in the supposition, that

the nervous system of one individual may influence that of

another through other channels than the senses. Many of

the phenomena reported by magnetisers are not more incre-

dible than similar ones the result of disease. In the pre-

sent work (vol. ii. p. 202, 224) well authenticated cases of

divided consciousness, and of manifestations of the faculties

in singular conditions, have been given ; and when we divest

the Mesmeric cases of some of the spectators' inferences,

which are often largely incorporated in the reports as parts

of the facts,—and reject some things which, from being at

variance with established truth, do appear to be incredible,

—

the remaining alleged facts are not so contradictory to expe-

rience as many persons suppose. The generation of men-

tal excitement in a large assembly, when addressed by a

powerful orator, is equally unaccountable as the communica-

tion of Mesmeric influence. Wh^ should mere movements

in the air, produced by the speaker's voice, and transmitted,

through a series of undulations, to the tympanum of the
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hearer, excite the passions to the highest pitch of energy ?

This is as great an enigma as that the brain should be excited

by the transmission of some unknown influence by Mesmeric

operations. The orator would in vain attempt to produce

the same effect by his eloquence on one individual (unless

by nature highly excitable) as on a mass ; and why should

numbers increase the effect, seeing that, during the impas-

sioned periods of the discourse, the individuals composing

an audience neither speak to, nor look at, each other, but each

hangs with concentrated attention on the speaker 1 That

some influence is generated by the mass, which extends from

individual to individual, and increases the excitement of each,

and which is also radiated back from their countenances to

the speaker, and has the effect of augmenting the intensity

of his mental action, is undeniable ;
yet this, if not identical

with, bears such a strong similarity to, the alleged Mesme-

ric aura, that it is difficult to distinguish between them.

I am very much disposed, therefore, to adopt the views of

the correspondent already alluded to, who expresses his opi-

nions in the following words :

—

" Though unexpected," says he, " the alleged facts of

Mesmerism rather go to fill up an acknowledged void in

our acquaintance with nature's operations, to-wit, the pre-

sent inability of explaining that mental influence which

human beings (animals generally, indeed) exert on each

other by a mere word, or look, or gesture, even without

physical touch. This influence is an admitted fact, be-

cause long a familiar fact ; yet, if we come to seek an ex-

planation for it, it is as difficult to give a satisfactory one,

as it is difficult to explain the facts of the Mesmerists ; and

thus, to my thinking, that influence itself seems equally

worthy of wonder as are many of the alleged and laughed at

facts of the Mesmerists. The two sets of facts appear much
on a par—except that one is familiar, the other strange.

And, moreover, they support, rather than antagonize, each

other.

" Going so far as to admit that a decided influence can be
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exerted by a Mesmerist over the nervous system of others,

by certain processes whose modus operandi on the patient

is yet unknown,—it does not appear a very wide step (and

the step is onward, not aside from the course) to allow that

he may influence a part of that system more than the rest.

On this ground, when reading Dr EUiotson's report of his

experiments on particular organs of the brain, I did not feel

disposed to reject all the results as impossibilities, or as

things in their own nature too marvellous for trust.

" I found, indeed, considerable difficulty in believing that

he (or any operator) could so exactly excite given organs

without affecting others. Yet, on his side, the argument

must be advanced and allowed, that when we look at the

close connexion of the pkrenological organs of the brain, the

community of their vessels, and the inability of detecting

any line to distinguish organs from each other,—when we
look at these apparent obstacles, it is as difficult to conceive

the spontaneous or natural separate and independent action

of the organs, as to conceive their separate excitation by a

Mesmerist. In the one case, we see functional manifesta-

tion forcing us to the inference that this separate action does

occur spontaneously, in answer to internal or external influ-

ence. And if, in the other case, the like functional mani-

festation follows the artificial or Mesmeric influence, how

can we deny the connexion, and the possibility of the ope-

rator effecting it ?

" So far, then, the alleged facts of the Mesmeric Phrenolo-

gists seem to correspond with other acknowledged facts :

that is, they present no contradiction to them, and even so

much resemble the other acknowledged facts as to admit of

being classed with them, and perhaps lead one step farther

towards some generalization which may hereafter be re-

ceived as a law of nature.

"But, when we come to the asserted excitation of organs

of insanity and childishness, we are compelled to pause, and

suspect that the spectators have reported their own mental

constructions put upon external facts, rather than the mere

«
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facts. The existence of such organs should be first estab-

lished, or at least made probable ; for their existence, as it

seems to me, would be in contradiction of much past experi-

ence, which goes to shew that insanity and childishness are

not primitive and distinct functions of special organs, but

states of manifestation.*"

In examining the evidence of facts alleged to exist, it is,

in the general case, unnecessary to institute an inquiry in-

to the capacity and other mental characteristics of the indi-

viduals who report them, because we are bound to verify the

facts themselves by a direct appeal to nature. But there is a

striking peculiarity in the evidence offered in support of

Mesmerism. Its professors state that some individuals are

naturally incapable of mesmerizing, and that others are un-

susceptible of Mesmeric influence. It is not in the power

of every one, therefore, to ascertain the truth of the facts by

direct investigation ; and consequently many persons must

form their opinions on the faith of testimony alone. The

value of evidence, however, which cannot be tested by every

enquirer, must necessarily depend much on the mental cha-

racter of the individual who reports it ; and therefore, to en-

able us to form a sound judgment on the subject, we should

be informed concerning the age, sex, temperament, educa-

tion, sphere of life, and cerebral development of both the

magnetizer and his subject. This information appears to

me to be the more necessary, because I conversed with an

educated individual, who, in perfect sincerity, affirmed that

he holds communication with supernatural beings ; and

I have been informed that a very zealous advocate of Mes-
meric Phrenology, in the United States, assures his friends,

that, in his natural state, he holds frequent converse with the

spirits of his deceased wife and child. I have observed very

large organs of Wonder in both of these individuals ; and it

is an ascertained fact (see vol. i. p. 452-464), that a predo-

minating development of this organ leads to belief in the

real outward existence of objects which to other individuals

appear to be merely impressions existing in the mind of the

4
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person so gifted himself. Many of the advocates and wit-

nesses for Mesmerism, Avho are known to me, possess large

organs of Wonder, and, without entertaining the slightest

suspicion of their perfect good faith, 1 cannot help suspect-

ing, that, through the medium of this organ, the extraordi-

nary nature of the phenomena recommends the phenomena
themselves to their acceptance, with slight investigation ; and
renders them less careful, both as observers and reporters,

than an inquirer not labouring under a similar influence

would desire. In this way alone can I account for the loose-

ness and imperfection of the reports ; some of which, with-

out any attempt at explanation, ascribe, to special organs,

phenomena which to ordinary reason appear to be negations,

or the results of states of the whole brain, or of particular

parts of it which have ascertained functions. In America,

for instance, an organ of " Insanity" is reported to have

been discovered ; which seems analogous to the discovery of

an organ of asthma or of indigestion. The information be-

fore mentioned is desirable also, as affording the means of

discovering whether any constant relation exists between

particular temperaments and particular developments of the

cerebral organs, and the capability of mesmerizing and of

being mesmerized.

In vol. XV. of the Phrenological Journal, pages 188, 349,

304, 314, 354, 317, 326, 339, 365, 373, cases are reported, to

which I beg leave to refer the reader ; and also to an in-

structive paper on Mesmeric Phrenology, by Dr Boardman

of New York, in vol. xvi. (April 1843.)

An idea insisted on by some Mesmeric phrenologists,

that the phrenological organs, as at present delineated, are

groups, is not destitute of support from other known facts.

Mr James Milne, for instance (see vol. ii. p. 57), although in-

capable of distinguishing red from green, discriminates

easily blues and yellows. Some individuals have a great

talent for learning the spirit of languages, and very little

for learning mere words, and vice versa (see vol. ii. p. 131).

The first of these facts seems to indicate that there are
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distinct fibres in the organ of Colouring for distinguish-

ing different colours, because the same organ cannot be both

capable and incapable of performing its proper functions at

the same time. A different explanation has been given of

the second fact ; but much obscurity still pervades it, and

Dr Gall's opinion that there are two organs of Language

may be correct. The supposition that the organs are

compound, would serve also in some measure to explain the

modified manifestations apparently resulting from the same

organ, and the consequent difficulty of finding a common
name inclusive of all hinds as well as degrees of manifesta-

tion from the now so-called same organ. It is undeniable

that the farther the subdivisions are carried, the greater

will become the difficulty of proof by physical development

;

but in studying Nature we are bound to follow wherever she

leads.

Having, as already mentioned, no personal knowledge of

the subject, I have hazarded these remarks with the view

merely of recommending experiments, and inculcating accu-

racy in observation and reporting.
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OBJECTIONS TO PHRENOLOGY CONSIDERED.

Having now considered the elements of Phrenology, I

shall notice briefly some objections which have been urged
against it. These shall be given, as nearly as possible, in

the words of actual opponents, and an answer shall be sub-

joined.

Objection.—The idea of ascribing different faculties to dif-

ferent parts of the brain is not new. Many authors did so

before Dr Gall ; but their systems have fallen into disrepute,

which proves that the doctrine is not true.

Ans?ver,—Dr Gall himself has called attention to the fact,

that the idea alluded to is very ancient : he has given a his-

tory of previous opinions concerning the functions of the

brain ; and shewn that different functions have been attri-

buted to different parts of it for centuries past, while he has

assigned reasons for these ideas falling into oblivion. Dr
Spurzheim in his works has done the same ; and in the Phre-

nological Journal, No. VII. Art. 8, "An Historical Notice of

early Opinions concerning the Brain" is given, accompanied

with a plate of the head, shewing it marked out into differ-

ent organs in 1562 : it is copied in vol. i. p. 33 of this work.

The difference, however, between the method of investiga-

tion practised by Dr Gall, and that followed by prior authors,

is so great, that the differences in the results are accounted

for. Former speculators assigned to certain mental facul-

ties local situations in the brain, on account of the supposed

aptitude of the place to the faculty. Common sense, for ex-

ample, was placed in the forehead, because it was near the

eyes and nose ; while memory was lodged in the cerebellum,

because it lay like a storehouse behind, to receive and ac-

commodate all kinds of knowledge, tUl required to be brought

forth for use. This was not philosophy. It was the human

imagination constructing man, instead of the intellect ob-
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serving how the Creator had constituted him. Dr Gall

acted on different principles. He did not assume any men-

tal faculties, and neither did he assign to them habitations in

the brain according to his own fancy. On the contrary, he

observed, first, the manifestations of mental talents and dis-

position ; and, secondly, the form of brain which accompa-

nied each of these when strong and weak. He simply re-

ported what Nature had done. There is the same difference

between his method of proceeding and that of prior authors,

as between those of Des Cartes and Newton ; and hence it

is equally intelligible why he should have succeeded in dis-

covering truth, while they only invented ingenious errors.

Objection.—It is admitted by Phrenologists, that the func-

tions of some parts of the brain are undiscovered ; when

these are found out, they may give a new view of the uses

of the parts to which certain functions are now ascribed, and

therefore no certain conclusion can be drawn on the subject

in the present state of phrenological observations, even sup-

posing them to be all correct.

Answer.—Each organ will always manifest its own facul-

ty, whatever discoveries may be made in regard to other or-

gans. The direction may be modified, but the function will

remain unaltered. See vol. ii. p. 295-6.

Objection—It is ridiculous to suppose that the mind has

thirty-five faculties
;
why not fifty-five % or an hundred and

five \ Besides, the phrenologists have been continually al-

tering the number.

Answer.—As well may it be said to be absurd, that we
should possess exactly five senses

; why not ten or fifteen ?

The phrenologists deny all responsibility for the number of

the faculties. They admit neither fewer nor a greater num-
ber, than they find manifested in nature. Besides, authors

on mental philosophy admit as many, and some more, fa-

culties than the phrenologists. Lord Karnes, for example,
admits twenty of the phrenological faculties ; while Mr
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Dugald Stewart, in his system, ascribes more faculties to

the mind than are enumerated in the phrenological works. ^

The increase of the number of the phrenological faculties is

easily accounted for. It has invariably been stated, that the

functions of certain portions of the brain remain to be dis-

covered ; and, in proportion as this discovery proceeds, the

list of mental powers will necessarily be augmented.

Objection.—" On opening the skull and examining the

brain towards the surface, where the organs are said to be

situated, it seems to require no small share of creative fan-

cy, to see any thing more than a number of almost similar

convolutions, all composed of cineritious and medullary sub-

stance, very nearly in the same proportions, and all exhi-

biting as little difference in their form and structure, as the

convolutions of the intestine." " No phrenologist has ever

yet observed the supposed line of distinction between them ;

and no phrenologist, therefore, has ventured, in the course

of his dissections, to divide a hemisphere of the brain accu-

rately into any such number of well-marked and specific

organs."

This objection was urged by the late Dr John Barclay,

and is answered at full length by Dr A. Combe, in the Phre-

nological Transactions. A summary only of his observa-

tions can be introduced here. First, Although the objec-

tion were literally true, it is not relevant ; because it is an

admitted principle of physiology, that the form and struc-

ture of an organ are not of themselves sufficient to reveal its

functions ; no man who saw an eye, an ear, or a nostril, for

the first time (supposing it were possible for a man to be so

situated), could, merely by looking at it, infer its uses. The

most expert anatomists had looked frequently and long upon

a bundle of nervous fibres, enclosed in a common sheath,

without discovering that one set of them was the organ of

voluntary motion, and another that of feeling ; on the con-

trary, from their similarity of appearance, these nerves had,

1 See answer to Mr Jeffrey in Phrenological Journal, vol. iv. p. 30.

5
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for ages, been regarded as possessing similar functions.

Nevertheless, Sir 0. Bell and Magendie have demonstrated,

by experiment, that they possess the distinct functions of

feeling- and motion. These discoveries are discussed in vol. i.

p. 91. It may therefore competently be proved, by obser-

vation, that different parts of the brain have distinct func-

tions, although it were true that no difference of structure

could be perceived. It is now generally admitted, that the

anterior column of the spinal marrow subserves motion, and

the posterior, feeling, although the precise line of demarca-

tion between them has not been discovered.

But, 2dly^ it is not the fact that difference of appearance

is not discoverable in the convolutions. It is easy to dis-

tinguish the anterior, the middle, and posterior lobes of the

human brain from each other
;
and, were they shewn separ-

ately to a skilful phrenological anatomist, he would not mis-

take one for the other. The mental manifestations are so dif-

ferent, according as one or other of these lobes predominates

in size, that there is, even in this case, ample room for es-

tablishing the fundamental proposition, that different facul-

ties are connected with difierent parts of the brain. Farther,

many of the organs differ so decidedly in appearance, that

they could be pointed out by it alone. Dr Spurzheim says,

that he " should never confound the organ of Amativeness
with that of Philoprogenitweness ; or Philoprogenitiveness

with that of Secretiveness ; or the organ of the desire to ac-

quire with that of Benevolence or Veneration ;" and, after

having seen Dr Spurzheim' s dissections of the brain, I bear
my humble testimony to the truth of this assertion. Even
an ordinary observer, who takes a few good casts of the brain
in his hand, may satisfy himself that the anterior lobe, for
example, presents convolutions different in appearance, di-
rection, and size, from those of the middle lobe

; whHe the
latter, towards the coronal surface, presents convolutions
differing in appearance and direction from those of the pos-
terior lobe; and, above all, the cerebellum, or organ of
Amativeness, is not only widely different in structure, but is

VOL. n. ^
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separated by a strong membrane from all the other organs, and

can never be mistaken for any of them. Difference of ap-

piearance, therefore, being absolutely demonstrable, there is

much more reason on the side of the phrenologists for pre-

suming difference of function, than on that of the opponents

for maintaining unity.

Sdly, It is admitted that strong lines of demarcation

between the organs are not perceived in the brain ; but

those persons who have either seen Dr Spurzheim dissect

the brain, or have attended minutely to its impressions

on the skull, will support me in testifying, that the forms of

the organs are distinguishable, and that the mapping out is

founded in nature. To bring this to the test, the student

has only to observe the appearance of any particular organ

in a state of large development, the surrounding organs be-

ing small ; the form will then be distinctly visible. This

subject is discussed at more length in vol. i. from p. 148 to

p. 160.

Objection.—^AU parts of the brain have been injured or

destroyed without the mental faculties being affected.

Answer.—The assertion is denied : There is no philoso-

phical evidence for it. The subject is discussed at length

by Dr A. Combe, in the Phrenological Transactions. The

objection is now generally abandoned by persons who have

considered the cases, with the answers to them.

Objection.—Post-mortem examinations do not shew dis-

eased structure in the brain from Insanity.

Answer.—They frequently do so ; and when they do not,

our ignorance of the appearances in health, and our inabi-

lity to discriminate minute changes of structure, are the

causes of our perceiving nothing different from the healthy

state. Professor Christison observes, that " Some poisons

operate by irritating, destroying, or corroding the organ ;

while others neither corrode nor irritate, but make a pe-

culiar impression on the sentient extremities of the nerves,
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unaccompanied by any visible change of structure." Simi-

lar observations may be applied to the appearances of the

brain in Insanity. If the disease has been merely func-

tional, no structural change may be discernible.

Objection.—ThQ world has gone on well enough with the

philosophy of mind it already possesses, which, besides, is

consecrated by great and venerable names, while Phrenology

has neither symmetry of structure, beauty of arrangement,

nor the suffrages of the learned to recommend it. Its vo-

taries are all third-rate men—persons without scientific or

philosophical reputations. They are not entitled, therefore,

to challenge the regard of those who have higher studies to

occupy their attention.

Answer.—The world has not gone on well enough with-

out Phrenology. A fierce and general conflict of opinions is

maintained on many important subjects connected with mind,

which cannot be satisfactorily settled till the true philosophy

of man shall be discovered and understood. Criminal legisla-

tion, education and social institutions, rest in many respects on

imperfect foundations ; and at the present moment, mankind

have great need of a sound, practical, and rational system of

mental philosophy. Moreover, Phrenology being a new sci-

ence it follows that men who possess reputation in physiology

or mental philosophy appear to lose rather than gain renown,

when they confess their ignorance of the functions of the

brain and the philosophy of mind, which is a necessary pre-

lude to their adoption of Phrenology ; and the subject does

not lie directly in the department of other scientific men.

In this manner it happens, oddly enough, that those who
are most directly called upon by their situation to examine

the science, are precisely those to whom its triumph would
prove most humiliating. Locke humorously observes on
a similar occasion, " Would it not be an insufferable thino-

for a learned professor, and that which his scarlet would blush

at, to have his authority of forty years' standing, wrought
out of hard rock, Greek and Latin, with no small expense
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of time and candle, and contirnied by general tradition and
a reverend beard, in an instant overturned by an upstart

novelist ? Can any one expect that he should be made to

confess, that what he taught his scholars thirty years ago

was all error and mistake, and that he sold them hard words

and ignorance at a very dear rate ? What probabilities, I say,

are sufficient to prevail in such a case 1 And who ever, by

the most cogent arguments, will be prevailed with to disrobe

himself at once of all his old opinions, and pretences to

knowledge and learning, which, with hard study, he hath all

his time been labouring for, and turn himself out stark-naked

in quest afresh of new notions ? All the arguments that can

be used will be as little able to prevail, as the wind did with

the traveller to part with his cloak, which he held only the

faster."^ Human nature is the same now as in the days of

Locke.

There is, however, another answer to the present objec-

tion. Some individuals are born princes, dukes, or even

field-marshals ; but I am not aware that it has yet been an-

nounced that any lady was delivered of a child of genius, or

an infant of established reputation. These titles must be

earned by the display of mental superiority. But if an

individual quit the beaten track pursued by the philosophers

of his day, and introduce any discovery, although equally

stupendous and new, his reputation is necessarily involved

in its merits. Harvey was not a great man before he dis-

covered the circulation of the blood, but became such in

consequence of having done so. What was Shakspeare be-

fore the magnificence of his genius was justly appreciated ?

The author of Kenilworth represents him attending as an

humble and comparatively obscure suitor at the court of

Queen Elizabeth, and receiving a mark of favour in an Ah !

Will Shakspeare, are you there And he most appropriately

remarks, that here the immortal paid homage to the mortal.

Who would now exchange the greatness of Shakspeare for

the splendour of the proudest lord that bowed before the

1 Book iv. c. 20, sect. 11.
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Maiden Queen ? Or let us imagine Galileo, such as he was

in reality, a feeble old man, humble in rank, destitute of

political influence, unprotected by the countenance or alli-

ance of the great, poor, in short, in every thing except the

splendid gifts of a profound, original, and comprehensive .

genius—and conceive him placed at the bar of the Roman

pontiff and the seven cardinals,—men terrible in power,

invested with authority to tortui'e and kill in this world,

and, as was then believed, to damn through eternity ; men

magnificent in state, and arrogant in the imaginary posses-

sion of all the wisdom of their age—and let us say who was

then great in reputation—Galileo or his judges ? But who

is mm the idol of posterity—the old man or his persecutors ?

The case will be the same with Gall. If his discoveries of

the functions of the brain, and of the philosophy of the

mind, stand the test of examination, and prove to be a cor-

rect interpretation of nature, they will surpass, in substantial

importance to mankind, the discoveries even of Harvey,

Newton, and Galileo ; and. tliis age will in consequence be

rendered more illustrious by the introduction of Phrenology,

than by the victories of Bonaparte or of Wellington. Finally,

the assertion, that no men of note have embraced Phrenolo-

gy, is not supported by fact. Professor Uccelli of Florence

sacrificed his academical chair for Phrenology. In " The

Statistics of Phrenology, by Hewett C. Watson,"^ the most

irresistible evidence is produced that Phrenology is now
embraced " by not only a large but a highly talented and

respectable body of adherents, of whom no cause need be

ashamed." Phrenology has long been defended by the

Medico-Chirurgical Review, and more recently by the Bri-

tish and Foreign Medical Review, both of London, the best

medical journals of Britain. I earnestly recommend Mr
Watson's work to the perusal of all persons who desire to

know the real state of the science. Besides, the writings

of the phrenologists will bear a comparison in point of skill

1 Longman & Co. London, I2mo, p. 242. 1836.
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extent of information, correctness of logic, and profundity of

thought, with those of the most eminent of their opponents.

Objection.—All the disciples of Phrenology are persons

ignorant of anatomy and physiology. They delude lawyers,

divines, and merchants, who know nothing about the brain
;

but all medical men, and especially teachers of anatomy, are

so well aware of the fallacy of their doctrines, that no im-

pression is made on them. They laugh at the discoveries as

dreams.

Answer.—This objection, like many others, is remarkable

more for boldness than truth. For my own part, before

adopting Phrenology, I saw Dr Barclay, and other anatomi-

cal professors, dissect the brain repeatedly, and heard them

declare its functions to be an enigma, and acknowledge that

their whole information concerning it consisted of " names

without meaning." It is acknowledged, in an article on the

Nervous System, in No. 94 of the Edinburgh Review, quot-

ed in vol. i. p. 74, of this work, that the functions of the brain

are unknown to anatomists, and that their mode of dissecting

it is absurd. This circumstance, therefore, puts the whole

faculty, who have not studied phrenologically, completely

out of the field as authorities. The fact, however, is the

very reverse of what is stated in the foregoing objection.

Drs Gall and Spurzheim are now pretty generally admitted

to have been admirable anatomists of the brain, even by those

who disavow their physiology. Dr Vimont's Traite de Phrt-

nologie displays great anatomical attainments ; and in Mr

Watson's Statistics, ample evidence is presented that Phre-

nology is embraced by a large number of medical men all

over the British Islands.

Several other objections were replied to in the fourth

edition of this work ; but these I have not considered it ne-

cessary here to repeat.
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II. MATEKIALISM.

Three questions are comprehended under the title of ma-

terialism, and merit a distinct consideration. 1*^, Of what

substance are the minds of living creatures composed ? 2dly^

On what does mind dependfor existence? and, 2tdly, On what

is it dependent for the power of manifesting itself' in this life"?

In regard to the first question, I observe that mind in the

abstract has no existence. Individual beings who manifest

mind exist, so that the real subject of inquiry is, what

constitutes the power which manifests thought and feeling

in man and animals ? Many persons maintain that this

power inheres in no material substance, but is the attribute

of an immaterial spirit alone. When we enquire, however,

for the evidence on which their opinion is formed, it is ge-

nerally admitted that an immaterial essence cannot be seen,

tasted, perceived by smell, felt by the hand, or heard. Its

existence, therefore, cannot be proved by means of the senses ;

and much less can its substance be discovered through their

instrumentality. But it is affirmed that we are conscious of

the existence of an immaterial spirit within us which thinks

and feels. I reply that we are conscious only of thoughts and

feelings, but have no consciousness of the substance which

thinks and feels. This point is largely discussed in vol. i.,

from pages 9 to 24, to which I beg leave to refer. Con-

sciousness, then, reveals to us that a Being which thinks

and feels does exist, but it is silent concerning its elementary

composition. From not adverting to the distinction between

being conscious of the existence of a thinking Being, and

being conscious of the substance of which it consists, the po-

pular idea probably has arisen that consciousness affords sa-

tisfactory evidence that mind, as a spiritual entity, exists

independently of matter ; but as we are unconscious of the

contraction and relaxation of the muscles, we might as well
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imagine that our arms and legs are moved, not by material

organs, but by the direct impulse of spirit, as entertain the

supposition in question. The truly philosophical conclusion

is, that, by means of consciousness, we are unable to discover

of what the thinking principle is composed.

Again, it is said that matter cannot think andfeel. I pro-

fess myself incapable of refuting this assertion, because it

seems to me, that only God who created matter can tell what
it can or cannot do. This proposition begs the whole ques-

tion, and need not, therefore, be discussed.

Other individuals maintain that the brain is the mind,

and that thought and feeling are mere functions performed

by it, as motion is a function of the muscles. This class of

reasoners possess one advantage,—they are able to prove

the concomitance between the existence of the brain and

the manifestation of thought and feeling. We must admit

to them that in this life we have not seen mind manifested

without brain. But there is a deeper question behind :

Causation is discerned only by the reflecting faculties, which,

in certain circumstances, may lead us to a conviction of the

existence of something standing towards observed phenomena

in the relation of a caiise^ when they are incapable of pre-

dicating any thing concerning the substance of that some-

thing. (See vol. ii. p. 175-6.) Indeed, we have no fa-

culties calculated to give us conceptions of substance, even

that of familiar objects (see vol. ii. p. 29) ; all that we

seem capable of knowing is the existence of objects, and the

qualities which they manifest. We see a stone, when un-

supported, fall to the ground, and we call the cause of its

descent, gravitation ; but this is a name for a mere power ma-

nifested by matter, the existence of which power is made

known to us by Causality. We can form no conception of the

cause which communicates this power to matter. In like man-

ner, although we should admit that cerebral matter thinks and

feels, the question remains, What gives it the power of think-

ing and feeling ? The spiritualist asserts that an immaterial

essence is added to it, which gives it this power; but, as we

have seen, he can adduce no evidence for his opinion. On
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the other hand, the materialist affirms that the power of

thought and feeling inheres in cerebral matter itself. He
is right in saying that we see these mental acts manifested

by cerebral matter, but then, as we cannot tell what cere-

bral matter is, much less can we logically predicate what

confers on it the power of thinking and feeling. The asser-

tion that this power necessarily/ inheres in it, could be legi-

timately maintained only after we knew perfectly its essen-

tial nature, which probably God only understands. In the

present state of our knowledge this opinion is as completely

unsupported by evidence, as the affirmation that it is the ad-

dition of an immaterial spirit which confers on cerebral mat-

ter the attribute of thought. In short, it appears to me that

we cannot, by observation and reason, ascertain what it is

that confers on cerebral matter the powers which it mani-

fests.

This argument is very ably stated by the author of

" Remarks suggested by the reading of Mr Taylor's Let-

ter to the Lord Provost, &c. of Edinburgh, offering him-
self as a candidate for the Logic Chair," 1836.—" Phi- -

losophers," says he, " are now beginning to discover a

glimpse of the truth, that Mind and Matter, which they

have along assumed to be real existences, are only the NAMES,
and nothing more than the names, of certain classifications

of human ideas; there being within the scope of man's
knowledge no such thing as Matter, independently of the

different material objects of human perception, or of the in-

dividual elementary particles that compose them ; and there
being, on the other hand, no such thing as Mind, indepen-
dently of the different individual beings that feel, think, and
will. To compare, therefore, together Mind and Matter, in
the abstract, as antagonist principles, having no common pro-
perty, as philosophers and theologians have always done, is

really, it appears to me, with all deference to the opinions
of the gi-eat men who have wasted their energies upon it,

one of the most futile operations in which the mind of man
can be engaged, for it is a comparison of nonentities. There
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are no such things as extension, solidity, and resistance,

form, size, colour, sound, or smell, different or separate from
the material objects that exhibit them ; and all that can be

legitimately predicated of them is, that they are attributes,

qualities, or properties, not of the abstract essence, or sub-

stance, called matter, but simply of the particular stock, stone,

pigment, earth, metal, or gas, that is the immediate object of

thought." P. 10. " Thought and feeling are, equally with

extension and solidity, qualities of concrete beings, and man-

kind have no knowledge of any other than concrete beings

that possess such powers. Reflection, indeed, upon con-

sciousness, has brought thinking men to the conclusion, that

their powers of thinking, feeling, and willing, are the attri-

butes, not of theii' whole being indiscriminately, but of their

brain exclusively; but beyond this their means of inquiry

cannot carry them. It is the concrete being lodged Avithin

the skull (the concrete being, and not the abstraction called

Mind) that feels, thinks, and wills ; but what are the ele-

ments that compose that concrete ? and what is the principle

or mainspring of its activity ? are questions that no man can

answer.'' P. 14.

The second question is, On what is the power of feeling

and thought dependent for existence ? All the knowledge

which we possess concerning the nature of this power, is not

sufficient to enable us to answer the question. The only re-

sponse that can philosophically be given, is, that it depends

for its existence on the will of the Being who created it.

The third question is. On what is the power of feeling

and thought dependent for manifesting itselfin this life? It

appears to me that facts demonstrate that its capability of

manifesting itself in this world depends on the condition of

the organization. When, therefore, I say "that the men-

tal qualities and capacities are dependent upon the bodily

constitution," the sentence should be completed, " not for

existence, but for the power of acting in this material world."

This explanation has been frequently stated in the phreno-
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loo-ical books ; and it should be remembered, as its repeti-

tion would be tedious.

According to these views, the question of Materialism is

one of no practical importance. If the power of manifest-

ing the mind in this life depends on the condition of the cor-

poreal organization, and especially on that of the brain, it

follows that, for every state of thought and feeling, there

must be a corresponding state of the brain, and that it is

impossible for human beings to operate on the minds of

other human beings except through the instrumentality of

organs, and subject to the laws imposed by the Creator on

the organic system. It will become, therefore, the interest

and the duty of all persons to perfect the brain as the means

of improving the mental manifestations, equally whether

they embrace the spiritual or the material hypothesis. The

assumption or denial of the existence of an immaterial spi-

rit, distinct from organization, is the expression of an opi-

nion concerning merely the ultimate cause of the mental

manifestations, a point which leads to no practical result,

and seems, moreover, to be placed as completely bej'^ond the

reach of our faculties as the discovery of the ultimate cause

of gravitation. It has been well remarked, that one philo-

sopher may assume the cause of gravitation to be in its na-

ture spiritual, and another, material ; and that yet both, while

they remain in this world, will be equally subject to its in-

fluence, will equally find it their interest to attend to its

operations, and be equally capable of applying its powers to

useful purposes : and the same may be predicated in regard

to our assumptions concerning the ultimate cause of the

mental manifestations.

The objection that Phrenology leads to materialism, how-
ever, has been so frequently urged against it in popu-

lar forms, that it demands some farther consideration. A
few observations will suffice, for it appears singularly unphi-

losophical, even upon the most superficial consideration.

Phrenology, viewed as the assertion of certain physical facts,

cannot, if unfounded, logically lead to any result, except the
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disgrace and mortification of its supporters. On such a sup-
position, it cannot overturn religion, or any other truth ; be-
cause, by the constitution of the human intellect, error con-

stantly tends to resolve itself into nothing, and to sink into

oblivion
; while truth, having a real existence, remains per-

manent and impregnable. In this view, then, the objection,

that Phrenology leads to materialism, is absurd. If, on the

other hand, the science is held to be a true interpretation of
nature, and if it be urged, that, nevertheless, it leads fairly

and logically to materialism, then the folly of the objection

is equally glaring ; for it resolves itself into this,—that ma-

terialism is the constitution of nature, and that Phrenology

is dangerous, because it makes this constitution known.

The charge assumes a still more awkward appearance in

one shape in which it is frequently brought forward. The
objector admits that the mind uses the body as an instrument

of communication with external nature, and maintains that

this fact does not necessarily lead to materialism. In this I

agree with him ; but I cannot perceive how it should lead

nearer to this result, to hold that each faculty manifests it-

self by a particular organ, than to believe that the whole

mind acts by means of the whole body, or the whole brain.

In short, in whatever point of view Phrenology is regarded,

whether as true or false, the objection of materialism is fu-

tile and unphilosophical ; and one must regret that it should

have been brought forward in the name of religion, because

every imbecile and unfounded attack against philosophy, made

in this sacred name, tends to diminish the respect with which

it should always be invested.

But let us consider more closely the nature and extent of

the point in dispute, and of the real effect of our decision up-

on it. The question, as already mentioned, is, Whether the

substance of which the thinking principle is composed be

matter or spirit? And the effect of our decision, let it

be observed, is not to alter the nature of that substajice, what-

ever it be, but merely to adopt an opinion consonant with, or

adverse to, a fact in nature over which we have no control.
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Mind, with all its faculties and functions, has been mani-

fested by man and animals since the creation, and will be

manifested till the races become extinct, and no opinion of

ours, concerning the cause of the phenomena, can have the

least influence over that cause itself. The mind is invested

by nature with all its properties, and these it will possess,

and manifest, and maintain, let men think, and speak, and

write what they will concerning its substance. If the Author

of nature has invested the mind with the quality of endless ex-

istence, it will, to a certainty, flourish in immortal youth, in

spite of every appearance of premature decay. If, on the other

hand. He has limited its existence to this passing scene, and

decreed that it shall perish when the animating principle

passes from the body, then all our conjectures, argviments,

discussions, and assertions, respecting its immortality, will

not add one day to its existence. The opinions of man,

therefore, concerning the substance of the mind can have no

influence whatever in changing or modifying that substance

itself; and if so, as little can these opinions undermine the

constitution of the mind, or its relations to time and eternity,

on which, as their foundations, morality and religion must,

and do, rest as on an immutable basis. According to Phre-

nology, morality and natural religion originate in, and ema-

nate from, the primitive constitution of the mental powers

themselves. Faculties and organs of Benevolence, Hope,

Veneration, Justice, and Reflection exist. Now, our be-

lieving that the mind will die with the body, will not pluck

these sentiments and powers from the soul ; nor can our be-

lieving the mind to be immortal implant a single one more
of them in our constitution. They would all remain the

same in functions and constitution, and render virtue amiable,

and vice odious, although we should believe the mind to be

made of dust, just as they Avould do were we to believe it to

be a more immediate emanation from the Deity himself.

In short, this question of materialism is one of the most
vain, trivial, and uninteresting that ever engaged the human
intellect ; and nothing can be more unphilosophical, and
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more truly detrimental to the interests of morality and re-

ligion, than the unfounded clamour, or cant, shall I call it,

which has been poured from the periodical journals about

the dangers attending it. A manly intellect, instead of

bowing before prejudice, would dissipate it, by shewing that

the question is altogether an illusion, and that, adopt what
opinion we will, concerning the substance of the mind, every

attribute belonging to it must remain unaltered and unim-
paired. ^

The solution of this question, therefore, is not only un-

important, but impossible ; and this leads me to observe,

that no idea can be more erroneous than that which supposes

the dignity and future destiny of man as an immortal being,

to depend, of necessity, on the substance of which he is

made.

Let us allow to the materialist, for the sake of argument,

that the brain is the mind, and that medullary matter thinks,

—What then ? If, in fact, it does so, it must be the best

possible substance for thinking, just because the Creator se-

lected it for the purpose, and endowed it with this property.

In this argument, the religious constantly forget, that the

same Omnipotent hand made the brain which created the

mind and the universe itself, and that, in the dedication of

every cerebral convolution to its objects, be they thinking or

any other process, the DivineWisdom is as certainly exercised

as in impressing motion on the planets, or infusing light and

heat into the sun. If, therefore, defacto, God has made the

brain to think, we may rest assured that it is exquisitely and

perfectly adapted for this purpose, and that His objects in

creating man will not be defeated, on account of His having

chosen a wrong substance, out of which to constitute the

thinking principle. But what are His objects in creating

^ Lord Brougham indeed maintains, that, in this life, " the mind is dif-

ferent from, and independent of, inatter altogether." (Discourse of Natural

T/ieoloffy, p. 107) ; but this intenable assertion has been already adverted

to in vol. i. pages 9 to 24.
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man ? This brings us to the jet of the question at once. Mr

La>vi-ence, it is said, founds no moral doctrine on his opi-

nions regarding the essence of the mind ; but other materi-

alists, who make these opinions the foundation of atheism,

wish us to believe that the best evidence of the Divine inten-

tion in creating the human soul, is to be found by discover-

ing the substance of which it is made ; and they insinuate,

that, if it be immaterial, the conclusion necessarily foUows,

that it is intended for magnificent destinies, while, if it be

composed of a rude and vulgar stuff, it must be intended on-

ly to inhabit this lower world. Here, however, sense and

logic equally fail them : for no principle in philosophy is

more certain than that, from all the knowledge which we

are capable of attaining concerning any substance, we can in-

fer nothing touching the end for which it is fitted. Exhibit

to a human being every variety of imaginable essence, and if

you allow him to know no more of its properties than he can

discover from examining its constituent parts, he will be ut-

terly incapable of telling whether it is calculated to endure for

a day, or last to eternity. The materialist, therefore, is not

entitled, even from the supposed admission that cerebral

matter thinks, to conclude that the human being is not im-

mortal. The true way of discovering for what end man
has been created, is to look to the qualities with which he

has been endowed, trusting that the substance of which he

is composed will be found perfectly suited to the objects of

his creation. When we inquire into his qualities, we find

the thinking principle in him to differ, not only in de-

gree, but in kind, from that of the lower animals. The lat-

ter have no faculty of justice, to indicate to them that the

unrestrained manifestation of Destructiveness or Acquisi-

tiveness is wrong
; they have no sentiments of Wonder and

Veneration to prompt them to seek a God whom they may
adore ; they have no faculty of Hope, pointing out futurity

as an object of ceaseless contemplation, and leading them to

expect a life beyond the grave
; and, indeed, several of the

convolutions of the brain, which in man form the organs of
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these sentiments, appear not to exist in the lower animals.

The organs also, which in man serve to manifest the fa-

culties of Reflection, are, in the lower animals, eminently de-

ficient ; and their understanding, in exact correspondence

with this fact, is so limited as to be satisfied with little know-

ledge, and to be insensible to the comprehensive design and

glories of creation. Man, then, being endowed with qua-

lities which are denied to the lower creatures, we arc entitled,

by a legitimate exercise of reflection (the subject being be-

yond the region of the external senses), to conclude, that he

is designed for another and a higher destiny than is to be al-

lotted to them, whatever be the essence of his mind.

These principles enable us to dispose of an objection which

was long ago stated by Dr Barclay, and has since been re-

peated by many other opponents, and yet is in itself very

absurd. Dr Barclay's hypothesis is, that the mind fashions

the organs. If it is impossible to discover the substance of

which the mind is composed, it is equally impracticable to

tell whether the faculties determine the size of the organs,

or the organs limit the power of the faculties. Some of the

difiiculties with which Dr Barclay's notions are beset are the

following :—If an immaterial mind fashions the organs, then

God bestows idiotic minds, insane minds, stupid minds, and

viciously disposed minds, on different individuals ; and these

make bad organs :—a doctrine which appears fully m.ore ob-

jectionable than the theory, that we know nothing of the

nature of the ultimate cause of thought and feeling ; but

that the manifestations of the mental powers and dispositions,

in this life, are aff'ected by the state of the organs. On the

former supposition, human eff"orts can do nothing to ameli-

orate the condition of the mind ; for the immaterial principle

is beyond our reach, and until we modify it, no change in the

organs can take place. On the latter hypothesis, we are

encouraged with hopes of success to do our best ; for it as-

sumes that the imperfections lie in the organs, which are

subject to modification by means of propagation and exercise.
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According to this view, also, insanity is not a disease of an

immaterial principle, but an affection of the organs, which

may be cured by medicine. See FhrenolorjicalJournal, vol.

ii. p. 149.

An extensive discussion of the subject of Materialism will

be found in The Phrenological Journal, vol. xv, pp. 87, 294,

315, 343-5-6-7-8, 373-5, and in vol. xvi. p. 40.

III. ON THE EFFECTS OF INJURIES OF THE BRAIN ON

THE MANIFESTATIONS OF THE MIND.

In the former Editions of this work, I inserted a treatise

on this subject by Dr A. Combe ; but as the best medical

authors have now abandoned the objections founded on these

injuries, I consider it unnecessary here to repeat Dr Combe's

answers. They will be found at full length in the Transac-

tions of the Phrenological Society. I beg to refer also to the

Phrenological Journal, vol. xi. p. 331.

CONCLUSION.

( To the Second Edition.)

In the Introduction to this workj it is observed, that, " in

surveying the philosophy of man, as at present exhibited to

us in the writings of philosophers, we perceive, Jirsf, That

no account is given of the influence of the material organs

on the manifestations of the mental powers ; that the pro-

gress of the mind from youth to age, and the phenomena of

sleep, dreaming, idiocy, and insanity, are left unexplained

or unaccounted for
;
secondly, That the existence and func-

tions of some of the most important primitive faculties are

still in dispute ; and, thirdly, That no light has been thrown

on the nature and effects of combinations of the primitive

powers in different degrees of relative proportion. It is,

with great truth, therefore, that Monsieur De Bonald, quoted

VOL. n. j)d
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by Mr Stewart, observes, that " diversity of doctrine has in-

creased from age to age, with the number of masters, and
with the progress of knowledge ; and Europe, which at

present possesses libraries filled with philosophical works,

and which reckons up almost as many philosophers as writers

;

poor in the midst of so much riches, and uncertain, with the

aid of all its guides, which road it should follow
; Europe,

the centre and focus of all the lights of the world, has yet its

philosophy only in expectation."

May I hope that Phrenology will appear to the attentive

reader calculated to supply the deficiency here pointed out,

and to furnish Europe, at last, with the Philosophy so long

in expectation ?

Hitherto the writings of Dr Gall have been little known
to the British public, except through the medium of hostile

reviews ; and the most unmeasured ridicule and abuse have

been poured out against them, as if they were a disgrace to

the century in which they were produced : His fellow-labourer

Dr Spurzheim has sustained an equal share of this unmerited

storm. In preparing the present volume for the press, I

have drawn largely from the works of both of these authors
;

in many instances I have compared their statements of

fact with nature, sifted their arguments, and weighed de-

liberately their conclusions ; and I now feel it an impera-

tive duty to state, that the present generation has, in my
humble judgment, re-acted, in their cases, the scenes Avhich

have attached so deep a stigma to the ages of Galileo and

Harvey. The discoveries of the revolution of the globe,

and the circulation of the blood, were splendid displays of

genius, interesting and beneficial to mankind ; but their re-

sults, compared with the consequences which must inevitably

follow from Dr Gall's discovery of the functions of the brain

(embracing, as it does, the true theory of the animal, moral,

and intellectual constitution of man), sink into relative in-

significance. Looking forward to the time when the real na-

ture and ultimate effects of Dr Gall's discovery shall be fully

recognised, I cannot entertain a doubt that posterity will
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manifest as eager a desire to render honour to his memory,

as his contemporaries have shewn to treat himself with in-

dignity and contempt. If the present work shall tend in any

degree to rouse the public attention to his merits, and to ex-

cite the philosophers of England to do him justice ere he

die, it will accomplish one great end of its publication. Let

them at last lay aside the prejudice which has so long kept

them back from looking with their own eyes into his works,

and from appealing, with the lights which he affords, to Na-

ture, as the standard by which to try the merits of his pre-

tensions. If they will examine, they will find that a fortu-

nate thought opened up to him a vast region of discovery,

and that he has displayed gigantic powers in prosecuting

it to its results ; that, instead of being an ignorant pre-

tender to knowledge, he is a man of profound and solid eru-

dition
;

that, so far from being a reckless theorist, he is the

most stubborn adherent to fact that has perhaps ever ap-

peared in the annals of mental philosophy ; and that, instead

of being characterized by a weak understanding and bewil-

dered imagination, he manifests an intellect at once profound,

regulated, and comprehensive.

Dr Spurzheim's works and lectures have rendered him
better known in this country, and the force of truth has for

some years been operating in his favour. No reviewer would
now reckon it creditable, to use the terms so unceremoniously

applied to him in 1815 ; but a gi-eat debt of respect and
gratitude remains to be paid by Britain and the world to Dr
Spurzheim. The gi*eat discovery of Phrenology, and the an-

nouncement ofmany of its applications, unquestionablybelong

to Dr Gall ; but to Dr Spurzheim is due the praise of early

appreciating its importance, and of fearlessly dedicating his

life to the enlargement of its boundaries and the dissemination

of its principles, at a time when neither honour nor emolu-
ment, but on the contrary obloquy and censure, were be-

stowed on its adherents. In admiring the science as it now
appears, it becomes us to recollect also, that we owe much of
its excellence and interest to this gifted individual. He has
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enriched it with valuable anatomical discoveries, ascertained

the functions of several highly important organs, shed over

it the lights of a refined and analytic philosophy, and pointed

out important fields of its application. With profound

gratitude and respect, therefore, I acknowledge myself in-

debted to him for the greatest gift which it was possible for

one individual to confer on another,—a knowledge of the

true Philosophy of Man.

To the Reverend David Welsh, Mr W. Scott, Mr Simpson,

Mr Lyon, and Dr Andrew Combe, fellow-labourers with me
in Phrenology, I owe many obligations. In availing myself

freely of the lights which they have struck out, it has been

my constant wish to acknowledge the source of my informa-

tion ; but if amidst the habitual interchange of ideas with

which they have honoured me, their views have, in any

instance, been amalgamated with my own thoughts, and

their authors forgotten, I solicit their forgiveness, assuring

them that inadvertency alone has been the cause of any such

mistakes.

Edinburgh, October 1825.

POSTSCRIPT TO THE THIRD EDITION.

Since the foregoing observations were written, Dr Gall

has been numbered with the dead. Like many other bene-

factors of mankind, he has died without his merits being ac-

knowledged, or rewarded, by the " great in literature and

science" of his own age ; but he possessed the consciousness

of having presented to the world one of the most valuable

discoveries that ever graced the annals of philosophy, and

enjoyed the delight of having opened up to mankind a career

of improvement, physical, moral, and intellectual, to which

the boldest imagination can at present prescribe no limits.

0
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This appears to be the reward which Providence assigns to

men eminently gifted with intellectual superiority ; and we

may presume that it is wisely suited to their nature. A
great duty remains for posterity to perform to the memory

of Dr Gall, and I cannot entertain a doubt that in due time

it will be amply discharged.

It gives me the greatest satisfaction to renew, after five

years' additional experience, the acknowledgment ofmy high-

est gratitude and esteem for Dr Spurzheim ; and to express

my earnest wish that Britain may, by suitable encourage-

ment, retain him permanently to herself.

Edinburgh, October 1830.

POSTSCRIPT TO THE FOURTH EDITION.

It is painful in no ordinary degree now to speak of Dr

Spurzheim in the past tense ; but since the third edition of

this work was printed, he too has been called away. He
died at Boston, U. S. on the 10th of November 1832, while

zealously engaged in communicating the invaluable truths

of Phrenology to a people in every respect worthy of the

doctrine, and of the man who came among them to teach

it. The citizens of Boston, and of the United States gene-

rally, justly appreciated the talents and moral worth of this

excellent philosopher. They honoured him while alive, gave

him a public funeral, and erected a beautifully appropriate

monument to his memory in Auburn Cemetery. In ex-

pressing my heartfelt sorrow for his loss, I render a sincere

tribute of respect and gratitude to them for the kindness

with which they received him, and the honour with which

they enshrined his mortal remains.

Edinburgh, 31si October 1836.
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POSTSCRIPT TO THE FIFTH EDITION.

Since the 31st October 1836, I have visited Germany,

and the United States of North America, and have endea-

voured to multiply my observations, and also to correct the

views, and to enlarge the number of facts, published in the

former editions of this work. It remains with the reader to

judge how far 1 have been successful.

Edinburgh, 31si March 1843.
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No. I.

Text, page 20.

The Brain the Organ of the Mind.

Dr Gall supports the proposition that the brain is the organ of

the mind, by a number of facts in addition to those mentioned in

the text. A lady of distinguished talent fell and wounded the

back of her head ; from this time she was subject to periodical fits

of madness, and gradually lost her intellectual brilliancy—A man

whom Dr Gall saw at Pforzheim, in the Grand Duchy of Baden,

had his frontal bone fractured at the age of six years, and in con-

sequence became liable to periodical fits of fury.—In another, resid-

ing at Weil, near Stuttgard, a portion of the skull was depressed

by a blow from a stone. Before this accident, he bore the reputation

of a peaceful citizen, but after recovery his friends were surprised

to find his character entirely changed ;—though formerly so mild

and g-ood-natured, he was now a troublesome brawler. Dr Gall

preserved his skull, which is thick and very dense, thus shewing

how much the brain had been affected,^—Father Mabillon had a

very limited capacity in early youth, insomuch that, at the age of

eighteen, he could neither read nor write, and hardly even speak.

In consequence of a fall, it became necessary to trepan his skull :

during his convalescence a copy of Euclid fell into his hands, and

he made rapid progress in the study of mathematics. ^—Dr Gall

mentions also the case of a lad who, up to his thirteenth year, was

incorrigibly dull, having fallen from a staircase and wounded his

head, he afterwards, when cured, pursued his studies with distin-

guished success.—Another young man, when at the age of fourteen

or fifteen, was equally unpromising-, but fell from a stair in Copen-

1 Gall, ii. 174. ' id. p. 176.
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hagen, and subsequently manifested great vigour of tlie intellectual

faculties. Nor was this the full extent of the change. Before the

accident, his moral character was unexceptionable ; but latterly it

became so bad as to deprive him of an important situation, and
ultimately to consign him to prison.—Gretry tells of himself in

his Memoirs, that he was indebted for his musical genius to a vio-

lent blow inflicted on his head by a falling beam of wood.—Haller

speaks of an idiot who, having been seriously wounded on the head,

manifested intelligence while the injury was unhealed, but relapsed

into imbecility as soon as the cure was complete.^—Dr Caldwell

mentions the case of a mechanic, near Lexington, Kentucky, whose

intellectual powers were greatly augmented by " an inflammatory

action of the brain resulting from a mechanical injury." A similar

change, he adds, " took place on one of the sons of the late Dr
Priestley. A fracture of the skull, produced by a fall from a two-

story window, improved not a little the character of his intellect.

For a knowledge of this fact I am indebted to the Doctor himself."

^

—A young man who had received a considerable wound near the

temporal bone was trepanned by Acrel. When cured, he felt an

irresistible propensity to steal, although formerly no such disposi-

tion had existed : Acrel procured his liberation from prison by

attributing this troublesome inclination to the effects of the wound.

^

—There is in Dr Gall's collection a cast of the head of a relative

of his own, whose brain was injured by the fall of a tile : before

the accident tliis person was good-natured, pacific, and regular in

his habits, but afterwards became eccentric, quarrelsome, and apt

to fly into a passion at the slightest contradiction.* Mr Hood of

Kilmarnock has published similar cases. A man was waylaid and

struck severely on the head with a pair of tongs, which penetrated

to a considerable depth into his brain at the situation of the left

organ of Cautiousness ; subsequently to this he manifested an un-

usual degree of timidity. Another individual had his skull frac-

tured by falling from a stage-coach, the injury extending over

the organs of Destructiveness and Combativeness ; and his temper

in consequence became more irritable than before.^ Little is yet

known concerning the manner in which the injuries produced these

effects. See Phrenological Journal, vol. xii. p. 285.

1 Gall, i. 215, 216; v. 1£0.

- Caldwell's Elements of Phrenology, 2Ci ^dit. ^. Q'2, QS.

^ Gall, i. 4.50. * Phren. Journ. vii. 33.

0 Id. ii. 75. et seq.
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No. II.

Text, page 181.

Objections to Dr Spurzheim's Classification of the Mental Fa-

culties. By Robert Cox. Abridged from the Phrenological

Journal, vol. x. p. 154.

Every mental faculty is capable of acting in various forms ; in

other words, it may exist in different states, each giving rise to

a distinct variety of consciousness—a distinct affection of the

raind.^ The sense of feeling, for example, is one of the funda-

mental faculties, but the consciousness resulting from its activity

is modified according to the particular state in which its organs

happen to be, from the influence of some external or internal

cause. Thus, when we hold our fingers near the fire, the sen-

sation of heat arises, and this is one affection or mode of action

of the faculty. If we prick the skin with a needle, the affection

is that of pain : tickle the soles of the feet, and the sensation of

itching follows : dip the hands into melting snow, and the sen-

sation of cold is experienced. All these affections, it will be ob-

served, are referrible to one faculty alone
; they are modes of

action of a single power.

The affections or modes of action of the fundamental powers

are divided by Dr Spurzheim into qualitive and quantitive affec-

tions ; that is to say, first, those which differ in kind, as the

sensation of heat differs from the sensations of pain, cold, and

itching
; and, secondly, those which differ in intensity or power.

The sense of taste, for example, is, like that of feeling, subject

to modifications, giving rise to different affections or states of

consciousness. According to the nature of the substances taken

into the mouth, the affection is that of sweetness, bitterness,

sourness, acritude, and so on. These are qualitive affections of

a single faculty—affections different in kind, and not merely in

1 I employ the word affection as it is used by Dr Spurzheim, " solely accord-

ing to its etymology, to indicate the different states of being affected of the

fundamental powers." See his Philosophical Principles of Phrenology, p. 43,
In this section the last (American) editions of Dr Spurzheim's works are
quoted.
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degree. The sense of smell, in like manner, is modified when
stimulated by different odoriferous substances ; and that of hear-

ing is variously affected by different sounds, as shrill, grave,

creaking, and whistling. So also the sentiments of pride and

contempt are two qualitive affections of the single faculty of

Self-Esteem.

The qiiantitive affections are no other than the qualitive exist-

ing at different points in the scale of intensity, quantity, or

power ; a single qualitive affection often receiving different

names, according to its degree of force. Thus, one general

qualitive affection receives at various points in the scale of in-

tensity the names of velleity, desire, longing, and passion ; one

general qualitive affection of Acquisitiveness or Love of Appro-

bation is called at a cei'tain point pleasure, at another joy, and

at a third ecstasy ; while another general qualitive affection of

the same faculties is termed on one occasion pain, on another

grief, and on a third wretchedness or misery. The special qua-

litive affection of Cautiousness called fear includes the quantitive

affections of wariness, apprehension, anxiety, terror, and panic.

It happens with many of the faculties that their affections are

of two kinds : Ist, an inclination or propensity to act in a parti-

cular way
;

and, 2dli/, certain emotions or sentiments which ac-

company, but are easily distinguishable from, propensity. Thus,

one affection of Acquisitiveness is an inclination to take posses-

sion of property and to hoard it up, while another is the senti-

ment of greed. Self-Esteem is the source of an inclination to

wield authority,- and at the same time of the emotion which its

name denotes, including the various quantitive affections of self-

satisfaction, self-reliance, self-importance, pride, and overween-

ing arrogance. Contempt, which is a qualitive affection of the

same faculty, falls, like the emotion named self-esteem, within

the second or sentimental class of affections. Upon the existence

of these two kinds of affections Dr Spurzheim has founded an im-

portant part of his classification.

Gall and Spurzheim agree in dividing the mental faculties into

two great orders ; the first comprehending what are termed the dis-

positions, and the second the powers of the understanding. This

division has been recognised from the remotest antiquity, under

the names of soul and spirit (I'ame et V esprit), will and understand-

ing, the moral and intellectual faculties, heart and head. Dr
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Spurzheim calls the former the feelings or affective faculties,^ of

which, says he, " the essential nature is to feel emotions ;"2 and the

latter the intellectual faculties, whose " essential nature is to pro-

cure knowledge."^ To the designation intellectual faculties it ap-

pears impossible to object ; but as it is by no means evident that

emotions are peculiar to the faculties called affective, the use of

that term, as defined by Dr Spurzheim, seems to be improper. In

fact, many general emotions are modes of action of the intellectual

as well as of the affective powers. Every faculty, without excep-

tion, desires ; and what is desire but an emotion ? Every faculty

experiences pleasure and pain, and are not these emotions ? Take

the sense of taste as an example. This, being an intellectual fa-

culty, experiences, according to Dr Spurzheim, no emotion
; but,

as Dr Hoppe of Copenhagen has already inquired, " when we sit

down, delighting in the dainties of a well-stored table, is not then

the working of the sense wholly affective I propose, therefore,

to define the affective faculties as those of which the essential na-

ture is to feel emotions, or inclinations, or both, but which do not

procure knowledge.

Dr Spurzheim' s classification, however, does not stop here.

" Both orders of the cerebral functions," says he, " may be sub-

divided into several genera, and each genus into several species.

Some affective powers produce only desires, inclinations, or in-

stincts ; I denominate them by the general title propensities. The
name propensities, then, is only applied to indicate internal im-

pulses which invite to certain actions. They correspond with the

instincts or instinctive powers of animals. There are other affec-

tive faculties," he continues, " which are not confined to inclination

alone, but have something superadded that may be styled sentiment.

Self-Esteem, for instance, produces a certain propensity to act

;

but, at the same time, feels another emotion or affection which is

not merely propensity." ^ The affective faculties named by Dr
Spurzheim propensities, are Amativeness, Philoprogenitiveness,

Inhabitiveness, Adhesiveness, Combativeness, Destructiveness,

Secretiveness, Acquisitiveness, and Constructiveness
; those which

he calls sentiments are Self-Esteem, Love of Approbation, Cau-
tiousness, Benevolence, Veneration, Firmness, Conscientiousness,

1 Phrenology, p. 131. 2 pj^^^ p,.,.„ of Phren., p. 48.
3 Phil. Prin. of Phren. p. hi. * Pkren. Jour. iv. 308,
' P.irenoloffi/, p. Liil,
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Hope, Marvellousness, Ideality, Mirthfulncss or Gayness, and
Imitation.

To Dr Spurzheim's division of the affective faculties into Pro-
pensities, or mere tendencies to certain modes of action,—and Sen-
timents, which are propensities with emotions superadded, I offer

no objection, except that, as will be shewn in the sequel, a third

genus ought to be introduced. But when the claims of the indivi-

dual faculties to be ranked in one or other of the subdivisions are

narrowly scrutinized, I fear that much inaccuracy becomes appa-

rent.

Judging from the present state of our knowledge of the fun-

damental powers of the mind, the whole of the affective faculties,

with the exception of only five, seem entitled to be called senti-

ments, taking that word as it is defined by Dr Spurzheim. These

five exceptions I conceive to be

—

1st, Constructiveness, which is

understood to be a mere inclination or tendency to fashion or

configurate, without, so far as I can see, any special emotion su-

peradded to it ; 2(iZy, Imitation, which is in exactly the same pre-

dicament, though classed as a sentiment by Dr Spurzheim
;
and,

finally, Love of Approbation, Hope, and Ideality, which appear

to be mere special emotions, superadded to no propensity what-

ever. Except these five, I repeat, the whole affective faculties

seem to be propensities, tendencies, or inclinations, having emo-

tions annexed to them. This position it will be proper to de-

monstrate in detail. In taking a survey of the faculties, I shall

notice, first, the sort of actions to which they give a tendency ;

and, secondly, the simple affections or emotions by which that

tendency is accompanied.

Amativeness includes both a tendency to act in a particular

way, and a concomitant emotion. The former is the tendency to

propagate, and inclination to acts of dalliance in general ; while

the latter is the emotion of sexual love. This faculty, therefore,

falls within Dr Spurzheim's definition of a sentiment.

Of Philoprogenitiveness the same is true. The tendency is an

inclination to associate with children, and the emotion is love of

young.

Adhesiveness is a tendency to associate with our fellow-crea-

tures generally, and the corresponding emotion is love or attach-

ment between friends. This emotion never exists except in com-

bination with a desire to be in the society of the person beloved.

The next faculty is usually named Combativeness ;
but, for
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reasons elsewhere published,i I conceive that Opposiveness is a

more accurate term. The propensity is not in all cases a ten-

dency to fight, but a general inclination to oppose. The emo-

tion of which the mind is conscious when this tendency acts, is

boldness or courage.

Destructiveness is a tendency to injure. The superadded

emotion has no name that I am aware of, except when high in

the scale of quantitive affections. Ferocity is then the appellation

which it receives. The emotion is an ingredient in various com-

pound affections, such as anger, jealousy, malice, and envy.

Alimentiveness may be regarded as a propensity to eat and

drink. Hunger and thirst are not usually referred to this organ ;

but these seem to be merely the sentimental affections which ac-

company the desire to feed.

Secretiveness is an inclination to conceal. The emotion, like

that of Destructiveness, receives a name only when it is strong.

Slyness and suspicion are emotions of this faculty in a state of

vigorous action.

Acquisitiveness is a tendency to acquire and hoard property.

Cupidity or greed is the emotion when it is very powerful.

Constructiveness is a tendency to fashion. As already ob-

served, no special emotion accompanies its activity ; so that it is

entitled to be called a propensity in Dr Spurzheim's sense of that

word.

Self-esteem is the name of the emotion arising from the organ

No. 10. Self-complacency is almost synonymous with it ; and

pride is the emotion higher in the scale of quantitive affections of

the faculty. The corresponding propensity is a tendency to take

the lead, to exercise authority, to attend to self-interest and

self-gratification, to prefer one's self to other people.

Love of Approbation is an emotion which assumes the name of

vanity when in excess. It seems doubtful whether any propen-

sity accompanies it. Shame is an affection of this power.

Cautiousness is the emotion of wariness, and, when powerful,

of fear. The propensity is, to take precautions against danger.

Benevolence is surely not less a propensity than Destructive-

ness, and no reason appears why they should be classified diffe-

rently. It is a tendency to increase the enjoyment and diminish

the misery of sentient beings. The emotions accompanying this

tendency are good-will and compassion.

1 Sec Phrcn. Journ., vol. ix. p. 147.
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Veneration is a propensity to act with deference, submission,
or respect, towards our fellow-men,_to obey those in autho-
rity, and to worship the Supreme Being. The emotion is well
expressed by the words veneration and deference, and when in
great vigour is called devotion.

Firmness I consider to be a tendency to persist in conduct,
opinion, and purpose. Resolution is the name which its emotion
receives.

Conscientiousness seems to be a propensity to give every man
his due. The emotion is the sentiment of justice ; and the actions

prompted by it are honest, candid, just.

Hope is a mere emotion, unaccompanied by any propensity.

It can hardly be said to give rise, except indirectly, to a tendency

to act in a speculative manner. Ac(juisitiveness, modified by the

emotion of Hope, appears to do this.

With Ideality no propensity appears to be connected. There
is only the lively emotion of the beautiful and sublime.

Wonder is clearly an emotion, but whether no inclination is

associated with it may perhaps be doubted. Is it not, for example,

a propensity to exaggerate ?

The emotion of the ludicrous is accompanied by a propensity to

act comically.—Imitation is a mere propensity, without any special

emotion whatever.

This concludes the list of the affective faculties. If we take

the guidance of the principle by which Dr Spurzheim was led,

they ought, I think, to be divided into three genera instead of two

—the first including those faculties which give rise to tendencies

as well as emotions ; the second, those which are tendencies with-

out emotions ; and the third, those which are emotions without

tendencies. In the first genus, therefore, we ought to rank Ama-

tiveness, Philoprogenitiveness, Adhesiveness, Opposiveness, De-

structiveness, Secretiveness, Acquisitiveness, Self-Esteem, Cau-

tiousness, Benevolence, Veneration, Firmness, Conscientiousness,

Wonder, and Mirthfulness or the sentiment of the ludicrous. In

the second genus—that of tendencies without emotions—I would

place Constructiveness and Imitation ; and in the third, com-

prehending mere emotions, the faculties of Hope and Ideality, and

perhaps also Love of Approbation. Such appears to be the

classification of the affective faculties, on Dr Spurzheim's principle,

warranted by the present state of phrenological science.

No subdivision of the intellectual powers, or those which pro-

cure knowledge, was made by Dr Gall ; but Dr Spurzheim has
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minutely classified them. " They may be subdivided," says he,

" into four genera. The first includes the functions of the ex-

ternal senses and of voluntary motion ; the second, those facul-

ties which make man and animals acquainted with external ob-

jects and their physical qualities ; and the third, the functions

connected with the knowledge of relation between objects or

their qualities ;—these three genera I name perceptive faculties.

The fourth genus comprises the faculties which act on all the other

sensations and notions, and these I style reflective faculties." ^

Respecting the first and last of these genera I offer no remarks.

The second includes Individuality, Form, Size, Weight, and

Colouring, all of which, except Individuality, seem rightly clas-

sified. The exception of Individuality is here made on the

ground that nothing but the qualities of external objects is per-

ceptible, and that by these alone the existence of an object is re-

vealed to us ; so that Individuality, which takes cognizance of no

quality, cannot be said to " perceive" at all. Its essential nature

appears to be, as Dr Spurzheim expresses it, " to produce the

conception of being or existence, and to know objects in their indi-

vidual capacities." 2 In describing it, Dr Spurzheim studiously

avoids the use of the woi'd perception ; he speaks only of concep-

tion, knowledge, and cognition.

Under the third genus of intellectual faculties—those " which

perceive the relations of external objects"—Dr Spurzheim ranges

Locality, Order, Number, Eventuality, Time, Tune, and Lan-
guage. In some respects he is here in error. Neither Eventua-
lity, Time, nor Language, is cognizant of relations of external

objects
; Tune perceives only relations of sounds, and, according-

ing to the best of our present knowledge, Order is merely (what
Dr Spurzheim calls it) a " disposition to arrange," and desire to

see every thing in its proper place.

In his Fhilosophical Principles, and Outlines of Phrenology,
Dr Spurzheim inconsistently comprehends the second and third
genera of the intellectual faculties in one, which is described
as embracing the " internal senses or perceptive faculties which
procure knowledge of external objects, their physical qualities,

and various relations."

Mr Joshua Toulmin Smith, in his " Synopsis of Phrenology;'
(Boston, U. S., 1838), makes some remarks on the classification of
the faculties, and presents the results of his reflections in the fol-

lowing tables :

—

' ^'"""oloff!/, p. 131. » Manual of PhrenoJogy, p. 59.
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" From the activity of the Propellents alone springs Will.

" II. Comprehensive Pov^'ERS.*

GKOCP. FACULTY. SATISFYING OBJECT OK ATTRIBUTES OF
OBJECTS COGNIZED BY EACH FACULTY.

1. External
Senses.

Muscular sense.
Touch.
Taste.
Smell.
Sight.
Hearing.

Impressions of objects in external vvorld
conveyed through these to cognizance of
the internal faculties.

2. Simple Per-
ceptive.

(22.) 1. Individuality.
(23.) 2. Form.
(24.) 3. Size.

(25.) 4. Weight.

1. Simple abstract existence.
2. Simple forms.
3. Simple size, or magnitude.
4. Simple gravity, weight, or resistance.

3. Objecto-re-
LATIVE.

(28.) 1. Number.
(29.) 2. Order.
(32.) 3. Tone.
(31.) 4. Time.
(26.) 5. Colour.
(27.) 6. Locality.
(30.) 7. Eventuality.

1. Relations of quantity.
2. Relations of physical proportion.
3. Relations of primitive sounds.
4. Relations of parts of period.
5. Relations of primitive colours.
6. Relations of jiarts of space.
7. Relations of active existence.

4. Reflechve.*

(36.) 1. Similitude.

(35.) 2. Connexion.

(20.) 3. Discombina-
tion.

\. Combination of objects in which any
point of similarity exists.

2. Combination of objects between whose
existence a necessary connexion exists.

3. Discombination of points (in objects
otherwise similar, or otherwise necessa-
rily connected) in which no similitude
or connexion exists.t

5. Expressive. (33.) 1. Language.
1. Artificial signs expressive of results of

every mode of mental activity.

* " The names commonly applied to each faculty in this group are so ex-

ceedingly erroneous and misleading, that I have taken the liberty of changing

the whole. My reasons will be stated at full in my larger work.

t " That this is the true function of the faculty hitherto termed wit, long

and deep investigation has convinced me. The truth of it will be very fully

demonstrated in my larger work."

For a farther elucidation of Mr Smith's views, I refer to his

work itself.

VOL. II.
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No. III.

Text, p. 182.

Names and Order of the Mental Faculties adopted by Dr Gall.

No. Fbench.
English Xames

Riven by
Dr Spl'bzueim.

1. Instinct de la genera-

tion.

ZeuounjTstrieb. Amativeness.

o iimour ue la progeni-

ture.

Jungenliebe,
Kinderliebe.

Philoprogeni-

tiveness.

3. Attachement, amitie. Adhesiveness.

4. Instinct de la defense

de soi-meme et de

sa propriete.

Muth.Raufsinn. Combativeness.

5. Instinct carnassier. "VVui'gsinn. Destructiveness.

6. Ruse, finesse, savoir-

faire.

List, Schlauheit,

lugheit.

Secretiveness.

7. Sentiment de la pro-

priete.

Eigenthumsinn. Acquisitiveness.

8. Orgueil, fierte, hau-

teur.

Stolz, Hochmuth.
Herschsucht.

Self-Esteem.

9. Vanite, ambition,

amour de la gloire.

Eitelkeit,Ruhm-

sucht, Ehrgeitz.

Love of Appro-
bation.

10. Girconspection, pre-

voyance.

Behutsamkeit,

Vorsicht, Vor-

sichtigkeit.

Cautiousness.

11. Memoire des choses,

memoire des faits

sens des choses,

educabilite, perfec-

tibilite.

Sachgedoechtniss

Erziehungs-

Foehigkeit.

Eventuality and

Individuality.
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No. Fbencb. German. Names piven by
Dr Spurzheim.

12. Sens des localites,

sens Qes rapports

de I'espace.

Ortsinn, Raum-
sinn.

Locality.

13. Memoire des per-

sonnes, sens desper-

sonnes.

Personen-sinn. Form.

14. Sens des mots, sens

des noms, memoire
des mots, memoire
veiUtiie.

Wort- Gedoecht-
niss.

Languacre.

15. Sens du langage de

parole, talent de la

Sprach-Fors-

chuno's-sinn.

Held by Dr
Spurzheim to

ut3 inciuQeu in

the last organ.

16. Sens des rapports des

couieuiSj laientr a.e

la peinture.

Farben-sinn. Colouring.

1 7i /

.

Sens des rapports des

tons, talent de la

mnsique.

rp .

1 on-sinn. Tune.

18. Sens des rapports des

nomores.

Number.

19. Sens de mechanique,
sens de construc-

tion, talent de Tar-

chitecture.

Kunst-sinn,Bau-

sinn.

Constructiveness.

20. Sagacite comparative. Vergleichender-

scharfsinn.

Comparison.

21. Esprit metaphysique,
profondeur d'esprit.

Metapbysischer
Tief-sinn.

Causality.

22. Esprit caustique, es-

prit de saillie.

Witz. Wit.

23. Talent poetique. Dichter-Geist. Ideality.
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No. FUENCB. Gebman.
English.

Names given by

Dr Spurzueim.

24.

douceur, compas-

iTrllt.miltTll orlrplt

Mitleiden, &c.

25. Faculte d'imiter, mi-
mique.

Imitation.

26. Sentiment religieux. Veneration.

27. Fermete, Constance,

perseverance.

Firmness.

NAMES AND ORDER OF THE ORGANS.

ACCORDING TO THE CLASSIFICATION IN THE FIRST AND SECOND EDITIONS

OF THIS WORK.

Order I.—FEELINGS.

Genus I.

—

Propensities.

1. Amativeness. 6. Destructiveness.

2. Philoprogenitiveness. Appetite for Food.

3. Concentratireness. 7. Constructiveness.

4. Adhesiveness. 8, Acquisitiveness.

5. Combativeness. 9. Secretiveness.

Genus II.

—

Sentiments.

1,

—

Sentiments common to Man and Lower Animals.

10. Self-Esteem, 12. Cautiousness.

11. Love of Approbation. 13. Benevolence.

2.

—

Sentiments proper to Man.

14. Veneration. "Wonder.

15. Hope. 17. Conscientiousness.

16. Ideality. 18. Firmness.
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Order II.—INTELLECTUAL FACULTIES.

Genus I.

—

External Senses.

Feeling or Touch. Hearing.

Taste. Sight.

Smell.

Genus 11. Intellectual Faculties which perceive

Existence.

19. Individuality. 21. Size.

Upper Individuality. 22. Weight.

Lower Individuality. 23, Colouring.

20. Form.

Genus III.

—

Intellectual Faculties which perceive

the relations of external objects.

24. Locality. 27. Number.

26. Order. 28. Tune.

26. Time. 29. Language.

Genus IV.

—

Reflecting Faculties.

30. Comparison. 32. Wit.

31. Causality. 33. Imitation.

In my Lectures delivered in the University of Heidelberg in

May, June, and July 1842, I adopted the following arrangement:

I. Propensities, including Amativeness, Philoprogenitiveness,

Concentrativeness, Adhesiveness, Combativeness, Destruc-

tiveness, Secretiveness, Acquisitiveness, Alimentiveness.

II. Feelings, including Self-Esteem, Love of Approbation, Cau-

tiousness, Benevolence, Veneration, Firmness, Conscien-

tiousness, Hope, Ideality.

III. Faculties of Representation or Talents, including Con-

structiveness, Wit, Imitation, Tune, Language.
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IV. Perceptive Faculties arranged according to their objects.

I. In relation to space ; Individuality, Form, Size, Lo-
cality, Weight, Colouring, Order;—II. In relation to Time,-

Time, Eventuality ;—III. In relation to Number ; Num-
ber.

V. Reflecting Faculties—Comparison, Causality.

No. IV.

Text, p. 191.

Dr Julius Budge, in his Researches on the Nervous System

(published at Frankfort-on-Maine,1841) describes the results of a

great number of experiments performed by him on the brains and

spinal marrow of several of the lower animals. While the cruel

sufferings inflicted on the creatures are, in my opinion, not to be

justified, some of the conclusions which he draws are interesting.

He found that, by irritating with the lancet or lunar caustic one

side of the cerebellum of a male cat immediately after death, he

caused the testicle on the opposite side to move. " Als ich nun

die eine Seite des kleinen Gehirnes reizte, schwoll der entgegen-

gesetzte Hoden auf, verliess seine Stelle, und richtete sich so in

die Hohe, dass er mit dem Saamenstrange einen richten Winkel

bildete, dessen eine Linie nach vorn stand. Horte ich auf zu

reizen, so legte sich der Hoden wieder hin ; reizte ich von Neuem,

so sah ich dieselbe Bewegung." He irritated, alternately with the

cerebellum, the lobes of the brain, the corpora quadrigemina, the

optic thalami, and the corpora striata, on both sides, but he never

perceived the slightest movement of the testicles to follow from

these operations. He found the same results to follow, not in all

cases however, but in at least fifty other instances, and he states

his firm conviction that the nerves of motion for the Ductus deferens

and the testicles, have their termination (centralende) in the cere-

bellum.
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Dr Budge regards the cerebellum as performing more im-

portant functions connected ^with voluntary motion. The fol-

lowing is an abstract of his views. He finds fibres of feeling

and fibres of motion in all parts of the spinal marrow ; but

they are collected,—those of feeling at the back, and those of

motion at the front. There are distinct fibres for flexion and for

extension of the muscles, in the spinal marrow. The whole ner-

vous fibres for voluntary motion unite in the medulla oblongata,

and they end in the pons, and have all crossed by the time they

reach the pons. Irritation of the pons and all below produces con-

vulsive movements ; but irritation of the cerebellum produces no

convulsions; it is attended only with incapacity to execute regulated

movements. For regulated motion, executed by means of exten-

sor and flexor muscles, there must be, first, an exciting power, and

secondly, a restraining power. It is the balance of the two that

produces regulated action. The same cerebral parts cannot both

excite and restrain at one and the same time. The hemispheres

supply the exciting power, the cerebellum supplies the restraining

power. When Flourens removed the hemispheres, the animal

lost all voluntary exciting power ; it sat like an unconscious

automaton ; when he removed the cerebellum, it could run, but not

with regulated steadiness. When one side of the cerebellum is cut

through, the restraining power on one side is withdrawn, while

the restraining power of the other is left entire. The animal can

execute regulated movements with one side, and not with the other
;

it therefore necessarily turns round, moving only towards the sus-

pended side, when it means to go forward. These results the

author produces at pleasure by experiments on dogs, cats, rabbits,

&c. Farther, the cerebellum is the central end also of the nerves

which go to the organs of reproduction. By irritating it, in a

male cat, he caused the testes to move strongly. The nerves of

motion of the uterus also end in the cerebellum. The central

termination of the nerves of motion of the bladder is in the

cerebellum. The nerves of the rectum end there also. The
nerves which occasion the movements of the intestines arise in

the corpora striata, go through the corpora quadrigemina, thalami

nervorum opticorum, and cerebellum, into the medulla oblongata

and spinal marrow ; lie chiefly in the front layers of the spinal

marrow; go through the ganglia of the N. sympatheticus, and end

in the muscular covering of the intestines. Irritation of the right

thalamus and left corpus striatum produced motion in the stomach
;
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no motions in it follow from irritating the brain itself. The
nerves of the stomach go through the cerebellum, but do not end

there. The cerebellum has no effect on the heart's action. The

heart is moved by the brain's influence, but, in consequence of

having no connection with the cerebellum, the brain cannot stop

its motions. Thus, the brain uses the cerebellum as its instrument

for stopping action : all functions may be moved by the brain, but

none can be stopped unless their nerves end in the cerebellum.

Stopping is essential to voluntary motion : Hence all nerves of

voluntary functions have ends in the brain for motion, and ends in

the cerebellum for restraint. If irritation is applied to the foot

of a decapitated frog, it withdraws the foot. The explanation is,

that the irritation is discharged by the nerve of feeling into the

nerve of motion in contact with it in the spinal marrow, and the

nerve of motion produces flexion of the muscles, all without con-

sciousness. The hemispheres send an irritation (called Will) to

the nerves of motion, and they act. Will can stimulate to motion,

but it needs the cerebellum to stop it. Such are the views of Dr

Budge- His book is logically written, and extremely condensed; but

it is subject to two objections ; 1st, The running and ending of the

fibres is described, not from seeing them, but from inferences that,

from the effects produced, they must run as described ; and, 2dly,

his views are not complete—he needs much metaphysical reasoning

to produce agreement among the phenomena observed. Dr Budge

intends to continue his researches.

- Dr W. B. Carpenter, in " his Lectures on the Functions of the

Nervous System," reported in the London Medical Gazette,^ ob-

serves that " The classes (of animals) which have the greatest va-

riety of movements, and which require for them the most perfect

combination of a large number of separate muscular actions, have,

taken collectively, the largest cerebellum. Of all classes of Ver-

tebrata, Reptiles are the most inert ; and their motions require the

least co-ordination. The active predacious Fishes far surpass them

in this respect ; and may be compared with birds in the energy of

their passage through the water, and in their facility of changing

their direction during the most rapid progression. Their cerebel-

lum, accordingly,. bears to their spinal cord very much the same

proportion with that of birds. On the other hand, the Flat Fish,

which lie near the bottom of the ocean, and which have a much

I (718—xxviii—page 804.)
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less variety of movement, have a very much smaller cerebellum

;

and the Vermiform Fishes, which are almost or completely desti-

tute of fins, and whose progression is accomplished by flexion of

the body, have a cerebellum so small as to be scarcely discoverable,

their motion being, like that of the lower Articulata, almost en-

tirely of a reflex character, each segment being influenced by its

own ganglionic centre, and the spinal cord constituting by far the

largest proportion of the nervous centres. On looking at the class

of Birds, we observe that the active predacious Falcons, and the

swift-winged Swallow (the perfect control possessed by which over

their complicated movements every one must have observed), have

a cerebellum much larger in proportion than that of the Galli-

naceous birds, whose powers of flight are small, or than that of the

Struthious tribe, in which they are altogether absent. Lastly, on

comparing its proportional size, in the different orders of Mamma-
lia, with the number and variety of muscular actions requiring

combined movements, of which they are respectively capable, we

observe an even more remarkable correspondence. In the hoofed

quadrupeds, in which the muscular apparatus of the extremities is

reduced to its greatest simplicity, and in which the movements of

pi'ogression are simple, the cerebellum is proportionally smaller

than it is found to be in some birds ; but in proportion as the ex-

tremities acquire the power of prehension, and together with this

the power of application to a great variety of purposes—still more, in

proportion as the animal becomes capable of maintaining the erect

posture, in which a constant muscular exertion, consisting of a

number of most elaborately combined parts, is required,—do we
find the size of the cerebellum, and the complexity of its structure,

undergoing a rapid increase. Thus, even between the dog and the

bear there is a marked diff'erence, the latter being capable of re-

maining for some time in the erect posture, and often spontaneously

assuming it, whilst to the former it is any thing but natural. In

the semi- erect apes, again, there is a very great advance in the

proportional size of the cerebellum ; and those which most approach

man in the tendency to preserve habitually the erect posture, also

come nearest to him in regard to the size of the cerebellum. Now it

is evident that man, although far inferior to many of the lower

animals in the power of performing various particular kinds of

movement, far surpasses them all in the number and variety of the
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combinations which he is capable of executing, and in the com-
plexity of the combinations themselves. Thus, if we attentively

consider the act of walking in man, we shall find that there is

scarcely a muscle of the trunk or extremities which is not actually

concerned in it ; some being engaged in performing the necessary

movements, and others in maintaining the equilibrium of the body,

which is disturbed by them. On the other hand, in the horse or

camel, the muscular movements are individually numerous, but

they do not require nearly the same perfect co-ordination. And in

the bird, the number of muscles employed in the movements of

flight, and in directing the course of these, is really comparatively

small ; as may at once be perceived by comparing the rig-idity of

the skeleton of the trunk of the bird with that of man, and by re-

membering the complete inactivity of the lower extremities during

the active condition of the upper. In fact, the motions of the

wings are so simple and regular, as to suggest the idea that, as in

Insects, their character is more reflex than directly voluntary :

—

an idea which is supported by the length of time during which they

can be kept up without apparent fatigue, and also by an important

fact hereafter to be mentioned, which experimental research has

disclosed. It is seen, then, that comparative anatomy fully con-

firms the idea which experimental physiology suggests, respecting

the chief functions of the cerebellum." Dr Carpenter afterwards

remarks, that the Phrenological doctrine, " that the cerebellum is

the organ of the sexual instinct, is by no means incompatible with

the other ; and by some (Phrenologists) has been held in combina-

tion with it." The facts reported by Dr Budge, if found to be

correct, would go far to explain the phenomena adverted to by Dr

Carpenter, while they would also tend to confirm the phrenological

doctrine, that a portion of the cerebellum serves to manifest the

Amative propensity.
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REPRESENTATION sent by Sir George S. Mackenzie,

Bart, to the Right Honourable Lord Glenelg, Secretary for

the Colonies,—in reference to Convicts sent to New South

Wales. February 1836,

The recent atrocities that have occurred in New South

Wales, are proof that there is mismanagement somewhere,

and that caution is indispensable for the future. But the

manner in which that caution is to be exercised, involves

questions of much importance, perhaps of difficulty. It is,

however, obvious that caution must, in the first place, be

directed to the convicts. At present they are shipped off,

and distributed to the settlers, without the least regard to

their characters or history. A man or a woman found

guilty of an offence, is deemed an object of punishment,

whether the individual have spent previous life in crime, or

has been driven by hard necessity unwillingly to commit it

To bring back a person condemned by the law to a course

of industrious and honest habits, by means suited to the

natural character and dispositions, is a thing never thought

of. Punishment is most ignorantly deemed a universal

panacea for criminal propensities, and degradation is es-

teemed the fitting means to restore a human being to self-

respect, and to inspire an inclination towards good conduct.

Such ideas, thgugh they lead to practice that has for ages

been condemned by its results, arise out of ignorance of the
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human constitution ; and until that ignorance ehall have

been dispelled from the minds of rulers, and its place filled

up by an extended view of the actual constitution of man,

error must continue to direct their measures in the highway

to evil. To be able to legislate for man implies a know-

ledge of man. But in the case which is now specially ad-

verted to, that knowledge is entirely absent. In a short

address, as this must be, it is impossible to point out the

means of acquiring a knowledge of the true mental consti-

tution of man. It can only be stated that it has heen dis-

covered, has been neglected, but still is making rapid pro-

gress in enlightening the British people.

It is therefore submitted,

1st, That when the importance of the colony of New

South Wales is considered, convicts should not be sent out

indiscriminately. Their individual history and characters

should be inquired into, and the best selected for the colony,

and the worst kept for discipline at home. But, with every

exertion, the selection cannot be accurately made without

the assistance of some one acquainted with the true Philo-

sophy of Man.

2c?, It is conceived that the management of convicts

should be a special department of Colonial Government, to

which undivided attention ought to be given. At home

the convicts are not under the superintendence of the Colo-

nial Secretary ; but when they are to be sent abroad, he

ought to have the power to select such as are the fittest for

the purposes of his department, and in which there ought

to be an officer qualified to investigate the history of con-

victs, and to select them on phrenological principles.



That such principles are the only secure grounds on

which the treatment of convicts can be founded, proof may

be demanded, and it is ready for production. I now unhesi-

tatingly offer to your Lordship the following public test of

their truth and efficacy, your acceptance of which, whatever

may be your notions of what the result will be, will at all

events do you honour. It is this

:

Let your Lordship direct inquiry to be made into the

circumstances which brought a given number of convicts to

trial and punishment, and if possible let so much of their

previous history as can be got at, be stated. Suppose the

number to be fifty. Let these be numbered, and their

history, trial, and crimes inserted in a catalogue—of course

I trust that this shall be as correctly done as possible, and

in strict good faith. Let this catalogue be laid aside. On

being informed that this has been done, I will go to Lon-

don and take with me an experienced Phrenologist. Let

the convicts be brought to us one by one, and we will make

a catalogue of our own in the same order, and in it we will

enter what we deem the characters of the individuals to be,

and what were the crimes they probably had committed ; and

likewise, we will state, in particular cases, what employment,

or at least the nature of the employment, they had proba-

bly been engaged in, and that in which they are likely to

be useful. The only information we will desire is, whether

the individual has or has not been educated. We wili

examine the individuals in the presence of whom your Lord-

ship pleases. When our catalogue shall be completed, we

will then request a meeting with your Lordship and such

friends as you may wiah to be present, and that the cata-



logues shall be publicly compared ; reserving only this,

that if any discrepancy of importance shall appear, we shall

be permitted to question the subject, and to make inquiry

into the case ourselves, attended by those who made the

previous inquiry.

The result of such an experiment as this, will, I venture

to predict, satisfy your Lordship that means do exist for

the selection of convicts for the Colonies, and for their clas-

sification for treatment. I refer your Lordship to the fact

of my friend Mr Combe having actually done what is here

proposed at Newcastle in October 1885, as narrated in the

Phrenological Journal, No. 46, page 524, of which a copy

accompanies this communication. If I can prevail on you

to make this experiment, I shall ever feel deeply grateful,

and your Lordship will gain the gratitude of all truly wise

patriots, and lay the foundation of a benefit to your country

siich as no ruler has yet conferred either for effect or ex-

tent.

LETTER—Sir George Mackenzie.

To the Right Honourable Lord Glenelg, Secretary of State for th«

Colonial Department.

Mv Dear Lord,

I now put into your hands a number of Certifi-

cates from eminent men, confirming my former assertion,

that it is possible to classify convicts destined for our penal

settlements, so that the Colonists may be freed from the risk

of having atrocious and incorrigible characters allotted to
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them, and the Colonial public from the evils arising out of

the escape of such characters. Allow me to take this oppor-

tunity to state, that, unless punishment shall be awarded

not only proportionally to the crime committed, but to the

actual moral character and degree of enlightenment of the

culprit, it cannot have the effect expected from it, and may

even render criminals more wicked. The power to punish

ought to be in the hands of those who have charge of con-

victed persons, not to be positively inflicted under an impe-

rative law, but to be used in the business of reform only

when, to a sound and philosophical judgment, it may ap-

pear necessary. The experience of penal settlements

teaches us that, while all criminals condemned to transpor-

tation are regarded as equally deserving of punishment,

however various their degrees of guilt, they are not by any

means equally prone to continue in a course of crime ; for

we find that some, with the certainty of the severest punish-

ment before them, do continue to manifest propensity to

crime, and do commit it whenever opportunity offers ; while

others become, of their own accord, sensible of their errors,

(though condemned as equally guilty with the others),

exert themselves to overcome their evil tendencies, and ar-

rive at the station of peaceable, industrious, and respectable

members of the community. These facts, though perfectly

and long notorious, have not attracted the notice of either

the Colonial Government, or the Government at home ; but

they prove incontestibly, that there is a very great difference

in the moral constitution of criminals condemned to transpor-

tation, a fact of which philosophy may make the most import-

ant use. The horrid slaughter of the people on my sons
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property would not have happened, I am bold enough to

say, had the Government been in possession of means to

classify the convicts, and to keep the most atrocious in re-

straint at home, sending to New South Wales only the bet-

ter disposed among them.

Such means I am now the instrument of placing in the

hands of a liberal Government, whether it shall be regard-

ed or not ; and your Lordship, I trust, will not think me

tedious, while I very briefly set before you the general facts

which have brought men of philosophical understanding

and habits of investigation, to perceive, that a discovery of

the true mental constitution of man has been made, and

that it furnishes us with an all-powerful means to improve

our race,—and that the more rapidly, if those in whose hands

the government of our country is placed will only listen to

facts, look at their verification, and attend to philosophical

induction from them.

Your Lordship must be aware of the fact, that, indepen-

dently of rank, education, or wealth, men differ from each

other very widely in the amount and kind of their intellec-

tual power, in moral feeling, and in their tendencies to in-

dulge their propensities. It is too well known that titled,

intelligent, wealthy blackguards exist, guilty of the grossest

violation of moral law, while they contrive to escape the

penalties of statutes, which, however, occasionally reach

their enormities. That such are rather encouraged by

what is called high society, is notorious; and surely a

titled gambler, or cheat, or seducer, cannot be reckoned

less guilty than a poor, ignorant wretch, who steals per-

haps to sustain life, and not from a depraved propensity.
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It is, however, to the fact of difference of character and

talent among men of all stations of society to which I

anxiously desire your Lordship's attention. This difference

must clearly be the effect of something. There have been

philosophers who taught that man is a tabula rasa, on which

we may stamp what talent and what character we please.

This, however, has long been demonstrated, by thousands

of facts of daily occurrence, to be a mere delusion. Differ-

ences in talent, intelligence, antl moral character, are now

ascertained to be the effects of differences in organization.

The brain has been long regarded by physiologists as the

organ by which the mind is connected with the body, and

by means of which the mental faculties are manifested. To

this conclusion, the result of a vast amount of observation

and experiment has conducted them. After this fact had

been universally admitted, a similar amount of observation

and experiment led to the demonstration, by the celebrated

Gall, of different portions of the brain being allotted to the

power of manifesting different mental faculties. In those

who exhibit the manifestation of any particular faculty

strongly, the organ in the brain is proportionally large.

The differences of organization are, as the certificates which

accompany this shew, sufficient to indicate externally gene-

ral dispositions, as they are proportioned among one an-

other. Hence, we have the means of estimating, with

something like precision, the actual natural characters of

convicts, (as of all human beings,) so that we may at once

determine the means best adapted for their reformation, or

discover their incapacity of improvement, and their being
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proper subjects of continued restraint, in order to prevent

their further injuring society. It is this that, for the sake

of the future prosperity of the Australian colonies, and the

security and peace of the settlers, and also for the sake of

exalting them in the scale of morality, I wish your Lord-

ship to put to the test of experiment for your own satisfac-

tion. With however little merit it may have been acquir-

ed, I have some credit whicn is at stake with the result of

the proposed experiment, and which your Lordship, it is

hoped, will not think I risk rashly in this matter. But it

is not only my own philosophical credit, but that of those

who have written these certificates, and of many thousands

besides in every quarter of the globe. With such support

on all sides of me, your Lordship cannot wonder at the con-

fidence with which I urge you towards fame of the most

enduring kind,—that of being a benefactor to your country.

Attacks are still made on the science of Phrenology ; but

it is a science which its enemies have never, in a single in-

stance, been found to have studied ; and I freely confess

the fact that, when I myself derided it, I knew nothing of

it. Gross misrepresentations of fact, as well as wild un-

founded assertion, have been brought to bear against it

again and again, and have again and again been exposed.

It is spreading its light far and wide, and reduced, in many

instances, to most beneficial practice ; and it will be a proud

day for our country when the same Government that has

provided vigorously to reform our institutions, shall proceed

in the true path to moral reform. There is a near prospect

of education being conducted on the true principles of man's
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nature under national sanction ; and I hope the time is not

far distant, when their influence on criminal legislation will

be apparent. I cannot help calling your Lordship's notice

to the fact, that many among the most able and zealous

propagators of the new philosophy were at one time scoffers

against it, until brought to attend to it by a display of most

striking facts, exhibited to them by the amiable and lament-

ed Spurzheim.

I need not detain your Lordship longer. To save you

as much trouble as possible amidst your important and

onerous duties, I have had the certificates and this address

printed ; and, if your Lordship will permit me to do so, I

should be glad to publish them, that phrenologists may

know, that one of the earliest converts to their science in

Great Britain has not lost an opportunity, at the end of

twenty years, to exert himself in attempting to spread its

benefits in a direction in which they will, if not now, at a

future period certainly, be duly felt and appreciated ; and

also that the world may know, I fondly hope, that your

Lordship has been the first member of a liberal government

who has had sufficient moral courage to do that which

alone can satisfy a liberal man of the truth or falsehood of

what is pressed on his notice by the best possible motives.

And if, as thousands of the most talented men in Europe

and America confidently anticipate, experience shall con-

vince you, your Lordship will at once perceive a source

from which prosperity and happiness will flow in abundance

over all our possessions. In the hands of enlightened go-

vernors, Phrenology will be an engine of unlimited improv-
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ing power in perfecting human institutions, and bringing

about universal good order, peace, prosperity, and happi-

ness.

Believe me, my dear Lord, very truly yours,

G. S. MACKENZIE.
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CERTIFICATES.

I. From Dr William Weir, Lecturer on the Practice of Medi-

cine, formerly Surgeon to the Royal Infirmary of Glasgow, and

joint Editor of the Glasgow Medical Journal.

To the Right Hon. Lord Glenelg.

BucHAN-AN Street, Glasgow,
My Loed, March 14. 1836.

At the request of Sir Geo. S. Mackenzie, Bart,

and in reference to a correspondence which has passed be-

tween your Lordship and that gentleman, concerning the

evils which the colony of New South Wales suffers from

desperate characters being sent out as convicts, and let to

the settlers as servants, I beg leave to make the following

statement.

I have paid much attention, during the last twenty years,

to human physiology in general, and to the science of Phre-

nology in particular, and have had many opportunities of

comparing the form and size of the head in living indivi-

duals with their talents and mental character. I have also

been in the constant practice of examining the skulls and

casts from the heads of deceased persons, and comparing

these with their known mental characters and their actions

exhibited during life; and I have found a constant and
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uniform connexion between the talents and natural disposi-

tions, and the form and size of the head.

I have no hesitation, therefore, in stating it as ray firm

conviction, drawn from these sources, and from long study

and observation, that the natural dispositions of man are

indicated by the form and size of the brain, to such an ex-

tent as to render it quite possible for persons who have had

practice in such manipulations, to distinguish during life

men of desperate and dangerous tendencies from those of

good dispositions.

I have the honour to be, my Lord, your Lordship's most

obedient Servant,

WILLIAM WEIR, MD-

II. From Alexander Hood, Esq. Surgeon, Kilmarnock.

To the Right Hon. Lord Glenelq. Kilmarnock,

My Lord, March 14. 1836.

I take the liberty of addressing your Lordship

in consequence of having received a letter on the part of Sir

George S. Mackenzie, Bart., whose sons are settled in the

colony of New South Wales, respecting the great evils

which the colonists there sustain from desperate characters

being sent out as convicts, and let out to the settlers as ser-

vants. Sir George suggests that Phrenology might be be-

neficially applied in pointing out the natural dispositions of

convicts, and employed as a means of draughting from

among them the most desperate and incorrigible characters,

previous to transportation.

Having for many years devoted a considerable time to

the study of Phrenology, and tested the truth of its prin-

ciples by the most severe and conclusive experiments, the
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result has been a gradual but thorough belief in the truth

of the doctrines which it promulgates, and that it is sus-

ceptible of being applied with much advantage to the com-

munity in the manner suggested by Sir George Mackenzie.

My daily observation as a medical man confirms me in this

belief, and I conceive that a skilful Phrenologist is capable,

by an examination of the human head, of detecting any de-

fective or predominant intellectual faculty, moral feeling,

or animal propensity, nearly with as much accuracy as a

physician can discover the healthy or diseased condition of

the heart, lungs, liver, or spine.

I have the honour to be, my Lord, your Lordship's most

obedient humble servant,

ALEX. HOOD, Surgeon.

III. From Richard Carmichael, Esq. M. R. I. A., Correspond-

ing Member Royal Academy of Medicine of France, Ho-

norary Member of several Medical Societies ; Consulting

Surgeon of the Richmond Surgical Hospital, and Author of

several Works on Surgery.

To the Right Hon. Lord Glenelg,

Secretary for the Colonies, &c. &c. &c.

Rutland Sguare, Dublin,

My Lord, March 15. 1836.

Having received a letter at the instance of Sir

George Mackenzie, desiring to know whether it is my opi-

nion and belief that " the natural dispositions are indicated

by the form and size of the brain, to such an extent as to

render it quite possible, during life, to distinguish men of

desperate and dangerous tendencies from those of good dis-

positions,"" and to lay such opinion before your Lordship

:
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I have no hesitation in certifying that such is my belief,

and tliat I consider this mode of discriminating persons of

good from those of bad dispositions, may be most usefully

employed for various purposes advantageous to society.

I have the honour to be your Lordship's very obedient

servant,

RICH". CARMICHAEL.

IV. From EdwaRd Barlow, M. D. of the University of Edin-

burgh ; Member of the Royal College of Surgeons of Ire-

land ; Senior Physician to the Bath Hospital, and the Bath

United Hospital ; Fellow of the Royal Medical and Chi-

rurgical Society of London, &c. &c.

To the Right Hon. Lord Glenelg,

Secretary of State for the Colonies, &c. &c. &c.

Bath, Sydney Plaob,

My LoeD, March 15. 1836.

At the desire of Sir George Mackenzie, I will-

ingly offer my testimony in favour of the application of

Phrenology to the examination of convicts, which he has

suggested to your Lordship. Deeply interested in the

science, from a thorough conviction of its truth, I have, for

upwards of twenty years, watched its progress ; and I have

no hesitation in expressing my firai belief, that all mental

functions are dependent for the manifestations on the con-

formation of the brain ; and that the natural dispositions

are indicated by its form and size to such an extent, as to

render it quite possible, during life, to distinguish men of

desperate and dangerous tendencies from those of good dis-

positions.
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In early life, my Lord, I, through ignorance and incon-

siderateness, joined in the doubts respecting Phrenology,

that then prevailed; and mine was afterwards no sudden con-

version resulting from raised imagination, but the clear con-

viction produced by calm and patient inquiry. The grounds

of my present faith it would be out of place here to display ;

but I may remark, that the application of Phrenology

which Sir George Mackenzie now advocates, was actually

and most successfully made ten years ago, in the examina-

tion, by Mr De Ville of London, of one hundred and forty-

eight convicts, transported in the ship England to New
South Wales, and that the safe completion of the voyage

was owing to the information respecting individual charac-

ter that Mr De Ville had supplied. The facts here referred

to are matter of public record, as they were reported offi-

cially to Dr Burnett, by Mr G. Thomson, the surgeon of

the ship. The history of the voyage, as detailed by Mr
Thomson, is deposited in the Victualling Office.

I consider the truths of Phrenology to be as well esta-

blished as are those of any other branch of natural science

,

being throughout, not fanciful nor hypothetical assump-

tions, but rigid inductions from numerous and accurately

observed facts. By such course of observation and reason-

ing alone can natural truths ever be developed ; by it has

the philosophy of matter attained its present advance-

ment ; and to it are we indebted for the only sound and ra-

tional philosophy of mind that has yet been produced,

namely, that which Phrenology teaches. The applications

of this science to the affairs of human life are suie to ex-

tend as its principles become known and appreciated ; and

eventually they cannot fail toprove of thevery highest import-

ance to the welfare and happiness cf the human race. The
application of it which Sir George Mackenzie has proposed
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to your Lordship, has my cordial approval, and the full

sanction of my unbiassed judgment.

I have the honour to be, my Lord, your Lordship's

faithful and obedient servant,

E. BARLOW, M. D.

V. From Messrs Alexander Hood, John Crooks, and John
Miller, Surgeons, and Dr Robert Walker, Kilmarnock.

The Right Hon. Lord Glenelg.

My Lord, Kilmarnock, \Qth March 1836.

Our attention having been directed to Sir G.

S. Mackenzie's communication to your Lordship, respect-

ing the applicability of Phrenology to the discrimination of

the character of convicts transported to the British Colonies,

we, w^hose names are subscribed, beg, with all submission,

to offer our united and unqualified testimony in corrobora-

tion of his opinion.

We are led to do so, my Lord, from a decided convic-

tion, that Phrenology is the true science of the mind—that

the natural dispositions are so accurately indicated by the

form and size of the brain, as to render it perfectly practi-

cable, for properly qualified persons to distinguish, by ex-

amination of the head, individuals possessing such as are

dangerous to the peace and safety of society, from those

who are differently constituted ; and farther, that the bring-

ing the doctrines of Phrenology to bear, not only upon the

flatter in question, but our social institutions in general,

—

upon education, and other means of prevent'mg crime, as

well as upon the punishmeiH of it, and the proper disposal

of the perpetrators,—would, besides its being an important

advance in philosophy, be attended with great practkal

advantage to the community.
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With the highest esteem for your Lordship's public and

private character, we have the honour to be, My Lord,

your Lordship's obedient humble servants,

ALEX. HOOD, Surgeon

JOHN CROOKS, Surgeon.

JOHN MIIiLER, Surgeon.

ROBERT WALKER, M. D.

VI. From Robert Ferguson, Esq. M. P. for Haddington-

shire.

To George Combe, Esq. Edinburgh.

18. PoRTMAN Square,

My Dear Sir, 17<A March 1836.

I HAVE no hesitation in declaring it as my be-

lief, that the science of Phrenology enables those who have

made themselves master of it, to decide on any prominent and

marked mental faculty or propensity of an individual. And,

in more directly answering your circular, I think it would be

attended with the greatest advantage to society, if the heads

of such convicts who have been guilty of the crimes of mur-

der and such atrocious acts, should be examined.

For it is certain, and can be proved from innumerable ex-

amples, that such an investigation, by practical persons,

could easily pronounce whether they were likely to be in-

curable in their propensities, or whether other dispositions

in their intellectual constitution might, if properly culti-

vated, restore them to the rank of respectable citizens.

The first should be prevented from having any inter-

course with society, or hope of future freedom whatever.

I see many difficulties yet in having a Board for this im-

portant investigation ; but means might be fallen upon to

be enabled to come to such conclusions as might guide to
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the necessary character of the punishment, for the future
safety of society.

I remain very truly yours,

ROBt. FERGUSON.

VII. From John Fife, Esq., one of his Majesty's Justices of the

Peace for the Borough of Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Member
of the Royal College of Surgeons of London, Member of

the Medico-Chirurgical Society of Manchester, and of the

Royal Medical Society of Edinburgh, Lecturer on Surgery

in the Newcastle School of Medicine, &c. &c. &c.

To the Right Honourable Lord Glenelg,

Secretary for the Colonies.

Newcastle-upon-Tyne,
My Lord, March 19, 1836.

Having received a communication from Mi
Combe, at the request of Sir George S. Mackenzie, Bart.,

stating your Lordship's disinclination to select convicts for

New South Wales by phrenological signs, and requesting

me to express my opinion upon the proposal, accompanying

the statement of such opinion by an account of my claims

to moral influence and to some share of your Lordship's

attention, I hereby assert my conviction that the natural

dispositions are indicated by the form and size of the brain,

to such an extent as to render it quite possible, during life,

to distinguish men of desperate and dangerous tendencies

from those of good dispositions.

With reference to my position as a professional man, I

beg to refer your Lordship to the representatives in Par-

liament of this town or of the adjacent counties.

I have the honour to be, my Lord, your most obedient

servant,

JOHN FIFE.
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VIII. From Dr W. C. Engledue, late President of the Royal

Medical Society of Edinburgh, and Secretary to the Phre-

nological Society of Portsmouth.

To the Right Honourable Lord Glenelg,

Secretary for the Colonies, &c. &c. &c.

Portsmouth, 24 Sandport Terrace,

My Lord, March 23. 1836.

Having been requested to state to your Lord-

ship my opinion regarding the subject of Sir George Mac-

kenzie's communication, I do so with considerable pleasure,

being convinced both of its benefit and applicabtlity. On
the latter point I can speak with some degree of certainty,

having numerous opportunities of testing the truth and ap-

plication of the science in that division of the Convict Esta-

blishment situated at Portsmouth. It would be impossible,

in the present instance, either to enter into minutiae or

bring forward proofs ; but I can assure your Lordship

that, as far as my experience extends, I unhesitatingly as-

sert, that phrenologists can detect and choose from a body

of criminals those of decidedly bad character, whom it

would be almost impossible to retrieve, and those who, per-

haps for some trivial offence, are doomed to associate with

the former, and who could not only be retrieved, but, by

care and better example, become valuable members of so-

ciety.

This is a fact which has almost entirely escaped the ob-

servation of those legislating upon this important subject.

Convicts are now almost indiscriminately embarked for the

Colonies, without any regard to natural dispositions, or the

effects which examples produce. They are huddled to-
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gether, good, bad, and indifferent
; and, after disembarka-

tion, portioned out to the settlers, too often, as incontro-

vertible evidence proves, to have recourse to, if not exceed,

their former depredations.

Viewing these Colonies as young communities, where it

is desirable to assemble individuals of the best character, it

cannot be right to inundate them with the worst of beings

—those which a country protected by the justice and vigour

of its laws found it impossible to control.

I could enlarge upon the ulterior efffects likely to ensue

upon a continuation of the present system, but the limits

of a certificate forbid it.

After the preceding, I need hardly repeat that Sir G.

Mackenzie's Memorial meets with my most cordial appro-

bation ; and feeling assured that your Lordship will bestow

on it your serious consideration,

I have the honour to remain your Lordship's most obe-

dient servant,

(Signed) W. C. ENGLEDUE, M. D.

IX. From Dr James Inglis, M. R. C. S. E., and Soc. Ed.

Med. Reg. Soc. Ed. ; Samuel M'Keur, Esq. Surgeon, Castle

Douglas; the Rev. William Glover, A. M. Minister of Cross-

michael ; Dr John Colvin, Bengal Establishment, M. R.C S.

Lond. and Mem. Med. and Phys. Soc. Calcutta.

To the Eight Honourable Lord Glenelg,

Secretary for the Colonies.

Castle Douglas, Kirkcudbright,

My Lord, March 22. 1036.

If to the truth of Phrenology as a science based

on observation, and borne out by facts, our testimony can

be of any use, either regarding its propagation, or, through
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it, the furtherance of the common good of mankind, and

the lessening of human crime and misery, we unhesitating-

ly give it as our opinion, that the tendencies of the mirid as

it exists in this world, to cause actions either virtuous or vi-

cious, can be discovered by the cranial development—and

that whilst this holds in eve?-;// case, it does so with much

more evident certainty in the man of a desperate and dan-

gerous character,—who, uneducated and unrestrained, has

allowed for a length of time the lower feelings to reign

over the higher faculties of his mind. Believing this, we

consider that Sir George Mackenzie"'s proposition regard-

ing the practical application of Phrenology in discriminat-

ing the natural dispositions of convicts, may become of the

highest possible advantage to the proprietors and cultiva-

tors in the Australian colonies.

We have the honour to be. My Loud, your obedient

servants,

JAMES INGLIS,

SAMi-. McKEUR,
WILLIAM GLOVER,
JOHN COLVIN.

X. From S. Hare, Esq. Proprietor and Medical Attendant of the

Retreat for the Insane in Leeds.

To the Right Honourable Lord Glenelg,

Secretary for the Colonies.

M Y Lo KD , Leeds, 23d March 1 036.

HaviNG received a communication to the purport
that Sir G. S. Mackenzie has lately presented a memorial to

your Lordship representing that " Phrenology might be

VOL. II.
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beneficially applied in discriminating tne natural disposi-

tions of convicts, before being chosen for transportation,'"

and requesting my opinion on the subject ; I gladly avail

myself of the opportunity of stating to your Lordship, that

I have repeatedly ascertained the characters of individuals

through the medium of the principles of Phrenology, and

believe that very great advantages will result to the nation,

from a proper application of those principles in the classi-

fication of convicts, and the improvement of prison-dis-

cipline generally.

Having occasion to employ a number of servants, I beg

to be permitted to state, that I prefer choosing them by

their temperaments and phrenological developments, to

taking them on the characters given with them.

Ardently hoping that these views will ere long be made

available, as regards the enactment of laws for the preven-

tion and punishment of crime, both in our own and other

countries, I have the honour to subscribe myself, my Lord,

your Lordship's most obedient servant,

S. HARE.

XI. From Dr James Stewart (A), Surgeon, Royal Navy, and

Physician Extraordinary to His Royal Highness the Duke

of Sussex.

The Kight Honourable Lord Glenelg, &c. &c.

My Loud, Portsmouth, 22c( MarcA 1836.

For some years past I have paid much attention

to the science of Phrenology, and I am firmly of opinion

that the natural dispositions are indicated by the form and
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size of the brain, to such an extent as to render it quite

possible, during life, to distinguish men of desperate and

dangerous tendencies from those of good dispositions.

JAS. STEWART, M. D.

XII. From Dr James Scott, LL. B., Surgeon and Lecturer to

the Royal Hospital at Haslar ; Licentiate of the Royal College

of Physicians of London ; Surgeon and Medical Superintend-

ent of the Royal Naval Lunatic Asylum ; President of the

Hampshire Phrenological Society, &c. &c.

The Right Honourable t.ord Glenelg,
Principal Secretary of State for His

Majesty's Colonial Department, &c.

&c. &c.

Royal Hospital at Haslaii,

My Lord, 22d March 1836.

I HAVE just received a circular letter from Mi

Combe of Edinburgh, in consequence of a communication

made to your Lordship by Sir George Mackenzie respect-

ing the allotment of convict servants to settlers in Van Die-

men's Land, in which communication Sir George recom-

mended to your Lordship that convicts should be phreno-

logically examined previously to their being sent out of this

country ; and, as it appears that your Lordship does not

believe in the truth of Phrenology, Mr Combe is desirous

of laying before you as many certificates as he can procure

from medical men regarding their opinion of the science,

requesting me to state in what estimation I hold it.

I therefore beg to say, that, after having for many years

viewed it unfavourably by the false light of prejudice, chief-

ly from having read a most illogical and witty, but viru-

lent, attack on the system, published in the Edinburgh
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Review, now well known as the production of the late Dr
John Gordon, who assailed it anonymously with all the

shafts of ridicule, my attention was powerfully arrested by
attending a course of lectures on the subject by the late

amiable and highly gifted Dr Spurzheim, at Paris, and by

another course of Lectures delivered by Mr Combe, in

Edinburgh ; and after some more years spent in careful

study and observation, I became a sincere convert to the

doctrines of Gall and Spurzheim.

I beg to assure your Lordship that my conversion is the

result of an honest and careful examination ; and as I have

been for nearly ten years the medical attendant of^the Lu-

natic Asylum in this great Hospital, my opportunities, at

least, of observing have been great indeed ; and a daily

intercourse with the unfortunate individuals entrusted to

my care and management (whose number has never been

less than one hundred and thirty persons, and often many

more), has firmly, because experimentally, convinced me

that mental disorder and moral delinquency can be ration-

ally combated only by the application of Phrenology ; and

that the man who treats them on any other system will much

oftener be disappointed, than he who studies the manifesta-

tions of mind, and traces effects to their secondary causes,

by the almost infallible beacon of Phrenology.

On this subject I could add much ; but, at present, I

have rather to apologize to your Lordship for having so

long occupied your truly valuable time.

I have not yet published any thing, except an Inaugural

Dissertation on Pneumonia, and some medical and surgical

cases in various periodical journals—which I mention only

in compliance with a request made in Mr Combe's circular

above referred to ; but I have a mass of facts and observa-

tions bearing upon practical points.
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Permit me, my Lord, to conclude, by assuring your

Lordship, that, viewing you as a statesman whose acknow-

ledged political talents and consistency shed an additional

lustre over those virtues by which you are distinguished in

private life, I have the honour to be, with profound re-

spect, your Lordship's most obedient humble servant,

JAMES SCOTT.

XIII. From Hewett Cottrell Watson, Esq.F. L. S., late Pre-

sident of the Royal Medical Society of Edinburgh ; Author

of the " Geography of British Plants," and other works.

To the Right Hon. Lord Glenelg^

Secretary for the Colonies.

Thames Dittov, Surrey,

My Lord, March 18. 1836.

At the request of Sir George Mackenzie, I have

the honour to offer to your Lordship my humble testimony

in support of the science of Phrenology ; being convinced,

after several years of careful attention to the subject, that

it is quite possible to determine the dispositions of men by

an inspection of their heads, with so much precision as to

render a knowledge of Phrenology of the utmost import-

ance to persons whose duties involve the care and manage-

ment of criminals,

I have the honour to subscribe myself, your Lordship's

most obedient and humble servant.

HEWETT COTTllELL WATSON,
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XIV. From Sir William C. Ellis, M. D. Superintendent of the

Lunatic Asylum for the County of Middlesex, at Hanwell.

To the Right Hon. Lord Glenelg,
Secretary for the Colonies. Ltjnatic Asylum foe the

County of Middlesex,
My Lord, \Olh March 1830.

I AM requested by Mr George Combe to address

a letter to your Lordship on the utility of Phrenology. I

cannot for one moment hesitate to comply witn his request,

and to give my strongest testimonial that, after many years'

experience, I am fully convinced the dispositions of man are

indicated by the form and size of the brain, and to such an

extent as to render it quite possible to distinguish men of

desperate and dangerous tendencies from those of good dis-

positions. I have been the resident physician in this esta-

blishment, where we have upwards of six hundred patients,

for five years, and for thirteen years previous held a similar

situation in Yorkshire, where we had two hundred and

fifty. If it was necessary, I could mention a great variety

of cases in the treatment of which I have found the little

knowledge I possess of this interesting science of the great-

est utility ; and I am fully persuaded that when it is more

known, and acted upon, very great advantages will result to

society. I have the honour to be. My Lord, your Lord-

ship's very obedient and humble servant,

Wm. C. ELLIS.

Noie by Sir W. C. Ellis to Mr Combe.—'' Sir WiUiam

is quite convinced that it is unnecessary for him to inform

Mr Combe himself, that, residing amidst 600 lunatics, no

day passes over in which the truth of Phrenology is not ex-

emplified.''
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XV. From Dr Disney Alexander, late one of the Physi-

cians to the Wakefield Dispensary and the Pauper Lunatic

Asylum, Lectiirer on Phrenology, Author of an Essay on the

best Means of preserving Health, of a Treatise on the Croup,

and of Lectures on the Internal Evidences of Christianity.

liUPSET Cottage, Wakefield,

March 20. 1836.

I hereby certify, that I consider it as proved be-

yond all reasonable contradiction, that " the natural dis-

positions are indicated by the form and size of the brain, to

such an extent as to render it quite possible, during life, to

distinguish men of desperate and dangerous tendencies from

those of good dispositions f and that Phrenology might be

beneficially applied in discriminating the natural disposi-

tions of convicts, before their being chosen for transporta-

tion.

DISNEY ALEXANDER, M. D.

XVL From George Martell, Esq. Member of the College or

Surgeons, London, Surgeon to the Jail of Portsmouth, and

Senior Surgeon to the Dispensary, &c. &c.

To the Right Hon. Lord Glenelo,

Secretary for the Colonies, &c. &c. &c.

My Lord, Portsmouth, March 24. 1836.

Having had frequent opportunities of seeing

the examination of individuals phrenologically, I am of

opinion that their dispositions may be fully known by ex-

ternal configuration, size, &c. ; and that such examinations

would greatly facilitate the classification of prisoners.

I remain, your Lordship's most obedient servant,

GEORGE MARTELL.
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XVII. From James Simpson, Esq. Advocate, City Assessor of

Edinburgh, and Author of *' Necessity of Popular Education

as a National Object."

The Right Hon. Lord GLENEr.o.

My Lord, Kdinburgu, 25th March 1836.

Referring to the experiment on phrenological

principles proposed by Sir George Mackenzie, for ascertain-

ing the distinctive characters of a number of convicts, I

respectfully beg to offer to your Lordship my humble opi-

nion, founded on fifteen years' experience, that the test will

be entirely satisfactory, and shew that character may be as-

certained from cerebral development, as indicated externally

on the head.

I have the honour to be, my Lord, your obedient

servant,

JAMES SIMPSON.

XVIII. From Henry Witham, Esq. of Lartington, Yorkshire,

Member of the Geological Society of London, and Royal So-

ciety of Edinburgh, &c. &c. ; and Author of a Work on " The

Internal Structure of Fossil Vegetables."

The Right Hon. Lord Glenelg.

My Lord, Lartington, Co. York, 27th March 1836.

With reference to Sir Geo. Mackenzie's sug-

gestion, that the heads of convicts should be examined,

with a view to ascertaining their natural dispositions before

transporting them to New South Wales, I beg leave to cer-

tify, that, from having studied the science of Phrenology

during several years of my residence in Edinburgh, I am

convinced of the practicabiUty of accomplishing, by means

of Phrenology, the object in view. The differences in point
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of form between the brains of men of naturally good and

men of naturally bad dispositions, are so palpable, even

during life, that a moderate share of attention is sufficient

to discover them.

I have the honour to be, my Lord, your obedient humble

servant,

HENRY THORNTON MAIRE WITHAM.

XIX. From Dr Francis Farquharson, Fellow of the Royal

College of Surgeons of Edinburgh, and Vice-President of the

Phrenological Society.

The Right Hon. Lord Glenelg.

J^Y Lord, Edinburgh, 28/A March 1836.

In consequence of a communication from Sir G.

S. Mackenzie, Bart., regarding the phrenological experi-

nent proposed by him in a memorial to your Lordship, I

beg to state my firm conviction that it would completely

answer the object in view. This belief does not rest upon

theoretical grounds, but is the result of an extensive expe-

rience during the last ten or twelve years.

I have the honour to be, my Lord, your faithful and

obedient servant,

FRAs. FARQUHARSON, M. D.

XX. From Dr S. E. Hirschfeld, Bremen.

To the Right Hon. Lord Glenelg, &c. &c.

BeeMEN, 22rf March 1836.

I hereby certify, that I consider it practicable to dis-

tinguish between men of desperately bad dispositions, and

men of good dispositions, by examining their heads dur-

ing life ; and that such knowledge may be successfully em-
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ployed in discriminating dangerous criminals from those
who are not destructive or blood-thirsty.

I state this opinion from my own experience.

S. Ed. HIRSCHFELD, M.D.

XXL From the Sorgeons to the Newcastle Infirmary, and

Fifteen other Gentlemen of that Town.

To the Right Hon. Lord Glekelo,

Secretary for the Colonies.

Newcastle-on-Tyhe, ITth March 1836.

We the undersigned take the liberty of ad-

dressing this communication to your Lordship, for the pur-

pose of explaining that we are of opinion that the natural

dispositions are indicated by the form and size of the brain,

to such an extent as to render it possible, during life, to

distinguish men of desperate and dangerous tendencies from

those of ordinary dispositions : That if this opinion be cor-

rect, it would be highly beneficial to use this means of dis-

criminating the natural dispositions of convicts sent out to

the colonies, and many of whom are let to the cultivators

as servants : That with the view of ascertaining the possi-

bility of employing these means with advantage, it would

be very desirable that a given number of convicts of marked

characters be selected, and their dispositions put down in

writing by the governor and chaplain of one or two of the

public penitentiaries or prisons ; that their heads be sub-

mitted to the inspection of two or three experienced Phre-

nologists, who should write down inferences concerning their

mental qualities ; and that, in presence of competent judges,

the two written accounts should be compared : That if the

result should be found to accord with the opinion we have
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taken the liberty of laying before your Lordship, we con-

ceive a valuable service might be conferred on the colonists,

by paying attention to this means of regulating the selec-

tion of servants.

JOHN BAIRD, Senior Surgeon to the Newcastle

Infirmary.

T. M. GREENHOW, Surgeon to the Newcastle

Infirmary, &c.

Wm. HUTTON, F. G. S., Member of the Geolo-

gical Society of France, &c. &c., and Secretary

of the Natural History Society of Northumber-

land, Durham, and Newcastle-on-Tyne.

JNo. BUDDLE, V. P. of the Natural History So-

ciety of Newcastle-upon-Tyne, F. G. S., &c.

ROBt. Wm. swan.
J. CARGILL, M.D.
WILLIAM MORRISON, Member of the Royal

College of Surgeons of London, &c.

ANTHy. NICHOI-
AV^ILLIAM NEIHAM, Member of the Royal

College of Surgeons, London, of the Royal Me-
dical Society, Edinburgh, &c. &c. &c.

JOHN THOMSON, CM., Member of the Uni-

versity of Glasgow.

D. MACKINTOSH, Surgeon to the Newcastle

Lunatic Asylum, &c.

J. C. BRUCE, A. M.
ROBERT CURRIE.
JOHN FENWICK, Alderman of Newcastle-upon-

Tyne.

R. B. BOWMAN.
M. H. RANKIN, Solicitor, Newcastle, Author of

" Present State of Representation in England

and Wales."

Wm. CARGILL.
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XXII. From W. A. F. Browne, Esq. Medical Super! atendent

of Montrose Lunatic Asylum.

MoNTttOSE, March 15. 1836.

I hereby certify, on soul and conscience, that I

have been acquainted with the principles of Phrenology for

upwards of ten years ; that from proofs based upon physio-

logy and observation, I believe these to be a true exposition

of the laws and phenomena of the human mind ; that du-

ring the whole of the period mentioned I have acted on these

principles, applied them practically in the ordinary con-

cerns of hfe, in determining and analyzing the characters of

all individuals with whom I became acquainted or connected,

and that I have derived the greatest benefit from the assist-

ance thus obtained. But although the utility of the science

be most apparent in the discrimination of the good from the

bad, those of virtuous and intellectual capabilities from the

brutal and imbecile, it is not confined to this. In the ex-

ercise of my profession, I have been enabled, by the aid of

Phrenology, to be of essential service in directing the edu-

cation of the young as a protection against nervous disease,

and in removing or alleviating the various forms assumed

by insanity in the mature. For several years I have de-

voted myself to the study of mental diseases, and the care

of the insane. During my studies at Salpetriere, Charen-

ton, &c. in Paris, I was able to derive great additional in-

formation from my previous knowledge of Phrenology ; and

now that I have been entrusted with a large asylum, I am

inclined to attribute any little success that may have attend-

ed mv efforts to ameliorate the condition of those confided

' to my charge, to the same cause. I may add, that I was

convei ted from a confidence in the accuracy of the philoso-

phy of the schools to a belief in Phrenology ; that I did

•
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not adopt its doctrines on the authority of my teachers, but

tested their truth by repeated experiment ;
that I have

since taught them to large bodies of my countrymen, and

feel fully convinced that until they be recognised and act-

ed upon generally, no just conclusion can be drawn as to

human character, nor as to the administration of punish-

ments for the improvement or rewards for the encourage-

ment of mankind.

W. A. F. BKOWNE, Surgeon.

XXIII From Dr C. Otto, Professor of Materia Medica and

. Forensic Medicine in the University of Copenhagen ; Phy-

sician to the Civil Penitentiary ; Member of the Royal Board

of Health, the Royal Medical Society at Copenhagen, and

tliirteen other Medical Societies abroad; Editor of the Danish

medical journal " Bibliothek for Lieger," &c. &c.

To the Right Hon. Lord Glenelg,

Secretary for the Colonies, &c. &c.

Copenhagen, March 25. 1836.

I hereby certify, that, from my own observation

and experience, I consider it quite possible to distinguish

men of strong animal propensities, who, when left uncon-

trolled by authority, or when excited by intoxication, would

be dangerous to society, from men of mild dispositions, by

examining their heads during life. I farther certify, that I

have practically applied this method of distinguishing the

natural dispositions of men, and found it uniformly suc-

cessful.

C. OTTO, M.D.

Dr Otto adds, in a letter to Mr Combe, inclosing the

above :
—" As physician to the penitentiary, nobody can be
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more convinced than I of the truth of the certificate. In
fact I reap the greatest advantage from Phrenology in treat-

ing the criminals in my hospital, as I vary my moral treat-

ment of them according to the form of their heads—some
ones necessarily requiring severity, others mildness ; and I

have often, without any failure, told the inspector before-

hand which criminal was to be considered as dangerous, and

which one might be trusted as quiet and benevolent. The
examination of the organs of Secretiveness and Conscien-

tiousness aids me extremely much in detecting simulations

of diseases."

XXIV. From the Honourable Douglas Gordon Halyburton

M. P. for Forfarshire, to George Combe, Esq.

My Dear Sir, London, March 26. 183G.

You will, I know, excuse my not having, four or

five days ago, sent an acknowledgment of the favour of

your letter of the 14th instant, covering a copy of your

printed circular of the 10th, on the subject of Sir George

Mackenzie"'s communications to Lord Glenelg respecting

Ausbalian convicts, and his Lordship's remarks on the

same.

I am afraid that, in asking my testimony on this phreno-

logical question, yourself and Sir George attribute an im-

portance to it, which it can scarcely deserve, as adding sen-

sibly to the weight of phrenological authority, of which

your circular must long since have put you in posses-

sion. However, if the attention which I have given to this

most important and interesting science, during a period now

of twenty years—the personal acquaintance I had with Drs

Gall and Spurzheim on the Continent—the friendship with »
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which our latter departed friend was pleased to honour me

and my having let slip no opportunity, whether in Paris,

London, Edinburgh, or Glasgow, to derive pleasure and

instruction from his writings, lectures, and private conver-

sation—and, lastly, let me add with no intention whatever

to flatter, the instruction and improvement I have derived

from your own writings, lectures, and conversation, com-

bined with those of your brother Dr Andrew Combe—if

these circumstances, all well known to you, should lead

yourself or Sir George Mackenzie to believe that my au-

thority upon this subject ought at least to carry some weight

with it, then my testimony, such as it may be, is entirely

at your service.

The point, I think, in your circular letter, upon which

you desire the opinion of competent judges is this,—" Whe-

ther the natural dispositions are indicated by the form and

size of the brain, to such an extent as to render it quite

possible, during life, to distinguish men of desperate and

dangerous tendencies from those of good dispositions."

Before I give my answer to this question, allow me, dear

Sir, to prefix a few remarks. It is well known, I am sure,

to us, that the skill of the well-instructed and practised

phrenologist, might safely be put to a much more severe

test than any that is implied in the above question. In-

stead of taking the extremes of human character, he might

be required to read and to discriminate amongst that inter-

mediate class which makes up the great bulk of mankind

in civilized life ; where the qualities of the animal 7?ian

and the moral and religious man are mixed up together, in

all sorts of proportions,—the combination in nineteen cases

out of twenty in civilized life, (and in various grades of

society), being such as to give rise to those apparent con-

tradictions in men's characters, which are perpetually ob-
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truding themselves upon every one's notice ; so that it is no

exaggeration to say, that the great mass of society whom
one meets at every turn, including all ranks, spend their

whole lives in a sort of rotation (palpable or more covert)

of sinning and repenting—now obeying all or any of their

propensities—the animal man,—now listening to—checked
—brought up, by their moral and religious nature. Wt
know how all this can be most satisfactorily explained by

the demonstrated truths and doctrines of Phrenology. But

in truth, they are the same phenomena which are pointed

at by moral and religious writers and preachers (the latter

too often in language unnecessarily quaint, and a misplaced

adoption of Scriptural terms), when they talk of men
" walking after the flesh, or after the spirit,"—that " the

natural man cannot please God,"" &c, &c. &c. All this, I

take it, merely means that the lower part of man's nature,

the animal (which God and religion intended, and I doubt

not have provided for the ultimate fulfilment of the inten-

tion), should serve and obey the higher, the moral and spi-

ritual part,—takes the lead, and, instead of serving; pre-

sumes to dictate and domineer; thus producing all the con-

fusion, and much of the misery, of a true servile war. Now,

I would ask i/ou the question. Can the skilful phrenologist,

in such mixed cases as I have described, point out, from an

inspection of the brain, as indicated by the exterior head,

the character of the individual ? I think you will answer

that he can. At least he can enumerate the^forces which

are enlisted on either side, though, being no charlatan, and

not pretending that he is a prophet, he will not venture to

predict what specific action, or course of action for a time,

will result, under certain circumstances, from the antago-

nist motives which the man carries within him. In illus-

tration of what I have hurriedly above been intending to
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say, I would ask you again, whether there are not scores of

examples in all the phrenological capitals of Europe, where

(let us take one example) parents have liesitatingly, trem-

blingly, half believing, half afraid, taken their children to

be examined (for their characters, &c. &c. &c.) by the most

reputed phrenologist they could hear of,—submitting the

heads of the little creatures to the eyes and fingers—the

wand of the conjurer. If he be really an expert and well-

instructed co7iJurer, he immediately detects the general out-

lines of the children's (not infants'") characters. But he

goes much farther than this,—^he examines and weighs, he

balances the forces of the different qualities, intellectual,

moral and animal ; and in almost every instance (supposing

him always to be a good conjurer), he fairly and fully de-

lineates the character. So the poor parents stand aghast;

propensities, sentiments, passions, virtues and vices, which

they vainly imagined could be known only to themselves,

or the immediate inmates of the house or the nursery, are

brought to the surface, under the wicked scrutiny of the

phrenological doctor. The sequel of this proceeding very

commonly is, that he is consulted by the anxious parents

respecting the education, the general management, and ul-

timately the choice of professions, for the several children
;

and undoubtedly it would be well for the family, if the

counsels of a renWy judicious phrenological adviser, regard-

ing the above mentioned points, were attended to and acted

upon. If the statements I have been making, and the opi-

nion I have given respecting those classes (far removed

from the two extremes), which make up the great mass of

human society, be true, there can be no doubt how I must
answer the query transcribed above from your circular let-

ter. I consider it as proved to demonstration, that '< the

natural dispositions are indicated by the form and size of

VOL.. II. II h
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the brain to such an extent, as to render it quite possible

during life, to distinguish men of desperate and dangerous

tendencies from those of good dispositions."

I shall conclude this letter with a few observations, na-

turally arising out of the subject. We know that phreno-

logical knowledge and skill, have in very many instances

been rendered most useful in the business of education, as

respects both private families and public schools, where

happily the masters or directors could avail themselves of

such assistances, in conducting the moral and the intellec-

tual discipline of the pupils. We know further, that me-

dical science and art have been much indebted to Phreno-

logy, in the case more especially of several institutions for

the reception and treatment of patients labouring under

various forms and degrees of mental alienation. Of the

latter, the instances of the Lancastrian Asylum, and that

for the reception of paupers of the County of Middlesex,

near the metropolis, at present occur to me, and I believe

there are many similar examples both in England and Scot-

land. Can it be doubted, then, that Phrenology is capable

of furnishing resources of equal magnitude, and to an ex-

tent not easily appreciated, in the classification and the

discipline of those unhappy persons, whose crimes, in vari-

ous degrees, have brought them under the dominion of cri-

minal jurisprudence ?

I might, my dear Sir, have answered your letter much

more laconically than I have done, and possibly an apology

is due from me, for having been too diffuse ; but the sub-

ject is one in which I take a great interest, and I trust I

shall be forgiven.

I remain, with much respect, yours faithfully,

D. G. HALLYBURTON, M. P.
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XXV. From Dr Patrick Neill, F.R.S. E. & F. L. S. London.

Right Hon. Lord Glenelg.
Canonmills Cottage,

My Lord, 3\st March 1836.

In consequence of a suggestion by Sir George

Mackenzie, I beg leave to mention to your Lordship, that

even before the first visit of Dr Spurzheim to Edinburgh,

I was satisfied that the leading doctrines of Gall were

founded in truth, because the conviction was forced upon

me by my own observations made before that visit : I mean

that certain convolutions or portions of the brain are pecu-

liarly the organs of certain faculties and propensities ; that

size is generally indicative of vigour ; and that, in many

cases, the relative size of the organs can be distinguished

by external examination.

Knowing the powerful influence of surrounding society

in encouraging or restraining, I have never given an opi-

nion as to the probable actions of an educated individual,

and indeed have uniformly declined examining heads among

my friends, even when pressed to do so. But I have, on

various occasions, been influenced by my private observa-

tions of development, and can most conscientiously say that

I have constantly seen more and more reason to trust, with

confidence, to such observations. My abstaining from any

public practice of Phrenology ought not, therefore, to lessen

the weight of my testimony.

The organs of some faculties and propensities are much
more easily recognised externally than those of others; and

when they are strongly marked, no Phrenologist (I would

say no one who has ever attended to the subject, although no

adept), can possibly be mistaken in drawing useful conclu-

sions. In the case of convicts ordered for transportation,

for examine, he could undoubtedly point out the probably
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treacherous and the probably mischievous ;—so that, du-

ring the voyage, these might be more strictly guarded,

and separated as much as possible from those who were

likely to prove conscientious and benevolent
; and, on ar-

rival at their place of destination, that the former might be

kept at work under public surveillance, and only the latter

hired out to settlers.

To shew that I ought not to be entirely unqualified for

giving an opinion, your Lordship will excuse me for men-

tioning that in my youth I studied for three years with a

view to the medical profession ; that I attended especially to

Anatomy, and saw the human brain dissected by Monro

secundus, and developed by Spurzheim (for the latter

scarcely used the scalpel) ; that I have for upwards of

twenty years been Secretary to the Wernerian Natural

History Society ; and that I have, all my life, been attached

to the study of natural history.

I am, my Lord, your Lordship's very obedient servant,

PAT. NEILL.

XXVI. From Dr John Elliotson, F. R. S., President of the

Royal Medical and Chirurgical, and of the London Phreno-

logical Societies ; Professor of the Principles and Practice of

Medicine and of Clinical Medicine, and Dean of Faculty, in

the University of London ; Senior Physician of the North

London Hospital ; Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians

of London ;
formerly Physician to St Thomas's Hospital, and

President of the Royal Medical Society of Edinburgh, &c.

&c. &c.

Conduit Street, London,

To the Right Hon. Lord Glenelg. ^ml 7- ^83(}.

Dr Elliotson presents his compliments to Lord

Glenelg, and begs to say, that, at the desire of Sir George
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Mackenzie, he takes the liberty of communicating to his

Lordship his thorough conviction of the truth of Phreno-

logy. He has not passed a day for the last twenty years,

without bestowing at least some thought upon it ; and the

vast number of facts which he has witnessed, without any

certain exception as to any of the chief points, convince

him that it is as real a science as Astronomy or Chemistry.

Nor does he know any branch of science more important, as

it is interwoven with morals, religion, government, educa-

tion, and in short with every thing that regards human or

brute nature.

XXVII. From Dr John Scott, Fellow of the Royal College

of Surgeons, Edinburgh.

To Sir George Mackenzie, Bart.

Edinburgh,

31. Northumberland Street,

Dear Sir George, loth April \8?i6.

Having been informed by Mr Combe of the

nature of your correspondence with Lord Glenelg, relative

to the proposed experiment as to a number of convicts to

be sent to New South Wales, I have much satisfaction in

stating my conviction of the very important advantages to

be derived from it, in shewing the practical usefulness of

the science of Phrenology ; of the truth of which I have

been fully satisfied, from the period in which I studied it

under Dr Spurzheim in Paris, fifteen years since.

With sincere hopes that Lord Glenelg may be induced to

accede to your benevolent wishes, I remain your obedient

servant,

JOHN SCOTT M.D.
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XXVIII. From Joseph Vimont, M. D., of the Faculty of Paris,

Honorary Member of the Phrenological Societies of Paris,

London, Edinburgh, Boston, &c.

To the Right Hon. Lord Glenelg,
Secretary for the Colonies.

My Lord, Paris, 30th March 1836.

Sir G. S. Mackenzie, Bart., in applying to your Lord-

ship for permission to examine the heads of a number of

convicts, in order to appreciate their mental faculties, might

have dispensed with having recourse to the testimony of

foreign physiologists. In the case proposed by the hon-

ourable Baronet, the experiment cannot fail of being crown-

ed with success, if made (as I do not doubt it will be), by

phrenologists deeply versed in the theory and practice of

Phrenology. The observations made by the founder of the

science, Dr Gall, in the prisons of Berlin and Spandau,

those which have been repeated in all the civilized world,

to which I may add those which I have made in three of

the principal prisons of France, viz. Caen in Normandy,

Bicetre near Paris, and Melun twelve leagues from Paris,

have convinced me that it is not only possible to appreciate

the relation existing between the volume of the head and

the energy of the mental faculties, but that one may still,

by their examination, be able to establish among the con-

victs several classes, the discrimination of which would be

very advantageous to society and for the convicts them-

selves. The work of Dr Gall, the Phrenological Journal

of Edinburgh, the large work which I have lately publish-

ed, finally, the phrenological museums, abound with incon-

testible facts proving that the mental faculties of men may

be appreciated in a healthy state by the examination of
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their heads. To deny the truth of those facts, is to put in

doubt the existence of the best established phenomena.

I have, my Lord, the honour to be your humble servant,

J. VIMONT.

XXIX. From Dr William Gregory, F. R. S. E., Fellow of the

Royal College of Physicians of Edinburgh, Member and

formerly President of the Royal Medical Society, Cor-

responding Member of the Societe de Pharmacie and of the

Phrenological Society of Paris, and Secretai'y to the Phre-

nological Society of Edinburgh.

To the Right Honourable

Lord Glenelg, &c, &c. &c.

My 1-ORD, Edikburgh, 1

1

<A ^jsri/ 1836.

Having been requested to state my opinion of

the proposition made to your Lordship by Sir G. S. Mac-

kenzie, Bart., in reference to a phrenological examination

of convicts about to be transported, with a view to their

classification according to their natural dispositions, so as

to avoid many inconveniences to which their masters in the

penal settlements are now liable, I beg to state to your

Lordship, that, for some years past, I have studied the

science of Phrenology, and have the firm conviction that, in

the hands of properly qualified observers, this science af-

fords the means of ascertaining with certainty the natural

dispositions and talents of such individuals as possess healthy

brains.

My conviction is founded on a careful study of the works

of the most distinguished phrenologists, confirmed by the

repeated examination of several extensive collections, in

which are deposited the heads of very numerous criminals

of all shades of character. I have also had very frequent
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opportunities of witnessing the facility and certainty with

which character is discriminated by practised phrenologists

in the case of living persons. It would be superfluous to

point out the advantage of such a power, especially in the

case of convicts.

Your Lordship's official avocations have probably pre-

vented you from devoting your attention to the subject of

Phrenology ; but I may be permitted to express my belief

that your Lordship could not examine it carefully without

being satisfied of its importance to mankind, as being the

only consistent and practical philosophy of mind yet off*ered

to the world.

And when those who have carefully studied Phrenology,

and become convinced of its truth, offfer, as Sir G. S. Mac-

kenzie has done, to put it to a practical test, which may be

highly advantageous, and cannot possibly be hurtful, it is

the duty of your Lordship, and of all those who have it in

their power to authorize the experiment, not to pass by or

neglect a proposition so important, merely for want of that

faith in the truth of Phrenology, which no one can reason-

ably expect to possess, unless he have made himself acquaint-

ed with the science, and the evidence on which it is sup-

ported.

I have the honour to be, my Lord, your Lordship's most

obedient servant,
WILLIAM GREGORY.

XXX. From Dr Robert Hunter, Professor of Anatomy,

&c. in the Andersonian University, Glasgow.

To the Right Honourable Lord Glenelg.

My Lord, Glasgow, Wth Api-il 1836.

At the request of Mr Combe, I have taken the

liberty of addressing your Lordship on the subject of
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PhrenoJogy. For more than thirteen years I have paid

some attention to the subject, and I beg to state, that the

more deeply I investigate it, the more I am convinced in

the truth of the science. I have examined it in connection

with the anatomy of the brain, and find it beautifully to

harmonise. I have tested the truth of it on numerous in-

dividuals, whose characters it unfolded with accuracy and

precision. For the last ten years I have taught Phre-

nology publicly in connection with Anatomy and Physio

logy, and have no hesitation in stating, that, in my opinion,

it is a science founded on truth, and capable of being applied

to many practical and useful purposes.

I have the honour to be, my Lord, your Lordship's very

obedient servant,

ROBERT HUNTER, M. D.

XXXI. From Robert Macnish, Esq. Member of the Faculty of

Physicians and Surgeons of Glasgow, and Author of " The
Philosophy of Sleep," &c.

To the Right Honourable Lord Glenelg.
1

My Lord, Glasgow, llth April 1836,

Having been applied to, by Sir George Macken-
zie, to state my opinion with respect to the possibility of

detecting the characters of convicts by an examination of

their heads on Phrenological principles, I have no hesita-

tion in declaring my perfect conviction, that, in very many
cases, the dispositions of these individuals may, by such a

process, be discriminated with remarkable accuracy.

The form of head possessed by all dangerous and invete-

rate criminals is peculiar. There is an enormous mass of
brain behind the ear, and a comparatively small portion
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in the frontal and coronal regions. Such a conformation
always characterizes the worst class of malefactors ; and
wherever it exists we find an excessive tendency to crime.
This fact I have had ample opportunities of verifying

;

and, indeed, no person who compares criminal heads with
those of persons whose natural dispositions are towards vir-

tue, can entertain the slightest doubt upon the subject.

I have the honour to be, my Lord, your Lordship^s most
obedient servant,

». MACNISH.

XXXII. From Richard Poole, M. D., Fellow and Joint Li-

brarian of the Royal College of Physicians of Edinburgh

;

Author of various Articles in Periodical Journals and the

Encyclopaedia -Edinensis,—as Zaw^rwa^e, Philology, Mathe-

matics, Mind, Philosophy, and Education, the last of which

has been republished separately.

Edinburgh, \2th April 183G.

During several years, actively employed, I have found

the principles of Phrenology available in very important

duties,—more especially in the treatment of Insanity, to

which, as a professional man, my attention has been greatl}-

directed ; and I feel warranted, by long study and observa-

tion, in maintaining the opinion, that it is practicable to

distinguish individuals having naturally very low and dan-

gerous characters, from others who are naturally well con-

stituted and disposed,—by examining and comparing their

heads during life, according to the principles of Phreno-

logy.

RICHp. POOLE.
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XXXIII. From Charles Maclaren, Esq. Editor of the Scots-

man.

To the Right Honourable Lord Glenelg,

Secretary for the Colonies, &c.

Edinburgh, 9th April 1836.

In reference to a correspondence between your

Lordship and Sir George Mackenzie, on the propriety of

subjecting convicts to a phrenological examination, I beg

leave to state, that I have paid some attention to Phreno-

logy during the last seven years—that I believe its princi-

ples to be substantially true, and am convinced that the na-

tural dispositions are indicated by the form and size of the

brain to such an extent as to render it quite possible, du-

ring life, to distinguish men of desperate and dangerous

tendencies from those of good dispositions.

Perhaps I may be allowed to add, that my first impres-

sions in favour of Phrenology were produced by the ex-

planation which its doctrines afford of the phenomena of

mind, and the relations of man to the external world—an

explanation more clear, consistent, and satisfactory, in my
opinion, than can be derived from any system of philoso-

phy now taught in this country.

I have the honour to be, my Lord, your Lordship's most

obedient servant,

CHARLES MACLAREN,
Editor of the Scotsman Newspaper.
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XXXIV, From William Wildsmith, Esn. Member ot' the

Royal College of Surgeons, London, and ot the Council of the

Leeds Philosophical and Literary Society; and Author of

" An Inquiry concerning the relative Connexion which sub-

sists between the Mind and the Brain."

To the Right Honourable Lord Glenelg.

My Lord, Leeds, April 16. 1836.

Having been informed that Sir G. S. Macken-

zie, Bart, has made proposals for applying the tests afford-

ed by Phrenology for the discrimination of individual cha-

racter in convicts subject to transportation, with a view to

their better classification, I beg most sincerely to add my
humble testimony in approval of the plan suggested, with

the confident assurance that the result will prove highly

valuable to the parties most interested, and prove to the

entire satisfaction of any who may doubt it, the practical

application of Phrenology to the common affairs of life.

Nothing, I am convinced, can be easier than the discrimi-

nation of the naturally and the casually vicious, by the aid

of Phrenology ; and, in the case in question, I doubt not of

its complete success if a trial be permitted.

I have the honour to remain, your Lordship's most obe-

dient servant,

Wm W1I,DSMITH.
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XXXV. From Mr William Brebner, Governor of the County

and City Bridewell, Glasgow.

To George Combe, Esq.

County and City Bridewell,

Dear Sir, Glasgow, \Qth April 1836.

About two thousand persons pass through this

establishment yearly, and I have had the charge for up-

wards of twenty-five years. During that period, and long

before I heard any thing of Phrenology, I was often struck

with the extraordinary shape of the heads of most of the

criminals. When Dr Spurzheim visited this city, I attend-

ed his lectures ; and although I do not yet pretend to have

any thing like phrenological knowledge, I have no hesita-

tion in saying, that the most notoriously bad characters

have a conformation of head very different from those of

the common run of mankind.

I may be allowed to add, that Dr Spurzheim, yourself,

and many others, professing and believing in the science,

who have visited this prison, have described the character,

and told the leading propensities of the inmates, in a very

remarkable manner. 1 am, &c.

WILLIAM BREBNER, Governor.

XXXVI. From H. A. Galbraith, Esq. Surgeon to the Glasgow

Royal Lunatic Asylum.

Glasgow Royal Lunatic Asylum,
My Dear Sir, \m April

Situated as I am in the midst of a wide field

for observation, more particularly in regard to disordo-cd
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mental manifestations, 1 have been for several years past

led to compare these with the phrenological development of

the individuals in whom they appeared ; and from the result

of numerous and well-marked instances, which have not

only been known to me during a state of morbid activity,

but from authentic accounts of the previous mental indica-

tions, I have not the least hesitation in declaring my firm

belief in the general doctrines of Phrenology.

It gives me much pleasure on this occasion, and is but

an act of justice, to add, that when Dr Spurzheim was in

this city some years ago, he visited this Institution, and

examined several of the most remarkable heads of the then

inmates ; and, had I been more careless and sceptical than

I really was, the correctness and facility with which his in-

ductions were made from cerebral development, must have

arrested my attention, and convinced me of the reality of

the science he professed. It is also no small confirmation

of the doctrine, as well as proof of its utility, that exactly

the same conclusions were drawn from the same heads, when

submitted to you a few days ago at your visit here. It

therefore can be no chance or random opinion, but one evi-

dently founded on a common principle, that enables the ex-

perienced Phrenologist, at the distance of years, not only

correctly to delineate the character and conduct of indivi-

duals, but strictly to coincide with that formerly given.

Although I have as yet no pretension to the name of an

experienced Phrenologist, yet be assured my faith in the

verity of Phrenology is such as to induce me to cultivate it

with more care than I have hitherto done, and it will be no

small gratification if I can add with benefit to those under

my charge. I am. My Dear Sir, yours very faithfully,

H. A. GALBRAITH.

George Combe, Esq.
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XXXVII. From George Salmond, Esq. Procurator-Fiscal of

Lanarkshire ; Walter Moir, Esq. SheriflP-Substitute of La-

narkshire ; and Mr D. M'Coll, Governor of Glasgow Jail.

To George Combe, Esq.

Sheriff's Chambers,

Dear Sir, Glasgow, 22d April 1836.

A FEW days ago Sheriff Moir having told me

of your intention to examine phrenologically some of the

criminals in Glasgow jail, I expressed a wish to be present,

in order that I might have a practical test of the system,

and ascertain whether your inferences of character should

accord with what was privately and officially known of

them by myself ; and Mr Moir having kindly honoured me
with aa introduction to you, I had the gratification of at-

tending your examination of a number of these persons,

and of hearing with sincere interest the accurate conclusions

you arrived at on each of them.

Never before having witnessed such an operation, and

expecting that, after a tedious process of examination,

taking notes, and comparing and calculating results, some-

thing of an oracular generality of character should be an-

nounced, I was very much pleased to observe, that while

your examination of each did not average a minute, you in-

stantly, and without hesitation, stated the character, not

generally, but with specialties of feelings and propensities,

surprisingly justified by what I knew of them ; and being

aware that you had no access to them, nor means of know-
ing them previously, as they were taken at the moment
promiscuously from numbers of the other criminals, I was
at once led to a conviction of the truth of the science, and
to see eminent advantages of such knowledge to society,

and more immediately in regard to criminal jurisprudence
and practice.

Of the instances of your observation, suffer me to men-
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tion a few, which at the time occurred to me as peculiarly

convincing;.

The first man you examined you pronounced " a thief,

reckless and dangerous, who, for instance, if under the in-

fluence of liquor, would not hesitate to murder or destroy

all around him." Now this fellow has for years travelled

about the country with a horse and cart, selling salt and
trifling articles, and has acquired the character of a master-

ful thief, and just now stands indicted with a cruel assault

on, and highway robbery of, a poor labourer, of all his hard

earnings last harvest.

Another, you observed, had " a fine intellect, and »vas

likely to have been guilty of swindling and the accuracy

of this observation on a painter, who is indicted for jalse-

liood^Jraud, and wilful imposition^ or swindling^ is self-evi-

dent,

A third, whom you pronounced " a cunning, darings

and decided thief," is an incorrigible thief, who for years

has, in the most concealed and adroit manner, headed a gang

of housebreakers, and is at present indicted for highway

robbery, committed by his savagely knocking down with a

heavy stob a poor man, who was almost killed on the

spot. Private information leads me to understand that he

has been party to another crime, of a nature equally, if not

more, daring and cruel.

A fourth you described to be " a depraved and most dan-

gerous man." He is a crony of the man last noticed ; has

long been a thief, and one of the most noted corpse-lifters

while subjects were bought by the medical schools ; and he

is said to have been concerned with the man last mentioned

in the atrocious crime alluded to at the close of the obser-

vations as to him,

A fifth, whom you judged to be " a sly thief, who, with

a meek and specious aspect, possessed daring even to

cruelty," is a fellow who is by trade a thief, adroit and cun-
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ning, and who has often attacked and escaped from the

officers of justice. He lately stole in broad day-light on

the streets of Glasgow a handkerchief from a gentleman's

pocket, and ran off. Being promptly pursued, he, as a de-

coy, threw from him the napkin. Being after a race over-

taken, he leapt into a dung-pit, whither the gentleman

could not think of following him, but stood watching him

till police he sent for arrived. On this the fellow in the

most fawning manner craved sympathy, and finding this

did not move the gentleman's purpose, he suddenly sprung

out, and, on being seized, made a desperate struggle, bit

severely the gentleman's hand, and, by his force and vio-

lence, might soon have got off had not the police arrived.

The accuracy of your conclusions has deeply impressed

me with the benefit which would accrue to society from the

application of such investigations towards the better classi-

fication of criminals confined before and. after trial, to the

selection and treatment of convicts, and even to the more

certain identification of such criminals as might effect their

escape from justice or confinement.

With much regard, believe me to be, dear Sir, yours
most faithfully,

GEO. SALMOND,
Pror.-Fiscal of Lanarksnire.

We were present on the occasion of Mr Combe's visit to

the Jail of Glasgow, and testify to the perfect accuracy of

Mr Salmond's representation of what happened. Mr
Combe's inferences of the characters of such prisoners as
he then examined, were most accurate, and never could
have been the result of chance.

WALTER MOIR,
Sheriff Subst. of Lanarkshire.

D. M'COLL,
Governor of Glasgow J&il,.
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XXXVIII. Account of Mr Combe's Phrenological Examina-
tion of Heads of Criminals in the Jail of Newcastle-on-

Tyne, October 1835. Extracted from the Phrenological

Journal, xol ix. p. 524.

On Wednesday 23th October, Mr Combe, accompanied
by the following gentlemen, visited the jail : viz. Dr George
Fife, assistant-surgeon to the jail (who is not a phrenolo-

gist) ; Benjamin Sorsbie, Esq., alderman ; Dr D. B. White

;

Mr T. M. Greenhow, surgeon ; Mr John Baird, surgeon
;

Mr George C. Aitkinson ; Mr Edward Richardson ; Mr
Thomas Richardson ; Mr Wra. Hutton ; and Captain

Hooke,

Mr Combe mentioned, that his chief object was to shew

to such of the gentlemen present as had attended his lec-

tures in Newcastle, the reality of the fact which he had fre-

quently stated, that there is a marked difference between

the development of the brain in men of virtuous disposi-

tions, and its development in decidedly vicious characters,

such as criminals usually are ; and that the moral organs

generally are larger in proportion to the organs of the ani-

mal propensities, in the former than in the latter : and he

requested that a few striking cases of crime might be pre-

sented, and that the heads of the criminals should be com-

pared with those of any of the gentlemen present indiscri-

minately.

This was done ; and Dr Fyfe suggested that it would be

further desirable that Mr Combe should write down his

own remarks on the cases, before any account of them was

given, while he himself should, at the other side of the ta-

ble, write down an account of their characters according to

his knowledge of them ; and that the two statements should

then be compared. Mr Combe agreed to this request ; and

the following individuals were examined.
8
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P. S., aged about 20.

—

Mr Combe wrote as follows :

Anterior lobe well developed ; intellectual powers are con-

siderable. The organ of Imitation is large, also Secretive-

ness ;
Acquisitiveness is rather large. The most defective

oro-an is Conscientiousness. Benevolence and Veneration

are large. The lower animal organs are not inordinate. My
inference is, that this boy is not accused of violence ; his

dispositions are not ferocious, or cruel, or violent : he has a

talent for deception, and a desire for property not regulated

by justice. His desires may have appeared in swindling or

theft. It is most probable that he has swindled : he has

the combination which contributes to the talents of an ac-

tor.

—

Dr Fifi^ Remarks ; A confirmed thief ; he has been

twice convicted of theft. He has never shewn brutality

;

but he has no sense of honesty. He has frequently attempt-

ed to impose on Dr Fife ; he has considerable talent ; he

attended school, and is quick and apt ; he has a talent for

imitation.

T. S., aged 18.

—

Mr Combe wrote: Destructiveness is

very large ; Combativeness, Secretiveness, and Acquisitive-

ness) are large ; intellectual organs fairly developed ; Ama-

tiveness is large ; Conscientiousness rather moderate ; Be-

nevolence is full, and Veneration rather large. This boy

is considerably different from the last. He is more violent

in his dispositions ; he has probably been committed for

assault connected with women. He has also large Secre-

tiveness and Acquisitiveness, and may have stolen, although

I think this less probable. He has fair intellectual ta-

lents, and is an improveable subject.

—

Dr Fife''s RemarTcs :

Crime, rape * * * * No striking features in his general

character ; mild disposition ; has never shewn actual vice.

J. W., aged 73.

—

Mr Combe''s Observations : The coro-

• The particular observations are not proper for publication.
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nal region is very defective ; Veneration and Firmness are

tlie best developed ; but all are deficient. Cautiousness is

enormously large ; the organ of Combativeness is consider,

able, and Amativeness is large ; there are no other leading

organs of the propensities inordinate in development ; tlie

intellect is very moderate. I would have expected to find

this case in a lunatic asylum rather than in a jail ; and I

caimot fix upon any particular feature of crime. His moral

dispositions generally are very defective ; but he has much
caution. Except in connection with his Amativeness and

Combativeness, I cannot specify the precise crime of which

he has been convicted. Great deficiency in the moral or-

gans is the characteristic feature, which leaves the lower

propensities to act without control.

—

Dr Fife's Remarks :

A thief; void of every principle of honesty ; obstinate ; in-

solent ; ungrateful for any kindness. In short, one of the

most depraved characters with which I have been acquaint-

ed.

—

Note by Mr Combe: I have long maintained, that

where the moral organs are extremely deficient, as in this

case, the individual is a moral lunatic, and ought to be

treated as such. Individuals in whom one organ is so large

as Cautiousness is in this old man, and in whom the regu-

lating organs of the moral sentiments are so deficient, are

liable to fall into insanity, if strongly excited, owing to the

disproportion in the cerebral organs. It is common to meet

with such cases in lunatic asylums ; and as the criminal

law has gone on punishing this individual during a long

life (for he has been twice transported), and met with no

success in reclaiming him, but left him in jail, under sen-

tence for theft, at seventy years of age, I consider these

facts a strong confirmation of my opinion that he ought to

have been treated as a moral patient from the first.
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XXXIX. From Dr John Mackintosh, Surgeon to the Ord-

nance Department in North Britain ; Lecturer on the Princi-

ples of Pathology and Practice of Physic ; Fellow of the Royal

College of Surgeons of Edinburgh ; Member of the Medico •

Chirurgical and Wernerian Natural History Societies of Edin-

burgh, Montreal, Heidelberg, and Brussels.

To George Combe, Esq.

My Dear Sir, Edinburgh, 2'Jth April 1836.

In reply to your letter of the 16th March, re-

questing me to state whether the natural dispositions are

indicated by the size and form of the brain, so as to render

it possible duriag life to distinguish men of desperate and

dangerous tendencies from those of good dispositions, I

have much pleasure in being able to offer my unqualified

testimony as to the fact.

I was formerly not only an unbeliever in Phrenology, but

a determined scoffer, and my conversion was slowly pro-

duced by the occurrence of individual cases that were acci-

dentally brought before me ; and I would now risk all I

possess upon the general results drawn from the examina-

tion of the heads of one hundred convicts, by qualified per-

sons I could name.

It would be well for society in the countries to which

convicts are sent, if the plan proposed by Sir George Mac-

kenzie to the Right Honourable Lord Glenelg were adopt-

ed. If any expense be occasioned by the investigation, I

shall willingly contribute a share, because the interests of

science will be advanced, and a great service will be ren^

dered to the unfortunate convicts themselves,

I may add, that a great revolution has taken place within

these few years, not only in this country, but also on the

Continent, in favour of Phrenological doctrines; the num-
ber of opponents has diminished, and the disciples have in-
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creased in a remarkable manner ;—so much so, that in Pa-
ns there is scarcely an illustrious name connected with Me-
dicine, or any of the sciences, that is not found enrolled in

the list of Members of the Phrenological Society. You
may make whatever use you please of this letter ; and with

much respect towards you, for the great share you have
had in advancing our knowledge of the true science of mind,

and placing it on a wider and more substantial basis,

I am, my dear Sir, yours very faithfully,

JOHN MACKINTOSH, M. D.

XL. Certificate from Henry Marsh, Esq. M.D., M.I.R.A., one

of the Physicians to Steven's Hospital, Consulting Physician

to the Dublin General Hospital, St Vincent's Hospital, and

the Institution for the Diseases of Children ; Robert Har-

rison, Esq. M.D., M.R.I.A., Professor of Anatomy and Phy-

siology, Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland; Richard

ToNSON Evanson, Esq. M.D., M.R.I.A., Px-ofessor of the

Practice of Physic, Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland

;

James Armstrong, D.D., M.R.I.A. ; Francis White,

Esq. President of the Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland

;

W. F. Montgomery, Esq. M.D., Professor of Midwifery

to the King and Queen's College of Physicians in Ireland ;

Wm. W. Campbell, Esq. M.R.I.A., Demonstrator of Ana-

tomy to the College of Surgeons in Ireland, Resident As-

sistant Physician to the Dublin Lying-in Hospital ; An-

drew Bourne, Esq. Barrister; Thomas Edward Beatty,

Esq. M.D., late Professor of Medical Jurisprudence, Royal

College of Surgeons in Ireland ; Arthur Edward Gay-

er, Esq. LL.D., Barrister; Andrew Carmichael, Esq.

M.R.I.A. ; John Houston, Esq. M.D., Curator of the Mu-

seum, Royal College of Surgeons, Ireland, Surgeon to the

City Dublin Hospital, Surgeon to the Charter Schools of

Ireland, and to the Deaf and Dumb Institution for Ireland

,

H. Maunsell, E(^q. M.D., Professor of Midwifery to die
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Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland, and Member of the

Medical Society of Leipzic.

Dublin, March 25. 1836.

We the undersigned declare our belief, from what

we know or have seen of the science of Phrenology, " that

the natural dispositions are indicated by the size and form

of the brain to such an extent, as to render it quite possible

during Hfe to distinguish men of desperate tendencies from

those of good dispositions and we feel no hesitation in re-

commending, that trial should be made of the experiment

proposed by Sir George Mackenzie, to prove the possibi-

lity of this application of Phrenology.

We conceive that, in affording this opportunity for put-

ting publicly to the test the degree of accuracy to which

Phrenology has been brought, as a scientific method of de-

termining character, and so discriminating between the na-

tural dispositions of criminals, the Secretary for the Colo-

nies will but act the part of an enlightened statesman, will-

ing to keep pace with the advance of knowledge, to do jus-

tice to science, and afford the Government opportunity for

availing itself of all aid to be derived from the lights of

philosophy, in fulfilling the arduous and responsible duties

connected with criminal legislation.

HENRY MARSH.
ROBERT HARRISON.
RICHARD TONSON EVANSON.
JAMES ARMSTRONG.
FRANCIS WHITE.
W. F. MONTGOMERY.
Wm. W. CAMPBELL.
ANDREW BOURNE.
THOMAS EDWD- BEATTY.
ARTHUR EDWo- GAYER.
ANDREW CARMICHAEL.
JOHN HOUSTON.
H. MAUNSELL.
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XLI. From His Grace the Archbishop of Dublin.

I am fully convinced that the proposed phrenolo-
gical experiment of Sir G. Mackenzie, Bart., is amply en-

titled to a fair trial.

Kd. DUBLIN.

XLII. From the Provost of Trinity College.

Phovost House, April 18. 1836.

I AM decidedly of opinion that the experiment pro-

posed by Sir Geo. Mackenzie should be made, especially

when I consider that it can be made without difficulty or

expense,

BAR. LLOYD, Provost T. C. D.

XLIII. From H. Lloyd, Esq. F.T.C.D., Professor of Natural

Philosophy, Dublin.

Trinity College, April 8. 1836.

Having seen a paper signed by Mr Combe, relating

to a phrenological experiment proposed by Sir George Mac-

kenzie, I am of opinion that such experiment is deserving

of a trial.

H. LLOYD.

XLIV. From Mountifort Longfield, Esq. F. T. C. D.,

Whayleaw, Professor of Political Economy.

I HAVE been informed of the experiment proposed

by Sir G. Mackenzie, and am of opinion that very import-

ant results may be obtained, if the State will in that man-

ner lend its assistance to make the science of Phrenology
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available for purposes of public utility. I am altogether

unacquainted with the details of phrenological practice, but

from what I have read upon the subject, I am convinced

that the science is founded on true principles, and that to

writers on Phrenology we owe much of the light that has

been thrown upon the philosophy of the human mind.

Their metaphysics appear to me in general correct, with as

small a proportion of error as could be expected on works

written upon a subject which has not yet been made a

branch of public education, nor converted into a source of

profit to individuals.

MOUNTIFORT LONGFIELD.

XLV. From Philip Crampton, Esq. Surgeon-General, Dublin.

Ddblin, April 12, 1836.

I AM of opinion that the experiment proposed by

Sir Geo. Mackenzie, with a view to ascertain whether or

not " the natural dispositions are indicated by the form and

size of the brain,"" is worthy of a trial.

PHILIP CRAMPTON.

XLVI. From Ar. Jacob, Esq. M.D., Professor of Anatomy,

Royal College of Surgeons, Dublin.

Dublin, April 27. 1836.

I HAVE not paid sufficient attention to the study of

Phrenology, to justify me in giving a decided opinion re-

specting its value, or the importance of its results ; but I

cannot hesitate to say, that such a case has been made out,

(to prove " that the natural dispositions are indicated by

the form and size of the brain, to such an extent as to ren-
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der it quite possible during life to distinguish men of des-

perate and dangerous tendencies from those of good dispo-

sition,'") as warrants tlie experiment proposed by Sir G.

Mackenzie.
AR. JACOIi.
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Covetiveness, i. 311.

Cow, i. 394.

Cowper, Wm., timidity of, i. 251,

500. Quoted, i. 166, 169, 347.

Cox, Dr Abram, quoted and referred

to, i. 143,411, 447.

, Robert, quoted and referred to,

i. 254, 260, 275, w. 2, 289, «., 351,

7». 2, 398 ; ii. 17, n., 59, w., 88, n.4,

211, 258, 266, n., 369.

Crabbe, i. 224, 473. Quoted, ii. 184.

Craig, Mr, case by, i. 102.

Cranium. See Skull.

Crawford, Dr, quoted, i. 271.

Credulity, i. 445, 454, 460.

Crescentini, ii. 113.

Cretins, i. 27, 337.

Crime, statistics of, ii. 375.

Criminals, i. 476, Conscience of, 435.

Treatment of, ii. 324, 381, 445.

Critics, ii. 281.

Croly's style, i. 309.

Cromwell, Oliver, i. 453 ; ii. 283.

Crook, Dr, quoted, i. 281,283.
Crow, skull of, ii. 390.

Cruelty, i. 387.

Cruveilhier on the brain, i. 114,

Crystallogi'aphy, ii. 37, 38.

Cudworth, i. 426, 442.

Cull, Richard, quoted, ii. 112, 114,

115.

Cullen, Dr, i. 501, Quoted, 10, 73.

Cunning, i. 81, 295.

Curiosity, i. 462 ; ii. 31, 93.

Curran, J. P., i. 499, 501, 508 ; ii.

127, 154, 234.

Cursing, i. 268.

Cuvier on the brain, i. 31, 1£5. Brain
of, 47, 114. Memory of, ii. 38,

221, 230.

Dancing, ii. 105, 109.

Dandyism, i. 365.

Danton, i. 388.

Darwin, Dr, quoted, ii. 166, n.

Dates, ii. 75. Memory of, 87, 95, 109.
Davis, Philip, ii. 75.

Davy, Sir H., i. 458,

Deaf and dumb dancers, ii, 106 ; mu-
sician, 111

;
boy, 142,

Dean, murderer, i. 189.

Death, fear of, i, 289, 446.
Debaters, i. 220,
Debts, readiness to pay, i. 430.
Deceit, i. 295.

Deference, i, 406.
Defoe? Daniel, ii. 100.

Delille, poet, i, 471,
Demerit, sentiments with regard to,

ii. 315.

Dempsey, murderer, i. 153, 357, 369,

Derangement. See Insanity.

Derham quoted, ii, 71.

Descartes, reception of his doctrines,

i. 7,

Desire, 1, 443 ; ii. 263, 298,

Destructiveness, i. 255, 246,248, 252,

294, 375, 376, 387, 436, 455, 490,

494,510, M.; ii. 118, 215, 259, 269,

275, 300, 307, 360, 387-8, 429. Its

existence compatible with that of

Benevolence, i. 389.

Determination, i. 413.

Detraction, i, 345.

Devil, temptation by the, i. 274,

Dewar, Dr, quoted, ii. 224,

Differences, perception of, i. 493 ; ii,

153,

Diploe, i. 123.

Direction, perception of, ii, 53, 76.

Discrimination, power of, i. 154.

Disease, its influence on the brain, i.

54, 243. See Brain.

Diseased skulls, i. 125,

Dispositions, diversity of, i. 62, 76,

. 78, 400 ; ii. 192, 302. May be dis-

criminated, i, 103.

Disputation, love of, i, 249, 251.

Dissection does not reveal vital func-

tions, i. 65, 97. Old method of dis-

secting the brain, 71. Gall's me-
thod, 132.

Dissimulation, i. 300.

Distance, perception of, ii, 21, 42,
46.

Diversity of characterand talents, i.62,

76, 78, 400 ; ii. 192, 302.
Dobson, W., painter, ii. 39.

Dogs, i. 110, 161, 233, 240, 254, 276,
326, 393, 395, 396, 412 ; ii. "6, 81,
89. Olfactory nerves of, i. 41. Skull
of a spaniel bitch, ii. 389.

Dogmatism, ii. 173.

Dolce, Carlo, head of Christ by, i. 469.

,
Ludovico, his manner of loca-

ting the mental faculties, i. 33.
Douglas, W., i. 516 ; ii. 44, 58, 92.
Dramatic poets, i. 514.
Drawing, talent for, ii. 38, 45.
Dreaming, i. 17, 26 ; ii. 209, 212.
Dress, ornament in, i. 475, 479.
Drunkenness, eflFects of, i, 252, 264,

390. Tendency to, 284, 288.
Dupuytren's Cautiousness, i. 375.
Dura mater, i, 107, 121, 123, 134.
Dussek, ii, 113.

Dutch oflftcer, case of a, i. 284.
Duty, sentiment of, i. 418 ; ii. 308,
Dyce, Dr, quoted, ii, 224.
Dynamics, ii. 46. Talent for, 81.
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Eagle, vision of, i. 42.

Ear, height of, in reference to oi'gan

of Destructiveness, i. 145, S.'SO.

Edinburgh Review quoted, i. 19, 32,

48, 74, 443, h.,486 ; ii. 63, 331.

Edmondson, Richard, on Weight, i.

339, n. 1 ; ii. 52.

Education, influence of, i. 165, 170,
244; ii. 312, 321, 324, 351, 380.

Of Benevolence, i. 396; Conscien-

tiousness, 430 ; Language, ii. 129.

Love of Approbation too much cul-

tivated in, i. 363. Value of mathe-
matical, ii. 78. Susceptibility of,

103. An important principle in,

191. A defect in, 247. An error in,

271. Considei'ed in relation to

crime, 376. Qualities of a teacher,

99. Music, 123. Order to be fol-

lowed in teaching the sciences, 180.

Edwards, engraver, i. 333 ; ii. 155.

Egotism, i. 344, 346, 348, 364.

Egyptians, ancient, ii. 357.

Elephant, i. 161, 394.

EUiotson, Dr, i. 287, n. 1 ; ii. 166. n.

Eloquence, i. 474 ; ii. 127, 288, 307. •

Embezzlers, i. 421.

Emotions, i. 340 ; ii. 427.

Engineering, talent for, ii. 47.

England, insanity in, ii. 373.

English, i. 304, 350, 368, 379, 415,

489; ii. 34, 80, 117, 332, 359,

369,

Envy, i. 345,

Equilibrium, perception of, ii, 49.

E. S., case of, i. 271 ; ii. 325.

Esquimaux, i. 193, 203, 264, 333, 438,

462; ii. 70, 87,92, 117,369.
Esquirol, i. 410.

Esteem, desire of, i. 365.

Ethmoidal bone, i. 122.

Europeans, ii. 284, 328, 356. Races

of, 378, 381, n.

Eustache, i. 142, 382, 385 ; ii. 379.

Eventuality, ii. 92, 33, 74, 109, 148,

157, 166, 176, 181; i. 225.

Example, power of, i. 517.

Executions of criminals, love of ynt-

nessing, i. 269, 389.

Exercise, its influence on the brain, i,

55 ; ii. 275. Modifies the tempera-

ments, i. 163. Does it enlarge the

cerebral organs ? ii. 292.

Experiment, tendency to investigation

by, ii. 96.

Expression, i. 514.

Eye, eflFect of size of, i.'l 1. Prominence

of, indicates verbal memory, 76 ; ii.

124, 132, 130. Expresses love, i.

187. Functions of, ii. 21.

Faculty, defined, i. 171. Primitive

faculties, ib. Classification of, 180,
xvii. ; ii. 425. Nomenclature of, i.

181. Numeration of, 181. Natural
language of, 182 ; see Language.
Modes of action of, ii. 183. Number
of, 399. Qualitive and quantitive

aflfections of, 425.

Faith, i. 446, 454, 460.

Falciform process, i. 123.

Fame, desire of, i. 359.

Fanaticism, i. 410, 449, 401 ; ii. 143,

Fancy, ii. 217.

Parish, Prof., ii. 47,

Fashions, mutability of, i. 456.

Fear, i. 293, 370, 379,

Feeling, sense of, ii. 1 5, 425.

Feelings, i. 180, 183 ; ii. 426.

Females, brains of, i. 47, 114, 200 ;

ii. 284. Their cerebellum, i. 188 ;

Philoprogenitiveness, 196, 200, 207

;

Adhesiveness, 238 ; Combativeness,

251 ;
Destructiveness, 265 ; Love of

Approbation, 368
; Cautiousness,

378; Self-Esteem, 357; Veneration,

410 ; Colouring, ii. 70 ; Locality,

81 ;
voice, 117.

Fenelon, i. 385.

Ferguson, Mr, case of, ii. 43, 198.

, Dr Adam, quoted, i. 351.

Ferria^, Dr, ii. 211, «.

Fibrous temperament, i. 50.

Fichte, head of, ii. 163,

Fielding's Parson Adams, i. 299.

Fighting, love of, i. 244, 251, 254,

415.
Figurative language, ii. 152.

Filial love, i. 209, 406,

Fine arts, sentiment of the beautiful

in the, i. 480, 488. French talent

in the, ii. 366.

Firmness, i. 413, 306, 376, 388, 421,

437 ; ii. 365. Natural language of,

i. 183.

Fisher, Clara, i. 305, 369, 518.

Flattery, i. 432.

Flechier, bishop of Nismes, i. 349.

Flint, Timothy, quoted, ii. 346, 352.

Flourens' experiments on the Cere-

bellum, &c., i. 71, 190 ; ii. 25.

Flowers, love of, ii. 69.

Fodere quoted, i. 27, 31, 310, 337.

Foetal brain, i. 108, 111, 115.

Food, appetite for, i. 277 ; ii. 17.

Force, faculty of, ii. 62.

Forehead, i. 140 : ii. 147,

Foresight, i. 371.

Form, faculty and organ of, ii. 35, 3i,

41,45, 87, 110, 141, 204: i, 464.

Fornix, i, 119.
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Forster, Mr, quoted, i. 380.

Fortitude, i. 414,

Fossati, Ur, on the brain, i. 131.

Fox, i. 234, 236.

, Chai'les James, ii. 283.

France, insanity in, ii. 373. Crime in,

375. See French.

Francois, Cordonnier, i. 341, 471.

Franiclin, B., i. 500, 501, 506 ; ii. 28,

92, 155, 171, 177, 199.

, Sir John, ii. 285.

Fraser, mask of, ii. 146, 199.

Fraternal love, i. 209.

French, ii. 363 ; i. 228, 304, 334, 350,

368, 379, 415, 457, 489 ; ii. 34, 37,

80, 117, 154, 171, 332. Leading

actors in the French Revolution,

i. 360. Skull of a French soldier,

417. Cast of a " French M. D."
ii. 86, 92.

Friendship, i. 237. Duties of, 299.

Frontal bones, i. 122, 124. Sinus,

127 ; ii. 34, 35, 46, 83. Suture,

i. 122, 127.

Fuseli on Raphael's style, ii. 304.

Future state, i. 446.

Futurity, i. 444. Notion of, 447.

Galileo, ii. 76, 163,405. Persecution

of, i. 3.

Gall, Dr, history of his discoveries,

i. 75. His mode of dissecting the

brain, 132. Forehead of, 500. His
power of distinguishing forms, ii.

36. How far his doctrines novel, 73,

398. Merits of, ii. 418, 420. Quoted
and referred to, passim.

Game-cocks, i. 254.

Gaming, i. 446.

Ganglions, i. 88.

Garrick, i. 512, 515
;

ii. 32.

Gauls, ii. 332.

Genealogies, memory of, ii. 96.

Generals, i. 248, 301 ; ii, 77, 285.

Genius, ii. 280, 291, Is generally par-
tial, i. 26.

Geographers, ii. 74, 76.

Geometers, ii. 77.

Geometrical sense, ii. 46, n.

Georget quoted, i. 31, 41.

Germans, ii. 363 ; i. 228,304, 379, 489

;

ii. 117, 333, 359, 364, 367.
Gesner, i. 470.

Gesticulation, i. 517.

Gibbon's Self-Esteem, i. 349.
Gibson, Patrick, ii, 44.

Giddiness in stooping, i. 113, n.

Ghosts. See Apparitions.
G. J., case of, ii. 244.
Gladiators, i. 250.

Glass-blowers, ii. 47.

VOL. II.

Glenelg, Lord, Sir G. Mackenzie's

Letter to, i. xvii ; ii. 381, 443.

Glory, love of, i. 359, 368.

Gluck, ii. 113.

Gluttony, i. 286.

God, belief in, i. 405. Proof of exist-

ence of, ii. 170.

Godwin, William, ii. 98.

Goldsmith, Oliver, i. 309, 364.

Good, Dr Mason, quoted, i. 12, 518.

Goodridge, Mr, ii. 213.

Gordon, Dr, on the skull, i. 125.

, James, i. 158, 262, 436,

Gottfried, i. 142, 144, 263, 306, 382.

Graminivorous animals, i. 256, 275,

n. 2.

Granivorous animals, ii. 388,

Gratitude, i. 441.

Grattan, style of, i. 224,

Gravitation, ii. 50.

Grebe, i, 234.

Greeks, ancient, ii. 358 ; i. 229, 331,

333, 462. Modern, ii. 358.

Greenlanders, i. 193, 203 ; ii. 88.

Gregory, Dr James, quoted, i. 11.

Dr John, quoted, i. 58.

Dr William, quoted, ii. 143.

Grief, ii. 262. Its effects on the body,

i. 68.

Griffiths, ii. 163, 382, 387.

Guarantee Society, ii. 318, n.

Guerry, Mons., ii. 372, 377, n.

Guilt, sense of, i. 435.

Gustativeness, i. 283, See Taste.

H., Mrs, head of, i. 150,151, 153,417,
436, 437.

Habit, ii. 54, 274.

Haggart, D., i, 150, 151, 153, 250,

263, 306, 357, 369, 416, 435, 437
;

ii, 189.

Hall, Sir James, ii, 47.

Haller on the brain, i. 31.

Hamilton, Rev. R. W., i. 349.

Hamilton, Sir W., on weight of brain,
i. 114.

Hancock, W., jun., i. 231 ; ii. 75, 7i.

Hands not the origin of the arts, ii. 3.

Handel, ii. 114.

Hannibal, i. 301.

Happiness, ii. 185, 262. Is conducive
to good temper, i. 398.

Hare, William, murderer, i. 141, 263,
387 ; ii. 28, 298.

Hares, i. 254, 310.

Harmony, musical, ii. 65, 112.
Harp-playing, ii. 116.

Harvey, Dr, i. 5, 73, n.

Hat, size of, i. 49 ; ii. 291.
Haydn, ii. 1 14,

K k
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Haydon,B.R. ii.S8,61, 15o, 171, 305,
333.

'

Hazlitt, W., i. 458, 485.
Heads, directions for phrenological ex-

amination if, i. 130, et seq. Cases
ofchange of form of, 207. Classes
of, ii. 296. Artificial distortion of,

339. (See also Phren, Journ. xv.
220.; See Brain.

Heanian, pirate, i. 2(i3.

Hearing, i. 41 ; ii. HI.
Heart, not the organ of any mental

faculty, i. 12, f)6.

Heights, love of, i, 3o2.
Helvetius, ii. 3.

Hemispheres, cerebral, i. 134, 139.
Cases in which the two were in dif-

ferent states, ii. 242.
Henri IV., i. 385, 388 ; ii. 14 7, 155.
Herbivorous animals, i. 25G, 272, n. 2,

310.

Hermits, i. 240.

Herschel, Sir J. F. W., ii. 79. On
the cause of inability to distinguish
colours, 59.

Sir W., i. 333.

Hette, Dr, i. 153, 189, 357, 368, 380,
399, 43G.

Hindoos, ii. 336 ; i. 46, 49, 145, 153,
158, 202, 229, 263, 265, 266, 294,
307, 350, 380, 401, 438 ; ii. 153,
155, 334.

History, ii. 98.

Hobbes, ii. 211, m., 397, 426, 442.

Hodgson, W. B., referred to, i. 306.
Holland, Dr H., quoted, ii. 59, «.

Homer, i. 472 ; ii. 291.

Homicide, i. 257.

Homoeopathists, i. 458, n. 1.

Honesty, i. 4'jO.

Honour, laws of, i. 432.

Hood, Mr, of Kilmarnock, quoted, ii.

136, 198, 222, 424.

Hope, sentiment and organ of, i. 443,

376, 412; ii. 238, 2(;2, 430.

Hoppe, Dr, quoted and refeiTcd to, i.

215, 278 ; ii. 108, 427.

Horse, i. 161, 254 , 393, 394 ; ii.

110.

Humboldt, ii. 86, 92, 146.

Hume, David, quoted, i. 216, 427,

442; ii. 175, 184, 211, «., 262.

Causality strong in, 171.

, Joseph, i. 153 ; ii. 155, 282.

Humility, i. 344.

Humour, i. 303.

Hunger, i. 278; ii. 17.

Hunter, John, ii. 50, 81.

Hunting, love of, i. 258.

Haesey, murderer, i. 263.

Hutcheson, Dr Francis, quoted, 1. 312,
428, 442.

Hyajna, i. 393.

Hydi-ocephalus, i. 80 ; ii, 88.
Hydrophobia, i. 288.

Hypochondriasis, i. 377, 440, 445,
447.

Hypocrisy, i, 300.
Hytche, E. J., quoted, i. 448, 478 ;

ii. 52, M. 3, 145.

Ideas, not formed by the senses, ii. 5.

Abstract, 174.

Ideality, i. 4€9, 267, 453, 457 ; ii.

116, 155,278, 430.
Idiots, i. 43, 1 12, 129, 397 ; ii. 88,

90, 120, 195.

Idiocy in different countries, ii. 373.
Partial, i. 27.

Idolatry, i. 401.

Imagination, ii. 200, 217, 220.
Imitation, i. 5 1 1 , 507 ; ii. 32, 38, 1 16,

212, .^68, 428.

Impatience, ii. 261.
Immortality, i. 289 ; ii. 411, Long-

ing after, i. 447.
Impracticable men, i, 364,

Improvisatori, ii. 219.

Incongruity, pei-ception of, i. 494.

Incumbency, sentiment of, i. 418.

Independence, love of, i. 350.

Individuality, ii. 28, 71, 74, 92, 94,

96, 99, 116, 148, 157, 166, 168,
174

, 204, 229, 431 ; i. 225.

Indolence, i. 445.
Infants, artificial distortion of the

heads of, ii. 3 9. (See also Phren.
Jour., XV. 220.) Schools for, i.

£63, 396, 430, n.

Infanticide, i. 200, 274.

Infatuation, i. 414, 417.

Inglis, Dr, quoted, ii. 139.

Inhabitiveness, i. 212,353,
Injure, propensity to, i. 261,

Insanity of Philoprogenitiveness, i,

205; Concentrativeness, 226; Com-
bativeness, 252 ; Destructiveness,

270 ;
Alimentiveness, 285 ; Se-

cretiveness, 310; Acquisitiveness,

323 ;
Constructiveness, 337 ; Self-

Esteem, .'^54
; Love of Approbation,

358, 368 ; Cautiousness, 377, 440 ;

Benevolence, 396 ; Veneration, 410;

Firmness, 417 ; Conscientiousness,

440 ;
Hope, 447

;
Wonder, 4(.'4

;

Ideality, 479
;
Imitation, 517 ; Lo-

cality, ii. 81; Time, 108; Tune,

120 ; Language, 136, et seq. ; the

Perceptive Faculties, 202. Partial,

i. 27. State of the brain in, i. 112 ;
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ii. 402. Skull in, i. 129. Difficulty

of drawing the line between moral

depravity and, 272. Explanation of

certain phenomena of, ii. 180. Cases

of, on one side of the head, 242.

Number of insane persons in differ-

ent countries, 373.

Integrity, i. 430.

Intellectual faculties, ii. 1, 427; i.

180. The anterior lobe the seat of,

140. Not strong in proportion to

eize of the whole head, 1 59. Adap-
tation of the external world to, ii.

180. Modes of action of, 195.

Intoxication, effects of, i. 252, 2G4,

396. Tendency to, 284, 288. Phe-
nomena of, ii. 51.

Intrigue, love of, i. 298.
Invective, i. 267.

Invention, mechanical, i. 339.

Involuntary emotions, ii. 183.

Irish, ii. 1( 8, 333, 359, 369.
Irony, i, 499.

Irresolution, i. 369.

Irving, Rev. Edward, i. 461.

Italians, i. 304, 334 ; ii. 117.

Jardine, James, ii. 47.

Jealousy, i. 345, n.

Jeannin, i. 413.

Jeffrey, Lord, quoted, i. 21 ; ii. 45.

On beauty, i. 483 ; ii. 40. Head
of, i. 484, 486 ; ii. 154. On co-

lours and their harmonies, 54, 62,

His taste, 281.

Jervis, Jacob, i. 385, 519.

J. a, ii, 274.

J. L., convict, i. 189.

Joan of Arc, i. 449, 453.

John, St, head of, i.403.

Johnson, Samuel, character of, i. 468
;

ii. 230, £77, 288.

Joseph, Samuel, i. 333, 516.

Joy, ii. 262. See Happiness.
Judge, ii. 238, 439. Judging in one's

own cause, 316.

Judgment, ii. 173,223, 234.

Jupiter, busts of, ii. 172.

Juries, unanimity of, ii. 239.

Justice, sentiment of, i. 420; ii. 316.

Gall's view of sentiment of, 391.

Different notions of, 437.

Kalmucks, i. 320.

Kames, Lord, quoted and referred to,

i. 258, 313, 325,352, 379, 390, n.,

428, 442, 462; ii. 109. Fond of

jokes, i. 506.

Kandian skull, i. 381.

Kant, ii. 163, 297.

Kennedy, Dr, quoted, ii. 386.

Kepler, i. 458 ; ii. 76.

Kill, propensity ^o, i. 257.
Kindness, i. 382.

King, Dr, quoted, i. 300, 313.
Klopstock, i. 403, 470.

Knight on beauty, ii. 40.

Knowledge, faculties which acquire.

Knowing faculties. See Perceptive.

ii. 27. Love of, 33, 93.

Knox, John, ii. 300.

, Vicesimus, i. 258.

Kombst's Ethnological Map of Europe,
ii. 381,M.

Labrosse, case of, i. 191, n. 4,

La Fontaine, ii. 283.

Lambdoidal suture, i. 122, 126.

Landscape painters, ii. 73,

Lang, Dr J. D., quoted, ii. 341.

Language, origin of, iL 20. Natural

and artificial, ii. 20, 124. Figurative,

162. Faculty and organ of, ii, 124
;

i. 102 ; ii. 222, 229.

, natural, i. 182; ii. 265. Of
Adhesiveness, i. 242 ; Combative-
ness, 250

j Destructiveness, 267
;

Secretiveness, 307 ; Love of Appro-
bation, 365; Cautiousness, 381 ; Ve-
neration, 409

; Self-Esteem, 409

;

Firmness, 4 14
;
Wonder, 469.

Latent faculties, i. 166.

Laughter, i. 490.

Law, James, ii. 91.

Lawrence, Mr, on the brain, i, 11.

Lawyers, ii. 100, 238, 276.
Legouve, poet, i. 471.
Lejeune, Paul, i. 413.

Leslie, Sir John, ii. 47, 79.

Life, love of, i. 289, 371, 377. Tena-
city of, 294.

Lindsay, David, quoted, ii. 130.

Linn, John, i. 184, 247, 263, 306u
Linnaeus, ii. 230.
Lion, i. 393.

Liver, not the organ of any mental
faculty, i. 12, fi6.

Lobes of the brain, i. 134, 138. Ante-
rior, 140. Posterior, 141.

Locality, ii. 72, 36, n., 48, 71, 86, 206,
214.

Locke, head of, i. 477, 500 ; ii. 163.
Style of, i. 485. His philosophical

system, 500. Quoted and referred to,

i. 2,492,493, 517 ; ii. 11,298,404,
Lockey, murderer, i. 263.
Logan's Sermons, ii. 153.

Logarithms, ii. 85.

Londoners, heads of, ii, 369.

Louis XL, character of, i. 298,
Love, i. 238, 398. Sexual, i. 183, Of

young, 193. Of friends, 237.
Love of Approbation, i. 357, 302, 319,

367, 421, 430, 432, 434, 457, 476
;
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ii. 300, 366, 429. Natural lan-
guage of, i. 183. Distinguished from
Benevolence, 384.

Lowe, Hudson, i. 617.
, W. R., quoted, ii. 95.

Ludicrous, the, i. 303, 501.
Lungs, large, favourable to cerebral

activity, ii. 119, n. 2, 289.
Luther, ii. 300.
Lying, i. 300, 306, 436.
Lymphatic temperament, i. 50, 163,

169; ii. 261.

M., Rev. Mr, i. 153, 184, 247, 368;
ii. 436, 437.

Mabillon, ii. 423.

M'CIellan, Dr G.,i. 294, 355.
Macdonald, Lawrence, i. 516; ii. 306.
Macinnes, Mary, i, 250, 263, 380.
Mackenzie, Sir G. S., quoted and re-

ferred to, i. 255, 311, 441 ; ii. 16,
n. 1, 44, 51, 74, 100, 277. His
representation to Lord Glenelg as

to the heads of criminals, i. 17 ; ii.

381, 433. His organ of Weight
large, 47.

Mackintosh, Sir James, on conscience,

i. 429 ; ii. 251.

Maclachlan, ii. 46.

Macnish, Dr R., ii. 38. Quoted, 142,

208, 216.

Macvicar, ii. 114.

Magendie on the brain, i. 11, 46, 125.

His experiments on the cerebellum,
i. 190.

Magnetism, animal. See Mesmerism.
Malebranche, i. 403, 493.

Malte Brun quoted, ii. 378.
Mandeville, i, 426, 442.

Mapes, Miss, case of, i. 18, 366.

Marat, i. 360.

Marcus Aurelius, i. 388, 403.

Marriage, i. 210, 239, 240, 345. Idiocy

from marriage of blood-relations, ii.

374.

Marryat, Captain, ii. 98.

Marshal, Dr, quoted, i. 310.

Marvellousness. See Wonder.
Massacres, i. 270.

Masters, qualities of, in relation to

those of servants, ii. 321.

Mastoid process, i. 123, 127, 185.

Materialism, i. 179 ; ii. 407.

Mathematical studies do not cultivate

talent for general reasoning, ii. 78.

Mathematicians, ii. 77, 154.

Mathews, Charles, i. 515 ; ii. 32.

Maxwell, a thief, ii. 310.

Measurement of heads, i. 156. Tables

of, 157 ; ii. 370,

Mechanical talent, i. 329 ; ii. 46.

powers, ii. 49.
Medulla oblongata, i. 135.
Medullary mutter of brain, i. 115.
Melancholy, i. 370, 445, 447. Reli-

gious, i. 410, 440.
Melancthon, i. 141 ; ii. 163, 298.
Melody, ii. 65, 112.
Memory, ii. 220. Of forms, 35 ; scene-

ry, 43
; places, 73 ; things, 93

;

events, 95, 109; music, 111; words,
131, 132 ; names, 144

; dates, see
Dates. Varieties of, 93. Retentive-
ness of, 131. Not a property of the
affective faculties, 193. Case illus-

trative of, i. 173. Mnemonics, ii.

254.

Merit, sentiments with regard to, ii.

315.

Mesmerism, i, 412 ; ii, 227, 245.
Mesmerists, i. 458, n. 1.

Mesmeric phrenology, ii. 392 ; i. 443,
517 ; ii. 39, n. 2, 52, n. 3, 123.

Metaphors, ii. 155.

Metaphysicians, labours and errors of,

i. 58 ; ii. 241, 362.

Metaphysical talent, ii. 163.

Meymott, Mr, quoted, ii. 98.

Mezzofante, Prof., ii. 233.

Middleton, Dr, on truth, i. 82.

Migration of animals, ii. 82.

Mill, James, on vision, ii. 21.

Milliner of Vienna, i. 331.
Milliners, ii. 37.

Milne, Jas., i. 332; ii. 55, 61, 199.

Milton, i. 403, 473 ; ii. 219, 289.
Mimicry, i. 511 ; ii, 32,

Mind can be studied only in connec-
tion with body, i. 8 ; influence of
organs on, 58 ; ujiimportance of in-

quiry into its nature and essence,

98 ; power and activity of, distin-

guished, 166. Is it simple or an
aggregate of powers ? 1 72 ; import-

ance of knowledge of its dependence
on the body, ii. 247 ; materialism

and immaterialism, 407 ! i- 179-

Mineralogists, ii. 37, 38, 4L
Mineralogy, study of, ii. 180. ^

Mirrors, images in, ii. 7-

Mirthfulness, i, 490.

Misanthropy, i. 388.

Mischief, love of, i. 269.

Miser, i. 308, 317-

Misery tends to sour the temper, 1.

398.

Missionaries, ii. 346, 348, 349.

Mitchell, murderer, i. 189, 263.

Mnemonics, ii. 254.

Mocking-bird, i. 518.
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Modes of action of the mental facul-

ties, ii. 183, 425.

Momentum, ii. 46.

Monkeys, i. 161, 19.5, 368 ; ii. 3, 165.

Monomania, i. 29. Destructive, 273.

Of Language, ii. 143.

Montagnana, Petrus, i. 33.

Montaign, quoted, i. 299, 324, 337,

360, His organ of Form, ii. 39.

Moore, Dr Josepii, ii. 75.

, Thos., i. 497, 498 ; ii. 126,

154, 158, 278. Profile of, 92,

Quoted, i. 238.

Moral sense. Gall on, i. 392. Dis-

putes about existence of, 426,

Moralists, labours of, i. 63,

Morphia, Language affected by,ii. 143.

Morton's Crania Americana, ii. 330,

345, 349, M., 371, n.

Moser, case of, ii. 242.

Mountford, Sarah, i. 274,

Mozart, ii. 113.

Mummies, ii. 357 ; i. 380.

Murat, i. 248.

Murderers, i. 250, 252, 257, 262.

Muscular power, influence of nerves

on, i. 39. Muscular sense, ii, 15.

Music, ii. 110. Time in, 104. Fa-

culties concerned with, 115-17.

Scotch, 362. See Tune.

Musicians, i. 516 ; ii. 307. Musical

performers, ii. 47, 116.

N., Mr, case of, i. 102, 252, 465 ;
ii.

139,203.
Names, memory of, ii. 1 44.

Napier of Merchiston, i. 458.

Narratives, love of, ii. 98.

National heads and characters, i, 46 ;

ii. 327- Spirit of the languages of

nations, 133.

Natural history, talent for, ii. 30,

language. See Language.

Neatness, love of, i. 365.

Negroes, ii. 351 ; i. 69, 202, 228, 229,

307, 320, 380, 401, 402 ; ii. 87,
117,334.

Nero, i. 270, 388, 413
Nerves, size of, in different animals, i.

38. Structure and functions of the,

84. Cerebral, 135, 137. Nerves
of motion and feeling distinct, ii.

15. Of the tongue, 17. Olfactory,

18. Auditory, 21.:, ; -. ^
Nervous temperament, i. 50, 477 ; ii-

233.

New, love of the, i. 455, 462.
New Hollanders, ii. 339 ; i. 67, 331,
334 ;ii. 163, 171, 298.

New Zealanders, ii. 344 ; . 332.

Newton, Sir Isaac, i. 403, 458 ;
ii. 48,

76, 230, 297. Opposition to, i. 6.

On ocular spectra, ii. 26.

Ney, General, i. 248.

Nicol, J. I., quoted, ii. 141,

Nicolai's apparitions, ii. 202.

Nisbet, murderer, i. 363.

Noble, Daniel, ii. 16, 17-

Norman heads, ii. 263.

Norway, insanity in, ii. 373.

Nostalgia, i. 241.

Novelists, their delineations of human
nature, i. 63.

Novelty, love of, i. 455, 462. Oppo-

sition to novel doctrines, 2.

Number, faculty and organ of, ii. 83,

48, «., 71, 77, 116, 205, 275, 293.

Nurses, selection of, i. 200.

Nymphomania, i. 188 ; ii. 118.

Obedient disposition, i. 406.

Oberlin, i. 413, 417.-

Objections to Phrenology, ii. 398.

Frontal sinus, i. 128. Want of visi-

ble boundaries of the organs, 147.

That many clever men have re-

treating foreheads, ii, 147. Mate-

rialism, 407.

Obligation, i. 419.

Observation, talent for, 11. 31.

Obstinacy, i. 414.

Occipital bone, i. 122, Spinous pro-

cess of, 127.

Old age, brain in, i. 115. Skull in,

126, 129.

Olfactory nerves, i. 277, 283 ; ii. 18.

Olivary bodies, i. 135.

Ombros, Mons., i. 287-

Oppose, tendency to, i. 246, 255.

Opposite faculties, i. 438-9.

Oratory, i. 222, 517 ; ii- 135, 154,

288, 307.

Order, faculty and organ of, ii. 90,

205, 206, 431,

Organs, influence of, on the mind, i. 8.

Size of, cateris paribus, a measure of

functional power, ^•54, 165"; ii. 283.

Organ defined, i. 98. Organs not

bounded by visible lines, 119, 139,

147. Every mentalfaculty has two,

139. Length and breadth of, 147.

Mode of judging of their size,' 148.

Terms denoting gradations of size of,

154. Relative and absolute size of,

158. Power of discriminating size

and position of, ii. 77, Grouping
of, in the brain, 252. Their mutual
influence, 258. Are they enlarged

by exercise? 292.

Ormerod, Ann, ii. 92, 114, 189.
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Ornament, i. 475. Love of, i. 365, 479.
Otto, Dr, quoted and referred to, i.

418, 448, 4(i8; ii. 40, 144.
Owen, Robert, i. 318.

Owen, R. D., quoted, ii. 245.

Pain, ii. 261. Power of repressing

symptoms of, i. 306.

Painters, i. 305, 307, n. 5, 469, n.,

488, 516 ; ii. 37-9, 44, 61, 65,

70, 73, 303.

Painting, taste for, i. 476.

Paintings are not seen as plane sur-

faces, ii. 7. Portraits of saints, i.

403 ; of Christ, 307, 403, 469, «.

Paley, views of, i.. 428, 442.

Panic, i 373.

Papuans, i. 264, 380.

Paradox, i. 433.

Parental love, i. 193.

Parietal bones, i. 122.

Paris, Francis, i. 413.

Park, Mungo, ii. 76.

Parker, Mary, ii. 226.

Parr, Dr, fond of pugilism, i. 249.

Parry, Sir E., ii. 283, 285.

Partners, choice of, ii. 322.

Passion, ii. 260.

Past, feeling for the, i. 478.

Patience, i. 415 ; ii, 261.

Paupers, heads of, ii. 314, n.

Peculation, prevention of, ii. 322.

Peirce, a cannibal, i. 285.

Pelasgian race, ii. 378.

Penny Cyclopaedia, article " Phreno-

logy," ii. 384.

Pentelithe, Theodore, i. 287,

Perception, ii, 6, 26, 65, 197.

Perceptive faculties, i. 180; ii. 28,

147, 431. Modes of action of, 195.

Perfection, desire of, i. 483.

Perpendicularity, perception of, ii. 52.

Perseverance, i. 414,

Persons, memory of, ii. 35.

Personal identity, feeling of, i. 172 ;

ii. 247.

Personality, i. 350 ; ii, 102 ;
double,

224,242; i. 172.

Personification, ii. 34, 96.

Perspective, ii. 43, 44, 45, 74.

Peruvians, i. 229, 303, 307, 380,

Pettishness, i. .'^44.

Philology, ii. 132, 135.

Philoprogenitiveness, i. 193, 159; ii.

263, 428.

Phrenology, whether an established

science, i. vi. ; defined i, 1 ;
prin-

ciples of, 8, 97 ; is an estimative,

not an exact science, vii. 99 ; practi-

cal application of principles of. 139;

objections to, see Objections ; oppo-
sition to, ii. 403,

Physicians have excellent opportuni-
ties of studying human character, i.

106. Talents of, ii. 100, 162.
Physiognomy, i. 183, See Language,

natural,

Pia mater, i. 120.

Pictures. See Paintings,

Pierquin, Dr, case of exposure of the

brain reported by, i, 17.

Piety, i. 3i]9.

Pigeons, carrier, ii, 82.

Pillsbury, Mr, ii. 94.

Pinel, quoted, i. 16, 29, 32, 45, 252,

273, 355, 377, 410, 518 ; ii. 140.

Pitt, Wm., ii, 92, 154, 171, 234 ; ii.

273.
Places, attachment to,'i. 212 ; memo-

ry of, ii. 72.

Plato, ii. 177 ; on the senses, ii. 11.

Pleasure, ii. 261. See Happiness.
Plexus of nerves, i. 88.

Playfair, Prof., ii. 171 ; quoted, i. 2,

3, 6 ; ii. 79.

Poets, i. 458, 469, 489 ; ii. 155, 219 ;

delineations of human nature by,
i. 63 ; dramatic, 514.

Poetry, i. 267, 458 ; love of, 474,
477. What constitutes it ? 482,
Lake school of, 199.

Politeness, i. 302, 361 ; ii. 279.
Politics, warping of the judgment by,

ii. 317.

Pons Varolii, i. 135, 136.

Pope, Alex., i. 300 ; ii, 97, 146, 158,
Quoted, i. 448. Style of, 309,

Portrait-painters, i, 516; ii. 37, 38, 39.

Post-office, peculation in the, ii. 322,
Poverty as a cause ofcrime, ii. 377.
Power, love of, i. 350.

Power and activity of the mental fa-

culties, i. 16H ; ii, 284.

Praise, love of, i, 359.

Preachers, i. 2 8 ; ii. 154.

Pregnancy, i. 323.

Prichard, Dr, quoted, i, 68.

Pride, i. 341, 358, 365.

Prochaska on the brain, i, 31.

Profusion, i. 388.

Propensities, i. 180, 183; ii. 427.
Modes of action of the. 1 83,

Property, sense and desire of, i. 311.

Proverbs, ii. 153.

Prudence, i. 372.

Puberty, i. 188.

Pugilism, i. 249, 250,

Punctuality, i. 430,

Punishment, i, 265, 268.

Punning, ii. 232.
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Pyramidal bodies of brain, i. l.'io.

Quadrigerainal bodies, ii. ?5.

Quakers, i. 475.

Qualitive and quantitive affections of

the faculties, ii. 425.

Quarrelsomeness, i. 244, 251.

Quetelet on Human Statistics, ii. 372,

et seq.

Quoit-playing, ii. 46, 53.

Rabbits, i. 254, 292, 310.

Raeburn, Sir H., i. 333 ; ii. 61, 305.

Rammobun Roy, i. 45,417, 436, 458 ;

ii. 146, 283, 336.

Ramus, i. 417.

Rank, respect for, i. 406, 407.

Raphael, supposed skull of, i. 330, n.

;

genius of, ii. 303, 307.

Rashness, i. 374, 445.

R. B., case of, ii. 243.

Read, learning to, ii. 39.

Reasoning, i. 220 ; mathematical and
estimative, ii. 78, 81

;
analogical,

153 ; influence of Causality on
power of, 1 67-

Reflective faculties, i. 180 ; ii, 150;
their influence in artists, 303.

Regret, i. 435.

Reid, Dr Thomas, quoted and referred

to, i. 245, 351, 365, 428, 442, 468 ;

ii. 11, 21, 175; style of, i. 473 ; not

remarkable for power of discrimi-

nation, 509; his Causality, ii. 171.

Religion not endangered by Material-

ism, ii. 413.

Religious character, i. 268, 290, 347,

387, 401, 405, 421, 424, 425, 434,

440, 446,454, 461, 475; ii. 301,

313, 361, 367- Belief in existence

of God, ii. 176.

institutions, their effect on na-

tional character, ii. 333.

insanity,!. 410.

missions, ii. 346, 348, 349.
Rembrandt, ii. 61.

Remorse and repentance, i. 435.
Resemblance, perception of, i. 493 ; ii.

151.

Resentment, i. 245, 265.

Reserve, i. 306.

Resistance, physical, sense of, ii. 46,
51.

Resolution, i. 417.
Respect, i. 406.

Respiratory nerves, i. 93.,

Res'iform bodies, i. 135.

Retina not the seat of perception, ii.

26 ; fibres in the, 27, ». 3.

Ravelation, i. 402.

Reverence, i. 401.

Reynolds, Sir J., quoted, ii. 305.

Rhythm of language, ii. 145.

Richard, David, i. 288.

Richerand, quoted, i. 14.

Riddles, love of, i, 507.

Ridicule, i. 499, 508 ; dread of, i.

361.

Right and wrong, i. 418.

Robespierre, i. 360, 388.

Roget, Dr, on the brain, i. 74.

Roscoe, Wm., ii. 155
;
quoted, i. 210.

Ross, Ann, case of, i. 306.

Rotherham, murderer, i. 263, 436.

Rousseau, J. J., i. 478 ; on origin of

inequality of ranks, 242 ; ou the

French character, ii. 366.

Rubens, ii. 61.

Rush, Dr Benjamin, quoted, i. 324.

337, 397, 428.

Russians, i. 517-

Sagittal suture, i. 122, 127.

Sailors, i. 457-8.

Saints, portraits of, i. 403.

Salvator Rosa, ii. 61.

Sampson, M B., quoted and referred

to, i. 275, n. 1 ; ii. 53, 75, n.

Sandwich Islanders, ii. 356.

Sanguine temperament, i. 50.

Sarcasm, i. 267, 499.
Satire, i. 267, 499.
Savages, Ideality small in, i. 476. Sen
Esquimaux, New Hollanders, &c.

Scanning of verses, ii. 145.

Scenery, taste for, i. 475, 478, 483 ;

ii. 43 ; memory of, ib. ;
descriptioas

of, 75.

Scepticism, ii. 246 ; tendency to, i.

433.

Schiller, i. 470.

Schlabrendorf, i, 417.
Schwartz, Mr, quoted, i. 497 ; ii- 34, «.

Scolding, ii. 118.

Scotch, ii. 359; i. 229, 380.; ii. 34,

112, 333, 369.

Scotland, insanity in, ii. 373.
Scott, a murderer, dreams of, ii. 215.

, Sir Walter, i. 224, 248, 30i).

458, 514 ; ii. 34, 44, 75, 100 ;

quoted, i. 258, 290, 297, 298, 308.
311, 389, 434, 453, 473 ; retentive

memory of, ii. 131, 221.

, Wm., quoted and referred to, i.

192, 198, 238, 269, 298, 303, 349,
494, 514 ; ii. 34, «., 117, 152, 252.

, W. R., quoted, ii. 142.

Scoular, Mr, i. 333.
Scripture largely addressed to Compar

rison, ii. 154.
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Sculptors, i. 305, 405, n.; ii. 172,
305.

Sculpture, taste for, i. 476.
Sea-sickness, ii. 51.

Second-sight, i. 467.
Secrets, keeping of, i. 299.
Secretiveness, i. 294, 436, 507, 514

;

ii. 116, 13;3, 234, 429.
Self-defence, instinct of, i. 254.
Self-Esteem, i. 341, 302,320, 376,
387,432, 461, 506; ii. 265, 301,
386, 426, 429 ; natural language of,

i. 182, 409.

Self-preservation, i, 292, 371, 391.
Selfishness, i. 344, 352.
Sensation, ii. 193.

Senses, external, ii. 2 ; organs of the,

i. 40.

Sentiments, i. 180, 340 ; ii. 427 ; su-

perior, i. 381 ; modes of action of
the, ii. 183.

Servants, i. 406 ; selection of, 200,
423 ; ii. 190, 318.

Setter-dog, i. 234, 236.

Shakspeare, i. 458, 514 ; ii. 283 ;

genius of, 291
; quoted, i. 297, 299,

389, 473.

Sheep, i. 275, n. 2 ; 276, 277.
Shenstone, ii. 211, n.

Sheridan, R. B., i. 498, 501, 504,

508 ; ii. 34, 92, 96, 158, 230, 234.

Siddons, Mrs, quoted, ii. 187.

Sight, ii. 12, 21, 53 ; influence of size

in the organ of, i. 41.

Simpson, James, quoted and referred

to, i. 363, 468, 516, n. ; ii. 15, 47,

54, n. 2, 104, 112, 203.

Sinus. See Frontal Sinus.

Size of an organ, cceteris paribus, a

measure of its power, i. 34, 165 ; ii.

283 ; circumstances modifying tlie

effects of, i. 49 ; ii 258.

, organ and faculty of, ii. 41, 71,

204, 205, 206.

S. L.,Miss, ii. 50, 51, 204.

Skull, ossification of, i. 109 ; de-

scribtd, 121 ; how far of uniform

thickness, 123; thick skulls, 124;

effects of disease and old age on,

125 ; table of measurements of

national skulls, ii. 370 ; skulls of

brutes, i. 160, 394. See Frontal

Sinus.

Sleep, i. 13, 17 ;
pi'oximate cause of,

ii. 215.

Sloane, Mr, ii. 58, 61, 198.

Slyness, i. 297,
Smell, ii. 18 ;

organs of, i. 40.

Smellie, .lames, ii. 173.

Smith, Dr Adam, ii. 171 : quoted and

referred to, i. 344, 427, 428, 462
ii. 269, 272, 315.

Smith, Horace, i. 506.

, Sir J. E,, ii. 146, 171, 229.

, Joshua T., curious changes in

his perception of size, ii. 45 ; his

classification of the faculties, 431.—~, Rev. Sidney, i. 509.

, Sidney, quoted, i. 164 ; ii. 193.
Smoking, love of, i. 284, 288.
Society, origin of, i. 240.
Socrates, i. 401, 449, 453, 500; ii.

163, 172, 177, 298.

Soemmering, quoted, i. 31, 111.
Solly, Mr, quoted,!. 118, 120.

Somnambulism, ii. 227.

Soul, i. 179.

Sound, varieties of, ii. 112
;
memory

of, ii. 136.

Southey, quoted, ii. 110.

Space, faculty of, ii. 45, 75.

Spaniards, i. 214, w. 2, 320 ; ii. 117,
367-8.

Speaking, talent for, ii. 135, 311.

See Oratory.

Spectral illusions. See Apparitions.

Speech. See Language.
Sphenoid bone, i. 122.

Spinal marrow, i. 38, 88, 96.

Spinoza, i. 403.

Spurzheim, Dr, quoted and referred

to, passim. Head of, i. 57, 158, 230,

500 ; ii. 298 ; labours of, i. 80 ; ii.

419 ; his visit to Mr Milne's work-
shop, i. 332 ; his sense of the ludi-

crous, i. 505 ; his temperament, ii.

163 ; anecdote of, 386 ; death of,

421.

Squamous suture, i. 122.

Stael, Mme. de, quoted, i. 347.

Statistics, development of brain an
important inquiry in, ii. 372 ; of

insanity, 373 ; of crime, 375 ; of

Phrenologj', 405, 406.

Steal, tendency to, i. 315, 321.

Sterne, i. 498, 500, 505 ; ii. 39 ; his

Uncle Toby, i. 245.

Stevenson, engineer, ii. 47-

Stewart, Dugald, i. 509 ; ii. 171
;

quoted and referred to, i. 60, 62,

08, 224, 242, 312, 351, 365, 428,

442, 468, 480 ; ii. 23, 53, 78, 18.^,

201, 217, 250, 274, 277, 3^7 I
his

egotism, i. 348 ; his style, ii. 126.

, James, i. 516.

Stilling, Dr J., i. 451.

Stratagem in war, i. 301

.

Struve, Gustav von, quoted, ii. 181.

Stubbornness, i. 414, 417.

Style, literary, i. 222, et seq., 308,
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348, 458, 473, 474, 485 ;
ii. 145,

126,130, 154, 158, 171.

Sublimity, i. 267, 477-

Suggestion, simple, ii. 104 ;
relative,

174.

Suicide, disposition to, i. 375, 445.

Sulci of the brain, i. 110, 134.

Sully, Duke de, i. 413.

Supernaturality, i. 459.

Superstition, i. 454, 458.

Surgical skill, i. 333.

Surprise, i. 462.

Suspicion, i. 306.

Sutures of the skull, i. 122, 126.

Swallows, i. 395.

Swearing, i. 268.

Swedenborg, i. 451, 453.

Swedish Laplanders, i. 269.

Swift, Jonathan, i. 309, 473 ; skull

of, ii. 101
;
writings of, 289.

Swiss, i. 150, 380 ; ii. 357.

Swooning, i. 14.

Syme, Professor, quoted, ii. 141.

Sympathy, ii. 265 ; i. 517-

Tacitus, style of, i. 224 ; on the Gauls

and Britons, ii. 332.

Talents, diversity of, i. €2, 76, 78 ;

ii. 302
;
may be discriminated, i.

103.

Tardy, murderer, i. 255, 256, 306.

Tasso, i. 450, 453, 471 ; ii. 76, 163.

Taste, or sense of the beautiful, i.

476, 488 ; ii. 277 ; in colours, ii.

70 ; in the tine arts, 307 ; standard

of, 281
;
variety of tastes, 192. See

Beauty.

, sense of, i. 280 ; ii. 17.

Taylor, Jeremy, quoted, i. 210.

Teacher, qualities of, ii. 99.

Temper, harshness of, i. 261, 267 ;

wilful, 344 ;
change of, ii. 423,

424.

Temperaments, i. 49. Combinations
of, 162. Dr Thomas's theory of,

163. May be increased or diminish-

ed by exercise, 163, Their etfect on
mental activity, 169, 477, 489 ; ii.

200, 289 ; on memory, 233 ; on re-

finement of taste, 280. Apathy and
impatience fi'om, 261. Of paupers,

314, M. Of servants, 319.

Temporal bones, i. 122, 124. Muscle,
328. Suture, 122.

Tennant, Wm., i. 458 ; ii. 69, 76.

Tentorium, i. 134, 186.

Teutonic race, i. 380 ; ii. 329.
Thalberg, Mons., ii. 116.

Theft, i. 81, 306, 315, 320.

Themistocles, i. 359.

Thirst, i. 278; ii. 17.

Thomas, Dr, on Temperament, i. 163.

Thompson, Dr Corden, ii. 337.

Thomson's " Seasons," ii. 129.

Thurtell, murderer, i. 416.

Tiberius Caesar, i. 388.

Tiedemann quoted, i. 31, 47, 110 ;
ii.

352, n.

Tiger, i, 393.

Time, faculty and organ of, ii. 104, 74,

95, 112, 116.

Timidity; i. 250.

Tissot on the brain, i. 31.

Titian, i. 307, M. 5 ; ii. 61.

Tobacco, effects of, ii. 144.

Tongue, nerves of, ii. 17.

Tories, i, 408.

Touch, sense of, ii. 15, 425.

Tragedy, pleasure from, ii. 185.
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